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HOW much:

Not exactly, '-Shall the public schools teach more than the alphabet ?"

The sagos in Springfield will ventilate that subject. But, yet, how large is

the teacher's sphere ? What is included in its circumference ? How far out

can he travel without passing its boundaries, and where can he pause and

say, '•! have reached the end ; it is finished ?"

The family, the school, the church and the state, are all alike fur man,

are meant to minister to human welfare. They work on the same general

law, for the same general end. And, hence, these institutions are not to be

regarded as rivals or antagonists, but rather as auxiliaries, each having a pe-

culiar oflSce, or performing, a special service to the race, but combining to

accomplish this result—the complete education of all who come under their

influence, for life and the business of life. Though their forces are in some

degree contemporaneous, that is, move on side by side, it is yet true that the

child passes through the series from first to last, advancing from home to

school, from the school to the church, and from the church to the state.

FooJ, raiment and shelter are provided by the parent, intellectual culture by

the teacher ; the church regards religious interests, while the state attends to

rektions which exist between the individual and society. No strict division

f labor can be made, however, so that any one of the four may wisely say,

• This and this only is my affair, attend you to that and that." Fur though

man is composed of parts, such as body, mind, sensibilities, will, which are

distinct in idea, and unlike in some respects, he is yet as truly a unit, an or-

ganism, a living whole. The spiritual is in some sen.se an uutgmwth
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from the physical. The animal furnishes organs and opportunities for the

intellectual. A diseased body sows the seeds of depravity and insanity. The

fires of passion consume flesh and blood at length. Hence, though the

teacher's special concern may be the culture of the brain, he must by no

means forget his obligation to care for the eye, the ear. the hand, the stomach,

the heart, the conscience of his pupils. Our schools, then, must fit our

children to bear the burdens and accomplish the tasks of life, and do most for

them in directions where they most lack.

Body.—Work bestowed upon the animal part, the outer man, is primary

and fundamental. Mistake or neglect in caring for this is likely to make

good results next to impossible in other directions, for without a sound body

we need not expect a sound head or sound heart or sound habits. It is all-

important to the future welfare of the child that his respiration and digestion

and circulation are kept in order, his nervous and muscular system are used

without abuse, and that every sense is educated in due degree. Hence, the

thermometer must be watched, and abundance of oxygen supplied. Habits

of cleanliness and neatness are to be encouraged or even required, as well as

a proper position for study. Physiology and hygiene are to be taught with

special reference to their bearing on sanitar*y rules and conditions, to enable

the child to understand and obey natural law in all matters of dress and diet

and sleep and exercise, so that he may escape colds and colic and fever and

rheumatism and consumption. It is the business of the teacher to see that

physical vigor is not ruinously expended by secret vice, and especially that the

brain is not overtasked. And, if health is failing, he is to see that the thea-

ter of activity is transferred from the head to the heals, that his pupil is re-

manded from study to rest and play, or to the physician's cure. In the cases

of prococious boys and girls, he teaches best who teaches no;hiug.

Manners.—While keeping a sharp lookout upon all matter.s relating

to health, the wise teacher will not fail to bestow constant attention upon be-

havior. He will insist that in his presence at least, the instincts and im-

pulses of the children manifest themselves deceiitly and in v.rdvv, that the

feet, hands and tongue learn and practice decorum. He will put rudeness

and vulgarity to shame, or else transform them into politeness and true re-

finement. Rules and customs prevalent i.i all good society will be maiulaiued

in the school room and on the pUy-grjund. Systematic torment will be pre-

pared for the unwashed and unkempt, the sluggard, the uncivil, the slouch,

the bo! r. Nor will gracefulness of position and of movement, habits of

promptness and accuracy, be forgotten. To multitudes discipline like this

would be of far greater value^ would minister far more to happiness and sue-
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cess, than all the learning they could possibly get from books. Then, in

order that he may bestow such a boon, let the teacher furnish a daily exam-

ple of good manners.

Mind.—Not much need be said on this point, since the teacher is sup-

posed to be competent and faithful, if at all, in (raining the intellectual

powers. Somewhat he is to impart from himself and from the text-books,

but much more he is to call forth from possibility to existence, from slumber

to activity and growth, from germ to bud and blossom and fruit. Tilling,

sowing and tending are his—among all the faculties, perception, memory,

reason, imagination, that the child mjy come at length to know himself and

his powers and his uses, and become skilled in the art of self-management

and in the science of expending his energies to the noblest purpose with best

assurance of success; or may learn how to think, how to remember, how to

judge, how to speak, how to acquire, and how to bestow, that so he shall be

fully equipped for every emergency, adequate to meet every demand and be

master of every situation. This means immeasurably more than hearing

lessons, going through the book, or even carrying a class to the end of grad-

uating day.

Morals. —Not mere morality—that is, abstinence from murder, thieving,

profanity and the like—but including all that is contained in the idea of un-

selfishness, benevolence, sterling goodness, true manhoo , a pure heart, a

conscience sensitive but enlightened, reverence, obedience to parents and to

law human and divine, true humility coupled with true self-confidence and

courage,—a choice of truth and honesty deliberately made, and a hearty

abomination of all that is mean, unmanly, degrading and despicable. The

appetites of a healthy body, and much more of a diseased one, need to be

ruled by reason, not only, but by a healthy moral sense as well, else the

lower nature will usurp control. Nor less do the intellectual powers need to

be tamed and tempered by love to God and love to man. If faith and rea-

son be separated, they will surely soon fall into conflict, to the serious detri-

ment of both. In like manner, if the one be strengthened by eight, ten, or

fifceen years of study, while the other is dwarfed and dishonored by neglect,

religious insensibility, unbelief and ungodliness, even to vice and crime, are

the natural result. The atmosphere of the school-room should be religious

in the best sense, that is, religious with all theologizing, sectarianism and cant

excluded. We may have the real divine thing in great abundance without

much mention of the name. Even if the letter of the New Testament be absent,

or present only in a small degree, neither law nor custom, nor public senti-

ment is ever likely to endeavor to exclude the heavenly spirit of the

volume. Here is a large field, by far too seldom traversed by the teacher.
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for fostering all the virtues and graces of the christian life, and all that adorns

or sweetens character, for checking all the impulses of ignorance and deprav-

ity, for removing all harshness and bitterness of speech ; in short, for the

complete culture of that charity on which hang all the law and the prophets,

which sutfereth long and is kind, which rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth

in the truth, beareth all things, believeth all things, hopeth all things, endu-

reth all things.

According to this conception of things, teaching takes rank among the

noblest and most difficult callings, is not inferior in honor and hope to the

estate of the parent, the clergyman or the statesman. Even a three years'

course of study in a normal school cannot supply a superabundance of prep-

aration for responsibilities so mighty as these. And, judged by such a

standard, how ludicrously, and yet how lamentably, some teachers (Grod knows

how many) come short of fulfilling their mission.

D. L. Leonard.

ARITHMETIC. I

I propose this as the first of a series of short articles on Arithmetic, in

which I shall try to present some of the leading principles of numbers and

their use, together with suggestions in respect to oral exercises whose object

shall be the development of these principles. In the outset, I wish to say

to teachers of young children, always use some objects for counters, in teach-

ing numbers to little learners. Another important point is this : always

regard the distinction beticeen a figure and a number., in all the early stages

of the work, at least.

Let us suppose that we wish to present an exercise in numbers to the

youngest learners; the object of the first is to get a clear knowledge of every-

thing about the one, (I choose to say one rather than to say ^lnit). Suppose

the teacher holds a single book before the little class ; let the question be,

What do you see? Get a complete answer, "I see a book." How many do

you see? Dwell on this question till the reply is, "I see one book." Now
ask to have the word one made a strong word,—not "emphatic." When the

answer is given to suit you, hold up, successively, several single articles, and

require a similar answer, the word o7ie always being a strong word. Now
require the pupil to show you a 07ie of some kind different from any you have

shown. Continue this until a little thought is required to find a new one.

Now let the word one be analyzed phonically ; then let it be written or

printed. Follow this with the figure 1. Perhaps two or three lessons will
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be necessary to accomplish all this, for no teacher of little children should

forget that an exercise of ten minutes is long enough. During the intervals

between the lessons, the little pupils may employ themselves in writing the

word and the figure on the slate or blackboard. See to it that this work is

nicely done ; and take such measures as will awaken a pride in nice work.

When ready to take another step, introduce it in some way like the fol-

lowing. Again hold one book before the pupils, and let them say, '-I see one

book." Now show another book, and get the same answer. Next, put the

books together, and ask them what they see, forbidding them to use a new

word in the answer. Get the reply, "I see one book and one book." Pro-

ceed in like manner with a few other objects; then let the pupils put together

one and one for themselves. Now, proceed to get the word tieo, if you can,

instead of o?ie and one. Now inquire, What is two? Get the full answer,

"Two is^ene and one." Treat this new word as before, analyzing, writing,

spelling, and making the figure. Every little pupil should now be furnished

with counters ; kernels of corn, beans or pebbles will answer. Now, in their

leisure time, they may not only practice writing and making figures, but they .

may make many twos. In giving the phonic elements of this word, be care-

ful about the vowel sound ; it is very often wrongly given, not by children

only. Let all the work be thoroughly and carefully done.

Now, after showing two books and one book successively, put them to-

gether, and ask. How many? Get the answer, "I see tico books and one

book." Proceed, just as before, giving the word three at the proper point.

Let this work be continued day by day, taking the numbers in regular order,

until all the numbers are mastered up to nine or even ftirther. The interest

of the children will be kept wide awake, if the teacher is skillful in giving

them a plenty to do, in analyzing the names, writing the words and figures,

and making numbers with their counters. From time to time, show them

groups of ones, and let them ascertain how many there are. For instance, if

there are eight children in the class, s>how them four apples, let them find

how many there are, wi'iting the proper word and figure themselves ; if this

is done successfully, give them the apples as a reward. Other objects that

children desire, as nuts, etc., may be used in the same way. In this work,

you may begin to lead them to the very important distinction between a num-

ber itself and the name of the things represented. For instance, showing

seven chestnuts, ask How many? Get the answer '-Seven" without any name

attached. Now ask, What? Use many such illustrations, until the words

//(9?<' wany and TI7«j< become very familiar. These words will not lose their

force nor their value, at least until Percentage and Specific Gravity are mas-

tered ; that is, if I may judge from my own experience.
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After many weeks, the work that we have gone over may be summed

up in a series of" questions and answers like the following :

What is two f Two is one and one. What is three ? Three is two

and one. What is four ? Four is three and one, &c. Then by a little skill-

ful management, we may generalize still further. How is eadi nev) numher

regidarly made f By putting one of the same kind with the last preceding

number. Let it be shown that the word "regularly" here means,in consecutive

. order, one after the other. Now, go further; What is putting one numher

loith another, andnaming tJie result called f Addition. What, then, have

ive been doing ? Adding. How, then, are all numbers above one regidarly

made ? By a constant addition of one. The last answer mxij not come with-

out considerable effort and some illustration. I think, by this time, not

before, we may draw out a definition of number. What is a. number? One

or a collection of ones of tlie same Jcind.

These exercises are simple, but they will take much time ; and, if they

are well conducted, (he children being kept con.stantly at work, they will be

very interesting. My aim is to show that a foundition thus laid, is safe

to build the science of numbers upon. Subsequent articles will develop my
idea. E. C. Hewett.

Dec. 7, 1872.

THE PROVINCE OF THE FREE SCHOOL.

Those who would limit the province of the Free School, admit the ne-

cessity of an education beyond the mere rudiments of Reading, Writing and

Arithmetic, but they assume that private enterprise will supply this further

need, and, at the same time, open the way for more direct religious teaching.

This assumption is not sustained by the facts

England has for a long time had an abundance of well-endowed private

schools. The English Government has recently extended the franchise.

The most thoughtful Englishmen have studied this question of popular edu-

cation most thoroughly, and their studies have led to the establishment of a

Free School system. Their past experience has convinced them that through

no other agency will the great need of popular intelligence be met.

The Southern States of this Union were for a long term of years de-

pendent upon private enterprise for the means of an education. The census

statistics have shown the results of such dependence. In both cases, free in-

struction has been tendered the poor to a limited extent j but the poor pre-

ferred entire ignorance to an acceptance of such distinctions.

The Japanese Government approves its purpose of progress by seeking
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from among American educators one who shall organize for tliem a system of

public instruction as extensive as the popular need.

For several years the Argentine llepublic maintained in tlie United

States a devoted student of our educational systems. So well satisfied were

the people with his views and with his recommendation of the American

Free School, that ho has since, been made their President by popular vote,

and he is now carrying forward nobly the work which his observation here,

coupled with a full knowledge of the wants of his people, has approved as

best adapted to their particular need.

From both Continents comes the hearty endorsement of the Free School

without limitation Is it worth our while to shut our eyes to such light, and

to turn our backs upon our own history, and cry, " Let us go backward " ?

The system which thus far most nearly meets our wants has in its favor

the still further condition of economy. In private enterprise it is impo.ssible

to unite all interests. An expenditure sufficient for the wants of many must

be made,that a few may be attracted. All sects must battle for the ascendency.

Neither will be content to accept the provision m.ide by any other. Hence,

were it possible to provide for as full an education, and of as large a number

of people as the Free School makes provision for, it must of necessity, through

the influence of sect, be at largely increased expense. But, it is argued, the

opportunity thus atf-rded for religious instruction will more than compensate

for this increase of expense. It may be so for the few that avail themselves

of the priveleges thus secured ; but what good shall result to the many who

will not seek the advantages of such private tuition, even if able to do so, and

to the still greater number who cannot afford the luxury, no matter how

strong the will ? Is it in accordance with the spirit of our institutions to say

to such as have means and a good will, •' You may come up into the higher

field of culture, but the poor sons of less fortunate circumstances must be con-

tent with the merest rudiments." Is it not better to say, "The Government

demands of you culture, that you may be worthy citizens ; the Government

opens the way to such culture through the Public School. All you can learn

anywhere may be learned there, except only the peculiar tenets of sect or party,

against instruction in which in the free school, the Government stands pledged.

If yoa prefer to receive your education in secular matters at the hands of

men of like faith with yourselves, and coupled with instruction in doctrine

and religious faith, you will certainly be protected in your choice j but this

right of choice dues not carry with it the right to deny others equal privi-

leges with yourselves, nor the right so to limit the Free School as to ex-

clude from the advantages of a fair secular education the many who must de-

pend upon the Government for the means to obtain it
"
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I can hardly believe tliat the advocates of limited Free School privileges

fear the competition of the Free School, or that they find their only hope for

the upbuilding of denominational schools in the ruin of the Free School; for

though the Academies, and Seminaries, and Colleges, may not derive their

patronage directly from the pupils of the Free School, they certainly find it

of great importance to be located in the immediate vicinity of good public

schools. General intelligence in a community is of incalculable advantage to

private schools. The interest of the latter, therefore, seems to lie in the

direction of a generous support of public instruction, and tne advocates of

denominational schools are generally wise men.

J5ut to criticise more fully the articles alluded to at the outset, and ad-

mitting still the assumption that the Free School is irreligious is its tendency,

is it wise to intrust to such influences the tender child, during the early years

when in pressions are so easily made ? Is it true, that little danger may be

feared during the first twelve years of a child's life from influences that

must be positively resisted or counteracted thereafter ? If I have read aright,

if I have heard aright, such conclusions are not generally accepted by those

who have made the child's mind a patient study. To be sure, home influen-

ces are stronger during these years ; so, too, the instructions of the Church

and the Sabbath School take a deeper hold upon the young heart. But it

must be remembered that the conditions favoring such stronger influences,

and such deeper impressions, obtain in the school as at home and in the church)

so that the relative danger is as great at one time as at the other. Perhaps

it is thought that there is nothing in the studies of this earlier period that

can in any manner exert an influence upon the religious character of the child.

He may read, write and cipher without afiecting in the least the impressions

made in the home and in the church. But what shall be done all this while

with the inquisitive spirit of the child ? Shall his numberless queries be laid

aside, to be answered only after he shall have left the Free School, or shall

his spirit of inquiry be crushed beyond recovery ? Then acain, if what he

reads is to have no influence over his young heart, it must be limited to rep-

etition of words, conveying no meaning whatever to his mind. Such read-

ing is certainly senseless, and no sane man could for a moment favor it.

What the child reads at school, and what he reads at home through the

ability gained at school, will have more influence upon his life than all the

higher studies combined can have.

He then who can safely trust his younger child to the Free School need

not fear for its influence upon the elder.

The Home—the School—the Church,—each has its appropriate place

in the culture of the young. They may be made mutually helpful, and yet
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neither interfere with the province of the other. It is certainly unwise to

say that since the school may not do the work of the church, it must there-

fore be crippled in its possibilities.

J. L. PiCKARD.

SCHOOL LAW OF ILLINOIS.

1. The School Month.—The 54th section of the new school law pro-

vides that "the school month shall comprise twenty -two school days actually

taught."

Saturdays and Sundays are not "school days." In a year there are one

hundred and four Saturdays and Sundays ; leaving 261 school or teaching

days. One-twelfth of two hundred and sixty-one is twenty-one and three-

fourths. Hence there is not an average of twenty- two school days in

each of the twelve calendar months of the year, and it is not to be sup-

posed that the legislature intended to require teachers to teach either Sat-

urdays or Sundays, and to make up the lack of twenty-two school days in

any given calendar month, from the school days of the succeeding month.

In most of the respective months there are twenty-two school days, but

not in all. If a teacher teaches all the school dajs in any entire calendar

month, or all the school days from a given date in any month to the same

date in the next succeeding month, he will comply with the intent and

meaning of the law. These instructions apply where teachers are employed

for a certain number of months, at so much per month, and nothing is

said in the agreement or contract as to the number of days that shall

be taught for a month. In other words, in the absence of any special agree-

ment or contract on the subject, the legal month, as above defined and

explained, is to be understood.

But the definition of "school month" in section 54, refers mainly to the

word "month" as used in sections 43 and 48. The chief object is to fix and

determine the number of days of actual teaching necessary to entitle a dis-

trict to its proportion of the public funds. In this respect, the definition ot

"month" in section 54 must be strictly construed. Every district must have

at least one hundred and ten days of actual teaching, each year. So that

this necessary condition is complied with, directors and teachers may enter

into any agreement or contract that they choose, with regard to the number

of days that shall be taught for a month, and in respect to holidays, etc.

Directors may pay their teachers by the term, by the month, or even by tlie-
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week or daj', if they see fit; and may enter into any agreement they choose

in respect to vacations, holidays, etc., but must see to it that at least one

Imndred and ten days are actually taught during each and every school year.

Hence the importance of a full understanding beforehand, between

teachers and directors. There should always be a written agreement, signed

in duplicate by both parties, in which every material point and condition

shall be specified. Teachers who omit this simple and reasonable precaution,

have only themselves to blame if they get into trouble about their time

and pay.

2. Holidays—Section 54 further provides '-that teachers shall not be

required to teach on legal holidays, thanksgiving or fast days appointed by

Stat^ or naticnal authority."

The "legal holidays," in this State, are the first day of January, com-

monly called New Year's day; the fourth day of July; the twenty-fifth day

of December, commonly called Christmas day ; and any day appointed or

recommended by the governor of this State, or by the president of the United

States, as a day of fast or thanks-giving. [Gross's Statutes, 3d edition, page

463, § 15.

Note, that only New Year's cZay, and Christmas day^ are legal holidays,

not the week between, also, as was allowed in the old school law. Teachers

may close their schools on each and all of said legal holidays ; no order or

permission from the directors or boards of education is required. If there

was no previous agreement to the contrary, the days so lost must be made

up, in accordance with the instructions of the first part of this circular, if so

required by the directors. But by previous agreement, or subsequent con-

sent of directors, teachers may be allowed the holidays, without loss of time

or pay, as previously stated.

3. Prior Contracts.—Agreements and contracts duly made and exe-

cuted between teachers and director.?, previous to the first day of July, 1872,

may lawfully be fulfilled and carried out by the contracting parties, in good

faith, and in accordance with the spirit and let: or thereof

4. County Teachers IiistitiUas.—The old school law contained the fol-

lowing :

"When a teachers' institute is held in a county, school directors shall allow their

teachers to attend such institute, if they desire to attend, and no reduction of pay or loss

of lime shall be incuned by the teachers so attending, for the number of days during
which they were in actual attendance upon such institute, as certified by the county
superintendent of schools: Provided, That when such institute is held during a term
of school, such leave of absence shall not be granted more than once during any one
l-)eriod of six months, nor for more than one week at any one time."

Teachers, and all others interested, are hereby informed that the above

previsi ju in repealed. The law now in force contains no such provision.
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5. UnexpirvAl Certificates.—It is held that teachers' certificates granted

prior to July 1, 1872, are valid for the time specilied therein; but in no castj

can such certificates be renciced, (except as provisional certificates.) without

a satisfactory examination in the additional branches now required by law

Nevfton Bateman,

Sup't of Pub. Inst.

YA4r AND HOW BEFORE WHY.

Many of those who now constitute the class called veteran teachers

remember the stir created in their young days by the advent of some ''mas-

ter" or "mistress," who recpiired pupils to explain the processes of arithmetic

and the meaning of words in the selections read. The writer has not for-

gotten the sensations created in his own mind when called to stand before

the square yard of blackboard (till then an unknown apparatus in our

sixteen-foot school-house) and explain the process of subtraction ! He had

"ciphered through" Roswell C. Smith's Arithmetic, had become familiar with

certain problems in '-Adams's Old" and 'Adams's New," and was accounted

proficient in "Emerson's Third Part." His shame at being put to work on

one of the "siuiple rules," .'it the age of fourteen, by a miss of seventeen,

gave way to satisfaction at being thought worthy to attempt what he had

never i-cen done ; and the gratification was increased when he considered

that the clear view to which he was led by the enthusiastic young teacher

was due to the new star whose rising the Bay State was rhen observing with

such deep interest—the first normal school in America. -'Why?'' "Can

you explain that to me?" '"What does this mean?" Such soon became

the familiar demands of our young and pains taking disciple of Father Pierce.

Fruui that time, my ob.sorvation of modes of teaching may have been

somev.hat minute. Certain it is, that I soon heard of here and there ;u

teacher v.ho 'made the scholars ^ive the reason.^." Wiwrcn Colburn's little

arithmetic Avas already in use, and. in the bands cf judicious teachers, became

a Ya!u:ible auxiliary tuward what seems, at this distance of time, to have been

a great refurm.

Children "ciphered' le.'?s. talked less of 'doing sums" and "getting the

answers." They begun lo use the nv'W famiiiar phrases, "analyzing the prob-

km," "solving the example. " In r.ading, the practice of "defining" a word

by naming one or two of its synonyms— the.*e t-ynonyms, perchance, farther

from the child's thought than the word first ^iven—was superseded or sup-

]>lcmented by p;n-av<hr;iyin<;- the Sfnterice read. The vonnjror })»pils were
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asked to give, in their own lani^uage, the story or description which they had

studied and were about to read.

Looking back over a third of a century, I am disposed to think that

this prying into the meaning of words, phrases, and processes must have

seemed to others, as to me, a new dispensation.

And what do we see to-day ? Truly these analyses are occasionally as

formal and traditional as were the old methods by rule: the analytical rea-

soning, though uttered, is not always felt, and thus "the answers" come as

magically as of old. All the varieties—the old dull ways and the ways so

full of freshness, the plodding '-cipherer through" and the analyzer, proud

of his skill to disentangle, the memorizer and he who understands—all these

are in the schools of Ilhnois. It may be that every school supplies some-

thing approximating the best, and something suggesting the worst that our

minds ever picture or recall.

That there is a clearer apprehension of principles than in the olden

time, there can be no doubt. To ask the reason for a step is wise
;
long to rest

content with a form of words, or a mere following of a rule, is a mark of

indolence and stagnation And yet, ive do not enough insist on gaining

facility in the rendering of facts and. iii the use of in-ocesses. An evil

of undeserved good fame is this: the pressing of pupils, especially in written

arithmetic, to assign reasons for the more difficult fundamental processes,

before they have yet acquired any facility in doing the work. Let it be

observed, first, that t) subtiacfc, multiply, and divide are proper employments

for young minds—fit, I mean, as being adapted to their powers. The labor

is not too heavy—assuming, of course, that the requisite tables have been

mastered. ^Yith not a few children, the reasons for the steps involved may

well be called difficult. Besides, so far as regards the mass of children, to

whom the privileges of school are continued but a few years, the fit marshal-

ing oi figures is of more consequence than the philosophy of steps. Of no

less import t j the teacher is the consideration that to be insisting at all stages,

that the child shall thoroughly understand the reasons, is itself an unphilo-

sophical position. Consider: the child can not be eager to know the rolations

of things till he knows the things themselves,—can not care much nbout the

reasons for steps that are so difficult as still to absorb all his energies in the

taking. Of course, the result at best is a kind of forced culture.

Of like indiscreiion comes the too early effort to t ach cancellation and

short methods of multiplying and dividing Let the common, the universally

piacticablj method bo given, practiced, m.ide familiar, mastered : the exhila-

ration induced by speed on the old road will, in due tim , beget sufficient

excitemsnt and interest, to make the mini appreciative of "short cuts" and

^
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incidental 'best ways." Should the pupil's school opportunities be prolonged

beyond what is usual with the great mass, this facility with processes, this

ready knowledge of facts and of the forms of words—acquisitions gained not

without some stir of the child's inquisitive nature—will form (he best possi-

ble foundation for the work of fuller logical and philosophical investigation.

"Present the object before giving the name," say the wise counselors. Is it

not equally wise to withhold, in the primary stage of written eft'orts in num-

bers, the philosophical presentation of reasons which the child has neither

sought, nor even reached the requisite strength fully to comprehend ?

Do not be betrayed into the b.lief that your teaching lacks thorough-

ness because you do not present every point in all its relations. Thorough-

ness is exemplified no less truly in the making of a horseshoe nail, than in

the researches into the climatic and physiological relations which induce the

horse distemper.

If each pupil of your little cla.ss in Geography has been led to pro-

nounce clearly and promptly, whenever you call, the names of the New
Kngland Stales, you and they have done ?o much thorough work. Doubtless

the names should also be spelled, written with appropriate capitals : for thus

you enhance the value of the former ac<|uisition. But each work is a unit,

and the first is thoroughly done when the clearly formed ideal is realized.

The multiplication table is thoroughly learned—however irrational and

irksome the means—if the pupil can sjive, vdthout hesitation, the product

of any two numbers below thirteen : and this too, notwithstanding he may

not see v:hi/ eight ll's .should equal twelve 6's,—may. indeed, never have no-

ticed that "72" comes twice in the table.

One thing at a time ; and first that which is near at hand, obvious, sim-

ple. Nor need we .suppose that, to be thorough, the thing philosophically

related must immediatrfi/ follow. Not necessarily at one lesson come tho

desert of Atacama and the philo.sophy of rains; rather, it may be, the loca-

tion, at ma^)y les.sons. of hundreds of terrestrial features, continents, oceans,

islands, mountains, and rivers,—the fixing of these in their local relations,

the little workers being aided meanwhile, by stories, pictures and couversa.

(ions (subsidiary, and hence not too numerous), that the thing.-? may be

made r'.'al through an adcijuatcly vivid conception.

Do we not in the instruction of children at school, as in thcii hnii.e ue-

(juaintimcc with dress and etiquette, present the nicer and more refined lael.-*

and distinctions too soon ?

H' we will but be content wholly to defer, not only the logic of

n-chiiieil '^ra'iiniar. Imt the ^tudy :i:il pr.icti:" di' siidi t'lcts, processes, and
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principles involved in the other "comaion branches" as appear to lie beyond

the present appreciation or probable needs of the pupils, can we not find time

to consider in our schools many of the leading features of Physiology, Bota-

ny, Zoology, and NiituraJ Philosophy ? If so, we shall find a partial solution

of the difficult problem thrust upon us by our recent legislation.

Thomas Metcalf.

KEEP THE CniLUREX IIAFFF.

In creating the world, Grod seems to have made many things for the

express purpose of making His creatures happy. Flowers, singing birds, the

love of music, the beautiful tints of the sunset clouds, the joy of loving and

being loved, all seem Ibrmed for the express pleasure of man.

Now, let us imagine ourselves shut up, away from these delights, for a

certain period, and prevented from cither seeing or thinking of them. How
should we feel? Not happy, of course.

Take from our homes all that renders them attractive, and the place

would soon become loathsome to us. Yet we think nothing of sending the-

dear little children, whose feelings are just as acute, and whose perceptions of

beauty are more delicate than ours, to be immured six hours a day in the

dreariest place, oftentimes, that can be found—to be tortured by one who

cares nothing for them, and who only sees in his or her task, bread, butter

and clothes. No wonder children dislike to study, and consider the bell for

dismission "the merriest sound in the world."

All over the laud there are springing up noble, costly school-he uses.

Still, all the house is worth is what it contains; and if this house, despite its

cost, feels aud looks prison-like, the little ones aro sure to know it.

Loiig ago, a teacher of wide experience said to me, 'Keep the children

happy, and the rod, the sharp word aud reproof, on your part, will be need-

kss; and the child will, unknown to itself, be learning the best of lessons."

How shall we keep the children happy ? In many ways. The slate of

childhood is one of constant activity and inquiry. Give this activity a vent,

this spirit of inquiry some reply. Feed the child's mind with love of

beauty and truth. Never chide nor repress the desire to know and learn.

If he asks some qucJ-tiou not pertaining to the task you have set him

y(ju may not tell him, as I have known teachers to do. '"that is uct

in your lesson." Fill you school-houses with pictures and flowers and every-

thing ihat makes our homes lovely. Read to them, tell them stories aud facts,

aud they will soon desire to du the same for themselves. Let them feel that
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they come from the home where their bodies are clothed and fed, to the home

where their minds are to be filled with the good, the true, and the beautiful.

Let the children have an interest in all these things, and no more dull

looks, cros.s words nor unlearned lessons will vex you. A child nahirally

wants to learn, and it is only from the unnatural, unhappy state into which

he is forced six long hours for five long days, that he does not.

Try, then, by your own actions, your words and surroundings, to make

and keep the children happy. This may seem like a task, but it more than

repays, in the order, the ardor and the love which it begets. Mrs. P.

VILLAGE AXD CITY SCHOOLS. IV.

The duties of the superintendents of schools do not differ in principle

from the duties of superintendents of industrial establishments.

The head of the school, in order to be very effective, must be familiar

with the detailed workings of each part of the system, however remote that

part may be from him. He should have quite definite notions of the amount

of work that pupils of certain ages and grades ought to do ; this necessitates,

as our schools are at present, a familiarity with all the text-books in use in

his schools, from the lowest primary to the high school—an acquisition by

no means easy. Many young teachers are much aided by having a definite

work set before them for the month or the term ; older and more experienced

teachers do not so much need this. The principal is the one to assign these

tasks; it is evident that it cannot be intelligently done without an excellent

knowledge of the text-books. It is easier to make a reasonable assignment

for the work of seven years than for one year, so more judgment is required

in allotting tasks to be accomplished in shorter time.

If. during the present vacation, a principal should prepare a written

statement of the work he desires to be accomplished by each teacher—com-

plete and minute—and at the commencment of the term hand to each teacher

the paper that related to her work, with the recjuest that she transcribe a

copy, and return the original to him ; if at the end of the term he should

go to that teacher's room with this paper in hand, and hear each class recite

anywhere and everywhere from the term's lessons, both principal and teacher

would be enabled to judge of the manner in which the time has been spent.

If at this examination the principal takes careful notes of the working and

atatuH of each class, talks with the teacher from these notes, lays out the

work for the next term, and at that examination compares his former notes

with those he may take then—if this experiment should be tried, I should

be disappointed if the results did not appear very encouraging. Priucipals
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need to dive down deep into details, to watch and work up the thousand little

defects; the school, as a whole, will then show iiself improved. It should

always be remembered, however, that in this business, time, much time, is re-

quired to produce brilliant results.

The principal should be able to answer questions relating to class work

and methods. Assistant teachers have an impression that that is no small

part of his business. They think that he is paid, not only to supervise, but

to assist them over hard places, to tell them how to overcome the apparent

stupidity of a class, to suggest a flank movement in the case of some contu-

macious pupil. They have a right to this notion. It is a true one. X
juiceless, dried-up principal is not a pleasant associate for the wide-awake and

lively girls that throng our teachers' institutes, and (hat are now doing better

class drill work than has ever before been done in the Mississippi Valley.

The amount of academic instruction to be given toteaehers ought to be

expressed by zero. It ought not to be necessary fo spend time with teachers

in doing that which they are supposed to have done before obtaining a cer-

tificate to teach. If they are not proficient in the branches they are ex-

pected to teach, there are two courses for thoni : to go back to school and

hook up, or goto their rooms and read up. It i.s a nii^iake to torn teachers'

meetinjiS into high schools and acadcniie.-'. Time U too valiuible. My next

paper shall speak of teachers' meetings. Aaron Gon'e.

TABLE SHOU'IXG THE
CENSUS, OF TEN CNTIBS

ILLINOIS.

1. Chicago, :

2. Ouincy,

3. Peoria,

4. Springfield,

5. Bloomington, ...

6. Aurora.

7. Rockford,

8. Galesburg,

9. Jacksonville,

10. Alton,

RANK AND rOPC/A'/ION, JiV THE LAST
/N EACH (>/ S/N 01- TJ/E N Ii: SJATES.

MISSOURL
1. St. Louis
2. Kansas City,...

3. St. Josepli,

4. Hannibal, ,

5. Lexington,

6. St. Charles,....

7. Springfield,....

8. Calumet,

9. Sedalia,

10. JefCerson City,

298,977

24,052

22,849

17.364

14,590
11,162

1 1 ,049

10,158

9,203
8.665

110,864

32,260

19,565
10,12:;

6,336

5-570

5555
5,185

4.560
4,420

INDIANA. ,

Lidiana))i)lis, 48.244'

Evansville 21,830:

Fort Wayne, 17,718!

Terre Haute, 16,103!

New Albany, I5,396|

Lafayette, i3-5oO'

jNIadison, 10,709
Richmond, 9-445
Logansport, 8,950
JefTersonville, 7.254I

MICHIGAN.
]

Detroit, 79.577i
Grand Rapids,... 16, 507
Jackson 11,447,

East Saginaw,.... 1 1,350
Kalamazoo, 10,447
Adrian, 8,438

7'.46oSagina
Ann Arbor
IJiyCity ,.„„.,

Muskegon, 6,002'

7,363
7.064

L.V.A.

1 J.ivcn port, 20,038
Dubuque, 18.434
Burlington, 14,930
Keokuk, 12,766
Des Moines 12,035
Council Bluffs, ...I n,020
Muscatine 6,718
Clinton, 6,129
Cedar Rapids,.... 5.940
Iowa City, 5,9I4

WISCONSIN.
Milwaukee 7i,440

Fond du Lac, 12,764
Oshkosh, 12,663
Racine, 9,880
Madison, 9,l~6

Janesville, 8,789
La Crosse, 7,785
Watertown 5,364
Sheboygan 5-3IO

Manitowoc 5,i68
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Again, we come to the first number of a new volume. We have been

reading our editorial of one year ago. In that, we expressed certain hopes

;

they have, in a good degree, been realized. We asked our patrons and friends

to help us; their aid has been most generous. We made certain promises

and pledges for the Schoolmaster ; we fi^el thdt we have not been false to

our promises. How quickly has the year passed 1 How much of good, and
bow little of evil, it has brought to us, to our country, to the world ! And,
now, as we pause a noment at the milestone, as we look backward and for-

ward, what of the future? It is hopeful for all of us; education has made
good progress during the past year, and its outlook is good for the year to

come. True, there have been things to discourage; now and then, there have

been severe criticisms on this school and that, on this or that method of in-

struction ; there have been direct attacks here and there on our whole public

school system ;
there have not bet n wanting jaophets of disaster in the

future. But how has the good predominated over the evil ! And, for the

future, we are quite sure that we can say to teachers, there is nothing outside

of the school-room that friend- of free schools and sound learning need to

fear. If we do our work well, everything is safe. But, teachers, how are

we doing our work ? How much have we gained in the year, how much in-

crease in our own knowledge and powers, how much better can we teach our

pupils, how much better help them to build sound and upright character?

What have we read, pertaining directly to our work, or outside of it, that

was worth reading? And how much have we digested, assimilated and re-

tained of what we have read? How much have we gained from our study

of nature? How much have we grown in right living? And what are our

plans lor the new year? What work for ourselves have we laid out? What
new resolutions for good have we Ibrmed, and how strong is the probability

that they will be kept ? It is a time for careful thought. Does some one say

all this is common-place. True— so are air and sunshine, lileand love, dread

and death. All we most love, and all we most fear, is common place; take

out oi' life and thought what is cmmon-place, and how much of value is left ?

For the Schoolmaster, the year has been, on the whole, one of pros-

perity and cheer ; and the future is bright with hope. Words of commen-
dation and encouragement have come to us from for and near ; and they have
been almost unmixed with adverse criticism and censure. To be sure, it has

sometimes been intimated that our magazine is chiefly an adverlisint' medium.
We have just two thi igs to say about this: first, we are proud of our adver-

tising patrons, and ol our advertising pages; second, the advertisements have
in no case, been suffered to trench on our pages of reading matter. Not only

are our advertisements themselves of value to the teachers; but they will

never be allowed to diminish the amount of other reading. We have few
promises to make for the coming year ; our course in the past is our type and
guaranty for the future; only, we shall try to do still better, and where we
have made mistakes we hope to be wiser in time to come. We remember that

our readers include teachers of every class, from the college profes.sor and
city superintendent, down to the young girl teaching her first school by the
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country roadside. We shall endeavor, in every number, to have something

suited to the wants of each. With many thanks to our patrons and friends

for past favors, we confidently look for favors in the future ; and, to all earnest

workers in the field of learning and education, we heartily wish "A Happy
New Year."

We hope every teacher has read the President's Message; it is a sensible,

business document of moderate length. To be sure, as it comes to us, we
observe some errors in style and composition ; but we have no means of know-

ing what part to charge to the writer, and what to the telegraph. The Pres-

ident says that there is not now "a shadow upon our friendly relations," with

England ; and he hopes they may remain thus unclouded forever. He says

further

:

"With France—our earliest ally, Russia—the constant and steady friend of the

United States, Germany—with whose government and people we have so many causes

of friendship and so many common sympathies, and the other powers of Europe, our

relations are happily on the most friendly terms."

In speaking of the unhappy civil contest in Cuba, he says: -.

"I cannot doubt that the continued maintenance of slavery in Cuba is among the

strongest inducements to the continuance of this strife. A terrible wrong is the natural

cause of a terrible evil. The abolition of slavery and the introduction of other reforms

in the administration of the government in Cuba, could not fail to advance the restora-

tion of peace and order. It is especially to be hoped that the present liberal government
of Spain will voluntarily adopt this view. * * x- * * j regret to

believe that citizens of the United States, or those claiming to be such, are large holders

in Cuba of what is there claimed as property, but which is forbidden and denounced by
laws of the United States. They are thus, in defiance of the spirit of our own laws,

contributing to the continuance of this distressing and sickening contest."

The President recommends the supporting of at least four American
youths both in China and Japan, and the adoption of the postal telegraph,

in much the same language as in his last message. The total receipts of the

Government for last year were $371,106,837.56; the total amount of debt

paid. S99, 960,253.54; the total reduction of the debt since March 1, 1869
has been $363,696,999.87. He recommends that measures be taken to bring

our currency up to par; he urges the improvement of our navy; he advo-

cates the aboliliton of the franking privilege, or at least a reduction of its

abuses; he says the Indian policy "has been as successful as its most ardent

friends anticipated ;" he urges the civil service reform
;
he desires some course

to be taken with Utah, •which will secure peace, the equality of all citizens

before the law, and the ultimate extinguishment of polygamy." In relation

to education he uses the following language:

"The rapidly increasing interest in education is a most encouraging feature in cur-

rent history of the country, and it is no doubt true that this is due in great measure to

the efforts of the bureau of education. That office is continually receiving evidences

which abundantly prove its efficiency from the various institutions of learning and edu-

cators of ab kinds throughout the country. The report of commissioner contains a vast

amount of educational details of great interest. A bill now pending before Congress,

providing for the apportionment of a part of the proceeds of the sales of public lands

for educational purposes, to aid the States in the general education of their rising gene-

ration, is a measure oi such great importance to our real progress, and is so unanimously
approved by ihe leading friends of education, that it is commended to the favorable at-

tention of Congress."

And he commends the Centennial celebration of our independence in 1876.
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We will give the name, publishers and price of every book that is sent

us for that purpose. We will give more extended notices and reviews of

such books as we choose, indicating what we regard as merits or defects.

This we shall do in a perfectly independent manner ; well knowing that

otherwise our notices will be of no value either to our readers or to the pub-

lishers. We shall be obliged to publishers if, when they send us books for

notice, they will name the price.

Prof. Hewett has prepared a table of the ten largest cities in each of six of

the north-western states. The Schoolmaster presents it in this number. It

will bear close examination, and then some of the examiners will be .surprised

to learn the relative size of familiar cities to be quite diflerent from what they

had supposed. It is a part of the Schoolmaster's mission to present prac-

tical work ; this table is a specimen of what is meant by practical work. If

teachers will learn it. then teach it to their classes, it will be cood for both.

The unexpected death of Horace Greeley, on the 29th of November,
has given rise to a very wide expressi n of opinion by the periodical press of

the country. 3Ir. Greeley, as the candidate of a political party for the

highest office in the land.—and a party so peculiarly constituted as his,—re-

ceived of course most bitter opposition. His foibles, his weaknesses and his

mistakes were all set forth, often in severe language; and not unfrequently,

he was made the but^ of ridicule and caricature. This may not be the mo.st

dignified way of carrying on a Presidential campaign : but it seems that most
of our politicians regard it as effective. Since Mr. Greeley's death, however,
almost all the papers speak of him in terms of eulogy; and many of the

loudest words of praise couie from pens that were lately writing of him in

quite another style. This fact is taken as a text by many editors ; and from
it, they preach long sermons against the bitterness with which candidates for

office are ass^ailed, and charge those who speak so differently now from what
they did three months ago. with in;;onsistency, to call it by no harder name.
The old proverb, "Nothing unless good of the dead,"' is more honored in the

breach than in the observance ; and Antony's declaration, that
"The evil that men do lives aftei- them.
The good is often interred with their liones,"

is as far from candor and truth as the rest of his speech. xVny editor who
spoke what he believr^d untruth about Horace Greeley while he lived, ought
to bo ashamed of it, bur no more so than if Mr. Greeley were still living.

And any one who now speaks in praise of him more than he believes to be
true ought to be ashamed of it, and none the less so because he is dead.

Mr. Greeley was doubtless industrious, energetic, kiiidheurted, influential, anc

one of the ablest editors America ever produced. But he might be all this

and more, and yet be notoriously unfit for President Those who held this

view did right o oppose him; and, if they said no more than the truth, they
have nothing they ought to take back ; neither are they justly blamed when,
now that he is gone, they publish his good qualities, provided only that they
iitill speak the truth.

Uotila j.'cii, J,4 Ju Am-iic.iu Nuw^-'apcis, uaiiy.
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REPORT OF ATTENDANCE FOR NOVEMBER, 1872.

ill I
St. Louis
Chicago, 111

Cincinnati, O
]

Indianapolis, Ind
Evansville, Ind.,
Dubuque, Iowa
Peoria, 111

Springfield, 111

Terre Haute, Ind
Burlington, Iowa
Decatur, 111

West Des Moines, la ...

Freeport, 111

West and South >

Rockford, 111., J

Danville, 111

Alton, III

Lincoln, 111

Ottumwa, Iowa
PekiD,Ill
Centralia, 111

Marsnalltown, Iowa....
East Denver, Colorado.
Cedar Falls, Iowa
Macomb, 111

Wabash, Ind
Princeton, 111

Peru, Ind
Allegan, Mich
Shelbyville, 111

Polo, 111

Dixon, 111

Princeton, Ind
Chas. City, Iowa
Rushville
Winterset, Iowa
Marengo, Iowa
Seymour, Ind
Sigourney, Iowa
West Mendota, 111

Noblesville, Ind
East Mendota, III

Albla
CarroUton, 111

Normal, III

Rochelle, 111

Henry, 111

Rochester, Ind
Lexington, 111

Rockviile, Ind
Attica, Ind
DeKalb, 111

Sheffield, 111

Blue Island, 111

North Dixon, 111

Maroa, 111

Yates City, 111

Vernon, Ind
Lyndon, 111

Earlhani, Iowa,

6,626
3,903
2,760
2,325

1.556
i;23l
1,311

1,127

1,053
981
950
792
709

^
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The rules by which the preceding table is computed are herewith presented. The
same will be found on the blank reports furnished by the ScatiuL.Master to all appli-

cants. The Illinois Society of School Principals after due deliberation, has adopted

these ; since their adoption several other systems have been published, differing but

little. Will our friends preserve this for reference, and be careful that the reports

conform
I.—The ages of all pupils shall be taken in years and months, immediately upon

their entering school.

2.—Every |Hipil upon entering the school, prepared with books and other requisites

for performing his work, shall be enrolled as a member of the school, and the record of

every pupil so enrolled, shall be preserved, and shall enter into and form a part of the

record of the school, whether he be a member for one day, one week, or for an entire

term.

3.—Every pupil who shall have been in attendance during half or more than half

of a given session, shall be accounted present for that session ; otherwise he shall be ac-

counted absent.

4.—The name of any pupil who shall have been absent five consecutive days for

sickness, shall be dropped from the roll ; and the name of any who shall have been ab-

sent for three consecutive days for unknown cause, or for other cause than sickness,

shall be dropped from from the roll as soon as the teacher has positive knowledge that

he has left and does not intend to return.

5.—No record of attendance shall be kept for any half day, unless the schools shall

have been in session for at least one-half of the half day.

6.—Any pupil that shall be absent from the school-room at a definite time pre-

viously fi.xed for the beginning of the session shall be marked tardy ; except in case

where a pupil, after having been present in the school-room shall be sent by the teacher,

into other parts of the school-building, or upon the school-premises, to attend to business

connected with the school.

7.— The average number belonging shall be found by dividing the whole number
of days of MEMBERSHIP by the number of days of school.

8.—The average daily attendance shall be found by dividing the whole number of

days PRESENT by the number of days of school.

9.—The per cent, of attendance shall be found by dividing one hundred times the

average daily attendance by the average number belonging.

Chicago.—A few gentlemen who consider falsehood and philanthropy synonymous
terms, tried, during the past month, to make for themselves a little cheap notoriety by
discussing, in print, that very interesting theme, "The Public Schools of Chicago." In
this they have been aided by the Bohemians, who, now that the election campaign is

over, are hard pressed for a subject on which to exercise their addled brains.

It is a notable fact that, in all the charges of cruelty to children, made by fanatics

and sensationalists, against the teachers of Chicago, the accusations are found only in the

head-lines, while the body of each article that details the circumstances of the case is a

tribute to the kindness and efficiency of the teachers. Such facts betray the i)ractice of

the artful dodgers of the press, who employ men of some little sense to write their arti-

cles, and assign to one lunatic the task of putting heads on them, without any reference

to the subject matter of the discourse.

The truth is that in no other city are teachers so kind and attentive to the wants of

children as in Chicago. They are harbored before 8 o'clock a. m., when sent to school

by their parents "to get them out of the house." They are watched with argus eyes

lest they go out for a moment without being properly wrapped. Arid teachers and prin-

cipals lie awake at night, planning how to direct children to and from school so as to

prevent them from "dashing their foot against a stone "

The net results of a newspaper sensational article on the public schools may be
stated as follows; "What a ridiculous story!" said by 517 lady teachers. "The penny-
a-liners are at it again!" said by 31 principals. "Another scoop!" said by 19 hungry
reporters. Impatient remarks made by twenty-one parents who are "taken in" by the

sharp newspaper dodge. Seven children made insolent and ungovernable thereby, and
promptly suspended from school. "Tally another ag.ainst Storey!" said by Beelzebub
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down below. "Can't do it, master, his slate is full!" said by the clerk of the infernal

establishment. Whereupon all is quiet again. What other city has teachers who,
though not forbidden the use of the rod, manage thirty thousand children without strik-

ing a blow? And, as for letting children in every morning, we have never yet been
able to reach school so early as not to find pupils in the building; and human ingenuity

fails to drive them away in the afternoon. We more than suspect that some of them
remain there all night.

As to making children study at home, we must plead guilty to this charge. Doubt-
less, the president of the Humane Society would object to their studying at all. Bye
and bye we shall be able to invent a process by which we can make children learn

without studying.

At the last meeting of the Board of Education, Mr. Pickard showed the pressing

need of several new school-buildings. It is to be hoped that the Board will take imme-
diate action thereupon. The Ogden school opened on the first oi December, with six

hundred scholars. The Franklin school has under its roof just twice as many scholars

as it is able to accommodate. The above statement will be a good problem for some of

the arithmetical readers of the Schoolmaster.
The reading in our schools is improving by the strictness with which we adhere to

phonic analysis. But phonic spelling—writing words according to sound, and not with

the proper orthography—is entirely discarded.

The attention which our public schools are receiving on every hand, is encouraging
in the extreme. There is no other subject, not even business, or the state of the money
market, that receives so much thought. This is encouraging. We are glad, too, to

learn of those who can teach us what we ought to do; but they ought, at least, to see

the inside of a school building once, before they essay to write on the subject of common
School education.

At the last principals' meeting, Mr. Pickard, as the result of his visit to Cincinnati,

diew a parallel between the schools of that city and those of Chicago. We sum up his

conclusions as follows: They have the departmental method in classes corresponding

to our grammar g'-ades, a teacher attending to a special branch in several divisions.

Their discipline does not suffer thereby. Their reading and writing are superior to

ours. Their system is more rigid, promotions taking place but once a year through

examinations arranged by the superintendent. Recitations are changed at signals called

"bells," according to a programme made by the principal. In this way, the individu-

ality of the teacher is all but crushed out. Judging by Mr. Pickard's statements, Ger-
man is too prominent an element of common-school instruction in Cincinnati. The
school-buildings are badly supplied with windows, and made gloomier still by the color

in which the walls and ceilings are painted. Drawing, music and penmanship have
special instructors. The teachers, as a whole, are above the average—quite equal to

those in Chicago. Here we may ask, why can they not entrust to each principal the

exainination of classes in his own school? The idea of making a grammar or primary

pupil wait a year in a grade, without a second trial if he fails in an examination, would
be scouted in Chicago. Compared with Cincinnati, we have much to learn ; and she

has much to unlearn.

Missouri.—The teachers of the Seventh Congressional District, held a convention

at Sedalia, beginning on the 20th of November. Among the names of the promi-

nent workers present, we observe those of State Superintendent, Monteith, President

Johonnot, and other teachers of the Warrensburg Normal School, Maj. J. B. Merwin
of St. Louis, and R. P. Rider, Esq., formerly of Litchfield, 111. A full and interesting

report of the meeting is given in the Sechilia Times.

The PfUis County Teachers' Institute held its session. We perceive by the report,

that Miss Helen M. Wadleigh, a graduate of the Illinois Normal, was Secretary of the

Institute; Misses Julia and Minnie Chappelear, also students formerly in the same in-

stitution, look a iirominent part. V,.A\\ of the above-mentioned meetings seem to have
been characterized by an earnest, intelligent .sph-it, which indiciies :*-orougli work.

St. Louis.—As a fitting conclusion to the popular Cr,'- ',
; ; mi bclialf

of cducraion, lieM during l!ie year in dificrent parts of ...c otate, and at the invi.... on of
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the Board of Directors of the St. Louis public schools,and the St. Louis Teachers' As-

sociation, a convention met in St. Louis on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Dec. 12th,

13th, 14th. The Schoolmaster had the pleasure of attending the sessions during

Saturday, and is sure that the character of the essays read, and the spirit and ability of

the participants are such as to prohibit any retrograde movement in the free-schools of

Missouri. No city in the Union pretends to have an abler superintendent than W. T.

Harris. No one has received more merited compliments from the scholars and thinkers

of the land. His address at the convention on "The Public School as an Institution of

Civil Society and the State" was printed verbatim in the daily papers of the city. The
ablest essay, to our mind, on Saturday ,was that of H. H. Morgan, principal of the high
school,on the "Functions of the Thinker in Education." Mr. Morgan can write cutting,

scathing, but deserved criticisms with a severity seldom equaled, but in a manner with
which those who wince most, cannot take offence. We wish the animus of his paper
could be infused deeply into the spirit of every member of the profession. Prof James
Johonnot, principal of the Warrensburg Normal School, read a paper which was enthu-

siastically received. Some of the errors mentioned in the conduct of schools, seemed
to us to be of the past ; r ur best schools have ceased committing many of the blunders

stated by him to be the cause of waste. Our Western friends who ha\e heard much of

Prof Johonnot (many Illinois teachers do not need an introduction! since his return

from the East to a Western home, will be glad to know something of his appearance.

He seemed to us to be the nearest our ideal of a modern schoolmaster of any man whom
we have ever met. Physically of fine form, large stature, wi:h a bright, pleasant, gray
eye, i'.on gray hair and beard, and a countenance expressing decision, yet indicative of

goodness, in dress and manner polite yet not fastidious, a pleasant voice and vivacious

style, he presents to the casual observer just the man whom one would select to head a

troop of boys and girls, to direct them, to teach them, and at the same time to keep them
happy. Missouri has made another valuable acquisition to her able schoolmasters in the

man Pi of Johonnot No paper of merely ordinary merit was read in our hearing dur-

ing the meeting. Prof Davidson proclaimed the maturity of a scheme for furnishing

the profession with educational literature, that meets our approval ; we shall take pains to

place it before our readers at an early day. No one discovery has so dampening an
effect upoivUie reading teacher as that which sooner or later he must inevitably make, of
finding tlvK-a majority of all the ideas and plans put forth for reforms are but repetitions of

saying^? attB doings ot former times. The consolation given by Rev. J, C. Learned is

the only comfort we have heard:—that our progress may not be a circular but a spiral

movement. The placing of the writings of eminent pedagogues in a cheap and conve-
nient fo^n, issued as a serial, is the gist of Prof Davidson's plan. We left St. Louis
impressed with the eminent scholarship of St. Louis teachers, not accompanied with
arrogant, e.-otistic, pedantic display, but with that true modesty that ever is found with
merit. Mr. Harris has consented to be at Springfield at the 111. Teachers' Association
meeting to open the discussion on Pres. Edwards's paper.

Colorado.— East Denver, which commands a view of nearly tA\o hundred miles
of the Rocky Mountains, including also, part of Snowy Range and Pike's, Long's and
Grey's Peaks, has erected and will soon occupy a $50,000 school-building. It contains

ten rooms, besides an assembly hall and tv/o recitation rooms.and will accommodate six

hundred pupils. It will have the most approved heating and ventilating apparatus, and
all the conveniences that a liberal and judicious Board can provide.

Massachusetts.—Harvard College lo.st more than |S200,coo by the great Boston
fire; over $100,000 has already been subscribed to cover the loss. It might be thought
that Harvard being the wealthiest of all our colleges could bear this loss with li'tle in-

convenience ; but, as the income of each parcel of property is devoted to a specific pur-

pose, it turns out tliat several important professorships must be unfilled, or filled without
saLiry, unless the loss of this property can speedily be made up. President Eliot states

that by careful estimate, each of the undergraduates for the last two years has cost the
College about Sfoi- per year in exce.>s of aii nminy- iluit he has paid to the Institution;

so, evtn the rithot ^ludellls of old ILt- • '' S.'iitf.inj.
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Iowa.— Wapello Coiinly Institute met at Ottumwa, Dec. 2. Superintendent Ives

presided. Eighty-six teachers were enrolled the first day. The wcrk was genuine and
earnest. Among the wide-awake teachers we notice the names Baker, Caldwell Dun-
gan, Samson, Gilbert, Emma Parks, Graves, Wright, Hastings and Peck. The pro-

ceedings are reported at length in the Courier to which we are in lebted for our account.

Illinois —Si. Clair Co.—We learn from the Belleville De/n., some particulars of

the annual Institute held on the third week of November. The number in attendance

was 146, a slight falling off from last year; most of the exercises were conducted by
W. H. V. Raymond, O. S. Westcott and Dr. Robert Allyn; the report speaks in high
terms of these gentlemen, and of the exercises; the interest of the meeting is said to

have increased to the end. James P. Slade, Esq., the efficient county superintendent,

was President of the Institute. We learn from this report, that the venerable George
Bunsen has died during the year ; few men in Illinois have been more earnest advocates

for sound primary education than Mr. Bunsen ; and he continued his work earnestly to

the end ; well do we remember his prompt attendance, and his earnest interest in the

nstitute only one year ago.

Shell)}' CoilIlly.—The Shelby County Union speaks very highly of two entertain-

ments given recently by the pupils of the Shelbyville High School, under the charge of

Prof Hobbs. The net profits were about I90.00,

—Died, in Shelbyville, Sunday, Nov. 24, of Erysipelas, Anthony
T. Hall, for fifteen years a member of the Shelby County Bar, and for seven years

county superintendent of schools. He was a very successful and popular lawyer, a

kind, obliging and faithful superintendent, ever ready to advise and encourage the

teachers under his charge ; an earnest and zealous worker in whatever he undertook, an
obliging neighbor, and an honest and faithful citizen. In him, Shelby county has lost

one of her noblest sons. H.

Grundy County Institute met at Morris, Oct. 14 and closed Oct. 31, devoting six-

teen days to the study of the new branches, and vocal music. Lectures by Pres. Ed-
wards and Dr. Sewall, of Normal, E. A. Gastman, of Decatur, O. S. Westcott, of

Chicago, N. C. Dougherty and C. D. Armstrong, of Morris. The Institute was under
the supervision of the county superintendent. The following resolutions were adopted;

Resolved, 1. That we, the members of this Institute, return our sincere and hearty thanks
to the following gentlemen who liave given their lime and valuable assistance to the advance-
ment of the cause of education by their able instruction during the present session of this in-

stitute, namely: Pres. Edwards aud Dr. sewall, of State Normal University; 0. S. Westcott, of
Chicago, and E. A. Gastman, sitperintendent of public schools, Decatur.

2. That Prof. Dougherty, C. D. Armstrong, Prof. H. H. Miller, and Judge Hopliias of this
city, are particularly'deserving of our thanks, on account of their continued ett'orts on our
behalf.

3. That our county superintendent, H. <). Goold, is entitled to a hearty expression of onr
gratitude for the faithful and energetic manner in which he has conducted this institute.

Francis A. Murphy, Secretary.

ICane County Institute was eminently a success. There was more than an average
of intelligence and enthusiasm manifested. With the exception of the exercises of Mr.
Town, Mr. Snow and Miss , the work upon the programme was performed. Of
Mr. Powell's Animal Lessons, you are already informed. They were i^ood. Mr. Hall's

lessons were of great practical value to the teachers present. In Compound and De-
nominate Numbers, they were illustrated with a miniature '.umber yard, surveyor's chain,

etc., etc. In Philosophy, many very interesting experiments were performed. Botany
was very fully presented and the subject profusely illustrated, by Miss Clement of Elgin
high-scho>il. The human .skeleton, a manikin, charts, etc., illustrated the subject of

Physiology and Hygiene. Prof Cumnock's and Rev. W. A. Bartlett's evening exer-

cises were very well received indeed. Thursday and Friday afternoons, the teachers

enjoyed themselves in visiting the Watch Factory, Insane Asylum, and the Front Park.

All present agreed in pronouncing the Institute one of the most profitable gatherings
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held in this county for a long time. From the opening address of the county superin-

tendent we take the following items:

Kane county stands yi/</i in tlie State tor liberality of expenditure in behalt'ol public schools,
iicluding school buildings and teachers' salaries. Money is a vital foroe. Cost is a condition
of success and progress. We are bound to render an equivalent and to meet our obligations.
Perhaps we are domg, as teachers, all that is required in the mental Iraining of pupils, and
possibly arc overdoing memory culture. But we are to care for something beside intellectual
growth. True living, which is highest usefulness, requires of our pupils more than mere facts

or isolated knowledge. Our methods of teaching may be improved and made to accord more
fully with the laws of mental development, and thus better prepare pupils for the discipline
and" duties of life. Study mental science and the pliilosophy of education; but approved
methods ot training intellect will not sutliee. Our responsibility has a wider scope. Perfected
character and efficient manhood demand a broader culture. * * * * The teachers
in the rural districts are earnest laborers ; the village schools have successful teachers, and the
river towns, as a class, have schools excelled by none in the State. Dundee has taken an ad-
vance step, and proposes soon to rank with the best in the county. Remember your own calm,
competent Kimball find his corps of able assisti\nts. Going southward, we find at St. Charles
the energetic Downing and the accomplished Mann : Geneva presents the experienced Sawyer
and pleasant Town; Batavia can boast of the unique Snow and the reliable Twining; and Aurora
is satisfied with her enthusiastic scientist, Hall, and her logical, literary Powell.

Cr<ru</ord County.—SUGGESTION.—Let the law be so amended as to have three

grades of certificates.

The third grade to be granted to persons of good moral character, who are qualified

to teach orthography, reading in English, penmanship, modern geography, arithmetic

and English grammar. Valid in the county for one year. Not renewable.

The second grade to be granted to persons, who in addition to the requirements of

the third grade, are qualified to teach physiology and the history of the United States.

Valid in the county for eighteen months. Renewable.
The fust grade to be granted to persons who in addition to the above requirements

are cjualified to teach algebra and the elements of botany, zoology and natural philoso-

phy. Valid in the county for two years. Renewable.
The person who is qualified to teach the si.x branches required in the third grade

could teach many of the schools; but if not well qualified, ought to be rejected. Make
the grade on the number of branches taught; not on different ([ualifications in the same
branch. Let the applicant be examined as thoroughly in the branches of the third

grade as in the same branches in the other grades. "As the twig is bent the tree

inclines." SAMUEL A. Burner. County Sup't.

McLean County.—Mr. John Hull, county superintendent, held a local institute at

Heyworth, commencing the 5th and ending the 6th of December. The first day's work
was conducted by local teachers, assisted by Mr. Hull. The second day the principal

part of the work was conducted by Prof.
J.
W. Cook, of Nonnal. a man of energy and

ability, and an enthusiastic worker in the cause of education.

J. A. Williams, Sec.

The Sprini^field Teachers" Institute met on the 7th of December in the high-school
building at 9 a. m. The superintendent, Mr. J. C. Bennett, then occupied some time
in bringing before the teachers such matters as required immediate attention. The
teachers were directed to see that the pupils were allowed to enter the buildings at an
early hour in cold weather. Some discussion arose on this point, one member contend-
ing that it was enough if the building was opened according to the rules. The super-

intendent urged the importance of making the study of grammar more practical, attend-
ing more carefully to punctuation, the proper use of capital letters, sentence-making, etc.

He gave it as his opinion, that some of the teachers in the upper grades assisted the
pupils too much. He believed in making the pupil self-reliant. These topics were
discussed by Messrs. Bennett, Brook? and Sampson. Mr. A. M. Gardner, principal of
the 4th Ward School, gave a class exercise in Written Arithmetic, over twenty pupils
from his room reciting The drill was upon decimal fractions and proportion. The
questions were first solved on the board, and then the explanations were called for. The
strict attention ot each pupil was obtained, as the scholars were liable to be called at

any stage of the explanation. The definitions were clearly and promptly given and the
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exercise was both profitable and interesting. Penmanship was then presented by Mr.

Chas. F. Willcutt, principal of the 3d Ward School. The pupils of the dififerent schools

will be drilled during the month of December on the 9th principle, as found in W. V.,

&c. Prof. Lompe then addressed the Institute, comparing the schools of England and

Germany. He clai:r,ed that much of the teaching, particularly in young ladies' schools,

is very superficial He gave some statistics showing the gross ignorance of I he masses,

the marriage register in one of the London churches proving that 75 per cent of the names

attached to that document required the use of the cross, the parties being unable to

write. Finally he showed that the English had been driven by the force of events to

adopt a system of compulsory education. The subject of drawing was again taken up.

Mr. Willcutt claimed that by writing on Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and drawing

on the other two days, his pupils would advance in writing, and also make good pro-

gress in drawing, as the branches are of the same nature, and the culture required in

each is identical. He showed that teachers nee'd a knowledge of this subject for

black-board illustration, that persons of almost every profession would be benefited by

an acquaintance with the elements of drawing, and that the idea that this branch is a

mere accomplishment had been exploded. Messrs. Willcutt, Brooks, and Gardner were

appomted on a committee to secure music for the State Association. The Institute then

adjourned to meet on the 2d Saturday of January.

lUinois Museum of Natm-al History.—The officers of the State Museum of Natural

History take this method of calling attention to the collections under their care. These

have now been thoroughly arranged and organized with special reference to the con-

venience of students ; and large additions have been made to the library, both of gen-

eral scientific works and of those containing descriptions of species.

Mineralogy, geology, conchology, botany and ornithology are represented by full

and valuable cabinets, and measures have been taken to enlarge the already respectable

collections in entomology and general zoology. The chemical laboratory connected

with the Normal University will soon be refitted and supplied with abundant apparatus,

and will be opened to all who wish to make a special study of chemistry and the allied

branches.

Named sets of specimens will be supplied to schools and public institutions as fast

as possible ; and to this end, contributions are solicited from all parts of the State. For

the sake of more exactly defining what is required, it may be said that any of the follow-

ing objects will be acceptable : I—Minerals, rocks, petrifactions and fossils 2—Shells,

land and water. 3—Insects, snakes, turtles, lizards and fishes. 4—Birds and their

nests or eggs. 5—Bones or skins of animals. 6—Pressed plants, seeds and seed-ves-

sels, woods, mosses, lichens, and fungi.

The Museum is for the free use of the people of Illinois, and every needed facility

and assistance, in the way of books, specimens and instructions, will be afforded those

who wish to avail themselves of it in studying our Natural History.

It is believed that nothing is now needed but the zealous cooperation of the friends

of education to make this one ol the most efficient educational forces in the State.

Normal, III., Nov. 15, 1872. S. A. Forfes, Curator Museum.

An Explanation.—When the "Course of Study, etc., for Ungraded Di-^trict Schools,"

published and distributed as Circular No. 22 from this department, was issued, I did not

know that Mr. I. F. Kleckne-, county superintendent of schools for Stephenson county,

was the author of the paper. And it is now due to the parties concerned, and to the

public, to say that the name of Oscar F. McKim, of the committee of revision and pub-

lication, was attached on my sole responsibility. He had no knowledge of the use of

his name in the connection, till he saw it in print. As the document, with instructions

as to printing, etc , was received from Mr. McKim, acting in behalf of the committee

mentioned, it seemed, at the time, right and proper that his name should be attached.

But as I seem to have erred, this announcement* is made, that honor may be given

where honor is due.

The following statement, from Mr. McKim, may be of interest; it will be seen

that he does not wish even to seem to appropriate the honor due another

:

"The true history of the case is about as follows : At our meeting a: lL^w.v i.3.u...".
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a committee was appointed to prepare said "Course"—said committee consisting of Col.

Smith, of Whiteside, Slade, of St. Clair, and Kleckner. of Stephenson. The work
seemed to devolve upon Mr. Kleckner, who prepared and read the report. The report

was referred to a committee to revise programme—said committee consisting of Slade,

Hull and myself. We reported a new programme, and also recommended a general

revision before publication. The "Course" was then adopted, and referred to the latter

committee for revision, the work of which devolved upon myself. The general plan

is Mr. Kleckner's, and to him the credit belongs. It is true, I took liberties with the

original—re-arranged, added some, omitted some—but my work was only that of a

reviser." Newton I^ateman,

Springfield, 111., Nov 19, 1872. Supt. of Pub. Inst.

ILLINOIS XORMAL.

At the close of the term on the i ith of December occurred the annual contest

meeting of the Wrightonian and Philadelphian societies. The large hall was full. The
question was stated as follows : Resolved, That it would not be wise for the State of

Illinois to pass a law compelling all persons between the ages of seven and sixteen years,

not otherwise well instructed, to attend school for at least four months in each year, or

for an equivalent amount of time. J. Dickey Templeton and Felix B. Tait appealed

lor the affirmative. Dewitt C. Roberts and E. R. E. Kimbrough for the Wrightonians.

The decision was rendered in favor of the Wrightonians. Miss Libbie Peers of the Phila-

delphian, and Miss Anna Hu'^hes of the Wrightonian, contested for the society honors

in instrumental music. The Philadelphian society won. The Ladies' Garland was read

by Misses Amelia H. Kellogg and Mary Hawley. The Oleaslellits. was read by
Misses Nellie S. Edwards and Emma V. Stewart. The judges gave the victory to the

Oleastellus. The vocal music of each society was represented by a quartette—tenor, alto,

soprano and base. The Wrightonian Quartette was pronounced by the judges the

better. The fact is that the music of the evening was not so good as that often heard in

the usual society meetings. Walter C. Lockwood was the Philadelphian orator—J. W.
Smith, the Wrightonian. The latter oration was awarded the victory. The Judges of

debate, papers and orations were Hon. R. M. Benjamin.. Dr. T. F. Worrell and Rev.

E. R. Sanborn. The judges of music were F. A. Bailer, Esq., Prof. R. R. Trench and
Mr. J.

W. Whipp. Admirable selections it seemed to us. Now, how about the decisions;

Everybody ought to be, if not pleased, at least satisfied ; we believe they are. Probably

no other three in the hall would have marked precisely the same as did these gentlemen.

It is no easy task nicely to judge of the merits of productions upon which so much time

and thought are spent The truth is that tliese contest papers are now of so high an order

of merit, that it is an honor to take part—much greater than the honor of receiving the

favorable decision of a board of judges. The speech of Mr. Templeton alone contained

more '-boiled down" argument than one sometimes hears in an evening's lecture. The
pleasure of the closing week was saddened by the death of a beloved and noble student.

Hiram A. Stewart died at his boarding house, after a brief illness, on December 7th.

The remains wa^ taken to his home near Polo, 111., for interment.

iJeio^utiorw.—Wherlas, The hand of death has recently removed from us a heloved member of
our scho'I, Hiram A Stewart, we, the faculty and students of Illinois Normal University do
aclojit the (ollowmg resolutions:

1st. That, wbi'e we humbly bow in submission to this dispensation of an allwise Providence
we deeply deplore the tad event that takes from eacii of u» a dear friend, from our school an
'arne.-i successful student, from \lie cause of education a ."trong aud worthy supporter, and
irom our country one of its most promising and noble young men.

I'd. That we will long retain as a precious legacy the memory of his mental abilities, both
natural and those acquired by assidui'us application, wliieli give promise of extended useful-
lK•^-; whilt; the retiiombrduce of the laiilifu.ucao of hia tiled I'nondship, liis earnestness in
whatever seempd the dutvof th" hour, his intesritv wliich scorned subierfnere or conoeit, in a
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word, of the many viruies that made up his uoble christian character shall ever be in our hearts
green as the sod thai sliall grow above hiin.

3d. That vve most earnestly sympathise witli the relatives of our departed associate in
this our common licreavemeul.

4th. Tliat these re.-olutions be published in tlie Cuicaco Schoolmaster and the Illinois Ttacker
and a copy be sent to the family of the ceeeased.

Henrt McCormick, 1

MiNKIE M. C'lX,

LlBDIE W. P£E1 ,

JaSIER N. WlLKlNSOX,

Luke Hite— all the students of 1858-9 remember Luke—is elected to ibe Illinois

House of Represenlalives for this winter; lie is practising law in E. Si. Lojis. Al. H.
Overman recently visited us. He has left Root & Cady, and is now traveling for Had-
ley Bros. He represents business as lively. F. M. Earhait is cashier of the bank at

Wyoming, III.

A'o 110/ices air ever iiistiicd hi f/iis department,for which a price is paid. The BoOK
Table of the Schoolmaster is entirely independent of outside influence. Books are

discussed upon ivhat appears to the i-evie^ver to be their intrinsic merits. The primary
object of our book notices is to i^'ive to our readers the benefit of the opinion of the School-
master. All boohs sent to us arc thankfully accepted ; loe are desirous of receiving all

neio laorks. The revieTos may not always be just, but they certainly ivill come from the

pens offair dealing and unpredjiidiced persons, and will be zvritten only for the benejit

of others, never for pecuniary rc^ii'ard.

Geometrical Analysis, or the construction and solution of various Geometrical Problems
from Analysis, by Geometry, Algebra, and the Difl'erenlial Calculus; also the Geo-
metrical Construction of Algebraic Equations, and a Mode of Constructing Curves, of

the higher order by means of points. By Benjamin Hallowkll, formerly proprie-

tor of the Alexandria, Va., Boarding School. J. B. Lii>riNCOiT & Co.

This work, -'dedicated to Swarthmore College, including the youth of both se.ves,

its successive inmates, who are devoting themselves to the jjursuit of a knowledge of

the True, the Beautiful, and the Good in every department of vScience and Nature.'" is

interesting chiefly to favored teachers who are instructing advanced pupils in the higher

departments of mathematics ; as well, however, to students who have attained to a good
degree of acquaintance with the principles of geometry, algebra, analytical geometry,

and the calculus. The work does not claim to be elementary : yet the mode of analy-

sis is so clear and suggestive that persons who have a fondness for investigating mathe-

matical relations, wiil find themselves in most inspiring company when with our author.

Most of the problems are analyzed by pure geometry, the student being expected to

construct them with the scale and dividers. The author believes that the analytic or

algebraic method of Descartes and Laplace, efficient as it is in the hands of a thorough

mathematician, is not so well adapted as the geometiic method to impart a knowledge
of principles and inspire a taste for the science. Those who use this work will be com-
pelled in .'electing problems from it, to do so on the basis of their own judgment, as the

author has intermingled the easy and the difficult, with little regard to the needs of the

pupil.

The Forms of IFatcr, by Joiix Tynuall, Prof, etc D. Ai'i'LETON & Co., New York.
It seems from the announcement in this book, that the Appletons have entered into

an arrangement with several publishing houses in Europe, and with very distinguished

authors both in Europe and in America, for a series of books presenting science in a

popular style, level to the comprehension of non scientific readers. These books are to

constitute -'The Inter-Nalional Scientific Series." Among the writers, are such names
as Tyndall, Huxley, Sj^encer, Lockyer, Dana, Whitney, etc. The series cannot fail to

be of great interest and value; and no teacher who means to "keep up with the times"
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can well aft'uid to be vvilhoul these books, or, at least, some of them. This work of

Prof. Tyndall's, the first of the series, is a beautiful volume of 192 pp., price §150.
The book is illustrated very finely, and contains a clear picture of the author; its whole
appearance is very pleasing We have read it, with very great interest and jjleasure.

It treats of the molecular structure and movements of water, of evaporation and con-

densation, of freezing and thawing, and very largely of the Swiss glaciers, and of ice-

bergs. It is no mere bald statement of facts; but principles are clearly elucidated and
applied ; the experiments by which they are proved are described with the utmost sim-

jilicity and clearness. A very large jiart of the book is devoted to the glaciers; and we
know of no other place where the learner can get so good an idea of tlicir appearance,

formation and movements. The author writes as though he were directing the studies

of a bright boy of fourteen or sixteen ; and his style leaves almost nothing to be de-

sired in a scientific point of view. We must say, however, that we were not pleased to

find him speaking of hot air as "rising, and cold air coming in to take its place." Hot
air rises when it is ptislicd up, as anything else will. There is no intimation in the

book that there is any Power back of the laws of nature, no leading "through Nature
uj) to Nature's God." Some might urge this as a serious oi)jection ; but we do not con-

ceive such recognition as necessary to a book on science. If the author had let the

matter entirely alone, we would have said nothing about it; but we think he has alluded

to it once or twice in a way that is very objectionable. On page 123, he alludes to

Count Rumford, who speaks of the fact that water expands just before freezing as a
"palpable proof of the wisdom of the Creator," in thus making water an exception to

the general law that heal expands and cold contracts. He seems to blame Thompson
for attributing this to an act of the Creator, and says that the whole of his "delight and
enthusiasm in connection with this subject, and the whole of his ire against those who
did not share his opinions, were founded \\\>o\\ an erroneous notion." It is true, the

author then shows that water is not the only liquid that 1 eli.ives thus, and he explains

the jMobable philosophy of this strange movement; but we aie unable to see that the

matter is any the less wonderful, or any the less an exhibition of the Law-giver's wisdom
and goodness in adapting means tc ends, than it seemed to the mind of Thompson, who
was both a scientific and a religious man. We think a man may be both; and, had we
a boy of fourteen, we should i^refer such a man for his instructor. The author's sneer-

ing allusion to the "beautiful myths and stories of the Bible," on page 152, is still less

called for. Notwithstanding these blemishes, as we regard them, we heartily commend
the book to all who are interested in a very impoitant branch of Natural Philosophy;
No person preparing to meet the demands of the new school law in Illinois should be
without it.

A'nisi's Dmi.-iir^- Jh>o/:s, Four numbers. D. A fi'L i;i oN li Co., New York; P. B.
IIulsc, A^ciil, 607 IVolHish Ai'fiitic, C/iiai^o.

It is very clear that Drawing is speedily to take a higher and more prominent place
among our school studies than ever before. These books are prepared by Prof Herman
Krusi, of the Oswego Normal School, who has already ])ul)lished an excellent text-book
on Perspectix e. We. think these books are among the best that we have ever seen for

young learners. No. i begins with straight lines, combining them in a very simple, yet

ingenious way, so as to give the outline of many familiar objects. No. 2 continues this

work much farther. No. 3 introduces curved lines, and their simple combinations;
while No 4 takes the little pupil on to the outline representation of flowers, fruits, corals,

shells and some of the simpler forms of animal life. We confess that we should like to

see these little books in use in every common school in the country.

T/if Independent C/ii/d's Spe//er; by J. Mauison W.\TS0N. A. S. B.\RNts& Co., New
York and Chicago.
We welcome a speller that is not an old fashioned spelling-book. Mi. Watson has

here given us something new. The book contains no words piinted in Roman type.

As we learn to spell, that we may know how to write, we have here the true method.
Our prejudice against spelling books in school must give way before this new comer.
Printed in script, the child learns to read and write at first, as he must ever after use
wliat he learns. The philosophical arrangement of words according to the vowel sound
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i5 an excellent feature. The form of the capitals would be better given, to our mind, if

the simplest form possible had been used, rather than with flourishes. As the pupil gets

his first idea of the script letter from these forms, and as he should be required to make
each one himself, less difficulty would be, were each letter made with the fewest lines

possible, and these lines of easy making. Few teachers can make a capital B, R or D,
well, ."fter the model in the book, much less can a child. This criticism does not in the

least detract from the merits of the idea upon which the book is made, and which we
are bound heartily to commend.

The University Reporter, published at Iowa City, is the organ of the Iowa State

University. It is a handsome paper of 32 pp., three columns to a page. It is so good
a paper that it ought to be better, for we are sorry to observe in the copy before us. Vol.
V, No 2, many evidences that the proof-reading is of the most careless sort; while there

are mistakes for which the proof-reader is not responsible. On p. 19, of this number,
we read of the "altercations of hope and despair;" On p. 20, Ann Arbor, Mich., is put
in the Mississippi Valley; on p. 20, we have the expression, "that many." On the same
page, the table of graduates contains several mistakes in the addition of numbers.

We are indebted to the College Couranl, as usual, for quite a number of notes and
items ; it is to us one of the most valuable of our exchanges. But, why does not the
proof-reader of the Courant do his duty better ? In noticing the burning of the Female
College at Jacksonville, 111., Pres. De Motte's name is rendered Demolter ! There are
numerous errors, however, in the same number, for which there is less excuse than for

mistaking a distant proper name. The Courant is so good, that its publishers should
compel the removal of this blemish.

The Madisonensis is one of the finest in its appearance of the college papers ; it is

edited with sense and spirit.

The •New York Nation we read with more interest than any other weekly on our
exchange list. Its presentation of news is excellent ; its correspondence, interesting and
instructive ; its editorials, sharp, and sensible ; and its reviews of books, careful and
discriminating. In a literaiy point of view it is seldom open to criticism ; but, we sug-

gest that the following sentence, taken from the issue of November 28th, is better in its

sense than in its structure :

"Woodhull & Claflin began by publishing a newspaper in which they did indeed promul-
gate doctrines which, as everybody should have seen, embodied a theory upon which, however
it may be with saints and angels, ordinary men and won en cannot act without unduly encour-
aging the brute-beast part of their natures, and which will be openly acted upon when society
goes to pieces, and not before."

Now is the time to send in your clubs for the Schoolmaster. We have received

a large number of clubs numbering from twenty to fifty, within the last six weeks. Our
premiums are very liberal ; if any teacher wants a watch or books, he can get them for

a little outlay of labor in this direction. Remember that we send the Schoolmastkr
free to any one who orders through us, four dollars' wor h of ordinaiy school books at

regular rates. We are compelled to apologize to some of our friends with regard to the

November Schoolmaster. The unexpected increase of subscribers exhausted the

edition early in the month, hence we were unable to send that number to some who
expected it.
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SCRAPS FROM A TEACHER'S BRAIN.

The teacher finds himself constantly in contact with growing mind.

We often talk about dwarfing the intellect by wrong processes in our

educational work. The truth is. however, that the mind is not so often

dwarfed, or even stunted, as it is rendered misshapen by our misnuan-

agement. No mind was ever so dark, from either immaturity or lack

of incentive exterior to itself, as not to have innate a tendency to

assimilate to itself knowledge of some sort. It should be the oflSce of

the teaclier to provide tit aliment for this natural 7nind-haiiger ; and

to fit him for this work, it is iinperatively necessary that his scholarship

be both accurate and extensive. Let him place no bounds to his acqui-

sitions in any and every branch of human knowledge, and let him at

the same time by no means fail to be thorough, so far as possible,

wherever he pursues his investigations. Let breadth and depth be his

motto. If possible for the two ever to conflict, then let it bo breadth

rather than depth. Let him, if you please, be a superficial scholar in

a certain sense, and at the same time, on the contrary, let him ride hob-

bies to hi? lieart's content. Frequently those who have dived deepest

into the ocean of truth, arc the very ones who are flippantly spoken of

as superficial scholars, surface men. It seems to be taken for granted

that a general scholar is of necessity blamably superficial. It is, of

course, actually impossible for any one in this period uf the world's

history, lo acquire even all of science which has hitherto been classified

Hiitered HCoi>rdiuK to Uie net or ("oiigrebs, iu the year 187:5, by .Aaron (iove, in llie otBce of
tlie Librarian of Congress, at Waahington.
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as such, but it is as true as trite, that the arrow aimed at the noon- day

sun will fly higher than one aimed at an object on its own level. If

each one of us, as interested in educational or literary pursuits, had some

special subject before his mind for constant thought and investigation,

or, to speak it plainly, if each one of us had some hobby to ride, it

may be conceived that even this might conduce to the desired result of

an extensive as well as an accurate scholarship.

Mr. A. devotes a large portion of his time to original thought and

investigation, with reference to the science of .Mroiiomnj.

Mr. B. applies himself mostly to (ihstrdct niafjieinaticx, and his

friends perhaps think him nearly or quite a monomaniac on the subject.

Mr. C. devotes his spare time to the Genius of Natural H'l-^tory.

Birds and insects occupy his leisure hours, and watching caterpillars

has for him as many attractions as watching the stars has for his

friend the astronomer.

Mr. D. belongs to a microscopical club, and dreams of Diatoms

and Desmids, and loses himself in endeavoring to arrive at distinctive

differences between animals and vegetables, which will stand the test of

microscopic investigation.

Now, let these four men be brought constantly into one another's

society. Perhaps Mr. A. has the floor. B. C. and D-., although per-

haps experts in their respective fields for special Avork, are all struck

with something of a sense of inferiority, as the astronomer talks learn-

edly of parallaxes and eclipses, of constellations and comets, of

Kepler's Laws and the Theory of Universal Gravitation. To be sure,

Mr. B. pricks up his ears and nods assent and looks wise, when re-

minded of the use of trigonometrical formul;'^ in computing the dis-

tances among the heavenly bodies, while Mr, C. is much interested in

the question of the habitability of the planets other than the earth, and

Mr. D. is perhaps set to wondering whether the polariscope may not de-

tect in the sunbeam the necessary chemicals for the electric formation

of the acari, still by many l)elieved to be at least the secondary origin

of all animal life.

What is the result. When the listeners are again by themselves,

down comes the dust-covered astronomy from the shelves. A re-

perusal kindles anew the flame which once burned, though feebly, on

that altar. Investigation follows and much good is accomplished.
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Similar good results follow from the labors of B. C. aud D. While

Mr. Entomologist is groping around for his algebra, or considering the

propriety of investing in a 1-15 inch objective for his prospective

microscope, Afr. Astronomer subscribes for the Aiiu'i'irdii JVutdraltsty

makes an investment in gun and accoutrements, and with murder in his

heart, for the purposes of science, plans an expedition to the nearest

wood. Thus all become interested in some branch of science, pre-

viously, in many respects, a sealed book to them.

It seems to me that hobbies, ridden in this way, with a moderation

which does not prevent one from turning aside to investigate truth of

any description, are to be desired rather than deprecated.

Whatever work a teacher has to do, let him for the time being

make that work a specialty. The success he may attain by well-di-

rected, constant, patient efi'ort in one direction, even temporarily, may
inspire others to a special effort in the same direction, and thus by a

mutual retiex action of mind on mind, among teachers frequently

brought in contact, we " humble seekers after truth" may attain re-

sults hitherto unattained if not unattainable, in the matter of an

accurate and expansive scholarship.

Again, inquisitive scholars sometimes propound most provokingly

embarrassing questions. It is a teacher's misfortune to be obliged to

say occasionally, "I don't know." But let not that answer ever be

given TWICE to the same question, if the circle of human knowledge

anywhere embraces a fit answer. Be only thankful for every suggestion

from whatever source, which discloses a vulnerable point in 3'our pro-

fessional armor, and lose no time in having it properly attended to, for

in this case at least, it is distressingly true, that a hole /ash lomjer

thui a patch.

This necessity for constant study is especially evident to those

teachers, whose reflection convinces tliem of the existence of a constant

and growing tendency on their part, to lower themselves to the standard

of their pupils, instead of endeavoring, by all possible means, to ele-

vate their standard towards the level they themselves occupy. I say

towai'di^, advisedly. It should not be to. For the teacher's ambition

should still be onward and upAvard.

To attain this end, his work need by no means be confined to the

routine of the school-room, even though the teacher may be preparing
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for some special work there. It need not of necessity have ahvays any

direct reference to that work. The discipline which we so much need

in sharpening the mental powers may many times be obtained more suc-

cessfully, by a study of some branch of science a grade much higher

than that in which recitations are about to occur.

And let not the instruction be unnecessarily minute. Let ex-

planations be thorough, but not needlessly expanded or repeated. Mind

is not rendered active by being kept in a half-interested listless state,

while undergoing the torture of an almost endless repetition of some

set method of analysis, be it grammatical, mathematical, or what you

please. " Milk for Babes," we read, but if we continue to supply the

minds of 3'outh with spooii-viet,vah, may we not reasonably expect

that they continue undeveloped 'i I fear we too often, and perhaps

usually, underrate the capacity of the youthful mind. I do not believe

in dunces. I never had one. If a scholar is unusually backward, a

little investigation will always show that circumstances have prevented

his being advanced to the point which we perhaps think he ought already

to have attained. It is at least a debatable question, whctlier the dif-

ferences in the natural talents of human beings are so great as they are

usually supposed to be. Most, I think, will agree that original dififer-

ences are usually slight, and that they are rendered more appreciable,

if not primarily evident, by education and circumstances.

Geniuses are extremely rare. Scholars who are geniuses are rarer

still. .Scholarship is the reward of exertion. Industry is the touch-

stone by which we most truly judge of one's future success. In the

matter of difference between Messrs. Grit and Talent, I should like to

have the opportunity to charge the jury that the law and the evidence

are both for the plaintiff", and that they must bring in their verdict

accordingly.

To recur a moment. Why may not this idea of special work for

a teacher be made useful in assigning the work in our large schools V

Why should not an expert in any particular branch, be made use of to

drill classes in that branch as a specialty, rather than otherwise ? Is

it not getting the best product of the teacher's brain for the benefit of

the scholars if we not only permit, but compel each teacher to have, for

his school work, some special branch of study ? And yet it is to be

hoped that this never will be done to the extent of shutting off" the in-
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dividual teacher from any other branch. Let him be so versatile \\\ his

inclinations as to expand over the widest possible area of human knowl-

edge, and at the same time cultivate such a power of concentrativcness,

with reference to the immediate matter under consideration, that noth-

ing extraneous for a moment blunts the keenness of his discrimination.

And why should this thouofht be carried out in actual practice only

in the highest grades of our school system ? Is it not really of far

more importance that the youngest of our scholars have the best means

and appliances brought to bear for their benefit ? If my boys have

good teachers till they are ten or twelve years old, 1 shall be abund-

antly satisfied, for no after instruction, by the poorest hands, can en-

tirely upturn the well-laid foundation of their education. But, if they

have poor instruction till that time, the best teachers can never teach

them to unlearn what has unfortunately been too deeply impressed upon

then- susceptible minds.

Again, are we not in danger of theorizing very extensively in our

teaching, and reducing too little of our theory to practice? To give

the why and the wherefore, was once as original a notion as the com-

paratively modern cry of object-teaching. Whys and wherefores have

undoubtedly been given and required, and teaching by objects has un-

doubtedly been practiced, ever since Cain and Abel took their first in-

struction from the lips of good old Mother Eve. The trouble has been

that teachers have exercised the memory both in themselves and in their

scholars, until memory, and memory alone, has been cultivated, and that

too frequently at the expense of the other intellectual faculties. A re-

form movement, looking to the more thorough training of the reason-

ing faculties, has, at different times in the world's educational history,

been very properly inaugurated, of which the " why a nd the where-

fore," and " teaching by objects," are but offshoots. But what has

been the result ? Has not education many times simply degenerated

into the use of these special means, with too little reference to the ends

to be attained by the means ? In avoiding Scylhi we have plunged into

Charybdis. The consequence is, that the scholar is now but too fre-

quently groping around in a cloud of uncertainty, from which his text-

books and his teachers fail, in many cases, to extricate him. He has

ideas, perhaps, but they are vague, uncertain. Sharp, Avell-defined

ideas, clear thoughts and clear modes of expression are not only un-
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possessed, but apparently undesired. They seem to be at a wonderful

discount. They ought to be at a premium.

Fifty years ago, and even less, to have ciphered through the Rule

of Three, in DaboU or Adams or Pike, was almost a sure guaranty

of commercial position. But how was the work thus far done ? Do
none of you recollect how, in prowling around the old gan-ets down in

New England, you came across the ciphering books of your fathers or

uncles, wherein were written out in full, solutions of all and singular

the examples, omitting neither rule nor explanation? I Avould not be

understood as advocating a return to that style in its minutim, but it is

certainly a serious question whether in our rage for whys and where-

fores we have not throAvn the practical almost entirely aside for the

theoretical, and that very greatly to our disadvantage.

Less school instruction, and more individual investigation, would

render scholars more self-reliant. Too much is done for them. The

text-books are too ample, the teachers too communicative. Away from

book and teacher, the scholar is at sea, with neither chart nor pilot.

This might be remedied to some extent, if the pernicious doctrine of a

series of text-books on every subject were more frequently opposed.

One book, as a school text-book, on any one subject, thoroughly read

and digested, makes a good foundation. If properly written, the ideas

are definitely expressed, and the scholar, after having conquered it,

knows exactly what he does not know of the subject. He then knows

precisely what to investigate. His perceptions are quickened, his self-

reliance improved. It was Confucius who said that "Knowledge con-

sists in knowing what we know, and also in knowing what we do not

know." " The knowledge of our ignorance, and the ability to make a

sharp distinction between the known and the unknown, Avill save our

scholars, as well as ourselves, from arriving at many false conclusions."

The plan of allowing the practical to resume its legitimate place

in school by taking the place of the theoretical to some extent, will,

perhaps, keep some teachers employed who now occasionally have the

time hang heavy on their hands. Their own minds will be on the alert

for new material, by means of which to test the accuracy and reliability

of their scholars, and some of the listlessness and half-hearteduess in

the profession may disappear. No thoughts of improvement, socially,

financially or otherwise, should be allowed to come between the teacher
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and his work. li: his soul is not in his business, he has mistaken his

calling, and the sooner he leaves it, the better for all parties concerned.

It i.^ a great pity that so many of us, of both sexes, are disposed to

regard our noble calling only as a means to an end. Such are con-

stantly casting about them for opportunities of bettering their condi-

tion. They are discontented, absent-minded, and, as teachers, won-

derfully unsuccessful. Such things are very unpleasant to professional

teachers, but it is well perhaps that they be endured with equanimity,

since we know that every profession has its quacks, and time, that pu-

rifies all things, will some day separate the gold fi-om the droas.

Chicago, 18G8. 0. S. We.stcott.

WHAT C!AN BE DONE WITH SCIENCE IN PRIMARY
SCHOOLS 't

That something should be done wuth science in primary schools,

the question itself presupposes. It is tacitly admitted in this country,

and strongly urged in England, France and Germany, that upon science

depends the salvation, or, to use a word that has meaning, the preserva-

tion, of the human race upon the earth. Arts and inventions become

necessary to people living in communities too large to be supported by

the area of the ground upon which they dwell, or by the Hocks that could

browse thereon.

By ingenious labor-saving machines, one man can create as much

value as one hundred men could do by raising the crude products of the

earth, or manipulating them with hands unaided by the appliances of

cunning machinery. Over all improvements, science is the presiding

goddess. And with the number of inhabitants on the earth, and the

innumerable wants of modern society, the alternative ofllered the world

is either to study or to starve. Study what ? Certainly not the laws

and fantasies of people long since wiped oft' the face of the earth ; nor

the immaterial differences of doctrinal questions : nor the geography and

political economy of worlds of which we never did know and never can

know anything ; but the laws and principles of the palpable world

around us—the world whose materials we must weave into clothing, and

construct into places of shelter ; whose storms we must provide against

;
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whose fields we must till : whose breud we must eat. if we would livt

upon the earth.

With the first flint that was shaped into a spear-head ; with the

first grain that was placed in the cherishing mould to increase and mul-

tiply ; with the first garment that was made of leaves, or of the skin

of the more fortunate beast, whose clothing was ready-made ; with the

first thatch that was placed above the hitherto unsheltered head, com-

menced the study of physical science and the practice of art among the

children of men. And whatever mankind has been in the past ; what-

ever comfort and independence it has in the present ; and whatever

glory it may expect to achieve in the future, was, is, or shall be, through

the cultivation of the physical sciences. More : whatever depths of

degradation the human race has sounded ; whatever beastly credulity it

has been guilty of ; whatever mire of superstition it has wallowed in ;

whatever fury of bigotry and bloody intolerance and fiery persecution

it has practiced, has come from the neglect of the natural sciences or

from the inferior position which they were obliged to occupy in the

world's curriculum of study.

The science of one generation becomes the art of the next, and

the trade and occupation of the next. A philosopher experiments with

a little fire, water and metal ; his followers carry his ideas into the

making of ingenious machines, which, in after years, give employment

to thousands—which feed the hungry, clothe the naked, and shelter the

shelterless—which perform all the temporal and many of the spiritual

works of mercy. Should mankind do less ? Could angels do more ?

By the insight we get into the tricks of Dame Nature, we are enabled

to extort from her stock and store, sufiicient of the world's goods to

keep us through a rainy day ; by Science and her daughter Art, we are

able to exercise a prudent foresight, and to lay up supplies, so that

when a little less or a little more rain or drought occurs, whole nations

need not perish. The only perdition the world need fear is ignorance

—and, contrariwise, the world's temporal salvation depends upon scien-

tific knowledge.

If such, then, be the importance of science, surely it is advisable

to turn the attention of youth in that direction while its faculties are

quick, its appreciation keen, and its impressions vivid. That children

are capable of apprehending scientific truths, nobody will deny. In-
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deed, Bulwer Lytton, in one of his most powerful novels, pictures a

boy studying botany and natural philosophy of his own accord, till, his

head beginning to grow too large for his body, it became necessary to

send him to school to make him healthy and a dunce.

Were all teachers just what they should be. there would be little

difficulty in answering the question, '' What can be done with science

in primary schools ?" It would simply be to let the teacher ask and

answer questions as the spirit moved him. Thoroughly informed in the

facts of science, having a love for his subject, with facility of illustra-

tion, and the gift of simple and forcible expression, a teacher would

have no need to ask. What shall be done with science in ray school?

But the truth is that our system is ahead of the ability of our

teachers to carry it out—our spirit of improvement is willing, but

much of the flesh, whose duty it is to execute the improvement, is

very, very weak !

The systematic effort which we have been making of late, to in-

troduce a little science into primary schools, by means of object les-

sons, or in an oral course, has been, on the whole, a lamentable failure.

When the method was first instituted, the intention was to discuss

mainly objects present to the eye, and the plan contained the kernel of

a great deal of good ; but, adopted generally, and ordained into a sys-

tem, it has shared the fate of many other truths with organizations

formed for their perpetuation and propagation—the spirit of oral in-

struction has been lost in the letter— it has degenerated into dry, jog-

trot, mechanical formalism.

The difficulties are these :

1. Any science is too extensive to be presented fully to a class of

primary children ; so teachers have to find how their classes are to be

examined, and shape their instruction accordingly. The result is that

instruction in oral becomes stereotyped ; and the moment it becomes a

lesson, a task, that moment it ceases to be oral teaching in the original

significance of the term. When children write their oral lessons, or

when teachers write them before giving them, or when pupils learn oral

by constant drill and repetition, it is folly to call the exercise an oral

lesson.

2. Teachers going frequently over the same ground, lose interest
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in the subjects, and especially so if they do not keep up a course of

reading or observation in scientific pursuits.

3. The attempt to teach object lessons without the objects, or to

give the results of experiments without the means of presenting the ex-

periment, is the height of folly.

As remedies, I would suggest

:

1. That the principal of a school examine the classes in every

branch but oral ; that the teacher herself examine her class in oral in

the presence of the principal. In this way, the teacher has more lati-

tude in giving instruction, and, knowing what she has given, she knows

Avhat to call for.

2. That such subjects be chosen as can be vividly illustrated.

That children see experiments rather than listen to descriptions of them.

It may seem visionary to expect apparatus for philosophical experi-

ments in primary schools ; but such consummation is not so distant to-

day as high and normal schools Avere a foAv years ago.

3. That science primers, juvenile botanies, youth's astronomies,

etc., be encouraged. Such works are a blessing to both children and

parents. Though the calculations by Avhich scientific men arrive at

their grand conclusions may not be within the compass of the unlearned

or child-mind, yet the conclusions and discoveries themselves are within

the comprehension of all.

4. I would answer all questions of children truthfully, giving

exact answers to questions within the range of my knowledge, and

avowing ignorance when unable to give correct replies. When less than

five, I remember asking where God was before He made the heavens

and the earth. I was told that He Avas in the well of divinity. With

this I rested content. It was many years before the well of divinity

dried up in my mind. I hope I shall be forgiven, but I have read

some theological works since, without getting any more light than

wdien my youthful thirst for knowledge was quenched in the well

of divinity. A better answer to my question would be that my in-

formant did not know. I Avould answer, I repeat, all questions in

physical and mental and moral science to the extent of my own knowl-

edge, and no further. If a child asks you about the next world, you

can tell him all you know, without fearing that the quantity of infor-

mation you impart will either injure his health or retard his growth.
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I have heard a mother explain to a five-year-old child, the process

of digestion, in a way that he evidently understood. But what a folly

it would have been to have some physiologist proceed to give that child

a technical examination upon the ditrestive organs ! The generil truths,

the sum total of science, of all sciences, can be brought to the com-

prehension of all, however complex the separate items may be in

themselves. Early recollections make me favor primary works on

science. I may have received more information, but certainly not any

more pleasure from any other book than from the little treatise on

astronomy at the back part of Mitchell's Primary Geography, as it

used to be. The appearance of the rings of Saturn to the inhabitants

of that planet interested me particularly. Swedenborg, I find, difiers

in his idea of the aforesaid appearance. At present we are waiting

for more light on that subject.

By all means, let us have science in primary schools. Let the little

ones know the number of elements, the number of planets, their order

from the sun—as well what we know of Xhem for fnire, as what is mere

guess-work. Let them know the general classification of animals, and,

above all, let them study little books of botany which will be to them a

revelation of the vegetable kingdom. Correct pictures may answer in-

stead of the objects themselves ; but at all times let us bear in mind

that we are teaching primary children, not college students. What is

water made of ? Two gases—oxygen and hydrogen. What is oxy-

gen made of 't Nothing but oxygen, as far as we have yet learned.

So air is oxygen and nitrogen, mixed together as you may have seen

sand and saw-dust—not married, as oxygen and hydrogen are to form a

compound, difterent from either, which we call water. We can impart

a great amount of correct scientific information if we give ourselves

the habit of using correct, yet simple, language.

Without the proper text-books, without a full corps of properly

qualified teachers, without apparatus for experiments, it is hardly fair

to ask, What can be done with science in primary schools ? But if

anybody should ask me what, under more favorable circumstances,

could be done with science in primary schools, I should reply by say-

ing, " Sir, what can not be done with science in primary schools?"

I think, too, that at present, we want information more than

method. A paragraph on the beaver, for instance, niastered by the
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teacher, and made by mental digestion a part of her intelligence, is

better than a thousand skeleton recitations. It takes much more time

to learn the routine of another's methods than to master the amount of

knowledge which the recitation is to call forth. We can use only our

knowledge ; our own methods are easier, because more natural to us.

We must be ourselves or nobody. So I would finally answer the poser

of the executive committee, What can be done wdth science in the

primary school ? by saying, Cram your primary teachers full of scien-

tific knowledge ! J. Mahony.

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING AND PACKING SPECIMENS OF
NATURAL HISTORY. I.

It is designed to give, in a series of articles, sonje hints for the guidance

of the young naturalist, in collecting, preserving and shipping specimens iu

Natural History. The first paper will treat of birds and their nests and eggs

;

the second of mammals, fishes and reptiles ; and the third of mollusks, and of

geological, niineralogical and miscellaneous specimens. Instructions for collect-

ing plants are to be found in most of the botanies in common use
;
and the

student desiring to form an entomological cabinet, is referred to the paper by

Mr. 0. S. Westcott, in the Schoolmaster for September, 1872.

The instruments and materials needed for collecting, are a gun and ammu-

nition, a trout basket, or some similar receptacle for carrying specimens, some

sheets of stiif paper, some calcined gypsum and some cotton. It is well to be

provided with several sizes of shot, from dust shot or No. 12, for humming
birds, to No. 5, for geese and other large birds. The basket may be suspend-

ed by a strap over the shoulder, so as to rest on the hip. In the absence of

gypsum, powdered chalk, air-slacked lime or ashes may be used.

For preparing specimens, the collector should have a scalpel or sharp

knife, a pair of spring forceps, a pair of long forceps, two pairs of scissors

(one with sharp points and one thick and strong), some needles and thread,

a note-book, a pocket-rule, some arsenic, and a stout fishhook and lino with

the barb of the hook broken ofl'.

Birds should be shot with light charges, and may be quickly suffocaf-

ed, when the shot is not immediately fatal, by pressure with the thumb and
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fingers upon opposite sides of the body beneath the wings. The shot-holes,

mouth and nostri's, should be immediately plugged with cotton, and the bird

placed head first in a paper cone, the base of which should then be folded

over without breaking the tail feathers. The specimens should not be allow-

ed to shake about in the basket or to press heavily upon each other. If the

feathers are stained with blood, this should be scraped off with a knife or the

finger-nail, or they should be sprinkled with a little powdered gypsum and

lightly rubbed with the fingers until clean. If the blood has dried, the

specimen may be cleaned, at any time, with a stiff brush, assisted by scraping

with the nail ; or, if very bloody, it must be sponged with lukewarm water,

sprinkled with plaster, and immrdiately brushed with a soft brush until quite

dry.

The measurements recjuired are the "length of the bird," "the stretch of

the wing," and the lengths of the wing, tail and tarsus. The first of these is

the length from the end of the bill to the end of the tail, with the neck ex-

tended but not stretched ; the second is the distance from tip to tip, with

the wings stretched to their full extent. These two measurements may be

easily taken by laying the specimen with its back upon the rule. The length

of the wing is measured from the outermost joint to the ends of the largest

quills. These measurements should all be recorded, and each memorandum

marked with a number which should also be placed upon a label and attach-

ed to the corresponding specimen.

In skinning the bird, first put fre.sh cotton in the mouth and nostrils,

and then cut barely through the skin from the lower end of the breast-bone

to the vent, and loosen the skiu carefully on each side of the abdomen, ex-

posing the thigh and knee. Then take the leg in one hand, push the knee

lip on the abdomen, and free the skin around it until you can ])ress the knife

beneath the leg, and separate the knee-joint and the muscles about it. Then

pull the leg out of the skin as far as the scaly part or tarsus, cut the tendons

here, and remove the muscles from the bone. Put a little cotton or plaster

on the flesh, to prevent adhesion. Loosen the skin about the base of the tail,

and cut through the backbone at the last joint, taking care not to cut off the

ends of the quills or to cut through the skin of the back. The body should

now be suspended, head downward, by the hook and line, and the skin drawn

down until the wings arc reached, when the bones and muscles of the wings

should be separated iroui the body, either by the .shoulder-joint or the middle

of the first bone. Continue to reverse tiie skin until the neck and head are

exposed, tearing the skin of the ear from is attachment with the nails, and

cuuing through the nictating membrane of the eye close to the lid. When
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the skull is bared well down to the base of the bill, thrust the point of the

knife between the eye-ball and its socket, and remove the eye without break-

ing it, cut off" the neck, together with a part of the back of the skull, scoop

out the brains and clear the skull of flesh. Pull the wings out of their skin

until the second bone appears, the one to which the secondaries are attached

and separate these by pressing downwards forcibly with the thumb nail. Cut

away the muscles and tendons from this bone, and divide the joint between it

and the first bone or the humerus, removing the latter entirely. Now free

the skin carefully from fat and muscle, and apply arsenic plentifully, both to

it and the bones, especially to the skull within and without. Great care

should be taken throughout not to stretch the skin.

When the head is so large that the skin of the neck cannot be drawn

over it, as in the woodpeckers, ducks, cranes, etc., pull the neck through as

fiir as possible and cut it off". Then make a short incision, (upon the back of

the head for woodpeckers, under it for large birds, ) draw the head through

this, and afterwards sew the slit up neatly.

To prepare the specimen for shipment, connect the ends of the wing-

bones by a string tied so that the wings shall be the same distance apart

as in lite, wrap the leg bones with cotton, and turn the skin right side out.

Then open the mouth, and stuff" the upper part of the throat and the orbits,

to their proper size with cotton, push a roll of cotton or tow with the long

forceps well up into the neck, so that the latter shall be of the same size as in

the living bird, fill out the body with a wad of cotton to a little less than life

size, close the incision by a few stitches, tie the legs and the mandibles to-

gether, arrange the plumage, and leave the skin until quite dry. Attach a

label to each specimen, giving the time and place of killing and the measure-

ments noted, and pack in boxes, filling all vacant spaces with cotton, tow, or

soft paper.

2

—

bird's nests and eggs.

The nests and eggs of birds are of little value as specimens, unless the

species is known to which they belong ; and therefore, as a general rule, a

nest should not be disturbed until the birds have been clearly identified. If

there is any doubt whatever, the best plan is to shoot one of the parents and

preserve the skin.

The eggs should be covered or wrapped with cotton before the nest is re-

moved. The only preparation needed is to empty the contents. To do this,

prick through the shell, with a sharp needle, two small holes, one a little

larger than the other, at opposite ends or sides of the eggs ; and, applying
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Ae mouth to the smaller of these, blow the contents out at the other. If the

e<^g contains an embryo, a larger hole must bo made by pricking out a circu-

lar piece of the shell, through which the chick may be removed with forceps

or a slender hook. The egg should then be rinsed, dried, and numbered with

iok upon the shell, the same number being attached to the corresponding nest

and bird, if these have been preserved. The name of the species, date, lo-

cality, etc., should always be noted, and the memorandum marked with the

number of the .specimen.

For shipping, the eggs should each be lightly wrapped in cotton and

packed between layers of the same material in boxes of wood or stift' paste-

board. Loosely built nests will often have to be held together by strings ; or

they may be put separately in paper boxts of the proper size.

S. A. P'ORBES.

SHOTTLD AN EFFICIENT COUNTY SUPERINTENDENCY BE
MAINTAINED IN EVERY COUNTY^ IN ILLINOIS?

The following resolutions were passed by the Illinois Teachers' Associa-

tion at Springfield, December 27, 1872 :

*" Kesohed, That a committee of three membens be ai>pointed to prepare and pre-

sent to our next General Assembly, reasons, based on facts, statistics and experience,

why a qualified and efticient County Superintendency should be maintained in every

county in the State.

" Resolved, That the County Superintendents should be required to hold State cer-

tificates, to be granted after proof of good moral character and competency to teach all

the branches required by law to be taught in the public schools.'"

The undersigned having been assigned the duty embraced in the first

resolution, would respectfully ask your attention to a brief statement of some

of the " facts, statistics and experience," which seem to them to favor an

efficient superintendency.

The education ot the children of the State is of vital importance.

Its influence is interwoven with the entire fabric of society.

Inducing intelligence, industry, temperance and honesty, it is the motor

and directing power of all industries, trades and professions.

It is the cheapest and most elfectual of all agencies to secure good gov-

ernment.

The school system of Illinois is already a power. It acts directly upon

900,000 children. School influences reach 500,000 homes.

Every man enjoying the privileges ^'i the State owes more to the direct

* Tlio committee consists of Hon. Willard Wooitaril, Chicago; James H. Blodgett. Rockford,
and B. A. Gastman, Decatur.
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and indirect influences of the public schools than to all other means for the

improvement of man combined.

And yet its power can be greatly increased without a large outlay ofmoney.

An a question of finance, it stands second to no question of the Com-

monwealth.

Whether this use of our resources shall be an investment or a burden,

depends greatly upon the management of our schools.

Every dollar should be spent with a view to secure the best possible results.

We have no money to waste upon incompetent teachers or school officers.

Our total expenditure in 1872 was $8,907,036.27.

We had about $18,000,000 of school property.

The salaries of teachers cost $4,339,256.31. We had in operation

11,396 schools.

Pupils spent in the public schools of the State, 49,842,481 days during

the year 1872.

This is equal to 136,554 years of life-time. It is at a period, too, when

direction is given to the entire life of our citizens.

Add to our annual expense, $8,907,036.27, the value of pupils' time at

10 cents per day, $4,984,248.10, and we have $13,891,284.37.

Estimate this time at 25 cents per day, and it gives us an expenditure

of $21,817,656.52.

Is not this a vast financial interest ?

Does it not call for an examination into every part of our system ?

What would an individual or a corporation do, if assigned the manage-

ment of such great interests ?

Would there not be a recognition of the fact that success requires in-

telligence, industry and energy ?

If a corporation had 11,396 workshops, would not every one be looked

after by a man who understood the business ?

What would be true of workshops ought to be true of schools.

Community has a great interest in the work turned out by the 20,000

teachers paid by the State.

The highest good of the child requires that every step in his progress

should be guided by the most skillful workman.

We know that there is a great difference in teachers.

Experience has proved that by a proper supervision the standard lor

teachers can be raised.

The best as well as the poorest can be made better.

If the efficiency of our schools could be doubled it would be equivalent

io adding $8,907,036.27 to our revenue, or 136,554 years of school-life to
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our children. It is the opinion of those best informed that this can be done.

It is within the experience of all that some teachers accomplish twice as

much as others.

The most foolish investment any community can make is to put its

money into a poor school. It is a waste of money; it is a waste of life.

The County Superintendency was established to guard and protect these

ichool interests.

Schools have made progress in proportion to the intelligence and earnest-

ness of supervision. Is not this the experience of every man who has given

the subject attention ?

The duties assigned this officer by our Legislature will be found in sec-

tion 20 of our school law :

" It shall be the duty of the County Superintendent, if so directed by the county
board, to visit, at least once in each year, every school in his county, and to note the
methods of instruction, the branches taught, the text-books used, and the discipline, gov-
ernment, and general condition of the schools.

" He shall give such directions in the science and methods of teaching as he may
deem expedient and necessary ; and shall be the official adviser and constant assistant

of the school officers of the county, and shall faithfully carry out the advice and instruction

of tlie State Superintendent. He shall encourage the formation and assist in the man-
agement of county teachers' institutes, and labor in every practicable way to elevate the
standard of teaching and improve the condition of the common schools of his county.

" In all controversies arising under the school law, the opinion and advice of the
County Superintendent shall first be sought, whence appeal may be taken to the State

Superintendent upon a written statement of facts certified by the County Superintendent.

Again, in section 50 :

" It shall be the duty of the County Superintendent to grant certificates," &c.

Let us note these requirements :

1. He is to visit, at least once a i/ear^ every school in his county, (That

is certainly not an unreasonable provision.)

2. He must note methods of instruction. (He should understand

methods.)

3. Attention must be given to branches taught, text books used, (it

would be well, then, for him to know what is in text-books) discipline and

general condition of schools.

4. Directions must be given in the science and methods of teaching.

(He cannot give directions unless he understands the science.)

5. He is to be an official adviser and constant assistant (he muot know what

he advises, for the stream will not rise higher than the fountain) of teachers

ttnd school officers.

(J. He nuist carry out the instructions and advice of the State Superin-

tendent. (This should be wisely done.)

7. He must take the lead in teachers' institutes. (We do not want a

blind leader.)
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8. He must labor in every practicable way to improve the schools. (He

wants to know what is practicable.)

9. Assistance must be given in settling all school controversies. (Ha

must be a prudent man, and one whose judgment will be respected.)

10. Teachers must be examined. (The examiner should know as much

as the examined ought to know.)

We call especial attention to the fact that all of these duties require in-

telligence, labor and time.

Can we dispense with a full and proper discharge of any one of them ?

The superintendent of a workshop ought to visit his workmen once a

year.

Can this officer " note methods of instruction and be a constant adviser
"

even by a visit " once a year?
"

How will these duties be discharged if the county board refuse to pay

for any visits ?

"We believe that the officer should be paid for all of his time, and then

be held to a strict responsibility under the law.

There is work enough to do for one active educator in every county.

We would call attention to the following list of the number of schools

in each county. As this list is read over, we want to have the reader bear

in mind that each and every duty required to be done by the Superintendent

applies to each and every school of the county. In every instance pleasa

multiply the number of duties by the number of schools.

We give also, in the same connection, the salaries of some of the county

officers, to which we shall have occasion to refer. These figures were given

to us by persons residing in the counties, and we presume them to be in the

main correct.

Now if the work is worth doing, it is worth doing well.

The pirty assuming the responsibility should know best how much time

ought to be expended.

As a rule, most progress has been made where this officer has spent most

time in visits.

If we are to fight a battle, we want our general to have his headquar-

ters in the field.

How can he labor in every practicable way to "elevate the standard of

teaching," when he is denied the only practicable way of kmicinf/ what i.s

being done in the school-room.

Annually, in every county, there are several young persons who com.

mcnce their first school.

They need watching, asiistance, encouragement and kindly a Ivice.
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Counties.

Adams
Brown
Bureau
Calhoun
Christian

Clay
Clinton

Crawford
De Kalb
UeWitt
Douglas
Du Page
Ford
Fulton...;

Hamilton
Henderson ...

Henry
Jackson
Jefferson

Jersey

Kane
Kankakee. ...

Knox
Livingston....

Logan
Mason
Madison
McHenry
McLean
Mercer
Monroe
Montgomery.
Morgan
Moultrie.

Ogle
Piatt

Pope
Pulaski

Sangamon...

.

Scott

Stark

Stevenson ....

Union
Vermilion

Warren
Whiteside
Will

Winnebago...
Woodford ....

Total
~.~

^l"^^^.s

^ -S S

E^^
"

190

54
206

30! I

125 I

861

6Sli

90
17S2
9SI1

851
72!

2IO|l

60

72

1

I96I2

85JI
92

74 ••

1572
143 I

188

233
112

1 20
128

154
252
109

49
II7|2

"5r
1751"

83;'
54'

I

351

17712

44,1

70
148 I

692
195 I

163

144
208

132

000

550
000
500
5002
700,1
200 I

2501
000 I

5002
600 I

200il

700 I

5002
900; I

00012

500] 2

500; I

800

Soo
500

500
000

2

I 000...

|6
600 1 i

5 000
I 200

000
500
50011

500 2

80012
OOOjI

000 I

60011

5002
3601
500 [2

00012
000I2

500

.396

000
200

250
500
500
500
500
000
500
800
000
600

500
250

000 5 000
cool 200

400
800
000
500
500
000

700
500
500
000
500
000
200

500
500
500
000
500
500
200

500
000
coo
800

500
800

700
000
000
000
000
000
500
800

500
700
500
500

750
500
000

500
000
800

500
000
500

G

500

^1:

Soo I

500 I

600 I

900 2

20013

000
200j 600

i

I

500 3OOJ I

000
000
250
000! ..

000 3
700,4

720^2
I 000I3

13
ooo|..

400! I

000

4 000
I 200

500
100

100

500
000
500
000
200

000
j

2

400 I

I

200'

2

800 1

2

840 1

2

5001

500
500

100

500
2 000
800

I 200
I 000

4001

1

000:1

500 2

200
600

500
000
5C0;

800}

500

400

200
800
500

2 800
I 800
I 000

coo
000
700
800

500
500
500
500
000
500 .

500 I

000 ..

500'..

oooj..

20b!
500I

oooj 2

50011

500] ..

500II

500 2

50o|

500:1

000 2

coo
000
800
200

500
500
500
000
200
200

500
000
000
500
000

500
500
500
700

000I3

400;

i!
000
600 I 000

800
6co
100
500^2

oooj 2

400.1
I

600
000
400
000
900
750
350
600
500

500!

300

1

500,2
20O1I

Ii

20011

5COj2

375k
200|l

000.2

800 2

840'..

oooj 2

600'

1

OOC 2

300 j
I

OOOjI

000}

200 1 2

30011

0001

1

100; I

loo 2

600
000 I

500 I

500J

400|
000 I

5oo|i

500,1

200 I 5oo
I 250

000|I 400
800 800
450' 585
500.1 800
500|i 150
000 I 050

500J1
200

500.2 200
500; 750
oooj

I

400
500 I 200
500 j I 500

I 800
000 I 500
700 I 250
700ii 800
000 800
200 1

1

000
800! I 000

800
850

I 600
I 200

500

000:

1

700'

000
j

oooj

700:

200|

8oo|

600 I 000
500' I 800
475! I 250
oooji 170
2001 roc
800 I 000

800
j

2

200i..

200i2
OOo|2

200; I

|I 500
oool 810

'l 500
400 I 800
000
500

I 500
I 200
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The school-room is the only place to do this work.

Failures of young teachers do not often occur from lack of effort.

They result from misspent strength.

Here and now the service of the Superintendent is needed—not a visit

" once a year," but daily, if need be, until the teacher succeeds or is dis-

charged.

It would be a "stitch in time."

Please examine our list, and see if there is any need of placing the

power of limitation in the county board. Does it need any argument \o

prove that an efficient Superintendent could be profitably employed?

Alexander is the smallest county, having but 23 schools.

Visits could not be made in this county oftener than once a month.

We mean a visit long enough and for the purpose of doing the school

good. Visits by a practical and capable man would be to attend to the work

of the school-room.

In the largest counties there is far more work than one man can do.

Every day of a school of sixty pupils is an investment in time and

money of at least forty dollars.

A teacher who can, by superior method? and personal magnetii^m, ac-

complish twice the average work, increa.ses the investment one hundred per

cent. He does what is of far greater importance. He forms habits of

thought and action which control and strengthen the life of the pupils Our

schools are most valuable for that for which they lay a foundation. What is

true of the teacher is true of the Superintendent. Here let us remark that

we never reduce the salary of a good teacher because there are some poor

ones. Our great advance must be in the direction of furnishing teaching

power. Progress must come by the work in the class-room.

The County Superintendent is an efficient agent in this work. His

knowledge and devotion should permeate the whole system.

But we may be met with the statement that such an officer is too ex-

pensive.

In 1870 this officer cost the State $97,909.85, being an average of

$956.90 for each man. Let us apply this salary to Alexander county.

The number of pupils attending school was 1,690.

The cost would be 57 cents to each pupil.

Any man who could not render an equivalent for that amount should

not be elected.

On one side it is 57 cents a year, and system and efficiency
;
on the

other it is disorder and a careless, heedless expenditure.
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We must have system. There must be some personal responsibility for

carrying it out.

The annual investment for each pupil is about equal to the price of four

cigars. This was under the old law, which gave five dollars per day, and

left the Superintendent to visit as much as he thought best.

Taking the entire amount of salaries in 1870 and the number of pupils,

we shall find the average to be less than 15 cents per pupil.

But it will be seen by examining our list, that our other county ofl&cers

average more than §950.90 each. We presume that the average pay of

county judge, sheriff, county clerk, and clerk of circuit court, is at least

$1,800.

We assume that our educational interests are at least as important as

any other. They ought to be no less valuable than mere clerical duties.

We want as much natural ability, culture, business talent and energy in

this oflSce as in any other department.

If not, ich)/ not?

Why should a county judge, sheriff, county clerk, or a clerk of the cir-

cuit court, receive a larger salary than a School Superintendent? Are the

former usually more competent men ? Do they supervise the expenditure of

a larger amount of money ? Do they have a greater influence in forming the

public character? Do they devote more time to preparation for their work?

Does a proper discharge of their duties add more to the public weal ?

We think not. If county superintendents do not possess as much talent

as county clerks, we suggest that it would be economy for these ofiicers to

change places and let the pay go with the best officers.

We want competency. We want the best educational man in the coun-

ty, because he is the highest school oflicer.

A faithful discharge of the duty of examining teachers is of great

value It is a constant pressure for a higher standard. Who does not favor

the pressure ? IIow much better it i.s for teachers themselves !

The election of a Superintendent who is really in earnest, is a notice to

leave, served by the people on every incompetent teacher.

Poor teachers scent a weak examining officer afar off, and 41ock to de-

vour the peoples substance, without rendering an equivalent.

When we appropriate our money, why not see that it is properly ex-

pended ?

But can we get good men to fill these positions?

Create a demand, and see.

First, let there be a proper appreciation of the relation of this office to
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our school system. Its requirements and responsibilities should be discussed.

Let a reasonable salary be provided to induce our best men to seek the

position.

The election for the next four years takes place this year. We have

8ome good men now. .We shall have many more if the office is held in

proper estimation by our people.

The County Superintendent should be required to hold a State certifi-

cate. Why not ? Do we not want the best man ? Has the community any

interest in electing a man who does not know how to teach the branches

taught in the schools ? Is it too much to ask a candidate to show his cre-

dentials ! Who is willing to be injured by the incompetent? Let them pur-

sue business more congenial to their tastes. It is sometimes said that this

would abridge the rights of the voters. We think it would not as much as

the party caucus. But the people do not want to vote for an unfit man. This

objection will come mainly from the lame, halt and blind candidates. But
the people will not weep. Thi.? requirement would do much to raise the

standard and drive ofi" those candidates who were not willing to make the

efibrt to prove their competency.

The declaration by legislative authority that the candidate must possess

qualifications would call the attention of the people to the demands of the

office.

The higher the standard, the more honorable the position and the better

the pay.

In making a selection, we have a half dozen candidates on one side, and

on the other, every child in the county with a right to the best education that

can be aftbrded.

If personal kindness is to influence, let it be in behalf of the children.

Few men get appointments as superintendents and engineers on rail-

roads because they are good republicans or democrats, or because they have

been unsuccessful in other professions or business

Railroad and bank directors, and successful men, do not make large in-

vestments in sympathies for incompetents. The same rule should be applied

to teachers jjnd school officers.

The law now allows $4 per day for visits. This includes the expense of

travel. The salaries amounted to only S959 when the pay was $5 per day.

This is several hundred dollars less than other county officers who have less

expense, no better qualifications, and who perform no more work than the

interests of our schools demand.

We suggest that the pay be sufficient to obtain the best teacher in the
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county. This will average, with expenses for travel, five hundred dollars

more than Sui^eriutendents received under the old law, and seven hundred

dollars more than will be received under the present law. A successful

teacher cannot afford to take the office of County Superintendent. He can

do better in the school-room. And yet he is the man that we want. The

office should be put on a level with others in the county.

Our people would not object if it systemized and energized the schools.

A position requiring good natural and literary qualifications, fine business

habits, skill, tact, devotion and enthusiasm, is not easily filled. Men possess-

ing these qualifications are always wanted in business. Capital can give con-

stant employment and full pay. Why should not public business be man-

aged so as to secure first-class talent ?

We submit that the law should be changed and the pay increased, so

that at the next clectiou we may secure competent men.

We also ask that a law be passed embracing the idea that the County

Superintendent be required to obtain a certificate of competency to teach that

which he is to supervise. We believe that the next four years would fully

justify the wisdom of such a course.

An act which would fill the office in every county with the ablest edu-

cator in it, and require all his time and effort, would be equal to adding 10

per cent, to the annual appropriation. It is safe to say that more than 10

per cent, of the public money will be wasted by the incompetency which is

sure to come under the provisions of law giving to county boards the power

of limiting the service and paying but S4 per day. We ask for competency,

because incompetency has brought the office into disrepute in many places:

it is almost the only ground of opposition, and the principal reason why the

pay was reduced by the last Legislature.

We will not here discuss, but submit, the question, whether the Legisla-

ture, under the constitution, should not fix the pay. If it should, can it del-

egate the power to the county board? Is not limiting the service by the

county board substantially fixing the pay ?

The more thoroughly this subject is examined, the more fully will it

appear that it is economy to have efficiency, and to pay for it. Every agency

calculated to improve society by guarding the sources of power, demands our

best thoughts and most earnest efforts.

Let it be remembered that noio is the important time to discuss this

question. The work of this "winter at Springfield must settle the matter for

the ensuing four years. Let us canvass the subject earnestly, and either make
the office of county superintendent an efficient one j else abolish it.

—

Ed.
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The publishers of the Chicago Schoolmaster have bought of N. C.

Nason, publisher, the " Illinois Teacher ; and the present number of

the Illinois Schoolmaster is a consolidated journal, the successor of

both those mentioned above. The present proprietors have also made such

arrangements with Mr. E. "W. Coy, as will still retain his eminent services on

the present magazine Our movement, therefore, is a real joining of forces

which, though never hostile to each other, may, we think, be more effectively

united. Six pages additional will be given to reading matter, making thirty-

six pages in the present magazine. We propose to devote these additional

pages mostly to Illinois affairs, so as to make our journal what the Teacher

has been.—truly a state journal; while the readers of the Schoolmaster who
live outside of Illinois shall have no occasion to complain that the range of

our articles is restricted or rendered merely local. The cost of our periodical

will be greater than the previous price of the Schoolmaster, but still as low as

that of any magazine of its class in the country. Now we ask from the

teachers of Illinois a united and increased support ; let us all "'pull together '".

Write for our paper !—Especially to the old correspondents of the Teacher do

we make this appeal ; send us items of news from your respective counties

and towns ; take pains to call the attention of teachers to the Schoolmaster
;

get up clubs, and thus help us and help yourselves. We want to unite all

the educational forces from Dunleith to Cairo, and from the Wabash to the

Mississippi. Our honored State Superintendent, as will be seen by his card,

will make our pages the medium of his communications to teachers "nd school

officers ;
his decisions have the force of law unless they are overruled. Give

us your hand then, one and all ; we promiss that, if onc-Ji/th of the teachers

in Illinois will give us their names and subscriptions, we will give them the

hcst School Journal in the country.

Mr. N. C. Nason, of Peoria, for eighteen years publisher of the Illi-

nois Teacher, promises us a sketch of the history of that old favorite of Illi-

nois pedagogues, for our next number. He can tell that history, if any
mau can.

The Committees on Education in the House and Senate of the Illinois

legislature, have been appointed. With these committees rests to a great ex-

tent, the fate of amendments, if any are made, to the school-law. That some
changes are important every well-informed man on the subject believes, but

that every member of either liouse is competent to frame amendments is

hardly to be expected. Already, members, earnest, it is to be supposed, for

the success of our school system, are rushing resolutions and bills before the

assembly that are being referred to the proper committee and will burden

them with unfruitful labor.

Some of these are foolish enough, and probably take rise in the brain of

some Hon. who has discovered a wrong in his home district, and ^eeks to
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right it by general legislation ; others are evidently called for, while a third

class are such as need and ought to receive investigation.

First and most of all that needs attention is that part of the law which
relates to the county supervision of schools. The present law docs not abol-

ish that oflBce, but it does worse ; it so restricts the remuneration that no
competent man can afford to occupy the position. Better wipe it off the

book, than permit it to remain as it is, for our school system will surely

fall into unsafe hands.

The evident cause of opposition to county superintendency is the inef-

ficiency of the work in many counties,—the poor material that has filled the

office. But this subject, we hope, will have a careful investigation before

the committees.

It has occupied much of the attention and time of every convention of

.superintendents and teachers during the past year. Many facts have been
gathered. Let every man consider it his duty to assist our legislators to a

full comprehension of the subject. Thi.s once done the law will be made
right. Unfortunate legislation in Illinois on schools is not so much the re-

sult of opposition, as of want of familiarity with the details of the school

system.

We earnestly ask for the retention of the office of county superintend-

ent with IX fixed mlari/, and qualifications such as shall cnahle only compe-

tent mm to ocnipi/ the position.

The appointment of Hon. H. M. Snow as chairman of the Committee
on Education in the House is a most excellent selection. Mr. Snow has been
in harness; he knows full well about schools, school management and school

systems. Foolish schemes for the improvement of the school-law will have
little prospect of success in his committee^ while all desirable amendments
will get careful consideration.

It is a good omen for the success of free schools that prominent school-

masters of a few years ago, should be at the head of the most important
committees.

Equal cause for congratulation is the appointment of Hon. Elmer Bald-

win to the head of the Senate rommittee. There are yet left, in these days

of Credit Mohillcr, a few names in public life, untarnished by the shadow of

any impurity or corruption. Ever one of the most popular and reliable men
in his own county, La Salle ; much in public office, yet never seeking it;

unprejudiced, candid, of large experience and excellent judgment, we may
be sure that resolutions, that are referred to the Senate committee, will lose

nothing of good by passing under Mr. Baldwin's inspection.

On Tuesday, Jan. 7th, a most terrible storm visited northern Iowa and
Minnesota, causing, we think, more destruction to human life than any other

of the kind in our remembrance. The day had been very warm ; but about
3 o'clock P. M., the wind shifted to the north; and it is said that in twenty
minutes the degree of cold and the fury of the storm were terrible ; the

etorm continued blowing heaps of snow until Friday. The exact number of
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lives lost is not yet known ; but, judging from present reports, it must exceed

one hundred. The warmth of the morning had tempted many of the farmers

to visit the villages, sometimes accompanied by their families. The disaster

seems to have been the most terrible in the valley of the ^Minnesota river
;

seventeen coffins for the victims were taken out of New Ulm in one day.

Children going home from school, in several instances, perished. One wise

teacher. Hugh Jones of Judson, Blue Earth county, kept his pupils at the

school house forty-eight hours ; himself, at great risk, bringing them food

and bed-clothing from a neighbors. His good sense and courage doubtless

saved many lives.

Local institutes and township teachers' meetings are now-a-dajs of fre-

quent occurrence : time v?as, when the teachers of a county were together

but once or twice a year, and then, at the county institute. Peoria, La Salle

and IMarshall counties, are moving vigorously in this direction. Every Satur-

day the teachers and school officers of one or more townships meet in a con-

A^enient schoolhouse and canvass the work. Six or eight in attendance is suf-

ficient for profitable work, but it is found that the attendance is from fifty to

a hundred. Parents and friends who live in the neighborhood come in, and

the free-school work is put before them. The editors of the Schoolmaster

will gladly meet such clubs or institutes on Saturdays, when within reach of

Kormal by railroad.

Or.lTUARY.—Upon the appearance of T/ie Chicago Teacher, "The Illinois Teacher"
died a natural and proper death, and was buried in the graveyard of the Illinois

Schoolmaster.— Chicago Teacher.

Is our contemporary so yo%mg that he does not know the difference

between a wedding and a funeral ?

A CARD.
St.*lte of Illinois,

^
Department of Public Instruction, [-

Springfield, III., Jan. 30, 1873.

)

The Illlinois Teacher has been the channel through which this depart-

ment has communicated with teachers and school officers, from the origin of

our free school system until the present time; the first State Superintendent,

Hon. N. W. Edwards, having officially designated it as such.

Understanding that said journal has been merged in the Chicago

Schoolmaster, this is to give notice, to whom it may concern, that the new
magazine, The Illinois Schoolmaster, will continue to be recognized as

the educational organ of this department, the new managers having kindly

tendered the use of its pages for that purpose.

Newton Bateman,
Sup't Pub. Inst'n,

P. H. Owen, of La Claire, Iowa, reminds us that no solution of the al-

gebraic problem in the March Schoolmaster for 1872, was ever given. As
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the problem was in tlie previous volume, we repeat it, and give an abbre-

viated form of the solution he offers ; the method is by indeterminate an-

alysis.

If a man buys cows at 1 1 dollars a piece, sheep at 3 dollars, and geese at

i of a dollar, how many of each can he buy that he may get 100 animals

for 100 dollars? Let x, y and z represent the number of cows, sheep and
geese, respectively ; then (a)x+y+z=100, and (b) llx-|-3y-|-(z-T-3)=100,
multiplying (b) by 3, and subtracting (a) from the product, we have 32x-(-

8y=200. Dividing through by 8, and finding the value of x, we have (c)

x=(25—y)-4-4. As the value of x must be a whole number, we give to y in

(c) all possible values to allow such a result; these values are 1, 5, 9, 13, 17
and 21, respectively. No others are possible; and from these, the values of

X and z may be readily found. Hence, the problem admits of six correct

answers, and no more, as our correspondent clearly shows.

Friondsj if you have an interest in this work, send us more prcblems.

The article in the January School.mastkr, on The Proruirc of (he

Free School, by J . L. Pickard, should have been credited to the C'hica(/o Re-
port for 1872.

Chicago.—The schools opened on Monday, Jan. 6, with the usual reinforcements

of new scholars and very little in the way of increased accommodations. A few of the

large halls were divided during vacation, thus giving seating-room to 50 or 60 additional

scholars in each school where such division took place. The plan pursued to admit as

many applicants as possible, is to form double divisions of 100 to 1 20 pupils, one por-

tion of them attending in the forenoon and the other in the afternoon. There aie as

many as 8 such divisions in some schools. This would be well if tliere were relays of

teachers to meet the attack of each corps as it arrives. When the Kirk- Sessions held

sway in Scotland, a worship was not worth a great deal unless it lasted twelve hours. The

people could stand it, but the preachers couldn't. The difficulty was met by having

fresh speakers ready to step into the pulpit as soon as one gave out. Then success in

preaching depended entirely upon mind and bottom, as they say of steeple-chixscrs.

One preacher was very tireless, but he was accused of being a watery old fellow, for "he

spal and swat" like mischief.

With the increase of children and the non-increase of school-houses, we shall liave

to make some such arrangement in Chicago. We shall probably have to keep open six-

hours a day, dividing the lime into four " watches " of four hours each, and having 4

sets of hands to take hold as the several " bells " are struck.

The demoralizing effect of holid.iy lime was visible in the conduct of pupils at the

opening of the schools ; but the urbanity of the teachers was greater llian ever. They
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REPORT OF ATTENDANCE FOR DECEMBER, 1872.

St. Louis—
Chicago, III

Cincinnati, O
Evansville, Ind,,
Dubuque, Iowa
Springfield, 111

Terre Haute, Ind
Freeport, 111

West and South >

Rockford, 111., $

Danville, 111

Alton, 111

Ottumwa, Iowa
Marsnalltown, Iowa. ...

Blast Denver, Colorado.
Cedar Falls, Iowa
Macomb, III

Princeton, 111

Allegan, Mich
Bhelbyville, 111

Polo, 111

Chas. City, Iowa
Marengo, Iowa
Knoxville
Noblesville, Ind
Albia, Iowa
Normal, 111

Eochelle, 111

Henry, 111

Lexington, 111

Martinsville, 111

DeKalb. Ill

WhetHeld, 111

Toledo, Iowa
Maroa, III

Yates City, 111

New Rutland, 111

Lyndon, 111

Earlham, Iowa
Denisou, Iowa
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is as bad as physical, and that instant remcfc'al of the affected party is the best policy

;

and so forth, and so fonh.

The teacher's province is to inform the mind and mould the character by precept

and example ; all menial offices belong to tlie parent, such as washing, combing, flogging

and the like. These latter would be blessed acts in many cases, but ehty are not in our

f^rade.

The parent who requests a teacher to flog his child is too low in the scale of crea-

tion to be ever anthropomorphous. If any flogging is needed in a family, by all means

flog the head of it, and there is no danger of missing the real culprit. Parents can not

be pleased by any mode of discipline practised towards their children; if you strike one

part of the body they claim tliat you ought to have struck another part ; if the part was

proper they cry out against the instrument used; if the part and instrument are all right,

there is something wrong with the offence for which you punished; if all the above are

correct, fault is found because the child of somebody else wasn't whipped. Moral:

Touch children seldom in kindness, and never in unkindness.

The arguments used in favor of moderate whipping can all be used in favor of

moderate drinking. The only safe, dignified and respectable course in either case is

—

total abstinence.

If a teacher tries to make up for the weakness, depravity, bad management and

foolish notions of all the parents in his district, he takes a heavy contract upon his hands.

In correcting vice, teachers always defeat themselves by attempting too much. You can

be in your school-room a policeman or a judge. By refusing to whip children you take

from them one of the incentives to misconduct—the desire to see how near they can ap-

proach a whipping without " catching it," and their desire to show pluck if called out

to be flogged. Half the misconduct of children is for the purpose of trying the teacher,

to see what foolish thing he will do. Show children that they do not disturb you and

their mischief dies out for want of a pui-pose. Eut if you are attacked, fight in self-

defence, and if a parent comes to ask you to whip his child, be sure to kick him off the

premises. This advice is not given in joke.

The worst use a principal of a school can be put to is to make a thrashing-machine

of him.

The State gives children the privilege of being educated ; the price of that privilege

is good behavior.

A fair business-like course works best with children. "I am the master; you are

the workmen ; I want no fooling in this shop." Coaxing and moral suasion are worse

than whipping, A reprimand for trifling offenses; instant suspension for direct diso-

bedience, improper language, or writing, or any pointed personal insult to the teacher.

Suspension is not a panacea. Is flogging? As you flogged ineffectually so you

may suspend ineffectually ; but one suspension a.s a disciplinai-y force is equal to the

effect of fifty whippings.

Is it a confession of weakness to suspend ? But the state sends its suspended pu-

pils to prison, and the church ex-communicates—suspends. Nay, even Christianity,

that great scheme of redemption, had to construct a Hell for its incorrigible pupils, and

the Catholic portion of the Christian church has its reform school in Purgatory. Bar-

barism flogs ; civilization suspends.

And now Old Rod, farewell I You're not the only wicked thing that defied Igno-
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ranee and degrading Dogmatism inflicted onus. "Brisk bringer of brats' brimming

brine, bad, blistering birch, begone !

"

It is true that children of ten deserve a whipping ; but who does not ? We quote

rom memory : " Treat them not according to their deserts ; for, treating thus, say, who

should 'scape a whipping ? Treat them according to thy own honor and dignity.." It

is a satisfaction to punish children when they iritate us. But repressing such impulse

is just the means of enabling us to govern easily. We become the greatest of rulers

—

we govern ourselves.

At the Tiincipals' Meeting, Jan. ii, the question for discussion was, «' What can be

done with, or for, such pupils as seem particularly or wholly incompetent to pursue with

reasonable success the required course of study ? " The following points were brought

out in the course of the debate : That it is difficult to determine what is dullness in

children, since slowness of apprehension is often mistaken for stupidity; that the num-

ber of really dull children is very small, being not more than one in a hundred ; that

many pupils, apparently dull, need only time for mental growth to prove themselves

possessed of capacity ; hence, many children unable to pass the required examinations

in the lower departments of school, by being allowed to pass on with their class, are

often the most substantial scholars in the upper grades ; and, on the contrary, the bright-

est and most precocious children are often the veriest dunces in after years.

It was argued that our system requires that dull children be educated ; that in large

schools it is not necessary to form classes of slow children for special instruction, since

such naturally gravitate to the lowest class in the grade ; but that wherever they collect,

thei-e the best teaching talent in the school should be employed. It was generally agreed

that there should be two classes in the mind of the teacher, though they be not otherwise

separated, viz.: the bright and the dull pupils; and that the latter receive the teacher's

most earnest attention. The subject for consideration next month is " Special Teach-

ing," or •' The Departmental Method."

N. I riONAL ED UC. i TIONAL ASSOCIA TION.
State House, New Haven, Conn., >

January lo, 1873. \

The Thirteenth Annual Meeting of the National Educational Association will be

lield in Elmira, New York, on the 5th, 6th, and 7th days of August, 1873. Free return

tickets are already promised on the N. Y. & Erie and the other railroads entering in

Elmira. A cordial invitation to hold the meeting in that city has been received, signed

by the mayor and aldermen, and sixty-five prominent citizens, including judges, editors,

presidents of banks, clergymen, lawyers, and the officers of Elmira College. A
warmer welcome was never promised to the Association. No effort will be spared to

render this meeting interesting and profitable. A large attendance is anticipated. De-

tails as to railroad and hotels facilities, topics and lectures will be seasonably given.

BIRDSEY GRANT NORTHROP,
PrcsiJnt.

S. II. White, Secretary.

Mjchigan.—The State Teachers' Association met at Jackson, the day after Christmas.

We should judge by what printed reports we have seen, and by the remarks of one wi\io

was present, that the main feature of the meeting was the address of Prof. Joseph Esta-
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brook, on Normal Schools. An evident intention on the part of a fev has been to as-

sail the Normal school of Michigan. The sayings of some of these belligerent writers

have been bitter and, sometimes, even venomous. We are not personally acquainted

with any of them, but at this distance, some of the writings sound like others, we have

seen from disappointed men, vulgarly called sore-heads.

We are glad that Mr. E.stabrook had an opportunity to say his "say," and we rejoice

too that the verdict is so unanimous in his favor. Now will our Michigan neighbor

start for the enemies to the public free high-schooi in his Statp.

Indiana.—The State Teachers' Association held its eighteenth annual session at

Logansport, on the first three days of the new year; the preliminary exercises were held

on the last evening of 1872. We learn that the attendance was very large, and in-

cluded a good number of the more prominent teachers of the state. The address of

welcome was given by Rev. M. M. Post, of I.ogansport, himself a veteran teacher; the

response was by Hon. R. C. Hobbs, temporary chairman. President Bell's opening

address, an able paper, dealt mostly with the work and position of woman as an edu-

cator. Wednesday afternoon was given up to work in sections. The failure of Prof.

Tingley, of Greencastic, to present a paper as announced, before the college section,

gives occasion, in the paper before us, for some veiy severe remarks concerning a lack

of interest, and of a wideawake spirit on the part of those men who are engaged in

college work.

Oregon.—We have received a copy of the new school law of Oregon, passed last

Oc'ober. It seems to us crude ; and some of its features are very objectionable ; while in

other respects it is excellent. The provision for the support of schools is very liberal

;

the i6th and 36th sections of each township, are set apart for support of schools; the

county courts are reciuired to levy a tax of three mills on a dollar for school purposes

:

and, in addition, the districts may levy school taxes. The law provides for a State

superintendent to be elected every four years; his salary is fifteen hundred dollars per

annum, besides office and traveling expenses. He i; required to hold a teachers' insti-

tute in each judicial district, and at the State capital, at leas'; once a year. County

superintendents are to be chosen every two years ; their compensation is fixed by the

county court ; each school district chooses a board of three directors, one going out of

office each year. In school district meetings. " women Avho are widows, and have

children to educate, and taxable property," may vote. The district schools must be

free to all children between the ages of four and twenty years; and the teachers are re-

quired by law, to teach from 9 a. m., to 4 p. m., with an intermission of one hour at

noon, unless the directors shall order a less numlier of hours.

The State Superintendent, the Governor and .Secretary of .State, constitute the State

Board of Education. This board have the power to grant two grades of State diplomas,

and two grades of State certificates. Diplomas of the highest grade are good for life,

and those of the second grade for six years ; State certificates are good for two years,

and six months, respectively. The diplomas may be revoked for unprofessional con-

duct. The fees charged for State diplomas, and certificates, range from $2.50 to $10.

In the examinadon of teachers, the board may call to their aid, four professional teach-

ers; and the results of the examinations must be published. County superintendents,

also, grant certificates; but, in case they do the c.xndidate " injustice," he may appeal
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to the State superintendent, who has the right to grant the certificate. Uniformity of

text-books is secured in a curious way ; the State superintendent is to send circulars to

the county superintendents, on which they shall indicate their preferences for a text-

book in each study, and return the circulars ; the State board shall proclaim the text-

book in each branch having the hiijhest number of votes, as the authorized text-book in

that study. Books so classed, shall not be changed for four years. At the end of that

time, the circulars are again sent out, but no book shall then be changed unle.ss a maj-

ority of the county superintendents shall agree as to its successor. It vi^ill be seen that

the law has some very curious provisions; one other, that might have been mentioned,

IS that, lequiring the county superintendents to form the school districts. We think,

however, the provision respecting text-books, the most objectionable of all ; our friends,

the publishers and book agents, have sufficient temptations now ; we are sorry to have

their virtue subjected to additional trials, even in far-off Oregon.

Illinois.—The Stale Teachers' Association met according to announcement at

Springfield, on Christmas, and held its .sessions three days. Notwithstanding the sever-

ity of the weather and the presence of the holidays, tlie attendance was good

—

gi-eater than at Dixon, last year. The citizens of Springfield were not present
;
proba-

bly the numerous gatherings in that city of various guilds, trades and professions is suf-

ficient reason for their non-attendance at a pedigogical meeting. To the Board of Edu-

cation, and especially to the Principal of the high-school—an ex-president of the asso-

ciation—the members owe thanks. The programme was not completely carried out as

printed. Some one is probably blamable for the omissions. In order to determine just

where the fault lies, each failure must le named and the details mentioned. We have

not space to do this, but will mention one. Several months before the meeting. Gov.

Palmer agreed to be present and address the association. It was thought that thi.s was

proper; the Executives of Massachusetts and Wisconsin are accustomed to recognize the

teachers' associations of their respective states. In times that are past our own Gov.

Yates did himself, and us, the honor to address the association. It was understood

that our Governor had a chronic habit of failing to fulfill engagements, but as the meet-

ing was to be held near his home, there was reason to expect him this time. After

waiting on the evening appointed, till after the hour for his coming, the chairman of the

executive committee waited upon him at his residence, and was met with a polite but per-

emptory refusal to go to the hall. This was the first intimation he had given of his inten-

tion not to speak. It would have kept him from his home nearly thirty minutes to have

spoken to the teachers of his own state. We believe Mr. John M. Palmer had a right

to do a thing of this kind, but that the Gov. of Illinois had not. Our consolation must be

that no fear exists of similar ill treatment for the next four years. The educational in-

terests of the State have now in the executive office a man who would scorn to retard

the work of free schools, either by law quibbles, by luke-warmness, or superciliousness.

The two prominent features of the meeting were the county superintendency and

the papers of Dr. Patton and Dr. Ed.yards. Hon. W. Woodard, presented a paper on

the first, which we wish our legislators could hear or read. The di.scussion which fol-

lowed, resulted in the appointment of a committee to meet the committee on education

in the legislature and urge the importance of an efficient county superintendency. A
circular, the work of that committee, appears on another page.
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The papers of the two eminent gentlemen brought out a full house on Friday

morning. Several college and denominational school men, we noticed, that had not

been present before. The papers had apparently been prepared with great care and

with such ability as but few men in our State possess.

The Schoolmaster need not express an opinion of the argument. On the part

of denominational schools no new points were made. It is believed that in the paper

of Dr. Patton was contained the gist, the essence, of all opposition to the public free

high school. Certainly the author has no superior as a writer, probably no equal in

the ranks of denominational school men. If he was answered at Springfield, and

those who heard the papers will judge, then these chronic howlers must start again

from a new base. Dr. Edwards never pleased his friends more, than when he stood

before the teachers of Illinois, a champion fur the public free school, from the prima-

ry school to the university.

J. L. Pickard, of Chicago, was elected president, and J. W. Cook, secretary, of the

Association for 1873. John Hull, E. L. Wells and Robert Allyn, D. D., were made

Ex. Com. The next meeting is at Bloomington.

The Schoolmaster expects to present many of the papers read there, in the

present volume.

McHtrny CotiiUy.—The school house in Howard look tire one cold day in Janu-

ary, from over- heated flues ; timely discovery and prompt measures saved the building

with but slight damage. Faulty construction and careless management have wrought

sad havoc with the school houses of the West; and the citizens of this enterprising town

may well congratulate themselves that, unlike many of their neighbors, they have not

merely a heap of a.shes in place of a fine school house.

Notes.— 147 1 persons met a violent death in New York city in 1872 ; of these, 57

were from homicide; 140, from suicide; 209, from sun-stroke; 206, from drowning;

735, from accident, and most of the rest from infanticide. It is said that fully

seventy per cent, of the students at Oxford are not really sluJents at all, but "luxurious,

indolent and uninterested tenants of college rooms." In summer, they do not even

pretend to study. 5850,000 are spent annually, on about two thousand pupils at the

two great universities of England ; and most of it is worse than wasted. Is it any won-

der, that a storm of discontent seems to be rising? 1872 brought about 300,000

immigrants to our shores; two-fifths of them were from Germany; about one-fifth from

Ireland ; and nearly as many more from the rest of Great Britain. On November

^th, 1870, the State of Illinois owed a bonded debt of about $5,000,000 ; on the same

date of 1872, this debt was reduced to about $2,000,000. At the same time, there was

a balance in the 'i'reasury of about $2,000,000. The income to the State from the Cen-

tral Railroad amounts to nearly $500,000 antuially. The State Normal School at

Bridgewater, Mass., contains 139 pupils; the boarding house is found too small to meet

the demands upon it. Dr. Harvey P. Peet, well known for his labors in instruct-

ing the deaf and dumb, died at New York on new year's day; he graduated at Yale in

1822. Oberlin College has 1,171 students; of this number, 634 are in the prepar-

atory department. At a meeting of the National Academy of Science, held at

Cambridge, Nov. 22Q, Prof. Agassiz characterised the Darwinian theory as a " mine of

mere assertion.' He said of its t-upportei^s, •' They have not shown Evolution, or the
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power of Evolution, in the present day, and hence are not entiiled to assume it in the

past." Rev. Joshua Leavitl, D. D., assistant editor of the A'ew York Independent,

died Jan. 17th. Many years ago, he prepared a series of school readers, one of which

we well remember as a companion of our juvenile school days. Buiwer, the nov-

elist died on tliC 19th of January; he was in liis sixty-eighth year.

ILLINOIS N(.)RMAL.

D. E. Newcomh, who taught four years very successfully in Golconda, 111., is now

in business in Pueblo, Colorado Ter. He gave us a call in Normal recently, on his way

to his wc-tern home. He remarked to us that he preferred teaching to business, but

couldn't rt^fci;-</ to teach. Perhaps, people will learn sometime to pay teachers so that

young men of talent can afford to remain teachers.

Joseph Carter, who graduated at the Normal University in 1870, has just been

appointed by the Governor, a member of the Stale Board of Education ; he is the sec-

ond graduate who has received that honor.

Gratiot Washburne, formerly a member of the Model Department, has just

been appointed Secretarj' of Legation to Paris.

James Hovey has left Normal, and gone to Washington, D. C, to enter on the

study of the law.

Gen. Charles E. Hovey, first President of the Normal University, was admitted

to practice in the United States Supreme Court, in JanuarJ^

Washington D. Underhill is teaching in Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Nathan Ford, Esq., for some years a very successful teacher in Lena, 111., is now

Principal of the Yankton Academy in Dacotah Territoiy. The new building of the

Academy was dedicated on New Year's evening. It is said that Mr. Ford is doing a

good work in his new field. To those who knew him in Illinois, it will be easy to be-

lieve this story.

N'o notices are ever inserted in this department, for lo/iie/t a price is paid. The BoOK

Table of the Schoolmaster is entirely independent of outside influence. Books are

discussed upon what appears to the revictver to be their intrinsic merits. The primary

object of our book notices is to give to our readers the benefit of the opinion of the SCHOOL-

MASTER. All books sent to us are thankfully accepted ; we are desirous of receiving all

new works. The reviews may not always be just, but they certainly will come from the

pens offair dealing and unprejudiced persons, and will l>e written only for the benefit

of others, neverforpecuniary reward.

The Art of Teaching School, by J. R. Syi'HER. J. M. .Stoddart &: Co., Philadelphia.

317 pp. duodecimo; price ;?i.50.

In this work, the author attempts a pretty wide range ; he discusses the general

subjects of education and discipline, school r.uthorities, organization, management
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methods cf instruction, and text-books On all these topics, he says many true and im-

portant things, albeit they aie not very new, and not always said in the best way. He

justly condemns the too great multiplicity of school studies receiving attention .X one

time; but we seriously doubt that, " there ai-e few graded schools in the cities and vil-

lages throughout the Unite;' States, in which pupils are not required to recite in from

ten to fifteen, or even a greater number, ol branches of study every week," p. 92. We
du not fully agree that, " in the recitation of a lesson, the onus is upon tlie teacher."

The omts of the recitation proper, should be wholly on the pupil ; if instruction is given,

of course the work fails largely on the teacher. The table of phonic elements on p.

141, is not as good as it might be, and its arrangement is very faulty. The theory, on

p. 154, that a " few simple rules, learned and applied," will give the pupil the ability to

read well, we vhoUy disbelieve. We venture the broad assertion that no pupil ever

did, nor ever can, learn to read well by learning and applying rtiles. In his methods

of instruction in arithmetic, while he gives many good hints, he commits very serious

blunders. He subtracts ^fii^ure of the subtrahend, from 3. fis^un- of the minuend. He
finds cases where the divisor is not contained a number of limes iiUo a fi:<^ii>-e of the

dividend, p. 181. He defines a fraction as a " part of a unit." He says, " to divide a

fraction by a whole number, the purpose is to decrease the fraction as many times less

one as there are unfls in the divisor," p. 190. We may be dull, but this sentence

means absolutely >n>//iii:^- to our mind. He gives nine pages to Proportion. Our ex-

peiience is, that Proportion is wholly without value, as a means of finding arithmetical

results. He proposes oral lessons for " one or two weeks," to give little pupils a pre-

paration for the study of geography in the ordinary text-books. Had he said two terms,

or two years, we would say " amen." Nevertheless, we believe young teachers will

find the buok (^uite helpful in suggestin-- new thoughts, and better ways of doing their

W(irk.

'J'/ie £ty/itolo:;icai Reader, by Ei'ES Sargea.nx ani> Amasa May. Philadelphia, E.

H. Butler & Company.

A book of 480 pp. for the use of the class, in reading. The new feature, as

the title indicates, is etymology. Extensive lists of prefixes, of suffixes, of Saxon

and Latin and Greek roots with English derivatives, with an excellent etymological

introduction, are contained in the first sixty pp. In the appendix more than five thous-

and words are given in tables, with references to the page in the body of the work,

where the f>ailicular history of the word with its etymology is written. Tlie book closes

with a complete list of authors, with nationality, date of birth and death of each. Aside

from the etymological features of this Reader, it is of superior merit, in this, that the se-

lections are carefully made from standard authors only : but the study of words, as here

introduced in connection with their use, makes this Reader of great value to the teacher

who would have the language of Lis pupils definite and pure. So far as we know, this

is the only reading-book that has attempted this line of work. Many good teachers will

welcome it as a great assistance to a kind of labor they have hitherto been compelled to

do, unaided by any textbook save the dictionary. The grade of the book is about that

of fifth or sixth reader.

The Merchant of Venice; lu.NN Brothers, Boston.

This is one of a series of Shakspeare's Plays, taken from H. N. Hudson's "School

Shakspeare," in pamphlet form. This form is convenient ; tht print is clear and good

;
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the editor's notes arc not very extended, but very valuable. The price is forty cents a

number; so that by getting a few of these pamphlets bound, one can secure a choice

volume of the best of Shalcspeare's Plays, of reasonable size, at moderate cost, and en-

riched by notes from the pen of, perhaps, the ablest student of the great poet, in Ameri-

ca, if not, in the world.

T/te Ccntiiry Book : by JoHN M. CJregory, IJ.. D., Adams, Blackmer & Lyon
Pirn. Co., Chicago.

This book is a set of blanks prepared after the author's excellent " Map of Time."

The plan is simple and ingenious, as all know who have examined that map; it is in-

tended that pupils by filling these blanks shall fix the dates,—that troublesome and

much-abused work,—by giving them a place, remembering them by the help of the eye

and hand, and not by the sheer effort of the unaided memory The use of the book is

practicable with all students of any department of history.

A Smaller School History of Ihc ignited States,hyT>K\iv B. ScoTT ; Harper & Broth-
ers, New York.

This pretty little book of 235 pji. is well illustrated with pictures and maps. The

pictures are small, but neatly engraved and very instructive. The story of our country

seems to be well told, and in simple language. Besides the story, the book contains

chronological and other tables ; the Declaration of Independence, and the Constitution

and Amendments thereto. The general chronological table at the end is an excellent

feature. At the close of each chapter, is a series of capital review questions. We will

point out a lew errors which we hope to see corrected in future editions. We think

Massasoit should not be pronounced Miis-sas'-o-il, p. 31,—nor Faneull, Fan'-il, p. 82.

The grant to Oglethorpe and others was merely "in trust," p. 53. Both commanders

did not "join Gen. Wolfe," p. 73. The honor of the capture of Ticonderoga should

not be given wholly to Benedict Arnold, p. 88. Not Philip Livingston, but Robert R.

was a member of the committee to draft the Declaration, p. 94. The American com-

mander did not permit "Andre to write to Arnold," p. Hi; he wrote himself. Breed's

hill was not fortified instead of Bunker's, by mistake, p. 87. Brandt was not with the

Indians and Tories at the massacre of Wyoming, p. 104. Lee was not compelled to fall

back, at the battle of Monmouth, p. 103 ; Lee was a traitor. Page 37 gives the idea that

Maine was first joined with Massachusetts in 1692 , it was forty years earlier. On p.

122, we read 1786 for 1796; on p. 143, Madison, for Monroe ; on p. 144, yohn Adams
for John Q. Adams, on p. 158, we have will for shall. We do not know any reason

for spelling Tecnintha, on p. 129.

Many of these errors are, doubtless, typographical ; some of them are found in

most of our school histories; but they should not be left to disfigure so nice a little

book.

Mttglish Lessons for English People; by Rev. Kdwin A. AiiiioTT and J. R. Seeley.
Roberts Brothers, Boston.

This little work of 300 pp., price ^1.50 will be found very helpful to teachers, and

a.11 others who are so anxious to understand how to use our language that they are will-

ing to study for it. Let all teachers ponder the following gem from the preface : " It is

difficult to exaggerate the value of a process which makes it impossible for a pupil to

delude himself into the belief that he understands when he does not understandJ' The
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range of pubjects treated is quite large. First, we have an excellent discussion of llie

meaning and methods of defniition. We then have a presentation of " Words defined

from usage." The next chapter, "Words defined from derivation," gives f|uite a full

presentation of suffixes, affixes, roots and derivatives. The next chapters treat of "The
diction of I'oetry" and "The diction of Prose " In the next chapter, " P'aults of dic-

tion," some of the most common and worst errors of our language are sharply ajid

clearly exposed. This is followed by chapters on " Simile and Metap'or," " Meter,"

" Selection" and "Arrangement;" these constitute quite a nice little treatise on Rhe-

toric. The last chapter, "Hints on Errors in Reasoning," gives a clear outline of logic.

The whole is concluded with about twenty pages of review questions. By way of criti-'

cism, we would suggest that "too familiar for here," p. 72, hardly graces a Ijook on

language. On the whole, we heartily advise all teachers to get this book, and aludy it

carefully.

Ctivofs Physical Geography : SCRIBNER, Armsfronc & Co. New York.

We have received advance sheets of this work ; the paper is excellent, the type,

clear and beautiful, the illustrations, appropriate and well-executed; and, as far as we

can judge from these fragments, the treatment of the subject will be highly satisfactory.

The issue of the book is expected about the twentieth of March.

Common School Arithmetic on the Analytical System, by Shelton P. Sanforu, A.M.,
Professor of Mathematics in Mercer University, Cieorgia. Philadelphia, J. B. Lii'-

PINCOTT & Co., 1873.

Self-intere-st will by and by compel publishers of school text-books to "have liy"'

some person competent to expose the essential defects of manuscripts offered for publi-

cation. An author's title of professor is not a guaranty for truthfulness of statement

even, to say njthiiig of well-written English, logical analysis, or wise arrangement of

topics.

We do not fear that the work now under review will enter our Illinois schools;

nor, on the other hand, dare we hope that whatever of truthful adverse criticism it may

receive at our hands will reach the eyes of all teachers and school boards in other

states, for whose favorable regard the author and the publishers have doubtless been

laboring. Nevertheless, we cannot put by the book unnoticed.

This arithmetic is not without merit. Paper, printing, and proof-reading are alto-

gether acceptable, and the binding is passably good. Several of the topics are well

treated; a few of the analyses appear to us faultless; and the numerous examples, so

far as we have observed, are suited to the grade of pupils for which the work is intend-

ed; but we have seen no modern book that furnishes more instances of loose .statement,

illogical analysis, and exceptionable phraseology

Here let it be premised that the occurrence of an inexact phrase in a mathemati-

cal textbook can not be defended on the plea that the phrase is used by other authors.

Nine authors out of ten may write of " changing a fraciion of a hii.;her denomination

to an etpiivalent fraction of a lower denomination," while but one ol the ten ventures

to define the topic with accuracy, by omitting four words : " changing a fraction to an

enuivaleiu fraction of lower denomination." Is it not apparent that the use of the two

words " hig.ner" and "lower" in the common utterance implie.i an intervening de-

nomination? With the nine, each new unit may be " 10 times greater ' than the pre-
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ceding; with the one, " lo times as great." In most of the traditional phrases our au-

thor is with the nine. Of the proportion, 6:i8::24:72, he says, "The fourth term is 3

times greater than the third, just as the second is 3 times greater than the first." Truly,

" just as ;" for, in each case, the value is 2 times greater than that with which it i.s com-

pared. Under Evolution we are told that, " when we square it (the '' root-fig?!re") as

so many tens, the square will be 100 times larger than the square of the same number

of units. ' No, it is 99 times larger; or, better, 100 times as large. Of like charac-

ter, but possibly more obvious in its error, is the explanation given to the problem, " If

a pound of rice cost lo cents, what would be the cost of 4 pounds? Analysis- To an-

swer this question, we must repeat the 10 cents, or add it to itself, as many times as

there are pounds." Again, "annexing one cipher to a number increases its value 10

times." There is 07ie increase, not ten ; the annexing occurs once. True, the effect of

that act is, to show ten times the former value.

It would be requiring too much, to insist that a textbook of Arithmetic should

teach the science of grammar or of logic. Yet we may justly require that it shall not

vitiate or weaken. Vagueness, prolixity, false syntax, irrational deductions—these sure-

ly should find no place, Wliat profit have we from so much of the following quotation

as we here enclose in brackets ? " It is immaterial which of two factors we use as the

multiplicand, [or which as the multiplier, for in either case the resulting product is the

same]." "What quality of brain is to be helped by any one of the following? " When

the divisor is not contained in any partial dividend, write a cipher in the quotient, prefix

it to the next figure, and divide as before." •' Sometimes the units or the tens, or both,

may be wanting. In such cases we supply their places with a cipher."' " How many

whole ones and /«;/j of a whole one are there in 20-sixths?" «'-|._|.. "We cannot

subtract these fractions in their present shape." "If we analyze the proces.s, we tc///

discover a law." " If one-seventh costs 5 cents, seven-sevenths, or a whole pound,

would cost 7 times as many cents, which will be 35 cents."

Does Prof. Sanford really believe that "in dividing a fraction by n. fraction" com-

pound fractions viiist be reduced to simple ones before inverting the divisor?" "Will

his pupils who have been well trained in " analysis" blindly accept the declaration that

" in all computations of discount it is necessary first to find the present worth ?" or, that

" to understand " Cashier Sawyer's Rule for finding the face of a note yielding at bank

a specified sum, "requires some knowledge of Algeljra?" "We suggest that some

knowledge of algebra is requisite to understand such a form of " analysis " as our an-

thor gives, commencing, " The whole amount to be insin-ed may be 7-epresented by
|-[,--J{-,

or 100 per cent." Indeed, ///?V is quite like algebra; especially as the 100 per cent.

(representing the unknown) is carried on as an arbitrary representative, to the end.

Why not say that the sum to be insured is lOO per cent, of itself? "Why this holding

off, as at arm's length, all numerical relations and processes ? Do we fear that fami-

liarity will breed contempt?

We quote, lastly, in evidence of the author's inconclusive logic : " When a number

or thing is divided into equal parts, these equal parts are called FRACTIONS. Hence, a

FRACTION is an expression representing. Sec." " Reduce |. -|. |, .t 5" to their least

common denominator. Analysis. A little examination of the denominators of t 'cse

friictions will show us that they can all be contained in 24. Hence, 24 is their least
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common multiple." This seems like a smooth track ; let as try it fur a moment : A little

examination of these denominators will show us that they can all be contained in 48.

Henft 48 is .... I ''3 is conlaiued in 12 four limes How do we know this? Be-

cause 3 limes 4 are 12 !"

We want no more arithmetics that add and ^\\\<\tt figures ; that regard one thou-

sand as " ten times larger '" than one hundred ; that ask " how often'' 4 " goes into" 12

;

that pronounce an answer " 10 times :oo small ;" that confound shall and 'will ; that

teach pupils to "borrow from the upper number and pay back to the lower;" that mul-

tiply by feet and inches ; that practice beginners on such dangerous stilts as "increas-

ing and decreasing in a tenfold ratio;" that, unwittingly aspiring to the realm of alge-

bra, ' represent the required number by 100 per cent ;" that display the analytical ban-

ner on the title-page, and then proceed to quench every .spark of reason in the child, by

deluging him with tton-seqiiiturs like this : "Since the interest for one year is $^, for

4 months it will be one third as much as for a year;" or, that stupidly confound /^r cen/

with cents : " If on $1 there is paid 2 per cent., or .02, then on #9756 there must be

piiid 9756 timts as much = S9756 X .02 = ^$195 12." That is, 6 limes 2 per cent.=

12 cents! '. u.

The IVestern Rural is pre-eminently the agricultural paper of the interior. Of

-.imple size, ably edited and beautifully printed, it offers to our farmers reading of prac-

tical value as well a.s interest. The subscription price is ^2.50 per year—with the

Schoolmaster ;J3 co.

The Atlantic Monthly commences its thirty-first volume with the number for Jan-

uary. This volume, judging by the initial number, will in no particular be inferior to

preceding ones. Probably no magazine now before the people can number as many

standard Enj^lish authors as can the Atlantic In the issue before us we have Robert

Dale Oioen, y. T. Tro'wbridge, Lucy Larcom, Mrs. E. Agassiz, Oliver W. Holmes and

James Parton, with others. The reviews of recent literature, of art, music, science and

politics are conducted with ability. We can send 'J'he Atlantic and Schoolmaster for

1S73 at ^4-50-

Appleton's Journal presents to its readers all the features of a monthly, issued in

a weekly form of 32 pages. It is well illustrated, contains one lirst-class serial, short

stories, picturesque descriptions of places and narratives of travel. It is a journal of

popular high-class literature, and ably holds its own among the very best periodicals.

It costs §4 per year—with the Schoolmaster, $5 00.

Tlie American Naturalist . This magazine, published at Salem, Mass., is one of

the few able and successful scientific periodicals in the United States which depend on

original communications for support. The present number embraces contributions from

various gentlemen of scientific note, foremost among them lieing "Certain Peculiarities

in the Crania of the Mound- Builders," by J. W. Foster, LL. D. ; ''On the Relation be-

tween Organic Vigor and Sex," by Prof. Henry Hartshorne ; and an article by Prof. N.

S^ Shaler, on the geolog\- of the country adjoining Narragansett bay. The scientific
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botes at the close of the volume are of great interest, and the papers generally of value

and ability.

The Lens ; a Quarterly yournal of Alicroscopy and the Allied Natural Sciences,

Vol. I. No. IV., S. A. Briggs, editor, Chicago. It seems to us that this journal must be

almost indispensable to microscopists, especially in the west. Most of the leading ar-

ticles have direct reference to the scientific use of the microscope ; but, in the fifteen

pages of the editor's table, there is a large amount of matter valuable to one who is in-

terested in any department of scientific study. The paper, typography and general ap.

pearance of the work are highly creditable ; -we sincerely hope it may obtain a patronage

which will justify the great outlay that it must of necessity impose upon the publishers.

Tl^e Journal of Spectrinlive Philosophy, Vol. VI., No. lo., W. T. Harris, editor, St.

Louis. Although much of the matter in this magazine may be hard reading to one not

well acquainted with German philosophy, almost every number contains articles of in-

terest and value to the general reader, and especially to the teacher. The number be-

fore us has an article, by D. J. Snyder, on the " Merchant of Venice," which is very

suggestive, and will be readily appreciated by every student of Shakspeare. But the

article on " Pedagogics as a System," by Dr. Karl Rosenkranz of Konigsberg, trans-

lated by Miss Anna C. Brackett, is well worth the careful study of all educators. We
think persons interested in the science of education would do a good thing for them-

selves to send for this panicular number, even if they do not become constant subscrib-

ers to the journal.

Scribner's Monthly for January, promises well for the new year; it contains articles

by Bryant, Higginson, Eggleston, Mac Donald, Bret Harte, Sax Holm and other emi-

nent writers. " The oneLegged Dancers," is a charming story, complete in this num-

ber ; the same may be said of Eg'^leston's " Christmas Club." " New ways in the Old

Dominion," and " How Stanley found Livingstone," are fully illustrated. Nature and

Science, the Book Reviews, etc., are interesting as usual. The first-class novel now-a-

days must discuss the school question in some form. Accordingly, Dr. Holland gives

us his ideas of proper school management, in this installment of his story of Arthur

Bonnicastle. We wish all teachers could read the arguments he puts into the mouth of

Mr. Bird, in favor of the responsibilities of well-behaved pupils in assisting the teacher

to suppress evil doings in the school. We think he pretty effectually demolishes the old

opinion that pupils are bound in honor to conceal the misbehavior of their comrades.

It is announced elsewhere that we have bought the Illinois Teacher ; and that here-

after, the two Journals will be published in one, under the name of Illinois School-

master. We shall add not less than six pages to each number, and .shall exert our-

selves to make the new magazine all that the teachers of Illinois can reasonably ask, at

the same time that we continue our care for the wants of our subscribers in all parts of

the north-west. Our expenses will of necessity be increased ; this compels us to raise
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our subscriplion price to that of other Journak of our class, viz: $1 50 per year, or

f 1.25 to clubs of five or more. Payment must always be made in advance; we send

no tlunning letters ; when your subscription expires, if you do not renew, we under-

stand that you do not wish the Schoolmaster. Those who send us ^i.oo after this

date will receive eight numbers instead of twelve, for the money. For other particu.

lars concerning premiums, &c.. see our advertising pages.

We hope, when any mistakes occur in sending the SCHOOI.MASTKR, or when any

change in the direction is desired, our subscribers will give us prompt notice, remem-

bering always to state yowr present post-office. Send money to us in P. O. orders; they

can be drawn on Normal.

We call the special attention of teachers desiring books that will help them pro-

essionally, to our advertisement. The list is not exhaustive; but we wish it understood

that every one of these books is heartily recommended by the Schoolmaster, from our

own personal knowledge. They will be sent post paid on receipt of the prices named;

which, in all cases, are the regular prices of the publii-hers. We will also send any

other good book in the market on the same terms; we will not send trash, if we know

it, on any terms. We will send six dollars worth of any ordinary text-books, the one

ordering, paying express charges, and will also send him the Schoolmaster for one

year, free of cost ; the books will be sent at regular retail rates.

Owing to our changes, this number of the Schoolmaster is a little late; in future,

we expect to mail as we have done, about the 25th of the month.

N. B. All matter must be in our hands by the i5tli of any month to insure inser.

tion in the next number.

Among the many evidences of prosperity in the Ne^v Chicago, and probably the

most gratifying to the educational public, is the return of leading book houses to anti-

fire localities. The following card just i.ssued by a well-known publishing house, and

to which the attention of teachers is particularly invited, will explain itself.

Notice of Removal.—We take pleasure in announcing to our friends that we have

removed into our new store, Nos. 113 & 115 State street, where we have abundant

room for offices and stock, and shall hereafter keep on hand a larger supply of our pub-

lications than ever before Our new location is central, and 'n one of the finest business

blocks in the city. We shall at all times be pleased to see teachers, and hope they will

not fail to visit us whenever they are in Chicago. We have a comfortable room where

they will find on file all the educational journals of the country, and where they can

write their letters, meet one another, and have ample opportunity to examine our publi-

cations.

The National School Furniture Co., sole manufacturer's of PearcTs Folding

Desk and Seat for schools have offices with us, and will keep a large supply of school

apparatus of all kinds. Samples of school desks, te.achers' desks, chairs, globes, maps,

charts, etc., will be open to inspection, and we bespeak for them a share of patronage

from western educators.

Thanking the teachers of the west for their favors of the past, and trusting to ex-

tend our acquaintance with them in the future, we are.

Very Respectfully, A. S. Barnes & Co.
Dec. 1st, 1872.
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Price's Mathematical CJiart is a valuable aid in the primary school. Tt saves

much labor on the part of the teacher, and by its novelty interests the little folks. Send

to A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicago, foi full description.

Tlie publishers regret that it has been impossible to prepare the SCHOOLMASTER

this month in its completed new dress. Delay in receiving type and the extra work

caused by the consolidation of the two magazines is the cause. It is expected that the

next number will be satisfactory to the subscribers, both in appearance and time of issue.

We know the following are good books; the prices annexed are the regular retail

prices of the publishers. We will furnish them post paid on receipt of the price. If

those who order five dollars worth or more at a time, choose to have them sent by ex-

press at their cost, they may remit to us at ten per cent, below the prices named.

Page's Theory and Practice of Teaching, §1.50

School and Schoolmaster, l.fjO

Lippincott's Gazetteer, 10 00

Goold Brown's Grammar of Grammars, 6.50

Giiyot's Earth and Man, 1.75

Guyot's Geographical Teaching, 75

G. P. Marsh's Man and Nature, ".00

Porter's Human Intellect, 5.00

Porter's Books and Reading. 2.00

Sheldon's Elementary Iristruction, 1.75

Tenney's Naturid History, 3.00

Trench's English Past and Present, , 1.25

Brocklesby's Meteorology 125

Gentle Measures in Training the Young, 150

Fowler's English Language, 2.50

Hooker's Child's Book of Nature, 2.00

The same in parts, viz: Animal^., Plants, Air. &c., each, DO

Hooker's Natural History, 1.50

The Student's Hume's England, 2.00

Arnold's Lectures on Mtidern History, 150

Tyndall's Forms of Water, , 1.50

Herbert Spencer's Essays on Education, 125

Worcester's Quarto Dictionary, 10.00

Worcester's Universal and Critical Dictionary,. ... 3 50

Worcester's Comprehensive Dictionary, 1.75

Webster's Quarto Dictionary, 12.00

W^ebster's National Dictionary, GOO
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1)0 YOU LOOK AFTER THE LITTLE THINGS?

If one should look into the causes of the many failures that

constantly take place about us, I think it would appear that in every

instance there has been a lack of careful attention to details. The

shiftless farmer, whose corn is choked by weeds (which are very small

at first), and whose crops are destroyed by the inroads of unruly

beasts, is not wanting in attention to the great duties. He makes a

show of putting in his crops at the proper time. He runs his lines of

fences about where they should be. He goes through the motions of

successful farming. But hi.s work is superficial ; it is wanting in

thoroughness. He is, perhaps, supplied with all necessary implements
;

but he has not given rigid attention to them in detail. A tooth is lost

out of the harrow ; the pin is gone from the clevis of the plow, and

these little things are not observed until the implements are needed for

Uf>e ; so that men and teams are kept in idleness for hours, and it may

be for days, waiting for an insignificant job of repairing. One panel

of fence has been left unfinished. What a little thing compared with

the great Avork that has been done,—the countless panels that have

been made secure! But during the silent hours of some night a fam-

ished herd breaks through the insignificant opening, and the labors of a

season are lost in an hour.

And it is the same with an untidy house-keeper. The unloveliness

of her parlor, the positive filth of her kitchen, the general slovenliness

of all her surroundings, children included, are due, in the beginning, to

Entered according to Act of Congress in tlie year 1873. by Aaron Gove, in the office of the
the Librnriftii of Congress, at Washington, D. C.
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a carelessness about the little hidden blotches of dirt, that have ex-

panded at last, like the leprosy, into an all-pervading disease.

Illustrations of this principle crowd upon us from every occupation

and mode of life. How many a merchant has been ruined by his in-

dolent neglect of the details of his business I llow many a battalion

has been cut to pieces on the field, because the irksome duties of clean-

ing guns and brightening baycneis had been overlooked 1 How many

a general has found himself liankcd and overpowered because he had

been too lazy to make a thorough examination of the topography of

the locality, and did not know of that little gorge in the mountain ridge

through which the enemy has stolen a march on him I Napoleon HI
found himself crushed at Sedan, not because his plans had been ill-laid,

and the generalizations of the campaign were faulty, but that disaster

came upon him because he had not taken pains to. know with positive-

ness and in detail, the exact condition of his own army. There had

been an absence of thoroughness in the drill. The men had not been

rigorously held to the little duties of the parade-ground, the camp and

the guard-room. Among the officers even, there was ignorance of lo-

calities and routes. The general direction of the Prussian frontier they

knew, but the precise road to be taken, and the exact obstructions to be

overcome, were unknown. Mauyof the Prussian rank and file, we are

told, were better acquainted Avith the topography of northern France

than colonels and captains in Napoleon's army. Never was there a

more striking illustration of the principle we arc considering. Almost

every other element of success was present on the French side. There

were able generals, there was the prestige of victor}-, a fierce enthusiasm

was burning in the heart of every soldier, there was an overwhelming

confidence of success ; but the Second Empire was wanting in genuine,

conscientious, painstaking attention to details
; and, as a consequence,

it fell

!

The same is found to be true in the culture of mind and soul.

What is a superficial religious life, but a life that consists in mere

generalities,—that carelessly concedes the great truths of Christianity,

buc fails to make a thorough, personal, practical api)lication thereof?

What sort of a student is he who is satisfied with '' a general notion "

of the subject under consideration ? How much ignorance is covered

up, though very thinly, in school work, by a voluble utterance of
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"general principles"! What agonizing is often developed by the

effort to show how these " generalities," not alwavs very " glittering,"

apply to the actual cases that occur in life

!

Let it not be inferred from these remarks that we consider gene-

ralization as of little worth, and believe that general principles may be

safely ignored. Nothing- of that sort is intended to be taught. But

we desire to enforce two truths, each of them somewhat important.

The first is, that that element of total depravity called laziness, gets

its mightiest grip upon men when they enter upon the drudgery of de-

tails. About generalizations there is something inspiring. Far reach-

ing views stir the blood by their imposing grandeur. There is an

expansion of soul corresponding to the breadth of the view. And so

the faculties are awakened ; the mind's lethargy is thrown off, and

mental effort becomes a pleasure. But when we come to the details,

to the little things that shine with no glory, but yet demand a steady

strain of mental labor, we find our enthusiasm, like Bob Acres's

courage, oozing out at our fingers' ends. The stimulus to labor, being

no longer furnished by the grandeur of our work, must come, if at all,

from an untiring strength of purpose,—from a resolute, conscientious

self-control. And these, unfortunately, are qualities in which the

mass of mankind are sadly deficient. And thus it comes to pass that

men are lazy, not in forming and contemplating lofty views and grand

achievements, but in the drudgery of uninviting and inglorious details.

Many a man would exhibit commendable diligence in running for the

presidency, who would show little pertinacity in a cornfield, with a hoe

in his hand, or at a desk studying the elements of mathematics.

The other truth that we desire to emphasize is. that the chief

business of most men is with details. Most of the work of this world

is done by men who are unable to see the end froni the beginning, or to

take in at one view the entire scope of the work which they are doing.

The journeyman carpenter makes his mortises and cuts his tenons, and

sees, perhaps, little more than the piece of timber on which he works.

But the architect carries in his head, not alone the work of this man, but

that of hundreds besides; and sees, not one stick of timber, but the

entire structure in it* grandeur and beauty. The architect, however,

js only one, and the workmen are many.

And this is true even in the building uj* of sciences. Agassiz gene»
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ralizes grandly. He takes in at one view species and genera, orders

and classes. But that he may do it successfully, a thousand men,

many of them mere tyros in science; must scour the country for turtles'

eggs, and with microscopes watch their developement from day to day.

What would the deductions of the great philosopher be worth but for

the drudgery of this army, who furnish his facts ?

Time was when teachers, as a class, generalized very little. Each

one, knowing little of his brethren or their ways, performed his own

duties with whatever of faithfulness belonged to his character. There

was an art of education, and but little of a science. But in these days

the order is almost reversed. The science of education rages like an

epidemic. Many have caught the disease. At every cross-road a

" professor " may be found competent to explain it. Teachers' insti-

tutes, whose members are ignorant of the very rudiments of their work,

and even of the subjects which they are trying to teach, spend precious

hours in listening to the unfolding of systems and schemes, which, how-

ever true, are not what the mass of the listeners most need to know.

Books are continually coming from the press, setting forth extended

systems of instruction, involving the use of all knowledge, and ad-

dressed to persons Avho know little more than the alphabet.

Under those circumstances, it is not strange that teachers are too

careless abouc thoroughly ohservhig their own work in its details.

They do not weigh their words. They do not consider their acts.

Words are spoken and acts are performed by the the teacher continu-

ally, not because they are demanded by the circumstances, or adapted

to produce given results, but because they happen to be the first that

occur to him. If he feels inclined to scold, he does it, without ever

inquiring whether the difficulty in hand can best be removed by scolding.

Careful, conscientious observation of the actual movements of the

school-room ;—this is the thing needed, and this is the thing so lament-

ably wanting. How few teachers are able to give a well considered

and faithful account of their own methods of instruction and discipline !

How many there are, who, if asked to tell how they teach a given sub-

ject, will give some ideal process, learned from some theorist, instead

of that actually employed every day ! The fact is that the details of

our work are a drudgery to us. They are exactly the thing that

we would escape if we could. We cannot even bear to think of them
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continuously. And yet, upon the right inaviipuhition of these depends,

in a large degree, our success.

It has been found an excellent practice for young teachers, or for

those preparing to be teachers, and having classes in an experimental

school, to keep a complete and accurate diary of their work. In this

is recorded everything done in the recitation ; every point presented in

the lesson : every efllort made to arouse the sluggish, to regulate the

erratic, to improve the use of language, and to maintain a cheerful and

spontaneous order. All failures are noted, including those of the pupil

in recitation, and of the teacher in explanation, or in the maintenance

of discipline. All successes, too, are marked,—successes in attempts

to interest pupils, in attempts to concentrate thought, in attempts to

improve the manners of pupils, in attempts to establish good English

as the habitual speech of the class-room, and genial sunshine as its per-

vading inspiration. Such a record makes it possible to discuss, after-

wards and at length, the steps taken in the class. It is also exceed-

ingly convenient in adjusting reviews. But its chief value consists

in the fact that it compels the young teacher to give attention to the

details of his work—to study his processes with minuteness and pre-

cision.

In older communities and especially in foreign countries, where

the channels of industry are more distinctly marked, the danger

with most persons is in the direction of a too exclusive attention to

details. But in these busy Western States, where every man is

ready to undertake any enterprise, we feel sure that the thing most

needed is a more conscientious atteiition to details.

Richard Edwards.

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING AND PACKING SPECIMENS
OF NATURAL HISTORY.—II.

MAMMALS.

The collector of mammals will learn to rely chiefly upon the use of

traps. For animals of a small size, common mouse- traps may be set

near stacks of wheat, shocks of corn, piles of rails, etc., and baited

with corn, cheese, potatoes or other attractive food. Steel-traps are

suitable for the larger species, or the " box-trap" or " dead-fall" may
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sometimes be substituted. Many mammals, large and small, may be

taken by exposing their favorite food poisoned with strychnine. The

burrowing animals may be "drowned out" or dug from their holes,

and occasionally the shot-gun may be used.

Mammals should be killed by breaking the back or by compressing

the sides, so as to stop the breath, but never by any process which will

injure the skull. The hair should be freed from blood with plaster, in

a manner similar to that recommended for cleaning birds.

It is well to make a memorandum of the four following measure-

ments : from the tip of the nose to the base of the skull and to the root

of the tail, and from the root of the tail to the end of the tail and to

the tip of its hairs.

One who knows how to skin a bird will easily skin most mammals

with very little further instruction. The incision should be made along

the middle of the abdomen, from the root of the tail about one-fourth

the length of the body. The legs should be treated precisely as in

birds. The tails of most animals smaller than the fox need not be

skinned, but the bone should be cut oif close to the body. To remove

the bone from a tail of larger size, "pass the slip-knot of a piece of

strong twine over the severed end of the tail, and, fastening the verte-

brae firmly to some support, pull the twine towards the tip until the skin

is forced off." If the skin is too firmly attached to the bone to be thus

removed, it must be opened its whole length, and, after the bone is

taken out, sewed up and stuffed. The skull should be entirely removed,

with the least possible injury to the eyelids and lips, the brains scooped

out through the hole at the base of the skull—or left in, if this is too

small—and the bone freed from all flesh. The skull should be marked

so as to show the skin from which it Avas taken. The inside of the

skin must be covered with arsenic, the leg bones wound with cotton or

hemp, the skin turned right side out, the head and neck filled out with

cotton, and the Avhole neatly folded and left to dry.

I add the following directions for skinning large animals and those

having horns, from Maynard's Naturalist's Guide :

"In skinning large animals, make an incision in the form of a

double cross, by making a longitudinal cut between the hind legs, from

the root of the tail to the breast between the fore legs ; then a trans-

verse cut fi'om the knee of the fore leg down the inside of the leg to
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the opposite knee. The same operation is repeated upon the hind legs.

Then proceed as before, only, when the skin has been removed from the

flanks, the animal must be suspended to facilitate the removal of the

rest."

"In skinning a mammal with horns, make a longitudinal incision from

the back of the neck to the occiput, or back of the head ; then make a

transvei'se cut across the head, commencing about four inches bevond

the right horn and ending about four inches to the left of the left horn,

the cut passing close to the base of the horns, thus forming a T. Re-

move the skin from the body as far as the neck, which is cut at its

junction with the body. The skull, horns and neck, are draAvn through

the above-mentioned orifice."

" While skinning the legs of ruminants, such as deer, sheep, etc.,

it will be found that the skin cannot be drawn over the knee-joint ; then

cut longitudinally through the skin below the knee, and, after severing

the bone at the hoof and knee, remove it through this incision. The

incision should be about one- fourth the length of the distance from the

hoof to the knee."'

Many small species may be very easily preserved in alcohol. An
incision should be made in the abdomen, to allow the spirit to penetrate

the tissues. Skins of mammals may be packed for shipment like those

of birds.

REPTILES AND FISHES.

Most reptiles can be skinned according to the directions given for

mammals. In preparing turtles, the breast-plate may be separated from

the shield of the back with a knife or saw, and. everything being re-

moved from within except the head, legs and tail, these .^-hould be

skinned and cleaned as directed above. The preservative should, of

course, be freely applied, the bones of the legs and tail wrapped with

cotton and restored to their places, the neck stuffed, and the two halves

of the shell brought together. A snake may be very quickly prepared

in the following manner : Open the mouth as wide as possible, and

sever the back-bone and the flesh about it from the hhside, close to the

base of the skull ; then push the end of the bone through the mouth, tie

a string to it, and strip the skin downward to the tip of the tail
;

sprinkle with arsenic, turn it right side out. stuff it with bran, and put it

in any desired position.
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The skin of a fish may be taken off by making a longitudinal in-

cision nearly the Avhole length of: the boch', cither beneath or on the

left side, separating the skin from the flesh in both directions, and cut-

ing off the tail and fins from within and the head at the gills. The brains

and eyes must be removed, the skull, orbits and skin covered with arsenic,

the latter turned right side out, stuffed with cotton and sewed up. The

fin3 should be stretched while moist, upon a piece of stiff paper, Avhich

will hold them in position until dry.

All specimens of these two classes are much better preserved in

alcohol, unless of too large a size ; but the above instructions may be

of use when alcohol cannot be obtained.

S. A. Forbes.

THE PERSONAL RELATIONS EXISTING BETWEEN THE
SUNDAY-SCHOOL TEACHER AND PUPIL.

Sunday- School work at length has a history ; and this history

shows the work to have been a mighty instrument in moral and spirit-

ual culture.

Men look back thirty, forty—yes, fifty years, to the lessons learned

from the Sunday-School catechism, for the source of many of the pur-

est motives of their lives, and are glad to testify to these good influen-

ces, though they then came through a medium very unattractive to youth-

ful minds, and often very incomprehensible to older ones. The power-

ful instrument of culture that this history proves the Sunday- School to

have been, even with its poor management, should lead us to a careful

study of its mechanism, to find Avherein its motive poAver lies, to make

better that which is already good, and to dispense with that -which is

superfluous. Theories concerning Sunday-School work are many, but

all necessarily center about this one consideration

—

the x>('i'^onal re-

lation existing hetween teacher and pvpil. Around this as a centei",

details innumerable and various may cluster, but it is itself the main-

spring, the moving power, in accomplishing lasting good.

God has endowed his children with perceptive faculties, with rea-

son, judgment ; but, in his loving kindness, he has given more than

these, or rather, the crown of all—the spiritual powers. These every
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soul possesses, though they are often hidden or dormant, under the

control of the lower nature, or they are left to smoulder beneath a hard-

ening crust, because no careful hand has made an opening through

whieh the spiritual oxygen, necessary to feed the flames, may fijid its

way.

The average i-hild of our Sabbath-Schools knows as little of this

soul power within himself, as the seed shell does of the tiny but mar-

velous embryo within its brown cover ; and the work of the parent and

teacher is not alone the development of the perceptive and reasoning

powers, but, as the perfection of these, the education of the spiritual

nature, whose exercise will prepare the child for the truest life on earth,

as well as the happiest in heaven.

The teacher, realizing the responsibility of this work, feels as

though the task were more than could be borne, and his oft repeated

and anxious query is, " How can I do what is best ?" And to the con-

scientious Sunday- School teacher comes how often the same question,

and always unanswerable. Unanswerable, 1 say, for it is impossible

for the teacher to tell, even when his experience proves that he has been

successful in his work, horn it was done ; for it is this subtle, inde-

scribable influence going out to the pupil from the teacher—an influ-

ence realized by neither at the time—which is the moving power in the

heart of the child.

Christ taught his disciples in words that we are hearing every day;

Init with how much less of fervor do they fill us than they did the disci-

ples, warmed and thrilled by the presence of their loved Master, whose

divinity went forth with his words in sublimest oratory. True eloquence

speaks not alone in the words uttered, but in the deep yearning to do

good which accompanies them.

Some considerations may be stated worthy of especial notice in

regard to establishing such a relation between teacher and pupil, that

the one may receive good and the other may give the hnost in his power.

1st. The teacher ought to be acquainted w ith his pupil : that is,

ho should know something of surroundings at home ; something of

intellectual abilities and acquirements, and also of the progress made

in spiritual attainments, which will, doubtless, in ordinary cases, be very

slight. And here the greatest possible care and tact is important ; for,

to the sensitive natures of many children, any apparent attempt to gain
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such int'ormation, only raises a barrier, rather than removes one, and

endangers the possibility of reaching another desirable end, which is,

that the pupil should honor and respect his teacher. This is the second

point to be established, and here we find the necessity of goodness and

purity on the part of the teacher ; for all close students of human

nature soon learn that it is only true worth that children respect.

Theirs is the quick intuitive insight that looks through any screens

down to the true motive ; which, if a good one, they have faith in, but

if not, they distrust, although they may obey. The child himself does

not know that he .possesses this power, but it is his safeguard in making

fi'iends before he reaches years of discretion, and cannot be overlooked

by those who wish to incite love and respect.

Again, the teacher must do right because it is right, and must

have a deeply settled desire to do all that he can for each pupil in his

care ; this desire should not be intermittent, but steady and strong.

This is an end by no means easy to attain. Ail who have tried the

work know how many are the disappointments hard to bear, because

they come so often from one's own lack of discrimination or energy
;

but no good comes from dwelling upon discouragements ; success lies

in forgetting the things which are l)ebind, and pressing forward to that

which is before.

Thus, wisely forgetting, let us look to some of the results spring-

ing from the above-mentioned causes ; namely, the teacher's knowledge

in regard to the pupil, the respect and love of the pupil for the teach-

er, and the acting from right principle on the part of the teacher.

By knowing the habits and surroundings of his pupil, the teacher

is often able to assist him in some way, perhaps little, but enough to

manifest good will ; he thus gains his confidence, slowly but surely,

and consequently learns more in regard to bis needs. This process

goes on, and the cord between teacher and pupil strengthens, and such

friendship springs up as will last through a lifetime—yea, more, will

reach forward to the eternal life.

Again, as a result of such friendship, the pupil finds one to whom
he can go in confidence ; for, sad to say, in many cases, children can-

not confide in their parents as they would. Indeed the need of such

a friend is sometimes of vital importance, and how happy the child,

who. longing for a confidant, finds one in a true teacher ; one to whom
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he can look up ; one who can advise and direct aright in the wajs dark

to young travelers, and one who he knows feels an interest in liis wel-

fare, and whom experience has proved to be his friend.

I think if every one of us, grown to adult years, could look care-

fully and thoughtfully to the lives we lived, from the years of ten to

fifteen, perhaps we should find that the greatest need we then realized

was of some one who appreciated the wants of our natures ; desires be-

yond mere physical wants, and ^-et so illy defined in our own minds that

the desires themselves seemed illy, and left us in doubt and perplex-

ity. It is just here that the true prayerful teacher finds a work incom-

parably great, and which brings a reward beyond comparison ; this is

not alone for the Sabbath-School teacher, but is more especially his

work, as his particular field is in sympathizing Avith the boy or girl that

is beginning to learn that living means more than the satisfying of phy-

sical wants, and that there is within himself a looking and longing for

something not yet found, some power to sustain, some haml to guide.

There is nothing easier to read than the faces of children ; and tact in

leading out from the lips what has been already seen in the face, is a

power in the hands of but few, but one which is potent for good. The

teacher may find one of his class who is alone, one who is bound to no

other by those ties which make life desirable ; here certainly is a field

ready for the worker.

Cases innumerable could be cited, but little can be said to assist

one, except that he who wishes to establish a bond between himself and

pupils that will draw both closer to the Great Father, can look to One

alone for example and guidance—guidance which will never mislead,

—

to Him who saw through the ragged garments of the beggar and

through the sinning woman's sin, down to the heart, and beheld there a

germ of good which lie cherished and caused to spring forth and bear

fruit. Children learn to love God by loving their friends ; in teaching

his pupils to love himself by his true life and desire for their welfare,

the teacher is lifting them nearer God ; since all true affection—all

good aspirations, prepare us for a higher appreciation of the Good Fa-

ther whose love and forbearance are beyond comprehension.

Mary E. Coffeen.
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SCHOOL GOVERNMENT.

One of the most difficult things to find among teachers is the

ability to govern properly a school. Examiners generally consider lit-

erary qualifications of more importance than governing power, and an-

nually certify teachers who are deficient in this essential. Children

are sent to school to be governed as well as taught ; therefore, teach-

ers should be employed who can both govern and teach. There seeni>

to be a diversity of opinion among teachers, as to what constitute:^

good government, and the means that should be employed to secure it.

Some contend that Fear should be the controlling element. Others that

the rod should never be used. Our most enlightened, teachers are of

the opinion that corporal punishment should be inflicted only as a last

resort. All recognize the necessity of force in the government of a

nation; why not then in the school?

It is, I think, impossible for every teacher (and in some schools

for any teacher) to get along without using the rod to some extent.

Scholars who are hardened by the evil deeds of years, and who, if noi

corrected, would bring discord into the school, should be compelled, by
corporal punishnient, to yield obedience to just laws. Punishment
should be inflicted in sorrow, rather than m anger. Children are quick

to discern the spirit of an act. If the hand of the teacher is guided

by passion, the child perceives it, and the punishment does more harm
than good. If the child can be made to feel that its punishment is

just, and is inflicted for its good, it will seldom rebel.

Teachers who threaten a great deal, and use the rod for every

trivial oS'ense, seldom keep orderly schools. The reason is, that the

pupils brace themselves up against such tyranny, and secretly resolve

to transgress whenever they have a chance. The only motive appealed

to is fear, and the only feeling which stirs their breast is hate. Child-

ren should be made to feel that their teacher is not a tyrant who de-

lights to command and punish, but a friend who is interested in their

welfare. When they understand this, then they will strive to please

and obey, and endeavor to show by their acts that they appreciate the

kindness of their instructor.

School government consists in preventing, rather than punishing

crime. The most efficient way to prevent mischief is to keep the schol-
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ars employed. It is not enough to tell pupils to study. What do

little children know about studying books ? Children should be furnished

with employment which will amuse as well as instruct. They should be

early taught the use of pen and pencil. The hand and the eye should be

cultivated together. Very young children can be taught to draw.

Few teachers, however, have interest enough to introduce it into their

schools. Teachers of tact and inventive genius can devise innumerable

exercises for the pen and pencil of their pupils. Would that teachers

took more interest in this matter!

Children should be taught to govern themselves. Lessons should

be given daily in self-control. The best of all discipline is self-disci-

pliiie. Teachers should study the character of their pupils, and en-

deavor to ascertain what their home influences are, and what their

former ti'eatment has been. A look or a word from the teacher should

secure instant and cheerful obedience. The forces of nature work

silently, yet they control the universe. So should the influence of the

teacher pervade and govern the school. Harsh words, savage rebuke

and brute force should never be employed. Kind feelings should exist

between teacher and pupil. Those teachers succeed the best who ap-

peal to the better natures of their pupils, and endeavor to secure their

obedience by gaining their love. Love is the magic key which unlocks

the secret chambers of the heart, and exerts a refining and ennobling

influence upon the mind.

Teachers, think of these things. Manifest an interest in your

pupils, not only in but out of the. school-room. Show them, by your

acts, that you sympathize with them. Encourage the sensitive and

doubting ones. Dispel the gloomy forbodings that often oppress their

hearts. Endeavor to lead them up to a nobler sphere of action, a

higher range of thought. Fling the pure rays of hope along their

way. Open before them pleasant paths, and teach them to avoid evil

ways. Noble youths are often saved from ruin by a single kind word.

Stubborn wills and hardened hearts have been melted and subdued by

the power of love, and have caught from the lips of faithful instruct-

ors, words of encouragement and hope never to be forgotten.

Teachers, then, govern your schools, and govern them wisely, and

when years shall have passed away, and your pupils enter life for

themselves, vou will see the result of your labors. The seed sown
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will bear fruit. The words spoken will come to you again ; and al-

though Avorldly fame may not be yours, yet your pupils will cherish

your memory, and will, in the judgment, "rise up and call you

blessed." Eliza H. Morton.

Deekixg, Me.

LITTLE THINGS.

One step and then another,

And the longest walk is ended
;

One stitch and then another,

And the largest rent is mended
;

One brick upon another,

And the highest wall is made;

One flake upon another.

And the deepest snow is laid.

So the little coral-workers.

By their slow but constant motion.

Have built up those pretty islands,

In the distant, dark blue ocean

;

And the noblest undertakings

Man's wisdom hath conceived,

By oft-repeated efl'ort

Have been patiently achieved.

A little—'tis a little word,

But much may in it dwell

;

Then let a warning voice be heard,

And learn the lesson well

;

The way to ruin thus begins,

Down, down like easy stairs;

If conscience suffers little sins.

Soon larger ones it bears.

A little theft, a small deceit.

Too ofien leads to more;

'Tis hard at fu'st, but tempts the feet,

As through an open door.

Just as the broadest rivers run

From small and distant springs,

The greatest crimes that men have done

Have grown from little; lliiii"s.— Sc-L-ctcii.
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ARITHMETIC—II.

We saw in our article in the January Scuoolmaster how numbers are

iLiide. Our object now is to see how they are grouped, how they are named,

and how they are reprcscnttd b^ Jiyiires The mind cannot conceive df large

numbers, nor can it retain them, without some method of grouping them.

Wo have already recognized the fact that the untutored mind cannot deal

much with numbers without the aid of visible counters. This is shown by

the constant tendency of young children, and of uncultured men, to resort to

the use of their lingers in the simplest calculations. Tiie fingers are the

most natural and often the most convenient counters : and as we are supplied

by nature with just ten of these counters, this probably explains the fact

that we have learned to group numbers by tens. For instance, if a savage

wanted to tell us that twelve men had just passed, he would probably show

his ten fingers and thumbs, and then show two fingers in addition to the

group of ten. But, whatever may have been the origin of the custom, we

always group simple numbers in accordance with this principle : Thai ten

units of one kind make ONE of the next higher order.

In naming numbers, we give each new number a name, until we have

given names to the first ten ; after this, all the names seem to have reference

to the principle of grouping just stated. W^e have learned to regard eleven

as one ten joined with one of the first kind ; or as such a number that, if

ten be taken from it, one will be left. AVe think this fact is expressed in the

word eleven, the last part of which is evidently related to the verb to leave.

In the name twelve, the last letters have doubtless the same relation, while

the first letters suggest the number two; hence twelve means •' two left," that

is, after ten are taken away. From thirteen to nineteen inclusive, the names

are made in this way,—the last part is the word ten changed a little in form,

while the first part is the name of the numbers three, four, etc., also changed

slightly in some cases. The name tiveniij evidently means two, or twain,

tens ; and a similar meaning is found in thirtij, forti/, etc.; as far as ninetij.

As ten tens, according to our principle of grouping numbers, make a new one,

we have a name entirely new, for their value. The names of numbers inter-

mediate between any two of these last given, are so made as to indicate at once

sjme number of tens joined with some number of uuits. For instance. /or/y-

four, means by its form four tens and four units. In such names as sixteen, the

part of the word meaning ten, takes the form teen; one ten is meant taken

ill connection with the number of ones indicated by the first part of the word.

l>ut, in sixtij, the part of the word meaning ten takes the form tij; in this case

the word means as many tens as the first part ol" it denotes, in this instance,
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This difference in the formation and use of these two classes of words
can be understood by quite young children

; and it will aid (hem in the
proper grouping and conception of numbers. Beyond ninety-nine, we oive
new names to new order, of ones only; in fact, beyond thousands, a new name
IS not given to every new order, but only to every ihird order ; that is. we
have thousands, tens of thousands, hundreds of thousands, million?, etc. This
is according to the Frcncli method, which is commonly taught in our modern
Arithmetics,—the method which will doubtless supersede every other at no
distant day.

In writing numbers by figures, our practice has constant reference to the
principles of naming and grouping, already indicated. We use a new figure
to write each new number until we have expressed the first nine numbers

;

after that, we express all numbers by a peculiar use of these nine characters
already learned. Ten being but a new kind of one, it is very natural that we
should express it by some use of the figure 1 ; but how shall it be done ? I
have sometimes found it profitable to require a class to invent for themselves
some method by which to show that the 1 has taken on a new meaning —as
by putting a dot over it, underscoring it, etc. The method actually adopted
in our decimal system of notation is to give the figure its new value, by re-

moving it one pla:e farther to the left, or to give it a value depending'ou the
place it occupies. As soon as figures receive this ordinal value, it becomes
necessary to have a starting point from which to count their place. This is

the proper time to make the pupil acquainted with the use of the decimal
point, or " sturcing-polnt" as it may be called; it is absurd to defer this mat-
ter till we teach decimal fractions. Now, to make the figure 1 express ten,

or one of the second order, we put it in the second place at the left of the
decimal point; hence, any figure in the second place at the left of the point
should express units of the second order, or tens. Following the same prin-

ciple, figures in the third place, should express units of the third order, or

hundreds, etc. But, suppose our number is such—ten for instance—that we
require no figure to fill one or more places between some figure and the deci-

mal point; how shall we know in what relative place that figure stands?
This brings us to the use of the zero or cipher ; a zero is used to fill a
fdace that icoidd otherwise he racanf, hetwcen the decimal .point and some.

Ji'jure.

It follows from what has been said, that a figure takes a value ten times
as great as its present value, when it is moved one place farther to the left of
the decimal point

;
if this removal would leave a vacant place between the

figure and the decimal point, that vacancy must be filled by a cipher. But
the use of the cipher does not gice the new value ; it merely indicates it- l(>
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teach otherwise is to sow the seed for a great crop of misconceptions, as I too

well know from experience. We perceive now that figures have two values,

one determined by their shape, the other by their place in respect to the de-

cimal point; the first value answers the question, Hnw mamif? The second

value answers the question, Wliat? Why not call these two values, the

"place- value," and the "shape-value?" I would certainly use these terms

with young learners, instead of the terms simple, and local, value. We now

have the machinery complete, by which we can write any simple number

from one, upward. There are important things to be observed in the actual

work of writing numbers, and in reading them, also. But this article is long

enough ; we will content ourselves for the present, by summing up some of

the principles that we have presented, in a catechetical form.

How do we group numbers? We group numbers hy fens. According

to what law ? Ten itnifs of one kind always make one of the next higher

order. What is a figure ? A figure is a character used to express a number.

How many, and what, values have figures? Tico,—a shape-value and a

place-value. For what is the zero or cipher used? It is u»ed to fill places

that would othertcise be vacant, between some figure and the decimal point.

What is the law of increase in the place-value of figures? When a figure is

moved one place towards the left, its value is ten times as great as before. We
think this last statement can be fully understood by young children; and it

covers the whole ground in respect to the place-value of figures, on both side-f

of the decimal point.

I have tried to state these simple things, not for the edification of expert

arithmeticians, but in such a way as to aid inexperienced persons in laying a

sure foundation in the minds of beginners,—a work of prime importance, but

often badly dote because of deficiencies in text-book and teacher also.

E. C. Hewett.

Especial attention is called to the Circular from Superintendent Batc-

man. County Superintendents are urged to read and call attention of the

school officers in their respective counties. It is lawful for Directors to sub-

scribe for the ScuooLMASTER and pay for the same from the public funds.

Domestic happiness, thou only bliss

Of paradise that has survived the fall

!

Thou art the nurse of virtue.
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The legislature of our State has under consideration several different

bills, the object of which is fo compel attendance upon our public schools.

If any one of these bills is destined to become a law, we know of none that is

less objectionable than the one prepared by Hon. H. W. Snow, chairman of

the House committee on education ; but we hope that our legislators will

weigh the matter well before enacting any of these bills into a law. There

is a growing dispo.sition among us to rely upon the strong arm of the State

for help in every enterprise, as if no good thing could be accomplished with-

out the intervention of the law-making power with its pains and penalties for

every neglect of duty. The assumption is as false as it is dangerous. If any
principle may be considered well settled in our system of government it is

this, that the sphere of individual action should be made as broad, and that

of State action as Larrow, as is comiwtible with the public welfare. But we
are apt to become impatient over the slow process of growth and develop-

ment by which alone communities rise to the appreciation of great facts and

principles, and so we beset our legislative halls and clamor for a law to com-

pel men to be what they are not, and what no amount of legislation can

make them. As a result, we find our statute books filled with laws that are

r.ever enfurced, and which only serve to perpetuate the memory of our own
shortsightedness and folly, and to increase that want of respect for all law,

which is by no means among the least of the dangers that threaten us. It

would be well for us not to forget that there are many objects, in themselves

most desirable and most excellent, which it is neither expedient^ nor wise,

nor just, to attempt to secure by legislative enactment.

We are aware that not a few among us seem to think that the grand

panacea for all our educational ills is to be found in a compulsory law ; but

we confess that we are not of that number, and we are confident that a ma-

jority of the teachers of the State agree with us in our opinion upon this

question. This subject has been before our State Teachers' Association on

more than one occasion, and has there received careful and searching consid-

eration, and we are glad to be able to record the fact that the teachers of

the State of Illinois have never yet been led to declare themselves in favor

of compulsory education. Let this f^ct be borne in mind, and let it be un-

derstood that it is not the teachers who are demanding or favoring this

measure.

Our worthy State Superintendent devotes nearly forty pages of his last

report, just published, to the presentation of the argument's in favor of com-

pelling chiklren to attend the public schools. He has treated the subject in

his usually able and exhaustive manner, and the greater part of his argu-

ment commands our hearty assent. We believe with him that the State has

the riijlit to pass such a law ; that educaiion is the great preventive of crime,

and tiiat it is uiost desirable that all the children of the State should share

the benefits oflered by our schools. We do not agree with him that in con-

sidering the (|u,stion, whether or not the people of the State favor such a

law as i;= proposed, the burden of proof rests with those who oppose the

J
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measure ; it is rather for those who advocate the making of this experiment

to show that public sentiment is on their side. Nor do we believe that a

compulsory law would remedy the evils complained of, but, on the contrary,

we do believe that such a law would be unwise, impracticable, and in-

operative.

But we have not the time nor the space to enter upon a full discussion

of this question. Other States are trying the experiment of a compulsory

school law, and we are not aware that the result thus far reached is such aa

to raise any very high hopes in the minds of the friends of education.

Would it not be the part of wisdom to wait a little while and see what may
be the fruit of these experiments before rushing blindly into the same expe-

riment ourselves? Let us rather give our efforts and energies to the work

of improving our schools, placing in them better teachers, introducing more

approved methods, and making tbem worthy of the patronage and support of

all the people of the State. Until this is done, the State, though it may
have the legal right, certainly has no moral right, to compel attendance upon

its schools. It would not be necessary to go beyond the pages of our Super-

intendent's report to show that there are schools iu our State which it would

be cruel injustice to compel any child to attend.

Much of the efficiency of the teacher depends upon his daily reading.

Without information of current events, live work ia the class-room cannot bo.

A teacher recently told his class in geography that a canal had been con-

structed across the Isthmus of Panama. A regular perusal of an ordinary

county paper would prevent such errors. It is possible that too many teach-

ers are not well-informed with regard to the present. He who occupies a

chair in a university can be a musty, anticjuated book-worm, full of the sub-

ject which Is directly in his line, and with room for nothing else, and yet do

good work teaching.

Bat it is not so with the teacher in the public school. Topics, the dis-

cussion of which involve a knowledge of the present world, will present

themselves, and must be considered.

The reading of one or more of the popular monthlies, too, ought to be

the duty, as well as pleasure of us, each and all. Neither '• no lime," nor

" uo money," will do for an excuse for the neglect. We have time always to do

what is duty, and a very lew dimes will suffice to put in our hands, monthly,

the Atlantic, S'-ribntirs or Lijjpiiicott's. This last, one of the very best of

all, costs our subscribers but two and a half dollars, although it is a four-dol-

lar magazine ; three dollars will furnish either of the others.

There is ever danger of the teacher's life being like that of one in a tread-

mill j thid is one of the means afforded for varying the course of thought.

Sujt. Bateman, iu his recent report, gives the whole number of teachers

in lUinnid at more than twenty thousand ! How many of these thousands of

teachers are taking a tea-hers' journal ? It is certain that we have not the

names of one .•'ixth of them on our subscripti'in list If they do not take

the journal of their own state, what one do they take? The sad fact is,

probably, that not one-fifth of them take any at all ; and yet, perhaps, some
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of these very persons are clamorous to be recognized as members of a " pro-

fession." Will not the leadins: teachers, and the County Superintendents ex-

ert themselves to remove this disgrace? With one-fourth of twenty thousand

teachers in Illinois as paying subscribers to the Schoolmaster, in addition to

our large list outside the State, we promise you a better teachers' journal

than is now published in America. We have already taken several new steps

to increase the value of our magazine ; each of these steps involves an additional

outlay of money. Send in your names
;
give us the money to spend ; and you

will get the benefit of it.

We have received from the Bureau of Education the " Official Circular

of Information" concerning the preparations now in progress, to have our

educational methods and systems properly represented at Vienna next sum-

mer. The " Circular" gives full details of what has been done, and whut is

to be attempted^ including the correspondence between Commissioner Eaton

and the State and City Superintendents, the account of the meeting of the

superintendents in Washington last November, the official programmes of the

Vienna Exposition, etc. (len. Van Buren, the United States Commissioner

to the Exposition, says, " It is urgently requested by the Austrian authorities

that we should present at the Exposition a model school-house, with its in-

terior arrangements, maps, books, globes, and all the machinery and aids used

in our Common Schools." Gen. Eaton makes an earnest appeal to school

officers, and the managers of the higher institutions of learning to assist in

the work of making the exhibition of our educational affairs, on that occa-

sion, full and creditable.

The President, it seems, at the earnest solicitation of Senator Wilson

and others, has just pardoned a young man who was sentenced to five years'

imprisonment for a defalcation of nearly ^5o,ooo. News comes of " stay of

proceedings," ''supersedeas," "respite," "pardon," "commutation," etc, in

the case of one after another of the noted criminals who have experienced

the uncommon fate of conviction, recently. And, with all this, we hear of

new and greater defalcations and more horrible crimes against life, together

with bribery and corruption on the part of men filling the highest offices in

the land—all this, with an occasional account of mob violence, may well make

us exclaim, "What are we coming to?" Will the teachers of the lising

generation so train them that things will be better thirty years hence ? What

say you, brothers and sisters ?

The wisdom of the committee on education in the Illinois House of

Representatives, is manifest in the report adverse to a bill for uniformity of

text-books in the public schools of the State. The amount of corruption

that might follow the enactment of such a law is fearful to contemplate.

California is suffering from such legislation. Oregon has recently incorpo-

rated such a provision into its school law. With well informed educational

committees in the legislatures, such foolishness can be avoided.
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The Chicajo Times criticises Dr. Bateman's recent Report, especially

the part relating to Compulsory Education, sharply and coarsely. We are

not fully converted to the belief that a compulsory law is expedient at this

time; but we have some doubt that the abuse of the Times will either hurt
the Superintendent or hinder the passage of the law.

THE APRIL SCHOOL ELECTIONS.

Departmenf of Public Instruction,
Superintendent's Office,

Springfield, Illinois, Feb. 15, 1873.

The near approach of the first elections of Township and District School Officers

under the new law, renders it important to note the changes that have been made, so

that no mistakes may occur. Particular attention is therefore invited to the following

points

:

ELECTION OF TRUSTKES.

1. Time of Election.—The first election of Trustees under the new law must be

held on the second Saturday of April next, being the twelfth (12th) day of that month.

This applies to all Townships, except those which are identical in boundary with the

civil towns, as hereinafter explained.

2. N'otice of Election.—The election, in every organized Township, must be or-

dered by the Trustees of Schools, as heretofore; the Township Treasurer giving notice

of the time and place, by posting notices of the same at least ten days previous to the

day of election, in not less than five of the most public places in the township.

3. fudges of Election.—The Trustees, if present, shall act as judges, and choose

some suitable person to act as clerk. If the Trustees, or any of them fail to attend, or

refuse to act when present, the voters present must choose from their own number such

additional judges as may be necessary. No election is to be postponed on account of

the absence of the Trustees, or of their refusal to serve as judges, nor is any election

of Trustees to be proceeded with, without a full board of three judges, and a clerk,

duly chosen.

4. Opening and Closing the Foils.—The polls maybe opened, if so specified in

the notice, at any hour between eight o'clock A. M., and one o'clock p. M., and the

judges may close the election at four o'clock p. M. The polls must in all cases be kept

open long enough to enable every elector, with reasonable effort, to vote ; nor can the

polls, in any case, be kept open less than three hours. The election must be conduct-

ed in accordance with Uie provisions of the general election laws of Illinois, defining

the manner of electing magistrates and constables.

5. Delivery of Foil Book and Certificate.—The judges of election must, wit/tin

ten days thereafter, cause a copy of the poll book of said election to be delivered to the

County Superintendent of the county, with a certificate thereon, showing the election

of said Trustees, and the names of the persons elected ; and the County Superintend-

ent must file and preserve said poll book and certificate, as the legal evidence of said

election.

6. Fenalty for Failure.— For failure to deliver a copy of the poll book and cer-

tificate, to the County Superintendent, within ten days after the election of Trustees, as
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aforesaid, the judges will be liable to a penalty of not less than twenty-five nor more

than one hundred dollars, to be recovered, in the name of the People of the State of

Illinois, by action of assumpsit, before any justice of the peace in the county ; and said

penalty when collected must be added to the township fund of the township. The ob-

ject of this provision in the law, is to stop the pernicious practice of postponing the

delivery of the election returns to the County Superintendent, until, as often happens,

the records are mutilated or lost, and the legal evidence of who are and who are not

Trustees, is destroyed. County Superintendents of Schools are charged with the duty

of seeing that the requirements of the law in this regard are strictly complied with.

7. One to be Elected—Not Thj-ee.—The impression has prevailed to some extent

that, as all previous school laws are repealed, a full board of three new Trustees should

be chosen at the first election under the new law. Th'.t is an error. Section 23 of the

act provides that, " at the first regular election of Trustees, after the passage of this act,

a successor to the Trustee whose term of office then expires, shall be elected," etc.

The new law when it went into effect, in no manner changed the organization or mem-
bership of existing boards of Trustees, but continued and perpetuated the same.

Hence, at the election in April next, only such vacancy or vacancies will be filled aa

may have occurred in each Board of Trustees, by expiration of term of office, removal,

death, resignation or ot'.:erwise, just the same as if no new law had been enacted. In

most townships there will be but one Trustee to be elected next April, namely a suc-

cessor to the Trustee whose term of office will then regularly expire.

8. Election of Trustees at Town Meeting.—In counties having Township organ-

ization, in every township whose boundaries are the same as those of the town, the

Trustee or Trustees must be elected at the same time and in the same manner as the

other town officers ; that is, at the same polls, on the same ballots, and in accordance

with the same regulations ; the town clerk giving due notice thereof, as of the election

of other town officers. All elections of School Trustees heretofore held at regular

town meeting, have been legalized by the General Assembly.

9. Returns of Town Meeting Elections of Trustees.—When Trustees of Schools

are elected at town meetings, as mentioned in the preceding paragraph, the officer or

officers whose duty it is to make returns of said town election, must make returns of such

election of Trustees, to the County Superintendent of schools, within the time, and sub-

ject to the same penalty for omission, a> is prescribed in the case of failure to make

returns of other elections of Trustees.

10. Election Blanks.—To save time, secure uniformity and avoid mistakes in call-

ing, conducting and making returns of elections of School Trustees and School

Directors, it is recommended that printed forms of election notices, poll-books, tally

lists and judges' certificates be procured, and used in every Township and District,

Such printed fo.ms will cost but a few cents for each election, being cheaper as well as

a great deal better than written forms.

ELECTION (IF DIRECTORS.

1. Ti7ne.—The next stated election of School Directors will be on the first Satur-

day of April, 1873, being the fifth day of that month.

2. Notice.—Notices of all elections of School Directors, in organized Districts,

must be given by the Directors, at least ten days previous to the day of election. The
notices must be posted in at least three of the most public places in the District, and
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must specify the //<?(>• where the election is to be held—the /i/nt- of opening and closing

the polls— and the ijticstiori or questions to be voted on.

3. Opctting and C/osing the Polls.—Ample time mu-^t lie allowed for all the

electors in the District to vote. The hours of opening and closing the polls, as desig-

nated in the notice, must be strictly adhered to. The polls should in no case be kept

open less than three hours. The election may be ordered to commence at any hour, not

earlier than 8 A. M , and to close at any hour, not later than 7 P. M., provided that the

time between the opening and closing, shall not be less thp.n three hours as aforesaid.

4- 7"'fg^^ of Election.— In all elections of School Directors, there must be two

Judges and a Clerk. Every such election should be ordered by the three Directors
;

when an election is so ordered, two of said Directors shall act as judges, and one as

clerk. But if the Directors, or any of them, fail to order an election, or fail to attend,

or refuse to act when present, then the legal voters, when assembled, shall choose such

additional number as may be necessary to make up the full number of two judges and

a clerk of said election.

5. Returns of Election.—Within ten days after every election of Directors, the

judgts must cause the poll-book to be delivered to the Township Treasurer, with a cer-

tificate thereon, showing the election of said Directors, and the names of the persons

elected ; which poll-book and certificate shall be filed by the Treasurer and shall be

evidence of said election.

6. Penilty for Failure.—For failure to deliver the poll-book and certificate as

aforesaid, to the Township Treasurer, within the said prescribed ten days the judges shall

be liable to the same penalty as that prescribed in the case of failure to make returns

of the election of Township Trustees, to be recovered in the same manner, and when
collected, to be added to the District funds. Township Treasurers are charged with the

duty of seeing that this provision of the law in relation to the prompt return to them of

the poll-book and certificate of election, is strictly complied with.

7. Report of Receipts and E.xpenditures.—At the stated annual election of Direc-

tors, on the first Saturday of April, the Directors of every District are required to make,

to the voters there present, a detailed report of their receipts and expenditures, for the

preceding twelve months, and to transmit a copy thereof, to the Township Treasurer,

within five days of the time of said stated annual election.

8. Compensation of Clerks of Boards of 'Directors.— Directors are authorized to

use any funds belonging to their District, and not otherwise appropriated, lo compensate

the Clerk of their Board for duties actually performed; if they deem the amount of labor

done sufficient to justify such compensation. When such compensation is made, it must

be by the usual order on the Township Treasurer, signed by both the other Directors,

and specifying the purpose for which drawn.

TOWNSHIP HIGH SCHOOLS.

"Upon petition of fifty voters of any school township, filed with the township treasurer at

least fifteen days preceding a regular election of trustees, it shall be the duty of said treasurer

to notify the voters of the township that an election "'For" and 'Against'" a hign scliool will be

hold at the next ensuing election of trustees, and the ballots to such effect shall be received and

canvassed at such elections ; and if a majority of the votes at such election shall be found to be

in favor of a high school, it shall be the duty of the trustees of the township to establish, at

some central point most convenieot for a majority of the pupils of the township, a high school,

for the education of the more advanced pupils. For the purpose of building a school house,

supporting the school, and other necessary expenses, the township shall be regarded as a
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school district, and the trustees shall have the power and discharge the duties of directors for

such district in all respects : and, in like manner the voters and trustees of two or more ad-
joining townships may co-operate in the establishment and maintenance of a high school, on
Buch terms as thoy may, by written agreement made by the boards of trustees, enter into."

As the next regular election of Trustees is on Saturday, the twelfth (12th) day of

April, and as the petition must be filed with the Treasurer at least fifteen (15) days pre-

v\on%, it will be seen that in order to vote on the question of a Township High School

at the next election, the petition therefor must be in the hands of the Treasurer by the

28th of March next, at the latest ; otherwise no action can be had in the case for one

year. Upon receipt of such petition, within the prescribed time, it will be the duty of

the Treasurer, when he orders the election of Trustees, to also give notice that the ques-

tion of establishing a high school, will then be voted on; or he may issue the latter

notice separately. This is an excellent provision of the new law, and it is hoped that

many Townships will avail themselves of it. It places the means of an advanced edu-

cation within the reach of the people of every Township, without the expense and

moral hazards involved in sending their children away from home to receive such higher

education.

ELECTION OF BOARDS OF EnUCATION.

Very particular attention is invited to the following provisions of the 80th section

of the school law now in force

:

" In all school districts Having a population of uoi less than two thousand inhabitants, and
not governed by any special act in relation to free schools now in force, there shall be elected,

instead of the Directors provided by law in other districts, a Board of Education, to consist of

six members and three additional members for every additional ten thousand inhabitants, to

be elected in the manner provided by section forty-two of this act for the election of School

Directors. At the first election of Directors succeeding the passage of this act, in any district

having a population of not less than two thousand inhabitants by the census of eighteen hun-
dred and seventy, and in such other districts as may hereafter be ascertained by any special

or general census to have a population of not less than two thousand inhabitants, at the first

election of directors occurring a''ter taking such special or general census, there shall be elect-

ed a Board of Education, who shall be the successors of the Directors of the district ; and all

rights of property and rights and causes of action existing or vested in such Directors shall

vest in said Board of Education in as full and complete a manner as was vested in the School

Directors. Such Board, at its first meeting, shall fix by lot the terms of office of its members,
60 that one-third shall serve for one year, one-third for two yeart, and one-third for three

years; and thereafter one-third of the members shall be elected annually, on the first Saturday
in April, to fill the vacancies occurring, and to serve for the term of thre^ years."

It will be noticed that the above requirement is not permissive, but imperative and

peremptory. The first election ol Directors after the passage of the act, will be on the

first Saturday (the fifth day) of April next, at which time, in every school district hav-

ing a population of two thousand inhabitants, and not governed by any special act in

relation to schools, a Board of Education, of not less than six members must be elected

in accordance with the legal provisions quoted. The election must be ordered and con-

ducted by the present Board of Directors, and in the notices it must be slated that the

election will be for the purpose of electing a Board of Education, of six members, in

lieu of the present board of three Directors, so that all voters having due notice may
govern themselves accordingly. It must be distinctly understood tliat six persons are

to be voted for and elected. It is to be an entirely 7ie7t' Board of at least six members.

When the present Board of Directors have ordered and conducted the election, and the
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Board of Education has been chosen, the present B:>ard of Directors will cease to exist,

and all their powers will vest in the new Board. Of course any or all of the persons

composing the present board may be voted for and elected to the new Board, if the

electors so desire. After the Board of Education has l)een elected, it must proceed to

organize and take charge of the schools of the District, in the manner clearly and spe-

cifically pointed out in the 8oth section of the act.

The friends of common schools and all good citizens are reminded of the import-

ance of these approaching elections of school officers, and respectfully urged to give

personal attention thereto, so that good and competent men may in every instance be

chosen. Newton Bateman,

Superintendent of Public Instruction.

Chicago —What with lazy janitors, bad coal and cold weather, the school children

and teachers of Chicago have suffered during the month of February. By accurate

computation, one dollar saved for coal is balanced by one hundred dollars paid out in

doctors' bills. What a gratifying exhibit ! How economical we are! But in the promise

of additional accommodations given by the following report of the committee on build-

ings and grounds, we take a breath of comfort:

ESTIMATES OF COMMITTEE ON BUILDl.NGS AND GROUNDS.

Mr Sheldon presented the following report of estimates for the ensuing fiscal year, for new
pcliool buildings, which, ou motion of Mr. Kichburg, was laid over and ordered to be pub-
lislicd:

To the Uonorftble Board of Education of the City of Cliicago:
Your Committee on Huildings and Grounds recommends the following appropriatious to be

made for the purposes specified:
For rebuilding llie Vedder Street School $30,000
For rebuilding Elm Street Primary School 30,000
For Third Avenue Primary 30,000
For a primary building near corner Twentj'-sixth street and Wentworth avenue and lot.. 37,500

fAn appropriation was made last year for a school on the corner of Tliirty-third street and
Wentworth avenue, of 820 000. This'is not wanted in tliis locally. It Was located at this point
because the city owned the lot; but it will not accommodate the people ]

For a Primary IJui ding near Twenty sixth and Halsted street and lot $37,500
For Prim.^ry Jiuilding on Rolling Mill lot, additional 12,000
For Prin-.ary Huildiug corner Harrison street and Western avenue, additional 10,0')O
For Primary building near corner Western avenue and Twenty-second street and lot 37,500
For Primar*' Building near corner Twelfth street and Centre avenue and lot 45,000
For Jones School, additional 20,480

The fair twe'.ve room buildings built during the summer ol la72, cost, iueludiug furnaces
and furniture, as follows :

The Pearson street $32,142.54
The Kinzie 33,122..5G
The Os^den 32,610.4'J
The Franklin 30,187.73

The estimate of the committee on salaries of teachers, is not without interest to the

crafi

:

ESTIMATES OF COMMITTEE OS SALARIES.

Mr. Calkins. Chairman of the <'ommittet) on Salaries, presented (he foUowingf-stimates for
the ensuing fiscal year, for salaries of Officer^ and Teachers, whicli was laii over and ordered
to be published:

Your Commitlee on Salaries would respectfully submit tlie lollowing estimates for salaries
of Officers and Teachers for the ensuing year:
Present corps ol Officers and Teachers $474,300
For additianal Teachers for buildings in process of erection, and to be erected during
the year 59,625

Total So33,«25
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The above estimate will have to be increased, however, if the resolution of Mr.

Goggin, looking to an increase in the salaries of teachers, offered at the preceding meet-

ing, goes into effect. It is evident that something must be done to obtain the requisite

number of good teachers for the schools of Chicago. The bulk of those who come from

'he surrounding country fail to pass the examination, and of those who pass in scholar-

ship, very few are competent in the practical work of teaching. Chicago has the name
of producing arrogant people, but if there ever was a machine for taking the conceit out

of folks, it is the public school system of Chicago.

Among the more valuble suggestions of Mr. Pickard, is to discontinue marking the

daily recitations of pupils, but to make their scholarship average by their mark in their

weekly written examinations. The project is looked upon with much distrust by the

rank and file of the teachers in the city. Mr. Hanford, in his mathematical role, is still

developing the idea of one.

At the last meeting of the Board, the President announced the death of Curtis C.

Meserve, formerly a member of the Board of Education, and that the funeral had taken

place during the forenoon of that day. Mr. Meserve Avas for a number of years princi-

pal of the Newberry School, and was highly esteemed by all who knew him.

The event of the month, however, has been the examination to obtain work to send

to the World's Exposition at Vienna. The result of the examination is highly gratify-

ing. The Superintendent has sent on six books, one on Physics, one on Language, one

on History and Geography, one on Mathematics, and two scrap-books of drawing.

Each book begins with Sixth Grade work, and concludes with the papers handed in by

the pupils of the High and Normal Schools. The sheets of which the volumes are com-

posed were written by pupils on the morning after the severest storm of this season, when
many of "the best scholars were absent;" yet, both in appearance and average degree

of accuracy, the work is quite creditable. The volumes are in full Russia binding, and

a beautiful sight to look upon. These volumes were compiled in the following manner:

All pupils of the six upper grades and of the High and Normal schools were examined.

They wrote on sheets with questions printed on them, which were furnished by the

board. A percentage of the papers of each grade was sent to the office of the Superin-

tendent. There a further selection was made, and of this last selection, one-half the

papers were taken at random and bound for Vienna, and the other half will be placed

in the public library of Chicago. On the papers sent to Vienna appear the pupil's name,

his age, average age of class, parent's occupation, time allowed for the exercise, and

time actually used. On the whole, the volumes are the most honest, ingenious and

creditable exhibit of school work we have ever seen presented to the public. Sprung

upon the children as the examination was before the completion of their grade work, it

tested them in the severest manner, and the questions were such as to try the reasoning

power and ingenuity of the children, rather than what they had obtained from text-

books.

The volumes sent to Vienna may be very interesting; but a collection of answers

from the culled papers would show much more originality.

" Dew is the perspiration of the earth." " The dark red blood is changed to bright

red blood by taking cod liver oil." "Three vegetables eaten uncooked are woollen

stockings, blankets and drawers." This last answer should warn teachers from giving

articles eaten and articles worn in the same grade. The working of the child-mind is

truly wonderful.
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REPORT OF ATTENDANCE FOR JANUARY, 1873.

IS o2 >•!

• 1 ,^ =

^1 ' S5

St. Louis
Chicago, III

:

Cincinnati, O :

Indianapolis, Ind
|

EvRDSville, Ind i

Dubuque, Iowa
I

Springfield, III ,

Terre Haute, Ind '

Decatur, III i

Freeport, Ii;

West and South )

Rockford, 111., J
Darville, 111

Alton, 111

Lincoln, 111

Ottumwa, low.i
Marsnalltown, Iowa....
East Denver, Colorado.
Cedar Falls, Iowa

|

Macomb, 111

Princeton. Ill
|

Allegan, Mich
Shelbyville, III

Polo, 111
:

Chas. City, Iowa ;

Marengo, Iowa
Knoxville i

Noblesville, Ind
j

Albia, Iowa
I

Normal, 111
I

Rochelle, 111

Henry, 111

Lexington, 111
|

Martinsville, III i

DeKalb, III
i

Sheffield, 111
j

Toledo, Iowa
i

Maroa,Ill
Yates City, III

New Rutland, 111

Lyndon, III
i

Earlham, Iow»
,

Denison, Iowa i

Benton, III

Belvidere, 111
;

Escanaba, Mich
j

Winchester, 111 i

Blue Island, 111
j

Princeton, Ind
j

626[

504
j

444!

419
317
316
337
362
370

1101

1781

2831

2391

407

1

2251

50 121,549
21)

: 29, 314
20 21.042
16 5,935

1,568' 19
2,325
1,454

499
485
474
409

281
318

341

20
I

428

19,242
I

26,228
20,015

I

5,467
!

2,093
1,311

89 I 9.179
89-5 13,075
95 5,384
92

I
1,506

90 I

91-41

86-8'

91

1.662
340

93 97
87-6i 1,154
86-6 758

82
81
89-4

86
93-1

85-1
93

78-5
93
92 I

90 1

85
88
90-81

SUPER1NT1?IDEST3.

IW. T. Harris.
1.1. I-. Pickard.
John Hancock.

2,456 A. C. Shortridge.
Alex.M. Gow.
Thos. Hardie, Sec'y.
iJas. C.Bennett.

513 Wm. H. Wiley.
4P9 Ii. A.Gfistman.

, 'Chas C. .Snvder.

„,,„ /J. H. Blodgett.
""*! to. F.Barbour.
1CS .J. G. Shedd.
inoiE A. Haight.
21, Israel Wilkinson.
76 L. M. Hastings.
251|Chas .Rnliinson.
96; F. C Garbutt.

121 J. K. Sweeney.
i

Matthew Andrews.
Ic. P. Snow.

70!Albert .Jennings.
08 Jophth.nh Ilobbs.

151.7. H. Freeman.
116 Irwin Shepard.
84|C. P. Rogers.
48; M. H. Ambro.s9
135 Jas. Baldwin.
84| Cyrus Cook.
71 Aaron Gove.
143 P. R. Walker.

J. S. McClung.
Daniel J. Poor.
C. M. Johnson.

CO Etta S. Dunbar.
, J. A. Mercer.

A. H. Sterrett.

41 1 Jas. Kirk.
114 A. C. Bloomer.
221 Walter Hoge.
10|O. M. Crary.
9 .1. W. Johnson.

21 Z. T. Hawk.
124 G. W. Hill.

99 H. J. Sherrill.

SllN. E. Leach.
Henry Higgins.

142 M. L. Seymour.
1.34iD. Eokley Hunter.

-NOTICE.—These reports must reach U8 before the 16th of the month to insure publication.

Massachusetts.—The Boston Board of Education six months ago, purchased a

lot in the center of the city, on which it is intended to erect new High School buildings;

price paid for the lot, $420,000. Boston is evidently going to ruin. Besides this lot

notion, they are bankrupting the city by paying their School Superintendent $6,000 a

year, to do nothing but ride around in a buggy furnished him by the overburdened tax-

payers. We predict that the historic New Zealander will soon stand on the fop of Bun-

ker Hill Monument, etc., etc.

—

Cal. Teacher.
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New Hampshire.—Gideon L. Soule, LL. D., for thirty-four years principal of

Exeter Phillips Academy, Exeter, N. H., has tendered his resignation to take effect at

the close of the present school year. The trustees, in recognition of his valuable

services, have in accepting his resignation voted him an annuity of $1,200 per annum,

and the house he occupies.

Michigan.—The attack upon the County Superintendency in this State is not at

all formidable thus far. But three or four counties—or rather bodies of respectable but

not very far-sighted gentlemen assuming to speak for counties—have yet instructed their

representatives in the State legislature to advocate its repeal; and we do not hear of

any enthusiastic circulation of petitions for the repeal in any part of the State. The

Senate and Committees on Education in both houses of the Legislature are safely con-

stituted ; and we think the friends of this important feature of our educational system

need only be vigilant, not fearful Upon this topic we have a timely communication

from one of the leading Superintendents, which should receive a wide and thoughtful

perusal

—

Mich. Teacher.

Wisconsin.—A. P. Waterman, cf Beloic, has founded a scholarship in Beloit Col-

lege bearing his name, which offers tuition for a year to the graduate of any high school

in Wisconsin or Illinois, who passes the best examination on admission to college.

The bad boys in Beloit College are in trouble. Ever since the last Junior ex-

hibition the college faculty have been searching for evidence against the students con-

cerned in issuing a scandalous mock programme. Several of the Sophomore class have

been convicted. One hr.s been expelled, and two others are likely to be.

Indiana.—Indiana has a larger public school fund by $2,000,000, than any other

State in the Union. The report of the State Superintendent urges increase of the length

of school term, county superintendency, and compulsory education.

Indianapolis has a public-school library of twelve thousand volumes. Indiana, as

well as Illinois, is urging its legislature to provide an efficient County Superintendency

of schools. It is bound to come in time. Among the resolutions adopted by the State

Teachers' Association are the following

:

"The State Noriral School at Torre Haute, richly deserves and should heartily receive
the commendation of all true teachers.

" We have watched, with great interest, the operation of the new school law requiring
the elements of the natural sciences to be laught in the public schools of the neighboring State
of Illinois, and are gratified to learn that it is now working successfully, and that, after a fair

trial, it has received the hearty and unqualified indorsement of the State Superintendent and
the State Teachers' Association in convention assembled, and as other States of the North-west
are moving in the same direction, we heartily commend this new school law to the attention of
the educational men of Indiana, and venture to express the hope that this State will soon place
upon its statute book a similar law.

"Next to the educational journal of our own State, we recommend the support of educa-
tional journals of other States, feeling that educational thought is not limited by state lines,

but is natianal and cosmopolitan."

We take the above items from the Indiana School Journal.

Kansas.—The Hon H. D. McCarty, State Superintendent, urged, in a paper read

before the State Teachers' Association, "State uniformity of text-books." After discus-

sion thereon, a motion to adopt that part of the paper as the opinion of the Association

was lost. "Prof. Palmer thought the adoption of a uniform series of books for the State

would create too great a monopoly, and give too much opportunity for rascality. Let

i
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the local districts manage this matter. District uniformity is all that is desired ; and the

law now demands this."

The Kansas yo«r«rt/ says :—"We heartily disagree with the Hon. Superintend-

ent, in regard to a State uniformity of text-books. The plan is thoroughly impractica-

ble, and is as undesirable as it is impracticable." To all of which the Schoolmaster

wishes to say, Amen ! It is a surprise to know that such a recommendation comes from

the State Surerintendent of Kansas.

Illinois.—The Ninth Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion has been placed in the hands of the people. It is no undue self-assurance that

permits the citizens of Illinois, to say that the reports of the Hon. Newton Bateman

are among the most valuable of all educational papers published in the United States.

The report before us is not inferior to its predecessors. As a hand- book for the super-

intendents ami other school officers of Illinois, it is indispensable.

We find that there are 11,396 public schools in the State; that the total number of

scholars attending is 662,049; number of teachers, 20,924; value of school property,

^19.876,708.

It has cost to school each pupil a year, basing the calculation

:

Upon the school census $ 6 94
Upon the number enrolled, 9 25

Upon average daily attendance 18.58

Six State Certificates have been given during the year 1S72; five to men, one to a

woman. Very many valuable statistics are in the volume, that will give to our legisla-

tors more light on the workings of our free- school system.

Mr. Bateman analyses the provisions of the new school law ; the new sections are

put so plainly that there can be no excuse among school officers for not fulfilling the re-

quirements. That section relating to the necessary steps for organizing a township high

school demands attention. From that part of the report entitled " Strictures and Criti-

cisms " an extract is presented in this Schoolmaster. Mr. Bateman suggests that

'• the sum of ten thousand dollars per annum would secure the services of four or five

picked men for this work (institute work)—men of ability and culture, thoroughly ac-

(juainted with systems of public education, and experienced in the supervision, manage-

ment and instruction of common schools—men ofprudence, good sense and sound judg-

ment; oble both to instruct and train teachers for the school-rooms of the State, and to

address public assemblies with force, dignity and effect. They would give their whole

time to the work, so arranging their plan of operations as to bring the teachers and

people of the whole State, or so much thereof as should be thought expedient, within

the range of their inlluence and efforts, every year. Every institute conducted by them

would be in the interest of sound elementary scholarship, scientific methods and prin-

ciples, and a true education. These things are essential, and it is not possible to be sure

of them in institutes having no intelligent supervision, and working on no comprehensive

plan, and toward no definite end. Lack of such lesponsible control and assured ability,

of instruction and management, has been the main element of weakness and inefficiency,

and the chief cause of occasional failure, in our present scheme of institute operations.

It could hardly be otherwise. Without funds; without recognized leaders ; without de-

finite plans, or the time to mature and execute them; with no comprehensive system of
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co-operation among the counties ; with no countenance in the laws, and, in many in-

stances, none from the people, but disfavor instead ; with the chief school officer of the

county ofttimes unable to take the lead, and not seldom unwilling to do so—the teachers

have done the best they could, and the marvel is that they have done so much and so

well.

" By the proposed plan, nearly all of those obstacles will be removed. Acting by

the authority of the State, and not dependent upon the teachers or local communities

for their compensation, these men would enter upon their work under the most favorable

conditions. Selected for their skill and ability alone, and clothed with discretion to

organize the work upon the scale of the whole State, with sole reference to the needs of

the respective counties and to the accomplishment of the best results, they would soon

be able to devise and put in operation a comprehensive and well matured plan of com-

mon-school effort, and to prosecute the same with telling effect.''

In that part of the report which refers to educational rights, "compulsory" legis-

lation seems to be urged. We are, as yet, a doubter with regard not to the right but to

the expediency of this movement. Although the discussion is somewhat old, yet the

merits are not exhausted, as is evinced by the able paper in the report before us. We
have something to say of "compulsory schooling" hereafter, but hope that our present

legislature will leave tlie matter untouched.

To that part of the report on pages 228 and 229, relating to the County Superin-

tendency we say Amen 1 Amen I The greai need of Illinois free schools to-day is an

efficient superintendency,—a need paramount to all others.

The recommendations of our worthy superintendent at the close of the volume are

all deserving of immediate attention by the legislature.

Peoria.—The number of pupils enrolled for the month of January was 2,397,

being greater than on any previous month. There are, also, about 70 pupils in regular

a tendance at the evening school. The Board of School Inspectors, ably seconded by

Superintendent l.'ow, take a lively interest in school affairs. They have enlarged the

jurisdiction of the principals, making them in reality principals, what they have heretofore

been only in name. Examinations for promotion are made by the principals in all grades

from the second to the sixth, the superintendent examining the rest. Teachers in the

grammar grades are required to keep a record of monthly examinations which count

half on promotion. An oral lesson must be given daily in all grades except the first.

The board are now discussing the expediency of introducing the study of the German

language into the public schools. The report of the committee to whom the subject was

referred, will appear in full in the forthcoming report of the superintendent. We pray

to be delivered from too many special le2ich.cra, and trust the Board will act with due de-

liberation in the decision of this question.

McLean County.—Superintendent Hull has just held the last of his series of insti-

tutes for the winter. His plan is, instead of one general County institute, to hold

several local institutes in different towns of the county. The places selected this year

were Heyworth, Chenoa and Danvers. We had the pleasure of being at the last two

;

and we can truly say that we have seldom seen more intelligent or earnest teachers than

we met on these occasions. The attendance at all Supt. Hull's institutes has been con-

siderably greater this year than last; this is contrary to the general experience of the
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State, for in most instances, it would seem that the change in our school law has had the

effect to keep teachers away from these meetings The citizens, too, have showed great

interest, not only by their presence at the evening lectures, but by filling the rooms to

overflowing at the ordinary daily sessions. We think friend Hull may congratulate him-

self on this favorable state of affairs.

Champaign County.—T. R. Leal, County Superintendent, sends the following for

the benefit of teachers on the prairie;—" Corn stalks make excellent black-board point-

ers. If you have none in the school-room send a boy out for thrte or four of the best

he can find, and it will save time and money. Corn stalks and husks make first-rate

kindlings. Prepare them when dry by cutting them in short pieces, and storing them

in a dry place."

yackson County.—Real Experience Again.—Last year, in the school at this place,

they patronized many publishers. There were two or three series of arithmetics, and

as many each of readers and spellers.

Before the commencement of school this fall, I called the attention of the school

board to the clause of the law, requiring them to adopt a series of books for use the

next four years, and to enforce uniformity of te.\t books. They wanted to make the

change (as change they must ; some of the books at least
j
gradually; part this year and

part next. I insisted on uniformity at once, and they finally authorized me to require

the children to procure the books they (tlie board) had adopted. Nearly all of the

parents complied at once and cheerfully. Some complained at having to buy new books

every year ; a few refused to buy the books. Nearly all of these took their children from

school. I thus lost five or six scholars. One man continued to send his children (two)

to school, and absolutely refused to buy the books required, which were First Readers.

He sent word that he did not want his "young ones" to read till they knew how to spell.

I saw him and explained the matter, giving reasons, etc., and he agreed that my reasons

were good, but doggedly said " I won't buy the books."

By instruction from the school board, I gave notice that after such a time, no one

could recite, unless he had the books required. At the time stated, I refused to hear

recitations from these two children. Their father then went to the board and told a piti-

ful story about his poverty, saying that he did not expect to stay in the district very long.

One of the directors then requested me to " do the best I could, " and to " hear their

recitations if possible."

Computing the time that each scholar, in each class was entitled to, I found that

these two children were entiiled to five minutes of time in a day I accordingly gave

them that time. They reported to their father that I merely called them up and sent

them back again, and he sent me an insulting message. I replied only by silence. He
then took the children from school ; kept them out a week or two, then bought the books

re([uired and sent tlieni back. Patience and perseverance conquered even this stubborn

case.

I commenced an oral language class. Some objected to having iheir children enter

this class, because we used no text-book. .\ little extra talking, in the way of mission-

ary work, soon reconciled them to this also (The ground-work of the lessons was

taken from the •• Language Lessons" in the ScuouL.MASTEK.)

M.iny of the Ic.ichers in this part of the state are laboring under great disadvantages,
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simply from a lack of firmness. The directors don't 'want to adopt a uniform series of

books because some will have to buy ne^o books; and the teachers are weak enough to

allow themselves to be imposed on. One school that I visited lately had eleven classes

in arithmetic. I have not hvice that number of classes in all branches, and / have too

many. Osseo.

Makanda, Ills., Dec. 19, 1872.

Marion County.—The following petition to the legislature is a copy of one sent us

from Marion county. It is evident that notwithstanding the sentiments of Senator

Casey of Jefferson county, there are seme counties in Egypt that are awake on this sub-

ject. From the letter enclosing this we learn that the people generally are willing to

sign it.

Gentlemen:—We, the undersigned, teachers of public schools, of the county and
State above named, beg leave to present to your Honorable body the following facts and
petition. A careful examination into the history of the public-school systems of sister

states shows that, the more efficient has been their supervision, the more beneficial have
been the schools; and where there has been little or no supervision, the schools have
been oi very little value. We can cite counties in our own State in which the standard
of education has been raised more than one hundred per cent, by the labors of efficient

County Superintendents during the last four years. We are also aware that, in many
counties, the office has been little more than a sinecure for some supposed object of pub-
lic charity; and that teachers have been compelled to undergo examinations before men
whom they knew to be far inferior to them in every way, and whose ignorance of the

matters they were elected to supervise, was only equaled by their indolence, and lack of

attention to duty. In view of the foregoing facts, we respectfully petition your Honor-
able body, that the School Law be so amended : 1st. That no man shall be eligible as a

candidate for the office of County Superintendent until he shall have passed an exam-
ination before some competent board of examiners, and shall have proved himself to

possess qualifications, at least equal to those required of a first- class teacher. 2d. That
the standard for a day's work in visiting schools shall be six hours, actually spent in the

school-room, 3d. That the office shall be placed upon the same footing of indepen-
dence from control, as are other county offices. 4th. That the salary for the office shall

be sufficient to command the services of men of first class talent; and your petitioners

as in duty bound will ever pray, &c.

We are indebted to Mr. L. S. Kilbourn, for the following items:

Kinmtindy.—This place employs five teachers, and although one is called Princi-

pal, he is obliged to teach all the time, and therefore can have but little influence upon

the other schools. On this day I found all but the Higher and Primary rooms frozen

out, the teachers having dismissed the pupils ; themselves remaining and striving in

vain to make good fires from very poor coal. The teachers gave evidence of their own

warmth in the cause of education, however, by four of them giving me their names for

the Schoolmaster and one for the Teacher. Though, by the way, I was obliged to

insure one of them that he would get the worth of his dollar, before he would agree to

take the Schoolmaster. Knowing him to be a plain, practical man, I felt no hesi-

tancy in taking the risk, even without premium. If I should lose the risk, 1 will make

careful note of it, for I think a man who cannot get the worth of a dollar, out of a

year's reading of the Schoolmaster, would be an anomaly in the genus pedagogue,

and should be known tc the world.

Salem.—This is our county town, and has one of the finest school buildings in

Southern Illinois, if not one of the finest in the State. I cannot speak as highly of the

I
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u/tooh as of the bnikiing, although I do not hold the teachers accoiinlable for their

failure in good work. There are six teachers employed in the. new building, teaching

the «'^/V<' children, and one in the oA/ building in a, colored school. Kach teacher is

held directly accountable to the directors, and the Principal is expected to teach all the

time. Five of the teachers gave evidence of earnestness in the work, by four of them

taking the Schoolmaster and one the Tcacht-y.

At Central City I found two schools, under the care of live teachers, both ofwhom
gave me their names for the Schoolmaster.

At Centralia, I only liad time to spend a few moments in each of four rooms,

but it was long enough to show that there was earnest, thorough work being done; and

every where could be seen evidence of the controlling and guiding influence of a mas-

ter hand. The Superintendent. W. D. Hall, teaches one-half the time, and the other

half is spent in the other departments. Evfiy teacher takes some educational periodical.

Friday, I dropped in upon several country schools, and also spent a couple of hours in

the schools at .....
Sandoval, a little town four miles west of Odin, supporting a school of three

departments.

ILLINOIS NORMAL

P"or the last two weeks, a very powerful and general religious awakening has pre-

vailed in Normal, both among the citizens and thepiembersof the University. Meetings

have been held daily, afternoon and evening,: in which all the pastors the churches and

the young men's, and young women'Sj Christian Associations of the University, have

joined. The evening meetings at the Congregational Church, the largest church in

town, have been crowded nightly. Two evenings each week, these meetings have been

conducted by the students. A large number of persons have professed , to enter upon a

new life. During all this time, the exercises of the school, have gone on with their

usual, constancy, promptness aud thoroughness; and it is believed that the amount and

kind of school- work done will not fall below .the average; whjl-e the general health and

spirit of the whole Institution were never better.

Notes — Obituary.—Matthew Fontaine Maury, LL. D., jirofesso*- of physics at ihe

Virginia Military Institute, died Saturday. He was fonncrly a lieutenant in the United

States navy and superintendent of theNatibnal Obsei-vatory at Washington, but at the

outbreak of the Southern rebellion "went with his state" (Virginia) and became a com-

modore in the Confederate navy. He was the author of a Treatise on Navigation, which

was adopted as a text-book for the navy ; Windand Current Charts, with accompany-

ing Sailing Directions, one of the effects of which was a meeting of delegates of various

maritime nations with Lieutenant Mauiy at Brussels in 1853, -resulting in the adoption

o' a uniform plan of observations at :;ea ; The Physical Ojeography^ of the Sea, his prin-

cipal work ; and numerous papers on scientitic subjects. -The great value of the book

last mentioned was recognized not only at home but in- Europe-, its author receiving two

complimentary medals from the King of Prussia, accomph'ni-ed by a letter from Von
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Humboldt, a gold luedal for art and science from the Archduke Ferdinand, of Austria,

and many other marks of honor. He was born January 14, 1806, and consequently

his aye was sixty seven years.

—

College Courant.

No notices arc ezrr inserted in this departtnent, for tvhich a price is paid. The BoOK

Table of the Schoolmaster is entirely independent of outside influence. Books are

discussed upon what appears to the reviezver to he their intrinsic merits. The primary

object of our book notices is to give to our readers the benefit of the opinion of the SCHOOL-

IrtASTER. ^411 books sent to us are thankfully accepted ; 7ve are desirous of receiving all

new works. The revie%us may not always be Just, but they certainly will come from the

pens of fair dealing and unprejudiced persons, and will be written only for the benefit

of others, neverfar pecuniary reward.

The Science of Elocution ; with Exercises and Selections systematically arranged for
acquiring the Art of Reading and Speaking ; by S. S. Hamili., A. 'M. Nelson &
Phillips, New York.

This is a handsome volmne of 388 pp., intended, as the title indicates, to give a

scientific basis for instruction in the art of good reading and speaking. In his preface,

the author declares that an experience of nearly twenty years has tauglit him " that the

study of elocution ceases where it really should begin, namely, with tlie adaptation of

of the tones of the voice and of the expression of the countenance to the sentiment

uttered " The first part of the book treats of expression; tlie four cliaplers dwell re-

spectively on Articulation, Respiration, Voice and Action. We have read this part with

gome care^ and we think the author's system has much merit ; his directions are gener-

ally very sensible ; and his short selections for illustration are well adapted to their

pmi30se, al tJie same time that most of them are real gems of literature. We can hardly

forbear qu»ting one or two remarks which strike us as especially sensible. On p. 74, he

says : "Si«denls of elocution and public speakers frequently render themselves ridicu-

lous, and the study of elocution disgusting, by parading their powers of orotund on all

occasions." On p 87, in speaking of the thin ''orar' quality of voice, he says : " It is

heard in the utterance of persons in a feeble state of health, and frequently by (of) those

who are afflicted with affectatipn." '• Afflicted with affectation" we like. We think his

table of elementary sounds is good; but we think it would be much better, if both the

vocal and the consonant sounds were arranged in pairs ; for instance, the sound of a in

mat is cognate witli the sound of <• in fiiet, and the sounds of /' and / are cognate, etc.

There is a real advantage in this arrangement which cannot be ignored without serious

loss. Wc are glad to no;ice that lie says nothing al)out the "five sounds of a, the three

sounds of /,, etc." It is quite lime to recogni/e tlie fact that, in such work as he proposes,

it is the souiids themselves that are undergoing investigation, and not the letters of the

alphabet. We like his exercises under Element.ay Sounds, both those of single sounds

and those of difhcult combinations of sounds. The second part of the book contains a

quite full and excellent selection of pieces for practice; here are "things new and old,"

arranged to illustrate he different styles of reading; and they are good almost without

excejjtion. It seeius to us that ihey arc worth the price of the book. So far as we can
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judge, the »elections generally accord with the standard editions of the authors. We
deem this a great excellence ; an author should be correctly quoted, if quoted at all.

We believe the following, however, is faulty in this respect : "Full many a gem ol

riihfst ray serene."—p. 29. The author's style seems to be clear and generally correct

()n p. 73, however, he allows himself to write 'to entirely supersede"; this is not the

only instance of the same faulty construction. On p. 73, C(Uiline\<, misspelled. There

are but few things in the book, however, that do not please us; and we believe its use

will tend to good results in a field where they are very desirable, but are not always

sought by the wisest methods.

QuesfioMS for Writtt-n Examinations : an aid I0 Candidates for Tearhers' Certificates,

and a Hand-Book for Examiners and Teachers. By John Swett. Ivfson, Bi.AKE-

MAN, Taylor & Co., New York.

There is little doubt that the study of examination que.'^tions is an excellent assistance

to persons who are preparing to pa^s the ordeal of an examination. In this book of

106 pp., we have directions and suggestions concerning written examinations, together

with several sets of <iuestions upon the subjects of Arithmetic, English Grammar, Ge-

ography, U. S. History, Con.stitution and Government of United States, Theory and

Practice of Teaching, Natural Philosophy, Physiology and Hygiene, Spelling, Algebra,

Composition, Penmanship, Word Analysis, Book-Keeping and English Language and

Literature. The author, late Superintendent of Public Instruction in California, says in

his preface, that these questions "have all been used in the actual examinations of schools

and of teachers.' Apart of the questions are original, and a part have been drawn

from sets used in Chicago, St Louis, Cincinnati, Providence, San Francisco and other

cities. The first half of the book contains questions for the examination of candidates

for teachers' certificates ; the last half is filled with sets for use in Grammar Schools of

different grades. So far as we have examined, these questions are quite as good as the

average used for similar purposes. We may be permitted to say that those on Geogra-

phy please us least. We observe that the same questions sometimes recur in the several

sets; but, when we remember the sources from which the questions are derived, we

suppose this is not strange. We do not much approve those spelling lessons in which

the words are given shockingly misspelled, for correction ; we believe it is best for the

eye to rest on as few wrong forms as may be. According to the established rules of

mathematical notation, the exercises on p. 146 do not express what they were evidently

intended to express; they ought to be changed, or taken from tl.c book. We are suie

that it would be a good thing for every teacher, and for every candidate for teacher's

office, to procure 'he book, and to give it careful study.

A I'rogrcssive Grammar of the English Tongue : based on the results of Alcdcrn
Philology. By Prof. WiixiAM Swinton, A. M. Harpkr Brothers, New York.

"The proof of the pudding is in the eating ;" and we found ojt long ago, that it is

not safe to judge of the adaptedness of a book to the schoolroom by any mere examina-

rion, even the most careful. We are free to confess, however, tliat this little book of

207 pp. impresses us as one of the best and most practical school (irammars that wc have

ever seen. The author endeavors to derive his definitions, rules and directions from the

actual study of the English Language, aided by the modern discoveries respecting it.-i

history; he has not attempted, as so many have done, to "cut over" a Latin (jrammar

to 4iiakc it fit the English language. He omits Orthography and Prosody wholly ; llii.s
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is wise. He treats his subject in four parts, namely, Etymology historically treated.

Practical Syntax, Analysis and Construction, and English Composition. We wish to

specify some particular things which we deem worthy of commendation. We like the

frequent comparison of the English with other languages, and the attempts to explain

historically many peculiarities of our speech. We like the small quantity of paradigms

and the putting of a part of them in the appendix. In his treatment of Etymology, he

asserts that " words are arranged in classes according to the functions they perform, or

the work they do, in sentences." This principle is sensible, and he refers to it frequent-

ly. In his explanation of the "Compound relative" w/iat,on t(>. i 6, he agrees with

Butler, whose method we always approved. His diagram explaining cases, on p. 34,

we think valuable. We approve his direction to write the apostrophe and s after aii

nouns of the possessive singular, p. 36. His arrangement and naming of tenses, p. 46,

is good, although not new. In treating of Syntax, he justifies the idiomatic form, "that

you told me (/; " this is clearly right. By observing his brief and pointed directions

in Syntax, pupils will learn to avoid many of the most troublesome errors of speech,

—

a result not attainable by ordin3i7 parsing and analysis. We will instance a few of the

forms which he corrects; itseii to often come,—the rose smells s-wretlv,—the incorrect use

of shall and will,—the interchangeable use of the participle and the past tense,—the

bad use of prepositions and conjunciions. His remarks here are numerous, sensible and

practical. The same may be said of his treatment of Analysis and Synthesis ; he teaches

how to take sentences apart, and how to put them together, in the same connection.

His method of repiesenting analysis by diagrams, on p. 157 and onward, we think is

both new and good. We are especially pleased with his treatment of English Compo-

sition ; it seems to us that a careful attention to his judicious and truly progressh'c

exercises must teach young people how to write easily, intelligently and correctly. _The

specimens of actual work in the school-room, good and bad, indicate that the book is

the work of a teacher, and not of a mere book-maker.

We have a few points of adverse criticism to make. "A sentence is a thought ex-

pressed in words; " but, unless the pupil is led to the loi^iral, tee/it'iiar/ &ense of the word

//;M/^tr/;/, we think this definition is good for nothing. In general,- we think the book is

lacking in terse and exact definitions; as well as in formal rules of Syntax. We should

like to see definitions and rules by themselves, on a few pages towards the end of the

book. We are at a loss to see why the author prefers A/ood to Jl/ocfe : we think his use

oi gender for sex, oh p. 13, a grievous- fault, especially in a book on Grammar. No
school textbooks are more Complained of, than Grammars; criticisms -upon them, wise

and foolish, just and unjust, abound. And we find it easy to believe that the model

book has not yet appeared. We do not believe this book is perfect; but we think i:

worth the careful attention of all teachers who are seeking a book that sliall teach pupi!

'• how to speak and to write the English Language correctly."

The Novelty Printing Press is one of the most convenient little articles that can

be placed in store, counting-room or school. We have had one in the Schoolmaster
office for several months and have already received from its use, twice its co.st. Sec

Schoolmaster Advertiser for particulars.
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LUCRETIA MOTT.

Chancing to be in Philadelphia, last August, during the meetinii"

of the I'ennsvlvania State Teachers' Association, I one morning found

my v.ay to the Academy of Music, -nhere its sessions "vvere held. Soon

after the exercises commenced, sudden and enthusiastic cheering an-

nounced the entrance of some general favorite ; in response to my look

of inquiry, a pretty young Quakeress beside me said, " LucretiaMott."

The exercises were suspended, -while, by unanimous vote, Mrs. Mott -was

invited to take a seat on the platform and participate in the discussion.

She refused the proffered seat, however, sitting down in the audience.

The topic before the convention was, the co-education of the sexes
;

soon, some question arose concerning the early history of this move-

ment, and the President appealed to Mrs. Mott, as acknowledged au-

thority on the disputed point. She responded promptly ; and, when

requested to do so, came forward to the stage, accompanied by her

grand-daughter.

I can see jVIrs. Mott noAv, as she stood before us then,—a tall,

slender woman, dressed in the soft tints of Quakerdom, the traditional

'* snowy kerchief " folded across her bosom, and her motherly face

looking out from the close-fitting Quaker bonnet. A beautiful picture

of old age is that grand face, and the dove-colored bonnet seemed a

most fitting setting for the picture ; but when, warming up in her talk,

she untied her bonnet and laid it on the table beside her, revealing the
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soft gray liair, bauded so smoothly over the broad forehead, we were

faiu to confess that nature had given that head a more appro})riate

coronal than art could bestow.

The prints of Mrs. Mott have made us all familiar with her fea-

tures ; but no picture can give any conception of the wondrous beauty

of her expressive eyes, or the charm of her perfectly modulated, clear,

sweet tones. In her voice is no suggestion of that straining, so un-

pleasant in most public-speaking ladies ; she speaks as easily and un-

affectedly as though she were our veritable grandmother, sitting by the

kitchen fire, and we, children, clustering round her knee
;
yet each sylla-

ble was distincth' audible to every one of the thousands crowding that

vast auditorium.

In that half-hour's talk, she gave us a better idea of the schools of

sixty years ago and of the improvements in methods of teaching since

that period, than could be gained by months of research. She was as

much at home on this theme, as though her whole life had been spent

in teaching. While listening to her, it was hard to realize she had ever

left the school-room long enough to attend world conventions of reform,

or to thrill thousands, as she pleaded for immediate emancipation,

temYerance, or woman's rights.

Few lives are as many-sided as Mrs. Mott's. Born in 1793, on

chA Island of Nantucket, of a race that gave Franklin to America, she

early learn(?d the lesson of self-help which poverty teaches. Like most

Nantucket men, her father was a sailor ; during his long voyages, her

mother took care of the children and attended to a small store, wherein

she kept " Boston dry goods." to barter with her neighbors, for fish-

oil and candles. In this store, Lucretia was " her right-hand man ;''

often, when but ten years old, the child would go to Boston, with her

bout-load of their island staples, to be exchanged for goods.

Thus '' toiling, rejoicing," but not often " sorrowing," the stur-

dy little islander 1 fancy, passed her childhood, developing that bodily

and mental vigor, and that keen moral sense which now so greatly dis-

tinguish her. Even amid the distraction of candles, fish-oil and dry

goods, she found time to study, and made such good progress that, when

fourteen years old, she was sent to the Friends' Boarding School. The

same energy which enabled her so successfully, literally '• to paddle her

own canoe " in Nantucket waters, soon placed her at the head of her
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class. The next year, one of the teachers was sick, and Lucretia waa

appointed to fill her place. She filled it so admirably that at the close

of the year a permanent position was oft'ered her and she accepted it.

There was now no pecuniary need of her teaching, as her father was in

successful business in Boston ; but he, sensible man, thought it a good

thing for girls, as well as boys, to learn how to earn their own living,

and so consented to the plan.

Working as she did. with whole-hearted devotion, her success was

something marvelous. But now Hymen steps in, to spoil a grand teach-

er, that he may make a grander wife and mother. At eighteen, Lu-

cretia was married to Mr. James Mott, who is described as one of na-

ture's noblemen, both in appearance and character.—It was a genuine

love-match, and almost half a century of wedded happiness attested the

genuineness of the foundation on which this union was based. The

young couple went to Philadelphia, where her father had preceded them,

and Mr. Mott went into business with his father-in-law. All went well

till the war of 1812, with its embargo, ruined their trade, and made

them bankrupt. Her father sunk under the blow, and died, leaving

his wife and five children dependent on their own exertions for support.

Now ensued a hard struggle for the two families, one in affliction and

affection ; when all other means failed, Mrs. Mott resumed her girl-

hood's vocation.

In her childhood she had " made a note " of the fact that while

girls must pay as much for tuition as boys, women receive only half as

much salary for teaching as men ; now when money was so sorely need-

ed by her, this was " borne in upon her mind" with great power. Her

sense of right revolted against this injustice, and she began a cnisade

against it. This crusade has not yet fully accomplished its mission,

but in it many victories have been gained ; for these victories we have,

in great measure, to thank Lucretia Mott.

At twenty-five, Mrs. Mott felt that inward call to preach, which,

in the true Quaker soul, is seldom unheeded ; from that day to this,

she has been one of the most acceptable preachers of the society. But

neither this ministry, nor her labors, abundant in the cause of temper-

ance, peace, anti-slavery or woman's rights, nor yet the cares of a

large family, which she cared for well, have lessened her interest in the

cause of education. If not always a teacher, she has always been the
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teacher's friend, systematically visiting schools, and ever giving to

teachers most hearty co-operation and sympathy.

She believes, with her whole heart, that regular employment is as

necessary to the development of true w^omanhood, as it is acknowledg-

ed to be to the development of true manhood,—that women should be

trained " to do^^ as well as '• to hr^^ and " to suffer. ^^ Hence, she

is ever foremost in encouraging attempts to instruct women in practi-

cal business, by which they can earn their own living. It Avas owing

to her influence, and that of her co-laborer, Sarah Heyrick, that the

•first school of design for women in America was established. Every

woman who is honestly striving to earn her own or her children's bread,

by doing good, honest day's work, finds in Lucretia Mott a friend.

For this reason, we who are bearing the heat and burden of the day

love her ; for this reason, looking at her, standing, as she does, crown-

ed with the halo of her life's westering sun, we say from our heart of

hearts, " God bless our Grandma Mott."

Mary Allen West.

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING AND PACKING SPECIMENS OF
NATURAL HISTORY.—III.

.M()]-LUSKS.

The collection of land shells is a very simple matter, if one knows

where to look for them. No other appliances are needed than a pair

of delicate forceps for handling small and fragile specimens, a tin pan

with a perforated cover, or a large bottle with a perforated cork, a

small bottle of alcohol and some pill-boxes or "-homeopathic vials."

An insect net is sometimes useful for sweeping wet grass and ])eating

bushes.

The land-loving mollusks affect damp places, as a general rule,

and should be sought under stones, old logs or bits of wood, and

moist, decaying leaves, in moss, at the roots of grass, in gardens and

cellars, and sometimes on the leaves of trees.

Fresh-water shells may be found in the mud and sand of streams

and ponds, and upon the leaves and roots of a(piatic plants. A tin

basin, with the bottom finely perforated, firmly attached to a handle
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six or ei^lit feet in length, is a very convenient instrument for collect-

ing; them. A small dip-net, a bucket of water for "clams," and a

can and bottle of alcohol for the smaller species, are also needed.

A thin layer of mud and shells may be scraped up with the ba-

sin from the Ijottom of the stream or pool, when the dirt should be

rinsed out and the shells transferred to the can or bucket.

Some species may be obtained by lifting masses of mud Avith the

net slowly and carefully out of the water, removing the mollusks Avith

the forceps. The large bivalves may be raised from the bottom with

the basin or net. A small iron rake is sometimes used for clearing

away the mud, and bringing them to view, if the current is swift

enough to carry away the turbid water.

For cleaning the shells, we re(juire a knife, a wire hook, a tooth-

brush, and a very small syringe. The univalves should be boiled for

a few moments and the contents removed with a hook. The shells

should then be cleansed with the tooth-brush, or by throwing a strong

stream of water into them with the syringe, and wiping them out

with a little cotton wound about the end of a splinter of wood. The

ojicrculum, or plate closing the mouth of the shell, should always be

j)rescrved. Some specimens designed to furnish material for the

study of the animals, should be put up entire in glycerine. Bivalves

may be boiled until they open, and cleaned with the knife and brush,

but Avill keep their color better if they are prepared without boiling.

The valves should be tied together with a string before the hinge-

ligament stiffens, otherwise the shell will open as it dries. A^ery

small specimens may be quickly dried without gaping, by spreading

them upon sheets of absorbing paper, and exposing them to a current

of air. A record of localities and other facts of interest must, of

course, be kept.

For transj;(>rtation, the larger and stronger sj)ecimens should be

wrapped separately in papers aiid closely ])ackcd in stout wood or

paper boxes. Small and fragile ones must be put in pill-boxes with

sufficient cotton to keep them from shaking about, while minute speci-

mens may best be enclosed in homeopathic vials and confined by

]»ressing down upon them a little cotton or tissue-paper.

FOSSILS AND .MINERALS.

No y;eneral directions can well be i^iven which will aid in the
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search for fossils, as the facts in the case vary widely in different

places. The best localities in each count}' may be learned from the

report of the State Geolof);ist, a copy of which can doubtless be found

at every county seat.

The collector of fossils and minerals will need the following

tools : One hammer of two pounds weight, with a slightly rounded

face and a wedge-shaped back—the edge parallel to the handle

—

another about one-fourth as large with a flat face, and two steel

wedges, one three and the other six inches long. The first is used

for breaking stones, &c., the second for trimming specimens and dis-

engaging fossils, the Avedges for splitting off masses of rock and for

many other purposes. A sack or basket for carrying specimens

should also be provided, and some strong paper with which to wrap

each piece so as to prevent rubbing and defacement. Particular at-

tention should be paid to the record of localities and formations, where

these can be learned. Pack closely and fill the boxes completely, so

that their contents cannot shake about.

mIkSCEllaneous collections.

A few words regarding the preparation and shipment of alcoholic

specimens may not be amiss. They should be put up without crowd-

ing, in bottles, jars or kegs, completely ^7/(y7 with alcohol or Avhiskey.

Reptiles, fishes and the like, may each be w^rapped in cloth or paper,

to prevent abrasion ; or the vessel may be filled with alternate lay-

ers of specimens and cotton, tow or rags. After standing a little

time, more liquor must be added to replace that absorbed. The bot-

tles and jars should each be tightly closed and Avrapped in paper,

and all packed in stout boxes with cotton or paper to fill the vacant

spaces.

Insects may be prepared for shipment by packing them very

carefully between layers of cotton in cigar or collar boxes. I have

received them in good condition -where they have been pinned into

boxes lined with cork or the pith of cornstalks.

Dried plants should be placed betAveen sheets of paper and tied

in flat bundles, stiffened with two or three sheets of paste-board upon

each side.

In conclusion, specimens of every kind should be prepared and

handled with the most delicate and conscientious care. A very little
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indifference or neglect may render fruitless the labor of days and

weeks. The safe rule is to \York with constant reference to the old

maxim, that "whatever is worth doing at all is worth doing well."*

S. A. FORBKS.

*Tlie foregoing articles have been prepared wi'h especial reference to those who deeigu

preparing ohjects of natural history for the Slate museum at Normal. Extra copies of those

numbers of the Sonooi.MASTER in which they have appeared, may be obtained from the writer.

MODERN LANGUAGES.*

Ladies^ akd Gentlemen :—I do not know that it has yet crj-stal-

ized into a proverb, that an apology is a prelude to a failure, but some

thing of that sort has undoubtedly passed through the minds of most

persons. My apology is that it is now many years since I hare

attempted to handle any subject similar to ihe one now in hand, so

that you can but expect the consequent awkwardness. However, I

think that the gentleman who invited me to appear before you ought to

share in the responsibility of the indiscretion of my doing so, inasmuch

as he was aware of the fact upon Avhich my apology is based.

Some one has said that a man is as many times a man as he has

mastered the language and the literature of a foreign nation. In these

times I presume we arc in gallantry bound to say that a lady is et^ually

as many times a man as she has accomplished the same feat.

Be this as it may, there is undoubtedly a grain of truth in the

assertion, and it probably comes as near being wholly true as any of us

have come to a perfect knowledge of the language and the literature of

any foreign nation.

But this does not militate against the study of other languages

—

especially of modern languages ; and for the very good reason that the

study of other languages is indispensable to a full and appreciative

knowledge of our own. The greatest of living linguists has said that

he who knows only one language knows none.

But I am to say a few words in reference to the study of modem
languages in our schools ; and from what has already been said, ladies

* An abridgment of a paper read at the State Teachers' Association, at SpringRpld, Ueo 2fl,

1872, by C. P. Merriman, of the Bloominglon Daily Leader, on the Study of Modern Languagen
in our Schools.
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and gentlemen, it is hardly necessary to say that I am in favor of such

a course.

In the first place, I Avould say, that so far as the study of lan-

guages is concerned, I Avould, at one blow, reverse the whole course of

study now pursued in our popular educational institutions ; that is, I

would alwa3's commence with the modern languages, and make that

commencement early. A few reasons, on the present occasion, must

suffice.

All educators admit that a leading object, in their courses of

study, is mental training,—the cultivation, the development and. the

strengthening of the organs through which the mind acts, and the form-

ation of the mental habits of the pupils. Well, we all know that in the

study of the ancient languages, we have resort to grammars and lexi-

cons, to learn the forms of the words expressive of their relations to each

other, and to learn their meaning. We then bring our verbal machine-;

ry to bear upon some author whose writings are so unfortunate as to

fall into our hands, and with grammars and lexicons as fulcra, we

labor to raise the meaning of the author out of the text. Frequently

it is doubtful Avhich is the more to be pitied, the author or the student

—

the victim or the perpetrator of the excrutiating absurdities. I grant

that the process may cultivate perception, comprehension, apprehension,

and it would strengthen the judgment, were it not, in most cases, at so

early a period in mental development, that it tends rather to confuse

all exercise of the judgment. But it is, nevertheless, an exercise, as it

usually keeps the student in a state of perspiration between comprehen-

sion of the text and apprehension of his teacher.

Bat, ladies and gentlemen, you see that the eye is, almost exclu-

sively, cultivated, in this process. The form of the words, which is the

guide to their meaning in the sentence, is taken in by the eye alone.

The ear and the tongue play but a very insignificant part, as these dead

languages are not now spoken at all.

In the study of the modern languages, intelligently pursued, all

this is changed. The primary object is the training of the tongue to

the utterance of the elementary sounds—the phonetics—of the particu-

lar language in hand, and the training of the ear to the instantaneous

recognition of those sounds, and to the discrimination between the true

and the false in the qualities of the sounds.
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Thus you see, ladies and gentlemen, the ear, the tongue, and the eye

are all put into simultaneous development ; but the eye plays only an

accompaniment, in the mental harmony, instead of playing a solo.

This, of course, presupposes the ability, on the part of the teacher, to

speak as well as to write, the language under consideration ; for which

supposition, I offer no apology.

In thus pursuing the study of a modern language, not only are

more physical and mental faculties brought into play, but they are

greatly more quickened, rendered delicate, acute, and certain, in their

movements, and more strengthened than in the study of the ancient lan-

guages. Let us look at this for a moment.

In a spoken language, the ear must be so cultivated, by continu-

ous experiences, that it can instantly recognize the true sounds, pecu-

liar to the language, and detect the false. So must the tongue be

trained by constant practice till it can almost spontaneously give utter-

ance to all those sounds.—When addressed in a foreign language, quick

as a flash of thought, the student must take in the elements of the

words, the simple, compound, primitive, derived, common, modified, or

figurative, form and meaning of those words; in short, a full and cor-

rect analysis of the words in the sentence, and the force and meaning

of the sentence as a whole.

Instantly must he put in array the appropriate words in a reply.

This implies a complete synthesis of the sentence, in its elements, and

in its entirety. The eflect, the propriety, and the force of prefixes, of

sufiixcs, and of syntactical modifications must be instantaneously grasped

and vividly seen in the mind's eye, and then the tongue must be watch-

ed that it shall correctly render every element, every accent, every in-

flection.

Immediately, he must observe, from the tenor of the reply, wiieth-

er or not his own shot reached its point, and produced the intended im-

pression. Here we have in full play nearly all the faculties and the

emotions of the human constitution, in simultaneous action ; and so

rapid are the processes that they develop the delicacy, the certainty,

tT.d the efficiency of the mental perceptions and susceptibilities aston-

- i/igly.

ilnw little of all this do Ave sec in the study of the ancient lan-

guages I We go plodding from word to Avonl, learning fornmlas from
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the grammar, and probable and possible meanings from the lexicon; and

when we have been so fortunate as to extract a result that will stand on

all fours, we have achieved a triumph ! Yet, the chances are against us.

whether or not we have, at last, grasped the meaning of the author. It

is patent, to the most superficial investigator, that such must be the

facts in the case, in the experience of young students. As far as the

phonetics of the ancient languages are concerned, tliej are most uncer-

tain and most unsatisfactory, because the true utterances of those lan-

guages are lost beyond recovery, and modern artificial systems of pro-

nouncing thtm are arbitrary and ever various.

I admit the advantages of studying the ancient languages, in the

way of mental discipline, the cultivation of taste, and the better un-

derstanding of the force and the full meaning of our own language.

It could scarcely be otherwise. But what I wish to make evident is

that the present course of study is preposterous ; that the modem lan-

guages should be mastered first, and that the faculties of the young

student would be much better developed.

Much stress is put upon the advantages and the pleasure, to the

true student, of tracing the derivation of our own language from the

ancient languages. I would be the last to deny such advantages and

such pleasure. But they belong not exclusively to those languages.

We are also indebted largely to the Old Saxon, to the French, and to

the German, and more or less to many other languages ; and it culti-

vates the scope of the mind to trace these relations through a modern

language to the ancient ones, later in our studies, as well as it does to

trace them down into our own.

But in reference to the cultivation of our faculties, in the study of

these two different classes of languages, let us illustrate. Which would

you call the accomplished sportsman ? The one who had the control

and the command of his faculties, so perfected by practice, that he

could with certainty, precision, and apparent ease, bring down his game

on the wing or on the run, or him who could work his way laboriously

into the vicinity of his game at rest, and who could simply hit an inani-

mate target, like the dead languages ?

Or which would you call the master musician V The one who could

thrum out a piece of music set before him. after slow and repeated
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trials at it. or him who could perform it at sight, with all its force and

delicacies, and then forthwith compose another piece of equal merit ?

Very similar are the results in studying the modern languages,

when rightly pursued, in comparison with those in studying the ancient

ones.

But as to the time of commencing the study of these languages, I

would not, on any account, defer it beyond the High School Depart-

ment. At an earlier grade would be better. Of the thousands of

French ladies and gentlemen whom I have heard speak English, not

one of them who had not commenced the acquisition of it in early life

could speak it correctly ; and not one of our American graduates who

had laid in his stock of knowledge of a modern language, in his colle-

giate course, after having spent years in studying the ancient lan-

guages, have I ever heard speak that language respectably, nor even

tolerably ; nor could such a one write it at all.

Such must, from the very constitution of things, bo the results. No
person ever plays the piano or the organ, to perfection, who does not

commence early in life. The delicacy of touch, the precision and the

rapidity of execution must be the result of long practice, commenced

while the hands and arms are pliant, and grow with their growth, and

improve as they develop.

So with the ear and the tongue, while 3'et pliant and susceptible

they must be trained to the utterance and the recognition of the ele-

mentary sounds, the tones, and the accents of a foreign language,

Like the hand and the eye of the artist, the artisan, the musician, th*

mechanic, and the operative in manufactories, these delicate organs

must be educated by thousands and thousands of repetitions, until the

acquired shall become normal.

Young students can be introduced to literature adapted to their

capacity and taste, in easy style, and on interesting subjects, that shall

lead them almost unconsciously to clothe their thoughts and impressions

in the foreign dress, and render familiar to them the thousands of little

turns of idiomatic expression peculiar to each language ; and without

an acquaintance with these, we can never be at home in any language.

Here we have a conclusive argument in favor of introducing first

the study of the modern languages. We have no yoiithf'ul literature

in the ancient langnages. We have the fragmentary utterances of
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the orator, the statesman, the jurist, the philosopher, the historian, and

the poet ; but of youthful literature, we have absolutely none. In fact,

the literature of childhood and of early youth, is almost exclusively a

creation of these latter days—within the scope of our own personal

memories.

Far be it from me to speak lightly of the glorious fragments of an-

cient literature. To them modern times owe a debt of gratitude for

the revival of learning, after a long and dreary period of darkness and

of ignorance, for which we can never be sufficiently grateful; and" hap-

py is it for those young ladies and gentlemen whose circumstances,

tastes, and previous training have prepared them to enter understand-

ingly and wisely upon the treasures locked up in those languages to a

full enjoyment of which no translations can ever introduce them.

But the literature which has come to us in those languages is the

letter which killeth, to young minds, and they cannot take in the spirit

of it, which maketh alive. Not so with modern languages. They are

the media of the thoughts, of the sentiments, and of the knowledge

of the present time, alive with the animating interests and all-embrac-

ing attainments and reachings-forth of their actual lives. Of a large

portion of all this, the ancients knew little or nothing. Our modes of

thought, our many sciences and knowledges, and our vast commercial

enterprises and national intercourses, were to them almost as sealed

books. Hence they could have no terms of expression to communicate

ideas of which they had no conception.

With the modern languages, this is all changed. Young minds

find in them words and terms of expression corresponding to their own,

and adapted to our present state of mental culture, and our state of

civilization. Instead of a dry and ungrateful task in laboring to work

out the unfamiliar ideas buried i!i the antlquat-fd lo.ngui^ge of the dead

past, it is a discovery full of delji^-litful surprise to the young, that

they can clothe their ideas, like their persons, in foreign forms and

styles ; that their cvery-day, and their momentary, thoughts can be

made to fit as neatly and as perfectly into the forms of another lan-

guage as they do into those of their own. Thus this constant growth

of intelligence and of enlarged conceptions becomes an ever increasing

source of pleasure.

Of all the modern languages, the German and the French offer
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the greatest inducements to make their acquaintance. Four-fifths of

the vast knowledge of the day is originally clothed in these two lan-

guages. In profound research after the well-springs of all human

knowledge, the Germans surpass all other nations ; and their language

is, consequently, the most all- comprehensive.

In acuteness, precision, and elegance, the French is the language

of the polished scholar, of the accomplished gentleman and of the man
of the world.

It matters little upon the study of which of these two the scholar

shall first enter. Each of them opens to treasures of thought vast as

the comprehension of the human mind, and rich as its fertile imagina-

tion. When young minds shall have bathed for a few years, in the

fountains of intellectual light opened up by the geniuses that have

clothed their thoughts in these languages, they may then enter upon the

study of the classical and of the Oriental languages, with greatly im-

proved chances of gathering rich gems in reward of their labors.

No person can acquire complete command of any highly cultivated

language short of years of practice under favorable circumstances.

When a foreigner told me, many years since, that I might hope to ac-

quire, with habits of industry, a very respectable knowledge of the Ger-

man language, in seven years, I was in much doubt which regarded the

other as the greater fool. I have since made up my mind as to whicli

was the intelligent personage.

The reason of its requiring such length of time to com])letely mas-

ter a copious modern language, like the German, is obvious, from the

fact that the language varies in its words, and in the meaning of the

same words, ever as the subject varies; so that a complete knowledge

of the language implies an acquaintance with all its varieties of litera-

ture.

What should we think of the intelligence of an American teacher

who should set the boys and the girls of foreigners, who were to

study the English language, upon the writings of Milton, Burke, Locke,

or Edwards, at the start? Or of a foreign teacher, who should put

American girls and boys to studying Cousin, Kant, or Dante, at the

commencement ''. Yet this is just what we do in putting our girls and

boys to reading Cicero, Sallust, Virgil, Xenophon and Homer, in their

early studies : and this is what we are obliged to do. if they commence
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their study of language with the ancient ones, simply, as I have before

said, because those languages have no youthful literature. When the

course of study was established which is still followed in most of our

colleges and universities, nearly the whole of the knowledge and of the

literature which was accessible to the nations of western Europe, Avas

locked up in the Greek and Latin languages. The circumstances are

now so very different, that these institutions should adapt themselves to

these changed circumstances instead of ignoring them. Not only have

the treasures formerly locked up in these two languages been poured

out into the modern languages, worthy depositories of the sacred trust,

but we have now a dozen or more modern classical literatures ; besides,

we have vast resources of learning and of science, modern acquisitions,

of which the Greeks and the Romans knew nothing, and which their

languages have no terms to express.

But now we have all these vast acquisitions of the human mind,

or the sum and substance of them, made accessible through the Ger-

man, the French, the English, and the Italian language. In these

four languages we have intellectual treasures adequate to the demands

of the most active minds for a long life.

I would not, however, discard nor disparage the study of the

ancient languages. The acquisition of them is worthy of the highest

ambition ; but in their proper order. I would rather reverse the preva-

lent course of study, and for many reasons commence with the modern

languages. Their correct pronunciation is attainable. They have

youthful literature, full of living thoughts, and of images consonant

with the age iu which we live, and they can be made the medium of

communication between scholar and scholar, and between teacher and

scholar ; thus leading young minds almost unconsciously to the acquisi-

tion of the language.

I would have the study of these languages commenced early, as

thus, and thus only, are a correct pronunciation and a perfect- knowl-

edge of them ever acquired ; and because, if their recitations are intel-

ligently conducted, pupils can get a very good idea of a foreign lan-

guage, and thereby a better knowledge of their own language than is

otherwise possible, in less time than is now devoted to the study of Eng-

lish grammar alone.

But, ladies and gentknuan, T must close ; and in doing so, let me
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express the hope, ves, the firm conviction, that wo shall, in this counti-y,

have a revised and complete system of education that shall surpass the

systems of all other nations as greatly as our opportunities surpass theirs.

The best of the noble old institutions of Europe still retain much of the

obsolete and of the objectionable of the middle ages and of monarchi-

cal influences. Their currents of literature run deep and they are rich

with the precious inheritances of the ages ; but they are loo exclusive,

too narrow, and too traditional.

Here we have a vast extent of new country, the best form of gov-

ernment extant, and the most active, intellectual people on earth. Let

us try to come up to some just conception of our immense advantages

and of our infinite responsibilities. It is the mission of this people

greatly to give form and consistency to the political institutions, and to

the moral stamina of the coming nations. Let us rise to the contem-

plation of the dignity and the blessedness of our destiny.

As to the particular subject of popular education, the basis of all

else that is valuable in our social and civil institutions, let us cease to

wrangle about the exclusively superior importance of the modern lan-

guages and the ancient languages ; the classical course and the scientific

course ; the disciplinary and the practical course. These are all good,

and all equally good ; but each in its own order.

Let the modern languages be taught in our schools and our acad-

emies ; let these bo perfected, and the ancient languages studied in our

colleges and universities. But let us not rest in an acquaintance with

these languages, any nor all of them, as education. They are only

the indispensable means of arriving at higher and more important at-

tainments. Though we may babble in all the babbling tongues of this

babbling earth, they are but evanescent vanities, unless we have the

good sense to use them wisely, and the knowledge to communicate by

their use.

They arc only the keys to unlock our store-houses of intellectual

treasures : and if those store-houses contain only hay, wood, and stub-

ble, though the key may do well its part, its possession profiteth noth-

ing.

Finally, wo must have national universities. Some of us may
novor sec them, save by the eye of faith. But they will come. They
arc even nov,- a neeessitv. We must have one in the East, one in the
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Mississippi Valley, and one in the West. Let these be liberal in all

their appointments and appliances for the highest attainments in phi-

lology, science and literature, beyond anything of the kind known to

human experiences. Mean time, let us do well our own work among

the elements. Perhaps some plants, cared for by us, may attain those

heights of mortal greatness, and bear precious seeds of national salva-

tion.

I

PKESIDENT DANIEL C. OILMAN.

Daniel C. Gilman, late professor in the ShefBeld scientific school of Yale

College, was installed president of the University of California on Thursday

the 9th instant.

President Gilman is a native of Norwich, Connecticut, and is now 41

years of age. He was graduated at Yale in 1852, continued his studies at

the college during the next year, and was subsequently for some time attach-

ed in the official capacity to the American legation in St. Petersburg. He
continued his studies at the University of Berlin, and in 1855 was secretary

of the American commission to the Paris exposition. From 1856 to 1865,

he was librarian of Yale College. Since 1863 he has held the chair of pro-

fessor of physical geography and history in the Sheffield scientific school,

with the success of which he has been intimately connected since its establish-!

ment. For several years he served as superintendent of the public school

of New Haven, and subsequently as State superintendent of instruction ii

Connecticut. He has frequently appeared before the public as a lecturer^

chiefly on scientific and educational topics, and has contributed articles tothd

North x\merican RovicW; The New Englander and the Journal of Science

He enters upon his new and promising field of effort in the prime of lif(^

bringing to it a mind fertile, courageous, prompt, liberal, industrious an«

hopeful, and distinguished especially lor superior organizing and executi\

talent, disciplined by a various experience both of business and scholarshi

through all of which he has acquitted himself honorably. The estimation \l

which he was held at the East is shown be the prominence given to his nauij

in connection with the presidency of Yale College after the resignation

President Woolsey was announced and the people of California have vali^

reasons for their anticipation that he will do excellent service in the place t^

which they have called him.

—

Exchancjc.
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THE PARTICIPIALS.

Matter and method are often confounded. In striving after the liow

and the icliy, the irliat is too frequently measurably forgotten. What we

teach, so generally determines our method of teaching it, that the matter to be

taught should receive our most careful attention. For these reasons, we

shall consider only the matter-side of our subject.

The things of which we think are objects, and the powers, the attributes

and the relations of objects. Language is the embodiment of thought, and

has its objective side in the real or imaginary world, and its subjective side

within us, that is, words represent things not as they are in themselves but

as we conceive them. Since ideas are called into being by real or imaginary

objects, if we go from the objects to the idea and thence to the word, language

becomes instinct with life. The class of words which express the powers

of objects, is called the verb. This term is of classic origin, and means that

which asserts, in contradistinction to that which merely designates.

As the powers of objects may be conceived of in two ways, viz : 1,

as arising from or inhering in objects, or 2, as being themselves the objects of

thought, the verb is divisible into two parts, to-wit: I. The finite verb, and,

II. The partieipials.

The finite verb has three distinguishing characteristics, viz: 1. It ex-

presses time. 2. It shows whether what it expresses is regarded as

actual, as potential, as conditional or as willed. 3. It ha-s a change of form

determined by the number and person of its subject. The partieipials,

on the other hand, are without any of these characteristics. They are

achronic. They have no tense. As the terms present and perfect are ap-

plied to infinitives and participles, this statement may seem incorrect. Our
term tense expresses not a simple but a complex idea. It denotes both con-

dition and time, showing whether the power expressed is exerted in present,

past or future time, and also whether it is indefinite, progressive or perfect.

The partieipials express condition, not time, and hence are without true

tense, the perfect expressing what is completed.

The question is sometimes raised whether the infinitive is a mode We
think it is not, and for this simple reason. The act or state expressed by a

participial is actual, which is the normal condition of what is expressed by

the verb. We prefer the new philology which embraces the infinitive, the

participle and the gerund under the general name of participial. Hence

our classification.

To determine more fully the nature of our English partieipials, it will.
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be necessary to glance at their history In Anglo-Saxon, there were four dis-

tinct forms, viz

:

1

.

The infinitive ending in an or ian with to very rarely proposed.

2. The gerund ending in anne., sometimes in ende, with to always pre-

posed.

3. The participle ending in ende.

4. A verbal noun ending in \ing or ing.

In the process of growth in changing into modern English, the iufini-

feive ending has been dropped (the infinitive being now distinguished by a

proposed to), while anne, ende and ung are sometimes dropped or are chang-

ed into ing. We see, therefore, that what is now called the participle in ing

may be the gerund, the verbal noun or the present active participle.

This brief statement in regard to the history of the participials may

sufiice, while their uses shall claim our further attention. They are used in

three general ways, viz : I. They are associated with auxiliary verbs to form

the modes and tenses. II. They are construed as adjectives, nouns or ad-

verbs. III. They are used to abridge clauses.

I. There is a class of teachers who measurably dis:;ard the machinery

of t2:rammar, and consequently do not recognize relational and formative words.

Such words are a real growth, and constitute part of our English idiom. For

instance, the primitive signification of have is possession. Thus, he has his

le-ssom prejmred expresses the possession of an object in the condition ex-

pressed by the participle ^)re/jare(f, while he has j)7-epared his lessons cx-pveBses

the completed act of putting the lessons into that condition. The latter form

i^^ accepted as the perfect tense, have losing its notional force, and becoming

a purely formative word. In a similar way, the other auxiliaries have lost

their notional force and have become formative words. Since, even in the

most highly inflected languages, not all the relations of thought are express-

ed by inflection, we may safely accept the doctrine that some grammatical no-

tions are expressed by formative words.

In Anglo-Saxon, the participials are used to form the modes and tenses,

viz : (a.) The infinitive is used after mat/, can, must, shall, mill and do^

(b.) The participals are used after have and he. (c) The gerund in anne

with to proposed is associated with the verb to he expressing obligation to

form a future potential, as, I am to go.

In this connection, allow me to remark that in all these cases the parti-

cipial denotes a definitive object, and, were not analogy and general uses

against it, they might be disposed of as limiting the auxiliary.

II Wo shall next attempt to discriminate with regard to the use of

pa.rticipials as adjectives, as nouns, or as adverbs.
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a. Both the active and the passive participials become adjectives, and

thus lose their verbal character. When we say a learned man, a blazing Jire,

the mind reverts to some quality in the objects denoted by man andyFre, and

not to any act performed by them. In such cases the ed of the passive par-

ticiple frequently becomes a distinct syllable.

b. In such expressions as a laboring day, a church-going bell, his all-

obeying breath, laboring, church-going and all-obeying are verbal nouns used

adjectively, just as in such expressions as a ten-foot pole, a fiddle-string, the

nouns /oo< and ^(Z(^/fe describe the objects denoted by pole and strimj. A
singing bird is a bird which sings, but a laboring day is not a day which

labori. Laboring, church-going and all-obeying show the design of the ob-

jects denoted by the nouns which they qualify. Our language is full of ex-

amples, such as a fishing-pole, a swimming- school, a skating-rink, etc.

c. There is a prevalent error that all words ending in ing are partici-

ples. From the 12th to the 16th century the participles ended in aiid. It

gradually lost this ending and assumed ing, which has always been character-

istic of the verbal noun. Similarity of form has led to a confounding of dis-

similar things. A verbal noun expresses the doing of the act, or the existing

of the state, expressed by its theme ; as, stealing is base ; beijig is not becom-

ing ; digging potatoes is hard work ; stealing, being, digging, and becoming,

are not present active participles but verbal nouns. Many of our verbs be-

come nouns, and do not end in ing. This occurs when the result rather than

the act i3 looked at ; as, the ebb(ing) and flow(ing) of the tide ; the rise and

fall of the Roman Empire.

d. The participial with to preposed is generally the gerund, very rarely

the infinitive. As the gerund was commonly used as a noun having the par-

ticle to before it, it seems to me well to regard this form still as such. We
find it thus u.sed as subject and complement of a verb or preposition ; as, to

love makes not to be loved again. When the gerund as subject has a sub-

ject of its own, that subject must be preceded by the preposition for ; as,

for him to go is impossible. One important feature of both the verbal

noun and the gerund is that they take complements after them just as the

verb does j as, writing letters is pleasant employment ; to love my mother

i'^ my duty and delight.

e. The participials are alto used adverbially. They are thus used in

three general ways, viz :

1. The verbal noun may be used to express a co-existing act or state;

us, he came riding backwards ; her voice came ringing on the air ; sfie fell

fainting at his feet. In such cases the gerund limits the verb and express-
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es what is very much akin to manner. In this connection may be noticed a

form somewhat antiquated yet found in our current literature, viz ; / went a

fishing ; while the ark was a preparing ; / am a going to go, etc. The a is

not the indefinite article but a preposition, and should be disposed of accord-

ingly

2. The infinitive (gerund with to) is used to limit another verb by ex-

pressing the extent, purpose or consequence of the act expressed by the limit-

ed verb. Thus in the sentence, I was forced to heg my bread, to beg shows

the extent of the forcing and limits it in that respect. In, he icent to see his

friend, to see shows the purpose of the going; and in, read so as to be heard,

to be heard shows the consequence of the reading.

3. The infinitive (gerund with to) is used to limit adjectives expressing

what is called the definitive object, and showing in what respect the quan-

tity designated by the adjective exists. Thus, if I say, / am ready, ready

expresses a susceptibility unlimited; but if I say lam ready to go, to go

shows in what respect I am ready and hence limits ready.

III. In the third place, the participials have constructions peculiar to

themselves. The participials have four complex constructions, viz :

1. The infinitive or participle may denote the final object and express

an act of or on the object denoted by its subject. This construction is com-

monly called the accusative and infinitive. In Anglo-Saxon, when this final

object expressed an act of its subject, the infinitive (without to) was used. This

is still the case in English. Hence the common rule that after certain verbs

the to of the infinitive should be omitted, is a misstatement of fact. The to

has never been in pueh expressions as 1 saw him fail ; / heard him sing
;

bid him come; make him study; help him carry iV, etc., and hence any

analysis which supplies to must be erroneous. In modern English, this con-

struction has been both extended and restricted. We use it with the active

voice only of certain verbs of cognition, bidding and causing, also with please.

We use to with passives and verbs of teaching, while the infinitive without

to was used in Anglo-Saxon. The participle is used in the same way ; as, /

heard him singing.

When the final object denoted an act on the object denoted by its sub-

ject, the gerund (with to) was used. The gerund seems to be passive in its

nature, and hence in such expressions as bread to eat, a house to let, xcork to

do, the participial expresses an act on its subject, and the meaning is

bread to be eaten; a house to be let ; loork to be done. The passive particple

is similarly used in a causative sense ; as, he had a coat made; he caused a

coat to be made.
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It is a mooted question whether this objective noun or pronoun is the

complement of the finite verb, or the subject of the participial. The solution

involves an answer to two questions, viz; 1. What is a subject? and 2. What

is the complement of these verbs? We should never confound the nomina-

tive case with the subject ; the former is a peculiar form of a noun or pronoun,

while the latter is a word used in a certain relation. The subject is a word

or words denoting the object of which a verb asserts an act or state, and

the participials in this case affirm something of the objects denoted by these

objectives. Further, the true object of the finite verb is the act or state ex-

pressed by the participial, not the object from which it proceeds. Thus, in

1 heard him sing, it is not the man but the singing which is heard. Thia

final object is expressed by a participial, the subject of which is denoted by a

substantive in the objective case. Hence we conclude that this objective is

not a complement of the finite verb but a subject of the participial.

2. There is also a case of the participial in ing used in a way similar

to the above, with the exception that its subject is in the possessive case ; as,

I prevented his falling; I heard of your son's marrying. Falling and mar-

rying are verbal nouns, not present active participles and their use here is

somewhat analogous to the Latin gerundive, e. g. mi purgandi caiisa—for

the sake of his clearing himself; ne ohliviscere scrihendae epiatolae—do not

forget the letter to be written. After verbs of preventing, the Latin uses a

clause, while we use a verbal noun with a possessive subject. The usual

method of disposing of his and son^s as ordinary possessives is objectionable,

because they do not limit _/a/^/?!_7 and marrying, but denote the objects from

which these acts proceed, and hence are subjects. It is true there is a kind

of limitation expressed but only such as every subject exerts in limiting the

act or state expressed by the verb to some particular object. Hence we con-

clude that the subject of a verbal noun after verbs of preventing or a prepo-

sition is in the possessive case.

3. The participle sometimes refers to a noun or pronoun related to some

other word ; as, I had no relation living; in which relation denotes the direct

object of had, and living refers torelation. This is a very common construction.

It takes place whenever a relative clause is abridged ; as, a man (who is)

respected by all, should be happy. The construction is sometimes called the

conjunctive participial construction.

4. The absolute construction difi"ers from the one just mentioned in

this, the participle relates to a noun or pronoun having no relation to any

other word; as, hia mother being dead, he was very miserable. In English,

we regard the subject as in the nominative case ; in Anglo-Saxon, the dative

was used, hence the expression, whose gray top shall tremhh, him descending,
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is archaic, and as no marks the dative rather than accusative, liim descending

is analogous to the Anglo-Saxon dative absolute. In all the foregoing cases,

the participials are used to abridge subordinate clauses, viz :

a. Substantive clauses; as, 1 saw him fall— I saro that he fell; I do

not known-hat to do—I do not know what should be done ; 1 was not -aware

of his being a laicyer—1 teas not aware that he is a laicyer.

b. Relative clauses; as, the Bishop, followed by a long train, rode on

a snoic-white palfrey—the Bishop [who leas'] folloioed dhc, ; tJie sun, smil-

ing away the clouds, played upon the Xenil—the sun [which was] smiling

away, &c.

c. Final clauses; as, Icame to see—Icame [that I might] see; he was

sent to reconnoitre—he was sent [that he might] reconnoitre.

d. Temporal clauses ; as, having written a letter, I retired—/ retired

[after I] had loritten a letter ; so saying, he descended to the court—he de-

scended to the court, [while he was] saying these things.

e. Causal clauses ; as, the weather being cold, the icnrk was delayed—
the work was delayed, [because] (he weather [was] cold.

f. Modal clauses ; as. he was too sick to si^ig—he teas [so] sick [that

he could not] sing ; read so as to be heard—read so [that you may] be

heard.

It will be observed that in all these cases the abridgment is effected

;

1. By omitting the connective or substituting a preposition.

2. By omitting the subject or changing it to the possessive or objective

form.

3. By omitting the copula or auxiliary, or changing it into a parti-

cipial.

I would teach my pupils the syntax first, then the analysis of sentences,

or I would teach the two together, but I would not base my syntax on sup-

plied words, but upon the common usages of the language.

Thought and language are distinct things, and hence the grammarian,

whose province it is to deal with speech as he finds it, should never resort to

equivalents or ellipses to surmount any difiiculty, but should take all estab-

lished forms and conform his system to them. The participials are used to

give expression to condensed thought, especially for the purpose of preventing

tautology. Our English idiom rejects the expanded forms given above and

prefers the compacted forms in which participials are used.

For the convenience of any who may wish to use this matter with ad-

ranced classes, we append a synopsis of the points discussed.

1. The verb : its nature and divisions.
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2. Characteristics which distinguish the finite verb irom the paiti-

cipials.

3. The infinitive not a mode.

4 The history of the participials.

5. The uses of the participials, viz :

I. To form the modes and tenses of the finite verb.

1. Infinitive with mny^ can, inust, shall, will and do.

2. Participles with have and hv.

3. The gerund with U to form a future potential.

II. As other parts of speech.

1. As adjectives, viz:

a. Participle becoming qualifying adjectives.

b. Verbal nouns expressing design.

2. As nouns.

a. Verbal nouns ending in iiif/. Drop iruj when denoting result.

b. The gerund, having a subject preceded hy /or.

c. Verbal nouns and gerunds with complements.

3. As adverbs.

a. Verbal nouns expressing coexistence. The preposition a.

b. The gerund expressing extent, purpose, or consequence.

c. The gerund denoting the definitive object.

in. Participials used to abridge clauses.

1. Denoting the final or remote object.

a. The infinitive or participial denoting an act of its subject.

b. The gerund denoting an act on its subject.

c. The passive participle denoting act on its subject.

d. The objective subject discussed.

2. Verbal noun with a possessive subject.

3. The conjunctive participial construction.

4. The absolute construction.

a. Anglo-Saxon dative absolute.

5. All kinds of clauses abridged. Thought condensed. Language

compacted.

T. R. ViCKRoy.
CoLLiNSViLLE, III., Feb. 27, 1873.

Lippincott's Magazine is one of the best of the popular uionlhlies. It ia

valuable to the teacher. Although a four-dollar magazine, we can settd it

and the Schoolmaster to one address, one year, for four dollars.
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The past year has witnessed an unusual amount of teachers' institute

work. There is but one opinion amonj; school men as to the value of insti-

tutes, but the methods employed in the conduct of them are various. In

Illinois, partly perhaps on account of the new law introducing new branches

of study, the tendency is to longer time and fewer branches of study; and the

tendency is surely a healthy one. An institute, or drill, covering five or six

weeks, during which time the energies of the class are used in definite fixed

directions, and not made to cover the whole scheme of common schools, is the

most efficient. Teachers complain that little is carried from some of these

institutes, because the time has been employed by too many instructors, each

of whom has some theory that must be advanced. The complaint is just.

Let us have teachers' meetings during the summer, directed by the respective

county superintendents, with one or, at the most, two competent instructors.

Let the meeting last at least three weeks, and six if convenient.

Adopt a programme of few subjects; let the lessons be assigned and
prepared and recited from day to day. The many words that have been

written about the nonsense of preparing to teach natural philosophy, zoology,

botany and physiology in three weeks, are true, but need explanation.

While it is evident that such preparation is impossible, it is true that an

earnest young person, after attending three weeks of starting work on these

branches, has built a foundation with the help of instructors, and is able to

go home and "work out his own salvation." The direction—the start in the

investigation of a science, is difficult, because of the utter ignorance of the

means. One of our counties held .such a school for three weeks last summer.
The studies were the four mentioned ; two instructors were employed : as

the enrollment was too large for one class, two were made; four recitations

a day were held, one in each study, the instructors each taking a class each

hour. In this way all worked all the time; the county superintendent

presided ; the members paid three dollar.s—a dollar a week The instructors

were paid forty dollars per week. At the close of the session, a written

examination was held, with a favorable showing of the work done. Now, it

can not be supposed that the members of these classes were fitted to teach

the branches at once, but it is believed that many of them have pursued,

since, the investigation there commenced, and that to-day some of them are

competent to present something of the subjects to classes in their schools.

We believe most heartily in institute work conducted on the "one idea at a

time" principle. We will assist county superintendents, to the best of our

ability, in organizing such institutes, and in providing means for carrying them
on The editors expect to spend part of the summer vacation in such work.

A correspondent inquires, by what authority some writers begin the

abbreviations Mr. Dr. etc., with a small letter? Who can tell us ?

The following mathematical problems are oflfered by correspondents :

1 . It is required to find formulas by which the three sides of a right-

angled triangle may be represented by whole numbers ; or by which such
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whole numbers can be found? Now, let some of our young friends "brush
up " their Algebra, and send us the result.

2. A lady bought a dish and cover for 24 dimes ; 1-5 of the cost of the

dish, increased by the difference of the cost of the dish and the cover, equals

the cost of the cover. What was the cost of each? Only an analytical,

arifhmi'ffrnl solution will be accepted.

A objects to the solution of the problem in a number of the School-
master, because it was made by Indeterminate Analysis; he says that many
teachers find that analysis is an '"obscure branch of mathematics. He offers

the following solution by alligation :

5^11") If we link 11 and I) each with i, and write the differences as

I < 3 V 1. usual in Alligation, we find that t will represent the number of

12 '^ ^ ) cows and sheep respectively, while lO-f-2, or 12, will represent

the number of geese. Multiplying each of these numbers by 3 and dividing

by 2, we have 1, 1 and 18 as integers representing the respective numbers.
Hence -^y,- of the 100 must be cows, ^, sheep, and |-g-, geese; the answer
will be 5 cows, 5 sheep and 90 geese.

This is doubtless correct; but the trouble with this solution, friend A.,

is that it gives but one answer of several, and furnishes no method by which
we can tell how naniy answers are possible.

T/ie following, from the New York Journal, is exactly what the SCHOOLMASTER
wishes to say :

We desire to make a specialty of State news, and to be successful in this, it is only

necessary that each of our subscribers should take fains to inform us of whatever is of
interest, educationally, in his own vicinity. IVe shall be obliged to depend largely upon

our subscribers for local information, and would thank any one to favor us uith news

as above mentioned. Any change in school principals, within the State or between this

and other .States, improvernents in town or city school buildings, meetings of teachers' asso-

ciations or institutes, movements ofprominent educational men, and other items of like

character, 7vill be gladly noticed.

Massachusetts.—From the Teacher we learn, Supt. J. D. Philbrick, of Boston

schools, has been granted a leave of absence from April till September, during which

time he will visit Europe and be present at the Vienna Exposition. Few men are bet-

ter qualified by experience to see all the educational representations of the world and

bring home the best features of each. His journey will not only benefit the city schools,

but as one of the most active members of the State Board of Education he will learn

much that will be of service to the Normal schools of the State.

The following resolution was unanimously adopted by the school committee of

Newton :
" Whereas it has come to the notice of the board that the expenses of the

graduating class of the high school have grown to an unwise amount, which makes it

a burden to some of the scholars to graduate unless they separate themselves from the
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class in these matters ; therefore, Resolved, That the committee recommend to the pupils

great moderation in regard to these expenses."

Henry L. Pierce, the newly elected Mayor of Boston, is a graduate of the State

Normal School at Bridgewater.

The State Teachers* Association of Massachusetts, held its twenty-eighth annual meet-

ing at Worcester, on the 26th, 27th and 28th of December. Pres, Chadbourn, of Wil-

liams College, gave the principal lecture, on " The World and the School-room." In

the course of the lecture, he said, " The sa:laries of teachers are too small, their work is

sadly underpaid, but they must not for that reason slight their work ;'" this is true, every

word of it. We judge from the report in The Tt'or/z^r, that the papers and discussions

were very profitable.

Messrs. J. D. Philbrick, Walter Smith and Charles C. Perkins, in behalf of many
others interested in art education, have presented a memorial to the Massachusetts

Legislature, asking for a sum not exceeding $15,000, to be expended in establishing a

normal art school for the State, where a fitting education can be obtained by all persons

who desire to qualify themselves to act as teachers in industrial art schools. It is

intended that instruction should be given by competent professors in free hand, geo-

metrical and mechanical drawing, in the principles of design, in perspective, in model-

ing, as well as water-color and oil painting. Lectures upon all these branches would

be given during the term, and all necessary implements of study, such as solid models,

flat examples, casts, colored prints, original water colors, desks, etc., etc., provided.

The petitioners have obtained the opinion of leading manufacturers and influential per-

sons upon this project, showing that the need of proper instruction in drawing is felt

throughout the State by all persons engaged in industrial pursuits, and that this need

can only be supplied by an art-training school.

Wisconsin,—Prof. J. J. Bushnell died on Saturday, March 8th, at 4 o'clock p. m.

A violent attack of typhoid pneumonia finished its fatal work in less than one week.

The funeral exercises took place on Tuesday, the nth inst., at 3 o'clock, p. m., in the

First Congregational Church. His financial abilities had done much for Beloit and for

Beloit College. He was for twenty years connected with the college, and was mathe-

matical professor at the time of his death.

New York.—The twenty-eighth anniversary of the State Teachers' Association

will be held at Utica, July 22d, 23d and 24th. Every effort is making by the

executive board, to render this meeting one of the best educational gatherings in the

State.

Illinois.—ShelbyvilU.—A copy of the Shelby County Union contains a long letter

about the Shelbyville schools, from a correspondent who had recently visited them.

The writer speaks in high terms of Supt. Hobbs, of Miss Florence A. Brown, of the

high school, and Miss Phebe C. Burgert, of the primary room ; the other teachers are

not mentioned by name. We have no doubt these teachers deserve all the good words

that are spoken of them.

But, in another column of the same paper, we see it stated that Miss Brown ha^

just resigned her place to accept a situation in a wholesale publishing house in St. Louis.

Miss Mary Howard, of the Springfield High School, will take Miss Brown's place.

Miss Brown is to receive ^1,500 per annum in her new position. Thus our best teach-
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you, friend Andrews; we are aiming that way; and, if every town of the size of Macomb

had a man who would do what you are doing, the day would not be far off.

The annual examination of the Macomb schools began on the 13th of March.

Peoria County.—Our Normal School has nothing new in its experience. Our

members, thus far, considerably exceed those for the whole of last year. One of the

largest meetings of the county institute ever held, met Saturday in our building, and

had a profitable day. Pres. Edwards was with us, and gave new impulse to the

determination of those present. It is proposed, to hold summer sessions in the nature

of excursions, to parts of the county, having some scientific interest; the forenoon being

spent in rambles, under the leadership of some one familiar with the geology or botany

of the region; and at, noon lunch at the school-house. In the P. M., the institute will

listen to reports from those in the lead of the parties of the morning, and have such other

exercises, as is deemed advisable. This is an experiment, which we hope to make suc-

cessful.

Lee County.—DixON.—The schools under Mr. E. C. Smith on one side of the river,

and Mr. J. V. Thomas on the other, are healthy, as the following from Mr Smith tells:

"I am happy to say that the efficiency of the school has been greater than we could

expect, and on the whole, I am quite well satisfied with the winter's work." With those

who know the Supt's at Dixon, these words mean something.

Knox County.—From a good school in this county, we have : "I find some things

connected with the school, strongly stamped in the direction of seeking after popularity;

the plan here is, to keep the principal busy in his own room, leaving little, or no time

for supervision in the other rooms. I have no assistant in my room. Programme :

—

Opening exercises, 15 min. ; Latin, aomin. ; Const. U. S., 20 min. ; Algebra, 30 min.

;

Recess, 15 min.; Eng. Lit., 30 min.; Spelling, 15 min.; Writing, 30 min.; Inter-

mission, 60 min. ; Nat. Phil., 30 min. ; Grammar, 30 min. ; Algebra, 30 min. ; Arith.,

35 min. ; Gen. Ex., 10 min. You will see from the above, that I have but little time

out of my own room. I am favored with good teachers in the other departments."

We hope our Knox county brother has a good appetite.

LaSalle County.—This large and flourishing county is working well up to a high

standard in public schools. The superintendent, Mr. R. Williams, has spent years in the

school-room, and is moving in school matters with a vim that is felt in all the districts

;

LaSalle will stand near the head in the State in education, as she does in population and

wealth. No public institutions are located here ; every thing moves upon its own merits,

without help of outside patronage. The following quoted from a letter just received,

shows the prevailing sentiment: "It is the do-nothing class of men, who are chronic

railers at our public schools. Let one of these men but put an honest shoulder to the

wheel, and he will for the first time realize the inherent difficulties of the situation."

Cook County.—We have received Supt. Lane's report for the year ending October

1st, 1872 ; we cull from it the following items, in which the city of Chicago is not in-

cluded—whole number of teachers, 328 ; number of certificates issued, 387 ; of which

number, 263 were given to women. About one fifth of the certificates were first grade
;

this is true for teachers of both sexes. The average monthly salary of male teachers is

$65.45, of female teachers, $47.26; highest salary of male teacher, $200 ; lowest, $35 ;
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highest salary of female teacher, $ioo; lowest, $28. Whole number of pupils enrolled

in public schools, 12,091 ; in private schools, 2,064. The cost of instruction averages a

little higher in the country districts than in tlie city. Whole number of pupils enrolled

in the county Normal school for year ending July ist, 147 ; of these, 26 were young

men; whole number enrolled from beginning of school, 316 ; of these, 86 have gradu-

ated. The school is in need of more accommodations for boarding. A large part of the

report is taken up with the course of study for the graded schools, and with the new

school law of the State. Supt, Lane, reports gratifying progress in the schools, and

commends the efliciency of the teachers who have been trained in the Normal school.

Trip to Europe.—Messrs. Cook, Son & Jenkins have projected for teachers and oth-

ers of similar tastes, a trip to Europe during the coming summer vacation. The ship

containing the party will leave New York on Saturday, June 28th, and land at Glasgow

about July 9th. Arrangements will be made to accommodate on the vessel and through-

out the trip one hundred and fifty persons. These will be divided into sections, and

a conductor will accompany each section. All fares on ships, steamboats, railroads, etc.

and all hotel bills and servant fees will be paid by the company who have had consid-

erable experience in the business. The traveler will have no trouble with tickets, bills,

passports, etc. The cost of the entire excursion will be $400 in gold. Beyond this

sum little money will be needed, except for making purchases or for purely personal ex-

penses.

Several routes will be opened to the excursionists after landing at Glasgow, but

the following programme is proposed :

The route will be by steamer to Glasgow, thence to Edinburgh, passing through

Loch Katrine, Loch Lomond, The Trossachs, and stopping to view the famous castle

at Stirling ; from Edinburgh to Melrose, to see the Ruined Abbey, and to Abbotsford,

the home of Sir Walter Scott ; then to London, stopping for a day at Alton Towers, the

property and residence of the Earl of Shrewsbury, the handsomest baronial hall in

England, with the finest gardens in Europe; from London to Cambridge, to see the

famous University ; then over the German Ocean and up the river Scheldt to Antwerp,

and by rail to Brussels and Cologne; from Cologne we go by rail up the Rhine to Bonn,

where an opportunity will be had to .=ee its famous schools, after which we will take the

steamer on the river to Bingen or Mayence, then via Darmstadt, Aschaffenburg, and

Wurzburg to Munich, the capital of Bavaria ; then to Vienna via Salzljurg and Linz.

After spending sufficient time to see the Great Exposition, our return will be commenc-

ed to Munich via Passau and Regensburg ; then to Augsburg, Lindau, and over the

Lake of Constance to Romanshorn, and rail to Winterthur, Schatihausen, Zurich, Zug

and Lucerne ; then by steamer on Lake of Four Cantons to Alpnach, where we take

the Diligences of the Federal Post over the Brunig to Brientz ; then across the lake

Giesbach, where the wonderful illuminated waterfall is to be seen. Next morning we
go to the Interlaken for a look at the '• Yungfrau," and go to Berne, by lake and rail,

to sleep ; then to Lausanne and Geneva ; from Geneva to Paris via Dijon, and Fonlain-

bleau; then back to London by Rouen, Dieppe and New Haven; from London to

Glasgow, where the steamer will be taken for New York on Wednesday, August 20th ;

due in New York August 31st. Thus furnishing one of the grandest excursions ever

planned, embracing nearly all places of interest in Continental Europe as well as Great

Britain.

—

Penii. Sc/ioo/ Joiinial.
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ILLINOIS NORMAL.

Dr. Sewall has made some valuable additions of instruments and apparatus to tlie

chemical and botanical departments of the Normal University. In adaition to a full

and complete stock of chemicals and ordinary chemical apparatus, he has purchased one

of Beck's best binocular microscopes, with seven object j^lasses, from i)4 to i-20tli

focal length, acromatic condenser with revolving diaphragm, parabolic reflector, polar-

izing apparatus, &c. Also, a Jausseu-Hofman direct-vision spectroscope, with a fine

collection of Plucker's and Geissler's tubes, for the investigation of the spectra of gases,

and a RuhmkorfT coil, capable of throwing a two-inch spark.

The optical instruments came from the well-known house of J. W. Queen & Co.,

6oi Broadway, New York, and the chemical apparatus from the house of E. B. Benja-

min, lo Barclay street, New York.

The Dr. intends to h-ave the best arranged and best stocked laboratory that can be

found in any normal school in the United States. When he came here, he brought

with him all the apparatus and all the chemicals that he used for several years. For

his successor he hopes better things.

Gov. Beveridge has re-appointed Hon. W. H. Green, of Cairo, Dr. Calvin Gowdy

of Taylorsville, T. R Leal, Esq., of Champaign and E. A. Gastman, Esq., of Decatur,

members of the Board of Education for six years. They are all old and tried friends of

the Normal ; and they will no doubt continue to work, as they ever have, for the best

interests of the Institution.

During the last four weeks, there has been an unusual amount of sickness among

the pupils of the University. There is usually considerable sickness at this season, al-

though the health of the schools was remarkably good this year, until about the 20th of

February. Since that time, in addition to the colds incident to the breaking up of winter,

measles and mumps have added their contingent, thus making serious inroads on the

working force of the schools. None of the sickness, however, has been of a very alarm-

ing character.

We wonder, if we shall have to pass through another winter without some better

provision for heating and ventilating the University. Frequently half of the rooms are

so cold, that they cannot be used with either comfort or safety ; and, iis for ventilation,

there is none ; the lack of it is a disgrace to the State.

Notes.—In compliance with the suggestion of United States Commissioner Van

Buren, Messrs. Wilson, Hinkle &. Co., of this city, are about sending to Washington, to

]tt forwarded thence to Vienna, a complete set of their publications, comprising a hun-

dred volumes. They are intended for exhibition in the educational department of the

International Exposition, after which they will be donated to the Strasbourg Library.

The books are packed in a handsome oiled walnut case, manufactured expressly for the

purpose, making a fine display. Any one wishing to see what Cincinnati is able to do

in this line can have his curiosity gratified by dropping in at Wilson, Hinkle & Go's

office any time.

—

Cin. Gazette. If the Illinois Schoolmaster is a good teachers'

monthly, induce your friends to remit to the publishers ^1.50. It will help to make the

magazine better.
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A^o notices are ever inserted in this department, for Tvhich a price is paid. The BoOK

Table of the Schoolmaster is entirely independent of outside influence. Books are

discussed upon -what appears to the revic-^ver to be their intrinsic merits. The primary

object of our book notices is to give to our readers the benefit of the opinion of the SCHOOL-

MASTER. All books sent to us are thankfully accepted ; -we are desirous of receiving all

new works. The reviews may not always be just, but they certainly will come from the

pens offair- dealing and unprejudiced persom, and will be written only for the benefit

of others, neverfor pecutiiaty rezvard.

An American Dictionary of the English Language by NoAli Webster, LL. D. G, &
C. Merriman, Springfield, Mass., 1873.

A Dictionary of the English Language ; NATIONAL PICTORIAL DICTIONARY—G. &
C. Merriman, Springfield, Mass.

There are a few books in our land of which it can truly be said " one is a library

-in itself"—Webster's quarto is one of that few. With a vocabulary of over one hun-

dred and fourteen thousand words, and appendices containing explanatory andpronounc-

ing vocabularies of the names of noted fictitious persons, places, etc., modern geograph-

ical names, and common English Christian names with their equivalents in several oth-

er languages : Scripture, Greek, Latin, Geographical and Biographical, names ; ex-

planatory tables of quotations from Greek, Latin and modern languages; abbreviations

used in writing and printing, and arbitrary signs used in written language.—All these in

one volume, constitutes truly a book that all students are ever pleased to have at h.and.

The Natiojial Pictorial is ample for ordinary use, is more convenient for ready

reference, in that it is less bulky than the quarto.

While we cannot agree with the Iowa School Journal that all other dictionaries

should be banished from our use, we are glad to add our testimony to the inestimable

value of Webster.

National Educational Association.—The volume of proceedings of the last session

of the National Educational Association is now published It contains 288 pages, med-

ium octavo size, and is neatly printed and substantially bound in muslin. A glance at

its table of contents will satisfy every one interested in education of its great value. No
other volume of the year contains so much valuable thought upon important living edu-

cational topics, and the results of so much experience in connection with the practical

workings of educational systems, as this.

It contains, with only one or two exceptions, the papers read and lectures and ad-

dresses delivered before the association, and full stenographic reports of most of the dis-

cussions, and quite complete abstracts of the rest. Attention is invited to its table of

contents.

The price of the volume, po.st-paid, is $1 75. Parlies desiring it, can obtain it by

sending their orders, with money accompanying, to S. H. White, chairman of publishing

committee, Peoria, Illinois.

Rambles Among IVords ; Revised edition, by William Swinton, A. M. IviSON, Blake-
MAN, Taylor & Co., New York and Chicago.

This little book of 302 pp, is very well printed on nice paper, and presents an at-
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tractive appearance. It treats of a subject that has much fascination for one who has

had his interest turned to it. The pecularities of words, their history, relations and

different uses present a field of study that is not only entertaining, but highly instructive

even to the mere English scholar, if only he has learned to use a dictionary, and to

think a little. The writings of Dean Trench, Grant White, and others on this subject

are verj' valuable ; and we do not hesitate to say that, in our opinion, Mr. Swinton's

book is calculated to instruct, and to arouse an interest in this study, particularly in the

minds of young people. The book contains twelve Chapters, or "Rambles," as they

are very appropriately termed. Some of the topics discussed are "History in Words,"

"Words of Abuse," "Ethics in Words," "Pecularities of Names," "Synonyms and their

Suggestions," "The growth of Words," etc. The book shows considerable thinking and

reading, and is copiously illustrated by quotations, especially from old writers. We
would recommend it as a suggestive book for teachers.

We are told in the preface, that these papers were written twenty years ago, when
the author was in his teens, for Putnam's Magazine ; and that they are reprinted '« with

all their imperfections on their heads." We are rather sorry for this, for certainly much
of the book is very faulty in style ; such sentences as the following, we would not re-

commend as models for study or imitation. " It is the sum of the uses of precedents,

to a live nation, that it shall match the same with better from its own soul, and consume

them before its audacious improvisations," p. 288. " Audacious aspirations arise. A
lofty augury beckons on to new cerebral and spiritual shores." " Always, language is

incubated by the mind ol the ages," p. 287. " This is the spine on which the struc-

ture of our speech is hung," p. 272. The author complains, on p. 289 : "Books cling

to the old traditions and timidities—no full, free utterance, untrammeled, mystical : No
influx, no abandonment." Certainly this cannot be said of his book ; much is mysti-

cal, and there is plenty of abandonment. His bombastic apostrophe to Carlyle, on p.

186, is decidedly boyish. Some of his assertions may well be questioned, as "There is

no History of the English Language, nor any Dictionary of the English Language,"

p. 267. Some of his Etymologies, too, we think are more than doubtful. A writer on

words ought not to allow himself to use such an abomination as " gents," p. 162. And
why will he say ivill for shall, as he does on p. 42, and in many other places ? We
recommend him to consult Swinto/i's Grammar, p. 128. Again, we recommend him

to read p. 117 of the same text-book, when he is tempted to say "in regard of," as he

does on p. 273.

Notwithstanding these blemishes, which we could wish were wanting, we have read

the book with much pleasure, and cordially recommend it to our fellow-teachers.

Our World, or First Lessons in Grograp/iy, a.r\dL Our IVorld, N'o 2, or Second Seria

of Lessons in Geography ; by Mary L. Hall. GlNN BROTHERS, Boston.

What shall be done to make the study of geography possess both interest and value

for the pupils of our schools ? This is a question that has recurred again and again, of

late years, to all thoughtful persons who have given the subject any attention. The
conviction has been gaining strength that the teachmg of mere isolated facts is neither

scientific nor profitable ; these facts so taught neither interest the pupil nor stay in his

memory. What can be done toy^'.r some of the leading facts in the pupil's mind, to pre-

sent them in their true relations to each other, and to arouse such an interest that the

learner will continue to gather and to arrange geographical facts when it is no longer«
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required as a school task ? It is certain that the desired results can never be obtained

from the old style of school geographj',—at least, not without a teacher who is able to

achieve good results in spite of bad text-books. In these books, the author has attempt-

ed something cjuite out of the common line ; and it gives us pleasure to say that we

think she has produced some books that promise well for the desired result.

The little book, a small quarto of 113 pp , is intended to answer all purposes for

the lower grades of pupils. We read in the preface: " I have endeavored to teach

localities chiefly by associating them with whatever of physical or historical interesi they

may have ; l^elieving the aim of such a text-book should be, not merely to give facts,

but to inspire sympathy with far-off nations, and to create a desire to learn more." The

book seems a wise carrying out of this thought; in fact, we are told that it grew out of

the writers own work in the school-room. It is not a mere collection of fragmentary

sentiments to be committed to memorj", but runs on in narrative style, often in highly

picturesque yet simple language ; in the margin are questions to aid in the work of

recitation. It is well illustrated with very neat maps and pictures; in fact, the whole

appearance of tl^e book leaves little to be desired. The introduction to the study of

maps pleases us, although we think it is rather too brief. We should very much like to

see a skillful teacher use this book with a class of children ; we should expect gratify-

ing results.

By way of adverse criticism, we note several points. The definitions are nowhere

put in brief, exact language. There is no guide to the pronunciation of names ; this is

a serious want. We think that vapor can be seen before it "falls in rain," p. 22. Cir-

cles do not pass aroitiui the earth, p. 23. The sun rarely rises in the East, and sailors

do not guide their course simply by watching the sun, p. 25. It is not " forever bitter

cold winter" in the Arctic Ocean, p. ^iZ-
" Thousands " of islands scattered over the

Atlantic, is putting it " rather strong," p. 37. The last sentence on p, 36 needs revision.

The llama is not mentioned as a beast of burden among the Andes, p. 43 We think

volcanoes are not " most numerous " among the Andes, p. 48. We believe the main

stream of the Danube does not " begin among the Alps," p. 52. It is some time since

Louis Napoleon ruled " in France," p. 67. We think the old statement in respect to

the articles of food sold in Chinese markets, as given on p. 79, has been modified by

later researches. Each colony in America was not "ruled by a governor sent from Eng-

land," p yi. Cape Horn is not the "extremity of Terra del Fuego," p. 94. The

language is generally good, but we object to "no end of," and " couple " for /t.'c, as

found on p. 36.

The larger book, a large (juarto of 176 pp., is made on the same general plan as the

smaller one, and possesses, in a general way, the same excellences. There is good at-

tention given to the main facts of what is commonly called ///r.f/. <?/ geography, and history

is not neglected; this is well. Tlie difterent regions of the earth are treated of in sec-

liviis, and not in such isolated patches as a single state or country may occupy. We
refer to pp. 37, and 49, 50, etc., as samples illustrating what we have just commended.

Such "Review Questions" as are found in p. 24 please us. These t'u<o books are intend

ed to make a sufficiently full course in geography for all ordinary schools ; this is as it

'hould be. The maps, in their beauty and general accuracy, we think^surpass those in

most school geographies ; but we think there is a neglect of map-drawing.

Hat we find some things in this book which we do not like. The sun does not
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often come to the meiidian ''just at noon," p. 4. Heated air will not " rise" any soon-

er than cold air, p. 5 ; it rises when it is forcal to rise. The explanation of the tides,

on p. 8, is not good, as it usually is not. The account of the expulsion of the Acadi-

ans, on p. 42, we think not quite correct. The picture of the falls of St. Anthony, on p.

73, is twenty years behind the times. The Tambo river and the city of Popayan are in-

correctly represented on the map, p. 92. Tapioca is not the " flour " from the root of

the Manioc, p. 153. The list of cities on p. 172, needs con-ecting. The book has a

pretty extensive Pronouncing Vocabulary, but we are quite sure that there are some

scores of incorrect pronunciations given.

We are not sure how these books will work in the ciass-rccm, without atrial of

them. Put we hail their appearance, because we believe their aim is in the right direc-

tion ; and we think they joromise to be successful.

.-/ S/iorUr Course- in Literaltire. En--lisJi and Aincricait. By John S. H.\R-r, L.L. D.

Phila. : Eldredge & Protiiek..

This volume is an abridgment of the two larger works by the same author—one on

English Literature, and the other on American Literature. We learn from the preface

that it has been prepared by the author for the use of those schools in which it is im-

practicable to devote to the subject of literature the amount of time needed to master

the larger works. We have examined this volume with considerable care without being

able to discover in it much that is worthy of commendation ; we do not see how much

good can be done by using it as a text book in literature. Such a book should contain

something more than a list of names of authors with dates of birth and death and the

titles of the principal productions of each. Even the addition of a few common-place

remarks upon the literary character of some of the leading writers is not sufficient to

establish a claim to favorable consideration. A dictionary of authors, with a catalogue

of names approaching completeness, is valuable for reference ; but the volume before us

is obviously unsuited for this use. No one at all familiar with English or American lit-

erature can turn over these pages without missing the names ol many who have won

for themselves a wider and more enduring reputation in the literary world than can be

claimed for a large part of those found here. Oar author, moreover, shows a manifest

want of discrimination in the comparative prominence given to diflerent writers.

Shakspeare receives no more notice than Bishop Wilkins or Robert Southwell. The

three Alexanders,—Archibald, J-imes and Addison,—who chance to have been con-

nected with the institutions of learning at Princeton, are given nearly three pages, while

Prescott, Everett and Bryant are disposed of within the limits of a single page. Many

other similar instances might be cited.

The literary criticism—in the few cases in which anylhing of the kind is attempted

—

is stale, flat, and unprofitable. J3ut what value is to be set upon the critical judgment

of one who places Beulah and St. Elmo in the same category as Jane Eyre and Vil-

lete. And what can our r.uthor ;r,ean where he says of Washington that he "was so

immeasurably great in other respects that it seems almost a profanation to speak of him

as a writer" ?

The text-book in literature i.- one of the most important books placed in the hands

of our pupils. It should be of such a character as to awaken an interest in the subject

of which it treats; to cultivate a taste for good reading, and to aid the learner in select-

ing those authors most worthy of his attention and study. This book is fitted for none

of these purposes.
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•;, EU'imutary Gcoinctiy and 'J'rifivno/iii-tiy, by Wm. F. Uradiury. Boston: Thomt-
soN, BiGELow & Brown.

: il:i-s/<eare's JMcnhant ofl'ciiiiC, Kiiii:: Henry f^^-' ^i'^'hth. Comedy of the Tempest, and
Julius Ca-stjr; edited by William J. RuLrn. Published by' Harper Broihers.
Four volumes.

nrhrn lVecL<: in Human Physiology, by J. DoI,^L\^• Steele. A. S. Barnes & Co

!lections of the Minnesota Historical Society.

Clark's Beginner's Grammar. A S. B.\RNES & Co.

The Elementary Music Reader. B. Jevson. A. S. Barnes & Co.

Thompson and Bo-wles' System of Penmanship. WiLSON, IIlNKLE & Co. Cincinnati, O.

Forty-third Annual Report of the Coiunion Schools of Cincinnati. John IIancock,
Superintendent.

Xinth Annual Report of the Tcrre Haute Public Schools. Wjlllvm II. \YiLEY.

Superintendent,

fourteenth Annual Report of Springfield, III. J. C. BENNETT, Supt.

first Annual Report of Cook County, III. Albert G. Lane, Supt.

Thirty-si.xth Report of the Board of Education of Mass. J">HN D. rillDiKlCK.

Annual Report of Board of Education, Burlington, loti'a. W.\L M. Bryant, Supt.

Annual Report of Public Schools, etc., of Ontario. E. Ryerson.

Catalogue of the Lebanon Normal School, O. Alfred Holurook, Pres.

Catalogue Appleton Collegiate Institute, Wis. Henry W. Sheravood, Principal.

Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Session of the American Philological Association.

Asahel C. Kendrick, President.

Iransactions of the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts and Letters, Madison, Wis.

Dr. J. W. HOYT, President.

Catalogue ofthe Locquet Institute, New Orleans, La. MiSS M. A. BuRR, Principal.

Catalogue of A'ot-ivood School, la. WlLLLAM D. Cabell, Principal.

Moral Education in the Public Schools, St. Louis. W. T. Harris, Su/t.

. innual Report of State .Superintendent of Minnesota, 1S73.

'^Mm&miv^i^M.

TIic Popular Science Monthly has just reached its first anniversary, but il lias won a

position in the estimation of the thinking portion of the community which is usually

secured only after a probation of many years. It was started for the special purpose of

diffusing scientific knov/ledge among the intelligent reading classes of the county. It is

filled, to a large extent, with articles selected from the leading scientific journals of

England and the continent, but every number contains some original contributions from

the foremost thinkers of the age. Its matter is all solid and valuable—such as one

would like to preserve. Mr. E. L. Voumans, the editor, is a man of much energy and

enthusiasm, and he imparts not a little of his own spirit to his journal. Though it has

something of the dogmatism of modern science, yet no one who wishes to be up with

the times in scientific matter can afford to be wiihout it. I'ublished by I). Appleton &
Co., New York, at .S5 per annum.
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The Penu. Sclicoi Joitnial for March, is before us. We take from the editorial

department the item on a trip io Europe. If our Illinois readers are loolcing for a sec-

ond magazine, we are sure the Pennsylvania Journal ^\\\ please them, bot'i in quantity

and quality. The editor, G. P. Wickersham, is able and experienced.

The National 7\-acIicr for March, contains an article from W. H. Young, on the

Educational systciii of Baden, which is full of new and interesting information. It is

difficult to find a statement of the condition of schools in a European country as

clear and terse as is this. The March Tl'i^c//^-/- is full of good things.

The New York School Joiirnal, a paper published weekly, and devoted especially

to school news, statistics, etc., is one of our welcome exchanges. It is edited and pub-

lished by George H. Stout, at 32.25 per year.

The A'c'lv York State Educational Journal, Vol. I, No. 5, is a vigorous number.

"Are schools better than they were?" and "Half-time schooling" are two subjects that

concern the real arguments and issues of the day.

American Sunday- School Worker.—We have received the March number of this

magazine which has entered its fourth year. In its Sunday-.School Lessons it follows

the popular course known as the international course of lessons. This is regarded as

one of the best Sunday-School journals of this country. Many teachers take several

j ournals this year to aid them in explaining the same lessons. We advise schools about

adopting a course of study, to send for specimen of this journal for examination. Sub-

scription, $\ 50 per year, single copy 15 cents. The publisher is J. W. Mclutyre,

St. Louis, Mo.

(Jn the inside cover page of this number is a cut of the immense establishment of

A. H. Andrews & Co., school furnishers. This firm is one of the heaviest in the coun-

try, and with their present facilities will certainly be able to keep well up to time on

their orders.

The Chicago office of the firm of Ivison, Blakcman, Taylor & Co., in charge of

Mr. Edward Cook, has been re-located on the ante-fire site, 133 and 135 State street.

The new quarters are commodious and convenient. We have something more to say

next month, of this and other changes.

Messrs. G. & C. Merriam, the publishers, recently filled an order for 16 copies

of Webster's Unahridged, from Colombo, capital of the island of Ceylon, in the

East Indies. During May, they had two orders from Japan, one of So, and one of 36

copies; also, one of 12 copies from Constantinople: 99 copies also went to the China

and Japan market in April, from San Francisco. Webster's Speller keeps up its sale of

nearly one million copies per annum. The actual number for the past year was

979,204.

—

Sprini^field Kepuhlican, June 5
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THE MICROSCOPE AS AN EDUCATOR.*

That "life is short and art is long" is a saying as true and trite

to-day as it was in years agone. when it adorned the otherwise spot-

less pages of our new writing-books, in connection with " Procrastina-

tion is the thief of time," and various other apothegms equally lucid

to our juvenile comprehension. The brevity of life, human or other,

is perhaps to no scientific investigator more constantly suggested

than to him who has once caught a glimpse of what Pouchet calls the

" Infinitely small." Compared with the denizens of that world to

Avhich the microscope alone gives us entrance, the tiniest ephemeridie

of the naturalist are Methuselahs in age and Brobdingnagians in

size.

But wherein is the microscope specifically an educator? By
the 7nicroscoj)c, I understand, not the common double convex lens, or

even a duplication or a triplication of the same ; not the jimcracks

which are extensively advertised throughout the country as compound

microscopes, at prices ranging from one to five dollars each, warranted

to show the animalcuUf? in water—the orthography being clearly

indicative of the charlatanism of the advertiser,—or to show the

tubular structure of the hair, or various other unshowable and incredi-

ble things, a knowledge of which no eh/'(/yman, jAi/slcian, or teacher

should think for a moment of existing without ; not the last $3 mi-

croscope which, in the words of the vender, is an optical wonder,

'•Ksad befor^the Illinoii- Sta'.e Tcac'.icii' .>.3:ocia'.ioii, at Si^iiiij^ileld, DtC 25, 1S72.
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Avhicli reveals the thousands of hidden Avouders of nature : is of i)er-

manent use and praetieal availability. It magnifies 10000 times,

being thus e(|ual in power to other microscopes of many times its

cost. A prominent optician of the city of Boston very properly re-

marks as to this advertisement, that ''such an instrument is not an ;

'optical wondei-,' is nof of 'permanent use,' and is )tof of 'practical

availability.' Neither can any microscope, made and sold at any

such price possess those qualities. It may magnify '10000 times' in

area, but that is only 100 in linear dimensions, which is the only

nomenclature now in use by microscopists ; and one hundred linear

is a very low powei- in modern microscopy, where powers of 500 to

1500 linear are in common use, and powers of 10000 linear are not

uncommon. Mere magnifying power is a comparatively unim])ortant

matter. A good performance of 50 diameters is preferable to a poor

one of loo diameters. Such instruments ai'e not corrected either for

color or sphericity, and no good performance can be obtained without

[correction for] both. These instruments, from the above deficiencies,

can be used only a very short time without injury to the eyes. No
decent efficient instrument can be obtained under a cost of about §50,

aiid from that the prices run u}) easily to S2000. J'hr onlij iitilitij

of such inefficient indi'ui)u'iit,s is that, now and then, they may come

into the hands, or rather under the eye of some one whose curiosity

or interest may be excited enough to induce him to procure a real

microscope."

The editor of the current number of ''THE Lb]NS" vigorously

characterizes the whole class of these cheap microscope-mongers as

arrant swindlers. I (juoto from him a few lines, since they so well

express the estimation in which should be held both those who manu-

facture and those who foist upon the gullible public the inexcusable

monstrosities which they dare cliristen l)y the name of microscope,

lie says:

''There was a fellow in the West, a tinner, we believe, by trade

—

at any rate Ave never heard that he laid claim to any scientific attain-

ments,—who, a fcAV years ago, saw in the growing popular demand an

opportunity to make a nice thing for himself at the expense of a too

credulous public.

"A tube of tin, four or five inches long, in the lowei- end of

which hung a 1)it <if mirror, and in the uj)per end of which was a
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slit, through which to place the object, constituted the stand. The
lens was a drop of Canada balsam, which had been allowed to harden

in a small circular hole in a piece of tin or sheet lead. Then, through

the influence of the managers of a score of religious and literary

newspapers (to whom it was furnished at a liberal discount), who
hoped to add to their subscription lists b}^ offering the wortlilcss thing

as a prtrahnii for subscriptions, and by the publication of extended

commendatory notices and illustrated papers,—as, for instance, to

figure Trlchhut' with finely developed mouth and eyes at the poste-

rior extremity,—by such means the ^'- Celi^hrated Grefjrf Mlcroscop^'^''

became knoAvn to fame ; and, before its true character became known,
had put several thousand dollars into the pockets of its makers.

"And what has been the result? Simply that 99 out of every

100 of the victims, finding themselves utterly unable to make the vile

thing work, charge the blame not upon JJiIn "unicroscope", but upon

all microscopes, lose their faith in the adaptability of the instrument

to popular use : and, except in rare instances, will ever discourage

any attempt to prove to them the contrary."

77/^' microscope—costing, as has been said, from >o() to S2000

—

is a compound microscope, made by an honest man whose name is

sufficient guarantee of the best workmanship, fitted with its eye-

pieces, objectives, movable stages, draw-tube, polariscope, parabolic

reflector, micrometers, animalcule cages, compressoria, refracting

prisms, condensei's, selenites, /.oophyte-troughs. nose-pieces, etc., etc.,

according to the inclination of the intended user and the state of his

rvcheipier.

Whether the ac(juisition of knowledge is p'''' """ educatory, is

perhaps a ijuestion which the most finical hyper-critics leave yet

undecided. I assume that a person is at least in a limited sense

becoming eilucated, when he is simply familiarizing himself with the

names and uses of the various parts of our real microscope and its

iiccessory apparatus.

A very particular friend of mine, a gentleman of l)road and

liberal culture, thinking of purchasing a microscope, borrowed one of

an ac([uaintance to learn something of its capabilities. 1 met him

the next day. Said he : \ sat up with that microscope last night from

half-past seven o'clock till one, and when I retired I was no wiser than

when I sat down. I could sec nothing. It needed but a few minutes

conversation to discover the difficulty. The gentleman, like most be-

ginners in niicroscopv. was e\ceedin<xlv anxious to make evervthing
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look as large as possible. There could be no greater mistake. He
had not the requisite delicacy of manipulation acquired only by much

experience, to get an object in focus of his objectives of high power,

hence the unpleasant result, even after a long evening of patient

effort. By beginning with his objective of lowest power, and his

;

shallowest eye-piece, he succeeded the following evening in obtaining

excellent results. Even when the reipiisite skill in manipulation has

been acquired, it is far more desirable to keep the amplification within

reasonable limits. The least reflection will convince one that the

more he magnifies the proportions of the object under investigation,

the more is the light dispersed, and Avith all combinations of lenses,

there must hence be a limit beyond Avhich the definition is totally

unsatisfactory. This suggests the essential characteristic of a good

objective, to-wit: perfect definition, combined with desirable amplifi-

cation. The greatest discoveries with the microscope have doubtless

been made by the use of a power not exceeding from 25 to 100

diameters, notwithstanding objectives have been constructed which,

with high eye-pieces, give powers of 3000 or more diameters. These

results by a secondary pro'cess may be so enlarged as to warrant the

statement in the quotation just made, that "poAvers of 10000 linear

are not uncommon."

This acquired delicacy of touch comes profitably in play, when

it is desired to preserve minute objects for subsequent inspection

under the microscope. It is nothing uncommon to find on sale at the

opticians, slides of diatoms, the individuals being positively invisible

to the naked eye, arranged in regular geometric figures, by the ar-

tistic skill of some cunning manipulator. Mechanical fingers have

been constructed by Avhich under the microscope, things seemingly

impossible in the matter of arrangement, have been accomplished

Avith comparative ease. The larger of Holler's so-called diatomaceen-

typen-platte contains specimens oi four hundred different species of

diatoms, regularly arranged in rank and file, all occupying the space

of but one one-hundredth of a scjuare inch. So extensive is this

series that in the Avords of the opticians' catalogue, a " handsomely

bound explanatory book" is requisite to make the plate of scientific

value to explorers in this department of science. The specimens are

registered sirrJlarly to Uncle Sam's method of arranging his Avcstcrn

surveys; ToAvnship 3 N., Range 7 E., &c.
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Even this success has failed to satisfy human ambition in this

direction. AVhat next? The so-called test-plate of Nobert is a

glass slide three inches long by one inch wide, on which, within the

space of less than one-fiftieth of an inch linear, are ruled nineteen

bands of parallel lines, some of which are of such exquisite fineness

as to have baffled, \mtil very recently, the utmost skill of the best

mici'oscope makers in striving after their resolution. One hundred

thousand ])arallel lines, ruled mechanically within the compass of an

inch linear, may well startle any one who has ever thought of the

number of single things involved in one hundred thousand. Yet

thus near are the lines ruled in the nineteenth band of Nobert's test-

plate." How does he do it? He knows. His machinery is all set

and his glass plates in position for ruling. It is believed that only

when night approaches, however, does he set himself fully at the work

which has made him world-famous, for the wonted noise of the street

by day would seriously interfere with the successful working of his

delicate machinery. And it is said that even he never sees its work-

ing. He is loth to have the simple currents of air excited by his

bodily presence, interfering with the anticipated results of his toiling

ingenuity.

The use of the microscope has not only satisfactorily determined

questions long in disjtute among scientific men, and corrected a great

many errors previously industriously promulgated by tyros in science,

but it has on the other hand opened for further discussion, questions

which had been deemed already definitely settled.

The abundant presence of living animalcula in water obtained

from whatever source, is even now thoroughly believed by many

whose opportunities for investigation have been limited, and many

teachers can scarcely be made to believe that the most powerful

lenses fail to discover living forms in water ordinarily used for do-

mestic purposes.

The infusorial animalcula in general seem to be professional

scavengers. Those which refrain from making their repasts on decay-

ing organisms, animal or vegetable, are at least satisfied with gorging

similarly organized creatures, possibly of a smaller type, which have

* Since writing the above I have been informed that Nobert has recently made a
test plate on which he has ruled a twenlielh band, the lines of which are but one-two-

htiuilred-andforty-thoKsandth of an inch apart.
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previously devoted themselves to a very extensive l)ut very necessary

scavenger work. It is hardly possible to avoid a reflection at least,

as to their probable origin. Experiments have been tried again and

again, which seem to show with but little doubt, that the air we

breathe is constantly filled with the germs of animate existence. If

water lie brouglit to a tcmi)erature of 212° Fahrenheit,—a heat sup-

I)osably able to destroy every vestige of animal life,—and then left

in an open vessel for a few days, it is easy under the microscope to

detect within it numerous forms of living organisms. The number of

these will be almost indefinitely increased by adding to the Avater

]>efore exjiosing it to the air, a little chopped hay or any other readily

decaying vegetable matter. If, however, the mouth of the vessel con-

taining the Avater be loosel}- filled Avith cotton in such a Avay as to

exclude the passage of everything but the atmosphere, it is claimed

that no animalcula Avill be found in the infusion, howsoever long the

experiment may be conducted. The cotton is supposed to act as an

air filter, and hence there are no germs to develop life in the Avater,

as Avhen it stood fully exposed to the atmosphere.

On the other hand, the recent experiments of some French

i<<iv<ini< are ])resumed to shoAv tliat in numerous instances generation

is positively spontaneous. If the experiments are Avell conducted,

and there is no reason to suj)pose any intentional neglect, certainly

there is at least a doubt throAvn Tipon the hitherto generally received

theory as to the origin of life. Doctors disagree. The doctrine of

spontaneous generation is perhaps a difficult nut for the theologians

of 1872 to crack, and yet they now admit many things Avhich once

they thought nearly blasphemous. They are noAv exercised more or

less on the question of hoAv much Avould be involved in their accep-

tance of so-called Darwinism. Whether Darwin and Huxley and

Owens et id genus oinne are to be characterized as madmen or not,

Agassiz, who is their strongest scientific op])onent on this side of the

Avater, can hardly yet make himself even reasonably acceptable to

the theologians. Whether Ave shall yet all become evolutionists, or

simply adopt Agassiz's theory of various centres of creation, is a

dilemma either horn of Avhich is doubtless sufficiently disagreeable.

It may be consolatory at any rate to reflect that in the history of the

Avorld, any ncAvly enunciated truth is (piite certain to be a long time

with the niiiioi-itv. no he conclvdep next month.)
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THE ROLL OF HONOR.

It is not always best to spread out one's own faults and failures

to the public gaze; but hoping this sketch may prove of use to some

inexperienced teacher who may be laboring under the mistake that beset

me, I give this brief leaf of my experience in the cause of education.

I once taught a country village school of about fifty, of all ages be-

tween five and twenty, and of all degrees of knowledge, from A E C's

to higher arithmetic and algebra. For two successive winters the

school had had male teachers ; and the ''big boys," of whom there

were about half a dozen, had made a great deal of trouble, and had

nearly destroyed the school. But I had been ;irgently solicited to un-

dertake the enterprise, and the boys before referred to promised the

trustees that they would behave like gentlemen ; so I, full of faith in

boys in general, and confident of ray powers to manage these in par-

ticular, accepted the offer to take the school. A few days before it

was to begin, one of the larger girls who was visiting me remarked,

" You will have a nice time this winter if Harry Wyatt does not attend;

but he is the oldest and the worst boy in school. He was the ring-

leader in all manner of mischief last winter." Now, this very Harry

was a bright, handsome boy, between eighteen and nineteen years ol'

age ; and I had before secretly congratulated myself upon the perfect

gentleman that he should develop into under my skillful training. I

had always had a strong leaning toward the theory that the nativ?

honor and nobility of a boy's character had but to be appealed to in a

kind and affectionate manner, to make it bud and blossom as the rose,

into all beauty and fragrance. And, as if to confirm this theory. I

had, a short time before my school was to commence, read of a teacher

who had achieved most wonderful success in governing a school by

establishing a Roll of Honor ^ upon which should appear the names

of those who during the month should have received no mark for ab-

sence, tardiness, imperfect recitations or misconduct. This list was to

be hung in a conspicuous place in the room during the next month, and

a certificate, stating the fact, was to be given to the successful pupil.

I immediately decided this to be just the thing for me. Yes, I would

establish a Roll of Honor, upon which, of course, every scholar would

strive, with all his mijrht, to have his name inscribed ; and thus I might
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dismiss every vestige of distrust as to my ability to manage success-

fully this large and difficult school. The only drawback to the plan

was, that I should have so many certificates to write! Well, the first

day of school came, and I unfolded my plan to the wondering and de-

lighted scholars, who had never seen things done " on this lashion.^'

For the first two weeks, " all went merry as a marriage bell," and I

daily congratulated myself upon having hit upon so fortunate a plan.

But as t'.me wore away and the end of the month approached, the older

boys (all but two) became rather careless and indifferent in both

conduct and lessons. But I was not discouraged ; for I said to my-

self, " The absence of their names from the wonderful roll this month

will stimulate them to greater exertions the next." Harry's name did

not appear on the roll the first month; and, to my grief and disappoint-

ment, I saw, at the beginning of the next, that he not only was not

trying to do better, but that he gave unmistakable signs of not intend-

ing to do as well, and that he Avas bent upon preventing the two boys

who had succeeded, from going through the next month creditably.

At the end of the second month Harry's name did not, of course, ap-

pear upon the Roll of Honor, and he was marked lower than before,

upon the monthly report of his standing ; for I would not stultify my
conscience by giving high marks to win his good behavior when he did

not deserve them. The next day (the beginning of the third month)

Harry came into school, sullen and with a settled expression of defiance

that foreboded trouble. What should I do ? For Harry was by far

the most influential boy in school ; and though by many of the other

boys he was not especially liked, yet Le seemed to have a sort of mag-

netic influence over most of them. Well, I thought over various meth-

ods of reaching him, and I finally conclude! to write him a note and

hand it to him privately the next day. And so I wrote a carefully-

worded note, in which I told him how great hopes I had had of him

—

how great had been my disappointment at seeing him take tne course

he had, etc.; and I ended with an earnest appeal to his honor, his con-

science, and his sense of right and truth. "There!" I thought, as I

folded the letter, "if there is a spark of manhood about him, this will

certainly reach him." The note was given him ; and, to my joy, for

a few days it seemed to have a r(ji-training influence over him. But

just as I was beginning to take courage from his conduct, the very
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spirit of mischief seemed to gain complete possession of him, and he

returned to his old ways with increased zest ; and such was the effect

of his sneers about the Roll of Honor, that the rest of the boys posi-

tively did not dare to conduct themselves so as to become members of

it. And so, at the end of the third month, there appeared upon it

only the names of a few of the older girls, who, to do them justice,

never swerved from the right. But the fourth month, ah! the fourth

month I How shall I describe the daily crosj and thorn that Harry

was to me? How shall I portray the hourly annoyance of many of the

other boys, who, seeing him so earoless of his lessons and so heedless

of the right, thought it manly to do the same? How shall I express

the disappointment and weariness of heart that continually oppressed

me, while I as constantly '' counterfeited hope on my face"? I will

not a';tempt it ; but will simply add in conclusion that, by the time my
school closed, I had learned this valuable lesson, that " circumstances

alter cases," and that while some teachers in some schools might make

a Roll of Honor a valuable help in the government for other teachers

to attempt it ill a school composed largely of roiigh, ungentlemanly

boys, is most emphatically '• easting pearls before swine."

Mary Asiimun.

CONSERVATION OF FORCES.

"Force is indestructible."

—

Joule.

" There is always hope in a man that actually and earnestly works.

In idleness alone is there perpetual despair."

—

Carhjle.

"No one deserves the character of being good who has not spirit

enough to be bad."

—

Jtorlwfoucauld.

Here are three very suggestive texts upon which J propose to base

a brief discourse.

Did it ever occur to you, stern disciplinarian, that you could break

a bo}'s neck more easily than you can break his will? And then, did

it ever occur to you that a boy with a broken neck is a better, safer

piece of humanity than a boy with a broken will ? Hav'n't I heard 3'ou

say, '• I will flog it out of him"? Now let me say, you have no busi-

ness to be trying to break the boy's Avill
;
you can't flog anything out
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of him ; his Avill was not given him to be broken ; nothing was ever put

into him that you can flog out of him. You are ready enough to

admit that you cannot furnish a grain of brains or capacity for the

boy, and you should be as ready to confess that you cannot take any

away from him.

Every child that comes into the school-room is an organism through

which force manifests itself just .so much and no more.

The teacher may do much in directing this force in its operations:

he cannot add to it or subtract from it.

What a grand achievement, if he could take even one-half of

that force that acts through the boy, the result of Avhich is mischief,

and so direct it that it would appear in multiplication-tables learned,

and spelling-lessons "made perfect."

What if the boy has a stubborn will ? Why, just set it against the

greatest common divisor or the least common multiple, and see what a

treasure the boy has had bestowed on him.

Suppose your boy is really viriovs—he swears, cheats, stones

innocent cats, and chews tobacco. If you could convert the force he

manifests in swearing, into proper emphases in his reading ; the inge-

nuity he exhibits in cheating, into processes for solving difiicult prob-

lems ; the muscular force he puts forth in stoning cats, into removing

weeds and brick-bats from the school-yard ; the fortitude he exhibits in

masticating the filthy weed, into a stoical endurance of the bad odors and

unpleasant sights he might encounter in the practical study of com-

parative anatomy,—why, you would make a man of the boy.

The boy, even the bad boy, must do something. Steam is up

;

the throttle- valve is open; now what are you going to do ? You can't

" let down the steam," you can't " slow the fire." You cannot abate

one jot or tittle of the force that is acting : you can only direct it.

The machine is bound to run ; but whether on the track or into the

ditch depends, somewhat at least, on what you do.

Isn't there such a thing as shutting up the escape-valve 'i Can't

you prevent the boy's doing what you would not have him do, and

nothing more. Yes, I think you can, but it is dangerous business.

Better let the steam out somewhere to act somehow, than to have the

boiler " busted " and the machine ruined. Or, as Lowell has it,

" Far better, almost be at work in sin,

Than in a l)riUe inaction browse and sleep."
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The question is not what shall we do with the boy as wc woiiM

have him, but what shall we do with him as he is.

The greater the manifestation of energy, even though that energy

does not always exhibit itself in purely angelic forms, the greater the

possibilities of greatness and great goodness.

Innocence is not virtue. Goodness that comes of indolence or

impotence, is of the cheapest, weakest, meanest sort.

I once heard a learned, observing Senator say, " I don't like good

little boys any more. They don't make men. I do not meet them in

the active walks of life. Of all the good little boys I knew in school,

not one of them has grown to be a great man. And yet, when in the

school they seldom did anything wrong." I asked him if he remem-

bered of anyone of them e\ev stro})h'nigJi\m?>Q[i to do right? He
smiled. He did not mean that good boys could not become great men:

that would have been nonsense. He meant that innocence alone Avill

not make men of boys.

Have patience with the bad boys—try to keep them on the track.

J. A. SewALT-

COMMON SENSE.

I spent a spare hour in the High School at Grand Rapids, Mich.,

and came away feeling, as did our Teutonic friend, who, recounting his

experience at keno, exclaimed, " Py shings ! Te more I lives te longer

I finds oud. Py golly !"

I stumbled into the basement and found Prof. Strong's class in

chemistry deep in the mysteries of nitric acid. Around a long, rough

pine table were seated the^'oung amateurs, each with test-tube in hand,

note book at elbow, dropping-tube, spirit-lamp, acid, litmus-paper,

water, metals and metalloids within easy reach ; each intent on seeing

what he (she) could find out.

"Well, George, tell me what you have done."

" I put nitric acid on lead. After slightly heating it in the fianie

of the spirit-lamp, yellowish-red fumes arose, which, by the peculiar

pungent odor, I recognize as nitrous acid. Keeping my thumb close

over the mouth of the tube and allowinfj tlie mixture to cool, I see that
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the vapor of water is condensing on the inside of the tube, and that

the lead is dissolved."

" Very well done. Can you give me the reaction?"

" Yes, sir ! The nitric acid parts with its water, which is deposit-

ed on the inside of the tube. A portion of the NO^ parts with some

of its oxygen, leaving NO^, which was the nitrous acid I saw arising

in the dense fumes. The liberated oxygen unites with the lead, forndng

lead oxide. The remainder of the NO' unites with the lead oxide,

forming lead nitrate."

The class having examined George's tube, smelled his perfumery,

and listened to his story, make a note of his discovery, and then each

in turn continues the exercise, having in the meantime performed some

experiment which has shown the action of the acid on some other sub-

stance. Having learned the dealings of nitric acid with copper, co-

balt, lead, lamp-black, &c., the pupils are made by the Professor to gen-

eralize their work, and are then dismissed with all the notes, experi-

ments, drawings, &c., necessary to reproduce the work and fasten it

in the memory.

Further conversation with Profs. Story and Daniels (the Supt.

)

brought out three additional facts. Last fall, instead of using $300,

offered by the school board, in purchasing entirely new apparatus which

the pupils could not use and the Professor hardly dared to, he spent

about $80 in chemicals, test-tubes and other apparatus which the pu-

pils could use, and which if broken would injure no one in purse or

in temper. The pupils, these innovators claim, are much more inter-

ested than they would be in seeing an expert perform all the wonderful

experiments that form the chief stock in trade of the text-books.

Now, in the name of all the old fogies in Michigan, I protest

against such nonsense. Such ignoring of all our time-honored cus-

toms in this matter deserves severe reprobation. It is not to be toler-

ated. It savors altogether too much of new-fangled notions to suit us.

This is not the way we were taught. With every right thinking 0. F,,

that is enough to condemn it, to say nothing of the inevitable ruin it

entails on all manufacturers of costly chemical apparatus, if such

theories and practices prevail.

But to all who are really struggling to accomplish something on

commi»n sense principles, this scene comes Avith a gleam of hope.
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These pupils are learning somethiug. What thej learn they retain.

They get results in a tangible shape. Does any one think these pupils

will ever forget the taste, the smell, or the looks or actions of nitric

acid and its compounds, after such a lesson ? Again, they are learning

the grand lesson that the facts of physics are not matters of opinion.

The columns of the New York city press have been crowded the

past winter, with discussions as to whether super-heated steam would

cause conflagration. Hoping to settle the question, the irrepressible

reporter interviewed that right royal investigator, John Tyndall, believ-

ing his opinion would close the controversy. The answer was worthy

the man. " Why don't they try it ?" There is the key- stone. That

is the Baconian philosophy boiled down to a single sentence—"7?'y ^V."

One word more. Here is a hint to hundreds of teachers through-

out the West, who are deterred from opening up to their pupils the

educational advantages of the sciences, fearing the supposed enormous

cost of the necessary apparatus. A question of simple proportion

settles the difficulty. Eighty dollars supplies the one hundred pupils

of the Grand Rapids High School for one year. One- tenth the amount

would probably be sufficient for ordinary schools, and yet double this

latter is within the reach of nearly all.

By the way, there is a list of apparatus and chemicals in the Sci-

ence Primer on Chemistry, that is practicable and within the reach of

almost every teacher, and fully one-half of that apparatus can be

manufactured by a teacher of ordinary (juinption. We are firm be-

lievers in home productions in this respect. This latter is also not a

matter of opinion, but experiment. "Try it!"

Michigan.

WORKING PLANS OF SCHOOLS.

Teachers often secure for themselves a great deal of professional

help by thorough visitation of well-ordered schools. A mere passing

call, or a pleasant chat with a fellow teacher while school work is sus-

pended, gives very little of permanent value. A careful visitor wishes

to carry away with him the working plan of the schoo] : the methods of

teaching, the forms observed in calling and dismissing classes, the
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methods of recitation, the rules of order, the record system, the plan of

conductivg examinations, the general exercises, the oral and physical

training ; in short, to note whatever gives the school any character or

individuality. If he sees good results produced, he is particularly

anxious to know on what the success obtained depends : if failure is

found anywhere, to see whence it comes. Such careful visiting may
require time anl money, but often both are well expended. No money

could purchase from me. nor for me, such information as I have ob-

tained by visiting excellent schools, and studying their minutine no less

attentively than their general routine.

One thing should be observed in selecting schools to visit. Let

those be chosen whose circumstances are somewhat similar to your own
;

schools which have similar grades, and are situated in towns neither

much larger nor much smaller than your own ; where the working con-

ditions are something like your own. The school work of great cities

is always done under conditions, both favorable and unfavorable, which

do not exist elsewhere. But, unfortunately, it is very difficult for regu-

lar teachers to spend much time in thorough school visiting. Our

school terms and vacations nearly coincide. If one of us begins a week

earlier or ends a Aveek later than his neighbors, he cannot find their

schools in average working condition, either at the beginning nor at the

end of the school year. In our own term time, it is next to impossible

to get away.

Considering these difficulties, the question occurs whether a printed

sketch of our school-room work cannot be presented in these columns, in

such shape that our methods of work can be understood and imparted

for mutual benefit and interest. Probable we agree far better as to

what to teach, than upon methods of teaching. Each teacher has his

own way of teaching certain subjects. Each has some way of labor-

saving, of dispensing with the diudgery which is so exhausting and un-

profitable, that the diminishing of it in every way is Avorthy of anxious

thought. Each, perhaps, has some Avay of Avork, Avhich in his hands

produces excellent results, and Avhich may do us all good if Ave know it.

Speak out, brethren and sisters, if you Avill, and gi\'e us a sort of "ex-

perience meeting."

We have had theories enough on education to last us one decade,

if not a single line more is penned upon any one of them. Probably
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we are all rcaliziug that our work i^ a long way behind our own ideal of

it. If we learn how to do more, we can aftord to theorize less. Come^

fellow teachers, tell us how you do your work. No untried theories, if

you please ; no keeping back of failures, but the history of your school

work, with as much minuteness as Boswell used, provided you are as

faithful to set down everything. v. s. d.

MATllKMATICAL.

(1.) (a hf rr ^ '2hl>
,
h\

(2.) (a - hf a"' — lah \- IP-.

Subtract (2) from (1 ).

{<!
,

h)^ — {(I — h)'- 4 ah.

L*ut (I ~ 25 and h - 1. Then, (( j- h ^ 26 and <> — h 24.

... :>(]-^-_ 242 4 ah, or 100.

Similarly, jut h 2, and 27- - 2:V- 200, etc.

Hence, to find the siiuarc of any uumbci- })etweeu 25 and 50,

Take the /vw-.s-.s- of tJi,' </irfii iiantJur ahoi',^ 25 a^ hundrei^Ki, and
miijiiieut hi/ till' xijuaiw of tlw <l'if\'i'i')ice hetwcen that e,cceiss and
25, or, which is obviously the same thing, hy the ,square' of the dijfer-

encii hi'iirii'i) fill' (jiven nnmhcr and 50. Thus:

4:r- -- (43 _ 25) 100 (25 — \^f\
or, 4:',- 1849,

au.l 47- 2209, cte.

Aii'aiii. put '/ 5(1 and // 1. Then, a h 51 , and a — /;,

4'.i. .-. 51- 4'.>- 4 <ih, ..r 20(1.

I'uf /; 2, and 52- 4,S- 40(1.

lleiiee. to timl tiio sipiart' of any uuiubei- between 50 and 100,

I'ak,- fir'trr f/n ,'.i;; ss of fhr liiinih,',- (ihoi'r 50 ^^s- Ji u lidI'rd.s , and
ailgiHciif hi/ the .s(/inir<' <f fin difi'mir,' hrtii'rrit tlmt ''.rc'ss. <ind

ffti/^ or, //// thr xi/aarc <f tin' ditt'rn'iir,' hifirecii the i/ii'rii innnhri'

and \{.W. Tims:

89- 2 (SO 5(1) 1(1(1 (5(1 :')0)-:

or. 89- 7921,

and !t1- S2S1. rw.
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Again, put a - 250, and h^l. Then, 2512— 249^ -- 1000.

Put J = 2, and 2522 — 258^ = 2000, etc.

Hence, to find the square of any number between 250 and 500,

Take the excess of the number above 250 as thousands, and aug-

ment hy the square of the difference hetweentkis excess and 250, or.

hy the square of the difference hetween, the gi/ven number and 500.

Thus:
487'-*= (487— 250) 1000 -i 13^

:

or, 487-^=237169,

479^= 229441,

4932= 243049,

By giving a new value, as 75, 100, 1000, 2500, etc., etc., this

amusement may be indefinitely increased. Memorizing the squares

of the numbers from 1 to 25 inclusive, gives a foundation for any

subsequent work in this direction. I doubt not that teachers will find

a little attention to the application of the principle here illustrated,

of considerable benefit in connection Avith the solution of (j^uadratic

equations, as also in other cases when the properties of squares are

specially under discussion. 0. S. Westcott.

Chicao-o, 1873.

THE MOUNTED SQTL\DKON.

Another distinct body is to be seen in the lanks of the attacking forces.

These are mounted men, all of them. The animals which they bestride differ

greatly in size, color, equipments and speed—a very picturesque and motley

squadron—but certain striking characteristics betray the common origin of all.

They are but different species of the same genus—the genus Hohhy. The

appearance these mounted cohorts when deployed in line of battle, in front of

the serried hosts of the common school army, is striking. Each trooper flies

a pennon of different shape and color, and inscribed with a different legend.

It is difficult to decipher them, amid the plunging and cavorting of the ram-

pant steeds, goaded by the savage roweling of the impetuous riders. But

here and there, as the banners stream out in the upper air and flash in the

sunlight, the following slogans, among others, become legible: "Moral sua.

sion onlj"—"Spare the rod, r.nd sroi! the child"—"Obiect lessons"—"No
neAV fingled notions"—"Grammar is the principal thing"—"Keading. wriur.^
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and arithmetic, the true common-school trinity"—"Out with geography; in

with history"—"The word-method forever"—"The good old ways"—Pesta-

lozzi is King"— "Teach without text-books"—"Oral teaching is a hum-

bug"—"Kindergartens, and then the millenium"—"Music and drawing at

all hazards"—"The common English branches are enough"—"Out with the

Bible; no priestcraft"—"Moral instruction, or abolish the system"—"The

practical only"—"Mental discipline"—"No high schools"—"Public high

schools, the people's colleges"—"An American education for Americans"

—

"German and French, by all means"—"The synthetic method"—"The

analytic method"—"The inductive method '—"Analysis, synthesis and in-

duction, now and forever, one and inseparable"

—

Elc.^ etc.

It will be seen that these assaulting parties are as hostile to each other

as to the schools and school systeits themselves, the only bond of union con-

sisting in the fact that eacli trooper levels his lance against some one point of

the common school line, while no two of them agree in assailing precisely (he

same point. They are all specialists and hobbyists, and hence their strictures

are without much force or significance in the estimation of persons of thought-

ful and well-balanced minds.

The elements of opposition coalesce in divers other forms, under the

power of various afiinities, motives and purposes, prominent among which are

those of an illiberal, unintelligent and selfish character. Thus, the hard and

miserly join hands to break down a system which extorts taxes from their

broad acres and hoarded wealth
;
the childless unite in objecting to assist in

educating the children of others ; those who schooled their children under the

old regime, would like to know why their present neighbors should not also

pay their own tuition bills ; those who have grown rich and great without

any education to speak of, do not see why their children and their neighbors'

children should not be left to do the same ; some are not able to reconcile the

doctrine of free schools by State law, with their notions of personal liberty,

free government and the Declaration of Independence
;
others, of aristocratic

pretensions, affect to question the wisdom and to deny the obligation of edu-

cating the masses, alleging that even if labor and learning are not incompati-

ble, ignorance is at least the normal and happier condition of the laboring

classes
;
nor are there wanting those who flatly deny that intelligence pro-

motes virtue and thrift, and lessens profligacy and crime, and who therefore

denounce public schools in the name of religion and political economy.

These, and many other classes and aflBliations of persons, added to a species of

moral wasps to be found in the social atmosphere of nearly every community,

whose nature it seems to be to buzz and sting, keep a very lively skirmishing

along the outposts of the common-school army, never permitting the sentinels

to sleep at their posts. And it is well.
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But the public schools are arraigned by men who belong to none of these

classes of theorists, abstractionists, misers, aristocrats and chronic fault-find-

ers ; by men who are actuated by none but the worthiest motives, and who

have no personal or selfish ends to subserve. There are allegations in ineffi-

ciency and failurh which, if true, affect not merely the form but the substance

of the school system. An army may be indifferent to the driving in of its

distant outposts, but an assault in force upon its intrenched camp, is another

matter. A tree may be marred by too free or careless a lopping off of its outer

branches, but when the axe is laid at the root, its life is imperilled. The

public schools do stand arraigned at the bar of public opinion, upon charges

of a very serious nature, preferred by persons whose opinions and statements

are entitled to thoughtful consideration. It is therefore proposed, in the in.

terest of free schools, upon whose character so much depends, and in the spirit

of candor and truth, to examine some of these witnesses, to note the nature

and essence of their testimony, and consider the indictment founded thereon.

— Siqjt. Batemaiis Report for 1872.

TACT IN TEACHING.

No accomplishments, literary attainments, or moral worth, can insure

success in education without that tact which will enable the teacher to com-

prehend the characters of her pupils, to gain their affection, and to control

and influence their prejudices and prepossessions. This is not the work of a

day or a month ; indeed, those teachers who ultimately gain the greatest as-

cendency over their pupils m;iy, for a time seem to have made little progress

towards this end, while more superficial persons, by assuming at first an ap-

peai-ance of great softness of manner, by caressing and patting the little

dears, may be admired as vcri/ loveli/, very amiable teachers. But young

persons are not slow in detecting any attempt at deception ; they soon learn

to consider this fondness as a sort of mannerism assumed only for effect;

and whenever they get such an impression, they give those who have charge

of them little credit for any sincerity. A person of good judgment will not,

then, begin with her pupils by flattery or caresses ; she will endeavor to de-

fine their duties with precision, and will seek, at first, to inspire respect

rather than love ; knowing that the former once secured, the latter will easily

follow.

—

From ^'The Stude7it," a volume of the ^^ Teacher s Library.''
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The Illinois Normal School has just passed triumphantly through

a struggle that threatened, for a time, to be somewhat serious. When
the bill appropriating supplies for the next two years came up in the

legislature, it met with a quite determined opposition. The times are

hard, money is scarce, the legislature were disposed to be economical,

and to scrutinize very carefully every item of expense. Some opposed

the bill on principle, declaring their belief that there is no call for the

State to educate young people for teachers more than for ministers,

doctors, etc. Those who raised this point did not seem to be aware
that it had been answered a hundi'ed times in the last twenty years,

—

that it is a sufficient answer to say that the State does not pretend to

give its people their theology or their medicine ; but, as it does give

them school instruction, it has a special duty to aid in fitting men and
women to impart this instruction.

Objections were made to the Institution itself, some of which were
ridiculous and absurd enough. It was charged that the pupils of the

school do not teach ; but reports from the county superintendents, in

response to circulars from Dr. Bateman, showed that in seventy-two

counties of the State, no less than about seven hundred pupils of the

school are now engaged in teaching. It was charged that the pupils

of the Normal are mostly children of rich men, and that the tendency

of the school is to favor the aristocracy . People acquainted with the

pupils of the Institution will laugh at this charge, and it is sufficiently

laughable. It was answered by showing that one-third of the pupils

the last term hoarded themselves, to save expenses. Objections were
made on other points equally reasonable, and equally easy to answer.

It was clearly shown that there is good reason for Normal Schools
;

that no school of the kind in the country is better manned or is doing

better work, than the school at Normal. In the committees, and be-

fore both houses, the Institution found able defenders ; none more able

than Senator Charles B. Steele, of Coles ; and, when the bill come to

its final passage, it received only two opposing votes in the Senate. [As
we write, the bill is on its third reading in the House.] Not a dollar was
denied of all that was asked. Thus, the Normal has been tested again, and
has come out of the trial so triumphant that its friends may well rejoice.

The prospects of the Institution were never so good as to-day.

With ample funds for current expenses, for its library and museum,
with an able, experienced and harmonious Faculty, with a largely

increased attendance at this term just opened, with slanders refuted

and its enemies vanquished, it starts ofl' on a career, its friends may
well hope, more bright than any in its past history. It is a little cu-

rious to notice how the enemies of Normal Schools,—generally made
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so by ignorance or prejudice,—discover every little -while that they arc

good for nothing, and set themselves, with the zeal and wisdom of Mrs.

Partington, to abolish them. And yet the number of the State Nor-

mal Schools rapidly increases ; almost every Northern State has one

or more, and there are several in the Southern States. Only two North-

ern States that have ever established such a school have given them up;

and, in both those States, they have been re-established, stronger than

before. Doubtless, our Normal Schools are not perfect, but they are

doing a work in education that cannot be valued, and the people only

need to know their work to sustain them, with enthusiasm.

A writer in the Madisonensis makes an able plea against the too

important place of the classics in the college curriculum ; his article

is calm, temperate and logical ; he claims for Scientific study a more

general recognition, both for its practical benefits and for its value in

intellectual training. We give the closing words of the article, believ-

ing it will do our readers good to ponder them.

" One fact which seems to weigh heavily, though perhaps unconsciously, against

the introduction of a scientific course, is the character of the men who advocate it.

Many of these are restless agitators opposing the classical system, principally because of

the toil and labor it imposes. These will be but frothy bubbles everywhere, broken by

the slightest pressure. No system can secure success without that incessant work which

is the dominant law of the universe, from the Creator to the tiniest of His creatures

that creep upon this little earth. Many also of the opponents of the classics are avowed
enemies and scoffers of religion. But is this a reason for the friends of religion to

settle back in alarmed conservatism and refuse to meet the issues of the times ? Rather

the reverse. All the exigencies of the age loudly summon educated christians forth

from their antiquated halls to grapple with the questions of the present. Shall Darwin,

Huxley, and Tyndall send abroad their audacious challenges and there be none to

accept ? Then let us have an education that shall not ignore the developments of the

l^resent nor shut out the past, but which, inclusive of all, shall ably equip the young

man of the present to do battle with the fallacies of the age."

Prof. Agassiz is giving a series of lectures at the Museum of

Comparative Zoology, in Boston ; these lectures are a part of the

university course of lectures, and are free. We hope Prof. Agassiz

will be able to appear as a lecturer more fi'equeittly than he has done

for the last fifteen years ; his ripe scholarship and scientific knowledge

give to what he may say the greatest value, Avhile his skill in imparting

knowledge in the lecture-room is something quite wonderful.

The meeting of the Illinois Society of School Principals will be held

at Ottawa, on the 8th, 9th and 10th, of July. Arrangements are in prog-

ressto insure a successful meeting. The subjects discussed will be of a

nature to interest all teachers, but especially those who have to perform

the duties of principals or superintendents. Papers will be presented

on, "Departmental Instruction," "Natural Science in the Public
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School," "Latin in the High School," "Duties of Teachers outside of

the School," and on several other subjects. We shall give the order of

exercises in full, in our next issue. These meetings have proved to be

among the most interesting and profitable educational gatherings held

in the State, and Ave hope to see a fuU attendance at Ottawa.

Below is a specimen of orthography and geography at a recent examination for

admission to Bowdoin College. The written papers on Geography contained the fol-

lowing :
" Nare ganset," " Pernobscot," "Plorady," " Mississuri," " Iterly." The

Catskill Mountains were credited by one writer to Vermont; by another to Pennsyl-

vania. The Alps to Asia by a third. Berlin was set down as the capital of Spain;

Geneva was transferred to Italy. The Rhine was said to flow into the Atlantic, the

Danube into the Baltic.

The above paragraph is going the rounds of the papers ; not long

since, some specimens of orthography equally creditable were reported

from the University of Michigan. We have no doubt that every col-

lege, high-.?chool and normal school in the country might report

something of the same kind from its examination papers. Our com-

mon schools need to do common-school work better ; until they do,

our higher institutions will be shamed and degraded in just this way.

We have received several solutions to the second problem in the

April number, one of which we here give. Why will not our friends

pay their respects to the first one, also ? We have no answer to that,

as yet, except from the proposer.

Solution.—\ the cost of the dish minus the cost of the cover

equals the cost of the cover ; hence, | the cost of the dish equals

twice the cost of the cover ; or the cost of the cover is | the cost of

the dish. Hence, the whole cost, 24 dimes, is | the cost of the dish.

From this, we learn that the cost of the dish is 15 dimes ; and of the

cover, is 9 dimes.

This solution, in substance, is given by M. P. A., of Macomb,
A. B. A. of Stark county, A. Y. of Franklin, and D. A. T.

We have a very neat geometrical problem that we intend to propose

soon, if there seems to be much interest in such work, shown on the

part of our correspondents.

We like to receive problems, queries, and items of news from our

friends.—send them on.
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The foHo-uing, from the Nerv Yoii: Journal, is exactly what the SCHOOLMASTER

wishes to say :

'^We desire to make a specialty of State neivs ; and, to be successful in this, it is only

necessary that each of our subscribers should take pains to itiform us of zvhatever is of

interest, educationally, in his ozvn vicinity. We shall be obliged to depend largely upon

our subscribers for local information, and would thank any one to favor us uith news

as above mentioned. Any change in school priticipals, within the State or between this

and other States, improvements in to'wn or city school buildings, meetings of teachers' asso-

ciations or institutes, niovemetits of prominent educational men, and other items of like

character, will be gladly noticed.''

Chicago —Hundreds of the readers of the Schoolmaster visit Chicago every year.

A large majority of them, probably all, have business with book-houses or with book-

agents. The fire caused the dispersing of these parties; some took up their abode on

the South side, some on the West side, while still others have until now had no abiding

habitation. Most of these friends have now returned to the old stamping ground. We
believe we shall do our readers a favor by informing them what we know about the

post fire locations of our friends. It is now possible to visit Chicago and, as in

former times, see, in one day, the representatives of nearly every book-publishing house

whose wares are scattered throughout the school districts of Illinois. Should one stop

at Anderson's European hotel, on Madison street, and we know of none better suited to

the wants of pedagogues, for in price and style the Anderson Brothers can accommodate

any purse, furnishing rooms at from %\\.o $8 a day, and meals at from 25c. to—well,

infinity, he is but two minutes walk from the corner of State and Madison.

North of Madison on the east side of State, near this corner, in one of the magnifi-

cent buildings of which new Chicago justly boasts, are the large book stores of W. B.

Keen and Cooke & Co., and Jansen, McClurg & Co. Passing through the salesroom of

the former, 113 and 115 State, to the east end, one finds in a comfortable and elegant

office the representative ot the Boston house of Brewer & Tileston—O. S. Westcott is

his name. Should Mr. Westcott be out, his clerk [essj will give the caller attention,

and kindly answer all questions except the one "-where is Mr. W.?" It is futile to use

one's time in trying to find the whereabouts of one of these gentlemen when he is absent

from Chicago. Adjoining the office of B. & T. is that of Sheldon & Company, repre-

sented by Mr. S. S. Ventres. Mr. V. is situated much like Mr W., except no little

lady waits, in his absence, to welcome strangers.

Above W. B. Keen and Cooke is the establishment of A. S. Barnes & Co. The

Chicago office of this great house is more than an office; it is a vast store, well filled

with books and school furniture—the wares of this firm. It occupies four floors; the

rooms are fifty by one hundred feet. The first floor is elegantly furnished and fitted for

office purposes; 'he second is filled with book stock and apparatus; the third contains
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school furniture ; the fourth is used for storage. Twenty-five men constitute the work-

ing force of the establishment. The whole is in charge of the younger Mr. Barnes of

the firm. One meets with a kind reception and welcome here.

The store next south is the finest book-store in Chicago or in the West— that of

Jansen, McClurg & Co. Of the salesroom and its appointments, we cannot speak,

having neither time nor space to do justice. Everything, that can be wanted, is here,

and schoolmasters are especially we'come at all times. Upon these shelves we find, in

addition to the standard literature of ancient times, in various editions and bindings, all

of the great works which mark the progress of events, the histories of nations and of

civilization, of war and peace—the growth of the religious sentiment, and the creation,

rise and fall of a million theological theories, flere is almost everything valuable in

universal history, from Genesis to Froude and Rawlinson, in every variety of type and

binding, the ranks being constantly reinforced with the freshest issues from the press of

the world. Every book of general value published in the English tongue, and not a

few in the German and French, find their way to this house as fast as steam can bring

them to Chicago. But the proprietors are not satisfied with a single edition of a stan-

dard work. Of the eminently popular favorites like Dickens and Scott, they have some

twenty five editions of each, and of other popular authors in proportion; and these not

the cheapest alone, but the finest issues of the most noted publishers. In the east end

of this store are the offices of Harper & Bros., and D. Appleton & Co. The former is

represented by Mr. A. Ethridge, whom many remember as one of the ablest county

superintendents of Illinois and who takes charge of the introduction of the books of his

firm in Illinois and Iowa, and by Mr. W. J. Button, agent for Michigan, Wisconsin and

northern Indiana. The clerical force here is quite formidable; the visitor will be sure

to find some one at home. The agent of Appleton & Co., Mr. P. B. Hulse, has been

with that house four years. The "latch string" is always out on his door. His hearty

welcome is reward for calling. The results of Mr. H.'s work are very apparent in

our State.

Leaving 117 and 119 State and passing south across Madison, the first door is 133

and 135, the Chicago home of Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co., represented by Mr.

Edward Cook, assisted by a force of nine men. It will be remembered that before the

fire Mr. Cook was at 133 and 135. He can now be found at the same spot. The

room is the same size as before, the arrangement of ofl^ice, stock, etc., similar, except

that more space has been set apart for the accommodation of teachers and friends who

call. A file of all western school journals is kept ready for reference, and complete sets

of back volumes of most can be found.

Directly opposite, on the west side of State, No. 136, is the book store of Hadley

Brothers. The senior member of the firm, Hiram Hadley, is well known among school

men. This young firm, having started four years ago at 41 Madison, is growing in

business with a vigor that is parallel to the growth of the city. It is the north-western

agency for the publications of Scribner. Armstrong & Co. Messrs. O. S. Cook and

Thomas Charles represent the school-book interest, and have their offices here. The

business of Hadley Brothers requires the services of fourteen men. The stock is com-

plete, and orders for goods in their line are promptly filled. Good prophets tell of a

glorious future for Hiram and Seth. We found the following posted in their store.

Thinking it good for general application, we have jirescrved it: * *
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During Business flours.—Quiet industry is found in every well-regulated estabiishmeut.
Boisterous spea.£ing is unnecessary and impolite.
Joking, laughing, telling stories, and whistling, consumes time which belongs to others,

and can never be replaced
Minutes are precious aud should not be squandered. By steady toil, the tortoise outran

the hare. One hour of earnest lalior, is worth two of indifferent application.
It is idle to parley about small matters.
Prompt decision is as necessary f.s rapid execution.
How long did it take Geu. Sheridan to decide to go to his routed army? Having decided,

when did he start? Having started, how did he go?
•' Whatsoever thy hand findeih to do, do with thy might."

Now pass south one block to the corner of State and Monroe, and look and admire

the magnificent structure of A. H. Andrews & Co. Go up and visit his warerooms and

offices. Then surely one will know that whatever can be ordered in the school or office

furnishing line can be had here.

The Chicago home of Cowperthwait & Co. is still further south, on Wabash avenue,

No. 335. Mr. F. S. Belden is the agent. He is especially glad to see his friends, and

treats them accordingly. Mr. W. M. Scribner, of Woolworth, Ainsworth & Co., is in

the same building.

Col. E. B. Gray and Mr. M. R. Keegan, for J. 11. Butler & Co., have engaged

one of the new stores under Palmer's new hotel. They will be in the new quarters

about June ist. Geo. Sherwood & Co. will be found after May ist, in Lakeside Build-

ing, corner of Clark and Adams streets.

Minnesota.—The Academy of Natural Sciences at St Paul, held its "opening

exercises" on the evening of Feb. 24th. Speeches were made by Prof. Winchell, of the

State University, Prof Phelps of the Winona Normal School, Mr. O. S. Westcott of

Chicago, and Gov. Austin.

Oregon.—We make the following extract from a private letter just received from

an old Illinoian, now in Forest City:

—

" Our new school law, though still very imperfect, is nevertheless a great advance
upon what we had before. S. C. Simpson, a graduate of Willamette University, a man
of excellent scholarship and high ability as a statistician, has been appointed State Su-
perintendent, and is earnestly at work. He is taking a course to secure the active co-

operation of the teachers of the State; and so we hope for a rapid improvement in our
public-school system.

"We have had a remarkably mild and open winter, even for Oregon; but just

now, March 5, we are having the worst rain storm I have witnessed in the State.

However, everybody goes out as usual, some with umbrellas, some with cloaks, and
others with no extra clothing. We are so used to rain in the zuinter here, that when a

dry, clear spell occurs, we all take cold. Rain is as natural in winter in this valley, as

a fish is in water."

From Prof. A. J. Anderson, formerly of Lexington, 111., now of Forest City, Ore-

gon, we receive a report of the public schools of that county, of which he is Superin-

tendent. Forty-three districts are reported; whole number of pupils, 1897; average

attendance, 809; total yearly cost of the schools, $7,439.08; highest salary $70 per

month; lowest, $20,per month. The principal text-books in use are Saniiers' Readers

and Spellers, Monteith's Geographies, Thompson's Arithmetics, and Pinneo's Gram-

mars. Many are using Willson's Readers. The Pacific University is located at Forest

Grove; it enrolled twenty-four members last year. In the Academy, connected with

it, there were about 130 students. The chief text-books in the Academy, are the Ana-

lytical Readers, Guyot's Geographies, Robinson's Arithmetics, Stoddard's Mental Arith-

metics and Greene's Grammars.
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REPORT OF ATTENDANCE FOR MARCH, 1873.
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The completion of a school building so elegant and commodious has given a lively im-

petus to the cause of education in this part of the State.

The Normal School at Terre Haute graduated a class of six, four ladies and two

gentlemen, on the 1 8th of March. The Jew;-;/.?/ notices very favorably the exercises

of the occasion.

A. W. Jones, Superintendent of the Vincennes Schools, died recently; he had held

the office for several years. Mr. Jones, himself a Catholic, and in a community where

many Catholics looked unfavorably on free schools, was their staunch friend and sup-

porter.

The Legislature has made several changes in the school laws the past session-

County Superintendents are to be chosen in June next, and every two years thereafter.

They are to examine teachers, to visit each school in the county at least once a year, to

meet with, and preside at, a township institute in each township at least once a year,

and to have the general oversight of the schools of the county. The pay is fixed at four

dollars for each day of actual service; and the Superintendent must not act as agent for

the sale of books and school apparatus. Text books are selected by a County Board of

Education ; but books once adopted cannot be changed for three years thereafter, except

by unanimous vote of all the members of the Board. The annual appropriation for the

Normal School is increased from $10,000 to ^15,000, with $2,000 additional for con-

tingent expenses The State University is to receive $15,000 additional appropriation.

The rate for the Special School Tax is doubled. The salary of the State Superinten-

dent is increased, although it is now only $2,000 ! Aliens and unmarried women who

pay taxes are allowed to vote at school meetings. On the whole, the changes put

school matters on a much better footing in the " Hoosier State."

Massachusetts.—Heniy C. Bullard, late sub-master in the Quincy school, Boston,

died at Jamaica Plain, on February 21st. He had been in failing health some time.

" I knew him, Horatio."

Miss Julia A. Valentine, also a teacher in the Quincy school, and daughter of

Charles E. Valentine, late master of the school, died very recently.

Mr. Marshall Conant, former Principal of the Bridgewater Normal School, died in

Bridgewater in February. Mr. Conant was a native of Vermont ; in his youth he was

in feeble health, and he acquired his education under great diflSculties ; but, by strength

of will, and judicious care, his very useful life was prolonged to more than seventy

years. He was principal of the Academy at Hillsboro', Illinois, some thirty years ago.

After his return to New England, he spent several years as a civil engineer. In 1853,

on the resignation of Nicholas Tillinghast, he became Principal of the Bridgewater

State Normal School, a position that he filled with eminent success for about seven

years, until failing health obliged him to retire. For the last ten years of his life he

filled a most responsible position in the Internal Revenue Department at Washington.

Last summer he left Washington and came to Bridgewater for rest, e-xpecting to return

in the Fall; but his health continued to fail, and he passed his last days amid the scenes

of his most useful years. Few men ever brought to the teacher's work more genuine

enthusiasm than he; and hundreds of teachers whom he has trained will remember his

beaming eye and earnest words, as the trials of school-work tend to cast them down,

and will catch inspiration from the memory. He was not distinguished as a teacher
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only : he was a mathematician and inventor of rare ability. But, best of all, he was a

Christian gentleman, of incorruptible honesty, great kindness of heart, and of a most

loving, buoyant and cheerful spirit.

" None knew thee but to love thee,
None named thee but to praise."

And to all that knew him it will be a joy to remember him.

Illinois.—The Morris Herald and Advertiser says :

It is a matter of local pride to us that the reputation of Prof. Dougherty's Classic Insti-
tute is such ihat pupils of the In.^titute are in demand in this and adjoining counties, for
public-school teachers, and that a diploma from the Institute is the be.-st recommpudation a
young man or woman desiring to teach school can present to school officers.

Carroll County.—Supt. J. E. Millard is holding local institutes in different parts of

the county ; such a meeting was held at Argo, on Saturday, March 8th. The attend-

ance of teachers and citizens was large; exercises in school studies occupied the day,

and the Superintendent gave a lecture in the evening. The Institute discussed the fol-

lowing Resolution, " That the inefficiency of our schools is due more to the teacher than

to the patron." We think something might be said on both sides of that question.

Peoria County.—The following plan for teachers' meetings during the pleasant

days of summer, is respectfully suggested for the consideration of yourself and your

readers.

To hold the meeting at some point in the country where opportunity can be had to

study natural history in its various departments.

To assemble in the morning at the school-house, where those present will separate

themselves into groups under the leadership of persons previously selected, for the pur-

pose of spending the forenoon in the practical study of such subjects as may seem de-

sirable. If the neighborhood possesses geologic interest, some person familiar with the

locality can be found who will be a guide to desirable points. So with other studies.

At noon the different parties are to return to the school-house to partake of lunch,

with which each one has come provided, and to spend an hour in a social way.

For the afternoon, the exercises should be of a more formal character, in accord-

ance with a previously arranged programme. A portion of the exercises should con-

sist of brief reports (say twenty minutes each) from the leaders of the different par-

ties of the morning, upon subjects of interest noticed in the ramble. These reports

should be for the especial purpose of conveying instruction upon their respective sub-

jects, and should be followed by short discussions, questions and answers.

Room should be made in the programme for a short historical sketch of the neigh-

borhood, especially of its educational growth, by some one of the early settlers.

Other exercises, as essays, addresses, discussions, etc., can be provided whenever it

is thought desirable.

The good results of such a plan of operations seem, in theory at least, quite nu-

merous. The opportunity it affords for instruction, for gathering a store of facts for

future use in the school-room, will suggest itself to every teacher. Inasmuch as its

social feature serves to cultivate acquaintance and sympathy among teachers, it too has

a direct educational influence.

But as this kind of meeting may be conducted so as to bring teachers and people

together, and to interest the latter more thoroughly in the former and their work, it is
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especially worthy of commendation. Of late, there has been an evident dissatisfaction

with prevailing methods of education. Commencing, a few years ago, with a severe

criticism of the courses of study in the universities, it has since turned to other institu-

tions, until at length it has attacked the common school, with a spirit of animosity that

would deprive it of its peculiar power of preparing the American people for the duties

of citizenship. The causes of this disaffection are numerous, and it becomes the friends

of the common school to study them diligently, and contrive means to remove them.

Now, it is suggested that one cause of this disaffection toward our school system

is a lack of community of feeling and of co-operation between the two parties in the

educational work. Each jJarty considers itself too independent of the other, even if

there is not hostility between them. Parents are ready to criticise the acts and motives
,

of teachers, while teachers do not fully appreciate the fact, that in the prosecution of their

work, heme influences must be continually borne in mind.

Any agency which tends to bring teachers and parents together, and secure a

mutual understanding, and co-operation in the work of both, is calculated to produce a

greater degree of confidence and satisfaction on the part of the people.

So, let meeting.s be arranged at such times and places as will be convenient to the

people; let the programme presented possess features of a popular, as well as a profes-

sional interest; let an especial effort be made to call out and interest all, and the results

will be more profitable than if the whole time were spent in considering subjects con- '

nected directly with work in the school-room. S. H. White.

Bureau County.—Teacher's Institute convened on Monday, March 31st, at the

call of J. A. Mercer, County Supt. The meeting was held at the high-school hall at

Princeton. W. H. V. Raymond gave most of the instruction, assisted by Henry L.

Boltwood, and evening lectures were given by both instructors. The time was spent

principally on the natural sciences Over one hundred teachers were enrolled,

spite of unfavorable weather and bad roads.

Cook County. —Evanston school expenses for the year have been •.

For teachers $5,984.25
General expenses 786.94
Paid for furnaces 500.00

Total expended ...$7,271.1

The school is conducted by Mr. Charles Raymond, as Superintendent, assisted by

seven teachers. The number of pupils enrolled since last September is 530, and the

number now belonging to the school is 410.

Ogh County.—This county stands among the very best in the state in the efficien-

cy of its common schools. This has been brought about by several instrumentalities.

The county rejoices in a good superintendent—everybody knows that E. L, Wells

understands his business; the teachers of the county "lift" together: the people

are willing to help. A copy of the Rochelle Register of April 5 is before us, in which

four columns are devoted to an account of the examinations of the schools at the close

of the winter term. The editor would hardly have taken so much of his paper for this

purpose had he not believed his readers would be pleased. To our mind this shows a

healthy condition of school work. The other towns of Ogle have excellent schools.
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We believe no one in Illinois has shown an nttendance record quite as good month by

month for two years as has Mr. P. R. Walker. Rochelle has a first-class schoolmaster.

Montgotnery County.—The Ililhboro Nmcs Letter has some good thing for educa-

tion in every issue. The following is a sample.

" There i? no reason why we should be in the background in educational matters, as we
certainly have been heretofore, if we will only profit by the experience of our best educator.s.

Ask Prof. Whitham. Mr. Dickson, Mr Gregory, Prof. Jones of the Indiana State Normal I'ni-

versity, or any other tir.st classeducator, in relation to the necessity of improvement in our
public schools, and chey will all tell you to enlarge and thoroughly grade one school,"

Iroquois County.—County Institute met at Watseka March 31st. Dr. Sewall lec-

tured in the court house two evenings. We quote the following from the county paper:
" We cannot forbear giving one sentence from the Dr.s' lecture, among the many that

were very impressive, " The measure of intelligence in a community is the measure ol mate-
rial values." Or, in other words, horses, hogs, sheep and lands increase in value as intelli-

gence increases. The succeeding days were taken up in discussing ditferent branches taught
in our common schools. By a vote of the members present, the constitution was altered so rs
to require the anuual meeting of the Institute, to commence the first Monday in August,
instead of Octoher as heretofore. This seems to be a thing desired and should be heartily
supported by all live, teachers. The design is to secure eminent teachers and organize the
Institute on the plan of a school for two weeks, and to make very prominent in this course the
study of new hranehcs."

With a club from Iroqtiois for the Schoolmaster came a pleasant letter

:

" I secured these names, because I believe in the Schoolmastek, and the grand work its

editors are doing for education in the S/ate. These persons, above named, would be glad to
have the numbers from past February forward, dating their subscription back to that time.
If you cannot do this can you send the April number? I think every teacher in the state ought
to read the editorial on the work of Institutes in that number, and then work to secure such a
result.

'

Springfield.—The March Teachers' Institute met in the high-school building.

With one exception the teachers were all present.

The devotional exercises were conducted as usual. After the minutes were read

by Mr. Chamberlain, Mr. Bennett took the floor, and made a number of suggestions

respecting his work as superintendent.

The teachers were informed that the next term would be devoted to examinations.

The fiuestion of holding written examinations each week was then taken up. It

was found that most of the teachers were attending to their duty in this respect. The
superintendent stated that, as a teacher, he could attend to nothing else while the class

were writing, as he always wished to secu.e a full and honest report. He also stated

his inability to make a set of questions on the spur of the moment. He then discussed

the question generally, calling for an improvement in this direction, that there should

be more work of this kind, and that it should be more thoroughly done. Uniformity

had hitherto been urged upon the teachers, with considerable success, but an advance

in keeping order was necessary, on account of the great evils resulting to the pupil, in

passing from the room of a good disciplinarian, to a place where carelessness and dis-

order prevailed, and vice versa. Finally, close attention to details was advocated as an

element of success.

Mr. Willcut then gave the usual lesson in penmanship. The letters (), D and E,

will constitute the lesson for the pupils of the ward schools, during the coming month.

The different points to be brought out, and the errors to be obviated, were carefully

illustrated on the blackboard.

The next subject was a class exercise, in arithmetic, by scholars of the tirst grade,

under the charge of Mrs. P. A Baird. The topic assigned was the extractitm of the
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cube root. The demonstration of the rule was thorough aud exhaustive, being illus-

rated by blocks and drawings made by the pupils on the blackboard. The regularity,

and beauty of the drawings were commended. The interest and acquirements of the

class showed industry and enthusiasm on the part of the teacher.

After recess Prof. John Bach, teacher of German in the high-school, read an orig-

inal effort in the shape of a poetical- translation of a poem by Max von Schenkendorf,

on the " Mother Tongue." His effort was well received by the Institute, and, we un-

derstand, will be published.

Mr. Sampson then introduced the subject of Drawing, and, after a few practical re-

marks turned the matter over to the Institute for discussion, in which Messrs, Willcutt,

Mitchell and others participated. This subject will be thoroughly attended to hereafter

in the schools of Springfield.

The teachers of the first ward were appointed on the committee on programme for

the next Institute. As to school matters in the Legislature, the bill making education

compulsory will probably pass. The bill for the relief of the county superintendency

will fail, it is said, in the House. The bill for the repeal of the law compelling the

study of the sciences will also fail. B.

Knox County,—The county Institute met in the public-school building, Yates

city, April 22d, 23d, 24th, 25th and 26th. Messrs. A. J. Thomson, D. C. Harmisont

C. W. Parker, A. C. Bloomer, S. P. Lucy, T. C. Swafford, and J B. Roberts were

among the names announced for exercises. F. Christianer, county superintendent, was

chairman of the executive committee.

Afason County.—The following, from the Independent, is a home compliment for

Mr. G. "W. Dominic, superintendent of schools. Speaking of the attendance report for

April. " By comparing the above report with that of 28 other schools of this state as

published in the April number of the Illinois Schoolmaster, we find our school com-

pares more than favorably with them, and in point of attendance is excelled by three

only. When he is not engaged hearing recitations Mr. Dominic visits the other depart-

ments of the school, thereby maintaining the most perfect system in all the departments

from the highest to the lowest. The labor that necessarily devolves upon him to do

this, but few appreciate. That he has kept up the attendance to such a high per cent,

under the adverse circumstances, we think is a compliment to the superintendent,

teachers and scholars."

Danville.—At a recent public school meeting in this city the school question was

discussed somewhat at length, after which a committee was appointed to present the

names of six gentlemen as candidates for the Board of Education. The following are

the resolutions adopted by the meeting :

i5t. In favor of good schools with competent teachers at liberal wages.

2d. In favor of nine months school during the year,

3d. Opposed to the use of the rawhide a'-- a punishment of children.

4th. Opposed to excluding any branch now taught in the schools.

5th. In favor of amendmg the rules, so that parents or guardians can choose the

' .studies they wish their children to pursue.

6th. In favor of a superintendent of the schools.
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7th. Opposed to the expulsion or suspension of any scholar except for gross mis-

conduct or disobedience, or being afflicted with some infectious or contagious disease.

8th. In favor of so amending the rules as not to exclude children from the school

premises on account of tardiness. Ordered that the board of education be requested to

keep the public informed as to their acts and doings.

We recommtnd the above resolutions to some other small cities of Illinois.

/'tjorm. —During the past term of thirteen weeks there were examined for promo-

tion in the ward schools 993 pupils. The number promoted was 795, being an average

of 80 per cent, of the number examined. The per cent, of promotions to the number

examined varies in the different schools from 70 the lowest, to 93, the highest. The
practice of detaining pupils after school for the purpose of cramming for examination is

going out of fashion. Pupils are not detained at recess except for an abuse of the priv-

ilege of recess. Corporal punishment is still indulged in occasionally. At the last

meeting of the School Inspectors the question of teaching German in the public schools

was laid on the table. Some of the teachers suggest, as an improvement, that the Ger-

mans be taught English before they come to this country.

Centennial Celebration in 1876.—Fiom the Philadelphia Age, of February 24th, we
learn that a most enthusiastic meeting, in aid of the approaching celebration, was held

in that city on the preceeding Saturday evening. Patriotic speeches were made by

Senator Cameron, Dr. George B. Loring of Massachusetts, Bishop Simpson and others.

Letters were read from distinguished citizens of different parts of the country. A long

report of subscriptions to the funds for the occasion was read. The total amount re-

ported as already subscribed in Philadelphia was $1,737,330. The largest contribu-

tions were made by the city government, the railroads and the wholesale dry goods

dealers. The subscriptions from physicians, dentists and restaurants are ridiculously

small, and their announcement was received with hisses and other demonstrations of

disapproval.

ILLINOIS NORMAL.

The spring term opened on the 7ih of April. Many of the students went home in

the vacation, as the railroads gave them opportunity to do so at reduced rates; the roads

hive granted this courtesy for several terms. The new term opens with a large increase

of members. On the 15th of April the rolls showed 303 members in the Normal

School; 47 in the High School; 64 in the Grammar School; and 48 in the Primary

School; total, in all Departments, 462. Of the number in the Normal School 164, are

young men ; we think this is a larger number of young men than have ever been in the

school before. The students seem in good health and spirits; and the work of the

term is in vigorous progress. Many of the classes are ver)' large, often numbering sixty

or more. To accommodate such as must soon go out to teach, there is a brief course in

each of the four natural sciences required by law. The little Primarj- Department under

Miss Case is a perfect ^vw of a school.

The first meetings of the Societies for the term were very fully attended. Each
Society has a new President ; Felix B. Tait is Piesident of the Philadelphian ; and
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Lewis C. Dougherty of the Wrightonian. Prof. McCormick, near the close of last

term, was waited upon at his house, one evening, by section G., who left him richer by

several beautiful volumes of standard works. The Christian Associations are quite

active; their meetings are fully attended, and are earnest; the Young Men's Associ-

ation, as usual, " took in the strangers," on the first days of the term, and helped them

to find homes.

Many former students have returned to the University this term ; among others,

A. D. Beckharfc, S. A. Murdock, R. L. Barton, John C. Wilson, George M. Davison,

Justin L. Hartwell, Newton O. Wise, and Misses Isa Ray, Anna Boiler and Henrietta

Watkins.

During vacation, Robert A. Childs visited Normal; he reports everything pros-

perous at Amboy.

About the same time, George G. Manning, wife, and child, visited Normal; he

brings a good report from Peru, Indiana.

Miss Ruth E. Barker was married, April 9th, to Isaac Scarritt, Esq., President of

the First National Bank of Alton ; the wedding, a very quiet one, was celebrated at the

house of the bride's mother in Normal.

Miss Martha Reynolds, a student in the Normal School-last Fall, died recently at

Jacksonville.

Charles L. Howard gave us a call a few days since ; he is now general agent for

the Excelsior Furniture Company of Cincinnati ; his headquarters are at DuQoin.

Miss Bandusia Wakefield visited the University the second week of the term; she

has closed her work at Winterset, Iowa.

Samuel W. Paisley, we hear, is doing a good work in the schools of Watseka.

Dr. John T. Curtiss is practising medicine in Jersey County; the name will be

familiar to " old Normalites."

The same class ot Ancients will be glad to learn that Henry B. Norton has prom-

ised to attend the Alumni meeting next summer, and to take part in the exercises. He
is now trading in the Indian territory.

Notes.—Punch says the fixed stars are suns, but the shooting stars are darters

—Ladies con.stitute from thirty-five to forty per cent, of those who are now under-

going the civil service examinations at Washington. The examinations are conducted

with great thoroughness, and, necessarily, with entire impartiality. Six hours are

allowed candidates to pass upon the various questions and problems presented. Most

of them finish inside of that time. France is threatened with a very serious evil

—

a strike among the national teachers. The desire to become an instructor of youth

is daily more unpopular
; pupils cannot be found to enter the training colleges.

The profession is miserably paid, surrounded by narrow restrictions, so that the Dominie

Sampsons prefer the indeperdence of citizens and the higher pay as clerks. A
Dublin chambermaid is said to have got twelve travelers into eleven bed-rooms, and yet

to have given each a separate room. Here we have the eleven bed-rooms :

i

7

I

8
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" Now," said she, " if two of you gentlemen will go into No. i bedroom, and wait

there a few minutes, I'll find a spare room for one of you as soon as I've shown the

others to their rooms." Well, now, having thus bestowed /Ti'o gentlemen in No. i, she

put the third in No. 2, fourth in No. 3, the fifth in No. 4, the sixth in No. 5, the seventh

in No. 6, the eighth in No. 7, the ninth in No. 8, the tenth in No. 9, and the eleventh

in No. 10. She then came back to No. i, where you will remember she had left the

twelfth gentleman along with the first, and said :
" I've now accommodated all the

rest, and have still a room to spare, so if one of you will please step into No. 11, you

will find it empty." Thus the twelfth man got his bedroom. Of course, there is a hole

in the saucepan somewhere ; but I leave the reader to determine exactly where the

fallacy is, with just a warning to think twice before deciding as to which, if any, of the

travelers was the odd man out."

—

Chambers's Journal.

No notices are ever inserted in this department, for which a price is paid. The BoOK
Table of the Schoolmaster is entirely independent of outside influence. Books are

discussed upon what appears to the reviewer to be their intrinsic merits. The primary

object of our book notices is to give to our readers the benefit of the opinion of the SCHOOL-

MASTER. All books sent to us are thankfully accepted ; we are desirous of receiving all

new works. The reviews tfiay not always be just, but they certainly will come from the

pens offair-dealing and unprejudiced persons, and will be written only for the benefit

of others, neverfor pecuniary reward.

The Logic of Accounts ; by E. G. FoLSOM, A. M., proprietor of the Albany Bryant and
Stratton Commercial College. A. S. Barnes & Co., New York and Chicago.

442 pp., price $2.00.

In this book the author has endeavored to give a more thoroughly logical explana-

tion of the Science of Book-keeping than we remember to have seen before ; but he has

by no means reglected the Art in his exposition of Science. He gives the philosophy

of the work fiirst, starting with a definition of values, classified as commercial and ideal,

ana of the laws of exchanges. The larger part of the book is devoted to practical work,

with examples and full explanations. The work in this department is strictly progress-

ive, beginning with the simplest forms, and proceeding to the most difficult. All his

explanations of methods are based upon the philosophy already explained. Still, he

fully recognizes the fact that "all \}ci^ forms of accounts we shall never know," but in-

sist'^ that the underlying /;7>7r?/>/« are everywhere the same. This is doubtless un-

questionable; and it is a truth that should ever be borne in mind in all instruction in

Book-keeping. The last twenty-five pages contain careful questions on the work. We
do not think this book is adapted to the use of pupils who propose to learn only the

elements of book-keeping ; but for their teachers, and for those who propose to nunter

the whole subject, we should deem it well nigh indispenable.

The author is not always quite happy in his expression ; and occasionally he allows

himself to use a word in a maimer not justified by the Dictionary For instance, "to

intuit" as a verb, p. 5, and "borrow" for borrowing, p. 23, and in other places.
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Apgar's Geographical Drawing Book ; by E. A. & A. C. Apgar. Cowperthwait &
Co., Philadelphia.

In this thin quarto are given full directions for drawing North America, the United

States, together and in sections, South America, Europe, England and France, Asia

and Africa. The system used is that sometimes called triangzilation, or by the use of

construction lines. A very commendable feature is the giving of the lengths of these

lines in miles, as used in drawing the States. The heights of the mountains and the

populations of the cities are shown by appropriate symbols. The maps themselves are

very pretty.

Rose Thorpe's Ambition; by Mrs. M. E. Rockwell. J. C. Garrigues & Co., Phi-
ladelphia. 348 pages, price ^1.25.

This is a very readable story, having more than one excellent moral. It is a good

book for Sunday Schools, and contains many hints that may be of use to teachers of

day schools ; and some that ought to be most strongly impressed upon fathers and

mothers who have sons and daughters that they wish to bring up rightly ; and yet

thousands of them are making the mistake of Dr. Thorpe or of Dr. Phillips The her-

oine of the story is the daughter of an intelligent father living among the mountains of

Pennsylvania, who has become discouraged and gloomy in consequence of hard work

and a lack of prosperity in wordly affairs By the ambition and energy of Rose, better

days come to the whole family; she begins her career as the teacher of a country school.

We must believe from the author's description of " boarding around," that she

"knows how it is herself." The book is thoroughly orthodox in tone; but its aim

seems to be to show the " sweetness and light " of a true Christian life. We are sorry

to observe that the author trips in her English occasionally; "To gracefully perform,"

p. loi, and " ^«^be blameless, \i they fail," p. 168, are hardly the right specimens of

language to put into the hands of young people. Nevertheless, these are rather slight

blemishes in a really good work.

Woman in American Society ; by Abba Gould Woolsen. Roberts Brothers, Bos-

ton. 271 pp., price ;5Si.50. For sale by Hadley Brothers, 136 State street, Chi-
cago.

This work seems to be a re-print of essays that first appeared in the Boston Jour-

nal. They deal with very important subjects on which the writer speaks " out in meet-

ing," with an independence that is refreshing. On such topics as " Ornamental Young

Ladies," " The Accomplishments," " Invalidism as a Pursuit," " The Feminine Mania

for Clothes," " Evening Parties," "Charitable Fairs," " The Reforms needed in Dress,"

etc., she has things to say that are worth hearing and attention. On p. 20 she touches

the subject of pet, Frenchy names for women, as follows: " The queenly Elizabeths

and Catherines, the noble Margarets and Helens, with all their historic and family as-

sociations, are sunk in the rapid, characterless Lizzies and Katies, the Maggies and

Nellies, which appear so absurd on the printed page. * * * No one can read down

the register of girls' names in any school-catalogue, with its inevitable call-mepet-

names- dearest-air, without wondering that teachers, as well as school girls, should

be so lost to all sense of the purity of the English tongue, and the honor and dig-

nity of the female sex," to all of which we respond by a hearty Ainen. We do not think

she believes much in "tatting;" neither do we. It seems to us, however, that the logic

of the book is decidedly/fw/w/w^"/ the writer constantly speaks as though the evils
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under which she and her sisters groan, are imposed upon them by some resistless and ty-

rannical power outside of themselves. For our part, looking at the matter with a man's

eyes, we feel inclined to say that, if women wish to change such of their customs and

habits as they find to be belittling, corrupting and burdensome, in the words of Anna
Dickinson, " What's to hinder ? " All persons who feel an interest in the '-Woman
Question,"—whatever that may be—will want to read this work, we are sure.

Bits of Talk about Home Mailers ; by II. H. ROBERTS Brothers, Boston. 239 pp.,
price $1.00. For sale by Hadley Brothers.

This author understands thoroughly the art of " putting things ;
' and she has put

things in this book that demand the careful attention of every man and woman in

America. Especially ought teachers and mothers to read and ponder what she says.

We cz.x\x\o\.fully agree with all she says, especially on the subject of corporal punish-

ment, but we find ourselves commending her terse and tender—sometimes fiery—utter-

ances many times, where we disagree once. She takes the part of the weak and lowly

so valiantly and lovingly, that we say " God bless her; " and yet at times we doubt if

she has ever been a mother or a public-school teacher herself. The essays are all short,

—really bits of talk, but they are keen and pointed as a needle. Rarely have we read

anything that seemed to us better, or more needing to be said, and to be said jjtst now,

than the last essay in the book. We say emphatically to all teachers and mothers, get

the book and read it ; it will do you good.

The Best Reading ; a classified bibliography for easy reference. G. P. Putnam &
Sons, New York. Jansen, McClurg & Co., Chicago, 1872.

This book contains the names of the valuable works on the most important subjects

of the day. The list is classified, so that the works on any given subject can be readily

found and the price ascertained. It is often in every one's life that much trouble is

caused by not knowing where or how to find definite information upon a given subject;

this book affords valuable assistance in this direction. Here we have the whole scheme

of knowledge before us with the exception of some technical and fictitious works As
an illustration we give the first ten names in the index of subjects:—Abyssinia, Acoustics,

Afghanistan, Africa, Agriculture, Alabama, Alaska, Albigenses, Algiers, Alps. This

index covers five closely printed pages. We believe the selection of books given is

well made.

.A.fter this classified list, the book contains essays on reading, suggestions for courses

of reading, on owning books, and hints to book clubs. This is a good book for teachers.

On the Eve ; by J. S. Tuegenieff. IIoi.t & Wiiliams, New York. Jansen,
McClurg & Co., Chicago.

This is an American edition of the English translation—one of the Leisure Hour
series Aside from the value of the story, these books serve to introduce the reader to

Russi -.n people in a pleasant, agreeable style. One feels much better acquainted with

the people and their institutions after reading these volumes.
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Scribner's Monthly improves, difficult as it may seem. The numbers for March

and April, we think, are the best that have been issued. There are many articles in

these two numbers of special interest to teachers.

The Atlantic Monthly is, we believe, generally recognized as the leading literary

monthly of the country. It may not have the popular characteristics of some of the

other journals. It is not specially designed to please or interest the ignorant and the

unthinking; but its high literary character, its nice critical judgment, its excellent taste,

its sterling worth and its able editorial management, commend it to all who appreciate

a magazine representing the advanced culture of the times. Under the editorship of

Mr. Howells, it is losing nothing of the high character which it has so long sustained.

The monthly notices—more extended than formerly—of recent literature, of art, music,

and politics, give to it an increased interest. The May number is before us, and it is

filled with good things. More teachers should take and read the Atlantic.

We point with pride to our advertising pages ; our patrons are among the most re-

liable business houses in the country, and the character of our advertisements is such

that we have no reason to be ashamed of them. We mean that they shall remain so;

when we cannot live without advertising humbugs, quack nostrums and doubtful ar-

ticles of any kind, we propose to quit the business. We frequently receive advertise-

ments which we decline because we think them unsuitable ; we are obliged often to de-

cline others, not because they are in themselves objectionable, but because they are sent

by advertising agents who demand their insertion at a ruinous discount from our regular

rates. AVe think our rates are reasonable; and, if we have any concessions to make

we prefer to make them to our regular patrons rather than to agents.

We remind our subscribers again that our terms are strictly in advance ; when the

subscription expires, the magazine will stop unless it is renewed. By this method we
avoid the sending of (/^Kw/w^f letters ; aiid our paying subscribers are not obliged to

make up the deficiencies of those who do not pay.

We have received several fine clubs lately. That is right, friends
;
please " to do

it some more." There are many teachers who will subscribe, if personally solicited,

who will never do it, otherwise. Examine our premium list, and send us the names

and money as fast as you get them.

To any one who will order, through us, text-books at regular rates amounting to

six dollars or more, we will send the books at regular rates, and one copy of the

Schoolmaster one year, /;<?«.
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MISS SNOW'S EXPERIMENT.

Miss Snow was in despair. Before her lay a pile of compositions

of the usual school-girl and school-boy type, whose subjects, also of

the usual type, ranged through metaphysics and meteorology ; from

"Faith," "Hope" and "Charity," to "Spring," " Summer" and

"Winter." Such a writing-from-a-sense-of-duty air pervaded the

whole! Scarce one real, genuine child-thought among them !

"I don't wonder they hate to write compositions," she said, " if

they think they must write such bookish things as these. But I

know there must be a more excellent way, if only we could find it.

Children love to talk, why shouldn't they love to write. But I seldom

find boys or girls in their teens, who are able to evolve ideas out of

their own consciousness. We begin at the wrong end ; we ought to

help them to accumulate ideas by teaching them to observe and to think,

before we recfuire thera to write. But how ? that's the question."

Miss Snow's head went down on the sofa pillow, and for half an hour

she kept up a terrible thinking. Then, springing up with a triumphant

" I have it," she went to work.

How she did work for the next two weeks ! Libraries were ran-

sacked, every chemistry, mineralogy and encyclopedia consulted ; even

the liible yielded fruit to reward her search. She coaxed the Professor

into telling her all he knew about her subject, and into lending her

some of his choicest specimens and chemicals.

She told her scholars they need make no preparation for rhetorical
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exercises that week, except to bring pencil and paper. " What are we

to do?" they asked. " Come and see," she said laughingly, and that

was all they could get out of her. Of course they were all " dying to

know," and she let them die, knowing it was not dangerous. Their

curiosity was not lessened by what they saw on her table, as they came

trooping in, that memorable Friday afiernoon. First was a decanter,

with a greenish yellow fluid in it, and beside it a glass, like a wine

glass, only larger. "I wonder if it's a new kind^of Avine, and she is

going to give us all a drink," said Ned, the irrepressible ; but the rest

were shocked at such an idea in connection with their tee- total teacher.

Then there was a stone, at least it looked like a stone on one side, but

when it was turned around the children were not so sure, it sparkled so

like bits of glass, all stuck in edgewise ; then tiiere was a wide-

mouthed bottle, wath some queer looking bits of stick in it ; a box,

shut so tight that even their sharp eyes could not see what was in it,

and a salt-cellar, full of salt.

•'As you like to talk better than you do to write," she said, " we

will talk to-day instead of writing." Taking up the salt-cellar, she

continued, " We Avill talk about salt." " Pshaw !" exclaimed Johnny,

'• we know all about that, and can tell it all in two minutes. " How
many of you think so?" said Miss Snow, for reasons of her own,

wisely ignoring his lack of politeness. Three-fourths of the scholars

raised their hands ; but, as usual, those who really did know the most,

kept stiL.

" Well Johnny, tell me all you know about salt."

•'Why it's just salt, and good to season victuals, and to keep.

meat from spoiling."

" And to give to cows to make butter come quick," added Tom,

who often suffered martyrdom at the churn. That wi;S the extent of

their knowledge ; and the majority didn't seem to know much more.

At least, if they did, they did not know how to tell it.

^ Miss Snow poured some water into the glass and dropped in some

salt. " What now?"

"Why it dissolves, of course."

" What do we say of any thing when it dissolves ?" '•' We say it

is soluble," answered thoughtful little Emma, "Then, that is one of

the properties of salt, let us write it on the board, under ' properties,'
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and see how many others we can find." She then threw some salt on

the fire, and it sputtered and frisked around at a wonderful rate. " OhI

Miss Snow, what makes it do that":"' exclaimed Sam. " Because there

is water in each little grain," she replied ;
" when any thing acts like

that, while burning, we say it decrejntates, that's a new word and a

hard one, but I will put it on the board, so you can learn it."

Now she took up the stone and held it so that the strong sunlight

fell on the crystals. " Beautiful !" " pretty I" " splendid !" chorused

the children. "Yes, and this is salt too, just as it is dug from the

earth. This piece came from Louisiana.' Before the war, nobody

knew there was more than one place in America where rock salt was

found—that is in Virginia ; but, during the war, the rebels were shut

off from all the old salt-works ; and, in hunting for salt, discovered this

bed. There is one other place in our country where rock salt is found,

on Salmon River, Oregon, and that is all ; most of our salt comes from

springs. Now tell me what we call a structure like this, made up of

crystals." "Crystalline." "That's right; Ave will put that down

among the properties." She then took from the box a beautiful crys-

tal, three inches long and half as wide. It looked clear as glass,

and, as she held it between herself and them, the children could see

Miss Snow's bright eyes through it ; thus they learned that salt is

transparent, though they had hard work to believe that this beautiful

crystal was nothing but pure salt. She then shoAved them that what

glass is to light, salt is to heat—transmitting it perfectly ; so they

learned the meaning of dkdhermous. Thus they Avent on, till the list

of properties had run up to ten. Every eye Avas now sparkling, and

even Johnny Avas forced to confess, aAvay doAvn in his heart, Avhere no

body Avould know it, that he did not knoAV quite all about common salt. '

" NoAv let us see of AA-hat salt is made," said Miss Snow ;
" Avho

can tell "r" " Out of salt Avater. I suppose," said Jimmy. Of course,

all laughed at this answer, but none could give any better. "I did

not suppose you could tell," she said, " so I will tell you." She held

up the decanter and the wider mouthed bottle, saying, " These are the

parents of our salt ; it doesn't resemble its parents much, does it?

it is not the least particle like either of them. This gas in the decan-

ter—for it is a gas, only it is dissoh^ed in water to keep it from^ running

aAvay from us—is Chlorine; you see its greenish yelloAv color."
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"I thought gases didn't have any color," broke in Tommy. -'Most

gases do not; but this has, you see; it has a repulsive odor, and

you should breathe it, it would kill you. Taken all together, he isn^

a very agreeable person to deal with,—this father of common sal^

And the mother is a queer sort of a body too. " Here she is," hold

ing up the bottle with the queer little sticks in it ;
" Sodium is h«

name. She looks as demure as can be, but if I put her in water

will act as though she were bewitched. She will dance around faste

than you can, even if some of you do have your brains in your heelsl

then a blue smoke will rise, and the next thing you know the water wi|

be on fire, actually burning." While talking Miss Snow had refilles

the glass with clean water, and fished up one of the little sticTjs .witl

her penknife ; now she cut off a piece and dropped it in the water. It

behaved exactly as she said it would, and the children were wild wit

delight ; first the steam and then the smoke ascended, and the rooi

was filled with a stifling odor.

" If the water were warm it would blaze," she said. " 0, let

get some warm water," exclaimed Rena. Away she ran home, jus

across the way, and soon returned with a cup of hot water. Miss SnoT

dropped a bit of the sodium into it, and it blazed up brilliantly, burs^

ing into hundreds of pieces. But, alas for the awkwardness of ams

teur chemists ! Miss Snow was bending over the cup, and one of th3

fragments of sodium lodged in her eye and there burned itself away ii

to soda. The pain was intense ; but, dreading the confusion amoi

the scholars should she make any "fuss," she pressed her handkerchi^

to her throbbing eye, and kept bravely on. But she had had enough

experimenting, so she told the children they mu.'t take her word for it-

that chlorine and sodium put together make salt.

" Now, where is salt found," she asked, writing " Location'

the board. The scholars now thought to better purpose, and soon

long list was made out, including twenty-three of our own States ai

Territories. Next she wrote, " How salt occurs," and under this hes

came, " In the ocean, in plains, in deep mines, and in springs."

"If we could take all the salt out of the ocean and pile it mt

mountains," said Miss Snow, " it would make a range as high as tl

Alps and five times as long." She told them of the beautiful moui

tain of pure salt, rising, white and polished, from the plain of Car
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dona, Spain, and of the immense salt plains of South America and

of Asia. "As we approach these salt fields," she said, "the char-

acter of the vegetation changes, for you know our grasses and most of

our plants will not grow where there is salt. But some kinds, like our

asparagus and the English saltwort, like salt ; we call such, saline

plants. As we enter these fields, we find first saline plants, but grad-

ually even they disappear, till there is nothing to be seen except salt,

salt everywhere. But now, when there are no real plants, the salt itself

makes mimic ones, just as the frost does on the window pane, after it

has killed all the flowers, arranging itself into forms and shrubs, leaves

and flowers. Sometimes the mirage—r" what is mirage, Mitty?"

Mitty was in the physical-geography class, so he could tell all about it,

after which Miss Snow continued, " the mirage makes these dry salt

plains seem covered with water, like great lakes. Sometimes the wind,

from a sand desert near, sweeps over the salt plain, bearing with it a

fine red sand, which it scatters over the salt, making the plain look like

a petrified ocean of blood. Sometimes these plains are wet, salt

marshes—the most desolate regions on earth."

" What is the next way in Avhich salt occurs ?" " In deep mines,"

chorused a dozen voices. " Do you know where the most wonderful

mines are?'' "In Poland," said Ellen. " I read all about them in

an old IIorper''s Monthly. Such beautiful things! Great galleries

and cathedrals, and kings and queens, and a great lake, and thrones

and fireworks, and arches and pillars, all made out of salt." " Espe-

cially the lake and the fireworks," said Miss Snow, laughing. Ellen

blushed from folly, but Miss Snow's " Of course I know you don't

mean that," re-assured her. "I am glad you read the magazines,

Nellie
;
you will find more about salt in an old number of Putnaon,

April, 1869, I believe ; I wish you could all read both these articles.

Miss Snow looked at her watch. " I see we shall not have time now to

talk about salt springs, the way in which salt usually occurs in this

country, nor of the various ways in which it is obtained from springs

and from mines. I intended to tell you this, and also about the vari-

ous uses -of salt, some of which I presume you never suspected ; also,

about what salt is a symbol of. and of the sacredness in which it has

been held from the earliest ages. Turn to Lev. 2 : 13, and you will
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find that God himself commands its use in sacrifices. Most heathen '

nations use it thus."

"May I ask a question, please?" said Julia. " Certainlj."

" What do the expressions, ' above the salt,' and ' below the salt,' sig-

nify? I came across them in Walter Scott's works, and I don't know

what they mean." "I am glad you askei the question, Julia; in

those old times of which Scott wrote, the lord with his knights and

retainers all sat at one long table, spread in their great dining- hall.

At the head, sat the lord ; those highest in rank or in favor sat next,

and so on ; thus the lower end of the table was occupied by the humbler

retainers and servants. A huge salt-cellar stood in the middle of the

table, separating the noble from the menial retainers ; so, ' above the-

salt' came to signify the place of nonor, and ' below the salt' the re-

verse." "And our ' individual salts ' may show that now all men are

equal, for, as each one has his own, there can be no ' above ' or ' below

the salt,' " said wise Theodore.

"An excellent idea," responded Miss Snow. " Now, who can tell

me what this phrase means, 'the salt has lost its savor?' Our salt

cannot lose its savor, how could that of Palestine ?" Nobody could

tell. " Well, study upon it awhile and tell me Monday. Here are

some more questions you may think about. Read what Paul says

about salt in Col. 4 : 6, and tell me what he means. And you may

tell me what kind of salt, ' Attic salt' is."

" Now, how many of you have learned any thing this afternoon?"

Every hand went up like a flash. " How many want to tell me what

you have learned." ."I," "I," came from forty voices. "You,

Julia." " I've learned what ' above the salt' means." " I've learned

what salt is made of," said Benny. "I've learned where its found,"

said Mary. " I've learned not to bend over sputtering things, for fear

I may burn my eyes out," said Robbie. " Good for you, I've learned

that too," said Miss SnoAv, laughing, " but I wish I had learned it a

little sooner."

"Now if you all talk at once, I cannot hear you, and if you talk

one at a time it will take you all night ':o tell me all you know, so you

may write down, on your papers, what you would like to tell me.

Write as fast as you can, and whenever you have a page written, raise

your hand."
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Every head was bent over the desk; each hand scribbling away

for dear life. One, two, three minutes passed and no sound was heard

but the scratching of pencils. Then up went one hand and another

and another.
" Good, keep on ; write another page, said Miss Snow

At the end of five minutes, forty hands had written forty pages and

were busy on as many more. Thus the work went on for fifteen min-

utes, when Miss Snow tapped the bell for them to stop writing, and

collected the papers.
. „ ,,, i

• i

-Oh! don't take mine, it is scribbled so horridly! exclaimed

firm little Lusie. " No matter for that," said her teacher. " Ut.

course you can't help scribbling when you write so fast. You may

have your papers Monday, and make them as proper as you ehoose ;

but now I want to see them just as they are."

This is how Miss Snow taught her scholars to write compositions

without their suspecting they were doing any thing so dreadful And

now Miss Snow gets compositions which are the delight of her heart.

Mary Allen ^\ EST.

THE MICROSCOPE AS AN EDUCATOR.

CONCLUDED.

Deceptive appearances under the microscope have been alluded

to It is still common for instructors (?) to talk of human hair as

cylindrical and hollow. It is a matter of no great difficulty to obtain

sections of hair so short that the pieces naturally fall m a position

which presents the cross section for examination. It is easy to note

the pith, if YOU please, that occupies the central portion ot tlic hair

It is also interesting to note the various forms of the cross sections ot

hair, some being circular, others elliptical or even kidney sliaped

others still being constricted across the centre, reminding one not

unnaturally of some of the forms of the Diatomace.^. But or. they

solid? perhaps you persistently inquire. Well, that depends con-

siderablY upon Adiat the word solid is understood to imply. Ka

corn-stalk, or a sun-flower stalk, or an oak twig, or a hickory withe

is solid whv, ves. Rut you drive the mercury through the solid wood
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bj properly applied pressure, thus showing the universally present

porosity. It is left for the microscope to subject a few so-called solids

to a closer scrutiny. Put the cross section of the sun-flower stalk,

the corn-stalk, the oak twig, or the hickory Avithe under the micro-

scope. You see abundance of space, and a comparatively small

amovmt of woody fibre. It is evident at once that cellular structure

is botanically no misnomer. The truth irresistibly forces itself upon

our attention, that the pores in most if not all cases actually occupy

much more space than does the wood.

The question of the distinctive dijBFerences between animals and

plants is no doubt yet an open one, and principally so on account of

facts brought to light in investigation wath the microscope. The true

line of demarcation Avhich separates the animal from the vegetable

kingdom is yet to be surveyed. A trial line to be sure has long

been staked out, but the offsets on either hand are so numerous that

the present position is far from satisfactory. Once, sensation and vol-

untary motionwere the characteristics bf animals as distinguished from

plants, while the growth of.an organism from a root, its putting forth

buds and thus increasing, were held indubitable evidence of its

vegetable nature. Mais nous avons change tout cela. We "cheer-

ful felloAvs who squint through tubes at flies' ears" (vide Chicago

Times') find animals in abundance growing from a root, putting forth

buds and branches, raising matured individuals, each after its kind,

which eventually separate themselves from the parent stock and

revolve into some convenient locale where they take root and become

in turn the parents of succeeding generations. Nay, we have them

each with a flexible stalk Avhich, at the will of the animal, contracts

spirally toward its own base on the slightest disturbance, and, anon,

the spiral uncoils and the animal reaches out a dozen times the length

of its body, putting forth its cilia to excite currents of water, which

thus bring it food from its Avatery world around. The paleontologist

can scarcely fail to be reminded here of the encrinal remains so pro-

fusely scattered through our sub-carboniferous limestones, and of the

pentacrinus caput-medusae of the West Indies, their only living rep-

resenta,tive.

On the other hand there are myriads of vegetable organisms which

as truly have a voluntary motion as the veriest leviathan that ever
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lashed the sea af'oam. We see living diatoms in countless numbers

and of more than kaleidoscopic variety, adorned with sculpturing the

most exquisite, each pursuing its way, seemingly intent upon some im-

portant business, slow but sure. In the swarming season of the

desmids, however,—another large class of vegetable organisms,—we

may see thousands upon thousands of individuals turning and writhing

in the most rapid and energetic manner, the eye being as unable to

follow one of them as it would be to follow a single bee in a summer

swarm.

The dejinitlons of science^ then, are evidently only jyrovhional.

To our children we give partial definitions, that we may not confuse

them with a multiplicity of details. In the same way our definitions

for adults are equally awaiting modification by any advance in our sci-

entific information. The microscope tends constantly, from the very

nature of the case, to educate our perceptives. Unfortunately, it at

the same time too often educates the imagination, which is frequently

not kept within even moderate restraint. Hence, the dissemination of

error. No doubt many people have seen human hair more or less mag-

nified, and by having seen it just without or just within the focus of

the objective have noted the longitudinal line of light always reflected

from the surface of a comparatively smooth cylindrical body. But the

presence of this delusive shimmer on the outer surface of a stove-pipe

made of Russia iron, is far from being the evidence of its want of

solidity.

So the spines, on the surface of the test podura scale were pro-

nounced by the most eminent of transatlantic microscopists, hemispher-

ical protuberances from its surface, because the observed phenomena

in its examination were the same as could be produced by a peculiar

disposition of the light reflected from bodies of such shape. This was

at best but a sorry species of reasoning, and subsequent results have

plainly indicated the fallacy of the conclusion, as recently by electric

shocks the spines have been plainly separated from the surface of the

scale.

Lastly, the search into any however limited corner of the bound-

less realm of nature, can hardly be without its ennobling influence

upon the mind and heart. If, as was once said, "The undevout as-

tronomer is mad," what shall be said of him who studies the habits of
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the creatures of the microscopic world, who cannot plainly see the hand

of an inscrutable wisdom directing the formation of organisms so won-

derfully minute, and yet of such tremendous consequence ? What shall

be said of the remains of myriads upon myriads of forms in every

slough and ditch where moisture has ever been, and of the scarcely

less numerous living forms in every nooh and corner and foot-place

where moisture is? What shall be said of the strata of chalk, com.-

posed of unnumbered millions of the calcareous shells of microscopic

animals ; what of the deposits of earths in various localities, as that

extending beneath the city of Richmond, Va., and a large part of

Maryland, of which the least morsel visible to the unassisted eye con-

tains the marvellously beautiful remains of thousands of forms which-

lived and flourished and died, far, far back in the untold aeons of the

shadowy past? 'Twas but a tithe, nay, the veriest shadow of the

truth, that the poet told Avhen he apostrophized his reader in

" Take the wings

Of morning, pierce the Barcan wilderness*

Or lose thyself in the continuous woods

Where rolls the Oregon, and hears no sound

Save his own dashings,—yet the dead are there;

And millions in those solitudes, since first

The flight of years began, have laid them down

In their last sleep,—the dead reign there alone."

O. S. Westcott.

*The subjoined statement from the distinguished author of " Thanatopsis" w 11 doubtless
be of interest to any who at Springfield were disposed to question the accuracy of the-above
Quotation.

New York, Jan. 25, 1873.

Dear Sir:— FoM were right in your quotation. The line from Thaaatopsis which you men-
tion has had it« last alteration and that is as you have given it.—" piert-e the Barcan wilderness."

I am sir, respectfully yours,
O. S Westcott, Esq. W.C.BRYANT.

We have often urged, through the Schoolmaster, the importance

to teachers and superintendents of the use of the local press. Every
county paper could and should have an educational column : the

editor would gladly give place to the pedagogue. Public opinion is

molded by the Press more than men are willing to admit. It is with

pleasure we notice the growing tendency to introduce such a depart-

ment into the local papers : recently Mr. Frank Matthews has

commenced his editorial career in the J^^ew Era., of Stark county,

Illinois. Let others do likewise: the returns are sure.
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INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH LITERATURE.

I have an acijuaintance who observes carefully the hand-books

and the mechanical journals that treat of the use of iron and of its

combinations. Yet he finds himself obliged continually to refer to

his own investigations. He finds difficulties which books do not ex-

plain. He gathers the iron of Pilot Knob and of the Iron Mountain,

the metal of Lake Superior, the pigs from the Scotch furnaces, and

the product of Pennsylvania mines. He combines that prepared by

the charcoal blast and that prepared with other fuel, till he has the

needed proportions for hardness and toughness. When he has a

combination selected which he hopes to use for months following, he

sometimes finds some subtle influence, too minute for detection by

chemical analysis, that disappoints his expectation, and a new series

of trials in new combination is made to secure due tenacity or

strength.

As with the iron-worker, so with the student of language, text-

books serve an important purpose in pointing out a few general and

accepted principles. The higher knowledge in each case must come

from wide comparison of experience and by careful tests under per-

sonal investigation.

Even when one has had a reasonable degree of success in teach-

ing a few of the preliminary technicalities to be used in describing

words and in analyzing sentences from some grammar, he is apt to

reach a point Avhere the limitations of any single book, no matter

how valuable it may be, are painfully apparent. Diversified criti-

cism and a wide range of material from the language itself, are nec-

essary to give broader views of the power of language and of its

usages. The scholarly teacher who has at command a well selected

library, accessible to his jaipils, can readily arrange to give them the

benefit of Avider investigation. Few of our schools arc provided with

many books additional to the standard dictionaries, and many teach-

ers find no money available to extend the list. A single compendium

of English literature exhibits about as much of the grandeur, beauty,

and power of the 'language as the sample table of a commercial
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traveler in a countrj hotel shows of the metropolitan wholesale

establishment that sends him out. If all of the class have books

alike, the range is unavoidably narrow. As soon as a class has mas-

tered some one of the simplest of our common school grammars, a

plan like the following may be pursued. It has sometimes worked

well. It gives much and varied available criticism on linguistic forms

and peculiarities. It gives each pupil something more valuable than

a mere text-book.

After consultation with parents and full explanation of the plan,

if it meet Avith approval, a list of suitable books is to be made out,

such as approximate in cost a good standard volume which in the or-

dinary course would be procured by each member of the class, each

one of whom selects a book from the list. The local bookseller will

order them for the class, perhaps giving them the benefit of whole-

sale rates for so large an order. A table or shelf in the school is

assigned to the class as a place for these books, which they use with

the utmost freedom compatible with the general arrangement of

school, as a class reference library. Each retains his personal prop-

erty in the particular book of his selection, and on leaving school

carries it to put in the home library.

The recitations can be upon a topical plan, in which the teacher

may require a full account of some writer, with his relation to his

country's history and to the contemporaneous history of other coun-

tries, his peculiarities of character and of style, to be followed by a

like examination of others in chronological order or in any other

order that circumstances render most suitable. In our large towns,

should it at any time be desired to have uniform books in the hands

of the class for temporary use, copies enough of the writings of

Shakspeare, Burns, Moore, Milton, Whittier, or Longfellow can be

readily obtained by the pupils from their personal friends. Should

these fail, the higher Readers in all our schools form respectable com-

pendiums, embracing selections from almost any of the prominent au-

thors. Teachers who have felt the hindrances of the usual provision

of books will form methods of their own to get the benefit of the wider

facilities which this plan oflFers. The following list comprises books no

one of Avhich I think is retailed higher than the price of Cleveland's

Compendium of English Literature. Some of the books named cost
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much less. A teacher with a class of a dozen advanced pupils would

find a great gain if they could each have a book like any one of these,

yet no two alike. The teacher will find a little hand-book called

"March's [Method with the English Language," of great value in his

own preparation for the class.

The Bible is the universal English classic, and a good Concord-

ance is therefore fit to head the list:

Crudcn's Concordance ; Crabb's Synonyms ; Fowle's English

Synonyms ; Roget's Thesaurus ; Wheeler's Dictionary of Noted

Names in Fiction; Bulfinch's Age of Fable ; Bulfinch's Age of Chiv-

alry ; AVhite's (R. G.) Words and Their Uses; Trench's English,

Past and Present; Trench's Proverbs and their Uses; Marsh's Lec-

tures on Lano-uao-e, 1st series; Marsh's Lectures on Lano;uao;e, 2d

series ; Muller's Science of Language, 1st series ; Muller's Science

of Language, 2d Series ; Whitney's Language and the Study of Lan-

guage ; Haines' English Literature, school edition ; Tauchnitz's Five

Centuries of the English Language and Literature ; Fowler's Eng-

lish Grammar, large octavo edition; Cleveland's Compendium of

English Literature ; Cleveland's Compendium of American Litera-

ture; Shaw's Compendium of English Literature; Spalding's Com-

pendium of English Literature ; Royse's Compendium of American

Literature. Some one may desire the higher priced Haydn's Dic-

tionary of Dates, a library in itself, and now brought up to January,

1871. Some one may want the octavo volumes, two of which form

Craik's English Literature. Of smaller books, Craik's English of

Shakspeare, which is a critical analysis of the play of Julius Cgesar,

and the books prepared by Prof. Hudson upon Shakspeare for school

use, are valuable, as are other books that might be named. There

are poor books loudly praised : it is important, therefore, to have per-

sonal knowledge of the books commended to a class. The teacher

who is satisfied Avith mere memorizing of the formalities of text-

books cannot use this plan effectively ; but it opens rich rewards in

class interest and in personal profit to the teacher who is so situated

as to adopt the plan heartily. James H. Blodoett.

RocKFORD, III., May, 1873.
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TEACHERS' MEETINGS.

The efficiency of any school which requires two or more instruc-

tors can be increased by frequent consultations between the teachers.

The manner of conducting these meetings, and the frequency with

which they are held must be determined by the circumstances. The

propriety of devoting such hours to academic instruction is doubtful.

If the teachers have not properly prepared themselves in relation to

matters of fact in the branches they are required to teach, before

obtaining their certificates, it is their duty to study diligently at

home in advance of their classes, or, better, leave school and enter

an academy or normal school, and devote the entire time to learning.

The following is suggested as one method of conducting teachers'

meetings in village schools. The plan supposes the school to be an

entiret}^ under the control of one manager. The meetings should be

held weekly : not evenings, because it is not convenient for ladies un-

accompanied to assemble evenings ; nor Friday afternoons, because

teachers are tired and worn by five days' hard work. Monday seems

to be the least objectionable. If school is closed on Monday after-

noon one-half hour before the regular time, the teachers of the village

can assemble in one of the school-rooms within fifteen minutes from

the time of closing school. The superintendent or principal should

call the meeting to order. Let him then call on each teacher by

name for remarks. The teachers have learned to prepare for this call

by keeping careful notes during the week. Let the argument, that

keeping notes weakens the memory, pass for what it is worth, it is

true that teachers come better prepared for the work of teachers'

meetings when every event worthy of comment has been committed to

paper promptly on the day of the occurrence ; besides, it is neither

convenient nor proper to speak of every matter of school discipline

whenever teachers happen to meet in the school-room. There will be

time to listen to the remarks of every teacher. Most of the notes

Avill be in the form of questions. What to do under the circumstan-

ces ? How to reach this dull pupil ? How to discipline that mis-

chievous one ? How to remedy tardiness in a particular family, or

obtain better attendance ? Each teacher will have cases of especially
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bright or forward pupils whose classification needs changing, or

stupid ones that need urging in some extraordinary manner : some

one wishes to omit some study which ought to be the regular work of

all her class : another wishes to take an extra study in the grade

above that in which she is. These are examples of subjects that will

come before the meeting every Aveek, and each one brings up a case

with modifications that make it unlike any other case that ever before

existed. As no case of discipline ever was or ever will be exactly

similar to any other case, so no question of school economy has an

exact counterpart in the history of the school. The united experi-

ence and wisdom of all the teachers, Avhether there be three or

twenty, should sit in judgment on every one. The teachers will not

agree as to the methods of cure in each case. It must be the

principal's duty to make the final decision; but his judgment

ought to be formed not merely from his own experience, but from the

sum of the experiences of all. Then, too, no one teacher in a village

school can be conversant with all the families represented in school.

All teachers together can manage to learn something of all families

and report for the benefit of the whole ; for, upon honfe discipline and

surroundings, more than upon any other one thing, depends the course

of treatment that ought to be pursued in any individual case.

The principal has during the week kept careful notes of all he

has seen, whether good or bad, in the conduct of the school. From
these he makes his remarks to the meeting. Errors in teaching or

discii)lining are thus brought to the notice of the entire corps, and

by making the criticisms thus general, the pride of any individual

teacher is not wounded by special or direct reprimand. Better re-

sults are reached than would have been had the correction been con-

fined to the ears of but two. The one or ones who are in fault Avill

never fail to appropriate the criticism and profit by it. No general

change in the management of tne school should be inaugurated until

a full and free interchange of sentiment is had at the teachers'

mecthig, and not then until the possibilites of failure are carefully

considered. For every change in general discipline if unsuccessful

works irreparable injury. Every teacher of experience realizes

this, as well in cases of individual discipline as of the whole room.
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GRADED-SC'HOOL COURSE.

New England School Superintendents, at their December meeting

at Worcester, received the following programme of studies. We give

it to our readers because it is the best attempt we have, seen to

present to the eye the graded- school work. It should ever be remem-

bered, however, that any fixed system is dangerous. Some of the

western cities are suffering more than they like to tell, from the effects

of a signed cast-iron gradation. Supt. Harris, of St. Louis, is the

first man to point out a relief from their misfortune.

The programme includes nine classes, the work of each class cov-

ering a period of one year.

The classes are numbered from one to nine, the lowest primary

being the first, and the highest grammar the ninth, class.

The number of hours per week allotted to each study or exercise is

indicated by the figure or figures annexed ; the whole number of school

hours per week being twenty-five.

FIRST CLASS.

Hours.

Music
Morals and Manners
Physical Exercises

Opening Exercises and Recesses.

* Reading lo

Printing (first half of fhe year)

Writing (last half of the year 2j/

Oral Instruction zy_

Drawing I

. Spelling 2y.
* SECOND CLASS

Reading 8 Music
Writing 2 Morals and Manners
Oral Instruction 2j^ Piiysical Exercises

•Arithmetic zyi^ Opening Exercises and Recesses.

Drawing , I

V Spelling 2

THIRD CLASS.
Reading '. 8
Writing 2
Oral Instruction 2
Arithmetic 3
Drawing I

Spelling zyi

FOURTH CLASS
Reading 6
Writing 2
Oral Instruction 2^
Arithmetic , 4
Language 2
Dra.ving I

Hour

I

Music I

Morals and Manners ^
Physical Exercises i^
Opening Exercises and Recesses... 3'/^

Spelling 2}i
Music I

Morals and Manners i^

Physical Exercises i

Opening Exercises and Recesses... 2y,
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FIFTH CLASS.

Reading 6

Writing 2

Oral Instruction 2^
Arithmetic 4
Language 2

Drawing I

Spelling

Music
Morals and Manners
Physical Exercises

Opening Exercises and Recesses.

SIXTH CLASS.

Reading 6
Writing 2

Oral Instruction 2

Arithmetic 4
Language 3
Drawing I^

Spelling

Music
Morals and Manners
Physical Exercises

Opening Exerc'ses and Recesses.

SEVENTH CLASS.

Reading 4
Writing 2

Geography 4
Arithmetic 4
Language 3
Drawing i^

|» Spelling

! Music
Morals and Manners
Physical Exercises

Opening Exercises and Recesses.

'Reading
Writing 1

History 2

Oral Instruction. 2

Arithmetic 4
Language 4
Drawing i

EIGHTH CLASS

.. 4 Spelling

Music
Morals and Manners ,

Physical Exercise

Opening Exercises and Recesses.

I

^y^

NINTH CLASS.

Reading 4 Spelling , I

Writing and Book-keeping i^<
I

Music i

History 3 j

Morals and Manners ^
Oral Instruction 2 \ Physical Exercises I

Arithmetic 3 I Opening Exercises and Reces-es... 2j^
Language 4

'

Drawing i^
]

A lengthy discussion resulted in the following modifications of the

plan :

1. Oral instruction in geography is to be given in the fourth and

fifth classes.

2. The text-book on geography is to be required in the sixth and

seventh classes.

3. The text-book on grammar is to be studied in the seventh,

eighth, and ninth classes, in connection with the exercises in language.
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One of the best schoolmasters in Illinois says in our May issue :

"Of late there has been an evident dissatisfaction -wjth prevailing methods
of education. * * "^^ The causes of this disaffection are numerous,

and it becomes the friends of the common school to study them dili-

gently, and contrive means to remove them." This expression deserves

more than passing notice. The advice of Mr. White demands careful

attention. That the greatest usefulness of the common school is to be

crippled for a time, is becoming painfully evident. Some of our best

and ablest men are even now unconsciously leaning towards the_ side

of the opposition. This could not be, did not cause exist. What-is

the cause? First, the inefficiency of our schools. Truly, this is a

poor reason for condemning the system, but it is grasped by the real

enemies of the free schools, and they are too glad to be re-inforced by
men who have heretofore been found in other ranks. If one finds his

house is about to fall on account of poor architecture or dishonest

workmanship, he at once goes about the repairing of his dwelling; he

does )>ot care to demolish the entire structure and throw away the ma-
terial because it is not what he knows it ought to be ; but a class of

our statesmen, or better, politicians, thinking or pretending to think

that the common schools are not as efficient as they should be, propose

to demolish them entirely, or Avhat is Avorse, to cripple them by reduc-

ing the establishment, instead of doing what they can to make them
better.

The only successful means of combating this feeling against free

schools on account of their so-called inefficiency, lies solely in the

hands of school teachers and school officers. Our schools are not so

devoid of results as some would have the public believe, and yet every

earnest teacher keenly appreciates the need of improvement. The
school work must be done better than ever. Every means must be

used to increase the results of the few years' school work that the mass
of children do. Communication is easy and free ; teachers must often

compare notes, must read of every improvement in school studies and
in school management, must eagerly appropriate an}^ new method that

comes ^to their knowledge, whenever such method has been tried and

found good.

A second cause of the growing disaffection lies in the unparalleled

extravagance of school boards and of school directors. For this, too,

teachers are to some extent responsible. In the present day, school

houses and school apparatus are made to absorb thousands of dollars;

J
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the people, at first willing to trust to those who ought to know better,

vote fabulous sums for such appropriations ; but as pay-day arrives,

and high taxes are levied and collected, the tax-payers look in vain for

the expected returns. Educating children does not give immediate re-

sults in dollars and cents ; it does not immediately help pay taxes. It

is then that the communities cry out against the schools, although the

real cause of the trouble lies in the foolish expenditure made years be-

fore. As in the first case, no remedy now exists for this unfortunate

state of affairs, but for the teachers to take matters in their own hands,

and by actual work with the pupils prove beyond a doubt that the pres-

ent school is a good investment. Let school and people be brought in

frequent contact. Take pains to inform the community concerning what
the school is doing or trying to do. Draw attention and criticism to

the work, and profit by such criticism. These are some of the means
that occur to us when thinking of the sentiment expressed by Mr. White.

The legislature of Illinois adjourned on May 6th, to meet in extra

session Jan. 6th, 1874.

The laws enacted affecting the public school system are, happily,

few. The only one which changes the school law, provides that any
woman twenty-one years of age and upwards, and possessing the quali-

fications prescribed for men shall be eligible to any office under the

general or special school laws of this State. This law goes into effect

on the first of next July.

The failure to legislate upon the office of county superintendent

will cause serious embarrassment. The last general assembly crippled

the efficiency of the office, but as the law then made cannot go into

effect until the present county superintendents' terms of office expire,

the pernicious effects of the law are not yet apparent. We are now
in a condition to show to the people the folly of having county super-

intendents of ordinary qualifications and inferior abilities. In most
counties, no competent man can afford to accept the position. The few
glorious exceptions are those counties where the schools have been made
to prove the value of an able superintendency.

At the various State teachers' meetings held during 1872, it was
resolved, recommended, etc., that this office should be made efficiont,

and all seemed earnest to help along the movement. AYhen the legis-

lature met, it was found that while one party of school men were really

working for the county superintendents' bill, another were spending all

their vigor in favor of compulsory education—a measure which no large

number of teachers in our State ever advocated,—and a third, a fourth

and a fifth were so busy riding some favorite hobby that they had no
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time or powder for this important measure. These things being so, let

the oflSce be abolished at the extra session. Our public schools need

no such supervision as will come from men who must devote a small

part of the time to school interests, and make something else the

main business. Every county in Illinois can profitably employ a man
every day in the year, to look after its schools. Less time used, makes

a botch of the whole matter.

The superintendent of public instruction is magnanimously (V)

provided for. The following is the appropriation :

"To the superintendent of public instruction, for clerk hire,

the sum of $1,500. To the office of the superintendent of public in-

struction, for office rent, and other necessary expenses of said office, a

sum not exceeding $1,000 to be paid out of the State school fund."

We feel like finding fault with the following law, although in the

main it is one of deserved commendation and can be made to work un-

paralleled advancement in the study of natural history.

"269, Emergency—In force April 29, amends the act in relation

to State Geologist so that he shall collect and preserve a full set of spec-

imens found in this State, and he shall deliver them to the Secretary

of State, who shall cause them to be properly arranged in a cabinet

and kept in the state-house. The collection shall be so large as to fur-

nish specimens to all educational institutions in the State empowered to

confer degrees, to the State Normal Schools, the Industrial University

of Champaign, and to all chartered institutions of science in the State

which publish their proceedings."

Why are these specimens to be distributed to " all educational in-

stitutions in the State empowered to confer degrees" only. We have

two or three, to say it mildly, chartered colleges in Illinois that confer

degrees or that would if they had an opportunity, where these speci-

mens will be of little use. We are surprised that the public high

schools of our cities like those of Chicago, Peoria, Bloomington, etc.,

should be obliged to collect or buy specimens for their museums, while

the name college entitles the institution to draw from the grand museum
of the State.

The school work of the legislature, then, while it gives slight cause

for congratulation affords little ground for complaint. The wonder

sometimes is, how our representatives do so well. The ruinous policy

of our towns and villages in reckless expenditure, palatial buildings

and costly furniture is now painfully apparent. Our representatives at

Springfield were apt to look with distrust upon any measure that in-

volved the expenditure of money upon schools. The friends of public

education can blame themselves to some extent for this feeling. The
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people are too ready to vote their money for magnificent school houses;

but when pay-day approaches and taxes are high, then comes sweeping

condemnations of the whole school system. Let us advocate substan-

tial, plain edifices with comfortable, not luxurious, appointments; then

perhaps some money will remain lo pay for brains to run the schools.

The annual meeting of the Illinois Society of School Principals

which occurs at Ottawa, July 7, presents an unusual programme.

But foAv subjects are presented for discussion, half a day's work

being allotted to each. Men who have given much thought and prep-

aration to the subjects have prepared papers for the opening of each

discussion. It is possible at such a meeting to avoid the scattering talk

that is Avont to take so much of the time of a pedagogues' convention.

The meetings of this society have heretofore been productive of much
good. There is reason to believe that the session this year will

be superior in thoughtful debate to any of the preceding meetings.

Look on first page for the programme.

A correspondent asks us to explain how the distance from the Earth to

the Sun is fouad by the transit of Venus. We shall not attempt here a

full explanation; but we will state a few facts that will throw some light on

the subject, to any one who is familiar with the principles of Trigonometry.

The relative distances of the Earth and Venus from the Sun may be found

in several ways ; and they have long been known. At the time of the tran-

sit, two observers, by taking stations far apart on the Earth's surface, will

see Venus cross the Sun's disk in different apparent paths. Then, by knowing

their own distance apart in miles, measuring in a straight line, together with

the relative distances of Venus and the Sun, and the variation in the planet's

track as seen from the two places, it can be determined how many miles on

the Earth will subtend an angle of one second at the distance of the Sun.

When this is known, it is then very easy to determine the Sun's distance

in miles. This comes as near an explanation as we can give, usino- but few

words, and without the help of diagrams. We would refer to Peabody's As-

tronomy, published by Wilson, Hinkle k Co., for a fuller elucidation of the

subiect.

We see it announced that the Unitarian Conference, at its recent meet-

ing in Chicago, pronounced against the use of the Bible in schools. We
know nothing more about the matter than we learned from a very brief report

in one of the daily papers. The resolutions that were unanimously adopted

were reported
;
and we read them with some care. As we understand those

resolutions, we should have no scruple in voting for them, although we would

not have brought them forward, had we been a member of that body. To
us, they seem to declare merely that it is not best to force the Bible into the

schools. This is exactly our opinion ; our State law now leaves the matter

exactly where it ought to be kept ; that is, to each district for itself, acting

through its board of directors. We are earnestly in favor of the Bible in
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school ; we have serious doubt if we would undertake to teach a school in

which its use was forbidden ; but we hope the time will never come when the

legal aspect of the case will be different from what it now is. We judge,

however, from the brief reports of the speeches on the occasion, that the

action was intended to mean more, and worse, than we can draw from the

language of the resolutions. Eminent men like Dr. Bellows, and James
Freeman Clarke, were present, and spoke on the question ; and it would seem
that their remarks took strong ground against the Bible in the public school.

If it was so, we are ashamed of them ; they would have acted more in ac-

coidance with their profession, if they had raised a handsome fund to be ex-

pended in circulating, as a tract much needed now, the excellent pamphlet,

"The Bible in Schools," prepared by their denominational brother. Rev. A.

D, Mayo lately of Cincinnati.

By the death of Chief Justice Chase, we lose the last possessor of

brains in President Lincoln's war cabinet. Seward, Stanton, Chase,—a trio

of able and noble men, each specially fitted for the work given him in those

trying times,—have now followed their chief to the unknown land. Although
but twelve years have passed since that terrible struggle began, a majority of

the most prominent men on both sides have gone to their rest. Truly, our

life is but as a vapor.

Elihu Burritt, the "Learned Blacksmith," lately published an article

in the Christian Union, which serves to illustrate that an eminent man, a

learned man, may be a big fool, after all. It is entitled, " The Attenuation

of Suffrage in the United States." He finds fault, at first, with the custom

of increasing the ratio of representation at each taking of the census. He
says, that in starting off with about one representative to every fourteen

thousand people, we were "the truest and completest representative govern-

ment in the world." Now, the same ratio of representation to-day would
make the Lower House contain two thousand seven hundred and fifty mem-
bers ! We ask if it is possible for Mr. Burritt to suppose that legislation

would be the better, if carried on in such an unwieldy body as that ? Would
there be less likelihood of -'back-pay steals" ? And would sticli a steal op-

press us any the less?

But even this view of the case does not move 3Ir. Burritt's "learned"

and wise soul so much as the fact that the senators and the president are not

directly elected by the people. Hear him :
" But to elect the governor and

senators of the nation by a direct vote! to allow its millions to put these

great officers of state, with their own ungloved hands, into their high posi-

tions !
' Frofiil, j^rocul estc, j)ro/ani P says our constitution at the door

of the White House, or a congress, with as deep a sense of propriety as any

priest of pagan Rome ever said it to the impious intruders at his temple

door." This is all very fine, no doubt; but it would better become a six-by-

eight demogogue, addressing a crowd of the unwashed, from a stump or the

top of a beer-bairel, than a "learned" man soberly writing for a religious

paper. Does not he know that the senate and the president were intended

from the first to represent the States, and not the people directly?
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Again, he is disturbed because the senators are not elected as often as

the representatives ; and, because the senate and not the house share the

treaty-making power with the president. Wiser heads than his, on the con-

trary, see danger from the present tendency of the lower house to exercise

too much power, not too little—to say nothing of the excellent reason, from

the fundamental idea of our government, why the confirmation of treaties

should belong to the senate alone. Other things trouble him, but the burden

of his song is that the people cannot make themselves felt, in mass, forcibly

and directly enough ; there are too many "checks and balances." He seenis

to desire the obliteration of State lines, that all officers should be chosen di-

rectly by popular vote, at periods not exceeding two years, that the clamor

or vote of the people at any time shall have full power to make treaties, to

declare war, or to change the whole government completely. Imagine how
this would have worked at the time of the •' Trent afiair," to take one

instance from scores that might be adduced. Seriously, we think, Mr. Bur-
ritt had better go to France with his " learning. ' They need some new
theories in that country; and his might suit the genius of that people; he

miccht become a leadin"; " citizen " in the Commune.

An experinjent in education is to b> tried in Massachusetts this sum-
mer, that will be watched with a great deal of interest. Prof Agassiz has

long felt that, before natural science can be taught in the schools as it ought
to be taught, the teachers must be trained to study Nature, and not merely

to read about Nature in books. He has started a plan for a Normal School

in natural science, to be held during the summer vacation. It was intended

at first to hold the session in Nantucket; but the munificent gift of Mr. John
Anderson, a rich tobacconist of New York, has changed all that. For seve-

ral years, Mr. Anderson has made his summer home on Penikese island, one
of the Elizabeth group, a few miles from the main land. The island con-

tains about 100 acres and, with the improvements that have been made by
Mr. Anderson at great cost, is worth about S100,000 ; this, with $.50,000 in

cash, he gives to the great naturalist for his school. Daring the session this

summer. Prof. Agassiz will be aided by such men as Dr. Uurt Gr. Wilder, of

Cornell; Prof Spencer F. Baird, Prof Joseph Lovering, Prof Wolcott

Gibbs and others. Twenty one topics of study are announced ; we have no
statement concernins: terms of admission.

Hon. B. (t. Northrop, the able Superintendent of Public Instruction in

Conn , and President of the National Teachers' Association, has taken in

hand a growing evil, with a determined purpose to check it if possible. We
refer to the practice of sending our American youth to Europe for their edu-

cation. He hRS begun by the publication of an able, and rather startling, article

on the subject, in the Christian ['nion. He proposes to follow up the work,

and in this he is aided by some of th? most eminent friends of education in

the country, including president Eliot of Harvard. We do not understand

that his work has reference to men of some niaturity and culture, college

graduates and others, who go to pursue extended studies in the Universities,

but rather to quite young persons who go to Europe for early training in the
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public schools, or, worse still, in the boarding schools. Mr. Northrop, by his

long connection with eduCdtional afiliirs in this country, by his extensive ac-

quaintance, and his personal observation of the schools of which he speaks,

is eminently qualified for the work he has undertaken.

The movement seems to attract considerable attention and comment.
The Watchman and Reflector for May 8th, has an able editorial commending
Mr. Northrop's course. We see that President Jacksnn of Trinity (College

is to discuss the subject at the meeting of the National Association at Elmira,

next August. Mr. Northrop's article shows that, for the mere purpose of
intellectual drill and acquisition, our own institutions are better suited to the

wants of our youth than those they will find in France or Prussia. While,
in respect to the training that shall fit them for American citizenship, he
uses the following sensible and convincing language : "'The juvenile mind,
pliant and docile, yields to surrounding associations. Political freedom favors

individual independence and manliness. Our youth should therefore be edu-'

cated as Americans, and be well grounded in American ideas and principles.

In the knowledge of men and things, in courage and aspiration, in push and
energy, in solid utility, in the adaptation of means to ends, Americanism
means more than Germanism or any other nationah'sm.

We are glad he has taken hold of this matter ; and wish him ' God
speed," assistance, and the most abundant success."

Arithmetical Problem for the Boys and Girls.—A boy sells 30 apples

at the rate of 2 for a cent, and 30 more at the rate of 3 for a cent, and re-

ceives 25 ceuts ; the next day, he sells 60 apples at the rate of 5 for 2 cents,

and receives but 24 cents. Show clearly why there is this difi'erence.

The following, from the New York Journal, is exactly what the SCHOOLMASTER
wishes to say :

'^We desire to make a specialty of State news ; and, to be successful in this, it is only

necessary thai each of our subscribers should take pains to inform us of whatever is of
interest, educationally, in his own vicinity. We shall be obliged to depend largely upon

our subscribers for local information, and -would thank any one to favor us uith news

as above mentioned. Any change in school principals, within the State or between this

and other States, improvements in town or city school buildings, meetings of teachers' asso-

ciations or institutes, movements of prottiinent educational men, and other items of like

character, will be gladly noticed."

Ohio.—William H. McGuffey, D. D., LL. D , whose name is familiar to almost

every school child in the West, and with whom many of our older readers had a personal

acquaintance during his long residence in Ohio, died at Charlottesville, Va., on Sunday

evening, May 4th. He was born in Washington County, Pa., in the year 1800 and

received only the fair education which the means of his father, a Scotch Presbyterian farm-
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er, could allow him. While William was still a child the family removed still further

from the centers of civilization to Trumbull County, Ohio, taking up their abode in a log

cabin, which stood in the midst of a wilderness. The b«3y worked hard on the back-

woods farm, but diligently employed in study all the time which he could save from out-

door toil. He read all the books he could borrow, and received a little occasional

instruction from a clergyman. At eighteen he began the study of Latin with borrowed

books, walking several miles to recite to his ministerial friend.

His father was too poor to help him, and the young man supported himself as a

teacher until he could be fitted for college. He gratuated at Washington College, Pa.,

in 1825, under the presidency of Andrew Wylie, D. D. Immediately after graduation,

so good was the reputation of the young collegiate, he was appointed Professor of

Ancient Languages in Miami University, and in 1832 was transferred to the chair of

Moral Philosophy in the same institution. In the meantime (1829), he was called to the

Presbyterian ministry, and preached during the remainder of his life, though he rarely

had any pastoral charge. In 1836 he was elected President of the Cincinnati College,

remaining in that position until 1839. In the latter year he accepted the presidency of

the Ohio University at Athens, where he remained until 1845, when he assumed the

duties of Professor of Moral Philosophy and Political Economy in the University of

Virginia. He remained in connection with that institution until his death, working

zealously and ably until disease interrupted his labors.

In Ministerial as well as educational duties he was indefatigable. The churches

and schools of Ohio, Indiana, Pennsylvania, and Virginia will long remember his name

with gratitude. That he was no mere educational theorist has been signally evidenced

by the wide circulation and long popularity of his "Eclectic Series" of readers.

Dr. McGuffey was one of those hard working, clear headed, and thoroughly

practical men, whose abilities are directed by a devout purpose to do good. His death

will be sincerely regretted by all who knew the man and appreciated his sterling

wortli.

—

Cin. Gazette.

M.-vssACHUSETTS.—A meeting was held in Boston, a few evenings since, to form a

society for promoting the study of the Irish language. This object is to be attained by

establishing several private schools where the Erse tongue shall be taught. The rapidly

obsolescent vernacular of the Green isle is abundantly worth preserving, tor its own

sake, and for the sake of the literature that it enshrines. It can scarcely become a

classic, in the sense that Latin and Greek are classics ; but both it and the Cimric of

Wales should be protected against the fate that befell the old Sanscrit.
~

Missouri.—On Sunday, the 30tli ultimo, St. Louis lost one of the most promising

in her corps of teachers, and the profession a member who honored its name by accu-

rate scholarship and varied accomplishments. Joseph Leavitt Sanborn had not yet com-

pleted his thirtieth year at the time of his death, fie had only recently come to the

West, but had won the respect and regard of a wide circle of friends by his uprightness,

sense of honor, and modesty. He was always self-poised and genial. In his school he

was accurate and painstaking, and yet had nothing of the nature of pedantry about hirn

Of late years he had won an enviable reputation as a writer for periodicals. Our readers

will recall the brilliant paper on Whittier from his pen, printed in this journal during

the present year. He wrote for the AiW VorA- lYation and the Independent, also for the
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Hearth and Home, the Springfield Republican, (of which his brother, F. B. Sanborn, is

the accomplished and widely-known literary editor), and the Kansas Magazine, and

o'.her educational journals.

In late years, we understand that his health was not firm—not, indeed, since he

gave up his farm life in New Hampshire, and commenced the course of severe study,

which gave him the second rank in his class on graduation at Harvard College in 1867.

He had scarcely the strength to withstand the enervating influencesof the spring climate

at the West, and when attacked by that much dreaded disease, the cerebrospinal men-

ingitis, his constitution gave way.

His remains will rest in Hampton Falls, New Hampshire, where the family man-

sion is situated, which has been the home of a long line of ancestors, numbered among

the most respectable citizens in that State. The first of his lineage in this country, Rev.

Stephen Bachelder, is mentioned in the early records of many a town along the coast of

New Hampshire and Maine—a man of dauntless courage and enterprise, even at an ex-

tremely advanced age. If we are rightly informed, Daniel Webster, as well as the

poet Whittier, traced their descent from this stern Puritan.

The blow falls heavily on a bereaved wife and infant child. In our communiiy,

too, where so much is to be done, and there are so few able to fill the higher positions, the

loss of such men as Mr. Sanborn is very disheartening.

We may inscribe here, appropriately, the words that stand written over the grave

of Fichte, in Berlin :

—

'' The teachers shall shine as the brightness of the Firmament,

and they that turn many to righteousness, as the stars, forever, and ever.^''

W. T. Harris, in The IVestem.

Illinois.— In a very large number of counties, prolonged institutes, or Normal

drills, are to be held during the coming vacation. A drill of this kind, six weeks in

length is announced for Macoupin county; one, of seven weeks for Whiteside, one of

two weeks for Putnam,— these, in addition to those we have announced already. In

several other counties, such a project is on foot ; but, either the arrangements are not

complete, or the result has not yet come to our ears. We are glad to make these an-

nouncements ; much good will come from these gatherings. We wish that, in a great

many cases, they might grow into regular, organized county Normal Schools, such as the

law provides for, and such as ought to be established in almost, if not quite, every coun-

ty of the State. We are quite sure that in many counties they can be established very

speedily, if the teachers and iriends of public schools will (earnestly, and iviscly^ "rge

the matter upon the Boards of Supervisors.

Professor Wm. M. Baker, of the Illinois Industrial University is dead. His

health had been failing since September, 1872, when he was prostrated by constant

attention given at the bedsides of bis wife and other members of his family, but no

serious results were anticipated, he vainly endeavoring for months to keep up his

class work. In January he finally gave up, with the intention of visiting friends

and recruiting strength, neither of which he was destined to do. A congestive cliilh

quickly followed by other forms of disease, gave from this time alternations of hope and

fear, terminating by death, Wednesday, April i6th, 1873. Among his last words were,

" Life is sweet, but I have reached the limits of earth and my mind readily adjusts

itself to the change."
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Born in Phillipsburg, Me., July 4th, 1823, he passed the first twelve years of his

life at this place, giving such aid as he could in his father's grist-mill, then four years

cutting hauling and rafting logs, on the Matamuscoutis river. His school advantages

had been very limited ; but, blest with an intelligent mother and an earnest desire for

an education, he was so forward in his studies at sixteen that in one year he prepared to

enter college. Latin he learned while cutting shingles. With a scanty wardrobe and

just a half-dollar in his pocket, he walked the forty miles that lay between him and the

college door at Waterville, and working his way at anything that came to his hand, he

passed here his Freshman year, and the other three at Bowdoin, graduating at the head

of his class. He afterward studied Theology one year at Bangor, then for want of

means taught school at Hampden one year. In the mean time he decided that teach-

ing, not preaching, was his calling and from that time gave his life to education. We
find him engaged as a teacher at Lewisburg, and in the Putnam free school at Newbur

yport, Mass. In 1857, he settled at Quincy, 111., and organized a classical high-school

which was quite successful, and was rapidly gaining when the civil-war broke out, and

Mr. Baker became Chaplain of the 97th 111. Volunteers. Three years after, he entered

the office of Hon. Newton Bateman, Superintendent of Public Instruction, for Illinois;

then was Principal of the Springfield high-sohool, and in 1868, became Professor of

English language and literature in the Industrial University at Urbana, 111., being the

first teacher, after the Regent, employed. Here he strove earnestly and successfully in

establishing an English course of three years, that compares favorably in culture and

interest with the usual courses of Latin and Greek. This was his aim, to this he gave

his entire attention, for this he labored day and night, reading, writing, thinking. Lan-

guage was his choice among studies, as student and teacher, being well acquainted with

Hebrew, Greek and Latin ; with French, German, Italian and Spanish. In late years

Anglo-Saxon received prominently his attention. As a teacher he was always efficient

and popular; as a preacher in the Congregational church easy and eloquent; as a chris.

tian man, and companion and neighbor, always consistent, full of good nature and good

will. Home and friends were dear names to him, and these he had. The former

was ever sunny and pleasant, the latter numerous and cordial. His memory is cher-

ished by ver>- many, and among the number there are long lists of grateful pupils who

will never forget his cheering voice and wise counsels.

He leaves as chief mourners, a wife and three daughters, the eldest of whom is

just gaining womanhood.

Si/u/y/er Coiintv-—We very deeply regret the necessity that has compelled the

resignation of Mr. Coyner, the efficient superintendent of our union school. But, how-

ever much we desire his continuance, we know it would be suicidal for him to remain

and could not insist upon it under the circumstances.

Our school has reached its highest excellence under his management, aided by a

corps of able assistants.

It is his purpose to travel considerably, attending to outside business, but his family

will make their home in Rushville for the present.

The board of education appointed a committee to confer with Mr. Coyner, hoping

to make such arrangements as would influence him to withdraw his resignation. Fail-

ing in this, they decided to close the schools for the summer.
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REPORT OF ATTENDANCE FOR APRIL, 1873.

[JlTiE,

Oineinnati, O
Evansville, Ind
Terre Haiue, lod
West and South )

Rockford, 111
, $

Danville, 111 ,

Macomb, 111 ,

East Denver, Colorado
Decatur, 111

Marshal Itown, Iowa...
Cedar Falls, Iowa
Shelbvville, 111

Polo. Ill

Rock Island, 111

Winchester, 111

Edwardsville, 111

Marengo, Iowa
Sandwich, 111 •

East Mendota, Iil

Freeport, 111

Rochelle, 111

Normal, 111

Albia, Iowa
Michigan.
Ill

DeKalb, 111

Toledo, Iowa
Lincoln, III

Sheffield, III

South Belvidere, 111.,

Altona, 111

Yates City
Maroa, 111

Lvndon, 111

Ridott, 111

Knoxville, III

Blue Island, 111

Heyworth, III

26,515
4,27-2

2,463

1,129

1.117

750
1,505

625
651

528
4.-i5

1,257

3g
3'3a
-^ a

21,067
3,405
2,158

603
1,439
566
622
468
426

1,074
120
345

333
1,191
319
312
298
219
254
210
212
695
19tf

183
169
129
126
82

288
210
114

19,937
3,105

852
.'-78

524
1.325
541
5H2
407
402

297
372
333
316

1,115
310

CD
I

a S <= '

86-3
96-6
8G-8
92-2
95-5
90-4
87
93-9

86
y4-9
91-9
94-8

97
93
94-6

91

94-3
S7-7

87
90
96-7
94-2
95
91-3

SCPERINTESDENTS.

John Hancock.
Alex. M. Uow.
Wm. H. AViley.
f J. H. Blodgett.
\0. F. Barbour.
J. G. Shedd.
Matthew Andrews.
F. C Garbutt.
E. A. Gastman.
Chaa. Robinson.
J. K. Sweeney.
Jephthah IloblTs.

J. H. Freeman. •

r.S. Everett.
Henry Higgins

147 H. a. Keebler.
219

111

C.P. Rogers.
Harry Moore.
J. R. McGregor.
Charles C. Snyder.
P. B. Walker.
Aaron Gove.
Cyrus Cook.
N.E. Leach.
H.,| Sherrill.
Etta S. Dunbar.
A. H. Sterrett.
J. Wilkinson.
J. A. Mercer.
J W. Gibson.
J. H. Stickney.
A. C. Bloomer.
Jas. Kirk.
O. M. Crary.
C. W. Moore.

50|M. H. Ambrose.
14iS. M. Seymour.
22:J. E. Jewett,

.«®="NOTICE.—These reports must reach us before the 16th of the month to insure publication.

Cook County.—Mr. D. S. Wentworth, principal of the Cook county Normal school,

has arranged a course of three lectures to be delivered before the students of that insti-

tution during the present summer term. The first lecture of the course was given
by Horace B. Stebbins on " Scholarship." The second lecture will be delivered dur-

ing the month of May by J. F. Mack, on " Pebbles," to be an ollapodrida of var-

ious scientific topics, and the third by Geo. B. Armstrong during the month of June,

on " Polite Literature,"

Mason County.—We notice the names of S. M. Badger and S. A. Murdoch an-

nounced as candidates for the office of county superintendent, subject to the decision of

the democratic county convention.

The grammar and high- school departments of the public schools of Mason City

have adopted one session per day: from 9 o'clock A. M. to 2 o'clock P. M. The plan

was proposed by the pupils in these departments, and but three families objected, so

the directors ordered it to be so.
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Carroll County.—Teachers' Institute was held at Thomson, J. E. Millard, county

superintendent and Mr. F. M. Hicks, of Thomson, conducted exercises in Botany and

Physiology. An evening lecture was given by Mr. Millard. Miss S. Bristoe was the

Secretary.

The citizens of Thomson and vicinity were finely entertained by the pupils of the

advanced department of the public school, consisting of select readings, and singing

under the supervision of Prof. Hicks, assisted by Mr. A. O. Williams and Miss Sadie

Loncore. The selections were quite numerous, both in the readingand singing and gave

evidence of good taste displayed in their selection. The scholars all did well and we will

venture to say that they are in good hands. We are quite anxious that more of these

kind of entertainments should follow. They not only give encouragement to the pu-

pils, but afford the parents a great deal of satisfaction, in judging for themselves as to

the improvement of their children.

Rock Island County.—The city of MoHne is to build two school-houses the pres-

ent year; one, a two-story brick building, with basement, containing eight rooms, on

the site to be purchased in the western part of the city, at a cost exclusive of site not

exceeding $14,000; and the other, a three-story brick building, with basement, con-

taining twelve school rooms, on the old site, the building to be paid for out of the in-

surance money received for the house burned last September. This will necessitate the

issuing of bonds not to exceed $20,000 in amount, at such rates of interest not exceed-

ing ten per cent, per annum, and for such denominations, not of less than $1,000 each,

as the directors may deem necessary.

Pike County—A Teachers' School will be held in the high school building of this

place, commencing the 7th of July next, and continuing nine weeks. The object o

this school is to prepare teachers to meet the requirements of the new school law.

Instruction will be given in natural philosophy, physiology, botany, zoology, and

the theory and practice of teaching.

No pains will be spared to make the course of instruction as thorough and practica

as circumstances will admit.

Tuition will be ^6 for entire course. For any information pertaining to said school,

please address, J. N. Dewell, Co. Sup't of Schools.

Montgotnery County.—Hillsboro—The public school for the present year, under

the principalship of Mr. J. M. Dickson, will close next Friday. We do not think it

detracting from the good work done by his predecessor, to* say that Mr. Dickson has

done more than any other teacher to make the school a success and to raise the grade

very materially. Of course there have been growlings and faultfindings, but coming

from the source which most of them do, they remind us that the successful teacher, like

the best tree in the orchard, is known by the large number of clubs lying around which

are used to bring down the fruit Mr. Dickson has done a good work for us in the

past, and with an able corps of assistants the ensuing year, will place Hillsboro' far

up towards the head of the list of the good schools of Southern Illinois. There is no

^eason why we should not have as good as the best schools, and we can have, if our

people will give it their support. In the year to come, then, let us improve every op-

portunity to advance the public school of our city.

—

Ne^vs Letter.
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Edgar County.—The meeting of the Teachers' Association was a decided suc-

cess. Over one hundred and thirty teachers were present and engaged in the exercises

with enthusiasm. Th6 exercises consisted chiefly of class work, illustrating methods of

instruction in the various common-school branches. Discussions, essays and readings

were engaged in with a vim. The exercises were the home made article, but none the

less interesting and instructive. All present were well satisfied, and the whole affair

will give an impulse to educational interests in the county.

The association adopted resolutions expressing the unanimous conviction that the

schools of Edgar county are now in a more prosperous condition than ever before—that

their welfare is largely due to the efficient superintendent, and deploring all attempts to

abolish the office of county superintendent.— Gazette.

The following are the resolutions :

Resolved, That we have had in this meetiug of the Teachers' Association with its numer-
ous exercises, a rich treat.

Resolved, That in our judgment the schools of this county are now in a more prosperous
condition than at any previous time.

Resolved, That we be'ieve the efficiency of the schools is largely due to the efficient super-
intendent and that the office of county superintendent ought not to be abolished-

Resolved, That we are in favor of practical teachers only for the office of county super-
intendent.

Whiteside County —H. P. French, formerly assistant in the Princeton high-school,

and for three years past principal of school in Sterling, is about to leave teaching to

engage in school furniture business, at Albany, N. Y.

Will County.—Plainfield College in Will county, was totally destroyed by fire on

the evening of April 15th. Loss about ^12,000 ; the fire is thought to have been the

work of an incendiary.

Macon County.—The following list of topics, used at a recent examination, is

merely a sample of those used from time to time. The topics are written upon the

black board, and the candidates, if several, are all required to write on the same set of

topics at the same time. In orthography the words are pronounced; and in addition to

the written work in reading, an oral exercise is had on the elementary sounds.

To many, the standard, considering the character of the topics, will appear exceed-

ingly low, but it has proved sufficiently high for Macon county—at times, too high. In

fact it is not an uncommon thing for applicants to fall below this ver)- low standard,

though coming characterized as old teachers, and bringing certificates of the highest

grades from ordeals in which fearfully long lists of abstruse and puzzling questions

were employed. Oscar F. McKim, Co. Supt.

Decatur, III., May 3d, 1S73.

1

.

Except in orthography, reading, and penmanship, the work may be done with

pencil.

2. To merit a certificate. Candidates are required to produce at least 60 per cent of

correct work in each branch. Where 80 per cent is the lowest, a certificate of First

Grade will be given. No provisional certificate will be issued unless an actual scarcity

of teachers exists in the county.

3. In examining the papers, the spelling, the use of capitals and periods, the con-

struction of the sentences, and the general appearance of the work will be taken into

consideration.

Orthography.— i. Discipline. 2. Reference. 3. Croquet. 4. Mucilage.
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5. Paralysis. 6. Wednesday. 7. Difference. 8. Separate. 9 Saleratus. 10. Bul-

wark. II. Amateur. 12. Rheumatism. 13 Taciturn. 14. Kerosene. 15. Privi-

lege. 16. Ephemeral. 17. Tennessee. 18. Symptom. 19. Cemetery. 20. Insipid.

21. Vigilant. 22. Connecticut. 23. Isthmus. 24. Avordupois. 25. License

Readi.ng.—Time 30 minutes.— i. Define reading, emphasis, accent, inflection.

2. How many elementary sounds in our language ? How are they classified ?

3. What can you say of the sentiment expressed in the piece of which the follow-

ing is the initial stanza? What of the reading to indicate that sentiment? Which are

the emphatic words ? Define the words marked with the dagger, (f

)

" Come to the ffestal board to-night,
For bright-e3'ed beauty will be there.

Her fcoral lips in fneciar steeped,
And tgarlanded her hair."

Penmanshu'.— 1. With what system are you familiar? Make and name the ele-

ments or principles employed.

2. Write, without joining, all the small letters of the alphabet.

3. Write the following copy three times:

—

'• Thou, too, sail on, O ship of State
!"

Grammar.—Time 45 minutes — i. Define English grammar, letter, syllable, ivord,

common noun, gender, voice.

2. Write the plurals of ec/io, mouse, analysis, ox, knife, penny, genus, a, h, s.

3. Write the declension, in both numbers, of man, lady, than, she, fly.

4. Analyze the following sentence, and parse the italicised words:

•'A desire to see his face once more induced us to attempt the journey."

5. Correct the following sentences where incorrect, and give reasons :

It was him who I saw.
He is taller than me.
Each horseman put their lance in rest.

We bought some of them french vases.

Geography.—Time 45 minutes.— i. Name the principal rivers in each of the

four Middle States ; describe the course and tell into what each flows.

2. Name all the seas, gulfs, bays and straits, on the south and west of Europe.

3. Name and locate five of the highest mountain peaks in the world.

4. Tell what and where are the following

:

Taurus, Venice, Mohawk, Madagascar, Nevada, Marmora, Alaska, Caraccas,

Corea.

5. "What can you say of the Gulf Stream?

Arithmetic.—Time 55 minutes.— i. Define least common multiple, and great-

est common divisor.

2. Add 647 hundred-thousandths,

647 miilionths,

4056 hundred-thousandths,

4056 miilionths,

32453 hundred-thousandths,

and divide the result by 16 ten-thousandths.

3. Reduce 7-iiths of a mile to integers.

4. A drover bought cattle for $65 per head and sold them for $84.50. What was

his gain per cent ?

5. Find the interest of $3008.75 from July 8, 186S to June 28,1872, at 5 per cent.
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6. If 4-7ths yards of cloth cost 23-28ths dollars, how much cloth can be purchased

for 9-i6ths dollars?

U. S. History.—Time 45 minutes.— i. Whence came each of the following, and

for what particular thing distinguished ? De Soto ? Sebastian Cabot ? Magellan ?

Cartier ? Verrazzani ? Raleigh ?

2. By whom, and at what points, was Connecticut first settled ?

3. Give as many as you can of the names of persons connected with the settle-

ment at Jamestown. Also, at Plymouth.

4. What can you say of Washington's military career prior to the Revolution.

5. What occurred at each of the following dates ? 1607 ; 1776; 1789; 1643;

1565; 1863; 1620.

Zoology.—Time 45 minutes.— 1. Name the four branches of the animal kingdom,

and tell the leading characteristics of each.

2. Name the orders of the class of mammals, and after each order write the name
of a familiar animal belonging to the order.

3. What can you say of the Rodentia? Name 5 animals belonging to this order

4. Why are insects so called ? What can you say of their breathing apparatus ?

5. Give an account of the transformation of the butterfly.

Botany.—Time 45 minutes.— i. What do the leaves of a plant do? Name the

parts of a leaf.

2. What is an exogenous plant ? How do the leaves differ from the leaves of an

endogenous plant ?

3. How are plants classified according to size and duration?

4. Name two or three plants, and tell in what way they are useful to man.

5. Name all the parts of a flower and tell which are essential.

Nat. Philosophy.—Time 45 minutes.— i. Of what does natural philosophy treat ?

2. Name the general properties of matter, and define any two of them.

3. Mention five familiar illustrations of capillary attraction^

4. What is meant by weight ? Where about the earth would a body have no

weight ? Why ?

5. What is the weight or pressure of the atmosphere ? How determined ?

Physiology and Hygiene.—Time 45 minutes.—Of what does physiology treat?

hygiene ?

2. Trace a particle of food till it becomes blood, naming all tV'e organs passed.

3. Give technical, also common, names of any ten bones in the human frame.

4. What is the proper temperature for a church or school-room ?

5. How is air effective by being breathed ? What are some of the effects of re.

breathing air, as is frequently done in poorly ventilated rooms ?

McDonough County.—Mr. M. Andrews, superintendent of the public schools of

Macomb, has made an admirable report of the schools under his charge for the year end.

ing Ma'ch 31, 1873. He gives the attendance and punctuality for each month. The

per cent, of attendance is remarkable. For seven out of the ten months it was more

than ninety five. He had a total enrollment of 845. The cost per pupil on the whole

number belonging, was ^14.23. After giving a great amount of interesting information

Mr. Andrews' report concludes thus :
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"I. In the employment of teachers, the nature of the work to be done should de-

termine the character of the one employed to do it.

2. It is a; necessary to secure disciplinarians as instructors in your schools.

3. Change the time for commencing the school year to the first of July.

4. A more lively interest in the success of the school, on the part of parents

5. The necessity of an increased, and an increasing healthy, public sentiment on

the subject of higher education.

Another year of school work has left its impress on thp minds of the rising genera-

tion. I have tried to direct the forces of the school so that these impressions might be

right. The past cannot be recalled ; the toil of the future is before us. Encouraged by

your counsels and sustained by a corps of earnest teachers, I enter upon the new school

year with increased interest in my work."

Personal.—From the proceedings of the sixth annual session of the American

Railway Master Mechanics' Association, which convened in Baltimore on Tuesday, we
clip the following testimonial to the talents of a member of the Normal faculty : "A
resolution was adopted acknowledging the services of Prof J. A. Sewall, of the Illinois

Normal University, in analyzing water, and providing for his compensation."

L CIRCULAR—27. ]

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.

Superintendent's Office, ")

Springfield, III., May 12, 1873. J

CONSTRUCTION OF SECTION 33.

The first five clauses qf this section prescribe the conditions upon which, and upon which
alone, the boundary lines of existing school districts can te altered, and new districts estab-
lisheci.

Fxni Clause.—This clause applies to districts lying wholly within the limits of the same
congressional township. Under this clause new districts can be established, either by div-
ision or consolidation, and any desired changes can be made in the boundary lines i f existing
districts, upon compliance with the prescribed condition. That condition is, a written petition,
signed by a majority of all the legal voters resident in each of the districts affected by the pro-
posed change. This condition applies both to the establishment of new districts, and to the
alteration of boundary lines, merely. The petition mus^t be filed with the Board of Trustees on
or before the Jay of a Slated semi-annual meeting. New districts cannot le established, nor
boundary lines changed, except at a regu'ar meeting of the Board.

If it is proposed, for instance, to take a portion of territory from one district and attach it

toanother, <iw districts are affected by the proposed change of boundary lines, namely, the
district from which the territory is to be taken, and the one to which said territory is to be
added ; hence, in triat case, the petition must be signed by a majoriiy of all the legal voters in
each of said districts. If, for example, there are thirty voters in one dis-trict and twenty in the
other, the petition must be signed by at least sixteen of the former and eleven of the latter.
It will not do to have petition signed merely by a majority ol the aggrtgate number of voters in
the two districts, without regard to the separate districts; for in that ease the will of one of the
districts might be ignored entirely. Thus, in the supposed case: the aggregate number of
voters in both districts is fifty, ol which number twenty-six is a majority ; and the twenty-six
might consist of twenty from one district and six from the other, or twenty-five from one dis-
trictand one from the other, cr even the whole twenty-six signers might be from one district
and none from the other, etc. It must be distinctly understood, therefore, that no action can
be had under this clause, in any case, without a petition signed by a clear majority of the
legal voters resident in each one of the several districts concerned.

When two or more districts are concerned it will be best to have a separate petition from
each district, rather than for all the names to be on the same paper; each list of names can in
this way be more readily examined andcomparea with the whole number of voters iu the dis-
trict. For the same reason, even if all the names are on the same paper, those from each dis-
trict should be placed in order by themselves, and not mixed indiscriminately with those from
other districts. The same rules are to be observed whether the petition is lor the establish-
ment of new distrcts, or only for the alteration of boundaries, without increasing or diminish-
ing the number of districts.
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A new district can be maie in three ways, and only three, viz: by making two districts out
of one; by taking a portion of territory from each of two or more contiguous districts; and
by consolidatiag two or niore adjacent districts. This clause applies to each of ihese three
classes of cases, and to all the particular cases that can arise thereunder. If a single district is

to be divided, making two new ones, it is only nieessary to file a petition signed by a majority
of the legal voters of said single district, because it is the only district " aflFected by the pro-
posed change."

Second Clause —This clause merely ext nds the provisions of the first clause to contiguous
territory lying partly in two or more different townships, and all that has been said in respect
to the former, applies equallj' to the latter, and the only difference is that in proceedings had
under this second clause, each Board of Trustees concerned must concur therein. This clause
not only authorizes the forming of districts out of the territory of adjacent townships, but also
any and a'l alterations ot boundaries, affecting two or more townships.

In proceedings had under this clause a copy of the petition or petitions must be filed with
each of the several Boards of Trustees concerned, on or before the day of the regular semi-
annual meeting, as in proceedings had under the first clause.

Third Clause —The object of this clause is to protect the rights of minorities in school dis-
tricts. It sometimes happens that a few families in a district are left without suitable school
accommodations by reason of the unfair action, or the refU'^al to act, of the majority. This
most frequently occurs where the mass of the population is at or near one side or corner of the
district, or in a village or town; the iiterests and convenience of which are consulted to the
neglect of the few who reside in remote parts of the district. Nor are instances wanting where
the same wrong is caused by local strifes and jealousies, by mercenary motives, or even by
sheer perversity and obstinacy on the part of the majority. It was so under the old law, and it

will (continue to be so In not a few cases small clusters of families have been practically de-
prived entirely of the means of educating their children, by reason of the remotnness or'in-
accessibi ity of the school house, and the refusal or inability of the Board of Trustees or of
directors, or of the majority of the inhabitants, to grant redress. Theextentand purpose of
this third clause is to afford relief in such cases—it has no other object. In the great majority
of cases the rights and interests of all rjarties can be secured under the provisions of the firs"t

ami second clauses, but cases of emergency and of peculiar hardship will nevertheless arise,
when no help can be obtained from a wilfful, perverse or selfish majority, and it was for the
expn'ss benefit of such cases that this third clause was inserted by the legi<lature.

Two modes of relief, and two only, are afforded by this third clause of the 33d Section, viz:

1. Ky the formation of a new district, and, 2. By attachment to another contiguous district.
The provisions of the clause, in each case, are to be construed and apt^lied as follows :

1 Upon petition of all the voters in any given territory, whether that territory lies wholly
in the same township or partly in aiffdreut townships, and whether.it lies entirely in the same
district, or partly in different districts, setting forth that they are not now properly accommo-
dated with school privileges, but will be by being set off and formed into a new district—then
the proper board or boards of trustees must grant the request of the petitioners. Provided, that
not less than five families reside witnin said territory, and that none of said territory lis within
a district that has a bonded debt, and that no boundary line of the proposed new district comes
nearer than one mile (in a straight line) to any school house already built. In this case the
remedy is within the absolute control of the petitioners.

2. Upon petition of a'l the voters in any like territory, alleging that they are not now
properly accommodited with school privileges, but will be by being detached from the district
or districts to which they now belong and attached to another designated contiguous district,
whether such other district lies in the same township or in a different township; and upon the
consenting petition of a majority of the voters in such other district—then the prayer of said
petitioners must be granted by the proper board or boards of trustees, subject only to the afore-
said conditions as to bonded debt, boundary lines and number of families.

The right to relief under this 3d clau-se is conditional upon the petition therefor being
signed by aW the voters in the given territory. This language must be literally construed

—

every legal voter resident in the territory designated in the petition must actually sign said
petition, otherwise the trustees may refuse to grant the desired favor. The object of the clause
being to provide for special and exceptional cases, as already stated, and the privilege confer-
red being somewhat liable to abuse, all of its terms and provisions should and must be strictly
cmstrued. When, therefore, a petition for a new district is laid before the trustees under this
3d clause of Section .33, the questions to be considered by the trustees are the following : First,

do at least five families reside in the designated territory? Second, is the petition signed by all

the legal voters in that territory? Third, hi^ the district, or districts, from which the petitioners
desire to be severed, a bonded debt? Fourth, does any boundary line of the proposed new
district come nearer than one mile, in a straight line, to any school house now built? If the
trustees find that all the requirements of the law have been complied with upon ej.ch and all of
these points, they must set off the petitioners into a new district, as desired ; but if they find
that the requirements of the law have not been complied with in respect to any one of those
points, they can not establish the new district. If the petitioners desire to be added to another
district, the trustees must be satisfied in addition to the before mentioned points, that the
petit on from such other district is signed by a majority of the legal voters therein.

A'l persons who shall be legal voters in their resoective distrlt^ts upon the day of the regular
mee'ing of the trustees, must be counted in determining whether the requisite number of
voters have signed any petition on which Boards of Trustees are required to act under tfiese

clauses. Every male citizen of the United States, above the age of twenty-one years, who has
resided in this State one year, in the County ninety diys, and in the school district thirty
days next p'-eceding the first Monday of any April or October is entitled to sign a petition
under any of these clauses of Sec. 33. Every petition duly filed with tha trustees must be
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considered by them at their next succeeding stated meeting, and acted upon if possible. If it

is found impossible or impracticable to take final action on the day of the regular meeting, for

lack of positive information upon some essential point, or other good and sufficient cause,

final action may be had at aii adjourned meeting, such adjourned meeting being in law but a
contmuation of the staled meeting But when an adjournment is necessary it should be for

the shortest time practicable, it being the intent and purpose of the law that all proceedings
under these clauses shall be completed and consummated as promptly as possible. If a petition

is fi'ed in season, and neither acted upon nor in any manner considered on \\\& next regulaT

meeting, but another petition must be filed if action is still desired ; and for such neglect of duty
the trustees will be responsible.

Special attention is invited to tne following provisioas ol the 33d section as to the time

within which copies of the records of all new districts and of all changes of district boundaries
must be filed with the county Clerk.

"Within ten days after any changes are made in district boundaries, whether by division,
consolidation or otherwise, the township treasurer shall m.<)ke a full record thereof in the record
book of the trustees, and file a copy of said record, together with a new map of the town-
ship, and a list of the tax-pnyers resident in eacli of the newly arranged districts, in the office

of the county clerk. Compliance with these requirements, within the said period of ten days,
18 hereby made essential to the validity of any alterations of district boundaries."

For "failure, neglect or refusal to comply with the above requirement, township treasurers
will he liable on their official bonds, as provided in the 64th section of the act.

AMentlon is also directed to the following provision:

"If said copy of record, plat of township and list of tax-payers shall be filed as aforesaid,

in the office of the county clerk, within ten daysafler the October meeting of the trustt-es, the
eountv clerk shall thereupon correct the lists required to be filed on or before the first Monday
in September, under section 44 of this act."

A SCGGESTION.

In order to enable the trustees to determine readily and surely who are and who are not
legal voters in the respective districts, so as to facilitate proceedings under each or any of the
first five clauses of this 33d section, each board of trustees is advised to require its clerk to

prepare, with care and accuracy, in a bound bock suited to the purpose, an alphabetical list of
:ill the legal voters in the several districts .and fractional districts of the township keeping
tho.oo of each district, and fract'onal district separate.

The firft lists of voters should be made out during the ten days immediately preceding the
next October meeting of the trustees, and carefully corrected semi-annual y thereafter, namely,
during the ten days immediately preceding each subsequent regular meeting of the board. The
clerk of the board" should be allowed a reasonable compensation for this special service, and
should be required to certify to the correction of the lists when first made, and also to the cor-

rectness of the additions and alterations made semi-annually thereto.

The lists so prepared and certified may be taken by the trustees as primafacie evidence of
the facts in the case, in all proceedings with regard to the foimati n of new districts and the
alteration of district boundaries, umi'er the 33d section of (he school law. The lists of voters,

and corrections thereof, should be made as near the close of each semi-annual period as pos-
sible, as above recommended, in order to ensure the listit.g of all who may have become
voters since the last preceding canvass ; and, as a'ready stated, it will be the privilege of all

who may become voters <jown to tho very day ot the regular meeting to sign a petition.

The adoption of thi^ suggestion is respectfully reconimend"^ d to the board of trustees.
NEWTON BATKMAN,

Superintendent of Public InUruction.

The Great Central Rottte Book for 1873. Compiled by VV. H. Stennett, Gen Agent
Illinois Central R. R. St. Louis, Mo.

This is a little pamphlet of 68 pp., tastefully published and giving, as the title

indicates, lines of travel, facts and figures, such as may be found of interest to the sum.

mer tourist. We quote the following note from the compiler :

"To Tourists we would say we have endeavored to open up to them "paths they
have not trod," and to show to them that in the North and Northwest are places as well
worthy their attention as are any on the Atlantic coast, or in the interior of New Eng-
land.

Along our routes are large cities and towns, and numerous quiet villages, in which
the Tourist can make pleasant sojourn, and enjoy health and quiet and comfort. Boating,
bathing, fishing, shooting and hunting are accessible at numerous points on almost all of
our routes, and any of these can be enjoyed without cost.

The time cards we print herewith are those in effect at the time we write, and are
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given merely to show the relative time that will or can be made during the summer
season. When the excursion business begins, the Ticket Agents a: all prominent points

will be fully advised as to the current time, and they will be glad to give any information

in their power.

It will be noticed that we will place on sale at Cairo as well as at St. Louis, these

reduced rate round trip Excursion Tickets. Tourists living south of Cairo can procure

their tickets at the Ticket Office of the Illinois Central Railroad, at Cairo, if they so

desire, or by writing to Jas. Johnson, Agent I. C. R. R., Cairo, naming the tickets you

wish and enclosing the value of the tickets to him, he will sent you the tickets."

Dr. Stennett has given in this little pamphlet many items of real value ; and what

is of more than usual interest to school teachers, he indicates routes through the interior

States at prices from $2o to ^50. These tickets include fares both ways with privilege of

stopping over at stations.

Time tables of the trains and short notes of prominent objects of interest on the

various routes are found in the book. Parties can have the pamphlet by sending stamp

to Dr. W. H. Stennett, St. Louis, Mo. ~
,

Vk

The New Englander for April is a very able number ; one of the best. And we

mean this as high praise; for this solid quarterly has been a favorite of ours during fifteen

years. It always discusses living questions in religion, science, philosophy and literature.

Its notices of books are extensive, thorough and trustworthy. The number before us

contains several articles of great value; among them, I'/ie Religious Character of Fara-

day, by Prof. Fisher of Yale; The Treaty of Washington, in 1 87 1, by Dr. Woolsey

;

Moral Intuition vs. Utilitarianism, by Borden P. Bowne, and Auguste Comte and

Positivism, by Prof. Adams of Jacksonville, III. This last seems to us to deal very

thoroughly and fairly with Comte and his system ; it meets the great Positivist on his

own ground. Mr. Bowne's article is an able discussion of the foundations of moral

obligation; this article and the one on Spencer's Philosophy in the previous number

lead us to hope that Mr. Bowne may often enrich the pages of the New Englander,

with his sharp and thoughtful articles. In our opinion, the weakest article in the num-

ber, and the only one that is mischievous, is the first one. It is entitled "The Pvcli-

gious Elements of Education and the Public School System," by Dr. Patton of Chicago.

We think this is nothing more nor less than the address he gave last winter before the

Illinois State Teachers' Association at Springfield. We do not recognize any change in

it; and, as we thought last December that the address contained nothing more than the

Doctor's editorials in the Advance, to which we paid attention in the Schoolmaster

more than once last year, we do not feel called upon to say any thing more about it

now. We hope, however, as the Doctor has put forth his heresies in the pages of the

Ne^a Englander, some one will follow him there with a counter blast of truth; for we

believe his heresies are quite as dangerous as those of Comte, or Spencer, or Darwin.

Miss Youmans's ^'Second Book of Botanv," a more advanced work on the same

plan as the first, is in press, and will soon be issued. A set of six beautifully- colored

charts 1 Prof Plenslow's American edition) is also in preparation, and will be ready to

accompany the new book when desired.
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THE BIBLE A TEXT-BOOK.

Ought the Bible to be in frequent and regular use in our com-

mon schools ? The answer depends upon another inquiry. Is the

Bible a fit and useful and influential book for and among the young

at all times ? We reply affirmatively in language other than our

own. Read the following—not a tithe of what our own literature

contains, for it is full of this great theme :

I have examined all as well as my narrow sphere, my
straightened circumstances, and my busy life would allow me, and

the result is, the Bible is the best book in the Avorld.

—

r/ohn Adams.
It is binding over all the globe, in all countries, and at all times;

no human laws are of any validity if contrary to this ; and such of

them as are valid derive all their force, and all their authority,

mediately or immediately, from this original.

—

Blackstone.

If we look abroad through the world of men, the victims of

folly and vice, the prey of cruelty, of injustice, and inquire what are

the benefits of the Bible, even in this temporal state ; the great and

the humble, the rich and the poor, the powerful and the weak, the

learned and the ignorant replv as with one voice that humility and

resignation, purity, order and peace, faith, hope and charity are its

blessings upon earth.

—

Griinke.

The Bible contains great and mighty truths which none of us

may safely reject ; but apart from this, no mind, how uncultivated

soever, can be familiar with its glowing beauty and sublimity with-

out being unconsciously refined.

—

Fannij Fern.
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The majesty of the Scriptures strikes me with astonishment, and

the sancity of the gospel addresses itself to my heart. Look at the

volumes of the Philosophers with all their pomp : how contemptible

do they appear when compared with these.

—

Eouf<8eaii.

So great is my veneration for the Bible, and so strong my belief

that when duly read and meditated on, it is of all books in the world

that which contributes most to make men good, wise and happ3\ that

the earlier my children'begin to read it, and the more steadily they

pursue the practice of reading it through their lives, the more lively

and confident Avill be my hopes that they will prove useful citizens to

their country, respectable members of society, and a real blessing to

their parents.

—

John Q. Adams.

There is something in the spirit and diction of the Bible which

is found peculiarly adapted to arrest the attention of the plainest

and most uncultivated minds.^-7>y'. 7/. Hall

.

It happened that amongst pur nursery collection of books was

the Bible illustrated with many pictures. And in long dark evenings,

as my three sisters with myself sat by the firelight round the guard

of our nursery, no book was so much in re(iuest amongst us. It ruled

us and swayed vis as mysteriously as music. Above all, the storj^ of a

just man—man and yet not man, real above all things, and yet

shadowy above all things, Avho had suffered the passion of death in

Palestine—slept upon our minds like early dawn upon the waters.

—

])e Qaiiicij.

We have a book of tried efficacy—a book which contains the

only successful appeal that has ever been made to the moral sense of

man—a book which vmfolds the only remedy that has ever been ap-

plied with any effect to the direful maladies of the human heart. I

refer to the Holy Scriptures.-

—

Waijhual.

Thus runs the evidence, until the conviction becomes overwhelm-

ing that we must in some manner use the Bible in our schools. We
suggest a plan which we have found good : let each pupil respond to

his name at roll call with a verse of Scripture, of his own choice.

This often presents a very interesting phase. The following is the

result of the notation of one morning's exercise. The numbers

omitted Avere absentees :

1. NoAV both the cliief priests and the ])harisees had given a
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commandment, that, if any man knew Avlicre he were, he slionkl show

it, that they might take him.

—

St. John, XI. 51.

2. And other sheep I have, whicli are not of thi.s fokl : them

also I must hring, and they shall hear my voice : and there shall be

one fold and one shepherd.

—

Sf. John., X. IG.

3. And they took up twelve baskets full of the fragments and

of the fishes.—*;^Y. Marl; VI. 43.

5. But the wise took oil in their vessels with their lamps.

—

St.

Matthew, XXV. 4.

6. Know ye that the Lord he is God : it is he that hath made

us, and not we ourselves ; we are his people* and the sheep of his

pasture.

—

P-strJut C. 3.

T. The Lord said unto my Lord, sit thou at my right hand

until I make thine enemies thy footstool.

—

]*><(ilm CX. 1.

S. Thomas saith unto him, Lord, we know not whither thou

goest : and how can we know the way ?

—

St. John., XIV. 5.

9. And he Avas teaching in one of the synagogues on the Sab-

bath.—6Y. Lule, XIII. 10.

12. But God raised him from the dead.—^IrAs, XII1 . 30.

13. She openeth her mouth with wisdom : and in her tongue is

the law of kindness.

—

Prorcrt^f., XXXI. 26.

14. But wisdom is justified of all her children.

—

St. Lnl-e,

VIf. 35.

17. All things were made by Him : and without Him was not

anything made that Avas made.—.SY. John, I. 3.

18. Blessed are the meek ; for they shall inherit the earth.

—

St. Mattheii\ V. 5.

19. Give me understanding, and I shall keep thy law, yea, I

shall observe it with my whole heart.^—P.y«/f/// (XIX. 34.

22. Then Peter and the other apostles ansAvered and said ; Ave

ought to obey God rather than men.

—

Actx., V. 29.

26. He that believeth on the Son hath everlasting life; and he

that believeth not the Son shall not see life : but the Avrath of God

abi.leth on him.—aS7. Jdm, III. 36.

27. And the word was made fiesh, and dAvclt among us, (and

we beheld his glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the Father),

full of lirace and truth.

—

'^t. John. T. 14.
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30. And the peo23le asked Him, saying, what shall we do

then?—^^. Liike.lII. 10.

31. Blessed are they that mourn ; for they shall be comforted.

^8t. Matthew, V. 14.

32. I write not these things to shame you, but as my beloved

sons I warn you.—/. Corinthians, IV. 14.

44. Ye shall seek me, and shall not find me ; and Avhere I am.

thither ye cannot come.

—

St. John, VI. 34.

45. After this man rose up Judas of Galilee in the days of the

taxing, and drew much people after him ; he also perished; and all.

even as many as obeyed him, were dispersed.

—

.^icts, V. 37.

46. And straightway coming up out of the water, he saw the

heavens opened, and the spirit like a dove descending upon him.

—

St.

Mark, I. 10.

This is the result of no effort to obtain a model exercise for

exhibition. It is an average and representative sample of what the

school has daily produced. Sickness and foul weather made attend-

ance small on this particular day, but it will serve as Avell to illus-

trate the plan. Our readers must recollect too that om-s is a country

school, the ages of the pupils ranging from seven years to twenty-

one ; and while some selections may not seem exactly in place, there

must be a due allowance for the restrictions of some, and inexper-

ience of many.

In pursuing this or a similar plan we attain the following

ends

:

We are gradually familiarizing our pupils with many common

and valuable texts ; we are habituating them to refer frequently to

the Holy Writings, under which discipline they Avill by degrees come

to feel that the Bible is a book for reference in every-day and busi-

ness life ; the hearing of one truth naturally begets a desire to

examine the context, and, finally, we are encouraging our pupils to

heed the injunction of the Savior—hear what he says : Search the

Scriptures, for in them ye think ye have eternal life : and they are

they which testify of me. W. M. Crichton.

Bond County.
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ARITHMETIC—m.

In the March Schoolmaster we considered the principles involved

in the writing of numbers ; the dn-ections there given will be sufficient

for the writing of integral numbers as high as one million. This is as

much as is necessary for the juvenile classes ; and they should be

drilled upon the writing and reading of numbers to this extent, until

either can be done with the 'iit7nost 2^rom2}tness and accm-acy. One

very bad habit, that often obtains with young workers in arithmetic,

should be broken up, or rather care should be taken that it never

be formed. I allude to a custom of first writing a number almost at

random, perhaps from the right hand, and then enumerating, erasing

and correcting. The pupil should be taught to begin to write always

at the left hand, and to write the number promptly and correctly at the

V'rft trial. For this purpose he must be perfectly familiar with the

name of every place up to the sixth ; he must remember that a cipher

is to fill any place between a figure and the decimal point, if it would

otherwise be vacant. These ciphers are not inserted, as is sometimes

said, "to show that there are no numbers of the denominations in-

dicated," but to show \kiQ place-value of those figures farther from the

point. Suppose the pupil thus trained is required to write, in figures,

four hundred five thousand seven hundred twenty. He begins at

the left hand, and thinks as he writes—at first, let him talk aloud

—" Four hundred thousand, no ten thousand, five thousand, seven

Imndreds, two tens, no units, point." As each word is pronounced,

let the proper figure be written ; when the word "point" is reached

and the dot made, the work is complete ; and there must be no doubt

of its accuracy. Practice of this kind, sufficient in amount, will be

sure to accomplish the desired result, and I cannot too strongly urge its

importance upon the teachers of children.

Older pupils should be trained to write large numbers—numbers

requiring thirty or forty figures—in the same way. But before this

can well be done, the pupil must be di'illed on the grouping of figures

into periods, and he must be made familiar with the names of the

periods. Teach him thoroughly that each group or period contains

three places, viz : Units, tens and hundreds of that denomination
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which gives name to the period. Then, let him learn the names of the

periods, at least to decillions : it Avill not be difficult to learn them to

vigintillions. He should be trained to give these names, with perfect

ease, forward or hachcard ; especially backward, as this is the

direction in which he will think of the names Avhile writing the num-

bers. Now another very important thing, although rarely if ever

found in the arithmetics, is to make him familiar with the significance

of the first part of these names,—the part that precedes the termina-

tion illions. These signify numbers in their regular order ; as, tj^uiut.

five, sext. six, xr2)t. seven, and so on. It is not a difficult task to learn

these thoroughly, even as high as ciyiiitillions. Next, teach another

thing, viz : that the first part of the name of the period, always

signifies a nuiaher tioo less than the nuinher of the pjeriod ; for in-

stance, octillions is the name of the tenth period. Follow this with

hundreds of drill questions like the following : What is the name of

the fourteenth period? Duodecillions. AVhat is the number of tridecil-

lions' period? The fifteenth, etc. Then push the work, not only to

the names of periods, but of places ; as follows: What is the name of

the thirty- seventh place? Units of undecillions. Why? Because it

is the first place in the thirteenth period. What is the name of the

twenty-first place? Hundreds of quintillions. Why? Because it is

the third place in the seventh period. Which is the place of tens of

quadrillions ? The seventeenth. Why ? Because it is the second

place in the sixth period. When answers to such questions can be given

with promptness, the pupil is ready to write numbers with great facility.

Moreover, he can read any number already written as soon as he can

divide it into periods, and count them. And he ought always to be

required to read in this way, and never be allowed to enumerate, unit!<,

tens, hnndreds, thousands, etc., in the common, humdrum way. Let

no teacher say that it will take too much time to give the drill here

indicated. It will take a good deal of time to become thorough ; but

subsequent rapidity and accuracy of work will compensate a hundred

fold.

It will now be a good exercise to train the pupil to read parts of a

group of figures without regard to the rest of them. For instance,

let aline of figures be written as follows: 79
1

60054795
j
457689325.

After these have been read as before directed, put vertical lines across
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the group, as we have done. Now, let the figures between the vertical

lines b(f read
;
group them in periods of three, from the right, and read

as before ; they express the number sixty millions, fifty- four thou-

sand, seven hundred ninety-five. This number answers the (juestion,

Hoin iiianij .' Let it be followad by the question, What / To ascer-

tain this, we must find Avhat place the right-hand figure 5 occupies with

respect to the decimal point. This figure occupies the tenth place at

the left of the point, hence the name of the number just read is hil-

lions. Change the lines and proceed again, or add more figures,

moving the decimal point farther away. The pupil will soon learn that

a change of the decimal point does not disturb his answer to the first

question, bui only the second answer; for, tJte xaiiit^ jigvrc-s stmul-

'i iKj ill the same order always ej&i/iem the same number ; tiat the

NAJIE of the uumher is determined by the place of the ri(jht-hand

jigiire of the groaj) in respect to the decimal point.

Now, every one of the laws and precepts that we have laid down,

both in this article and in our last, is just as appflicable on the ritjht

side of the decimal point as on the left., and it is very important thr.t

the pupil be made familiar with this fact in due time. If moving a figure

one place to the left of its former place makes its value ten times what

it was before, then moving it one place to the right makes its value one-

tenth of what it was before ; and this is true always and everywhere

in the decimal system. Some little practice on decimal fractions may

very properly come as soon as the pupil can write and read promptly,

intigers as high as one million. And it is very important that the

young purpil learn to read expressions commonly called '' mixed deci-

mals," as indicating one aambcr. For instance, let 7.5 be written:

ask Jfnir Many .^ Seventy-five. What / Tenths. The advantages

of looking at numbers in this way are very numerous ; I think most

teachers ought to see some of them at once, but some of them may be

presented hereafter.

When the pupils have mastered the work given in the first part of

this article, then let them take decimals of many places, learning the

names of places and periods at the right, as well as at the ".eft, of the

point. It will soon be seen that, while the fourth place at the left is

thousands, the third at the right is thousandths. And so, generally,

whatever name any place at the left may have, a place one step nearer
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the point at the right will have a corresponding name. But, in learn-

ing these corresponding names, one very important thing is to'be ob-

served. The name corresponding to tens of thousands, for instance, is

ten-thousandths,—a compound word; and so of all names at the right

corresponding to tens and hundreds of any name at the left. I have

often found it somewhat difficult to make teachers see that a ten of

thousandths is really one hundred times as great as a ten-thousandth.

When the pupil is familiar with the writing and reading of large num-

bers written on both sides of the point, then exercises with figures

between vertical lines may come in again, sometimes including the

point between the vertical lines. The cipher must sometimes be used

at the right as well as at the left, and for precisely the same reasons

and no other.

With such exercises as I have suggested, the pupil will soon get

rid of the nousense that annexing or prefixing a cipher multiplies or

divides a number ; it is the change of the figure or figures in respect to

the decimal point l^at does this, because it gives a new i^lijice-volv.e

.

To show the absurdity of the common statement, suppose I move .07

one place to the left, it becomes .7 ; here I have multiplied by ten and

have loHt a cipher in the operation.

June 9, 1873. E. C. Hewett.

FIGHT IN YOUR OWN ARMOR

AVhen David started forth in the armor of Saul, to meet the

haughty challenge of Goliath, he found himself so much encumbered

and embarrassed by its unaccustomed weight that, stopping only to

make a brief explanation to the king, he speedily divested himself

of it. Doubtless, the armor of Saul was faultlessly beautiful, and

fitted the stately form of the King of Israel with distinguished grace.

But for the youthful shepherd unused to do battle with shield and

.sword and helmet, the simple sling with its pebbles was the most ap-

propriate weapon. And David showed true wisdom in firmly declin.

ing, albeit with modesty and courtesy, the offer of the princely

armor, preferring to meet the great warrior of Gath in his own pecu-
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liar mode of warfare rather than to run the risk of being entangled

by the unwieldiness of instruments that he had never used. And so,

the smooth stone gathered from the Avayside brook sank with fatal

1 ffect into the brain of the Philistine, whereas with the sword of

Saul, David would but have cut ridiculous flourishes in the air and

rendered himself alike the pity of his friends and the derision of his

foes. The danger and folly of endeavoring to fight in the armor of

another is illustrated by the following sketch.

The public school in the village of W. numbered about two

hundred pupils and was divided into three departments, the primary,

intermediate and high—although the last corresponded to what in

most graded schools is called the grammar school. Four teachers

were employed—the principal and an assistant in the high-school,

and one teacher in each of the lower rooms,

This school up to the time of Avhich I am about to speak had al-

ways had a male principal ; and the man last employed Avas very pe-

culiar in all respects, and quite remarkable in some. He was talent-

ed and original, a fine scholar and an excellent disciplinarian ; his

method of government being a certain magnetic influence Avhich, ac-

companied by the tall figure, solemn, pale face, and large, dark eyes,

inspired the scholars Avith an aAve insuring perfect order and quiet,

Avith verA' little apparent effbrt. The school-house Avas situated on a

i-ise of ground at a little remove from dAvelling-houses, and Avas sur-

roiuided by ([uite a number of oak trees, Avhich helped to produce a

jileasant play-ground for the scholars. When the extremely Avarm

days of summer came on, and the ninety children in the upper room

greAv Aveary at their books, he adopted the plan of alloAving a class

at a time to go out of doors and study while the class previous to

theirs was reciting. They Avould in a (juiet, orderly manner leave

the room, go doAvn stairs, take their places under the trees in groups

in sight of the teacher from the window above, and study till the call of

the little bell summoned them in. Then, in an orderly, quiet man-

ner, they Avould ascend the stairs and go to a Avell-learned and enthu-

siastic recitation. But, in the midst of this prosperous condition of

things, the principal died, after a short but severe illness, and a lady

Avas his successor ; Avhilc the assistant remained in the same position

as before. Of course, the school rci-ulations were considerablv
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changed under the new administration: still, during the winter term

all Avent on (|uite harmoniously, except that the new teacher Avas f're-

([uently informed by Miss B., the assistant, that Mr. 11., the former

principal, did so and so, or ^Fr. H. did not do so and so. These re-

iparks, though extremely irritating, were calmly listened to Avith

enforced patience, the replies 1)eing simply, "Ah I indeed!" or '"Is

that so?" or "That Avas a good idea." When the summer time

came again and the Avarm air made the croAvded children restless and

uneasy, Miss B. suggested Mr. H.'s method of letting the scholars

study outside. The ncAv teacher did not like tlie plan, never had

tried it, had doubts of its success, in short, viewed it ([uite unfavor-

ably. Miss B. with considerable pertinacity, urged its being tried:

the more so, as she had had charge of the high school during the few

remaining Aveeks of the term after Air. H.'s death, and had seemed

to look upon the ncAV teacher from the first as an intruder. x\fter

some reflection and hesitation, the principal finally yielded, and the

scholars Avere alloAved to go out and study, subject to tlie regulations

of the previous summer. For a short time things Avent on tolera'tly

Avell ; but soon the pupils began to show indications of confusion and

disorder. They Avent up and down stairs noisily : they Avandered

from tree to tree : they got out of range of the teacher's eye. and

sometimes out of hearing of the bell. Their lessons were illy pre-

pared and sometimes not prepared at all. There Avas a Catholic

Church near by in process of erection: it had for sometime been

inclosed, but for lack of funds the Avork had been discontinued. It

Avas finally discovered that several of the older boys had been in the

habit of playing cards under its sacred shadow Avhile apparently out

for purposes of study, and once the priest himself happened to come

by that Avay just as they Avere fairly ensconced therein for the accus-

tomed game. To say that his sacerdotal robe covered an irate breast

Avould be to express feebly in Avords Avhat the luckless urchins felt as

they fled in dismay from the presence of his holiness and sought

refuge in the school-room. (Jf course, the teacher seeing Avhat a

failure had come of folloAving the judgment of another contrary to

her OAvn, did Avhat she could to remedy the evil by now following her

OAvn. And so the plan Avas discontinued: but not till incalculable

mischief had lieen produced, Avhich Avas not wholly eradicated during
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the entire term. When was the result of a wron^ doing ever wholly

eradicated ? A spirit of idleness, confusion and lawlessness seemed

to pervade the school, which, though it never broke out in open vio-

lence or revolt, made sad inroads upon progress and order. And, in the

midst of it all, Miss B. stood bj smiling at the mischief that following

her plans had produced, comparing from day to day the former with

the present principal, and circulating in a covert manner intimations

and insinuations derogatory to the school. Thus the benefits of a

term of school were in a great measure neutralized by the unladylike,

almost malicious, offering of the armor of a dead hero on the one

hand, and on the other by the lack of sufficient independence in his

successor to refuse it utterly and fight in her own.

Rural, May 21, 1873. Mary Asilmix.

THE STIFF, FORMAL METHOD vs. THE LOOSE, SLIP-

SHOD METHOD.

Go into a school famed for its excellence, and likely you will find

the teacher giving attention to the minutest details of conduct' and

recitation. Such a teacher believes that the formation of habits in

his pupils is of the utmost practical importance. He accordingly gives

heed to the manner in Avhich his pupils sit in their seats, stand in the

class, hold their books, walk across the room, address their teachers,

etc. Above all he insists upon their giving attention to the recitation

while in the class, or on their quiet absorption in their several tasks

w^hile at their seats. He even keeps up the pressure of his supervision

upon them in the yard and on their w^ay home, everywhere demanding

of them courteous behavior. Such a teacher will receive an emphatic

disapproval from a teacher of an opposite class. "I believe in geniality

and good nature, and not in so much stiff"ness and formahty ; such a

teacher (as the one described) would drive out of a child all the nature

he has, and make a machine of him." By this feint he hopes to pre-

vent a disparaging comparison with his own school, which if you visit

you will find very much tending to the extreme denominated "too easy."

On your entrance every eye is turned upon you ; both the pupils in their
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seats and those in the class are so little engrossed in their work that

they find a stranger more attractive. ' You find that the pupils who

are reciting do not all pay attention to the recitation after order is

restored ; that in fact many pupils who should be engaged in study are

listening to the recitation. The teacher is very animated in the con-

duct of his class, apparently more so than he had been before you en-

tered. He addresses his remarks more particularly to the brightest

pupils of his class. He is genial, and his geniality comes on him by

fits. Some days he scarcely feels like hearing the recitation at all ; on

others he is very animated ; he is prone to disregard the regular hours

of recitation and lets the programme fall behind, trusting to make it

up by extra vigor. There is no fixed system in his own efi"orts and

consequently his pupils lack it. They do not get into fixed habits of

Avork, and are not attentive to the formalities which make school life

run pleasantly and profitably. But their school training is such as to

develop, rather than subordinate, their idiosyncrasies.

The former of these two types of schools is commonly preferred

by school directors and the profession generally ; the latter type is often

the most popular with the community at large. The newspapers very

often attack the former school and show it no mercy. From the stand-

point of mere theoretic acquirement, so much attention to details merits

rebuke. " That the pupil should sit in this particular position rather

than in that, does not help him understand his lesson any better."

"The strength of the teacher and of the pupils is wasted on mere

formalities." But the profession makes reply. "No great achieve-

ment can be made except by persistent effort, which implies a complete

conquest over one's self ; hence, the theoretical depends upon the moral.

The moral consists in a system of habits, every one of which implies

self-denial and a preference of duty over pleasure. If its defence is

well-grounded, we are to look upon all of that careful attention to de-

tails as contributive toward the formation of coirect habits. Without

correct habits no great result can be achieved, although brilliant occa-

sional performances may result."

W. T. Harris, in the Western.
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THE SMOOTH R.

It is evident that certain English vowels never take /• immediately

after them without breaking the syllable in two ; thus the words here,

mire, more-, pure, our, are pronouQced as if written he-ur, mi-ur,

?tw-ur, pu-ur, ou-ur. And the question has been raised whether the

second syllable in these couplets, viz., the part which is here represented

.by nr, is an element, a value strictly indivisible into like sounds. To
this question I answer, that the value t'oUowin,!^ the long e in hei'e is the

same, except in respect to stress, as in the word e?'r: there are two

distinct positions of the vocal ap-iiaratus, and these positions are for

the formation of two unlike sounds.

That it would be wise to insist, in class drill, on the separation of

these elements, I do not affirm. The statement is, that as there are

three elements in urn and in earth, and four in bird and in work, so in

mire there are four. The partial obscurity of the vowel u in mire, as

compared with the vowel u in urn, is due to the exhaustion of the

voice in uttering the preceding accented vowel, long ^^ the two vowels

being uttered without articulate intervention, and at one impulse.

Writing the eight simple long vowels in what has been called their

natural order, and placing r after each, we n)ay form the words here,

her, payer, pare, far, for, fore, poor. In payer the r is appar-

ently, not really, more remote from the long a ihau r from the e in

hefre, the o in fore, or the oo in poor. .\t .ill evcLfs, the word payer

has the long a as closely followed by pal < A r as is possible in any

English word : the word pare ^
. a difli-iint sunn i of a.

Now, in pronouncing the eight words of the list, we shall observe

that the contact of the e and /' ;n her >• unbroken, the tongue

while sounding the e being in favorauu. • tsicion lor rising to form

the /'. We notice the same relatim; ];i far and for: there is no

" obscure" vowel intervening. Follow in^' . taliau «, then, in /('/r,

we have the smooth, or untrilled, oi- pah. . r: \\\ here, there is not

only this smooth r, but, betwt.u it and lo: e he light vowel. Ob-

serve that the secimd word of the list, /«7', i sens under full stress in

the utterance, the same vowel that surrepi.ti mi.-mv finds place after the

long e in here, long fiat a in stare, long o >u fore, and oo in -poor.
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If we now examine the relation of the four dipMhongs to '/' fol-

lowing, we shall find these observations confirmed ; for, the second

term of each diphthong will determine the mode of approach toward r.

Long i; consisting of the two elements, Italian a and long e, obeys the

same impulse that guides its terminal part (e in liere), and refuses im-

mediate contact with r following ; hence, mi-m\ On, composed of

Italian a and oo, on receiving r is like oo in demanding the interven-

tion of the slight sound of '' tilde ^" (the e in her)', and long a, com-

posed of short '/ and oo, shows the same stubbornness. The remaining

diphthong, <>i, is almost never followed by r in the same syllable ; the

w^ord r-oir (cordage) is the only exception that I have seen. The at-

tempt to pronounce this word Avill result either in adding stress'to.the

short V (and each short vowel is readily followed by r), or in changing

the / to long e and thus necessitating the " tilde e," as in fire, here.

The seeming contact of oi with v, in rrscrvoi/' and other words of

French origin, is found to give for a termination broad o and r; thus,

reserv-)/70r.

To review. (1.) The tilde e, or </ in her, is the same in quality

with, but differing in stress from, the sound which we find interposed

between r and any one of the following list of vowels, viz., long e,

long flat a, long o, long oo. (2.) In no English word is long a required

to assume relation to a succeeding y in the same syllable. This decla-

ration, however, may call to mind the Irish pronunciation of Jfari/—
J\'hi-/ir-i'i/.

It is interesting to note the difierent pronunciation of some of the

words we have been considering, according as they come from Ameri-

can or from Scotch or perhaps English mouths. The obscure sound, so

light yet so evident, before the /' in door as spoken by an American, in

the utterances of the old-country people would be almost imperceptible;

and hundreds of words embracing the combinations we have been con-

sidering present a similar diversity. The question of real moment is

this : How far may we wisely push our efforts, in self- culture and in

the school-room drill, toward eliminating this "natural vowel," so very

generally heard among us, even in words where it has no written rep-

resentative. I say "even" where unwritten ; for there is a sentiment

favorable, among thoughtful readers, to sounding the e m flower, while,

in spite of habit, there is a prejudice in favor of the omission of that
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sound in four. And jet the two wordj are, as a rule, undistinguish-

able by the ear. So of dire and dyei'.

In a preceding paragraph, I referred to tbe tongue as being in a

favorable position for rising to aid in forming the sound of /. Let our

"cjicvi.s be prevailed on to (leqiitKe., whe/'e they have not already done

1. the habit of ciu-otiraghK/ the tongue to rise., and thus utteii the

element /• in /jok// ^faiot, fnR, emi, hxin), and scores more of similar

Avo/'ds. Thomas Metcalf.

OVERWORK OF CHILDREN.

A correspondent has receutly given, through our columns, a much-

needed warning in regard to the overwork of children in our public and

private r^ehools. There can hardly be a question that, taking the coun-

try through, parents are doing a serious injury to the jJnj.'<aj//e of their

children by requiring excessive brain -Avork and too many hours in close

school-rooms. We hear complaints on every side in regard to the pale

faces, nervous habits, and liability to disease of children of good

healthy stock. Instances are not uncommon of children suffering under

that malady which ought to belong alone to that period of life when the

vital powers have been over-strained—we mean insomnia, or sleepless-

ness. Extraordinary^ nervous disorders are also appearing among our

little ones, and evidently a foundation has been laid for worse disorders

in later life. The physique of the whole nation is apparently injured

by this excessive brain-work in childhood. And the extraordinary de-

velopment, in the last few years, of various forms of nervous kinds of

brain-diseases and paralysis are the fitting results of the carelessness

shown a generation since in the treatment of childhood. If we only

had a more truly scientific medical profession, our physicians would not

alone confine themselves to the cure of these diseases, but would seek

•'I trace them to their legitimate causes, in the bad habits taught to

iiildren, or in the overwork demanded from them.

We no longer see those good, stolid, stupid children, such as some

I if us can remember, or such as may be seen now in England or Ger-»

many. Our boys and girls are sharp, quick, nervous, prematurely

bi'ight, and with the qualities, and liable to the evils, of older persons.

b
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II: mothers did but know it, the best quality in a child, and the best

promise for its physical future, is a stolid, healthy calm, which come;?

from even balance of the muscular and nervous systems. The preter-

naturally active children will waste the "wine of life" before they caii

drink it, and die of paralysis in middle life. Stupidity in American

childhood is an invaluable equality. The great cause of the oversharp-

ened condition of our children is evidently in our requiring too much

brain-work from them, and in keeping them too many hours in school.

Six hours' study, even for the mature brain, is a good day's work i

and one of the greatest philosophers of this day, Mr. Darwin, is said

to have accomplished his amazing results in less than an average of

three hours per day. In this city most school children are required not

merely to devote their five hours to the school, but two or three hours out-

side of it, to the study of lessons. The hours in the school, even if the

child be not studying, are exceedingly trying to the nervous system ;

the brain is kept constantly alert, while the air which should feed it i&

continually poisoned with hundreds of breaths. The nerves become

impatient and morbid, and not proper relief is afforded them in mus-

cular movement. The true remedy for this evil is the establishment of

"half-time schools."

—

N. Y. Tiwe^.

SUGGESTIONS.

Taxidermists will find corn meal an excellent substitute for plaster

of Paris in cleaning the feathers of birds, and in keeping the plumage

free of blood and oil in the skinning process. The fact of its always

being obtainable, is not the least of its advantages.

In preparing birds' eggs for the cabinet, do not disfigure them by

piercing each or eitlier end. The questionable practice of applying one's

mouth intimately to the end of a questionable egg may be easily avoid-

ed and even better results obtained, as follows : Make one small hole

in the side, then with a tube prepared for the purpose which may be

purchased at any depot of naturalists' supplies, blow the contents of

the egg from the same orifice used for the insertion of the tube. If the

contents are not readily removed, soak the egg thoroughly in warna
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water preparatory to a second trial, which will be successful. After-

wards gum the perforated side of the egg to the interior of the box or

care as desired, and it is disposed for exhibition in the best manner

possible. Five or six inches of small glass tubing drawn down at one

end is the flame of an alcohol lamp, or even a carefully selected wheat

or rye straw answers the same purpose as a more expensive egg-evisccr-

ator.

0. S. Westcott.

Maywood, March, 1873.

New York criminals seem destined to absorb a large share of

public attention. The Stokes case is to be reopened ; he is to have a

new trial ;
" bets on the result are in favor of Stokes," the telegraph

says ; and the newspapers overflow with sickly, foolish and corrupting

reports of " interviews" with the elegant scoundrel. Just now comes
in, also, the new sensation of the murder of Walworth, by his son,

a youth of nineteen. The young man went from Saratoga to New
York, for that very purpose ; invited his father to his room at the

hotel ; shot him four times ; and then telegraphed the fact as coolly as

if he had shot a dog. Yet, there is probably but small chance of his

receiving any adequate punishment ; while he may be very sure of

maudlin sympathy, presents of bouquets, and " interviews " from
reporters.

The leading editorial in the Christian Union, for June lllh, ha^
the true ring in respect to the Walworth murder, and the evil influences

in society of which such an affair is the legitimate outcome. It very

pointedly says :
" There is no reason why life should be sacred in the

felon's cell, and cheap in every highway. It has almost come to this :

that no man is certain to escape a violent death save the undoubted
homicide." One would almost think from these words, if the editor

did not take pains to protest against it, that Mr. Beecher is about to

become an advocate of capital punishment. We are a little at a loss

to know what he would recommend ; for, on the next page, in discus-

sing the question, "What to do with Criminals?" he asserts that prison-

life generally renders the criminal more wicked than he was before.

Well, we confess that it is a troublesome problem ; but we think the

reform needs to begin in public sentiment,—a love of right and justice
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must take the place of silly sentamentalism ; a sympathy for honest

virtue must exceed that for criminals who justly suffer the reward of

their deeds, before any hopeful result can be anticipated.

We find a great many things to approve in the Christian Zhiion,

but it publishes some communications that seem to come from fools or

lunatics ; we called attention to one such in our last number. In the

number of that paper referred to above, Ave find a communication on
the Public School question, which leaves Dr. Patton's position far in

the rear. We do not think it worth while to waste much ink over it

;

but the writer's conclusion is simply to close all our public schools, and
" have Kiiiall

, ^:)rmc;5^3 schools, where every child can be under the eye

and hear the loving voice of a spiritual guide ; and let the State foster

such schools in every lawful way." The arguments are given some-

what at length ; but it is sufficient to say of them that they are ad-

mirabl}^ ht heejnng with this very sapient and reasonable conclusion.

The notice that stood at the head of our Book Table for three

months, has not pleased "one of our educational exchanges." The
criticism comes from an unexpected quarter. In our innocence, we
supposed that occasional! >/ a book review was published "for which a

price was paid."

We are glad to know that such things do not occur. We have re-

moved the obnoxious lines.

Herbert Spencer, in his papers on Sociology, published in the

Pojmlar Science Montli/, has treated of several kinds of Mas,—the

political bias, the class bias, etc. Of course he says many very valu-

able things : and we need not say that he says them clearly and forci-

bly. In the July number he presents his views of the TheohxjicaJ

bias ; we suggest that the next in order come the scientific bias, and
the "evolution" bias. We really hope he will not fail to give us

these : such an omission Avould be unscientific.

The meeting of the Society of School Principals, which meets at

OttaAva July 8th, 9th aud 10th, in fifth annual session, promises rich

returns. The programme remains nearly the same as Avhen published

in the June Schoolmaster. A few names have been added to the

list of debaters. A general invitation to be present has been ex-

pressed among the leading superintendents and principals. The
number in attendance at the meetings is never so great as at the Avin-

ter meeting of Illinois teachers, but the material has been heretofore

superior, and the Avork more pointed, and limited in scope. Pro-

grammes are ready for distribution by the ex. com., E. AV. Coy, Nor-

mal, J. H. Freeman, Polo, E. A. Gastman, Decatur.
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Our attention has been called to a recent patent called Knowlton's

Universal Bath. It is made of rubber, is light, weighing but fourteen

pounds, and a really valuable piece of household furniture. School-

masters who live outside the large cities, cannot be accommodated with

furnished bathing rooms in their houses ; this invention furnishes a

superior substitute. We have tried it and we like it.

Teachers visiting Chicago this summer will find a hearty wel-

come at the book-store of Jansen, McClurg (fc Co., whether they may
wish to patronize the firm or not ; they will find at the store a conve-

nient place for reading and writing, specially prepared for visitors,

and which they are perfectly free to use. \Ve are glad to mention

this liberal arrangement ; none the less praiseworthy, because the

firm are likely to be paid for their outlay by the increased t^ade it

will brinii them.

Ed. Schoolmaster.—In the June number I am made to name Maine's English

Literature, for which read Taine's English Literature. Jas. H. Blodgett.
RcrKFORD, III,, June, 1872.

CIRCULAR—30.

State of Illinois, )

Department of Education, \

Springfield, June 3, 1873.*7r**** ** «•* ** *X *

WOMEN AS SECURITIES.
In circular No. 28, current series, the general principles gaverning women as

school officers, were stated. Touching the competency of women to sign their own of-

ficial bonds, and to become sureties upon the official bonds of others, the Attorney Gen-

eral has given the following opinion :

"I. It has never been the law that mere sex was a disqualification to sign an of-

ficial bond or enter into any legal contract ; but coverture, except so far as modified by
recent statutes is a disqualification.

2. A married woman has not power to make herself liable as surety upon the of-

ficial bond of another person ; but, when elected to the school office under the recent

law, she may sign her own official bond and make herself and separate estate liable

thereon. •

3. Unmarried women of lawful age may sign official bonds for other persons, as

security, and incur the same liability thereon as men. Section 55 of the school law re-

quires the security upon the treasurer's bond to be a freeholder—but a woman owning a

freehold estate in real property, is a freeholder within the meaning of the law."

The above, with the general instructions contained in circular 28, will enable all

parties concerned to proceed intelligently and legally, when the act in relation to the

election and appointment of women to school offices takes effect.

Newton Bateman,

Siipcrinlcndcnt of Public Instruction.
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lady teachers in the High School, with that of the lady principals of the Primary

schools, has not been observed as it should have been, during the last year. The

absolute equality in matters of salary of all male teachers of the High School was not

considered wise. Certain departments in the High School require a larger experience

and a higher degree of special training than others. In some departments the number

of pupils is so small as to make the expense for tuition unduly large. In other depart-

ments requiring the services of two teachers the committee thought one might be made

responsible for the work, and receive the help of a younger person at a less salary, the

efficiency of our schools would not be decreased by the introduction of an intermediate

school, between the district and primary departments, as some of the primary schools

y in sparsely settled districts and some of the district schools might be transferred to it.

: Since the reduction of the salaries of some of the teachers, an excellent spirit has been

manifested, and the committee thought they ought not to disappoint the hope that the

\
salaries would be restored to what they were before the fire. At present rates it wag

» extremely difficult to supply vacancies with first-class talent. In view of these facts the

\ introduction of the intermediate department was recommended.

The following schedule of salaries was also recommended : For Superintendent of

Schools, ^4,500 ; for Assistant Superintendent, $2,750 ; for Building and Supply Agent,

$2,750; for School Agent, $1,000 ; for Messenger, $750.

High School.—For Principal, $3,000; for four male Assistants, each, for first

year, $2,000 ; for second year, $2,250; for third year, $2,500; for three male Assistants,

each, first year, $1,200; for second year, $1,350; for third year, $1,500. For all other

male Assistants, first year, $1,800 ; second year, $2,000, and third year, $2,200. For

all female Assistants, first year, $900; second year, $1,000; third year, $i,ioo.

Normal School.—For Principal, first year, $2,250; second year, $2,500; for

third year, $2,750. For Principal of School of Practice, $1,200; for second year,

$1,300; for third year, $1,400. For female Assistants, first year, $900 ; for second

yaar, $1,000; for third year, $1,100. For teacher of Drawing, $1,000. For teacher

of Elocution, $1,000.

District School.—For Principal, first year, $i,8oo; for second year, $2,000;

for third year, $2,200. For head Assistant, first year, $900 ; for second year, $950; for

third year, $1,000. For Assistants, first year, $550; for second year, $650 ; for third

year, $750, and if appointed First Assistants after third year, $800.

Grammar School.—For Principal, first year, $1,200; second year, 51.400, and

$1,600 the third year.

Primary Schools.—For Principal, first year, $900 ; for second year, $i,ooo; for

third year, $1, too. Assistants as in District Schools, which will leave the system as

follows :

1

.

High and Normal Schools.

2. District Schools, embracing all grades of pupils with Principal, head Assistants,

and Assistants accordmg to the rules of the Board.

3. Grammar Schools, embracing all grades below second grade, with Principals

and Assistants.

4. Primary Schools, embracing all grades below fifth grade, with Principals and

Assistants.
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Provided that no change shall be made which will reduce the salary of any Princi-

pal or head Assistants by virtue of such change.

The report was accepted and ordered published.

On motion of Inspector Stone, it was decided to pay teachers their bills on

Wednesday, June 25th.

Colorado.—In East Denver a school-board has recently been elected which is

disposed to employ teachers strictly with regard to merit. Heretofore personal influ-

ence in too many cases has been the leading motive in making the selections. The

schools of Denver it is now hoped will soon compare favorably with those farther east.

At present Denver comprises three school districts, designated by East, West and

North. In East Denver the past year, a building that accommodates 600 scholars has

been completed and furnished at an expense of about $80,000. This is already inade-

quate to the rapidly increasing demand; and another building that will seat 300 is to be

completed by October. West Denver and North Denver will each build immediately,

the former for about 400 and the latter for about 200 scholars. It will be seen that Den-

ver is not indifferent to school interests.

Indiana.—Miss Carrie H. Fuller, of Worcester, Mass., has been offered the posi-

tion of instructor of vocal culture in the public schools at Fort Wayne, Ind., at a salary

of ;? 1,400.

The city school superintendents' held a meeting at Indianapolis, in May, and dis-

cussed many questions relating to their special woi'k. They passed the following

resolution—the same in effect as that adopted by the Illinois Society of School Princi-

pals.

Hesoh'ed, That we, the members of the Convention of Superintendents of the High
iSchools of the State, respectfully represent that we fully approve of uniting the High
Schools with the University by the plan proposed, viz : That the High Schools shall

prepare pupils in Orthography, Writinrj, Reading, English Grammar, (Geography,

Arithmetic, Physiology, United States History, Algebra, Geometry, Latin, Grammar,
Cresar and Virgil, which shall admit them to the Freshmen class without the necessity

of preparing them in the study of Greek ; and that the study of the advanced mathe-
matics coniemplated herein be considered an equivalent for the amount of Greek now
required for admission.

Hesolved, That Mr. A. M. Gow present the resolution above to the Trustees of the

University, at their meeting in June, as the expression of our views.

Mr. H. Wiley has been re-elected Superintendent of the Terre Haute schools at

a salary of $2,500 per annum. This act is commendable in the Board, and highly

complimentry to Mr. Wiley. Only one other superintendent in the State recei\ es a

higher salary than this. Mr. Wiley ranks among our leading educational men.

Illinois.—Herewith we present as far as we have heard the times and places of

the institutes and drills in Illinois during the summer. The information in every case is

by letter from the county superintendent. The warm thanks of the Schoolmaster are

due the gentlemen for their kind and prompt reply. We can be useful to our readers in

proportion to the help of this kind we receive from the various counties.

Putnam County —A Normal Institute will be held in Hennepin, c ommencing July

7 and continuing two weeks. Prof. E. C. Hewett, John W. Cook, Misses C. A. Coch-

rane and Beatrice Fyffe with the county superintendent are the instructors.

A. N. DURLEY, Co. Supt.
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Perry County.—The county superintendent, Mr. B. G. Roots will hold a session

during the summer, the details of which are not determined as we go to press.

jSIoultrie County.—The county superintendent, Mr. D. F. Stearns will conduct a six

week's Normal School at Sullivan, commencing August 9th.

Mercer County.—It is probable that local institutes commencing the middle of July,

each continuing about two weeks, will be held at three or four accessible and convenient

points in the county. Instructors not yet engaged. F. W. Livingston, Co. Supt.

Montgomery County.—The Normal Institute will be held in the school-house at

Litchfield, beginning July 2Sth and continue five weeks. Able instructors have been

secured. II. L. Gregory, Co. Supt

Hancock County.—Both institute and drill will be held in this county. Drill begins

July 28th. Institute August 26th. Four wteks are allotted to the drill; four days to

the institute. Instruction by the county superintendent and teachers of the county.

Wm. Griffin, Co. Supt

Adams County.—The annual session of the Institute will be held at Camp Point,

Aug. 26, and continue in session four days. No special instructors have as yet been

engaged. John H. Black, Co. Supt.

Peoria County.—We hold monthly institutes, the county Normal School taking the

place of the institutes and " drills " of other days. The natural sciences have engaged

the attention of our last two meetings. Our instructors, Dr Stewart in Botany, Dr.

Brendel in Zoology and Entomology, and Prof. P'rost in Geology.

N. E. WorthiN(;ton, Co. Supt.

Macon County.—A Normal Institute will be held at Decatur, lieginning Aug, 11,

and continuing three weeks. The county superintendent, and ( not engagdl),

are the instructors. O. F. McKiM, Co. Supt.

Li'L'in^'ston County —We shall hold an institute, to commence Aug. 5, at Poniiac,

and continue two weeks. Have not fully determined who will conduct exercises.

II. H. Hill, Co. Sup'.

IVilliamson County.—An institute of four days duration will be held at MariDU,

sometime in September. A. N. Lodge, Co. Supt.

Logan County.—The Normal institute will be held at Lincoln, commencing July

14, and will continue four weeks. The school will be conducted by the county su-

perintendent, the teachers of Lincoln University a- d Israel Wilkinson.

L. T. Regan, Co. Supt.

.Springjh/ii.—Our Institute met this morning. The roll call showed a full at-

tendance. The devotional exercises were conducted by Rev. Perry Bennett.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

The Supt. James C. Bennett, Esq , then addressed the Institute. He stated that

results showed that very few teachers had fallen below the required standard. Among
other things that he had used, he regarded as the best, the programmes for daily reci-

tations which were established by law, at the beginning of the present year. He ad-

vised those who had deviated from these programmes to carefully observe them during
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the coming year, guaranteeing improvement if this was done. He also urged upon the

principals of the schools a thorough acquaintance with the time and character of the

work done in their schools. The principals were asked to advise with the Supt. and

inquire into the expediency of finishing geography and U. S. history in the 2d grade, so

that arithmetic and English grammar could receive more attention in the 1st grade.

More oral instruction and explanation was called for from the teachers of the 1st grade.

The propriety of finishing geography and history in the 2d grade, was then dis-

cussed by Messrs. Brooks, P. Bennett and Willcut. The next exercise was a class in

mental arithmetic, conducted by Rev. Perry Bennett, Prin. of the 2d Ward school, in

which the pupils acquitted themselves quite creditably.

The President, Mr. Sampson, called the attention of the Institute to a Normal

School to be held in Springfield during the coming vacation, by the Rev. Perry Bennett,

commencing on the 7th of July.

Prof. Chamberlain of the high school then delivered an interesting lecture on a

topic not very familiar to the ordinary reader. He sketched the rise and fall of the

Holy Roman Empire, picturing the struggles between the papacy and the emperors.

Miss Tuttle of the high school, read a selection, giving Gail Hamilton's experi-

ence with a worn out pair of boots.

Miss Jones of the same school, also read a selection on " Buys not allowed." The

efforts of these ladies were well received by the Institute.

The Institute then adjourned to meet on the ist Saturday of September.

McLean County.—A drill of three weeks at Bloomington, commencing July 28th.

Dr. B. I'. Marsh, the county superintendent John Hull, and one other instructor will

conduct exercises.

Clay County institute will be convened on the i8th of August, and continue five

weeks. Instruction chiefly by the county superintendent. C. H. MuRRY, Co. Supt.

Pope County —AVe shall have an institute at New Liberty the last week in Sep-

tember next of four days duration The best teachers of our county, and some educa-

tors from near by will be our instructors. Theodore Steyer, Co. Supt.

Ogle County.—A drill is to be held this summer, commencing August 12, at

Oregon, and continuing four weeks. The Co. Supt., assisted by P. R. Walker, J. H.

Freeman and others, will be the instructors. E. L. Wells, Co. Supt.

Crmvford County.—The next session of the Crawford County Institute will be held

at Palestine, commencing September 15th, and will continue five days No instructors

or lecturers are yet engaged. Samuel A. Barnes, Co. Supt.

Clianipaign County.—A drill will be conducted at Urbana in August by Profs,

Taft, Metcalf and Burrell. The season will last three weeks. T. R. Leal, Co. Supt.

Macoupin County normal school begins on July 2ist at Girard, and continues six

consecutive weeks. Prof. John D. Conley, Prof. C. W. Cushman, J. S. Kenyon, Esq.

1''. II. Chapman, L. R. Farris and S. S. Wood are announced as instructors.

F. H. Chapman, Co. Supt.
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Marion County-—An institute will be held the first week in September at Salem.

The instructors are not selected. James McHaney, Co. Supt.

Piatt County.—An institute will be held in this county at Monticello, commencing

Dec. I, to last one week. C. .\. Tatman, Co. Supt.

Cass County-—Mr. L. Emmerick proposes to hold a teachers' normal institute in

Virginia, for one month, to commence next August, to drill on the natural sciences, etc.

H.Tate, M. D., Co. Supt.

lihiteside County normal institute will convene for a seven week session at the

public school building, Morrison. The requirements for admission will be a sufficient

knowledge to secure a second grade certificate under the old law. The county superin-

tendent without assistance will instruct the institute. M. W. Smith, Co. Supt.

Fulton County-—The schools in this county are nearly all in session and are doing

finely. The county superintendent, Mr. H. J- Benton, has visited seventy- five schools

this summer.

Logan County.—This county has a greater number of nine month's schooLs than

during any previous year. Still more encouraging is the fact, that school directors ex-

ercised more care last fall in the selection of teachers than ever before. During the

winter thirty evening educational talks were given by L. T- Regan, the county superin-

tendent. The schools of Atlanta and Mt. Pulaski have had a year of successful work

under the superintendence respectively of H. F. Wegner and Wm. H. Derby.

Madison County.—Our schools are closing up finely, showing our teachers to have

been doing good work. The schools and school interest never stood better in our

county than it does at this time.

McLean County. —The public schools of Bloomington closed June, 13. The grad-

uating exercises of the high school took place in Durley Hall. Prof. Marsh, for five

years principal of the high school, resigned. Dr. Marsh resumes the practice of medi-

cine. The salary of the principal of the high-school has been reduced from $1,800 to

Si.000, and Miss Raymond appointed to the position.

The public schools of Normal closed June iS. The teachers have all been in-

vited to remain. The graduating class of seven ladies held its exercises in the Baptist

churcii. Charles A. Bradley, a graduate of the class of '72 from this school, who re-

ceived the appointment as cadet to West Point from this district after a competitive ex-

amination has passed the final test at the academy, and entered upon his cadet life. His

letters home are full of encouragement to those who follow.

Bureau County.—Princeton high-school graduated a class of iS on the 6th of June;

seven young men and eleven young women. This is the largest class yet graduated.

r"i\ e of the class were from other towns. Among them was a young colored lady from

Peoria, who completed her course with credit, and was very much respected in the school

?.\v\ in the community.
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A prize of ;^ioo, equivalent to a good college scholarship, was raised by the citizens,

and awarded to the pupils standing highest in the class, conditional upon his completing

a full college course.

Henry L. Boltwood will conduct a class at the Princeton High School. ( See

advertisement.)

Joliet.—The fourth annual report of the public schools for the year ending March

31st, 1S73, is in our hands. This has been prepared by Mr. Chas. I. Parker the Super-

intendent.

The population of the city is 10,315 ; number of persons between 6 and 21, 3,1.90.

There are eight school buildings, twenty-eight teachers, 2,176 pupils enrolled, and 1,053

in average daily attendence. The entire cost per pupil for the year has been $15 98

The schools have no reference books except Webster's Dictionary. McGuffy's

Jhivft Reader is used for the whole of the first year; the Second Reader is completed in

the first two terms of the second year, and the succeeding four terms are used on the

Third. Some teachers have been employed at the salary of $300 per year, a few at

;$6oo. If we read the report correctly, the principal and janitor of the high school each

receive the same salary, ^600.

We are not familiar with the local history of the public schools of Joliet, but from

this repoit we infer that Mr. Parker's road is " hard to travel." The superintendent of

Joliet must have nerve and pluck to present so good a front.

Aurora.—We take the following from a private letter. W^e have seen many such

during the past two years. "I visited Powell's school in May. Take it as a whole, it

is one of the best I ever visited. If persons desire to see systematic school work, I say

go to Aurora. There is good thorough work, and in the right order. I never spent

two days more profitably."

Pikt' Coitnly.—Mr. Pike, the Superintendent of the Pittsfield Public Schools, was

presented at the close of the year with a watch by his friends. Among many good

things that were said on the occasion, we take the following extract from the remarl<^ of

Mr. Pike :

" Our High School already numbers its representatives in almost every pursuit in

life, from the young engineer in the field to the rising young lawyer at his desk, and I

hope yet to see the day when the graduates of this. school shall fill high places of tiust

and honor in every department of life. Again, I beg you to accept for yourself and
the citizens you represent, my most grateful thanks for this beautiful testimonial of y.iur

esteem, and for the fact that you have thus seen fit to watch me in this, another anni-

versary of our schools.

In behalf of the Board of Education, the teachers and pupils, I extend to the

audience sincere thanks for their l<ind presence and attention, and, wishing teachers,

pupils and all a happy vacation, I must again say farewell."

The watch was a most elegant one, and the whole proceeding was an acknowl-

edged tribute to Mr. Pike's career and labors as a teacher in Pittsfield.

Knox Cotin/y— Yates Cily Piildic Schools.—The people of this place have shown
a commendable zeal in educational matters. They have fitted up a fine building at

great expense, which was completed last year. There are four departments in the

school, and seats for 270 pupils. The greate.st number of pupils in attendance during

the past year was 218. There has been an average attendance of about 170. The
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teacher of the First Primary Department is Miss Alice Cool. The Second Primary

Department is under the charge of Miss Angle Riner. The next is the Intermediate

Department, in charge of Miss Nettie Knable. The Grammar and High School De-

partment is under the immediate supervision of Prof. A. C. Bloomer, who, as Principal,

also has a general supervision of the other departments. He has now had charge of

the school for four years, and has proved himself competent and efficient. It is with

regret we learn that he intends to sever his connection with our schools this season.

We believe this will be greatly regretted by our people generally, and we fear we shall

not soon secure the services of another so thoroughly fitted for the place he has occupied

30 long and so well. Our best wishes attend him wherever he goes.

W. H. H.

Cass Coiinly.—The county institute was held in Virginia on June 5th and 6th. The
attendance was good, and the exercises of such a varied character as to make the entire

session one of interest. The following are some of the queries presented for discussion :

Query 1.—Are teachers required to teach the rules laid down in text-books, if so required
by the directors ?

2.—How old should pupils be before they should begin the study of arithmetic, anil to
learn to write 7 Replied to by Prof. Clark.

3.—Where do the days begin on the earth ? Replied to by several.
4.—What is the true rendering of the first stanza of Longfellow's Psalm of Life ?

5.—Should teachTS be allowed tmie to attend teachers' institutes ?

ti.—Do parents take sufficient interest In the schools of this county .'

".—Should pupils be detained after school hours for any cause ?

Docler H. Tate, is the efficient county superintendent of Cass.

The Thirteenth Annual Meeting of the National Educational Association will be

held in Elmira, New York, on the sth, 6th, and 7th days of August, 1873. Free return

tickets are promised on the N. Y. & Erie and the other Railroads centering in Elmira-

A cordial invitation to hold the meeting in that city has been received, signed by the

Mayor and Aldermen, and sixty-five prominent citizens, including Judges, Editors,

Presidents of Banks, Clergymen, Lawyers, and the Ofiicers of Elmira College. A
warmer welcome was never promised to the Association. No effiDrt will be spared to

render this meeting interesting and profitable. A large attendance is anticipated.

The morning and evening of each day will be occupied by the General Associa-

tion, and the afternoon by the four Departments.

The Exercises will begin at 10 o'clock Tuesday, A. M. After very btief intro-

ductory exercises, the Association will proceed at once to business. No time can be

spared for elocutionary or musical entertainments. To give time for the thorough dis-

cussion of the topics presented, the several papers which introduce each theme should be

short, not occupying more than twenty-five or thirty minutes.

As an Educational Conference, this meeting should invite a comparison of views

by Representative men from all parts of the country. To this end the discussions

should be a prominent as well as attractive part of the exercises. The need of conden-

sation and brevity is earnestly commended to all who take part in the proceedings.

General Association.— i. " Upper . chools," by Dr. James McCosh, President

of the College of New Jersey.

2. " How much culture shall be imparted in our free schools," by Richard

Edwards, President of the Normal University of Illinois.

3. " Ought the Chinese and Japanese Indemnities to be refunded uncondition-
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ally, or devoted to Specific Educational purposes ? In the discussion of the question,

Mr. Chin Laisum, of Shanghai, will speak of the New Educational Movements of China,

and Prof E. H. House, of the Imperial College of Tokei, (Yedo,) on "The New Ed-

ucational Plans of Japan, and Hon. S. Takaki, Charge de Affairs, for Japan.

4 " Should American Youth be Educated Abroad ?" by M. H. Buckham, Presi-

dent of the University of Vermont.

5.
<' Education in the Southern States," by Hon.

J.
C. Gibbs, State Supt., Florida.

6. " Co-Education of the Sexes,/ by President White, of Cornell University.

7. " The Relation of the General Government to Education," by Prof. G. W.

Atherton, Rutgers College, N. J.

8. Educational features of the Vienna Exposition, Prof J. W. Hoyt, Wis.

Normal Department.—" The Duties and Dangers of Normal Schools." Rich-

ard Edwards, President State Normal University. Illinois.

" Elementry and Scientific Knowledge." John W. Dickinson, Principal State

Normal School, Westfield, Mass.

'* Training Schools.—Their place in Normal School work." Miss Delia A. Lath-

rop, Principal Training School, Cincinnati.

A paper on " The relative contribution of scholarship and methods to the power of

the teacher," by Henry B. Buckham, Principal State Normal School, Buffalo, N. Y.

The following questions are also presented for discussion :

" To what extent and in what ways ought a Normal School to comform its plans to

the wants of the region in which it is located ?"

" What should the Normal School aim to accomplish in the teaching of Natural

Science ?"

A. G. BOYDEN, Bridgewater, Mass., President.

Department of Higher Instructions.— i. " National University ;" by Charles

AV. Eliot, President of Harvard University.

2. " Study of the Classics ;" by Prof Edward S. Joynes of the Washington and

f^ee University of Virginia.

3. " A Liberal Education for the Nineteenth Century ;" by Prof. W. P. Atkinson

jcf the Institute of Technology, Boston.

J. D. RUNKLE, Boston, President.

Department of Elementary Schools, N. A. Calkins, New York, President.

—

Two papers on " Elementary Reading." 1. " Thought and Sentence Method," by G.

L- Farnham, Superintendent Public Schools, Binghampton, New York.

2. "Phonetic Method with Pronouncing Orthography, in its relations to other

Methods," by Dr. Edwin Leigh.

Discussion of the subject to follow the last paper.

3. "Arithmetic—Principles and Methods of Illustration," by M. McVicar, Prin-

cipal of the State Normal Training School, Potsdam N. Y.

4. " How may the Elementary School Instruction be made most useful to the

future citizen ?" by H. F. Harrington, Superintendent of Schools, New Bedford, Mass.

5. " What number of School hours, daily, is most profitable for children under

ten years of age?" by Andrew
J. Rickoff, Superintendent of Schools, Cleveland, O.

Question for Discussion.—" How may pupils in Elementary Schools be trained to

speak and write our language correctly ?"
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Department of Superintendence, W. T. Harris, St. Louis, President.—Details

soon to be announced.

The Hotels reduce their rates to members of the Association about one dollar a day,

as follows: at Rathbun House, $3 per day. Frazer, Delevan and Hathaway, each

I2.50; the Lyon House ^2. Birdsey Grant Northrop, President.

S H. White, Secretary.

The Polo school in charge of J. H. Freeman, gave its annual public exercises on

the 13th oi June.

P. R. Walker at Rochelle, is causing Botany to be taught orally in every grade,

with good results.

TF/// 6'w^V'/^ who has been teaching at Tonica, La Salle county the past year, has

left the profession. The same old story—greater financial inducements. Mr. Smith

graduated from the Model High School under W. L. Pillsbury, and had he continued

to be a schoolmaster, would have been a power. He could not afford to remain.

He has formed a partnership with his father Mr. B. Smith of Normal, for the man-

ufacture and sale of Knowlton's Adjustable Bath.

ILLINOIS NORMAL.

The term just now closing, has been one of the must pleasant and profitable that

the University has ever enjoyed. A very good degree of health has prevailed ; there

have been harmony and good feeling in all departments ; and not the least important

—

there has been a great amount of hard work done ; and faculty and students may well

congratulate themselves on a pleasant close to a profitable year. At this writing, we
cannot speak of the results of the examinations, commencement exercises, the meeting

of the Alumni, nor the annual dinner; but the prospect is good for the success of all of

them. It is expected that twenty five will graduate ; three being members of the high

school. Of the twenty-two from the normal school, one-half are ladies. Fifteen are

expected to present essays and orations on commencement day, including one from the

high school. Of the fourteen from the normal school, twelve receive the honor in

virtue of their standing. To determine this standing, the scholarship record, the deport-

ment record, the record of class teaching in the model school, and the mark of the

closing theme are averaged equally ; the records are taken for the pupils' entire course

of study. The Salutatorian, Mr. Charles DeGarmo, is elected by vote of the Faculty
;

and the ValetHctorian, Miss Mary Hawley is elected by her class-mates. The annual

dinner is to be conducted as last year ; and a good time is expected. A full attendance

of the Alumni is expected; many being in town at this time.

Miss Osband, the preceptress, will close her connection with the institution with

this term; we hear that she has reasons of her own for this step. Otherwise, the fac-

ulty will remain unchanged, so far as is now known. It is expected that substantial re-

pairs to the building will be made this summer. By all means, it is to be hoped that

provision will be made for ventilation ; the present lack in this respect is a disgrace to

the state. The grounds of the University now present a very fine appearance; the trees
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have attained suflicient size to be a very attractive feature ; few institutions east or west

cand boast of pleasanter grounds than ours has, and is likely to have.

The village of Normal, also, has donned its summer dress; and its comfortable

homes are almost hidden in their deep bowers of shade. But little building is going on

in town. Colman & Squirers' new elevator, the new hotel, and a few dwellings include

the whole. The town has just experienced another sad loss by fire. On the 30th of

May, about four o'clock in the afternoon, fire was discovered on the west peak of the

Congregational Church; and, in a few minutes, the church and the neighboring parson-

age were burnt to the ground. The organ, cushions and furniture were saved from the

church; and most of Mr. Leonard's furniture and books were also saved. A festival

was to have been held that evening, and a fire had just been kindled in the west fur-

nace ; it is supposed that a defective flue was the cause of the disaster.

The public schools closed on Wednesnay, the i8th of June. The Senior class of

the High School, composed of seven young ladies, held their commencement exercises

in the Baptist Church. Their essays, both in matter and in delivery, and the musit on

the occasion, were well spoken of by all who heard them. The class held a very pleas-

ant reception, in the evening, at the house of the principal.

Miss S. E. Raymond has been appointed Principal of the Bloomington High

School.

Mrs. Joseph Carter, Jennie Pennell, is candidate for County Superintendent.

George CoLViN, George Mason and most of the other Normal teachers will re-

turn to Pekin next year.

Robert Childs will close his successful labors as teacher at Amboy, with the

present year.

Ed. Tames, of the present senior class in the high school, will enter Harvard next

term.

Duff Haynie and Will Burrv, will complete their course at the same time-hon-

ored seat of learning, next year.

The reports from our Normal workers in the field are generally good. Still in

some cases that have come to our knowledge, young pupils who have been in the Normal,

have injured or destroyed their influence, and have brought odium upon the University,

by their assumption of superiority over other teachers, by their boasting, and other dis-

plays of a lack of common sense. Generally, those who have erred in this respect have

been such as have spent but a very short time in the University ; and, in some cases,

have left by advice of the faculty. They have, however, assumed to speak for the

Normal ; and, in many cases, other people have not known how little ground they had

for the assumption. It would be well for all Normal students, when they go out to

teach, to heed, somewhat more than many do, the advice that President Hovey used to

give so laconically: " Keep your own counsel ;" " Keep your mouth shut ;" "Hold
your tongue."

Notes.—Botanists are engaged in planting in Europe a new plant imported from

New Granada, which, if grown successfully, will be a formidable rival to our manufrc-

tured ink. It is known as "Coriaria Shymifolia," or ink plant. The juice which es-

capes from it has been given the name of "Changi," and is a little red in color, but ui

the space of a few hours after exposure to the air turns to an intense black. This liquid
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does not corrode steel pens as the ink in ordinary use, resists chemical substances, and
preserves its intensity for many years. The Massachusetts association of classical

and high school teachers recently discussed the question of single and double sessions

in high schools, and voted by a good majority that the single session was preferable.

The chief argument was that all great scholars and literary men did all their work for

the day before dinner. The association also talked about the expediency of enlarging

the range of the requirements for admission It is announced that Oakes Ames, in

his will, left the income of $50,000 in seven per cent, railroad bonds, to be used for the

support of schools, in district number seven, in North Easton It is said that the

hijjhest land in the southern peninsula of Michigan, is a plateau in Jackson and Hills-

dale counties, 646 feet above Lake Erie. On this plateau, are 100 small lakes, and
from them the Huron, Raisin, St. Joseph, Kalamazoo and Grand Rivers, all take their

rise. Professor Momsen, the author of the History of Rome, was beaten and rob-

bed near the city of Naples, on ihe evening of May i6th. He had gone to a neighbor-

ing forest to enjoy the moonlight evening, with a few friends. The Inter-Ocean

newspaper of Chicago, proposes a series of excursions for the poor children of that city,

similar to those begun in New York, two years ago, by the linn;:. The I11lei- Ocean
will at once arrange for the first one, to which it gives $1,000.

Annual Report of the St. Louis Public Schools, 187 1-2.

Of the school reports that come to us, few are more thoughtful, more suggestive, or

more sensible and practical in dealing with educational questions than the annual re-

ports of the St. Louis Schools. The one now before us for the year ending August i,

1S72, is in no respect inferior to those of preceding years. We have read it with much
interest, especially those portions treating of the evils of the graded system, the best

method of promotion, the claims of the high-school, the public school library, and

other topics which are attracting the attention of all thoughtful teachers. Superinten-

dent Harris has little admiration for the " Procrustean bed of grades," which is far too

common in some of our city schools.

The remedy which he proposes for some of the evils of the system, is worthy the

consideration of all who believe that there is still room for improvement in this direc-

tion. The suggestion that promotions should be made more frequently, especially in

the higher grades, is a good one. Under the rule of the St. Louis school board, exam-

inations for admission to the high-school, are held quarterly, and thus the pupil who
barely fails to gain admission at any examination is not obliged to spend an entire year

on work that is already, to a large extent, familiar to him, and that has therefore losj

much of its freshness and interest. The argument for the high-school is forcibly stated,

and we would commend it to those who think that education at public expense should

be confined to the primary school.

Mr. Harris believes that " the system of corporal punishment generally employed

is likely to go out of use altogether before the close of the century." We should be
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glad to think that such a happy condition of things is about to be ushered in that it

would be best for the schools to banish corporal punishment from the school room. But

we fear that it will require a more rapid increase of moral power in teachers or ir>

pupils, or in both, than we are likely to see before the close of the century, in order to

render such an event really desirable.

The evening schools and the public school library supplement most effectively the

work of the regular day school. The public school library, containing nearly thirty

thousand volumes, is an invaluable auxiliary in the work of education. It is so con-

nected with both the day schools and the evening schools as to encourage and reward

fidelity and industry among the pupils. The attendance upon the evening schools

has nearly doubled through the offer of five memberships in the library to such as at-

tend regularly and punctually, and are industrious 'n their studies.

The statistics presented in the report indicate a healthy condition of school affairs.

If we may judge of the character of the work done, from the contents of their school re-

ports, the people of St. Louis have good reason to felicitate themselves upon the wise

management and the successful operation of their school system.

Landscape Architecture, hy H. W. S. Cleeeland. Jansen, McClurg & Co., Chi-

cago. 147 pp. Price, 1 1. 50.

The main object of the author, in this little l^ook, seems to be to show that in mak-

ing the original plan for private grounds, and for towns and cities, the services of an

experienced landscape artist should be called into requisition instead of his being sum-

moned merely to aid in the work of ornamentation, as is so often the case. He attacks

unmercifully, and with good reason, the stupid custom of laying out all our towns and

cities on the rectangular plan. He deals, also, with the arrangement of city parks, in

a very sensible way. The latter part of the book is devoted to the subject of tree-plant-

ing on the great western prairies The book is full of good sense, ^nd of timely and

practical suggestions ; one is inclined to apply the philosophy of Mr. Sam Weller to it,

and "wish there was more of it.

Turning Points in Life. By Rev. Frederick Arnold, B. A. Harper BROXHEKSr

New York. Jansen, McClurg & Co., Chicago.

We have been pleased and instructed in reading this volume. -\s the title in

dicates, it is especially adapted for young people, and yet, there are none too old to

profit by its perusal

It contains much that is truly English, and refers particularly to the career of En-

lish youth. Among the terse, pointed statements are these :
" A great occasion is worth

to a man exactly what his antecedents have enabled him to make of it;" p. 10. " Scru-

ples are often the advanced outposts of conscience;" p. 14 " The soul when a sud-

den demand is made upon it for a decision instinctively throws itself back upon its past

experience, and answers the demand in precise accordance with the habits of its essen-

tial life ;" p. 44. " There is a time in the days of youth when the mind is full of active

fermenting thought, and seems to wait for the impregnating moment that shall fertilize

It ;" p. 46. From these quotations one can see something of the admirable way the

author has of saying things. We wonder at his position as shown in the following from

p. 93 : " There appears to be no valid objection why the clergy should not practice as

doctors or surgeons." It may be true that a clergyman of the church of England can"
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not profitably employ every moment of his time to his profession, but it is evident that

the clergymen in this country who find time for permanent pursuits foreign to their pro-

fessions, are not the preachers or pastors the people most revere, respect or love. The
author on p. 94 says : "Still lam afraid that to deserve success and to attain it are

hardly synonymous terms." Had Mr. Arnold lived in this county the statement would

not have been qualified by the word " afraid."

Annual Report of the Board of Education of Connecticut. B. G. NORTHOH,
New Haven, 1872.

Among the volumes of educational literature which it has been our privilege to

possess, we have no one that we prize more highly than this. We shall take occasion

to quote freely from it hereafter, for Mr. Northrop has much to say that is as good for

Illinois as for Connecticut. We wish our legislators and other public, educational men
would take much pains to secure and read books of this sort, for then we should have

fewer laws to unmake and fewer blunders to atone for ; it would be easy to profit by

the experience of this wide-awake New England State. The essay on Obligatory

Education is one of the best. On the subject of Illiteracy, Mr. N. says : " The figures

of the census tell their own story. The illiterates of New England are mainly foreign-

ers and their children."

Select German Stories -ivith Copious Notes, by George Storme. Chicago, H.

Enderis, 1873.

This little book is prepared in a somewhat new style for the young student of the

German Language. It is filled with short stories. Each new word is defined by a

foot note at the bottom of the page on which the word occurs. One can hardly fail to

translate into English, for the method is easy. The question that occurs to us is, •' Is it

not too easy ?" The publisher thus ends his preface. " The fact that the Board of Educa-

tion of the city of Chicago has, after mature deliberation, adopted this work as a text-

book in our public schools, will, perhaps, serve as its best recommendation."

The American Educational Readers, IvisoN, Blakeman, Taylor and Com-

pany, New York and Chicago.

The First, Second, Third and Fourth Reader: of this new series are in our hands.

We have looked through them somewhat hastily, but are convinced that they are excel-

lent. The claim which the publishers set forth,—that they are carefully arranged v/ith

reference to gradation is pre- eminently true. They are tastefully published and

reasonable in price.

The First contains 64 pp.; the price 25 cents. " The first six lessons are designed

chiefly to teach the letters of the alphabet." The engravings are new and modern.

We are glad to see the punctuation marks placed early, on the 13th p. We do not ap-

prove of the inflection marks that occur frequently after their first appearance on the

I7lh p. The pronouncing exercises on p. 42 are the right thing in the right place.

Some idea may be had of the illustrations that are in this First Reader when we say

that in the 64 pp. are ninety-eight pictures, and that but two pages have none, the 42d

and 63d.

The Second contains 124 pp.; the price 40 cents. It is nicely illustrated. We
like the questions, especially those calling attention to the pictures.

The Third contains i6o pp.; the price 50 cents. This has an introduction con"
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taining principles, rules and exercises, sounds of the vowels, etc., of 14 pp. The table

of contents divides the titles of the lessons into those in prose, in poetry and in dialogue.

The poorest selection, to our mind, is that on the 131 p., from Henry Ward Beecher.

To hundreds, however, the introduction of this author will be a merit. Mr. Beecher's

sentences are not likely to improve the child's style. The list of common errors on p.

12 is excellent. Everyone given is a com /iiott error ; every teacher will fully realize

the good judgment of the compiler; such lists often contain absurdities. The first

lesson in script occurs on the 78 p. We wish it could be moved back to the first part

of the Second Reader. We find but one other in the book,—on the last page. The

script lesson would be more in place in the Firsl Reader, certainly not later than the

Second, and then there should be many of them.

The Fourth contains 240 pp.; the price is 70 cents. The first 22 pp. are devoted

to introductory work, similar to that in the Third, but more advanced. It is good in

arrangement and selection. We like the first four books of the American Educational

Readers.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

Structure of the English Language, ]om^ Mulligan .-/. M., New York, D. Appleton

& Co. P. B. Hulse, Chicago.

A Fourteen Week's Course in Chemistry. Revised Edition, with the new nomenclature.

J. Derman Steel, New York and Chicago. A. S. Barnes & Co.

Catalogae of Otterbein University, 1872-73, Westerville, O.

Catalogue and Circular of the Classic Institute, Morris, Illinois, 1872-73.

Fourth Annual Report of the Public Schools of Joliet, Ills. Chas. I. Parker, Supt.

Thirteenth Biennial Report of the State Hospital for the Insane, 1873. Henry F.

Carriel, .Supt.

The Popular Science Monthly contains articles in every number that will be of

great interest and value to every thoughtful teacher. The number for May has an article

on "Instinct in Insects," that abounds in curious information; it alone is worth the

price of the book. Herbert Spencer's article on the "Class-Bias," in which he discusses

the questions of Labor and "Strikes," presents some thoughts that are of special weight

just now. Another vei7 noticeable article is Parke Godwin's letter to the editor, in an-

swer to strictures, in the April number, on Mr. Godwin's speech at the Tyndall banquet-

It seems to us a calm, clear and masterly presentation of the " orthodox" side, in the

supposed controversy between science and religion. There are many more articles of

great worth ; but we think these possess special interest for such teachers as desire to

keep abreast of the current questions of the day.

Peterson's Magazine.—A charming recreation is the "Peterson."' The instruc-

tion of all varieties for the useful as well as ornamental in the house-hold, com-

pletes our admiration, and meets our necessities. You can always find some-
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thing of interest, and few magazines combine more of pleasure and profit. The stories

.are from authors of acknowledged ability—and the editor's table, gardening depart-

ment, mothers' corner, and fashion details each in turn, render their assistance.

We think $2 oo a year well spent for "Peterson."

The AluDini, the magazine of the Wesleyan University at Bloomington, is improv-

ing rapidly under the editorial care of Professors Potter and DeMotte. We think the

last number is the best one we have seen ; the articles in the body of the book, as well as

the editorials and extracts, are instructive and entertaining.

The lo-va School yoiinial for June kindly copies two pages and a half of brevier

from the May Schoolmaster and gives us credit. We are thankful ; that item cost us

a trip to Chicago and several hours' work. The same number of the Journal in speak-

ing of our contemporary edited in Chicago, says : "The teachers of Illinois may be

congratulated upon having at last a journal that promises to amount to something"

The Western, St. Louis, Z. G. Wilson editor, E. F. Hobart, publisher. This is a

two-dollar monthly in price and worth. Supt. Harris of St. Louis, has gathered about

him the brighter lights of the profession. The schoolmasters of that city stand in scholar-

ship and reputation among the highest in the country. The Western is a proper expon-

ent of these gentlemen.

The Ci9««. ^f/zf^c/ _7i?/c;v/«/ for June makes a fine appearence typographically, al-

though as our confrere expresses it, we are not partial to "tainted" paper. The editorial

is plain talk ; the editor will certainly not be accused of masking his battery. We
should on some accounts, like to comment on the article in question, but we have bit

our lips and kept still so long but think that now after a year or two has passed, we
shall be cool enough to speak. For the present, for the sake of the profession and our

own temper, we are speechless.

The Pennsylvania School yoiirnalis one of the best of our exchanges. We have

not changed our mind since we wrote the notice in the April Schoolmaster.

The Michigan Teacher is published and edited at Niles, Michigan, by H. A. Ford.

It affords to the teachers of Michigan, a State teachers' monthly worthy of all patronage.

It is the opposite of some of its neighbors in pretensions and modesty and correspond-

ingly increased in worth.

Indiana School Journal, W. A. Bell, publisher and editor. This is a live institution

It has probably the greatest increase of circulation for the last year of any school journal

published. It deserves it. Formerly the Schoolmaster had a fine circulation in /«</.

It has "gone where the woodbine twineth," or else the names have been transferred to

Mr. Bells' books. We hope and believe, the latter.

The yV^i/ York State Ediicationanox June is bright and scholarly. Mr. O. R;
Burchard of Buffalo, is the controller, assisted by six prominent teachers from Rochester,

Buffalo, Elmira and Manlius. Mr. Bateman's "testimony" is reprinted m this issue.

We do not yet see the gain that is to come from advertising our faults. It seem as

though there were enough enemies of free schools to do that kind of crying. We be-

lieve in criticising to the utmost extent our school systems, but do not care to put

? ipons in the hands of those who will use them to injure us.
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The Blackboards made by
J.

Davis Wilder have no superiors in the county. The
list of recommendation which Mr. Wilder can furnish, includes the most reliable names in

the country. We know of no one institution for which we hear such universally expres-

sed approbation, as we do for the blackboards prepared by J. Davis Wilder.

August ist, 1872.

Universal Bath.—During the short time I have had the "Universal Bath," pur-

chased from you, in use in my family, I have found it to answer your recommendation

fully. We have now neither desire nor need for a bath-room with its costly fixtures, as

this is a perfect substitute, at one-tenth of the expense. It is portable, and can be used

in any room of the house ; it is soft and pliable, and can be easily adjusted to the various

forms of bath, and when not in use it does not require a separate room to store it away
—it can be hung up behind the bed room door. In a word, I am satisfied that it is

really a good thing, being a better and cheaper bath arranged for family use than any

stationary one. Yours, C. Grant,

Circuit Judge, Morris, Gundy Co., 111.

University of Michigan, )

Ann Harbor, Sept. 18th, 1868. \

The Universal Bath is both simple and ingenious, and exceedingly convenient.

With almost no trouble, a person with one of them can enjoy all the benefits and luxury

of a bath—not confined to a bathing room—but wherever a person wishes to use it.

But little water is required, and it is easily emptied, and when not in use it may be

hung against the wall, occupying but little space. With this ingenious arrangement, I

do not see why every family may not practice cleanliness, which is next to godliness,

and enjoy the invigoration and pleasure of a daily bath.

E. O. Haven,
President of Michigan University.

Worcester vs Webster.—A friend has been estimating (with no doubt a close

approximation to accurate result-) the comparative number of words defined in Wor-
cester's Comprehensive Dictionary— [retail, ^i 80]—and Webster's Ac.idemic Diction-

ary—[retail, ^2.20 |. While we have not the slightest wish to dispa-age the merits of

the so-called Webster's Dictionaries, we nevertheless think it right to lay before your

readers a few facts for consideration. This gentleman found, by counting the actual

number of words defined on the 50th, looih, and each 50th page thereafter, in each

of these two books; taking an average of these amounts and multiplying by the num-
ber of pages in the vocabulary of each book, that the number of words defined in Wor-
cester's Comprehensive Dictionary exceeded the number defined in Webster's Academ-
ic by just 13.987 words—and that for 9-iiths of the price. Now, while we do not of

necessity value either book solely on account of the number of words defined; yet, as

the advocates of Webster frequently endeavor to make strong point in favor of their

book, by calling attention to the vast number of words therein defined, it is only a mat-

ter of simple justice to the publishers of Worcester's Dictionary to note the fact above

stated. X. Y.
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MUD PIES.

" I resign my honors most gladly," said Flora, giving her school-

keys to Miss Annie. " I don't fancy school- teaching much, any way
;

but I believe I could have stood it a little longer, if it hadn't been for

that creek," she added, pointing to the stream at the foot of the knoll

on which the school-house stood; "it's the very plague of my life.

You need not stare," in answer to Annie's wide eyed look of wonder,

" it just is ; the children are bewitched with it, and away they rush,

the moment they are let out, at recess or noon ; and it's the hardest

work in the world to get them back when the bell rings ; and when

they do come they are mud from their head to their heels ; I think some

of it strikes through to the brain, too, such a stupid set as they are
!"

Miss Flora, clear out of breath stopped, and Annie inquired, "What
do they do there?" " Do ! I don't know, except make guys of them-

selves ; make mud pies, I presume," and the fine lady fluttered her

flounces in utter disgust. "Do you ever help them ?" asked Mary.

"Help 'them! help them play in a mud puddle!" The eyes opened

wide and the be-ringed hands went up in holy horror. Just then the

carriage drove up to take Flora away, and Mary rang the bell for

school.

In came the scholars, just such sturdy, barefooted boys and sun-

browned girls as you and I have often taught. " Not stupid looking

by any means," Mary thought; "brim full of the irrepressible energy of

the ' universal Yankee nation :' and it depends on the teacher whether

this energy shall develop into study or into mischief." The thought of
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dwectirig this surplus energy never entered Miss Flora's curly pate ; all

she thought of was to repress it. Of course she failed, and in a fit of

desperation, she gave up the school to Annie.

That first morning passed, as most first school days do, the schol-

ars' time being about equally divided between study of their books and

of their new teacher. When the geography class was called, they made
some queer blunders ; as, "An island is a portion of water extending

into the land," and "A cape is a point of land entirely surrounded bv

water." Miss Annie smiled and said; "At noon, we will try to find

an island and a cape and see what they are like."

Lunch was soon dispatched, and off the children scampered to-their

beloved play-ground where Miss Annie soon joined them. The stream

was a pretty one, winding around in wayward fashion, forming the

lioundary between prairie and woodland. The children were "up to

their eyes in work," (and in mud too), the girls in moulding mud im-

Mges, which to worship would have transgressed no commandment in

the decalogue, and the boys, in building a mud dam. They worked

hard, but their success was hardly commensurate with their efi"orts

;

I think the trouble was not so much in the boys, as in the material.

Our prairie State, indu'gent mother as she is, don't furnish stones with

which her pocket-edition citizens can build dams, and mud is not a very

sure dependence, in running water.

" I've come to look for that cape and island we could not find in

our geography lesson," Miss Annie said.

"Oh! but they're in the ocean," said Molly, " a cape is a point

of land extending into the sea," she added, proved to show she had

learned something since missing in the morniug.

"Would not it be a cape if extending into any other body of

water!" Molly was in doubt, but Jessie, taking the cue, exclaimed

'• Course it would ; ma's cape's a cape, and my cape's a cape ; though

one's big and the other's little."

" Then a point of land extending into our Cedar Fork is a cape?"

interrogated Miss Annie. " Yes, and I know where there's a beautiful

one," cried Fanny, bounding away, and the rest all followed. Just

round the hill the creek made a turn, and there, jutting out into the

water was a cape, "just as good one as was ever in a geography

book," Mary said. " Isn't it funny to have a real, sure enough cape
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right under our noses, and we never know it," said Carrie. " I wonder

if we cannot find anything else out of a geography book," said Miss

Annie, casting her eye down stream, where the waters spread out into

shallows, embracing a rainnie island on their bosom, where an elder-

bush was growing. ''An island," exclaimed the now open eyed chil-

dren. "A baby island, with a baby tree on it."

Instead of the black loam of their mud pie formation, the " cape"

on which they stood was covered with sand, "not nice and white like sea

sand, but cleaner than mud," Annie said to herself. She took a stick

and began marking in the sand, the children eagerly watching each

stroke. "Seel see!" broke fi-om them in delighted chorus, "she's

drawing our creek, there's the cape and the island and the hill and the

school-house." Sure enough, there they all were, not so artistically

done but that each child thought she could do the same, but so plain

that each recognized the picture.

Straightway a dozen little sticks, in a dozen eager hands, were

tracing the familiar outlines. If Miss Annie suffered any qualms of

conscience as to nipping in the bud any genius for sculpture showing

itself in the modeling of clay statues, she consoled herself with the

thought of the possible painters she had started on their grand career

by these drawing lessons in the sand. Nor were they confined to the

sand ; soon, slates and paper were brought into requisition, and before

school closed, the walls of the old school house were ornamented with

well executed sketches, made by the children. But these drawing les-

sons were only incidental, geography was the main business in hand
;

subsequent explorations discovered promontories, peninsulas, gulfs,

straits and lakes, and these definitions, as well of those of cape and

island, were stored away in the children's minds among the unforget-

ables.

Meanwhile the progress of the dam was not very encouraging.

Each night washed away the greater part of each day's work. The

climax was reached on a Thursday night when a terrible thunder-shower

carried away every vestige of their cherished mill-dam. A " blue"

looking set of boys gathered on its site Friday noon. "Let's give it

up," said Ned, disconsolately. Evidently he had lost all hope, and as

he usually had a much larger supply of that commodity than any one

else, you can imagine the state of his fellows. "Oh! I would'nt,"
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said Miss Annie, who had come up unobserved, " the beavers can teach

you how to build your dam." " But who ever saw a beaver, to know

how they do?" said Charley, too thoroughly discouraged to entertain

any new idea.

" I never saw one, but I can tell you how they build their dams
;

let us go over there in the shade, and I'll tell you." They crossed the

foot-bridge, and climbed the wood-covered hill beyond. Seating her-

self on a fallen tree, while the boys gathered round her, Miss Annie

opened a basket she carried, saying : "I feared the storm had washed

away your dam, and so brought something which may help you in re-

building it. The boys eyed the basket, uncertain whether to expect

from it a spade or a pile driver. She brought out neither, but a dainty

skeleton head, the head of a beaver. "If we haven't seen a beaver

we can learn from his teeth how he works. Look at these back ones
;

the enamel—this hard white stufi" which is all on the outside of ours

—

is here, you see, in layers, standing on end, with the ivory between.

The ivory wears out fastest, leaving the enamel always with sharp

edges—self grinding knives these back teeth are." " Don't I wish our

reaper and mower had that kind of knives," broke in Tom, a martyr to

the grindstone. " Cannot you invent some," said Miss Annie laugh-

ing ;
" here is a hint for you. I wonder some Yankee has not acted

on it before. But the strangest things are their front teeth—rodent or

gnawing teeth we call them, and class animals which have them together,

and call the class Hodentia. Bats, squirrels, and ever so many more

animals belong to this class. See what a queer shape they are ! curved

in such a way they could not tear a piece of meat, but exactly adapted

to gnawing. But the strangest thing about them is they grow contin-

ually, just as fast as they wear out. If one is broken out, the opposite

one, not having anything to rub off against, keeps on growing, till it

pierces the other jaw, whenever the animal tries to shut its mouth. I

once saw a rat with such a tooth. This skeleton is so dry I can draw

these rodent teeth out their full length," and she drew and drew till the

tooth lay in her hand, a perfect semicircle, three inches from tip to tip.

" With teeth like that it is not so wonderful that the beaver can cut

down trees," continued Miss Annie, when the boys had thoroughly ex-

amined the head. "Trees! Miss Annie, you don't mean big trees I

such a little head as that!" cried Jacob. " Yes, see here," and she
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drew from her basket a piece of -wood, bearing marks of beaver's teeth.

"Thej cut that tree down, and you see from this section it must have

been as thick as a man's body." " What for?" And Miss Annie told

them the wonderful way in which beavers build their dams, felling the

log to lie across the stream, cutting and sharpening stakes which they

set in two rows, as firm and true as any pile driver could set them, and

filling up the interstices with woven bows, packed firmly with mud and

gravel. " But could they build a dam long enough to reach across

Cedar Fork?" asked Tom, the doubter. " The creek is about twelve

feet wide here isn't it ? I think the beavers could manage it ; they

often build dams a hundred feet long and twelve feet thick at the bot-

tom." Tom looked crest-fallen, but Ned, fired with zeal not to be so

badly outdone by ihe beavers, sprang up, exclaiming, " Let's us."

"Let's what?" asked Bob. "Let's build a dam, the way the

beavers build. Why had'nt we sense to think of that way before."

And so the dam was builded, and so the boys learned a lesson,

both in dam building and in patient continuing in endeavor, from the

beavers.

Nor was it the only lesson they learned. "I say. Miss Annie,

have you a!'y more heads with the meat all off?" asked Tom one day,

after an animated discussion of the beaver question. " Yes. ever so

many. I'll show them to you, one at a time so you will not get them

mixed." So, day by day she brought skeleton heads, which she had

collected and prepared for this special purpose, making the children

understand how from the structure of an animal's skull and teeth you

can learn what it lived upon, how it obtained its prey, and ever so

many more things, quite enough to ciassifiy it accurately. She had a

sheep's head as an example of Ruminantia, a hog's head, of Pachy-

dermata, a dog's head of Carnivora ; heads of birds, reptiles and fishes.

And she so explained the peculiarities of each division that before

winter the smallest child in school knew the classifications of the ani-

mal kingdom, and was interested in its study. Thus did Miss Annie

utilize mud pies and mill-dams, transforming them from the nuisances

of which Miss Flora complained, into stepping stones by which she

reached the hearts and minds of her scholars.

Mary Allen West.
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THE EFFICIENT AGENCIES IN SCHOOL GOVERNMENT.

Government in its perfection must come from the consent of the

governed. Its mission is to develop manhood and to bestow universal

blessings on all its subjects. To accomplish this, order and liberty

become its immediate aims : order to secure method, system, results
;

liberty to give the broadest scope to human faculties and worthy

eifort. The efficiency of any government depends upon the acquisi-

tion of these objects. Of these, order may be said to be the chief,

and liberty of conscience, speech, and action, invariable accompani-

ments.

The school stands as a connecting link between family and civil

governments. It supplements the one and forms the foundation of

the other. So intimate is this relation, that its very being depends

upon the patronage of family, and its value and perpetuity upon the

support of the state and nation. Successful or unsuccessful, it casts

a reflex influence on its source, and aids or hinders the administra-

tion of civil power. The school is no passive force. It increases or

lessens intellectual desire, limits or extends the range of passions,

tones and elevates, or blunts and degrades every faculty of the child.

The school is a wonderful accumulation of latent power. For the de-

velopment of this power the teacher stands voluntarily responsible.

Other positions of honor and trust seek chosen parties, and if not ac-

cepted, fine is exacted; but there is no compulsory teaching.

The double task of meeting expectation and re(][uirement makes

every matter pertaining to school of intense interest to teachers.

Educational bodies, large and small, have, during the last decade,

discussed almost every phase of the wide range of school topics, pro-

ducing a revolution in public sentiment truly astonishing.

Prominent among these have been the subjects of matter and

method ; and so thorough has been the discussion, and so great the

demand for new and better ways, that almost every school in the state

shows manifest improvement.

Nor are we less surprised at the importance lately given to sub-

jects of discipline and moral culture of schools, as set forth by the

various associations of the state, and especially this one. The age
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that gives us reform schools and humane societies may well suggest

something more refining than unsightly places for culture, and means

more potent for discipline than the rod. We feel that we are drift-

ing into the channel of inquiry for moral goodness, and it is a good

indication. We know we are tending daily to a better acquaintance

of the workings of the unseen forces in the scientific world, why not

in the moral and spiritual. The special work of the teacher is to

secure correct deportment and good scholarship. He has, early in

his experience to decide which is the more important, and which pre-

cedes the other. Correct deportment is not only the key to the great

store-house of learning, but it is the directive force in its use.

KnoAvledge, theoretical or practical, is valuable only as it is directed

in channels for good.

We have intimated that the school is the aggregate of the fam-

ily. It is easy to see that the study of school government is the

study of human nature. Wide as is the range of thought in science,

literature and art, it falls far short of the study and control of the

motives and passions of children. Mr. Beecher has said that minis-

ters need to know more of human nature than of theology. It may
be as truly said of teachers, that their success is in direct ratio of

their power to develop and direct motive. \\\ school government the

first thing to be secui'ed is order : in itself a means to an end, it is

also a result. It must and does come from restraint— compulsory or

voluntary. Restraint is a check upon the tendency to do wrong. It

is either a forcing back of evil desires from without, or a withhold-

ing them from within. One is the eftbrt of the teacher: the other of

the pupil. School government has ever recognized the fact that obe-

dience, cheerful or forced, must precede systematized effort. Believ-

ing that some subjects would lend cheerful compliance to law, and

that some Avould not, provisions have always been made for the un-

willing. History furnishes no evidence of the complete control of

evil passions in children, or adults, by either system alone, and, since

human nature repeats itself, we do not believe it ever will. There

lias, however, been some change in the order of the use of these sys-

tems. Formerly it was thought best io farce obedience until reason

was able to influence judgment to right action. But now forced

measures supplement the voluntary. Restraint, when voluntary.
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curbs the appetites and passions, and makes them subserve the high-

est purpose of the Creator. When compulsory, thej simply serve

the behests of another. By contrasting the workings and results of

these two systems, we may be able the better to judge of their merits.

A quarter of a century ago, comfort, and but little of that, was

the only consideration in the preparation of places of learning, and

whatever was unsightly had to be accepted. Now, ease and beauty

are added, unsightly things put away, and the workings of the mind

made Avilling and cheerful from its surroundings. Then, in spite of

repeated punishments, the school furniture bore marks of an ill-spent

childhood. Now yards, buildings and appurtenances— ornamental

as well as useful— are voluntarily kept as inviolate as private prop-

erty. Twenty-five years ago, the hour most dreaded by the citizens

of our villages, was Avhen the school would let the young "injuns''

loose, to raise the war-whoop and place life and property at discount.

Now, at the close of school duties, twenty thousand teachers in

our State alone, raise their hands, and a quarter of a million of order-

loving, property-respecting children pass down our streets, illustra-

tions of a culture and training not gained by force. With this ac-

knowledged gain in respect for public and private rights, we have to

admit the fact that the' use of the rod has been growing less. Is

not the prophecy of one of the nation's leading educators well-timed

!

"The system of corporal punishment generally employed is likely to

go out of use altogether before the close of the century." In the

midst of the enthusiasm of the hour, educators and people, taking

higher grounds for school government, the (jueries come, Are chil-

dren no longer bad ? What is to take the place of force ? In

answer it may be said, Children are bad ; but not as bad as they

were. True, evil desires and tendencies have the same source and

produce the same effects as in the past. But mental science

has revealed ways of influencing motive not before known or prac-

ticed. Attractive and repellant forces in the world of matter are

better known than formerly. Why not admit progress in the use

of these forces in the realm of mind ? The kind and extent of forces

used, and means applied, for right thinking and right acting, and the

higher stand taken by society and the nation, in matter of morals,

furnish some proof. The simple fact that private correspondence is
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sacred, though publicly conducted, gives evidence of the confidence

of the nation in the increase of the morality in its subjects. If such

gain is admitted in the parents it must appear in the children. And

what shall take the place of force ? Public sentiment, through

Boards of Education, points to a forfeiture of rights and privileges,

or suspension. While the free use of the rod gave our schools the

appearance of military rule, suspension makes them business-like.

In our cities the teachers open and close their schools as the business

man opens and closes his ofiice. All intruders are thrust out. The

good of the majority is uppermost. Can it be otherwise? What

principal with five hundred or a thousand pupils can visit them ? Or

how can he administer proper punishment to one in ten of the re-

ferred cases of discipline Avithout full examination as to the kind and

degree of guilt? How can he exert that social power necessary to

secure the co-operation of the parent? This is impossible. The

more extended the system, the farther removed from its details.

System is the need and outgrowth of aggregation. It has its origin,

and reaches its perfection, in our cities : the more of it, however,

the less of sympathy. While we can indorse the business-like plan

for control in our large schools, we need not infer that their form can

take the place of truer agencies in our smaller ones. As teachers,

we ought not willingly to throw oif the responsibility of correcting

wrong ; but rather exhaust our resources for the production of moral

character in an unwilling pupil. Nor should we forget that suspen-

sion usually punishes a child for life— finally makes him an object of

search for the police, and an inmate of the jail at last ; that with the

sanction of the board and parent, it is often more of a duty to use

judiciously the rod than to suspend.

At an unwarranted extent, and aside from our real purpose, we

have considered the two ways of control in school government— with

a preference for voluntari* measures over compulsory, making the

former the rule and the latter the exception. The age calls upon the

teacher to develop in the pupil a power to govern himself. What are

the most efficient agencies to secure this power ? The teacher's first

work is upon the will of the pupil. How can an accumulation of

wills, all differing in bent and strength, be made to conform to some

standard of right ? First, the teacher must secure the respect of
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each pupil. To do this, he must give high-toned example ; show

scholarly fitness for place, and distribute prompt and impartial jus-

tice. Pupils respect, from the first acquaintance, that teacher whose

example is worthy of imitation. No teacher can successfully bid his

pupils forego the gratification of a desire which he himself indulges :

nor can he change bad purposes to virtuous action, unless he both be-

lieve and practice the good only. He soon learns that the child's

estimate of character is ever ready, correct, and often unchangeable :

hence he will see that nothing is omitted in regard to kindly recog-

nition, sincerity in look and gesture, self-control, gentleness in man-

ner, neatness in person— for all these are seen and almost instantly

measured by the (|uick eye of the pupil. While a good example

goes far to beget respect in the pupil's mind, fitness for place soon

sets at rest the question whose is the controlling will. Any random

inquiries after former plans, undecided movements, a manner reveal-

ing doubt as to what to do first, evasion of honest queries, destroy

confidence and make respect for the teacher impossible. The distri-

bution of prompt and impartial justice to oifenders is an important

element in securing respect.

In civil government the laws are made, penalties attached, and

the crime, when committed, is classed and punished. In school gov-

ernment the teacher represents the legislator, judge and executive.

Having all power he can stay or hasten sentence, or make a penalty

to suit the oft'ense. It is his duty, in the exercise of so much power,

to use it for the greatest good of offenders, and this he can best do

by studying motive. The teacher too often sees only the doer and

the deed, while the motive, if known, would vary the intensity of the

reproof or punishment. It is a good indication of the pupils' respect

for the teacher's judgment when they feel and say that the teacher

does the "fair thing." Next to respect is love. While the former

prepares the way for the latter, the two make parallel the wills of

teacher and taught. No pupil loves the teacher he does not respect.

No pupil willingly withholds a bad deed, unless it be from respect of

self, or the respect and love for the feelings of another. To deny a

passion shows a desire to serve something better. The teacher's

sympathy for the whole child-life begets love in return. The milk

of human kindness is in the cup of sympathy. Love touches the
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mainspring of human action, and opportunity only is wanting for

them to unfold in a multiplicity of good deeds. Industry is also an

eflBcient agent in securing order. Though logically classed as third,

it is practically first. The teacher that does not immediately set his

pupils at work has to provide means for their correction. Mischief

comes from idle hands. Industry is persistent effort in doing some-

thing. This implies a plan, or else the parts of the work, when fin-

ished, will have no reference to each other. Since the faces, tones,

manners and habits of pupils mirror completely the same in the

teacher, a working school must have a working teacher. Work pro-

ceeds from two incentives ; one from love and one from pay. One

of these always rules the actions. The architect, seeing the connec-

tion of all the parts of his ideal structure, knows no limits to time or

effort to hasten its completion ; but the laborer, that carries the bricks

to an assigned place, sees only the burden he bears and the pay he

is to receive, and gladly quits at the appointed hour. The teacher

that loves his work is the architect of an imperishable structure—
one that is to partake largely of his own character ; hence dollars

and cents do not measure his efforts, nor the exactions of the school

law limit his time. Visions of immortal glory are ever present with

him ; they thrill him in his daily round ; they come to possess his

soul while living, and in the parting hour he is led to exclaim, in the

language of Henry Martin, " Immortal glory, to have benefited the

human mind." The teacher whose chief incentive to work is pay,

finds a reproduction of his purposeless effort in careless pupils and

isolated work. Industry in school is a poAver, and, of all agents to

secure order, we believe it the most efficient. It turns the minds of

pupils in like channels, and leads them to the next important element

of order : popular sentiment in school. This is an outgrowth of the

elements named, and cannot be created independent of them. It

consists simply of like thoughts and feelings on the part of the ma-

jority of the pupils, favoring the views and work of the teacher. It is an

index of the telegraphic communication of the heart of the teacher with

the hearts of his pupils. Popular sentiment often helps him to bring

offenders to justice, and forms an essential element in all successful

school entertainments. It becomes the teacher's bank stock, on which

he may draw, in cases of emergency, for support, and it becomes to
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him a pleasant reward for previous eflfort. It is the experience of

teachers that there are times when the flow of spirits to and from

teacher and pupil is checked by some peculiar condition of mind, un-

known to either party. At such times a thoughtful teacher will make

no appeal for aid in any general enterprise ; nor will he depend upon

this agent when he has just reproved a large portion of his pupils

for the commission of an improper deed. There are times, too, when

soul speaks to soul, and the wants of the teacher need only be men-

tioned to be answered. The teacher alone is responsible for the suc-

cess or failure to come from the manipulation of this valued agent in

school government. Official and parental aid is a power for school disci-

pline that the teacher must have to succeed. His first association with his

board is simply legal,' but after his work begins, it must be sympa-

thetic. The best school government will be found where the teacher

and his board are a unit upon matters of discipline. Whenever a

member of a Board of Education speaks upon matters of school

management, his words of praise or censure are always taken as of-

ficial, whether so intended or not. Hence the teacher should be the

first to testify of school trouble, lest the parent, in the heat of

wounded pride or honor, made statements less impartial. The suc-

cessful teacher keeps in close sympathy with his employers. To secure

parental aid, where and when most needed, it is well to work upon ex-

ceptional cases. If the opportunity for social calls is limited, the

teacher should visit, first of all, the parents of such children as are not

making the most of their opportunities. For such pains the teacher will

often receive true sympathy and hearty co-operation where least expected.

It will be seen, in conclusion, that the willing check upon the evil

tendencies of our natures begets the like in others ; that it becomes a

power that grows with time and opportunity. It is really soul-work,

and the heart of the desponding teacher is cheered with the thought

that our Heavenly Father has given him such motives to touch,

and such agencies to use. In answer to the question. What are the

most efiicient agencies in school government? we answer : Respect,

love, industry, popular sentiment of the pupils, and ofiicial and pa-

rental aid. The teacher that can secure these agents may reasonably

expect some degree of success in school government. He will be the

possessor of a power unknown to the wielder of birch and rule. Or-
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der, resulting from restraint secured by such agencies, will give the pupil,

freedom from suspicion ; freedom from petty exactions, and freedom

in that highest and most liberal sense of thought, word and deed.

School government, as herein considered, is still aimless. Order

is only a means to an end. School, with its mental training and cul-

ture, is yet to fellow.

There yet remains a rounding out of a full, symmetrical character,

which can only come by contact with men and things. The school is

to prepare the pupil for this contact. The school's best gift to the

nation is a cultivated citizen ; one that has within his own breast the

essential elements of government, whose mind is stored with useful

knowledge, and trained to skill in its use ; and whose whole life is di-

rected by a heart force that seeks the good of man and the glory of

God. If it is ours to influence a single child-life to grow to such a

consummation of hope and efi"ort, there can be, for us, no burden too

heavy, no sacrifice too great, if we but remember that the Great

Teacher will reward us, not according to the act or deed, but the mo-

tive and efl'ort. M. L. Seymour.

HYMN.

RHODE ISLAND NORMAL SCHOOL.

Father of mercies, hear our prayer,

Bless this our parting hour:

O, guide us by Thy holy love.

Protect us by Thy power.

We leave these mem'ry-hallowed walls,

Where precious truths we've sought;

With hope and love—with faith in Thee,

Be future action fraught.

O give us strength to labor on

Through storms, or noon-day heat;

And Thou our even-tide of life

Wilt cheer with blessings sweet.

Calmly we'll wait the Master's call

To yonder world of light;

May teachers, scholars, with one voice.

In choral praise unite !
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ONLY A PRIMARY SCHOOL.

" Only a primary teacher," " Anybody can teach a primary

school," are the contemptuous remarks we sometimes hear. Even those

in authority will put their inexperienced or low-priced in a primary de-

partment as though it were a matter of insignificance.

" As the twig is bent the tree's inclined," and as the home train-

ing follows the little six-year-old into the school-room, so does the

primary school exercise an influence over the future habits, education,

and character of the child. Every teacher in the advanced "grajdes

knows something of the weary work of unteaching ; of righting the

wrongs of primary education ; of overcoming inattentive, idle and un-

systematic habits. Has the primary teacher nothing to do. no need of

much learning ? The little children come to us in good faith, believ-

ing us to be perfect, wanting nothing. Little children like order

and method, they are not the dullards we sometimes suppose them to

be. Do they not frequently give answers and ask questions which star-

tle us into deeper thought ? Even the "New Studies" are not so be-

yond their comprehension that they need be kept a secret from them.

In the primary school, reading is the special study. And did you

ever notice how the little ones do study ? Verily, there are some in my
room who will apply themselves diligently for three whole minutes

;

all the teacher has to do is to see that they do not injure themselves by

such application.

The blackboard, slate and pencil must play an important part in

the exercises of the primary school. It is folly to tell a little child to

study ; what has he to study about ? Give him something to do ; ex-

cite his pride in doing it well ; keep him husy by all means, and the

secret of government is solved.

Every child of fair ability ought to be able to read simple pieces

Avith distinctness, ease and expression. In the beginning, and all

through the course, attention should be paid to distinct articulation ; and

I know of no better means of securing this than a short exercise at the

beginning or close of each recitation in phonic analysis, and a vocal

exercise once a day by the whole school. If the word " cat " is taught,

have it uttered distinctly and naturally, and so of every other word. I
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would always begin with words and not letters ; words mean something

to the child, letters do not. By a little management, after a compara-

tive small number of words have been learned, the child will uncon-

sciously have learned the letters, and that without any direct attempt

on his or the teacher's part. When a sufficient number of words have

been learned to begin to form sentences, if the children read in drawling,

unnatural tones, have them read in concert and alone until the reading

is natural. That the child will make mistakes we must expect, and we
have much need of patience and perseverance., and of that charity

which " hopeth all things, endureth all things." '•''Seeing and talk-

ifig and ivriting and reading must go together." I would have the

whole of every lesson in the First Reader printed or written by each

pupil, observing capitals and stop-marks. A valuable exercise in the

first half of the First Reader is to make a hunting ground of the print-

ed or written lesson on the blackboard on which to exercise the child-

rens skill in finding words called for
;
giving a pointer to two or more

and checking the words as they are found, until the whole lesson is

checked. All new words of each sentence, have the children incorpor-

ate in sentences of their own.

To give a little girl's definition, " Reading is talking fi-om a book."

This ability to talk from a book can hardly be acquired if we depend

altogether upon the text-book for a reading exercise.

I have found it profitable to subscribe for children's magazines,

and have as a daily exercise fi'om the Second Reader pupils, two in the

class read a short selection after the lesson is finished. I make it op-

tional and allow the children to make their own selections ; and I know

of but one pupil who is not anxious for his turn to come. By this

means they have something new to read, something with which they are

not familiar. It also begets a taste for reading and gives self-confi-

dence. In the higher grades there is no danger of a lesson being to

much practiced, but in the primary school the child is learning words,

and if the lesson is too often reviewed he will read from memory and

perhaps not see a word he is repeating.

To secure fluency, I would have the lesson read backwards repeat-

ing each word, pupils read as far as able without making a mistake

:

read word by word ; the teacher first pronounces a word, the children the

next, and so on, any new or difficult words selected and put upon the board.
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To secure intelligence, read sentence by sentence, obtain the mean-

ing of difficult words, draw the substance of the lesson from the class

and put an abstract upon the board.. Of course we can not do all

these things at any one lesson. It is well to change our manner of

teaching, we can better secure the interest of the class. Above all let

the lessons be short. A ten or fifteen minutes recitation in a primary

class is better than twenty- five or thirty. Every lesson should begin

with such promptness and life that the children will not consider it an

unpleasant task. What if the class will get a little disorderly ; better

have a noisy school than a dead one. Let us ever bear in mind that

we are teaching other lessons, than those of reading, and writing, and

spelling, and arithmetic. Our influence is more than we are conscious

of. It is our whole character which is teaching.

" Thou must be true thyself,

If thou the truth would'st teach
;

Thy soul must overflow,

If thou another's soul would'st reach."

THE EFFICIENT AGENCIES IN SCHOOL GOVERNMENT.

Public schools are established and supported by tax for the pur-

pose of securing to the young that knowledge, and skill in the use

of it, which will enable them to realize the most of life, and to dis-

charge properly the duties of citizenship. Teachers are employed to

instruct and to govern ; but government is to be the Tneans of secur-

ing to the school a condition of things favorable to efficient and pro-

fitable study. The means of government should reach out and grasp

and control all elements upon which efficient instruction and study de-

pend. Pupils are not the only objects to be governed. The parent

should be reached and controlled as well. Our rules and regulations

are all about the duties of teachers and the duties of pupils, but never

a line about the duties of parents. Our jurisdiction does not seem to

extend beyond the precincts of the school building. For violations of

the rules, we require pupils to do something,—as to bring an excuse

for absence or for tardiness,—and in case of neglect or of refusal on the

part of the "^^xt^A^we jpunish the child. We have created a fashion,

J
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sanctioned by the school law, of shutting out the child from school

for disobedience, thus defeating the very object of our free school sys-

tem. There is now a case in the Circuit Court of Winnebago county

which illustrates the injustice of expulsion for disobedience. In this

case, the parent refused to allow his child to observe a regulation found

in the rules of nearly every graded school in this State. Three trials

have been had, and the school officers have been sustained. The child

has been out of school over tvao yearn. And all this in the name of

school government. We have rules, sanctioned by the courts, for re-

quiring regular and punctual attendance at school. These rules are

reasonable and just, for no child can successfully pursue a study who is

even occasionally absent. But in the application of these rules, we do

injustice to the pupil. We remove him from the fountain of knowledge
;

we make him a pariah— an outcast—rejected and contemned by society.

An appeal to the parent is often met by his selfishness ; he looks more

to his own interests than to the intelligence of his child. Most teach-

ers have not the time to write notes to parents, to visit them and leg

their co-operation. In all cases where the parent interferes with his

child's right to an education, the only efficient and ^ust agency of

government is law. The parent should be made responsible for the

child's appearance at school, z.T\(i punhlitd for keeping him out, or for

making him tardy, or for inciting him to acts for insubordination.

In the school room there must be order. The success of a school

depends upon it. Children have all the faults that belong to the im-

mature period of life. They are careless, thoughtless, easily misled,

and form unreasonable hatreds. They are selfish and willful, and some-

times rebellious. They don't like sermonizing or moralizing. But

with all their faults, they have a sense of justice and of right. I have

never yet seen the child who could not distinguish right from wrong,

when properly presented. I have failed to notice the total depravity of

the human heart. I have great faith in human goodness, and in ap-

peals to the child's consciousness of right. I believe that most child-

ren can easily learn the lesson of iciUing obedience to lawful authority.

The government of a school rests on resjpect^ and respect depends upon

the mental and moral qualifications of the teacher. Once gain the re-

spect and love of the child, and obedience follows a simple request.

But the sense of right and of wrong may be feeble in some. We may
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never gain their friendship or love. Morfil suasion does not seem to

bring about the desired result. Men do wrong knowingly,—and so do

e.hildren. Passion is stronger than judgment. For such, ^>iMm/^-

ment is the onlj remedy. Not a punishment that Reforms the child
;

that removes him from the school-room ; but a punishment that reforms

hira ; that makes a bad boy a good one. To give instruction in book-

knowledge, and to discipline the intellectual faculties is not the sole

duty of the teacher ; he is to make the girl a woman, and the boy a

man ; he is to hand back to the parent a being hetter as well as wiser;

he is to educate the heart as well as the head. The teacher should be

a factitive power, changing the objects of his action into forms of beauty.

Willful disobedience should be punished. Punishment is any-

thing thdit pains, either the body or the feelings. I question the pro-

priety of corporal punishment, except in very rare cases. I would

liOt wholly discard it from the proper agencies of government, but I

should want to feel sure that it would be the best thing for the specfic

case. As a general rule, the child should be guided and restrained,

not by the whip or the gad, as is the brute ox, but by employing means

suited to his intellectual and moral nature. Authority established and

maintained by the barbarism of Delaware is foreign to the civilization

of Illinois. In every human breast is something that feels that right is

right, and wrong is wrong. I would pain that something as a punish-

ment. I would call reproof a suitable and efficient punishment. It

pains. It arouses feeble consciousness. It quickens perception. It is

reformatory in its nature. It implies calmness on the part of the teach-

er. It should be given in private, when the child's pride will not be

aroused by the presence of his schoolmates. A rebuke is not so effi-

cient, because public. I would call the loss of a privilege a punish-

ment. For misconduct, the child may be deprived of a choice seat, or

of his recess, or may be deprived of the society of his seatmate. He
is thus led to see that good conduct is followed by a retention of his

privileges, and that wrong conduct reflects upon himself. Huinilia-

tion is of doubtful propriety. To lower one in the estimation of others

does more than pain,—it stings, and often arouses a feeling of revenge.

If it should so happen that all means fail ; if reformation appear hope-

less, and the good of the school and of the child require it, he

should be sent to the reform school, where special agencies restrain, and
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where the privilege of obtaining knowledge still exists. We have

schools for the deaf and the blind ; we have asylums for the feeble-

minded and the insane , we have a reform school, but none but crimi-

nals go there. Why not send to this school the incorrigibly bad child,

the one we expel from our schools. Is he not worth saving? Shall

i^e make him a scape goat? Our laws are said to be based upon

christian principles. Religion is said to be good for its savi/iig proper-

ties. A religion that seeks to save the soul after death, and not to

save it in this world is an unchristian one. Perhaps the child will not

be worth saving when he comes to die. Expulsion from school, with

no provision for a subsequent reformation is a deadly sin. Every

household in this State is a reform school, 9S should be every public

school.

Good order can usually be secured by directing the child's activi-

ties into proper channels. Give him something to do ; assign definite

lessons
;
give him variety ; lead him to the ledge, and leave him to de-

vise the way of getting up or down ; keep ever in a state of expectancy.

Do all these things, and the child will have no time for mischief, nor

the teacher any time to govern. Order and discipline will exist with-

out the teacher's knowing it,—which is all the better for him.

H. RULISON.

The disciplinary value of Latin is shown by the testimony of

many men whose sole interest lies with purely technical education.

President Runkle of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology once

said that he should be glad if Latin could be made a requisite for

admission to that institution. President Thompson of the Worcester

Industrial School said substantially the same thing to me yesterday.

Both these gentlemen bear emphatic testimony to the fact that boys

who come to them after having had some training in Latin are greatly

superior to those whose previous training has been wholly in English

studies. Let us hope that the day is far distant when Latin shall be

banished from the high-school. Better would it be if it could be

made a required study in a certain portion of every high-school

course. M. G. Daniell.
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The article on Mud Pies at the opening of this issue, presents to

our teachers of country schools some lessons of practical value. The
adaptation of whatever instruments lie at hand to use in school work is

of importance to every one. Especially those who are teaching in

lonely districts, isolated from daily conversation with teachers, can profit

by the example of the heroine of mud pies.

The paper on the aids to discipline, written by Mr. M. L. Sey-

mour, is commended to every school teacher in the land. This was
prepared for the meeting of the Illinois Society of School Principals.

Those who heard the author read it, pronounced it good ; it reads even

stronger when it is reviewed. All the principles of school government

are portrayed in a terse and complete style. We regard it as one of

the most exhaustive papers on that subject, that we have seen in print.

The same subject treated by Mr. Henry Rulison, of Durand, who
followed Mr. Seymour, deserves careful reading. We are glad to be

able to give it to our readers.

The fifth annual meeting of the Illinois Society of School Princi-

pals has taken place, and as has been the custom since the organiza-

tion of the society, the Schoolmaster gives the official proceedings in

these pages. The entire official history will be found in back volumes.

More real schoolmasters were in attendance than ever before. Several

good and true men from Iowa, were among the debaters ; among whom
were Messrs. Crosby of Davenport, and Robinson of Marshalltown.

The programme was completed as announced, and it is not saying

too much of the papers to pronounce them better than any similar num-
ber ever presented to the Illinois teachers at one meeting. The ad-

dress of the president, Mr. H. L. Boltwood, of Princton, was running

over with practical suggestions. We shall publish it in September.

The report of the committee on the address we give in the present issue.

The lecture of Dr. Samuel Willard, of Chicago high school, on

History, held every man every minute. Twenty years ago we remem-

ber how we marvelled at the fullness of the Dr. Few men in the coun-

try can stand and talk so easily, so pointedly and so beautifully.

The Schoolmaster will present papers from the Dr. during the

autumn.

k
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Natural science in the public school, which requires so much at-

tention from Illinois teachers, was presented by Messrs. Hall, and Forbes.

Not the radical views of the scientist, but the moderate, well considered

views of the practical schoolmaster were given by these gentlemen.

This is the first appearance of Mr. Hall at the State meetings for sev-

eral jears. It is hoped that he will not leave them again.

Mr. Forbes' paper will appear in this magazine.

The subject of Latin in the public school, lead bv Mr. Dougherty,
developed an interest and debate that astonished the friends of the

question. Classical instruction is surely gaining favor. This we re-

gard as a good omen. More boys for college, fewer pupils turned into

the world in early school life or at the close of the high-school course,

is an end much desired.

The paper on Duties of Teachers, outside of the school, received

tlie general approval of the audience. The debate turned largely on
the propriety of giving attention to sunday-school work. Some of the

principals doubted the wisdom of the schoolmaster superintending or

teaching on Sunday, but all believed in being identified with a Sunday
school, either as pupil or teacher. We believe the whole argument hin-

ges on this ; what shall one do to be a man ? We understand that man-
hood implies the doing good, whenever and wherever circumstances will

permit. Men ought to work in sabbath school, but the law is evidently

not of universal application.

Mr. Andrews of Macomb, who is one of the solid schoolmasters,

gave the society the plain common sense view of what a graded school

ought to be. The follies and dangers of the cast-iron gradation, and
the misfortunes that befall our schools from being in new and incompe-

tent hands were set forth. Mr. Blodojet seconded the remarks.

Taken altogether, the Ottawa meeting exceeded in ability, any that

h.'<s heretofore been held.

One of the most encouragins signs of the day is the re-engagement of

teachers. We have never before known of so few changes in the principals

of our city schools. An injustice has long been evident, especially in the

west, in the condition of things that enabled teachers of little experience, but

of excellent personal appearance and education, to obtain a situation which
demanded not only all the qualifications possessed by them, but the additional

ability that can be acquired only by experience. Boards of education are

understanding that the man or woman who has served them for one year even
pussably well, is worth more to them the second year, and that the risk in-

curred by a change is not counter-balanced by the other one of experimenting
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with an untried hand. Teachers need never expect to occupy the proper

position in society until they are able to be citizens, allied with other citizens

in all that concerns the permanent good of the town.

New England. Chicago, St. Louis, and our best school towns, appreciate

this as is shown by the employment year after year for a decade, the same
men and women in the same positions, and always with compensation graded
somewhat upon the term of service. The day will come in Illinois when the

schoolboys of the schoolmaster will be the school directors of the same mas-

ter. Then will the situation be comprehended and teachers cease looking, as

the school year draws to a close, for other places and new neighborhoods.

Our eastern contemporaries are discussing the institute question with

earnestness. The problem is, how shall they be conducted. Some advocate

home talent, while others are in favor of importing foreign instructors. We
understand that valuable aid can be received from a combination of home and

foreign talent that can be procured in no other way. It is not that home
talent is inferior— it is generally the best—but that new ideas are brought

from one's neighbors, and a comparison of systems, county by county and

state by state, is a powerful means of improvement. Illinois institutes are

very numerous this summer, and our observation is that our institute work is

of a superior character.

The plan oftenest adopted, is to give the institute the character of a class,

and to do drill work. Several instructors are employed to conduct classes,

while the county superintendent gives direction to the work Counties are

exchanging teachers and superintendents. Wells oi Ogle, goes to help

Williams of La Salle. Institute work is perhaps the most important of the

time ; the character and method of their conduct demands careful considera-

In many counties in our State, the names of women are announced as

candidates for the office of county school superintendent. This is the result

of the law passed by the legislature last winter, permitting women to hold any
school office in the State. There can be no doubt of the propriety of this

law. It has been tried, and proved beneficial. Women in Kansas, vote for

all school offices. Wherever a women candidate can be found, willing and

able to do the visiting and the financial work of the office of county superin-

tendent as well as, or better than any man candidate, she should be elected to

the position. This will be done, especially in our small counties.

The Schoolmaster, however, is an advocate for the abolishment of this

office. Crippled as it now is, made so by the legislature of 1872, it will re-

tard the progress of the free-school system in our State. The few bright

spots in Ogle, Macon, McLean, St. Clair and a dozen others, where the pres-

ent able superintendents are candidates for a re-election, only serve to make
the other counties more dark by contrast. County Boards in a few cases, are

determined to employ a superintendent for the schools, knowing full well that

an efficient overseer is absolutely necessary to the greatest success. But a

majority of the boards of supervisors, will direct the school officer to do as

little as possible.
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It is as members of local boards that women can be most efficient. The
Connecficut Report says:

In Connecticut, Massachusetts and several other States, women are beginning to

serve as School Visitors. So far the experiment seems to work well. In some towns it

is not easy to find professional men, whether clergymen, lawyers or physicians, who will

spare the time required for the thorough supervision of schools. In such towns there are

usually well educated women, experienced as teachers, in practical sympathy with the

work of the schoolroom, and with leisure and heart for the duties of the office. The
great majority of our teachers are females. During the last stim>?ier\.he number of male
teachers was only 19S, while the females numbered 2,240, being more than eleven times

the number of males. The very structure of woman's mind fits her for teaching, espec-

ially in elementary schools. Woman is the natural guardian of the young. Outside of

the family, she nowhere seems so truly to occupy her appropriate sphere. While woman
so generally excels in instruction, are there not cases where her attainments and powers
may be wisely employed in the supervision of schools ?

Before the next Schoolmaster visits its subscribers the new school

year will have begun in earnest. Teachers will be found in the school-ronui

with the work i'a- the year fairly begun. It is during the latter part of vaca

tion that working plans are male, and bright prospects are before the teacher.

New ideas are gained and old ones strengthened
;

plans are matured, and
even details of ciass-work are completed while in conversntion with other

members of the guild. Reader, what are you intending to do next year ':*

That class of twelve-year-olds that were so bright and enthusiastic will meet
you again in early September. Are you ready for them ? In the four new
branches, are you prepared for elementary work ? The progress in these

sciences is a source of congratulation to movers and supporters of the law

that authorized the study in our common schools

Zoology is no longer a loud sounding scientific, strange name, but that

which tells us something of the living world about us All feared at the

outset—do yet fear the damage from superficial study; but some of us have
learned that never so little intelligence in anyone department of Natural His-

tory can be made of use in any .school in Illinois. The leading article in this

number, on Mud Pies, furnishes ample illustration.

We know of nothing more available, and less likely to do harm by sup-

erficiality, than the study of insects. It can be used in any grade of town
schools as well as in the country districts. In the latter, particularly the

material is convenient, the study interesting, and to add to thi.s, the matter

has a practical bearing that the advocates for the 'practical," even Professor

Turner himself would approve.

When we remember that for every plant in the country there are at

least four species of insects—that many of the.se subsist upon vegetation—that

there are one hundred thousand of the beetle order alone ; when we consider

that by the ignorance of man, some of the most beneficial of these are being

exterminated, while those that are injurious to vegetation are multiplying,

then it becoms evident that in agricultural Illinois, extraordinary advantages
may come from a knowledge of the insect world

The veriest child in our schools can be taught to analyse the common
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Lepidoptera and Coleoptera, tell their habits and uses. The discipline ac-

quired in this analysis is ample reward to the teacher ; the practical results

will quiet • avilling from the parent The instruments needed are within

rtach of all, and will cost less than one dollar—what teacher cannot afford

this? The Schoolmaster for September, 1872, contains Mr. Westcott's

article on this subject, and furnishes all the information necessary for the in-

telligent prosecution of the study. Fields and forests are literally full of

specimens. It is true the works on the subject are limited, but they are

already sufficient in number to give the tyro several years' Avork. Mr. West-
eott has already published his willingness to name any insects that are sent

to him for that purpose, if a duplicate is sent for his own use.

Why not make the Fall terms of our schools fruitful in this branch of

Zoology ?

Problem.—" Given 842 square feet of 3 inch plank. Required- the

length of one side ol a cubical box which can just be made from this plank,

allowing no waste in sawing." I should like both an arithmetical, and alge-

braic solution.

TTniontoavn, Kan. W. J. B.

Office of Supkrintendent Public Schools, )

St. Louis, March 20, 1873. \

Hon. H. W. Snow, House of Representatives, Spring field, Chairtnan Comiuittee on
Education :

Sir: I hope youwill pardon me, a stranger, for addressing you these lines. My
excuse is, that a proposition is reported as before your Assembly to repeal that provision
of your school law, passed last year, which relates to the study of the Natural Sciences
in the District Schools. « Although resident in another State, I have studied your school
system with no small degree of admiration, and the provision in question is one that

I think very wise and practical. Should it be carried into effect for two years, I do not
apprehend any danger of its repeal It would, I think, be regarded on all hands a
perfect success.

Perhaps my opinion may have more weight, when I state that I was formerly much
opposed to any experiment of the kind, fearing that it would divide and distract the
attention of the pupil from those cardinal branches which form the staple of the course
of study in our common schools. An experience of more than a year with a system of

this kind in this city, has convinced me that there need be no such danger, but that

these lessons in Natural Science, if entirely oral, and not oftener introduced than three

times per week, will improve the character of the instruction in all the regular

branches of the course of study, as well as arouse a general interest on the part of the

pupil to original investigation.

I am very much opposed to any movement that should look toward supplanting
any of the branches that we now have in our common schools throughout the country.

The paramount importance of reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, grammar and
history, in unfolding the mind of the pupil, and in giving him the tools with which to

put himself into practical and theoretical relation with the world around him and with
his fellow-men, is to me beyond all question. It is only as a very valuable auxiliary to

the other branches of the course that I would recommend lessons in Natural Science.
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We have found in the course of our experiment much more than we looked for. The
results have been so remarkable that, with your permission, I will briefly name them.

1°. The teachers as a body have been under the necessity of making special
preparation for these lessons, and have, in this way, become interested in a range of
subjects that are now occupying the exclusive attention of the scientific intellect of the
civilized world. (In this field fresh discoveries are continually made, and these in

turn become the bases of inventions which make possible our
|
in America] great

strides in productive industry. ) The consequences are, that our teachers are getting
possession of a vast fund of illustration to use in the regular daily lessons on the other
branches, and these daily lessons improve in interest and scope.

2°. The pupils manifest great eagerness to understand the scientific explanation
of the phenomena about them, and they carry with them into other studies a spirit of
investigation and inquiry which aids them very much in dii,'esting what was before only
~wallowed, or, at best, masticated. I am, sir, with the greatest respect.

Your obedient servant,

Wm. T. Harris.

The Ottawa Free Trader, in noticing the late meeting of the Illinois Society of

School Principals in that city, thus describes the party :
" They were a fine looking

body of men, much more intellectual than the average of conventions. They did not

look as melancholy as a meeting of preachers, nor as wildly in earnest as so many poli-

ticians. They were well dressed, youngish old men, or oldish young men, the young
rather predominating. They were fearfully precise men in language and deportment-

They speak with an agonizing distinctness, making every consonant ring with a pro-

nounced jingle of its own. They speak with careful deliberation, their hesitation aris-

ing not from a rush of ideas, but a delicate scrutiny of words, and their grammatical re-

lationship with each other. Perhaps not a sentence was uttered by any of them, even in

the heat of debate, that would not have successfully passed through a grammatical criti-

cism ; that is, so far as to have created a wrangle among the professors as to how it

should be parsed ; because it is a law as fixed as that of the Medes and Persians, that

no two professors of grammar may, can, must or will exactly agree on any question of

grammar, and are ready to debate endlessly on as trivial subjects as that which caused

certain people to question

" Whether the snake that made the track

Was going south or coming back.'"

Illinois.—Industrial University-—The catalogue and circular of this institution

for 1872-73 is out. When the catalogue for 1871-72 made its appearance, we were

disposed to take exceptions to the mechanical execution and taste of its make up, but

held our peace, thinking the mistake would hardly be repeated. The pamphlet before

us is no credit to any printer. Nearly half of the second cover page is taken up

with " Errata." Many names of the officers as well as of students are incorrectly

spelled. The persons who are responsible for this awkwardness are unknown to us, but

it is a pity to put forth the claims and resources of such a great and well officered insti-

tution, in such cover and in such a garb. The total number of students for the year is

recorded as 402; 328 men, 74 women. The courses of study, colleges, faculties,

schools, departments, etc., etc., are carefully explained in the circular, and resources

for instruction are portrayed that astonish the reader with the power. The wonder is,

that instead of hundreds the students are not numbered by thousands. Of our own
knowledge we are assured that some of the branches of instruction at Champaign are
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taught by instructors that have no superiors in the United States. Especially is this true

of the Prof, of Chemistry.

Jefferson County.—An institute will be held in this county, at Mount Vernon, the

1st week in September, to continue one week, or longer if the teachers desire.

Brown County.—An institute will be held in this county at Mount Sterling, com-

mencing Aug. i8th, and continuing six days. Instructors are of home material, assisted

by the county superintendent

Mason County.—We are reliably informed that Mr. G. W. Dominic has been en-

gaged by the directors, as superintendent of the next term of the schools of this place.

We are glad of this, for he has filled that position very satisfactorily for the two last

terms, and no time will be wasted in scholars and teachers adapting themselves to the

new order of things which invariably follows a change of Superintendent, from the fact

that no two persons are alike in their manner of conducting schools, nor in anything

else.—Independent.

La Salle County.—A county teachers' institute will be held at Ottawa, commencing
on Monday, July 28th, and continuing for two weeks. Dr. Sewall, of Normal, and E.

L. Wells, Esq., superintendent of Ogle County, will assist in conducting the exercises.

Dr. Sewall will give a few popular lectures during the time.

La Salle County.—Mendota —At a regular meeting of directors, J. R. McGregor,

was unanimously re-elected principal of the east side schools for the ensuing year, with

the following assistants. Miss L. L. Howes, Mr. Wm. Beardsley, Miss Lizzie Stevens,

Miss M. A. Vincent, Miss Myra J. Howes and Mrs. A. M. Wilson. All these are of

last years corps except Miss Howes, and Mrs. Wilson.

Clay County.—The superintendent of this county, Mr. C. H. Murray, last sum-

mer held a six week's teachers' institute in his county, beginning on the 22d day of

July. It was attended by twenty-five or thirty teachers during the entire session. On
presenting his bill to the county board for this service, they refused to pay the bill, ac-

companying the refusal with some abuse and indignity. The superintendent sued the

county for the full amount, but the case was not brought for trial until April last. The
first result was a failure of the jury to agree. A change of venue was then taken to

Richland County, where the case was again tried in May. The jury after being out for

half an hour returned with a verdict for the full amount. The board of supervisors at

their June term consulted their counsel about an appeal to the Supreme Court. The
counsel replied that they could not promise any success, and refused to take the case up

to that court on a contingent fee. The board however voted to have the case appealed.

Rockford.—Miss Mary Ashmun, resumes her position as first assistant in the West
Rockford high school, after a year's absence, caused by sickness of her father, whose

death occurred in June last.

A class of eleven young women, and five young men, graduated Thursday June 26,

from the West Rockford high school.

The graduating exercises of the East Rockford high school were deferred for rain

one day, and ten young women and two young men graduated there Saturday June 28th
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Knox County.—The twenty-eighth commencement of Knox college occurred on

the 26th of June, at the Opera House in Galesburg.

E. Q. Adams, S. P. Dunlap, W.
J. Shoup, and F. I. Pillsbury, delivered orations

and received degrees.

Rev. L. T. Chamberlain of Chicago delivered an oration.

This college has added a Normal course to its instruction, with the view of prepar-

ing students to teach. Mr. Geo. Churchill has charge of the Normal department, assist-

ed by Miss Mary Allen West.

Freeport.—We have received a set of blank forms used in the schools of Freeport.

They are carefully and elaborately prepared, and are intended to furnish at sight, any

and all information that can be desired at the superintendent's office.

It is evidence of system and order that these are in use ; although no two superin-

tendents are likely to desire the same forms, all will be benefited if before they prepare

their own, they send to Mr. Snyder for a copy of those in use at Freeport.

Logan County.—Lincoln University has 48 graduates.

The annual meeting of the Board of Trustees was held a few days since. Rev.

John Guthrie, of Scotland, and Prof. A. J.
McGlumphy, of Lincoln, were candidates for

the position of President. The latter was elected, and the salary attached to the posi-

tion was raised from $1,400 to $1,500. B. F. McCord, of Indiana, was elected Professor

of Mathematics, and his salary fixed at $1,000. Prof Hari»is was retained, and his

salary was increased from $900 to $1,200. Professor Taylor was elected for another

year, and his salary advanced from $700 to $1,000. Prof Richards' salary was increased

from $1,300 to $1,400. Mr. R. M. Beard was made Treasurer, with a salary of $1,400,

out of which he is to pay his traveling expenses. He executed a bond for $50,000 on

entering upon the performance of his duties. The endowment fund of this flourishing

nstitution, now amounts to about $76,000.

Official Report of the Proceedings ef the Illinois Society of School Principals.—

The fifth annual meeting of the Illinois Society of School Principals met in the

Opera House, and was called to order at 2 o'clock, p. m., by Mr. H. L. Boltwood, presi-

dent. Prayer was offered by the Rev. Mr. Cleghom, of Ottawa. On motion of Mr.

Coy, the reading of the president's address was postponed till some future time during

the session.

Mr. S. H. White, read a paper on " Departmental Instruction." The paper was

discussed by Mr. P. R. Walker, E. L. Wells, John Hull, Aaron Gove, A. J. Sawyer, W.

E. Crosby, J. Piper, W. B. Powell, J. Mahony, Dr. Willard and others. An exercise,

" How to Teach History," was presented by Dr. Willard. The Drs. method was dis-

cussed by E. P. Frost, G. W. Mason, E. W. Coy, M. L. Seymour and C. I. Parker.

It was moved and carried that the president's address be read this evening.

It was moved that Mr. J.
Mahony be appointed treasurer pro tern. Carried.

The society adjourned at 6 p. m.

The evening session was called to order at 8 o'clock, p. m., by the president.

Mr. CuUen, president of the Board of Education of Ottawa, delivered an address

welcoming the association to Ottawa, to which the president made a brief response.

The president then delivered his address.
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Moved that a committee of three be appointed by the chair, to report on the presi-

dent's address. Carried

The chair appointed Dr. Willard, Mr. Coy and Mr. White.

Mr. Mahony, not being a member of the association, declined to serve as treasurer
;

on motion of Mr. Gove, the secretary was elected treasurer p7o tem.

Moved and carried that the president appoint an auditing committee.

Moved that a committee be appointed on teachers and teachers' places. Carried.

Moved that a committee of five be appointed on nominations. Carried.

Moved that all school principals present from other states, be elected honorary

members. Carried. Adjourned.

Wednesday Morning, July 9th, 1873.

The association w^as called to order at 9:30 by the president.

The chair announced the following committees :

—

Auditing.—^. L. Wells, G. W. Mason and P. B. Hulse.

Teachers and Teachers' places.—Wm. Jenkins, A. Etheridge and E, Brown.

Nomhiations.—Aaron Gove, H. Rulison, E. P. Frost, A. J. Sawyer and J. S Mc-

Clung.

Mr. F H. Hall, read a paper,—Natural Science in the Public Schools. The

subject was discussed by S. A. Forbes, M Andrews, J. Mahony, G. W. Mason, A. J.

Sawyer, J. B. Roberts, Aaron Gove, R. Williams, W^ E. Crosby and S. H. WTiite.

Adjourned.

2 o'clock, p. m., called to order by the president.

A Paper,—"The most Efficient Agencies in School Government," was read by Mr.

M. L. Seymour, and was discussed by A. J. Sawyer, H. Rulison, J. Piper, E. W. Coy,

Dr. Willard, W. Jenkins and others.

A Paper,—" Why should Latin be studied by American Youth ?" was read by Mr.

N. C. Dougherty. The subject was discussed by R. Williams, O. S. Westcott, H. L.

Boltwood, E. W. Coy, Dr. Willard and others.

Dr. Willard, chairman of the committee to report on the president's address, read

the report of the committee, which was ordered placed on the minutes.

Moved and carried that the following committee be appointed on resolutions : J.

B. Roberts, G. B. Charles and J. W. Gibson.

Moved that we meet promptly at 9 o'clock to-morrow morning. Adjourned.

Thursday, July loth, 1873.

The association was called to order at 9 o'clock, a. m , by the president.

A Paper,—Duties of Teachers outside of the School, prepared by E. C. Hewett,

was read by Mr. Aaron Gove. The subiect was discussed by J. S. McClung, John Hull,

J. W. Smith, Aaron Gove, Wm. Jenkins, J. H. Blodget, E. W. Coy, M Andrews, E. L.

Wells, C. I. Parker, P. R. Walker, G. W. Mason and others.

Moved and carried that we close the discussion on this subject.

Then Mr. Gove, chairman of committee on nominations, made the following report

:

For President.—M. Andrews, Macomb.

j- P. R. Walker, Rochelle.

Ex. Com. \ S. B. Bathurst, Leland.

( M. L. Seymour, Blue Island.
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Secretary.—W. Brady, Marseilles.

Treasurer.—J. W. Gibson, Belvidere.

The secretary was instructed to cast the ballot.

The committee on resolutions presented the following resolution, which was adopted :

The Illinois Society of School Principals, hereby express thanks to Lewis Howard,

Esq., proprietor of the Clifton House, for generous fare and other substantial courtesies

extended to its members ; to Wm. Jenkins, Supt. of the Ottawa schools ; to the board of

education, and other citizens of Ottawa, whose liberality has provided the Opera House

free of expense to the society for its sessions.

J. B. Roberts,

G. B. Charles,

J. W. Gibson.

Moved that the place of locating the next meeting of the society, be referred to the

Ex. Com. Carried.

Mr. R.obert5, extended an invitation to the society, to meet next year at Galesburg,

Mr. Parker, to meet at Joliet, and Mr. Sawyer, to meet at Mendota.

The treasurer made the following report, which was received.

Received of B. R. Cutter, $ i8 50
" " Members, 37 00

Total, 5 55 50

Paid per order of auditing com., $ 17 00

Amount on hand, % 38 50.

The next subject on the programme, " Defects in our Graded Schools, and How to

Remedy Them," was presented by Mr. M. Andrews, and discussed by J. H. Blodget,

E. W. Coy.

Moved that the president elect, take the chair during the remainder of the session.

Carried.

Mr. Westcott, read a letter from Mr. Peabody, on the " Circulation of Sap."

Mr. Crosby^ extended an invitation to the society to meet with the Iowa State

Teachers' Association, at Iowa City, Aug. 26th, 1873.

The society adjourned. Wm. Brady,

Sec'y.

Report of the Committee on the President's Address.—Your committee on the

address of the president, find it filled with valuable suggestions, all of which are worthy

of consideration ; but of them, they select the following topics as deserving special

mention. It seems to us that they should be borne in mind for further elaboration and

discussion in future exercises of this association.

I. Qualifications of principals, and supply of trained teachers. The first of these

points is one of direct personal interest to us, since it effects the quality and constituency

of our own body. It is incumbent upon us to raise the standard of qualification steadily,

but not to mistake scholastic acquirements for practical skill. The maxim of Napoleon,

" The tools to him that can handle them," is the true standard. Skill in government

and in management of organizations is more necessary to a good principal, than knowl-

edge of books; and a wise appropriation of personal experience marks the good principal.
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As the standard of qualifications of principals is raising, so from the same causes

rises that of assistant teachers ; and we should regard with favor, all movements, efforts

and plans of the normal university, of local normal schools and of high schools, to fit

their pupils for practical work. Though the best teachers are self-made, or better, God-

made, they are the better for help in the making, so far as schools conduce to it. Here

again practical ability should meet its due reward. As to the over-preponderance of

female teachers, it is not easy to define the ill- consequences of such occurrence, nor to do

anything about them, further than to point them out in the few cases that arise : it is

quite possible that an error in that direction may follow the former exclusive appoint-

ment of male teachers, but at present it hardly calls for notice, other than mere mention.

II. The graded system in relation to promotions, and pupils not easily graded.

Our president renews the protest against making the system of grading, or the course of

instruction an object in itself, to the detriment of the pupils. All general schemes find

individual exceptions ; but the need which all have of education, and the claim for it

which they may righteously urge, are reasons for our thoughtful and earnest considera-

tion of the cases that cannot be included in our present general arrangements. The cur-

rent system of yearly promotions is in many cases a serious hardship ; and the systems

which provide for more frequent advancements in the higher grades deserve favor.

We recommend these topics for future consideration, especially.

III. Industrial education, and a half-time plan. The school-system can not be

expected to provide industrial instruction ; neither the possibilities of the system of pub-

lic schools, nor the demands of the people who sustain it, authorize us to attempt that

;

but since the needs of families often cause the withdrawal of pupils from school that they

may be put to work long before they have acquired the practically useful instruction

that we offer, to say nothing of mere culture, every suggestion of methods by which such

pupils may be kept within the reach of our schools is worthy of attention. The half-

time plan,, already tried in several places with apparently good results, as shown in the

address, is the most promising of these methods ; and we advise the experimental in-

troduction of it where circumstances seem to call for it and to favor it, and a careful

observation of its results. The extension of it to the lower grades of pupils in our large^

towns and in cities may give us valuable lessons.

Respectfully submitted,

Samuel Willard,

E W. Coy,

S. H. White.

Rhode Island.—This little State has one of the ablest conducted Normal schools in

the union. In the principal's report we find that for the year just closed the whole num-

ber of pupils during the year to be 156; number that entered the first term 50; number

that had previously taught 17; number that had entered the second term 24; number

that had previously taught 4. Employment of parent or guardian : Farmers, 43 ; car-

penters, 13; mechanics, 3; grocers, 5; clergymen, 5; jewelers, 4; merchants, 4;

teachers, 4; hotel keepers, 3; engineers, 3; merchant-tailors, 3; station agents, 2;

lumber dealers, 2 ; tailors, 3 ; moulders, 2; blacksmiths, 2; coal dealers, 2; manufac-

turers, 2; physicians, 2; insurance agents, 2 ;
pastry-cooks, stone-cutters, master build-

ers, clerks, surveyors, millers, pilots, calico printers, undertakers, boarding-house keep-

ers, railroad conductors, rope makers, wheelwrights, gardeners, machinists, temperance

t
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agents, mill superintendents, letter carriers, architects, shuttle manufacturers, pattern

makers, lawyers, tanners, factory oversews, piano tuners, brokers, tin pedlars, pork

packers, bakers, steamboat captains, sailors, bleachers, morocco dressers, police officers,

town clerks, book-keepers, furnace men, ship carpenters, sea captains, spring makers,

cashiers of banks, shoe makers, one each.

The graduation exercises were held June 26th. Gov. Howard presented the

diplomas.

Iowa.—Crawford County.—This is a new county, and has about fifty-four schools.

The people take a lively interest in educational matters. Denison, a town of about

600 inhabitants has a beautiful school house erected at a cost of ^10,000. It has four

rooms, all finished, though but two of them are occupied at present. A new depart-

ment will be put in the coming year.

Connecticut.—From the annual report of the Board of Education of the State,

we take the following. 1647 school houses, which are classified as follows: good, 873 ;

medium, 520; poor, 254; in addition there are 42 new buildings The Normal school

is in prosperous condition. The salary of the principal, Mr. J. N. Carleton, is $3,000

per annum; the vice-principal, Mr Wm. B. Dwight, receives $2,100.

The new desks and furniture have added much to the comfort and attractiveness of

the school. The total expenditures of the last school year, to August, 1872, were

$12,078.78. The amount expended thus far during the present school year is $9,261.99.

It is the purpose and expectation of the board not to exceed the appropriation

Personal.—S. S. Hamill, for the past five years connected with the Illinois Wes-

lean University, has accepted the chair of Elocution and Belle Lettres in the North

Missouri State Normal School, Kirksville, Mo., at a largely advanced salary.

L. M. Hastings, from Ottumwa, Iowa, goes to Litchfield, 111. Welcome to a live

man. We have room for all such if Iowa does not need them.

Miss Etta Dunbar remains at DeKalb another year, the fourth, at a salary of

$1200.

Wm. Jenkins remains at Ottawa.

O. F. McKiM assists in the high school at Decatur. He is also candidate for re-

election to the county superintendency.

S. W. Garman, Normal class of '70, afterwards principal of Mississippi Normal

School, recently graduated from the scientific school of Harvard, with highest honors,

and a $1000 scholarship. He goes to Europe.

Miss Helen Thompson, late principal of one of the Peoria ward schools, is made

superintendent at Henry, 111.

J. S. McClung takes charge of the schools at Delevan, Tazewell county.

J. Thorpe, formerly of Fulton, Polo and La Salle, goes to Atlanta, Logan Co.

DeWitt Roberts, of Normal class of '73, takes the schools of Beardstown.

Lewis C. Dougherty is elected for New Rutland.

Arthur Edwards leaves Dartmouth for a year to assist Mr. N. C. Dougherty

at the Rock River Seminary.

W. B. Powell, Supt., and Thos. H. Clarke, Principal of High School, Aurora,

are appreciated. The salaries are respectively $2500 and $1800.
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George Blount, Normal class of '72, goes to Forreston.

N. C. Dougherty, late principal and proprietor of Morris Classical Institute, takes

charge of the Rock River Seminary, one of the oldest and best private schools in the

State.

O. S. Westcott is back again in the Chicago High-School.

E. P. Tileston, of the old and reliable firm of Brewer & Tileston, is dead.

This vifill require some changes in this house.

W. H. V. Raymond, is the agent of Harper Brothers for Kansas and Nebraska.

Miss Esther M. Sprague, is principal of the Lincoln street school, Chicago.

J. M. G. Carter, of Shaw^neetovv'n, 111 , has a school at Little Rock, Ark,

Geo. Colvin and George Mason, remain at Pekin.

ILLINOIS NORMAL.

We herewith present the names of the graduates of the Illinois Normal University

since its foundation. It is believed the names and numbers are correct.

i860.—Sarah M. Dunn, Elizabeth J. Mitchell, Frances A. Peterson, Mary F.

Washburn, Enoch A. Gastman, Peter Harper, Silas Hays, Joseph G. Howell, John

Hull, Edwin Philbrook.

1861.—Sophie J. Crist, Amanda O. Noyes, J. H. Burnham, Aaron Gove, Moses I.

Morgan, H. B. Norton, P. R. Walker,
J.

H. Dutton.

1862.—Sarah E. Beers, Elizabeth Carleton, Helen F. Grennell, Esther M. Sprague,

Emma M. Trimble, L. D. Bovee, James F. Ridlon, L. H. Roots.

1863.—Mary A. Fuller, Sarah J. F. Gove, Abbie R. Reynolds, Sarah A. Stevenson,

W. D. Hall. E. D. Harris, J. H. Thompson.

1864.— Harriett E. Dunn, Anna P. Grennell, Edith T. Johnson, Isabella Moore*

Harriett E. Stewart, Geo. Colvin, L. B. Kellogg, Philo A. Marsh.

1865.—Olinda M. Johnson, Alnienia C. Jones, Lucinda J. Stanard, Bandusia

Wakefield, Thomas J.
Burrill, J. W. Cook, Wm. Florin, David M. Fulwiler, O. F.

McKim, Adolph A. Suppiger, Melancthon Wakefield.

1S66.—Harriett M. Case, Martha Foster, Harriett A. Fyffe, Margaret McCambridge,

Mary E. Pearce; Alice B. Piper, Helen M. Plato, Sarah E. Raymond, Olive A. Rider,

Julia E. Stanard, Nelson Case, Philo A. Clarke, John Ellis, Jr., Joseph Hunter, Rich-

ard Porter.

1867.—Emily C. Chandler, Emily H. Cotton, Nellie Forman, Mary W. French, Eu-

rana G. Gorton, Mary R. Gorton, Mary Pennell, Onias C. Barber, J. R. Edwards, G.

E. Hinman, Cyrus W. Hodgin, F. J Seybold, J. S. Stevenson.

1868.—Ruthie E. Barker, Ann Eliza Bullock, Jemima S. Burson, Lydia A. Bur

son, Etta S Dunbar, Anna C. Gates, S. Grace Harwood, Lucia Kingsley, Eliza A
Pratt, Emma T. Robinson, Mary J.

Smith, Cornelia Valentine, Elma Valentine, Clara

E. Watts, Stephen Bogardus, Wm. A. McBane, Henry McCormick, J. R. Rightsell,

Wm. Russell.

1869.—Lizzie S. Alden, Melissa E. Benton, Ella K. Briggs, Lucretia C. Davis, Jane

E. Pennell, Maria L. Sykes, Helen M. Wadleigh, Ben. C. Allensworth, Alfred C. Cot-
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ton, Chas. H. Crandell, H. R. Edwards, Wm. R. Edwards, J W. Hays, Chas. Howard,

Isaac F. Kleckner, Geo. G Manning, Geo. W. Mason, Chas. W. Moore, C. D. Mowry.

1870.—Louisa C. Allen, Barbara Denning, Alice Emmons, Cara E. Higby, Emma
A. Howard, Margaret E. Hunter, MariaL. Kimberly, Mary D. Le Baron, Letitia A.

Mason, Adella Nance, Adelaide V. Rutherford, Fannie Smith, Armada S. Thomas,

Marion E. Weed, B. W. Baker, Joseph Carter, Robert A. Childs, James W. Dewell, R.

Arthur Edwards, Sam'l W. Garman, J. W. Gibson, Benj. Hunter, J. W. Lummis, John

H. Parr, Levi T. Regan, W. H. Richardson, J. W. Smith.

1 87 1.— Charlotte C Blake, Isabella S. Houston, Julia E Kennedy, Harriett E.

Kern, Celestia M. Mann, Frances J Moroney, Frances L. Rawlings, Isabel S. Rugg,

Frances E. Shaver, Emma G. Strain, Frances J. VVeyand, W. C. Griffith, H. F. Hol-

comb, A. T. Lewis, Tilghman A. H. Norman, Edgar D. Plummer, James O. Polhemus

J. R Richardson, R Morris Waterman, J. X. Wilson, John P. Yoder.

1872.—Anna G. Bowen, Martha A. Flemming, Lenore Franklin, Mary C. Furry,

Clara S. Gaston, Anna M. Gladding, Rachel Hickey, Sara C. Hunter, Alza A. Karr>

Martha G. Knight, Julia F. Mason, Emma A Munroe, Julia Moore, Mary V. Osburn,

Flora Pennell, Alice B. Phillips, Louise Ray, Alpha Stewart, Gertrude M. Town, Edith

Z. Ward, Robert H. Beggs, Geo. Blount, James M. Greeley, Frank W. Hullinger,

Elisha W. Livingston, Thomas L. McGrath, Samuel W. Paisley, Frank E. Richey,

Espy L. Smith, John H. Stickney, Wm. R. Wallace,* James M. Wilson, Edwin F.

Bacon, Chas. D. Mariner.

1873.—Charles DeGarmo, Anna V. Sutherland, P. L. Brigham, Lura M. Bullock,

Geo. M. Lecrone, John B. Stoutemeyer, L. Effie Peter, H. Amelia Kellogg, J. Lawson
Wright, Mary M. Cox, Felix B. Tait, Mary I. Thomas, Arthur Shores, Ida L. Foss,

Walter C Lockwood, Ellen S. Edwards, Jasper F. Hays, DeWitt C. Roberts, Emma
W. Warne, Mary Hawley, Erneis R. E. Kimbrough.

MODEL HIGH SCHOOL.

1865.—Wm. McCambridge, Gertrude K. Case, H. C. Crist, Chas. L. Capen, Rob-

ert McCart, Jr., Clara V. Fell, Hosea Howard, Jr.

1868.—Annie M Edwards, R. Arthur Edwards.

1869.—Gratiot Washburne.

1870.—Wm. Burry, Almira A. Bacon, W. H. Smith, Nellie H. Galusha, W. Duff

Haynie.

187 1 —Alice C. Chase.

1872.—Chalmers Rayburn, N. B. Reed.

1873 —J- Dickey Templeton, M. Louisa Abraham, Edmund J. James.

M. TuLLii CiCERONis De Officiis. By E. P. Crowell, A. M. Eldredge &
Brother, Philadelphia.

This is another volume of the Chase and Stuart Classical Series. Like the volumes

that have previously appeared, it is neat, compact, and convenient. The references in

the notes are to the principal Latin Grammars in use in our schools. The introduction

to the notes contains information respecting Cicero, and the work here presented which
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will be found useful in giving the pupil a better understanding of what he is reading.

The synopsis of the entire treatise which follows the introduction is also a commend,

able leature. The notes appear to have been prepared with more care than those in

some of the other volumes of this series. The De Officiis is one of the productions of

Cicero's riper years, and it is free from the offensive egotism which is so constantly met

with in his earlier orations As an exposition of the ethical views of one of the fore-

most men among the ancients it will never cease to be read with interest.

Rolfe's Shakspeare—Merchant of Venice, Tetnpest, yulius Casar, Henry the Eighth,

four volumes. Edited with notes by WiLLiAM
J. Rolfe; New York, Harper &

Brothers, 1872. Price, 90c.

It is no exaggeration for us to say that no books in our possession afford us more

real happiness than do these little volumes prepared by Mr. Rolfe. We believe the

purity of the text has been conscientiously maintained, and the notes exceed in fullness

every edition we have seen, that was at all suitable for school use. The time seems

near at hand when no high-school in the land will pretend to turn off its pupils without

six month's work in this English classic. Already many of our western schools are

doing this. These volumes are what many a teacher has looked and longed for in years

that are passed. Now we have them at hand, cheap, convenient for class use, and

nicely and tastefully bound. The pupil will find as much or even more than he needs

for the comprehension of the text, and yet work enough is left for study. The little

sketch of the life of Shakspeare, illustrated, in the " Merchant of Venice," is itself

worth to any class in English literature, the price of the book. The history of the play

is just what is wanted. It is to be hoped that Mr. Rolfe will not close his labors in this

direction with these four volumes.

A second use for these convenient volumes is in public ivnd club readings. How
many of us have been annoyed by huge volumes in our hands or in the hands of the

reader, which from their cumbrousness detracted from the pleasure and the profit-

These little books are admirably adapted to the purpose and with the letter-press large

enough to be easily read by ordinary light

Exposition of the Grammatical Structure of the English Language, by JOHN MULLI-
GAN, A.M. New York, D. Appleton & Co.

This volume of 574 pp., is all that the title indicates. Any extended notice at this

day seems needless It has long been the standard book in high-schools and colleges,

and can be placed on the reference table in every grammar school with piopriety. The

philosophy, history and idiom of our language is set forth in a way excelled by few if

any.

A Grammar of the Latin Language, 276 pp., by G. K. Bartholomew; Wilson,
HiNKLE & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

One who, in these days, undertakes to prepare a new Latin grammar, should have

either some new matter to offer or some improved method of presenting what is already

old. Tried by these tests, the work before us will fully establish its right to exist.

The results of the most recent researches of Latin scholars, made in the light of compar-

ative philology, we find here reduced to order and presented in a form that brings them

within the comprehension of the average pupil in our preparatory schools. Most of our

Latin grammars have been written by college professors who have too often had in
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mind the needs of college classes, rather than of boys and girls pursuing a preparatory

course. This grammar has the advantage of being the work of a thorough scholar,

who has had large experience in fitting boys for college, and who has, therefore, had the

best opportunities to learn the needs of such pupils. At the same time, the work is

comprehensive enough for the ordinary use of advanced students.

We find several things that are new in the arrangement of matter, and we believe

that the most of the changes are improvements. For instance, our author breaks in upon

the time-honored, traditional order of nouns, adjectives, pronouns, verbs, &c., and places

the verb first after the introductory topics. It is the practice of many of our best Latin

teachers to begin with the verb, and we know of no reason why it should not

be placed first in the grammar. Again, the cases are re-arranged ; the direct

cases—nominative, vocative, and accusative—which are so often the same in form,

being placed first, and then the genitive, dative, and ablative. To those who
have learned the paradigms under the old arrangement, this innovation will at

first seem a little unnatural, but it certainly possesses some advantages. Through-

out the syntax, the illustrative examples are in each instance given before fhe rule. It

is a part of the author's design to have more made of these examples in teaching the

syntax than has heretofore been done. To this end they are given in the precise lan-

guage of the authors from whom they are taken, and not in the mutilated form in which

many of them appear in our Latin grammars. The reference to the work and the pas-

sage where the example may be found is also given with each one, and finally a trans-

lation follows in which the word or words illustrating the rule are indicated. Our au-

thor has shown unusual skill and taste in the translations of these brief passages, so that

they are scarcely less valuable as specimens of elegant English rendering of the Latin

than are the Latin examples themselves, considered m'erely as illustrations ofthe rule. We
doubt not that these will be found of great service in connection with prose compo-
sition.

The alphabetical list of nearly three hundred nouns, embracing the principal ones

that have any peculiarity of form or use, and arranged for convenient reference, will be

found very useful.

The work throughout is characterized by clear, concise, and philosophical state-

ment. If we were called upon to specify the portions which have seemed to us to pos-

sess especial excellence, we should name the treatment of the verb in the etymology, and

the discussion of the subjunctive mode in the syntax. No subject in Latin grammar
presents more difficulties to the teacher or the pupil than the subjunctive mode. In fact,

the difficulty of the subject has led some to decry it altogether. Mr. Bartholomew, how-

ever, has presented it in a manner that seems to us at once philosophical and teachable.

The treatment of the verb, too, pleases us much. By adopting the stem method and

classifying verbs into vowel stems and consonant stems, greater simplicity and clearness

are secured, and uniform principles of formation are seen to apply through all the con-

jugations.

The Roman pronunciation is put prominently forward. Although this has not yet

met with general acceptance, it has the sanction of not a few of the best Latin scholars

in this country and in England, and has already been adopted in some of our best

schools. It is a significant fact that the two latest and most improved Latin grammars,

viz : the one now under consideration, and Allen & Greenough's, have adopted this
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pronunciation. The English method of pronouncing Latin is given in the appendix,

so that those who prefer the old way can follow it here.

The publishers have done their work elegantly and substantially. The page is

neat and attractive ; the p^per and type are all that could be desired.

Insanity in its Relations to Crime. By William A. Hammond, M. D. D. Apple-

ton & Co., New York.

In these days when it almost seems, as if crime were holding high carnival, and

when the mere fact of the commission of an offence seems too often to be regarded as

trima facie evidence of insanity on the part of the criminal, anything from so eminent

an authority as Dr. Hammond upon the relation of insanity to crime, will be read with

interest. The purpose of the author, in this little book of seventy pages, is to show

that certain classes of so-called insane people possess the power of self-control, are fully

aware of the eftect of their criminal acts, and are hence responsible and should b'e pun-

ished like other criminals. He contends that " the individual who has sufficient intel-

ligence to know that pointing a loaded pistol at a human being, cocking it, and pulling

the trigger are acts which will cause the death of the person against whom they are di-

rected should be subjected to the same punishment for a homicide as would be awarded

for a like offence committed* by a sane person." As regards "irresistible impulse," he

says it is doubtful whether it ever exists even with the insane. Emotional insanity and

volitional insanity, under cover of which so many scoundrels now-a-days escape their

just deserts, he would generally allow as much extenuating force as " heat of passion,"

but not even so much as this in cases where there has been a deliberate purpose to com-

mit murder or other crime. He shows the absurdity of attempting to determine the

sanity or iiisanity of a person who has committed a crime by considering merely the

mental condition of the prisoner at the time the offence was perpetrated. " It is no

more possible," he says, " for a person to be insane without other evidences of disease

than mental derangement, than for pneumonia to exist with no other symptoms than

disturbed respiration, or for' valvular disease of the heart to be restricted in its manifesta-

tions to irregularity of the circulation of the blood. The doctrine that an individual

can be entirely sane immediately before and after any particular act, and yet insane at

the instant the act was committed is contrary to every principle of sound psycological

science." There is much good sense and much that ought to be good law in what our

author says on these points. We should hear less r.bout "emotional insanity" and

•'irresistible impulse," if it could once for all, be settled that they constitute no excuse

for crime. Let this be generally understood, and it would have a wonderful effect in

suppressing emotion and checking impulse at the critical moment. The only forms of

insanity which Dr. Hammond would allow to absolve one from responsibility, and,

therefore, from all punishment except sequestration, are "such a degree of idiocy, de-

mentia, or mania, as prevents the individual from understanding the consequences of

his act, and the existence of a delusion in regard to a matter of fact which, if true,

would justify his act." The book discusses in an able manner one of the gravest and

most difficult questions connected with our criminal jurisprudence, and one that has an

important bearing upon the safety of society. The arguments presented are worthy of

the consideration of every thoughtful person.
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'Y\^t. Maine Journal of Education for July is No. 7 of vol. VII. This monthly

goes on in the even tenor of its way. It varies in merit from month to month, less than

its contemporaries. It is always good. Its corps of editors is headed by A. P. Stone,

of Portland Eleven assistants are from nine other towns. We have observed that the

teachers in Illinois from Maine, are wannly attached to this journal.

The National Normal for June has put in its modest appearance. The editorial is

placed first. We are inclined to think this is a good plan. We have observed one

other monthly that does the same thing. Many items oi educational news are compiled

for the Normal. They are not always new or reliable, but are, we think, generally

read, and that fact alone is encouragement to the proprietors.

The Ohio Educational Monthly for July, contains as usual many good things. The
opening article on "The Kindergarten," would please even Miss Peabody, herself.

The principals of Illinois at their annual meeting in '72, listened to Mrs. Peabody for

the most part of two days, but so far the little three year olds are kept from all schools.

An article from W. D. Henkle on words, again convinces us that the writer must be a

reveler in etymology. He has found more new words than we had " ever dreamed of."

The editorials in this monthly justly give it place among the first school magazines in

the land. It has not been found necessary for this editor to place the editorial first in

the book. The well-considered opinions are extensively quoted, and have much influ-

ence in the educational world. We hope to see the institute question exhaustively dis-

cussed.

The Educationist.—A new monthly from Indianapolis, Ind. Many of our ex-

changes will have it, " The Educationalist." This has for one of the editors the able

superintendent of Indianapolis' schools, and the editorials ring out with no uncertain

sound. When Mr. Shortridge speaks, the hearer does not complain of ambiguity. In-

dianapolis is prolific in giving birth to publications The one before us deserves a long

life.

The N'ursery.—History furnishes no such instance of the success and circulation of

a childrens' periodical. This magazine is sui generis. Of the many attempts to imitate,

all have failed. While all can observe the interest and pleasure with which the children

look for and read it, few can tell how it is done, much less go and do it. We have the

bound volume for 1872, or rather had it, for our two six-year-olds have demolished it in

a fair and legitimate manner—literally read it to pieces.

We are proud of such an American journal for children. Subscriptions sent

through the SCHOOLMASTER.

Harper's Weekly is a necessity for every teacher in the land. It is not one, but

many things. The illustrations furnish abundant information of current events. The
editorials are among the soundest and truest in the land, while the stories are free from

all degrading and demoralizing sentiments. The cost is nothing compared to the bene-

fits arising from the weekly receipt of the best illustrated weekly in the world.
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Cincinnati, O., March 24, 1873. The committee on Course of Study and Text-

books reported that they had examined McGuffey's series of Readers (now in use), and

Harpers' United States Readers, and heard the statements of the representatives of each,

and they were unanimous in the belief that a change of text-books would not be bene-

ficial. Adopted unanimously.

—

Commercial.

E. B. M. Keever, B. S., Moline, Rock Island County, Illinois, desires a situation

as principal in a graded or union school.

The Autobiography of Abraham Lincoln, written by himself, has been engraved in

fac-simile, and arranged with an excellent portrait of our martyr President for framing.

Few pictures can adorn the walls of an American home so appropriate as is this. - The

work has been done by J. R. Osgood & Co., for
J. W. Fell, of Normal, and the whole

business tor the United States, been placed in the hands of H. C. Fell, Normal,

to whom all letters of inquiry should be sent. It is an appropriate picture for our

school-rooms as well as for our houses The handwriting of Mr. Lincoln, as well as

every thing that he ever touched, is dear to us all, and this picture makes the privi-

lege of daily view, possible.

Recreation.—The School Stage.—Messrs. Wilson, Hinkle & Co., (Cincinnati

and New York,) have just published Venable's School Stage, a collection of juvenile

acting plays, for school and home. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price, ^1.25 .

A fuller announcement will appear in the next number of this journal.

Knowlton's Universal Bath is meeting with large sales. Messrs. Westcott, Roberts,

Boltwood & Ethridge, are among those who recently invested in the article, while Mr.

Smith was at Ottawa.

Normal, III., April 4, 1873.

Some ten month's use of " Knowlton's Universal Bath," has comfirmed the impres-

sion of the first few trials. It must have a place in the list of family comforts.

Our appreciation of its value was enhanced last summer, by finding that its economy

of water permitted the luxury of a full bath even in time of drought.

The rubber bids fair to last for years.

Thomas Metcalf,

Prof of Mathmunatics, State Normal University.

Normal, III., April 5th, 1873.

About eight months since I purchased " Knowlton's Universal Bath." It has sur-

passed my most sanguine expectations. I think it more convenient and much more

agreeable than ordinary bathing arrangements.

No ordinary consideration would induce me to be without it JOHN W. Cook,

Professor of Elocution, State Normal University.

The heating and ventilating of our schoolrooms is the great question of the time.

Read what is said in our advertising columns of the Bennett Heater. It is the greatest
improvement yet made.
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A PROTEST AGAINST VALEDICTORIES.

A valedictory in a College, Seminary, or High School, is popularly

understood to be the farewell address given on commencement day by

one of the graduating class to his class-mates and the faculty of the

institution to which he belongs, and is termed " the highest honor."

Now, an honor is, or ought to be, some favor or reward conferred

upon an individual in token of distinguished worth ; and the question

naturally arises, do valedictories carry out in reality what they are

understood to do? In other words, is a valedictory in reality an honor

to the one upon whom it is conferred ? Perhaps the manner in which

valedictories are chosen may help us to solve the problem. I believe

the following methods are those in general use. 1st. By a system of

marking. 2d. By the vote of the faculty. 3d. By the choice of the

class. It is evident that two or even all these methods may be some-

times combined. When the first method is used, the marks are taken

into consideration for scholarship, attendance and deportment, and these

for the entire course, usually of four years. Now, supposing in any

given class, "^" is an earnest, plodding, faithful, thoroughly consci-

entious scholar ; but with all his diligence and devotion, his marks for

scholarship do not average more than eight on a scale of ten ; for even

a college faculty cannot manufacture brains. "5" is a brilliant, quick-

witted, talented young man with a retentive memory and great powers

of concentration. His marks for deportment are not always perfect :

but his recitations are always marked ten, although he spends much
less time in their preparation than "^l." Of course, the faculty, going
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by the marks, must necessarily award the valedictory to "£"
; and, I

ask, where is the justice of giving the highest honor to him simply be-

cause nature has already endowed him with superior gifts ? Does not

the honor in point of fact belong to him who has most earnestly striven

for the mastery of himself and his studies ? And yet, by the marking

system, that scripture is made to be emphatically fulfilled which says :

''To him that hath shall be given, and from him that hath not shall be

taken away, even that which he seemeth to have." If the second method

is chosen, the result is not apt to be very different; in fact, the discrep-

ancy between justice and "the honor" is generally even greater than in

the other case ; for motives of policy creep into and influence the coun-

sels of the most high-minded deliberative bodies. Thus here again the

fluent, graceful orator is preferred to the earnest, plodding but less

brilliant student. And if the valedictorian is chosen by the class, then,

strictly speaking, there is no honor wh'Utever about it ; for the old say-

ing is a true one, "kissing goes h^favor. ^^ To be sure it is a compli-

ment, and a very handsome one, to the successful individual ; but this

method almost' invariably results in the choice of the most popular one

in the class without regard to other qualifications. And here perhaps it

may be well to state, that it sometimes happens that distinguished worth

and distinguished talents, are combined in the same person ; but this is

one of "the accidents of life," and by no means affects the principle

here contended for. The sum and substances of the matter is, that,

whichever method is selected, he (or she) is chosen valedictorian who is,

on the whole, considered the most shining one in the class, who will

make the best appearance on commencement day, who can write the

best essay, or deliver the finest oration. I know of a young lady who

through the first three years of her course at a ladies' boarding-school,

was inattentive to books and openly disobedient to teachers ; but dur-

ing the last year she changed her demeanor, became studious and tract-

able and was given "the highest honor," simply because she was a bril-

liant, popular girl, and important purposes could be subserved by this

means. I know of a young gentleman who had been unmistakably and

repeatedly disrespectful in demeanor during the last of his four years'

course ; and yet, inasmuch as in neglect he was the bright, particular

star of the class, the valedictory was unhesitatingly conferred upon him.

I confess I can see no justice, no right, no honor either to pupil or
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teacher in such a course. Perhaps there is no objection to having a

class so arranged on graduating day as to bring out its best points in

the best manner. There can be no objec'ion to such a grouping of in-

dividuals as shall make the most finished appearance in a literary and

artistic sense, if it is only understood hy the puhlic thctt this is the

design, and that the arrangement of the essays and orations has

nothing whatever to do with the actual worth of their possessors.

The great error lies in its real arrangement according to motives

of policy, and the ostensible arrangement according to motives of

"honor." In this way valedictories have become a sham and a hum-

bug, and the sooner they are abolished the better for all parties concern-

ed. There is no time or space to discuss in this paper the influence of

valedictories upon valedictorians, and the other members of the class.

Mary Ashmun.

WRITING RECOMMENDATIONS.

Were it not for the dignity of the great names involved, there

would be something ludicrous in the testimonials given to text-books.

Much might be written on the way many of these documents are

secured. Thus, few men can resist the blandishments of an " auto-

graph copy.'' The delicate compliment must of course be acknowl-

edged, and the commendation of the recipient is expected to sell

many more.

In the line of school text-books, one who attempts to keep up

with the notices, sees many things to excite wonder. For instance, a

circular from the publishers of McGuffey's Arithmetics contains a

strong commendation of those works from the Supt. of Schools of the

nearest city, and I am about investing money in sample copies, when

a subsequent mail brings an equally strong endorsement of Watson's

Independent Arithmetics from the same pen. As a sample of this

kind of writing I submit the following, omitting names and dates

:

"It gives me pleasure to add my testimony in favor of Readers.
They seem to be just what is needed, and I am heartily in favor of having them adopted
in our schools. Signed, ,

Principal Schools."
" I am pleased with the Series of Readers, and think them especially de-

serving of commendation. Were I to remain in this school another year, I would use

my whole influence to secure a change." Signed as above.
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This kind of recommendation is written by the class of teachers

known as "sponges." They have an "itching" palm for school

books, and will commend any thing if thereby they can secure a

copy.

Another matter of interest in this line is the ingenuity manifest-

ed by some teachers in writing big recommendations that say nothing.

They have a theory that all new books have their good points, and

that a man cannot go far wrong in saying a good word for them all.

It would be easy to fill a column in illustration, but your readers will

have no difficulty in citing instances to the point. They are far too

common. Many names, that we as teachers, delight to honor, are as-

sociated with such documents, and we are fast losing confidence in

recommendations to which their names are attached. The trouble

is, such men cannot say no. Let them for the sake of those to Avhom

they are set as ensamples learn where to make a discrimination.

Many have bought books endorsed by them, and found to their pecu-

niary discomfort that the}^ were utterly worthless—or at least con-

tained nothing new.

But while teachers are much to blame in this matter, more

blame ofttimes attaches to the publishers. Enterprise is often

manifested in strange ways. Of course they are all honorable men
and yet many will not hesitate to garble a teacher's opinion for the

sake of a recommendation. A teacher occupying a high position,

and one who is known to be very conservative in giving his en-

dorsement, was complaining in my hearing not long since, of the pub-

lishers of Grammars. A copy was sent him with the request

that he give a careful examination and a candid statement of his

opinion. He wrote at some length, condemning the work and criti-

cising it sharply. Imagine his surprise to find them publishing his

commendation. By cutting here and there, where, in order not to

condemn the work in. toto., he had let up a little in his strictures,

these publishers had succeeded in securing a pretty fair endorsement,

and my worthy teacher noAV finds himself on the wrong side of the

fence, with no intelligent idea of how he came there.

But there is probably no other way in Avhich publishers deceive

so much as in supj^ressing dates. A notable illustration of this may

be found in the last " Schoolmaster," in the standing advertisement of
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Webster's Dictionaries. Not that these publishers are more guilty in

this respect than others, but the inconsistencies are so apparent that

one who reads with his eyes even half open cannot help noticing, and

if he notices he must needs be amused. The burden of the adver-

tisement is, praising the etymology of Webster's Dictionaries.

In that advertisement I find the recommendations of Daniel Web-
ster and Dr. Beecher, both of whom were in their grm^es (Webster

more than ten years) before the book they are represented as

endorsing was published. I see also the endorsement of John G.

Saxe and Geo. Bancroft. From an old circular I find these

endorsements Avere given to one of the old editions of Webster.

The funniest part of this matter is yet to come. Further down the

page I find this extract from the N. A. Revieio. " In English all the

older authorities like Richardson and W^ebster (in his earlier edi-

tions) are simply to be throAvn away as rubbish or worse."

I wonder how Saxe and Bancroft feel at this stricture on their

judgment on Dictionaries. Black Dan and Dr. Beecher are presum-

ably past all feeling.

Another prolific source of amusement is the book notices in our

educational journals. It looks to us "outsiders" as though the pub-

lishers and editors are in league to "scratch backs" and "tickle el-

bows" for mutual benefit.

In this light how refreshing is the following from the Kas. Ed.
Journal for June '73. " We have not flinched from duty when it

has said search a tesct-boolc even at the expense of a page of adver-

tising for nearly a year." At the top of that column I see the name

of John A. Ban field, publisher. Put his name in large caps, Mr.

Mr. Editor, so the people can read it. Let them know some little

good can and does come out of that Nazareth.

By the way friend Gove I notice the brave words on this subject

were not at the head of the Book Notices in the July No. These

words first attracted my attention to the "Schoolmaster," and made

it a favorite journal with me. Have you struck colors ? Run them

up again and 7iail them there. With Illinois and Kansas in the van

we'll drive out the money changers, and a voice of authority shall yet

commend the purification of this temple of our uducational faith.

Country Schoolmaster.
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THE SCOTCH FREE SCHOOL ELECTIONS.

American newspapers seem to have been too crowded to give us

the requisite information on recent educational movements in Scot-

land. Scotch papers of late March and early April, devote much

space to the subject of the school elections. The British parliament

recently passed an act for the establishment of public free schools in

Scotland, and elections for the first local Board under that act, oc-

curred generally near the close of March. An analysis of the pro-

visions of the act must be deferred, but some things of interest to the

schoolmaster, to the politician and to students of sociology generally

will appear in the brief synopsis of proceedings at these recent elec-

tions, from which the election in Glasgow is here selected as a type

of the rest.

The great point of division was religious instruction in the

schools, some advocating the catechism besides the use of the Bible,

some opposing all religious teaching. Various parties proposed can-

didates till there were thirty-nine for fifteen places. Tickets were

prepared on which the names of all the thirty-nine were printed, and

the voter marked a cross against the names of his choice. The cu-

mulative system, of which we in Illinois had a little experience in

electing representatives to the State legislature last fall, was a part

of the Scotch plan. The voter could divide his votes as he chose, or

"plump" his full number of votes for one candidate.

Every man or woman of full age, occupying property of the an-

nual value of four pounds (near twenty dollars) was entitled to vote.

In Glasgow fifty thousand (52,804) votes were cast out of one

hundred thousand (101,871) registered voters. The number of

"illiterates" was noticeable. The presiding officers marked 4337

tickets for those who needed their help.

Many tickets (1618) w^ere thrown out for some neglact to comply

with technical details, especially for casting in the paper wath no

marking to show for whom of the thirty-nine candidates, the elector

would vote. The Catholics centered their force on three candidates,

giving each near fifty thousand (50,000) votes, and put them at the
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head of the elected list, except that one candidate especially popular

and the champion of the Bible reading received over one hundred

thousand votes by the enthusiastic "plumping" of his friends. The

curiosity of results in this cumulative voting is seen in the wide range

of votes for successful candidates (108,264 for highest, 16,017 for

lowest), and in the high position secured for the representatives of a

minority by the combination of friends who did not mean to waste

their votes. The result in Glasgow seems to be regarded as securing

a fair representation of varied interests. The Free Church has five

representatives. The Establishment, and the Roman Catholic each

three, the United Presbyterians, the Unitarians, the Episcopalians,

and a minister of The Church of the Future, each one.

The Scotch papers were furnished Avith abundant items, serious

and comic, by the incidents of this first election. Awkward require-

ments develop themselves already in the reduction of the law to prac-

tice. Thus an election for a Board of not less than five members is

required in a district containing only three voters. In one town an

elected member proposed to resign in order to be a candidate for

Treasurer and Secretary of the Board, when it seemed that the

Board was not competent to accept his resignation, and the case

pends legal examination.

In Edinburgh, "plumping" put a Catholic clergyman at the

head of the list with twenty thousand votes, then come two ladies

with successively two thousand less, and so doAvn to the last of four-

teen protestants of various form to the lowest elected with six thous-

and votes.

The first business of these newly formed Boards is, by examina-

tion of school needs and school facilities through census taking and

otherwise, to determine what they have occasion to do. Then Avill

follow reports to parliament and additional legislation. A Avhole

new^ system is to be constructed, to which is attached in advance the

compulsory education act.

A Scotch paper well remarks that before the School Board can

determine how the public schools shall be regulated in the matter of

religious instruction, there must first be schools to regulate, by which

time, with careful exercise of knowledge, prudence and forethought,

in the magnitude and many-sidedness of the duties before them, the
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strength of friends of schools may be profitably used in arranging

with those who control existing schools and in instituting others so as

to form a system commensurate with the wants of the population.

James H. Blodgett.

RocKFORD, III., July, 1873.

UNITY OF ACTION IN THE SCHOOL-ROOM.

This is a subject to which too much importance can hardly be at-

tached. Secure this, and you add to intellectual growth and prosperity.

Secure this, and disorder yields to order, and chaos to method and

symmetry.

Go into machine shops, fi-om the one which makes the locomotive

down to the one which makes the finest cambric needle, and you find

that the work of each particular department presupposes that of the

next. Go into the manufactories, from the one where the coarsest

woolens down to the finest laces are made, and you find the same

marked symmetry. In no case is the work performed so as to be detri-

m mtal to that which has been done or that which is to follow.

Is symmetry not of equal importance in the school-room ? Is it

found? One has only to visit our schools, graded as well as common,
_

to become fully sensible of the deficiency. So few have methods and

courses having the least semblance. Indeed, in many cases, one is

puzzled to discover any premeditated plan. Unlike methods and

courses would matter little, only the results attained are just as dilfer-

ent, and, not unfrequently, of about the same worthless charactw.

Can the work of the school-room be so arranged that we can -have

symmetry there ? If it can it will add milUons to our revenue, besides

adding centuries to the school-life of our children. School-room work

should hi arranged, if possible, so the present unavoidable change of

teachers would not be so disadvantageous. If a course of study,

adapted to the common schools of the State, could be agreed upon by

the county superintendents, although it might only approximate what it

should be, it would, I think, be a step in the right direction. This

course should consist of a very definite statement of topics on each

branch required by law, which, when mastered, would constitute a fair
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practical common school education. A definite statement regarding

what the pupils are expected to know about each topic before it is con-

sidered suflBciently mastered, should also be made ; for this would give

rise to much variety of opinion. Proper care should be given to make

a wise selection of topics. It would be better praeticallj to give too

few than too many. Pupils and teacher should know that a definite

amount, more or less, is to be mastered every term in each branch pur-

sued, before passing further. This Avould re(juire the work attemped to

be reviewed over and over, till the pupils are thoroughly familiar with it

in all its bearings.

To have a clear idea of what is expected of them, and also to

know that they cannot pass a certain limit without doing the work in

the manner prescribed, certainly would be an incentive to study. Would

pupils be so apt to try to pass over the work in the old slipshod man-

ner so common ? Would the careless indifference which so many mani-

fest when they meet a difficulty requiring a little hard brain-work, be so

frequent? It would stop pupils "going through ' Rithmetic,' Gram-

mar and ' Jography,' " fi-om the age of thirteen or fourteen, every

winter, till twenty- one, their last mental status little better practically

than the first. It would prevent teachers riding their hobbies too far,

by settling the questions " What" and "How much." These ques-

tions must be settled in some way before we can have entire unity of ac-

tion, even among our teachers who have been trained together.

To make " Theory and Practice" a specialty is a valuable auxili-

ary to secure symmetry in the school-room. But its utility depends

entirely upon whether the "theory" is practised. Not long ago I

heard an examiner say to his class of teachers, "As it is customary

,

I shall ask you a few questions on the " Theory an Art of Teaching."

The rest must be infeiTed. To secure unity of action in the school-

room will require time
;
yet its era might be hurried by more co-opera-

tion among educators generally. As a general rule, they arc apt to

favor none but their ov)n " pet opinions." This is too often true, even

when other views have been proved equally, if not more practical. It is

true that diversity is essential to progress. But this is true only so

long as differences act conjointly to a superior aim. Beyond that, di-

versity ceases to be a virtue. Some do little else than undo what

others have done. It is a painful fact that this is, sometimes, really
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necessary. But frequently it is done when the need is only imaginary.

It would be acting more like intelligent beings to concentrate united ef-

fort on some one practical plan. This would stop the jangling about

methods and what to teach. Continual contending concerning courses

causes constant commotion. Besides it is very injurious to the success

of any plan, however well grounded. We want more unaminity.

It is a curious fact that we have so few experienced teachers in

our common schools. We have few in fact who can boast of even

five years in the school-room exclusively, much less of ten or fifteen,

which most of employments require to become master workmen. Is the

same not true of the school-room work ? Why, then, do so many quit

the occupation earlj ? Is the work not of sufficient importance, to

merit master workman ? Is developing the germ of the human mind

in purity and usefulness, not a task which can be better accomplished

by the softened touch of an experienced hand ? What then ? The

chief reason that so many quit the occupation, is thfit the talent and

energy essential for successful teaching, applied in other directions,

yield larger incomes. This is another painful fact ; and it will con-

tinue true as long as it is the prevalent opinion that teachers are, paid

too much now. " A-jack-at-all-trades and master of none," is an old

adage which is too true of teachers of the present day. And it will

continue to be so as long as they have to resort to so many ways to eke

out a pitiful subsistence, " come fairly off from all debts," and, in im-

itation of the " busy bees " of all other trades and professions, lay up

a little for future use.

That this state of affairs has much to do with the non-conformity

found in schools of the present day, is self-evident. What must be

done? The remedy is at hand, but the case is a desperate one. Public

opinion must be changed. (The wealth and character of any communi-

ty depends upon its intellectual progress and development.) Teaching

must be made a profession—one which wfll take all the teacher's time

and energy to keep pace Avith progress, and be considered fitted for so

responsible a position. Apprenticed workmen must be required in this

as in other employments. Unity of action must be secured in the school-

room. We must have a oneness of purpose among all educators. We
must, at least, secure a sameness of results attained by teachers in

schools of the same grade. T. S. Kell.
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DEXTERITIES.

We, who have accustomed ourselves to abstract thought, love to

educe practical plans from general principles. The generality of man-

kind—the laity, as German writers say—are quite opposed to us in

taste; they claim practical methods of attaining visible results, first of

all. Perhaps they may evolve general principles from their numberless

dexterities ; but, generally, they will not. If we train them for actual

work, which the hand can perform, we shall confer some slight benefit

upon the millions. If we try to begin with cogent and conclusive rea-

soning, we may help forward " here and there, some glorious variety;"

I do not see that we are likely to accomplish more.

To specify: there is a plenty of logical argument in those primary

arithmetics which assure the infant that "counting is expressing con-

secutive numbers in words." I do not know much about the demon-

strations, and my pupils, I am happy to, say, know less. I cause child-

ren to learn the multiplication table at seven or eight years of age, and

then I set them to multiplying, and so forth. It is mere routine, to be

sure ; but it is a routine which they will be able to turn to account in

later life. The demonstrations, each of which has a "therefore" in it,

are matters of routine, not likely to be applied to any future use.

I do not despise the logic of mathematics. I try to interest quite

young pupils in colloquial discussion of the miscellaneous and other ex-

amples of practical arithmetic—not flattering myself greatly upon my
success. I hold that any real introduction of the learner to the myste-

ries of mathematical reasoning, must be colloquial and informal in its

character.

I used to attach great importance to the idea that it was not well

to teach the child any thing that he could not understand. I tried to

make my scholars see the reason of carrying one for every ten. But

the use of the decimal scale is derived from a theory of numbers which

finds its best expression in the general equation of the ?/^th degree,

and which no young student can comprehend. Since a complete ex-

planation is impossible—since my classes must take much upon trust,

I let them take as much upon trust as they will ; and that is a good

deal.

MuRPHYSBORO, III., Aug., 1873.
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TO TEACHERS IN WANT OF A PLACE.

About thirty times a year, on an average, I receive from a per-

fect stranger a letter, someAvhat like this

:

Dear Sir :

I have heard of your schools as being in excellent condition,

and I think I should like to teach with you. Are there any vacan-

cies which I can probably fill ? I have taught — years.

Address
^

Now let me say to all teachers in want of a place, that such a

letter as the above—even if it is fairly Avritten, and contains a stamp

for a reply, which such letters often do not—is certain to do you no

good. The receiver knows just two things about you ; that you have

taught school and are wanting a place. He cannot tell whether he

wants you at all unless he knows what your education has been, what

kind of school you have taught, what you are best qualified to teach,

what wages you are receiving and what you expect, and whether

your desire for a new place grows out of a want of success in your

present position. By all means give one to whom you apply, the

best possible means of judging you, or else you may expect to re-

ceive a curt letter, saying that there are no vacancies at present

—

meaning none for you. Here is, in substance, a letter of a different

sort, concise but covering a great deal of ground

:

Dear Sir :

Mr. of your town suggested to me that you could help

me in obtaining a situation.

I am a graduate of Seminary. I send you a catalogue

which contains the full course which I have taken. Besides the

regular course, I took German and drawing, though I have taught

neither. I teach vocal music in my school.

I have taught three years in the lower grades of the Gram-
mar School, at a salary of $40.00 per month. I am offered $45.00
to take the same place for next year. I think that I am worth more,

or, if I am not, I prefer to earn the same sum in some other grade.

I would take the highest grade of a grammar school at $55.00 per

month at the lowest. Or I Avould begin in a good high school as as-

sistant at $50.00 per month, if there should be a chance of promo-

tion in case of success.

My age is 23. I am a member of the church. Mr.
,
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principal of the school, or Mr. , chairman of our school board,

will, I presume, vouch for my character and success.

Notice in the above, first, that the lady accounts in a natural

way, for addressing you rather than some other stranger. Your fel-

low townsman is likely to know something of her.

Second, she tells what she has studied, and names certain extras

which may be very valuable in a given school.

Third, she tells her experience, and the grade she has taught,

and the grade she prefers to teach. She gives a reason for leaving

her place. You have her word that she is not leaving because of

failure. She has her ideas of salary, and of salary dependent upon

position, and has confidence enough in herself to expect to deserve

promotion.

Fourth, she refers you to men who are likely to know her

thoroughly as a teacher, and leaves you to make such inquiries as

you choose.

On receiving such a letter, if I have no vacancy for the writer,

I keep the name for future use. Letters of the other kind are for-

gotten as soon as answered.

One word in regard to letters of application. Many of them

carry upon their faces the reason of their failure. The scholarship

which has not attained to the writing of a decent letter is not of the

kind which we need in our schools. A letter directed to "Proffessor"

, speaks all too plainly of its author's ignorance before it is

opened. The young lady who wrote herself down as a member of

an "authordox" church was compelled to learn that the orthodoxy

of the creed could not compensate for the heterodoxy of the spelling.

The principal of a graded school of two grades, who requested to be

addressed as "' Professor ," was answered according to his folly.

There are generally vacancies for the best teachers. Room

enough up above, though fearfully crowded below. But we cannot

give vacancies to chance comers. In your applications, let us know

what you can teach, how well you have taught it, and what you want

for teaching. Have your price and mean it. Give us names for ref-

erence rather than a dozen testimonials. One evidence of success is

worth fifty of "likely to succeed." By all means, save us writing

more letters than are necessarv to find out about vou y. s. d.
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PULPIT FLOWERS.

I love the flowers. I love their tints and graces,

Their radiant beauty, and their odors swreet

;

And every where I look on their bright faces,

I hold their presence sweet.

Poor is the home, though grand, that has no garden,

Where Spring's first breath in the pale snow-drop blows
;

And where the perfect June to its fair warden

Pays fief in blushing rose.

Dear to my sight are blossoms at Love's altar,

That drop their fragrance on the timid bride

—

White seals of faith, too strong and pure to falter.

Whatever lot betide.

Nor welcome less pale flowers before the chancel

That quivering hands upon the coffin spread.

Where their celestial beauty seems to cancel

The dust-doom of the dead.

Oh, beautiful alike in joy and sadness,

To crown the pallid bride of Love or Death

:

Earth has no gloom beyond the spell of gladness

In their dear bloom and breath.

And so my heart falls not out with the fashion

That lifts the rose and lily to the place

Where reverent eyes gaze dimly on Christ's passion,

And faint hearts seek Christ's grace.

On either side the consecrated preacher

—

Like priests of old that Moses' hands sustained

—

These pulpit flowers recall the perfect Teacher,

By His own hand ordained.

With tearful eyes the lilies I consider,

Sweet symbols of my Father's love for me,

That make the world beside a false, vain bidder.

My end and crown to be.

The odors that are poured from each rare chalice

My ardent soul makes incense clouds, that rise

Beneath my prayers up to my King's fair palace,

In heaven's unfathomed skies.

Each perfect crest and crown of floral beauty.

By faith translated to my soul, becomes

A blossom on the barren rod of duty,

And covers it with blooms.
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And if, than empty speech, I choose them rather,

Their sweet, dumb lips to eloquence shall break

;

And from the lilies of my Lord I'll gather

Sweet lessons for his sake.

So, for the pulpit flowers that bloom on Sunday,

To whose i-weet thought provides them, thanks and love :

I pray their hands twine brighter garlands one day,

In Paradise above.— Harper's Magazine.

PENIKESE ISLAND.

ANDERSON SCHOOL OF NATURAL HISTORY.

Dear Schoolmaster :—I believe I promised to give you a few

items concerning the Anderson School of Natural History. This is

not an easy task to fulfill. The school is so different in ts aims and

methods from any other with which I am acquainted, that it is diflBcult

to make a comparison. Prof. Agassiz told us at the opening that; the

great object would be to make us students of nature. He said, " I

shall never ask you what has been told you, or what have you read, but

always what have you seenf His constant admonition is, "throw

away your text-books, which are generally written by men who know

nothing about the subject upon which they write, and study the things

themselves." By the way, that opening contrasted curiously with

some that have been celebrated in our educational history. Not a

speech was made. The great naturalist talked to us for about twenty

minutes in an old barn. He stated in brief terms the conditions under

which Mr. Anderson had given the island of Penikese, and fifty thous-

and dollars to found the school. A few remarks were made by two

persons, and the opening exercises closed, having occupied in al! not

over forty -five minutes.

Again, the buildings here are in strange contrast with many in

some parts of the country. As before stated, we met in a barn ; for

the first ten days this served as a dining room and lecture hall. We
frequently listened to lectures from Prof. Agassiz before the breakfast

dishes were removed. The first half of the new building was up and
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covered when the school commenced, but it lacked windows and doors.

In this we slept for four or five days before the windows arrived.

Everything seems to be planned upon the principle of strict economy.

Not a single tower or Mansard roof appears upon any of the buildings!

As there is no real estate for sale in the vicinity the omission is prob-

ably accounted for. Suppose your readers compare these facts with

the Southern Illinois Normal School, for instance.

When the buildings are all completed every pupil will have a pri-

vate room for sleep and study. Also, a table and aquarium in the

laboratory or work room. At present, only the ladies are furnished

with separate rooms. A few of the gentlemen are put two in a i:oom,

while some ten of us occupy a large dormitory. The aquariums are

not yet ready for use, so we are deprived of that facility for studying

the habits of marine animals. This is in part supplied by the excur-

sions which are daily made to the shores of this and adjoining islands,

where the animals are studied in their natural habitations. These are

also carefully studied by means of dissections, which are a part of the

regular daily work of all students. Dr. Wilder, of Cornell University,

has charge of the dissecting room, and all have the benefit of his knowl-

edge and experience. The yacht " Sprite," furnishes us with additional

means of comparing the various forms of ocean life, by daily dredg-

ing excursions into deeper waters than those immediately surrounding

the island. Prof. Agassiz has given us a course of lectures on glaciers,

and also upon embryology, and has commenced a course upon the an-

atomy of vertebrates, which he illustrated by dissecting a dog in pres-

ence of the class. Dr. Packard, of Salem, has lectured upon the lower

forms of crustaceans and expects to continue through the class of ar-

ticulates. Prof. Guyot has just finished a very interesting course of

six lectures upon his favorite subject, physical geography. Dr. Brewer,

is now delivering a course upon ornithology. Prof. Bicknell is giving

practical instruction in the use of the microscope, of which the school

furnishes a good supply.

From these statements, it will readily appear that our opportuni-

ties for improvement are excellent. And it can be said that all are en-

deavoring to improve them. Probably but few institutions can boast

of a more enthusiastic company of students. They come from nearly

every section of the Union : one from Colorado, three from Missouri,
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two from Illinois ; three normal schools and eight or ten colleges are

represented. The school will probably close about the first of September,

as teachers and pupils must leave for their schools by that time.

E. A. Gastman.
Penikese Island, Aug. 7, 1873.

MniTQEB* WMFmmWMMMT.
A correspondent of the New York Herald writes from -Mont"

real that the Canadian governmemt has under consideration a plan
submitted by Mr. Sanford Fleming, for shortening the journey from
America to England. The plan is to continue the Canadian railroads

to Shippegan on the Gulf St. Lawrence, thence by steamer to St.

Georgis in Newfoundland, then by rail to St. John's, and thence by
ocean steamer 1640 miles to Valentia, in Ireland, thence by rail and
steamer to London. It is calculated that by this route the journey
can be made from New York to London in seven days and three

hours. Sir Hugh Allan suggests that the railroads be continued to

Gaspe's Point just south of the mouth of the St. Lawrence, and that

the journey thence to Liverpool be made by ocean steamer. He
argues that by this route the whole journey will occupy but six days
and twenty hours. Either route proposed would doubtless save much
time as compared with the long ocean voyage from New York to

Liverpool. But the saving of time is by no means all; the journev
along the Atlantic coast is by far the most dangerous pari of the

whole voyage from New York to Europe ; and by either of these

plans that is obviated. It seems very desirable that some means
should be devised by which the traveler to Europe who desires to do
so, may begin his ocean voyage somewhere near the most eastern

point of the continent.

From the meeting of the National Association, at Elmira, we pre-

sent the following editorial correspondence

:

East Douglas, Mass., Aug. 12, 1873.
Dear Schoolmaster :

We were present during the last two days of the session of the

National Teachers' Association, at Elmira. The meeting, this year,

was considered very successful ; the attendance was very large, and
every State, except two or three was represented. It was truly a Na-
tional gathering of representative educators. We think there was
scarcely a failure in any department to carry out every thing promised
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in the programme. The delightful weather and the kind hospitalities

of the Elmira people, added no little to the pleasure of the occasion.

The papers presented were able, the discussions were animated, and

every moment of time was thoroughly occupied. One of the most

noticeable papers was read by Dr. McCosh of Princeton College ; it

gave rise to a most lively discussion, in which Dr. McCosh, President

Eliot of Harvard, Supt. Harris of St. Louis and others took a promi-

nent part. The Normal Department was very fully represented, both

from the East and the West. There were comparatively few present from

the great cities. Superintendents Harris, Hancock, Rickoff, Bulkley

and Shortridge attended ; but only a very few of the teachers from the

cities appeared. Not a single teacher from Chicago was there, and we
think there were but four from Illinois, all told. Among them was S.

H. White of Peoria, who was elected President for the ensuing -year.

The Southern States were well represented ; and the educational affairs

of that section received a large share of attention. Two of the most

interesting speeches were made by Supts. Gibbs of Florida, and Brown
of' Louisiana, both colored men. On the whole, the meeting was re-

garded as the most successful that the Associations have ever held.

Our journey was very pleasant, coming by way of Chicago, De-

troit, Suspension Bridge and New York ; the sail across Long Island

Sound, in one of the fine steamers of the Norwich Line, was the most

enjoyable part. In the cars, we found comfortable weather, no crowds,

and'^but little dust. We arrived here on Saturday morning ; where,

among hills, huckleberry bushes, and fish-ponds, we expect a few days

of rest. More hereafter. E. C. Hewett.

For hat in Miss West's article in our Aug. number read rat. This

explanation is necessary, not for the information of the reader, but for

the.renutation of our esteemed contributor. The Cheiroptera have not

yet joined the forces of the Rodentia.

The condition of the political world in our State, is best

by the word mixed. No general election being at hand, only county

offices to be filled, the contest assumes quite different forms,

even in contiguous counties. In some counties the farmers, in common
with every body else, being opposed to monopoly and unjust discrimi-

nation, have deemed it necessary to organize a third party, distinct and

separate from the two old parties : in other counties a general meeting

of the farmers has failed to approve of the effort to organize de novo.

The press is filled with " letters," " arguments," and " reasons," jyro

and con. Many of these documents are from honest, faithful men, who
believe what they write, while others are from unprincipled demagogues.

La Salle and McLean, two of our largest counties, have taken opposite
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action in this matter. The former resolves to make no break from

party, while the latter have held their convention and made a separate

farmers' ticket. We can see a danger in this, that while this move-

ment is intended by its upright supporters to war against class legisla-

tion, it is possible for them to work for a new and equally disastrous

legislation discriminating in favor of their own vocation.

Agitation, however, is healthy, and no fears need be as to the ul-

timate result. The remedy is yet a long way off. The following dis-

patch taken fi'om the Inter-Ocean^ shows us a light ahead : the fitful

uprisings throughout the country of mechanics and laborers as well as

the farmers' movement, have each and all cause for some action ; but

whether those at present adopted are the best is questionable.
" Edward Young, Chief of the Bureau of Statistics, has addressed a letter to the

Consuls of the United States in Europe, requesting them to furnish such information as

they can gather as to the average rate of wages received by mechanics and others

;

prices at retail of the principal articles of subsistence, cost of house rent, and such other

statistics of labor as can be procured. In regard to large manufactories, they are re-

quested lo give the average weekly wages paid for each kind of labor and to each em-
ployed therein ; also, in detail the weekly expenditures of mechanics and other work-
men, and to gather such facts in regard to health, comfort, education and morals as can

be readily obtained. Mr. Young proposes to submit to Congress next winter, a report

on the cost and condition of labor in Europe, as compared with the United States."

A State Senator from one of the most flourishing and best school

counties in the State, at a recent Republican primary election in his

own township, it is said, caused the delegates to be sent to the conven-

tion instructed to vote for a person i'or County Superintendent who had
been dismissed from a school near his own home, within a year, for in-

competency. How is this for intelligent school legislation ! Will the

people of that county return this man to the Senate ? It has been fur-

ther asserted of this Senator that his object in endeavoring to elect an

incompetent person to the office, was to make the office '' odious."

We are pleased to publish the article on valedictories, as representing the

opinion of its author, and therefore of a class of teachers. We do not agree

with its sentiments We understand rewards in school to be awarded for re-

mits, whether given by nature or gained by application. When the record

shows a pupil to be of the highest standing in scholarship in the class, it

means that that pupil has upon daily examination by the teacher, proved
himself to be the most proficient in the work. Because exceptional cases oc-

cur, arising from mistaken judgment or wickedness on the part of the teacher,

the system of making awards is not rotten.

We realize the value of the objections presented in the paper ; we have
realized them many years ; but what can replace the system ? A gradation

in ability and proficiency of pupils exists ; they know it, the teacher knows
it, why make an effort to conceal the truth.
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We give with this issue a letter from Mr. Gastman, at Penikese

Island. Prof. Hewett who is now in Massachusetts, will also take oc-

casion to visit the Anderson School of Natural History, and be able to

give us a full account,

[The following letter gives one view of the County Superintendency question,

therefore we are pleased to publish it; we desire agitation.]

Danville, III., August 7, 1873.

Messrs. Schoolmaster.—In speaking of the office of County Superintendent, my
worthy friend, I am sorry you arrived so soon at the desperate conclusion, to say on the

274th page of the current volume, that you are "An advocate for the abolishment of this

office." I take a different view of this matter. The office, a very important one, has

been most unworthily filled in the greatest number of counties. The Legislature, when
asked to raise the salary, did so, but that was not sufficient to bring efficient men into

the office in many of the counties, till the Legislature last year, gave us an authoritative

warning of wtiat we may expect, not only as to this office, but every other thing rela-

ting to schools ; what proves itself not worth the cost must be cut off. I think that

your remedy is a little too heroic ; it seems like killing the sick man. No, don't do it

yet; but as we read, Luke 13—8, 9, of the fig tree, let the friends of education arouse

to the work of the gardener. Charity prompts me to attribute the most unworthy
method in which this office has been attempted to be filled, to ignorance, pure ignorance.

Our educational journals have said very little about the duties and methods of making
this office popular and efficient. Now Messrs. Schoolmaster who shall have the

honor of being the gardener, to dig about this office, that it may no longer encumber
the ground.

Where is the anual meeting of the Superintendents, and what has become of the

State Teachers' Institute ? are they dead ? I am afraid that there there is a reaction in

educational matters in Illinois. I have been writing a little on this subject for one of

our county papers, but I suppose it has not reached the eyes of my esteemed friend, the

Schoolmaster yet. Yours truly,

M. M. Woodward.

SOLUTION TO ALGEBRAIC PROBLEM IN NUMBER 59 OF
THE SCHOOLMASTER.

1. Let h = hypotenuse, h = base, and p = perpendicular of a

plane right triangle. Then, from the well-known relations of the three

sides, we have h^ = h^ ^ p^ ov h^ — h^ = p^ ; that is, {h + h)

{h-b)=p^.{a).
2. But, both the sum and the difference of the hypotenuse and

one of the legs of any right, rectilinear triangle are squares; and the

product of said sum and difference is equal to the square of the other

leg. Hence we may take A -f h = m^ , and h — h ^ n^ ; from these

two equations, we have h ^=
I-

(m^ -f n^)^ and h ^=^ ^ (m^ — 71^).

Squaring each of the last two equations, and taking the difference of

the results, we find h~ — b^ = m^ n^; hence, p =^ m n, because

A2 _ 52 =^3,
3. If m and ti be positive whole nnmbers, m being greater than

?i, then h,p, and I, will be positive whole numbers.

4. If we multiply the values of A, b, and p, by 2, we have
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m^ + n^ , m- n^ , and 2 m n. {A.) Here m and n may be any

positive whole numbers, m being greater than n. If the assumption

for either m or n be even, and the other odd, the values of b and p,
as found by these two sets of formulas will interchange.

5. Otherwise put A + J = ^ ^ (1), and h — b= i? ^ (2) ;

then (1) + (2) gives h (2 m n) = p {m^- + 7^2). (3) and (1) — (2)

gives b (2 in n) = p {m^ — n^). (4).

Changing (3) and (4) to proportions, we have

2 m n \ p : '. ni^ + n!^ : h. (5) and

2 m n : p : : 7n^ — 71^ : b, (6). Whence m^ + n^ and

m^ — 7i^ must represent respectively the hypotenuse and base of a

right triangle.

From (3) and (4) Ave also obtain

2 m n : m^ + n"^ : : j) '• ^'' C'^)' ^^^

2 7;?. 72 : 7n- — n'^ : : p : b (8). From either (7) or (8).

2 ni 7?. must represent the perpendicular.

6. Again. Multiplying (a) by vi, we may have p (m p)= (A + h) m {h— b); whence, assuming w. p =^ h -^ b, andp^h— h,

we shall have A + ?> = m~ (A — />), therefore {vi^ + 1) ^^ (w 2 — 1) A
= {m~ — 1) {?n p — b) = {m^—1) m p — (m^ — 1) b. There-

fore 2 7?i2 J = (7/72 — 1") ;/7 ^^ and j9 = -^^i- To obtain whole num-

bers, \etb = m^ —^ 1; then will A = m^ + 1, J = 7/?^ — 1, and

p = 2 in. In this set, in may be any number greater than one.

7. Again: Assume A=^ + q ; then will b^ + /?^ = (b + q)
^

= b- + 2 b q + q'^, Avhence b = Vz^^. Now, we may take any

numbers we choose for pi and q, so that j)^ — q- shall be divisible by
2 q ; this will always be the case when j ^ 1 , and p is any odd
number.

If we write 1 for q, we shall obtain j^' + l?i^ ^ — I5 ^-nd 2 j9,

for another set of formulas, having the same ,/(?r7>? as the preceding
;

in these, ^.' may be any positive number greater than one.

8. If in formulas (^1), we put p -\- q for ///, and q for 7i, we
obtain ?t = p)^ + 2 p q + 2 q^ , b ^ 2^^ + 2 p q Sind p ^ 2 q^ +
2p q, p and q being any positive numbers. It is obvious that a

great variety of formulas may be had by varying the assumptions for

in and n.

Pythagoras, born about 60U B. C, discovered the formulas

^ {m^ + 1), 4^ (m^ — 1), ni. These are the same as the first set

found above, when 7? =1. So pleased was he when he discovered that

A* ^ p^ + b- that he sacrificed one hundred oxen (hecatomb) to the

muses, in gratitude. j. m.

De Kalb, III.

[Those of our readers who are fond of algebraic work will read
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our correspondent's article with much pleasure. Several of the manipu-
lations strike us as curious and ingenious. We are a little sorry that

some propositions, and some changes are not explained a little more
fully, as we know that many could follow all the steps, with a little ex-

planation ; but they will not be able to understand everything otherwise.

The proposition enunciated in paragraph 2 is one of the things to

which we refer.—Ed. Schoolmaster.]

Illinois :

—

State Board of Education.—The proceedings of the State Board of Education for

the regular session, held June 25th, are before us Among the resolutions passed, we
give the following, as in part indicative of business the transacted.

Mr. Gastman offered the following resolution, which was adopted :

Resolved, That the Secretary be instructed to inform the printer that the Proceedings
of the Board must be printed within one month after any stated meeting.

Mr. Wells offered the following :

The Curator of the Museum is hereby authorized to arrange such duplicate speci-

mens as he may think advisable, and loan the same to county superintendents, to be used

by them at teachers' institutes and drills ; said superintendents to be held responsible

for the safe return of the same, and to pay all expenses of freight and expressage.

The resolution was adopted; the vote being taken by ayes and noes.

On motion of Mr. Worthington, the following resolution was adopted :

Resolved, That the committee on Teachers be requested to take into consideration

the subject of securing a more thorough superintendence of the pupil teachers in their

work, by employing a teacher especially for this purpose, to act under the direction of
President Edwards, and that the committee report at the next stated meeting of this

Board.

Mr. Gastman offered the following resolution, which, after discussion, was adopted :

Resolved, That a special committee of three the be appointed, whose duty it shall

be to visit the school from time to time, and remain long enough to know the actual condi-

tion the several departments of the school, and report at the regular meetings of this

Board.

Messrs. Gastman, Wells and Roots were appointed by the President of the Board as

Lhe special committee required by the foregoing resolution.

Iroquois County.—Dr. L. T. Hewins, a widely-known physician, an old resident

of Loda, and county superintendent of schools for Iroquois county, was buried at Loda,

July 28th, under the direction of Sir Knights from Urbana, Champaign, Paxton, and

other places. He died July 26th, after a long illness. He is very widely mourned,

and his funeral was attended by a very large concourse of people. He leaves a family

and some property, though, unfortunately, he cancelled his life policy in the jEtna

during the year.
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Perry County.—A meeting of the County Institute, will commence in DuQuoin,

on Monday the i8th of August, and close on the 29th. The veteran County Superin-

tendent of Perry, than whom none is better or more favorably known throughout the

entire State, seems determined to retire from the office at the expiration of the present

term. The people of his county have succeeded in gaining from him the following let-

ter. It is worth reading, as being the expression of one who has probably fought more

battles for the cause of free schools in Illinois, than any other man now left in the ranks.

(3FFICE Sup'T Public Schools, Perry County, "1

Tamaroa, III., July ist. j

Editor DuQuoin Tribune:—I have been solicited by many friends in this county, to

be a candidate for re-election to the office which I now hold. While thankful lor their

appreciation of my labors, I have uniformly replied that I should not hold the office

after next November. Nothing but the deep interest which I feel in our schools and

the refusal of every other person in the county who is competent to discharge its duties,

would have induced me to continue to endeavor to discharge the duties devolving upon

the C. S. beyond my present term, if the law had remained as it was when I took the

office. Months before the change of the law was .igitated in the 27th General Assembly,

I informed Capt. McNeil, L. S. Norton, Capt. Hand and some others whom I considered

well qualified for the office, that if one of them would consent to undertake the duties

of the office, I should be very glad not to continue in it. The people of the county

have shown me so much kindness and so earnestly aided me, and the excellent corjis

of teachers of which Perry is justly proud, in every effort for the improvement of the

school?, that I did not like to say that I woitld not under any circumstances continue in

the office. But the Legislature has settled the matter The State Superintendent in his

last Biennial Report, after summing up the provisions of the law which will govern

the office of C. S. after next November, -says

:

"By these several provisions, when they take effect, county supervision of schools

will be virtually abolished. The office will nominally remain, with a few comparatively

unimportant financial and other routine business duties ; but county supervision and

and inspection of schools—those educational services which give to the office its chief

importance and value, and which have been so beneficial in the past—will practically

cease, and in this respect the free school system will be shorn of one of its best instru-

mentalities, and remanded to the condition it was in twelve years ago. under the old

"school commissioners," who, strictly speaking, had no educational work to perform,

and performed none.

And upon a subsequent page of the same report he adds :

"That if the provision of the new law goes into effect, unchanged, county school

supervision will cease and the office itself of county superintendent of schools, will be

merely a name—a misnomer—and might as well be abolished altogether. Every

capable and accomplished superintendent will be compelled to abandon the work and

to engage in other pursuits, as several have already dose, in anticipation of the probable

future, and none can or will be found to supply their places.

The offices, in nearly every county, will fall into the hands of persons who will

seek it as a mere temporary means of subsistence till other employment offers, or into

the hands of young lawyers, physicians, clergymen and others, who will use' it as a
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secondary adjunct to their regular pursuits, without even pretending to do much more

than to handle the funds, keep the accounts, and receive their commission."

That this is a correct statement of the effect of the law, no one who understand?

the law will doubt. But I have hope that a better fate awaits Perry, since you have told

us that one of her most competent daughters is spoken of for the office.

I send you this because you say in the Tribune of last week that "some are inquiring,"

&c., and that I am "of age" and can answer for myself I answer, No.

B. G. Roots.

Evanston. —Appointment of Teachers.—The Board of Education, at their last

meeting, made the following appointments of superintendent and teachers for the com-

ing year in the public school

:

Superintendent—O. E. Haven ; salary, $i,8oo.

Grammar Department—Room No. 7, Minnie Bradshaw ; salary, $750. Rooin No-

6, Mary N. Ludlam; salary, $750.

Intermediate Department—Room No. 4, no appointment. Room No. 3, Lillie

Stephenson ; salary, $700

Primary—Room No. 21, Jessie Gunn ; salary, g6oo ; Room No. i. Miss Irwin;

salary, $650.

This leaves two vacancies, one in room No. 4, of the primary department, formerly

filled by Miss Haskins, who is employed in Dearborn Seminary, Chicago, for next year,

and the primary school on Hinman avenue and Dempster street.

Logan County.—Mr. L. T. Regan the present incumbent of the county superin-

tendent's office, has been selected by the board of school directors of Lincoln, as super-

intendent of our city schools. The seclection so far as we have learned, gives entire

satisfaction.

Pike County.—We are pleased to hear that the Normal School of Pittsfield, is suc-

ceeding admirably. Superintendent Dewell has been sick one week but is convalescent

and will be able to resume his duties in the school. Profs. Dobbin and Corsbie are

masters of the situation, and their classes are doing thorough work in the sciences.

McLean County.—A three week's institute was held at the high school building,

commencing July 28th. The exercises took the form of daily drill in each of the four

branches, under direction of Mr. John Hull, the county superintendent. The institute

numbering over two hundred, was divided into two sections ; one made up of beginners,

the other of those who had already given some attention to the subjects. Physiology

was conducted by Dr. Marsh, late principal of Bloomington high-school, now practicing

medicine in that city; Botany, by Prof. DeMotte, vice president of the Illinois Wesleyan

University; Zoology, by Aaron Gove ; Natural Philosophy, by the county . superintend-

ent. Each teacher devoted his entire energy to but one branch daily, conducting two

recitations. On Friday evening of the second week, the institute met by invitation for a

sociable, at the residence of Mr. Hull. The house and grounds were crowded with

friends, and a pleasing episode occurred by the presentation of a cane to Mr. Hull, by

his professional friends.

McLean county teachers are second as a class s to none in the State. Much of the

eSiciericy of the schools is due to the efforts of the superintendent. As an evidence that
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his ability and integrity are appreciated we notice that at the recent county Republican

nominating convention he was unanimously re- nominated by acclamation. This is no

petty compliment coming as it does from so intelligent a body of men as are the re-

publicans of McLean county, one that has next to Cook, the greatest number of schoo'

districts and teachers in the State.

Champaign County.—The Champaign county Normal School, held a three week's

session at Urbana, commencing Aug. 4lh. The programme and superintendence was

in the hands of Mr. T. R. Leal, the county superintendent^ now in that office for the

seventeenth year. For all these years Mr. Leal has been the untiring head of the schoo]

system of Champaign county, organizing the first institute ever held in the county, and

absent from but one during the time. That the schools believe in him is attested by the

fact that the roll at this institute exceeded two hundred names.

Prof. Burrill, conducted the Botany work during the first week, after which time

Mr. Hays, a graduate of the University in class of '73, supplemented his work. Mr.

Hays is new in the field as an institute worker, but gave ample evidence at Urbana, of

his ability to instruct in the science of Botany, to which he is giving special attention.

Mr. Hays is the florist of the Industrial University.

Prof. Taft, the Professor of Geology, gave instruction in Arithmetic, Physiology, and

Natural Philosophy. Prof Taft has an inimitable way of lecturing, whereby he accom-

plishes much, and at the same time keeps his class in the best humor, a fine talker, and

scholar, carefully preparing whatever he undertakes for class work ; his institute work

is very successful. Aaron Gove gave instruction in Reading, Grammar and Zoology.

The Farmers convention was held at Uibana, during the institute. A candidate

other than Mr. Leal, was nominated for county superintendent. Should he be elected,

the people have only to pray that he will be as efficient as his predecessor.

Peoria County —From the report of Mr. S. H White, principal of the county Nor-

mal school, we make the following extracts as showing somewhat the benefits of the in-

stitution to the county.

The Influence of the School.—Its number of representatives among the teachers of

the country is constantly increasing.

By reference to the records of the county superintendent, it appears that in the year

1870, fourteen per cent, of those receiving certificates from that office had been pupils in

the school. For the year 1871, the corresponding number was twenty-two per cent.,

while for 1872 it was fifty per cent. Since the first of September last, about ninety of

the pupils of the school have been engaged in teaching in the public schools in the

county.

That all these have achieved the highest degree of success is not claimed. Of a

similar number engaged in any other calling, even though full preparation has been

made for it, there are always some who are considered failures. In this regard, the

work of teaching can never hope to be an exception to the general rule. But that their

work has tended to raise the excellence of the schools of the county, is shown by vari-

ous facts. First. There is greater permanence of teachers now than formerly, and per-

manence is considered one of the best possible evidences of satisfactoiy work in any de-

partment of labor. Where it was the rule only a few years since to employ one teacher

for the winter and another for the summer school, it is now quite common for teachers
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in the country schools to be employed by the year, while in some instances they are re-

tained continually for two or three years.

2d. Teaching is becoming more and more a distinct business for which those en-

gage in it make a special preparation. In consequence of this application on the part

of teachers, and a resulting improvement in their abilities, the work of instruction in the

public schools of the county, though not diminishing in the aggregate, is performed by

a continually diminishing number of workmen. For saying this, we have the same au-

thority as before. During the year 1869, the number receiving certificates from the

county superintendent was 222. During the year 1872, notwithstanding the unusally

large number receiving certificates immediately before the present school law went into

effect, the number was only 208. During the years previous to 1872, the average

number of certificates granted in the month of June, was two. In the year 18^2 the

number was for the same month, fifty-four. Make the number the same in the latter

year as in the three previous years and" the total number receiving certificates will be

reduced from 203 to 151, a number nearly one-third less than that for 1869. This

showing is evidence of a growing satisfaction of the people with their teachers.

Another evidence of the same disposition on the part of teachers appears in the

records of the school, from which it is seen that some of its pupils return to their studies

even a third and fourth time, after absence for the purpose of work or teaching.

This state of things seems to me more conducive to an increased efficiency of in-

struction in our public schools than any other agency could be. If much study and

thought are necessary to make a lawyer or physician, if they tend to produce more skill-

ed engineers or mechanics ; if they are calculated to make more successful farmers, a

proposition which will be denied by none, it is difficult to perceive why similar results

will not follow from the same course with reference to teachers. If rightly viewed, their

work is quite as complex and important in its results as that of any of these.

3d. A third result of the school is a growing acquaintance among the teachers of

the county, a greater interest is felt in each other's success, and a greater disposition to

profit by each other's experience. The meetings of teachers in different parts of the

county are more largely attended and there is greater freedom in the expression of opin-

ion upon subjects connected with their work.

Management.—In its internal workings the school has been conducted upon the

same general plan as heretofore. At every step in their studies the pupils are reminded

of the necessity of working with an expectation to teach the same branches, continually

in view. To this ultimate end the instruction is directed. When the proper time comes

each one is introduced to the actual work of instruction and school 'management in the

training room. The aim is to do careful, substantial work everywhere, to impress the

pupils with such regard for genuine industry and honest labor, that in their school

rooms their examples as well as their precepts shall teach the important lessons of con-

scientious regard for duty, the right and good morals.

Galesburg.—Below find extracts from the annual report ot J. B. Roberts, Superin-

tendent of Schools :

The schools are lacking in some of the appliances by which the teaching might be

made more effective. The rooms are not all supplied with dictionaries. There should

be at least one dictionary in each room besides those which the pupils are expected to
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furnish for themselves. Four or five sets of natural history charts would be of great

value in the oral work. A few numeral frames are needed, and some philosophical

apparatus for the higher grades.

To purchase all these articles which are very desirable and which will most certain-

ly increase the efficiency of the schools would require about ^300, a sum which will not

seem so large when it is considered that the benefits of it are to be shared among more

than two thousand pupils.

The Board holds regular monthly meetings on the evening of the second Monday

of each month at the office of the Board in the High-School building.

The Superintendent may be found in his office in the High-School building every

school day between half past eight and nine a. m , and also between the hours of three

and four p. m. He desires parents to consult with him freely, and to make known to

him their complaints, if they have any. Pupils are admitted to school only on Monday

mornings of each week, after the first three days of each terra.

All new pupils, except new beginners, must present themselves to the Sueperin-

tendent at his office for classification before they can be admitted to any school.

When pupils have become members of a school, it is, of course, expected that they

will attend punctually and regularly, unless detained by sickness or by some unavoid-

able and unforseen occurrence.

Parents are requested to inform- teachers, either in person or by written note, of the

reasons for every irregularity in attendance.

Pupils can in no case be excused during school hours for music or any other out-

side lesson, except by permission of the Superintendent. When such arrangements are

to be made, parents are requested to call in person.

There are some matters connected with the course of study and the discipline of the

schools to which I should be glad to call the attention of the public, if the limits of this

report would allow.

I can say only that we have made an effort to teach the elements of drawing, and

with an encouraging degree of success. I regard it as pre-eminently a practical art. It

is certainly one which is commanding more and more attention among the best educa-

tors oi the country. The Legislature of Massachusetts, has introduced the study by law

into every public school of the commonwealth, not as an ornamental, but as a practical

branch with reference to engineering, mechanics and architecture.

I venture also once more to call the attention of the Board to the subject of vocal

music.

I am firmly and unalterably of the opinion that every child in our schools should

have as faithful and systematic instruction in the elements of vocal music as in arithme-

tic, and I know that such instruction, if of the proper kind, would be practically benefi-

cial to a larger percentage of the pupils than arithmetic or geography.

This is no longer a matter upon which to theorize.

The proofs are at hand for any one who is in doubt in regard to the matter. I

speak thus confidently, for I have investigated these proofs personally, and have see»

the results where any of you may see them if you wish.

In urging this matter, I am aware that it involves a slight additional expense, but I

take it that you do not wish me to tell you how cheaply these schools can be run, but

how efficient for good they can be made to the population at large.
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Indeed I consider that I am working in the interest of economy if I can secure 20

per cent, better schools with but 10 per cent, additional cost.

Putnam County.—The teachers of this county held a Normal Institute of two

weeks, closing on the i8th of July. Between fifty and sixty teachers were in attendance.

Several were present from Marshall County. The attendance was very constant and

regular. E. C. Hewett, of Normal, conducted the exercises, all of which took the form

of class drills. About halfthe time was given to the "new" studies, Natural Philosophy

receiving the largest share.

A public lecture was given at Hennepin on Thursday evening of the first week, and

one at Granville on Wednesday of the second week. There was a good audience at

both places. The County Superintendent, A. W. Durley, will not be a candidate for

re-election. The present prospect is that Miss Harriet A. Fyffe, of Magnolia, will be

the candidate, and that she will be elected. She is a graduate of the Normal Univer-

sity. The county contains but thirty-five school houses, but they are generally in good

condition, and the people sustain and appreciate good schools.

Ogle County.—Over one hundred members were in attendence at the county drill

held at Oregon, under the superintendence of the county superintendent. Exercises

were conducted by J. M. Piper, E. Brown, M. L. Seymour, P. R. Walker, J. H. Free-

man, N. C. Dougherty, Frank Hall, Geo. Blount, and the superintendent. Closed

Sept. 5th.

Montgomery County.—A four weeks drill for the teachers of this county closed at

Litchfield, Aug. 22. The school was conducted by the Co. Supt., assisted by Profs. J.

W. Cook and Dr. J. A. Sewall, of the State Normal School. Notwithstanding the

heated weather, and the extra expense, the teachers of Montgomery county turned out

in large numbers. The work was said to be very satisfactory.

An extra of the Easton Free Press gives a very full account of the closing week of

Lafayette College. From it we learn that the college has a new scientific building

neatly completed. It will cost I20.000, and is the gift of Mr. Pardee. A new chapel

>

costing $30,000, has been completed this year. We judge that the college is in a very

flourishing condition, which will be cause for joy to all lovers of sound learning.

From the report of Col. Eaton, commissioner of education, we gather the following

facts:

While Mass., for schools, spent $20.05 A'' <:apita of population of legal school age,

Illinois spent $8.52. Iowa, Penn., N. J., Neb., Conn., Cal., and Nevada, each ex-

celed our own State in the expense on this basis.

The average monthly wages paid to public-school teachers in Mass., is male,

$85.09, female, $32.39. In Illinois, male $50.00, female, $39.00. There are loi

normal schools in the country of which Illinois reports nine (?) Ohio, eleven (!) and

Mass. seven.

In the table giving the number of museums of natural history, our State is represent-

ed as having none.

The subject of the education of the people is put by Col. Eaton, in the following

words

:
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It should be observed also that those who are interested in this examination of the

entire relations of the questions of education to the public welfare can not be limited to

those classes of persons who are chosen to make laws, either in the national, State, or

municipal councils, or who are selected to administer the laws or to adjudicate cases

under them. These questions have a direct interest (or every citizen, whatever his rank

or position or occupation, and he has a direct responsibility in reference to their solu-

tion. Every dollar of property in a city or State, or in the nation, is interested in the

burdens to be imposed upon it by way of taxation for the support of pauperism, for the

punishment of crime, and for the correction of the manifold evils which are the sources

of these burdens. Every dollar of value, therefore, is interested in the education of the

people, as the great and almost the only process of prevention in the power of civil

govgernment to employ, to reduce the expenses resulting from crime and pauperism, as

well as other and numerous evils, which are avoided or diminished by the universal ap-

plication of intelligence and. virtue on the part of our citizens. It should be recognized

as a fact, therefore, that every citizen, whether as an owner of property, or solely on ac-

count of his rights and immunities as a citizen, is deeply concerned in striking the

balance between the benefits of education and the evils of ignorance and vice in his

city, in his State, in the nation.

And when we have a record of these considerations, which should command the

profoundest attention of the statesman and the patriot, we are dealing with the same

principles of political economy which must be apprehended by the humblest citizen as

the guide of his conduct.

Each is alike interested in the question whether the nation is growing better or

worse, whether property is increasing or diminishing, whether life is shorter or longer,

and whether he himself is contributing to the one result or the other. And when this

circle of inquries has been traversed, should it be found that all questions of method and

forms of government, of expediency in political economy, and all solutions of problems

of civil government, come together and are determined by the methods adopted in the

instruction and training of the young, and the extent and faithfulness of their applica-

tion, of what supreme and primary importance will the universal voice of mankind pro-

nounce all inquiries into educational statistics ?

Moreover, as the American citizen contemplates the movements among the nations

of the earth, and recognizes the changes that are entering into the conditions which de-

termine national progress, he cannot fail to rejoice in seeing the greater and greater ex •

tent to which the fundamental ideas of his own government are having weight among the

peoples of the earth. He sees all the oppressions of tyranny and caste yielding to the

alembic of enlightened reason ; he sees imperial, royal, and aristocratic councils stooping

to consider the quality ofmen as a factor in the problems of political economy ; he observes

in all civilized countries mere physical force going down before brain power and moral

power ; that reason and truth and right are showing their influence in proportion as light

is shed among communities and nations ; that changes in science and intelligence are

followed by corresponding changes, even in the appeal to arms. The warrior, in

measuring his foe, the merchant in trusting his correspondent, the mechanic or artist in

looking at his competitor, and the capitalist in considering the value of the laborer,

must estimate the other's intelligence and training.

Unfortunately, we have no tests entirely satisfactory ; those of reading, writing, or
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both, only having so far been generally applied. But all facts showing the opportunities

for education, and the extent to which they are improved, have their value ; and for

the United States, year by year, the reports of this office are reaching more nearly to

satiafactory results. Slowly, according to the inadequate means fiirnished us, and im-

peded by the chaotic condition of statistics and reports out of which correct conclusions

are to be reached, we are coming into possession of that knowledge which may be a

fair test of our capacity as a nation, and the methods by which our excellence and great-

ness may be increased and the welfare of our people promoted.

The Commissioner closes with a statement of the work accomplished by -the Bureau

and recommends an increase in the force of the office commensurate with the great in-

crease in the work to be done ; that $10,000 copies of the Bureau's report, annually, on

its completion, be put at the control of the Bureau for distribution among its correspond-

ents and the educators of the country. The Commissioner repeats his recommenda-

tion that the whole or a portion of the net proceeds arising from the sale of publiq lands

ghall be set aside as a special fund, and its interest be divided annually, /r^ rata, be-

tween the people of the several States and Territories and the District of Columbia,

under such provisions, in regard to amount, allotment, expenditure and supervision, as

Congress, in its wisdom, may deem fit and proper.

The Peabody Fund.—The annual report ot the general agent of the Peabody Fund,

Dr Barnas Sears, gives an encouraging review of the general condition of the

public schools in the Southern States, and says the encouraging circumstances

vastly predominate over the discouraging. There is one class of men, the report

says, whose influence is to be dreaded, who do not profess to be unfriendly to

common schools, but reluctantly consent to let the experiment be tried provided

it be done cheaply, not considering, probably not caring, that such condition is

fatal to success. The effect would be, and in more than one State, is to create a wide-

spread dissatisfaction among the people, who, having paid their school tax, find that

private schools have been broken up or reduced to weakness or inefficiency by the re-

moval of so many pupils, and that for want of sufficient funds, no respectable public

schools have taken their place. So far as the education of the children of the State

generally is concerned, the two systems coexisting are chiefly efficient in weakening each

other. Either, to be prosperous, requires all the money that is paid for both. Men will

not be satisfied to be reduced to the iiecessity of setting up schools of their own, or of

sending their children from home after having contributed their share to the public

school fund. Such are the results of what people are pleased to call economy in the ex-

penditures for public schools. The report goes on to refer to scheming legislators, and

shows how the voice of the people has been frequently raised against them, insists that

superintendents should not be frequently changed, and says we must wait a time for the

re-ults of the change from the private to the public system. Past prejudices are coming

to be regarded as amiable weakness, and there are men enough in the Southern States

who pronounce for abandoning the antiquated system of private schools and adopting tlie

changes our present conditions render necessar}\ The following statistics are taken

from the report :

Virginia.— Public schools in the State for the year ending Aug. i, 1872, is 3,695,

and the school population, 411,021 persons, of whom 247,002 are white. The amount

appropriated was $32,800.
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North Carolina.—The condition of the public schools, and education generally, is

far from satisfactory, owing to the alarming indifference on the subject among the com-

mon people and the want of union and party co-operation among public men. The

amount appropriated was $12,550.

South Carolina.—Few schools are reported. The legislature at its last session appro-

priated over $300,000 for educational purposes. Not one dollar of the amount has been

received from the Treasury, and the result has been that nearly all the public schools in

the State have been closed. Amount paid out, $1,500.

Georgia.—The effort thus far to establish a public school system has resulted in

comparative failure. The fund contributed $10,200 to twelve schools.

Florida.—Three-fourths of the youth of the State are yet unreached by the educa-

tional system, but the ratio is rapidly changing. The fund contributed $8,000 in aid of

fourteen schools.

Alabama.—Of a population of 1,000,000, 383,000 can neither read nor write. Of

the voting population, there are 91,000 blacks and 17,000 whites who cannot read or

write. The State funds paid $606,617 during the year and the Peabody fund $700 to

five schools.

Mississippi.—There are 4,650 public schools, with an average attendance of 125,000,

and 400 private schools, with 148,780 pupils enrolled. Expense of the common schools,

$1,136,988, and the Peabody fund contributed $4,450 to aid of six schools.

Louisiana.—Seven thousand eight hundred and ninety dollars was contributed to

aid the schools.

Texas.—In the unsettled state of school matters the trustees did not feel justified in

making donations.

Arkansas.—The number of children of school age is 194,314; number of persons

attending school, 32,863, teachers, 2,035; amount paid to teachers, $355,625, and

amount contributed from the Peabody fund, $9,500.

Tennessee.—The number of children of the school age is about 400,000 ; school

fund, $2,512,500 ; amount available for schools, $650,000, and the Peabody fund con-

tributed, in aid of fifty-five schools, $25,900.

West Virginia.—There are 3,000 schools in operation, run at an expense of $750,

000 annually, and $90,000 in the graded and high schools. The Peabody fund contri-

butes $15,950. Total contributed to all the States, $135,840.

Personal —Shurtliff College, at the recent commencement, gave the degree of

A. M. to J. P. Slade, county superintendent of St. Clair county.

O. M. Tucker remains at Lacon another year.

C. F. Diehl will continue in his place at Hennepin the coming year.

James P. Slade has been made Superintenent of Schools in Belleville.

Geo. Mason, late principal of Pekin high-school, has become the principal of the

high-school at Hannibal, Mo.

A. Andrews, goes to the public schools of Geneva Lake, Wis.

A. M Brooks, has been elected Superintendent of Schools at Springfield, 111.

O. S. Westcott, should be addressed hereafter at Chicago High School.
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ILLINOIS NORMAL.

Through inadvertence, '-he Normal was neglected in our last number. We are the

more sorry- for this because that would have been the proper place to speak of the close

of the term, and the exercises of commencement. At this late day that subject is too

old for amplification. It is sufficient to say that the term closed successfully ; the ex-

aminations were quite equal to the average, although the weather was intensely hot.

On the last day of the term, Miss Osband received a fine ice-pitcher as a parting gift

from the school. Commencement day was pleasant and somewhat cooler than a few of

the previous days had been. The exercises were creditable to all concerned. The au-

dience as usual filled the hall to repletion. On the platform were several members of

the legislature, some of whom gave us words of greeting and cheer. After the com-

mencement exercises, which occupied about five hours, the new graduates, members o

the Faculty, invited guests, old students, and citizens, to the number of about four hun-

dred, adjourned to the school-room hall to partake of the annual dinner. This was fol-

lowed by toasts and speeches until about five o'clock, when the assembly broke up.

There was no sociable in the evening.

The public exercises of the Alumni took place on the evening before commence-

ment. They were opened by a sensible address from the President, Robert A. Childs,

Esq., followed by a characteristic speech from O. F. McKim. This speech was exceed-

ingly funny, but, along with the fun, were many streaks of excellent sense. The chief

feature of the evening was the oration by Prof. Henry B. Norton, of Kansas. It was

scholarly, eloquent, and very suggestive, holding the closest attention of the audience

for about one hour. Prof Norton's friends, and they are legion, will be glad to learn

that he leaves his life among the Indians to resume his connection with the Normal

school at Emporia. The exercises of the evening were interspersed with good music.

The Board of Education, at an adjourned meeting July 31st, awarded the contract

for heating and ventilating the Normal building, to Mr. Ide, of Springfield, Illinois.

Mr. Ide is the contractor for heating and ventilating the new State House; he will put

a large force on the Normal job, and expects to complete it early in September. The

Board granted President Edwards leave of absence for six months to recruit his health

.

Since the term closed Normal is very quiet, as is usual in vacation. A few of the

students are in town working in one capacity and another.

Pres. Edwards has been at home nearly all the time thus far ; much of the time

his health would not allow him to leave the house. He is better now.

Prof. Hewett spent the first five weeks of vacation about home, and has now

gone east with his family. During two weeks in July he conducted an Institute at

Hennepin.

Profs. Sewall and Cook went east for three weeks at the beginning ot vacation.

They have been working in Institutes since their return.

Prof. Metcalf went east early in vacation, and has not returned. He has been

rusticating on the coast of Maine a part of the time. The latest reports are that his

health is quite poor. Prof. Coy and family are spending August in Wisconsin.

Profs. Stetson, McCormick, Baker and Forbes have spent the vacation in

Normal thus far.

The prospects of the opening on Sept. 8th, are that the school will be as usual full
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to overflowing. Many of the students, who have been absent a year or more are about

to return to complete their course. The building is undergoing a thoroufjh overhauling,

new boiler and a new system of ventilation is nearly ready for the opening of school.

The new hotel has been opened and is now in running order.

Students arriving in Normal by train can get whatever information necessary res-

pectiug board, rooms to rent, etc., by calling at the ofiice of the Young Men's Christian

Association, two doors north of the postoffice.

Official Report of Proceedings of the Normal Alumni Association,

Philadelphian Hall, June 25, 1873.

Meeting called to order at 3 o'clock, p. m. President in the chair.

The Secretary not being present, th(. minutes of the last meeting were not read.

The Treasurer then read his report, which was accepted. Moved and carried, that

the chair appoint a Sec. pro. tem. President then reported $20.50 expended in print-

ing, sending same and Janitor's fee. He also reported in regard to arrangements made
for dinner.

The association then ordered that the President be paid from the Treasury $20.50.

Mr. Hull then suggested that the one dollar fee be called for from the members.

The Treasurer being obliged to leave, Miss Wakefield was appointed assistant

treasurer.

Mr. McKim moved that a nominating committee be appointed. Said committee,

consisting of one member from eoch class, was then appointed and instructed to report

at the evening meeting.

Mr. Hull, after some remarks, moved that hereafter the Alumni have a dinner on

the day of the business meeting, or have none at all.

Mr. Norton asked for the report of a committee. Mr. Burrill asked " what com-

mittee." Mr. Gove then stated that a notice was given in the Paiitagraph, requesting

all graduates of the University, in the vicinity of Bloomington and Normal, to meet at

the Reception Room, June 19th, to see what might be done to make the Alumni meet-

ings of greater interest—that at that meeting a committee, consisting of Harriett Dunn,

May Pennell and Aaron Gove, was appointed to report at the coming business meeting

of the Association. He then read this report, after which a lengthy discussion arose in

regard to the suggestions therein made.

Mr. Hull here called for iv vote on the motion in regard to the dinner. The mo-

tion was carried. Also, moved and carried, that the dinner be before the business

meeting.

The Association then moved to consider, one by one, the suggestions in Mr. Gove's

report. It was voted that a special committee be appointed to invite Gen. Hovey to be

present at the meeting next year. On this committee were appointed, Messrs. Gove,

Norton, Gastman, Hull, Mrs. Hull and Mrs. Strickler.

The constitution was then so amended as to admit of the election of a Correspond-

ing Secretary, who shall be a resident of Bloomington or of Normal. Moved and carritd

that the Executive Committee consist of the President and the two Secretaries.

Moved to amend the constitution so as to admit of an additional fee of two dollars,

to be paid in January of each year. After a lengthy discussion and numerous motions

in regard to the/««</, amount of fee, &c., &c., the question was laid upon the table for

one year.
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Mr. Norton moved, " That a special committee be appointed by the chair, whose

duty it shall be to apportion among the Normal Alumni, upon a pei- capita basis, their

respective proportion of a fund of one thousand dollars, to be paid in before the first of

March, 1874, to be invested as a permanent fund for the benefit of the Normal Alumni,

and to be used at their discretion." Carried. The chair appointed Gents. Capen,

Cook and Gove.

On motion of Mr. Capen the Cor. Sec. was instructed to prepare a list of the mem-

bers, giving a short account of their whereabouts, doings, and so forth, for the benefit of

such as may be present at the next annual meeting.

Association adjourned until evening.

Evening Session.— President in the Chair. Mr. Hull reported officers for the

coming year. Report accepted. The President stated that on account of illness Miss

Hurwood was unable to be present. The President's address was then given. An
oration by O. F. McKim, of Decatur, followed, and a vocal duet, by Misses Ida^ Cook

and Nannie Smith.

Mr. Henry B. Norton, of Emporia, Kansas, then delivered an address.

The President announced as officers for the ensuing year:— Pres. Henry B. Norton,

Emporia, Kansas; Cor. Sec. Aaron Gove, Normal, 111.; Rec. Sec. Wm. McCambridge,

Bloomington, 111.; Treas. E. A. Gastman, Decatur, 111.

Adjourned. Jennie P. Carter,

R. A. Childs, Pres. Rec. Sec.

Xenophon's Anabasis. By As.\HEL C. Kf.ndrick, LL. D. Sheldon & Co., New
York.

This work is published in the following forms : First, a complete edition of the

Anabasis containing the entire seven books ; Second, the first four books of the Anaba-

sis ; and Third, a complete vocabulary, with full and critical notes to the entire seven

books. The last named is designed for use with any edition of the text, and while ob-

viating the necessity of purchasing a lexicon for the study of this work, it also gives to

the student the advantage of these valuable notes, by Prof. Kendrick.

The first two editions mentioned above contain, besides the text, Kiepert's map of

tlie route of the ten thousand, elegantly engraved, an introduction which gives a clear

historical sketch of the expedition, an itineracy giving dates, places and distances ; a

summary of a few special principles and points of Greek construction, grammatical and

rhetorical, notes with references to the principal Greek grammars in common use, but

chiefly to Hadley's and Bullion's, and a vocabulary. The editor has done his work

with excellent judgment and with scholarly care. The notes are unsurpassed by those

of any edition of the Anabasis, with which we are familiar. We have seen nothing so

well calculated to lead the student to a just appreciation of the force and beauty not of

this author only, but of the Greek language and literature, in general. The nice

shades of meaning expressed in Greek by those little particles, fur which it is often so

difficult to find an adequate translation, and which are, therefore, often left untranslated.
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are explained here with admirable skill. We have but one fault to find with these

notes, and that is the scarcity of grammatical references. For the elementary work,

which has to be done while passing through these first books of the Anabasis, a large

increase in the number of references to the grammar would, we believe, be found highly

advantageous.

The Greek text is good. We do not like the forms of some of the letters,—the

Zeta, the Kappa, and the Xi, in particular,—but the type is large, unusually so for Greek

text, and generally pleasing to the eye. We have observed one or two typographical

errors which a future edition will doubtless correct.

This will doubtless take rank as one of the best of the many editions of this pop

ular author.

Monroe's First Reader, hy Lewis B. Monroe. Philadelphia; Cowperthwait & Co.,

1873-

We are glad to welcome one more book of this series. We have had occasion to

test one of the early books by class use, and were pleased with the results.

The opening sentence in this little first book is a volume :
" A book is not the first

thing to be put into a child's hands, even in teaching him to read."

The letter-press is beautiful. We have no occasion to retract any of the praises we

have bestowed, heretofore, on Monroe's Readers, now that we have seen the first book.

We regard the series as one of the best in print.

A School Manual of English Etymology, by Epes Sargent. Philadelphia, J. H. But-
ler & Co.

As far back as 1854, the old house of E. H. Butler & Co., issued from the press

Bailey's Scholars' Companion, containing exercises in the orthography, derivation and

classification of English words. For these twenty years, in hundreds of our best

schools, this has been yearly in the hands of pupils. With the advantage of experience,

the improved methods of teaching, and advanced scholarship, the same house, or its

successor, presents a new work of the same character, arranged by Epes Sargent. The

compilation could not have been placed in better hands. The study of etymology as

urged by this work is one of the certain roads out of the ruts of English grammar

teaching, in which we have been for half a century. The book contains 264 pp The

arrangement and classification is practical. We hail the advent of this book, especially

because it gives one more incentive to the proper study of our language.

Steiger's German Series:—Ahn's German Reading Charts, Aim's First German
Book, Ahn's Second German Book, Ahn's Rudiments of the German Language,

Key to Ahn's Rudiments : by Dr. P. Henn. New York, E. Steiger 1873.

The above constitute a set of books for the learner in the German Language.

They are put in a convenient and sufficiently cheap form for the masses. The charts

introduce German Script letters of very large size, showing their true formation—a qual-

ity that will be highly appreciated by those who have tried to write German from the or-

dinary printed script alphabet.

The first and second are as the names imply, intended for hand books for the pupil

The Rudiments is a combination of these two in one cover. With Ahn's system

the public are quite familiar. It has received the approval of the public. These books

present it with skill, both in matter and mechanism. Teachers of German will be glad

to send for specimen copies for examination. For the self-learner these books are the

best.
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Tables of Latin Suffixes and a List of Prefixes, by Amos N. Currier. Eldredge &
Brother, Philadelphia.

This is a little book of thirty-five pages, intended by the author as an aid to the

student in the study of L^itin words. It supplies a deficiency often felt by teachers of

elementary Latin, and it will, we believe, be found useful in giving a knowledge of the

formation and derivation of words. The book will serve a good purpose if it succeeds

in calling the attention of teachers and pupils to a kind of instruction that is too often

neglected.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

Chapters on Intellectttal Philosophy. Text Book on Intellectual Philosophy. By J. T.

Champlin, D. D. Woolworth, Ainsworth & Co.
Philosophy of Rhetoric. By JOHN BasCoM. Woolworth, AinSWORTH ^ Co. ..

A Lexicon to Xenophon's Anabasis. By Alpheus Crosby. Woolworth, Ainsworth
& Co.

Report of the Commissioner of Education. 1872.

Steele's New Chemistry. A. S. Barnes & Co.
Franklin Fifth Reader. Franklin First Reader, Brewer & TiLESTON, Boston, 1873.
Ralph's System of Penmans^hip; six numbers and review; books for teachers' prepara-

tion. H. RoLPH, Chicago. Adams, Blackmer & Lyon, Pub. Co., 1873.
Catalogue and Circular, of Shelby ville Graded Schools. J. HoBBS, Superintendent.

Lippincotfs Magazine for September will be a strikingly attractive number. It will

contain an unusually entertaining article on "English Court Festivities," by a writer

who had the entree to the "diplomatic circle," and who has given a graphic description

not only of the levees and "drawing-rooms" held by the Queen and the Prince of Wales,
with the ceremonials and etiquette at such receptions, but also of the entertainments,

balls, concerts, etc., at the royal palaces. A short article will be presented on "The
Patrons of Husbandry," whose numbers are growing with prodigious rapidity, exciting

general interest and a desire for information as to the aims of the order, the constitution

of the '-Grangers," etc. "The new Hyperion" is continued with increasing interest,

which is not a little enhanced by the characteristic illustrations of Gustave Dore. The
number will contain the concluding paper on "Fruits and Flowers of the Tropics," giv-

ing a striking and accurate description of the marvelous vegetation of Oriental coun-
tries ; also a "Sketch of Eastern Travel," treating of China, with illustrations of the

chief points of interest. Under the title of "A Lotos of the Nile" will appear a tragical

love-story by Christian Rcid, the popular author of "Valerie Aylmer." Mr. Black's

charming novel, "A Princes of Thule," which is being received with universal favor,

grows more absorbing as it progresses. "Colorado and the South Park" will be discuss-

ed in a timely and very agreeable traveling sketch by S. C. Clarke. Another part of

Mrs. Hallowell's pleasing novelette, "On the Church Steps," which, by the way, is de-

lightful summer reading, the scene being laid at Lenox, carries the reader further into

a most interesting story,

"Our Home in the Tyrol," Miss Howitt's graphic description of life and scenes in

the picturesque region of the Tyrol, is continued, with illustrations, and "How they Keep
a Hotel in Turkey," by Edwin de Leon, gives a very entertaining picture of life and
manners in the East, as observed in the native khans as well as at the great hotels in

Constantinople and Cairo.

Several short Poems and a budget of piquant "Gossip" will complete a really inter-

esting and attractive number of this popular Magazine. Yearly subscription, $4 00.
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VENTILATION IN THE SCHOOL-ROOM.

On page 307 of Vol. IV., (Nov., 1871,) of the Schoolmaster,

is an article with the above caption, by E. A. Gastman. During the

two years that have elapsed since that article was written, improvements

have been made, based upon that which is the only positive teacher in

this world—experience. And yet so much of truth is in that paper

that we reproduce one paragraph :

" Can you aflford to shut yourself, to say nothing of the pupils, in

a room, and breathe the exhalations from twenty, thirty or sixty pairs

of lungs, without even making the attempt to render the atmosphere as

pure as possible ? Your own health is too important to be sacrificed in

that way. You are the guardian of the children placed under your

instruction. You know what is said about a 'sound mind in a sound

body.' All else that you can do for the little ones will not compen-

sate for their destruction of health."

Every teacher realizes the practical difficulties in the way of even

common ventilation. The headaches with which one leaves the school-

room at night are not confined to teachers. Pupils, especially delicate

girls and boys, are daily similarly afllicted. As the term rolls on,

parents, noticing the rapid enfeebling condition of their children, with-

draw them from school, assigning as a reason that the studies are too

severe for them to bear up under. The facts in the case are, in most

instances, that the school-room is not supplied with pure air. Words

fail to convey the abhorrence with which intelligent people view such a

condition of aff"airs: and when it is considered that the remedy is so
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simple, so cheap and so evidently at hand, the abhorrence changes to

vexation, intolerance and disgust toward school teachers, toward

school boards, and toward ourselves.

What can be done ? The sashes cannot be lowered, for then all

heat at once leaves the room, and it is the warmth that we seek. They

cannot be raised, for the draught comes plump upon a child, and

illness or even life-long disease or death ensues. This is no exaggera-

tion. Many a pupil has been sent to a premature grave by the careless

manipulation of window sashes. If then, we cannot use windows and

doors for the ingress of the pure air, how shall it be obtained? It is

understood that the teachers who read this, appreciate the value of pure

air. Evidently the air must be introduced in some other way ; and,

more than that, it must be introduced of a comfortable temperature.

In large buildings, or small ones when convenient, the furnace can

be used ; but the fifteen thousand country school-houses in Illinois that

cannot have furnaces ! What shall be done with them? It is not im-

portant to inquire why they cannot have a furnace, whether finance or

disposition prevent. The fact is, no furnace can be put into the school-

house, and God and man will bless any invention that will keep the

inhabitants of these buildings in a pure physical as well as moral

atmosphere. Is there a stove in existence that will accomplish the

desired result? Yes, one at least. It can be commended and recom-

mended, not on theory but on experience. In Decatur, Illinois, several

have been in use four years. In hundreds of wide-awake school dis-

tricts they are now in use, so arranged that every foot of the room,

except that upon which the heater stands, is available for use, warming

all parts of the room to the same degree, and constantly pouring into

the apartment volumes of pure air, taken from outside of the house. Its

cost is within the reach of all—in truth, cheaper than common heaters,

for one will last a longer time. It is likely that we may be doing the

firm that manufacture these a service in thus noticing them. If so, we

are glad oi it ; for in assisting them a little, we shall be assisting the

cause of health much. AVe are glad to urge our friends to correspond

with the Bloomington company as advertised on the second page of the

ScnooLMASTBR advertiser, current number. If you have to make any

new arrangement for heating, this fall, it is certain jou will be helped

by corresponding with them. Mr. Phillips, of this firm, has also com-
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pleted a novel patent which he calls " The Fire on the Hearth," that is

certainly something new under the sun. An open fire is pleasant to

look upon, and for ventilation is pre-eminently good. But those of us

who remember the old-fashioned fire-place, remember, too, that although

pleasant to look upon, it warmed but one side of us at a time ; and

that some remote parts of the room were cold while a blazing fire

roared on the hearth. By an ingenious arrangement, the invention of

which we speak combines the principles of the school-room heater with

those of the old-fashioned fire-place, so that every part of the room is

made comfortable with warm, pure air, while at the same time the

bright picture of the blazing fire is before one. For a country school-

house we can think of nothing more pleasant and useful than this

Fire on the Hearth. After all that can be said, one thing, and only

one, is wanted. Any way, teachers, that you can attain that, will

suffice. Air taken from the outer atmosphere directly into the school-

room, of a sufiicient degree of temperature to make the room comforta-

ble is the desideratum.

I have said nothing of the exhaust. Little need be said. If a cer-

tain amount of warmed air is taken into a room, a certain amount of cold

air must first be taken out. It is easier to coax than to drive it out.

SCHOOL SESSIONS.

I. In making our plans for school work, we ought specially to

aim at that method which is best adapted to secure good health. Pu-

pils, should, if possible, be kept in good physical and mental condition;

when they are required to study, their bodies should not be exhausted

by long confinement, nor their minds bewildered by prolonged appli-

cation.

II. For persons under eighteen years of age, short alternate

periods of rest and work are better than long and exhaustive periods of

work, followed by long seasons of rest.

The above postulates are old and trite. They have been pro-

claimed in our neighborhood for a quarter of a century, and longer too.

Everybody acknowledges the truth of them, and yet they are every day

disregarded in the management of our public schools. In many of our

high schools the hours of each working day at school have been put
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into one session. Teachers come to the school house at eight or nine

in the morning and leave at one or two in the afternoon ; and all they

have to do with pupils, in the way of direct personal influence, is

brought within the limit of five consecutive hours.

By this means high-school education seems to be largely defeating

its own ends, and introducing weakness and decay into the material it

ostensibly aims to strengthen and refine.

Every teacher soon learns that there is a limit to the power of fix-

ing the attention. The average of this limit can easily be ascertained.

It is safe to say that three hours of close mental work is as much as

men, on the average, are capable of ; children and youth certainly can-

not exceed that amount ; anything beyond is a profitless weariness to

flesh and spirit. This limit includes too much rather than too little.

There are but few men in the woild who can hold the attention of an

audience of adults, two hours at one time. Gough can do it ; but even

with his action and elocution, men sometimes drop asleep before the

end of the second hour. There are but few clergymen who can preach

two sermons a day acceptably, if each is an hour long. Few men,

even of those most devout, can apply themselves to one point resolutely

enough to take spiritual instruction in instalments of more than one

half-hour each. In ordinary Sunday services, the time is broken up

into brief periods. There is first the morning service, from which the

people depart to their homes, far and near, after remaining together

not more than an hour and a half. Then the afternoon service the

same. There is, besides, the evening meeting, and somewhere in the

course of the day the Sabbath school. These exercises are divided at

least into as many as three sessions. They often require three jour-

neys, some of them quite as long as any that the youth of a town or a

city take in going to the public school. Now why not unite all these

exercises into one session, with a recess or two of ten or fifteen min-

utes ? It would save much of the time now spent in going and com-

ing. It would secure a good part of the day for unbroken rest, medi-

tation or study. It would take no more time for all the exercises

than is now supposed to be occupied in school study every day, and

that, too, consecutive study, where there is but one session. The

pupils in school do not all die at once under this plan. Their elders,

with greater powers of endurance, ought to be able to bear it one day
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in seven, if their children find the principle involved best for them on

the remaining six days. On the Sabbath there is nothing like compul-

sory taxing of the mind. In many cases there is no taxing of it what-

soever ; in some cases it is simply amused ; and yet, in no case, would

the plan I suggest be seriously thought of for a moment. Why, peo-

ple on Sunday get so exhausted in an hour and a quarter spent in wor-

shipping and receiving instruction that they are often quite prostrated

;

and as to the religious instructors, who prepare two lessons a week,

which nobody wants to be more than half an hour long, it is only nec-

essary to look into some of the so-called religious newspapers to find

what a hard time of it they have.

We are seriously told by men of wide observation and experience

in the sustaining of Sunday schools, that the value of these schools is

much impaired when they hold their sessions immediately after morn-

ing worship, for the reason that the teacher is too much wearied by the

one hour and a half of religious worship to instruct well, and the pupil

is by the same means made too tired to learn. Can any one tell upon

what logical or physiological principle the management and arrange-

ment on Sunday ought to be different from what it is on other days of

the week, and why it is, if all find it more agreeable and profitable to

divide the time for study into short spaces on that day, they should

not find it equally profitable on other days ?

Let teachers say how much can be done in way of thorough study

after pupils have been in school at work three hours. Compare the

first hour with the fifth of our long sessions. Either there is no very

keen interest at any time, or else the first two or three hours are spent

in zealous study and the remainder of the time in a state of hungry

unrest, waiting for school to be done. The first hour pupils are wide

awake, ready to take hold of a new subject and understand itj appetites

sharp for new ideas, bodies upright, cheeks with a healthy glow. Dur-

ing the fifth hour there are languid postures, drooping eves, pallid

faces, tired looks, absence of all vivacity, and a painful expression of

impatience on the countenances of nearly all.

Reference has been made to the divis'on of time on Sunday, and

to the fact that on that day we never combine the services so as to

make a session nearly as long as one of our high-school sessions. Re-

ference might also be made to leading schools, throughout the State,
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of the higher grades. The professional schools of divinity, medicine

and law; the schools of technology, the normal schools, the colleges,

the academies,— all by their practice bear testimony against the crowd-

ing of all the recitations into the fewest possible number of hours.

It is often said that the high school includes pupils from every

part of a city or town ; therefore, pupils who attend it have farther to

go than pupils in other schools ; hence, there is need that but one jour-

ney each day should be made, and that pupils should remain at the school

room no longer than is necessary for purposes of recitation of all

the classes, while most of the study is done at home. If this is true in

the case of high schools, it is much more so in the case of the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology and the State normal schools. In the

Institute of Technology, according to the last catalogue, more than

twenty per cent, of the students live twelve miles or more from the

institute building, and board at home. Quite a number of them are

more than forty miles. The average length of time required for this

twenty per cent, to go from their homes to the place where they are

instructed cannot be less than an hour and a half. If there is need of

crowding all the exercises into a small space anywhere, on account of

distance from home, it might well be here. But the hours of recitation

are from nine to half past four, with an intermission of an hour and a

half. The same, nearly, is true of the State normal schools. Courts

of law, political meetings, public lectures, where the best effect is intel-

ligently aimed at, are conducted on the principle of short periods of

rest and work.

There is in one of our cities an annual course of six lectures every

winter. These are given by some of the most interesting speakers in

the country. They are not generally more than an hour and a quarter

in length. If the arguments used in favor of one session a day in

schools are worth anything, they would support the plan of combining

two of these lectures on the same evening. What a saving of time,

and traveling, and care of a hall, and work in the distribution of tick-

ets, would be made by such an arrangement. Yet the verdict of the

public is that one speaker is enough, though he occupy no more than a

single hour.

The sudden change that is made in passing from the grammar

school to the high school often causes serious inconvenience. Much of
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the best material in our high schools comes from the families of labor-

ing men, who take breakfast early and dinner at twelve o'clock. Until

the children are admitted to the high school the family caii all be

together at dinner. After that time there are, every day, vacant seats

at the table. The son or daughter, accustomed to take dinner at noon,

comes home at one or two o'clock, after a fast of six hours or more.

The healthy appetite has passed away. The social dinner table has

been set and cleared ; the high-school pupil takes his dinner, and like a

dog eats it alone. Taking it upon a stomach that partakes of the

languor and lassitude of the whole system, he fails to enjoy it while

eating, or to digest it afterwards. There could not well be found a

surer cause of dyspepsia ; besides, there is the bad effect of taking a

child from the family dinner table for three of the most impressible

years of his life. A dinner taken under these circumstances, when the

brain is weary and the digestion unfit to wait on appetite, must prevent

good study in the afternoon. We believe that in our public schools ail

study ought to be done within the limits of school hours, and that in

making schedules of recitations, teachers ought not to reckon at ail on

home study. It is painful to see a pale-faced, round-shouldered, shal-

low-chested girl, carrying home from school an armful of books at one

or two o'clock in the afternoon, at the close of one of our long sessions,

that she may do at home what she ought to do only at school. It is equally

painful to see a robust, healthy girl doing the same thing, because she

is in danger of coming to the condition of her weaker sister. Some

good things on this point have appeared in the newspapers during the

past year.

The long session doesn't amount to more than three hours of good

work, however long it may be protracted. As a rule, no good study is

done after the third hour. So that if it is determined that schools are

to have but one session, they would better be only three hours in length

instead of five, as they now are. Lessons assigned for a subsequent

day cannot well be learned during the fourth and fifth hours of a ses-

sion, on account of the exhausted state of mind and body. So if they

are to be learned at all, the pupil must wait until a season of rest has

passed. This, under the prevailing plan, can only be done by taking

the books home for study there.

Let the first session close at the end of the third hour ; then let
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there be two hours of rest from all study ; in that time the system may
become prepared for three hours more of good work. It appears to us

that the two hours each day now so commonly spent in dreary listless-

iiess, or painful attempts to goad the brain on to work during the last

two hours of the session, might thus be made available for purposes of

instruction, and really saved to the pupil. But it may be said : "Even
six hours a day is not enough for doing all the study and recitation

now required of high-school scholars." Then we should say :
" Make

the sessions three in number, of three hours each, if it be necessary to

devote nine hours a day to recitation and study, or whatever length of

time is needed to make the length of the school session conform to it."

No teacher certainly can complain because he is required to be at the

school room working with his pupils as long as thej^ are required to

work.

The one-session plan, which requires much study to be done out of

school, discriminates against the poor. In order to study well at home,

the pupil needs some place where he can in a measure be free from

interruption and can work with comfort. A good many struggle into

our high schools from homes in comparatively straightened circum-

stances. It would be well if there were many more of them, for they

afford much of our best material. But they have not in their homes

convenient places for study. Sometimes only one room in the house is

heated, and that the one where all the work of the family is done

—

kitchen, sitting room, parlor, nursery, all in one. When we put all

school-time into five hours, and require study to be done out of school,

we thereby say : "If you are in comfortable circumstances you can

come inta our school and enjoy the advantages of it fully ; if your

father can afford to heat and light a separate room for you to study in,

you have as good a chance in our school as any one else ; but if you

are too poor for that, your poverty is your misfortune here as well

as elsewhere
;
you cannot pursue your studies in our school on the

same footing with those who have spacious and well-warmed houses."

This discrimination is one that, in many instances, bears with great

severity.

The closing of school at one or two o'clock often leaves lazy pupils

at liberty to roam about the streets afternoons. Many coarse boys are

beyond the control of parents and need the restraints of the school.
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A large number of such form the habit of sauntering idlj about town,

or drooling over dime novels, and thus lose all connection with study

and drop out of school altogether. They need the influences which a

high-school ought to give them, but are in many 'peases lost to those

influences through the license aflorded them when they are out of school,

afternoons.

It is true that nearly all teachers, and a large number of pupils,

are opposed to the views herein presented ; but it is not often that a

person defends the one-session p]an because he thinks it better for the

bodies or minds of the mass of pupils, unless his personal convenience

happens to be affected by it. There can be but little doubt that the

one session suits the personal convenience of most teachers. It is

assumed, however, that the schools are maintained for the benefit of

the pupils.

The opinions of most physicians coincide with the principle laid

down : Short, alternate periods of rest and work for the young. Why
they do not more generally speak out their opinions is a mystery. It

is not just to think so badly of the profession as to suppose them to be

influenced by the fact that the long school sessions add largely to their

practice.

It is said that the plan of doing the principal part of the work of

the day between breakfast and dinner is becoming more common
«very year with business men, and that in our large cities, merchants

and bankers very generally follow this plan. The answer to this is, a

reference to the increasingly large number of business men that are cut

of in the prime of life by paralysis, apoplexy, meningitis, pneumonia,

and other similar diseases. If that is what we are educating our boys

and girls for, we are on the right track in adopting one session a day.

You can easily drive a good horse forty or fifty miles a day, for

weeks together, if you will feed and groom and drive him properly, and

give him the right time to rest. You can kill a spirited horse, or dis-

able him for life, by driving him ten miles improperly. So we think

that a boy or girl, in ordinary health, can be kept at school forty-four

Aveeks in a year, and all the while thrive, under the right treatment.

The same boys and girls can be broken down by a single month of

school work wrongly planned. A recent popular writer expresses the

wish that it were possible to extend the genial influences of the Society
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for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals to the children of our schools.

It would certainly not recommend the confinement of them five hours at

a time, with so little intermission as can commonly be given in our high

schools. A. C. Perkins, in Mass. Teacher for Sept.

MY CHOICE.

Yes, I know there are stains on my carpet

—

The traces of small, muddy boots

;

And I see your fair tapestry glowing

All spotless with blossoms and fruits.

And I know that my walls are disfigured

With prints of small fingers and hands;

And I see that your own household whiteness

All fresh in its purity stands.

Yes, I know my "black walnut" is battered,

And dented by many small heels;

While your own polished stairway, all perfect,

Its smooth, shining surface reveals.

And I know that my parlor is littered

With many odd treasures and toys

;

W^hile your own is in daintiest order,

Unharmed by the presence of boys.

And I know that my room is invaded

Quite boldly, all hours of the day.

While you sit in your own, unmolested,

And dream the sof: quiet away.

Yes, I know I have jackets that wear out.

And buttons that never will stay;

While you can embroider at leisure,

And learn pretty arts of crochet.

And I know there are lessons of spelling,

Which I must be patient to hear

;

While you may sit down to your novel.

Or turn the last magazine near.

Yes, I know there are four little bedsides

Where I must stand watchful, each night;

While you may go out in your carriage.

And flash in your dresses so bright.
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Now I think I'm a neat little woman

—

I like my house orderly, too

;

And I'm fond of all dainty belongings

—

Yet I would not change places with you.

No ! keep your fair home, with its order,

Its freedom from trouble and noise;

And keep your own fanciful leisure

—

But give me my four splendid boys.

yennie Harrison.

ADDRESS TO SCHOOL PRINCIPALS.

Our annual gathering for the fifth time as an associated bodjy

composed exclusively of professional teachers, impresses one pro-

foundly with the changes of a few brief years. It is a comparatively

recent thing to speak of the teachers' profession. Within the memory

of many of us, teaching was an occasional occupation ; a prelude

to some higher employment, or the temporary resort of a young man

out of business. The best talent in the profession was found in

academies and colleges, and the best pay was there, of course. Such

a thing as a science of teaching was unknown. Little method and

little uniformity prevailed. Books upon education were rare.

School-rooms were rude and rough, teachers earned mechanics' or

farmers' wages, or such as servant-girls received, and physical ability

was sought, rather than education or character. A good hand-writ-

ing was worth more than almost any other qualification ; and one wha

could write well, was quick and accurate in figures, and able to flog

the largest boy in the district, was looked upon as about the model

schoolmaster. Female teachers were much less employed than

now, their deficiency in physical strength being supposed to dis-

qualify them effectually for school-room Avork. Yet it is certain that in

many places, and in several respects, these old fashioned schools did

excellent work. Partly because the communities Avhich originated

them believed in education, and kept their children in school till they

were twenty-one or more
;

partly because they insisted upon a^

higher education for their professional men; almost every minister,,

lawyer and doctor of the eastern and middle States, forty years ago,
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was a college graduate, and their influence was constantly at work,

lifting the aspirations of the young. * * * Many of our public

schools do the work of the colleges of fifty years ago. In 1822,

geography and English grammar were in the college course of Am-
herst. Philosophy, chemistry and anatomy, were all the natural sci-

ences taught ; and Tytler's general history was a text-book for the

junior class. Instances are on record of young men fitting them-

selves for advanced standing in college in a single year. Comparing

this with the widely-extended courses of some of our high-schools,

we see how much the idea of popular education has advanced, and

how much the demand upon teachers is increased. Once granted

that the State shall educate at all, and the question "how far it shall

educate," becomes important.

The public are also learning that it takes knowledge to impart

knowledge, and no longer tolerate that teacher who is but one lesson

ahead of his pupils. It also recognizes that the power to impart is

more essential than a knowledge of facts. * -s^ * Every one of

jou knows some man of comparatively small scholarship, teaching

better than another of much learning. One has the art of impart-

ing, the other has not. Many of our colleges support certain great

scholars whose names are kept to the front by the backers of those

colleges, but often these men are not teachers. Some modest tutor,

whose name is hardly noticed by any one, may be the real teacher.

Unless he do the foundation work, the great professor talks over the

heads of the youth. After reading Goldwin Smith's lectures on

modern history, one cannot help asking how much the average

Cornell sophomore learns from his teaching. All our educational

schemes, however, are aspiring, and as schools and academies rise,

colleges must rise with them, and the men who can really give higher

culture will be in demand.

The graded school is a necessary outgrowth of the popular de-

mand for more extensive education, with due regard to economy

and thoroughness. I had almost said uniformity, but it is not possi-

ble, nor would it be desirable if possible, to have our schools turn

out uniform scholars. Outside influences and diff'erent natural gifts

prevent that dead level of attainment which is sometimes sought, but

never realized. The simple idea of putting more work upon the pub-

I
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lie schools made some sort of grading necessary to secure economy of

time, to prevent dull or deficient pupils from loading down their class-

es, and to group together those of the same average working capacity.

This idea has grown at last into a system of instruction in which the

order of developement of the different faculties, the proper succession

and proportion of studies, the best methods of securing given results,

the proper methods of recording results and bringing these records

before the minds of the public in such a way as to promote the wel-

fare of the schools, are objects of study. The school principal now

is not necessarily a teacher, but should be one competent to teach

teachers ; not an artisan, but a master workman ; not merely one

who knows how to impart knowledge, but one w^ho can impart to

others the methods by which a school can be successfully taught. It

is obvious that scholarship alone is not enough for a school principal.

There are hundreds of things required of him which are not to be

learned in books. As well attempt to become a sculptor by read-

ing, as to become a competent school principal. The graded school

requires at its head a professional teacher. Any other endangers

it. An excellent hospital nurse may make a very incompetent head

of the hospital. An excellent watchmaker may be a poor superin-

tendent of the Elgin factory. The more costly and complicated the

machine, the more the danger of committing it to untried hands.

The graded school, like all other schools, has its enemies. Of

course, those who oppose the public school in all its forms—and they are

many—oppose this as more complete and more expensive than it ought to

be. Would-be aristocrats object to its social equality. Private schools

often oppose it because of its thoroughness. Business colleges, that

profess to give a complete business education in three months, object-

to the time consumed in public schools. Hobby riders of all kinds

object—that their hobbies are slighted. Some object that our course*

contain too much ; others are equally strong that we teach too little.

Parents of dull, of lazy, or of frivolous children complain of the steady

movement which requires every pupil to keep in line, or fall out and

be left behind. Teachers complain of the drudgery of examinations,

and regret that their pupils pass from them from year to year to be

no longer under their control, and hence withhold their personal in-

fluence, and treat all pupils with equal indifference. Others object
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to anything artificial in education, and regarding the graded school

as the most artificial form of instruction, ring changes on the word

artificial in condemning all its arrangements.

Of this it may be enough to say, that all civilization is artificial,

and that a book, a map, a globe, a school-desk, or a clock and ther-

mometer, are artificial.

Several defects, however, exist in the graded school, some un-

avoidable, others remediable. Not to trespass upon the ground

which is to be covered in your discussion, I will touch them briefly,

and indicate a few.

Many difficulties grow out of the yearly system of promotions.

There is a sense of injustice hard to remove when a pupil who fails

slightly upon a year's work, is compelled to do the whole over again.

This difficulty ought to be provided for by the multiplication of

grades, not perhaps in name, but in reality ; by breaking up a grade

into sections, which are gradually diverging during the course, but

are not separated by intervals of a year, promoting even monthly, if

need be. / am disposed to urge tJie experiinent of the transfer of the

teacher with the class to grade, not by any means as a rule, but as a

frequent thing. The itinerant system of preaching, and the taking

of new classes yearly, are much alike. Much can be said in favor

of both. But the advocates of the itineracy in preaching are ex-

tending the term of service by degrees, and the experiment in schools

is worth trying. In my opinion, the absence of strong personal in-

fluence is one of the greatest drawbacks to the success of the graded

school.

Another difficulty encountered is the ^proper provision to he

made for those who.,for any reason^ will not grade well; for those,

for instance, who can attend school only in the winter, while the

classes, from year to year, cover the same ground in the winter term.

A rigid system, which requires the work of the regular grades of

these irregulars, who are often those who have the strongest claims

upon the public for an education, excludes them entirely from a free

education, or from all education. Such pupils are to be fitted into

the school somewhere; and if the best thing desirable cannot be

secured for them, the best possible should be done. One imperative

fact should determine the action of public-school authorities, viz: The
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schools exist for the good of the public, and all rules must give way

to special cases and necessities.

It is well known that in Germany, Switzerland, and to some

extent elsewhere in Europe, industrial education in arts, manufac-

tures, agriculture, horticulture and mining, is largely given by the

government. Continual demands are made among us for something

similar. Drawing has been largely introduced. Other branches,

pertaining to the business of life, are called for. One urges horti-

culture as an essential part of a school education. Every man

seems to be looking toward the public schools to educate men for his

own occupation. How to combine industrial education with the

other requirements of school is a question, gentlemen, which you

may soon be called to solve. If our children were generally to be

trained for one profession it would be easy of solution ; but how to

meet the problem, when sixty or more trades are represented in one

city school, is not so easy.

It is certain that our school courses are already crowded, and

that few complete them. Perhaps twenty-five pupils in a thousand

enter our high schools, of whom not more than half complete the

course. Many never complete the grammar school. Those who

stay through are kept so closely at work that they are not able to

learn much that pertains to getting one's living while in school.

Leaving the high school at eighteen, the boys are not fitted for earn-

ing their living in any trade, and the girls know nothing of house-

keeping. Parents who know that their children must earn their

living are not usually inclined to start them earlier in those pur-

suits by which they are to win their bread.

The regular supply of trained and competent assistant teach-

ers for our graded schools is yearly becoming a grave question.

The average duration of the school life of our teachers cannot ex-

ceed three and a half years, not counting those who try and fail.

Our normal schools— State, county and city— supply but a few

teachers ; not over tAvo hundred a year, all told ; and many of these

are monopolized by private schools, or pass speedily into domestic

life. Until some additional means of supply is devised, a large

portion of the time of each school superintendent must be employed

in training teachers. It seems absolutely absurd that a school prin-
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cipal, who is responsible for the grading and general conduct of the

whole school, should be expected to teach the whole time. The pub-

lic too often fail to discriminate between the duties of a superinten-

dent and of a principal teacher, expecting one man to do two men's

work. The breaking in and proper training of young teachers

requires no small part of the time and energy of principals.

It is an interesting sight to enter one of our large graded

schools and to observe its workings, where, from the highest to the

lowest grade, order, neatness, system, intelligence, promptness, are

to be seen everywhere ; where accuracy, thoroughness, decision and

force are displayed by the teachers, and diligence and earnestness

are seen in the pupils. But this may be seen while the work done

is mechanical and not very profitable. It impresses the thoughtful

spectator as does the machinery of a great factory. This busy,

whirling, polished, flashing enginery is remorseless and savage ; it

may crush, or tear, or destroy the operator, as well as transform

raw material into finished fabric. And while the superintendent

points with satisfaction to his active workers, and tells what they are

doing, let us ask the more important question, what are they heconi-

ing while they do it ? Is this busy life developing good character ?

Are the homes of these children better because they are here ? Will

these boys go out to do business on better principles because of their

education ? Will they be more honorable, more truthful, more trust-

worthy because of this school ? Are they to be like James Fisk,

sharp intellectually, but glorifying, by his daily practice, the most

corrupting vices of efi'ete civilization ? Will our girls be better

wives and mothers, physically and morally, because of the graded

school ? These are questions more important to us, fellow teachers,

than grading and promotion, than the proper balancing of studies or

the amount of oral teaching. Character is more than scholarship.

Unless business, trade, politics and social life are cleaner, purer and

holier, because of our schools, we come far short of the best attaina-

ble. Personal love, care and fidelity are necessary to foster good

qualities in the heart of a child ; discipline must be tempered by

personal sympathy to make it effective.

With our broadening views of the end and object of education,

with clearer perceptions of the means and methods employed, let us
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strive more earnestly that culture and growth may mark our work,

that our pupils may be better children, better men and women, better

citizens; may think more of what they are becoming than of wbat

they are doing. We are making our pupils intellectually strong and

cunning of fence : let us make them, not gladiators, but knights like

Bayard, perfect in every manly exercise, but without fear and with-

out reproach. Henry L. Boltwood.

FINDING THE LATITUDE AT SEA.

But commonly the seaman trusts to observation of the sun t*

give him his latitude. The observation is made at noon, when the

sun is highest above the horizon. The actual height is determined

by means of the instrument called the sextant. This instrument need

not be here described ; but thus much may be mentioned to explain

that process of taking the sun's meridian altitude which, no doubt,

every one has witnessed who has taken a long sea-journev. The
sextant is so devised that the observer can see two objects at once,

one directly and the other after reflection of its light : and the amount
by which he has to move a certain bar carrying the reflectino-

arrangement, in order to bring the two objects into view in the same
direction, shows him the real divergence of lines drawn from his eye

to the two objects. To take the sun's altitude, then, with this instru-

ment, the observer takes the sun as one object and the horizon

directly below the sun as the other : he brings them into view

together, and then, looking at the sextant to see how much he has

had to move the swinging arm which carries the reflecting glasses,

he learns how high the sun is. This being done at noon, with pro-

per arrangements to insure that the greatest height then reached by

the sun is observed, at once indicates the latitude of the observer.

Suppose, for example, he finds the sun to be 40° above the horizon,

and the Nautical Almanac tell him that at the time the sun is 10°

north of the celestial e([uator, then he knows that the celestial equa-

tor is 30° above the southern horizon. The pole of the heavens is,

therefore, 60° above the northern horizon, and the voyager is in 60°

north latitude. Of course, in all ordinary cases, the number of
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degrees is not exact, as I have here for simplicity supposed, and

there are some niceties of observation which would have to be taken

into account in real work ; but the principle of the method is suffi-

cientlj indicated by what has been said, and no useful purpose could

be served by considering minutise.— R. A. Proct.or, in Popular

Science Monthly for Orioher.

Now that our subscribers have returned to their school-rooms, we
hope they will not forget to give the Schoolmaster a helping hand.

This Journal desires to serve you faithfully, and to merit your good

wishes and kind acts. It is true that the editors alone own it, and are

responsible for it ; they pay its bills and divide its profits. (?) But to a

great extent it is your Journal, and its value and success depend very

largely on you ; if you wish to make it both valuable and successful,

Renew your oivn subscription promptly.—get others to sulscrihe,—
send lis items of educationnl news,—give v.s your thoughts and
experience for its p>ages.

Now is the time to get up clubs for the Schoolmaster ; sec our

new premium-list. Subscriptions are coming in pretty freely, singly

and in clubs, but a little effort on the part of our friends will increase

them four-fold : this will make us glad, and you too. One of the finest

clubs received lately was from Perry County ; we have the veteran

Superintendent to thank for this ; thirty other superintendents can do

us an equally good turn.

As the schools begin and books and apparatus are wanted, it will

be for your advantage to study carefully our advertising pages. We
advertise nothing that we are ashamed of ; the articles are good, and

the advertisers " all honorable men"; at least we have found them so.

If your Schoolmaster does not reach you properly, lorite to us.

If you have queries you wish answered, write to us. If you want

books or apparatus for your schools, and it is not convenient to send at

once to the dealer, ivrite to us. If you have anything you wish to 8;\v

to the Schoolmaster, or its readers, write to us.

The article in this No. taken from the Mass. Teacher, from the

pen of A. C. Perkins, will bear and well deserves several readings by

principals of graded schools and p:irticularly masters of high

schools in Illinois". It has almost become a custom among us to have

but one session. The reason, and it appears to be a good one, generally

I
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assigned, is to accommodate pupils who live at a distance. Mr. Perkins

plainly sets forth the evils of the system. They demand consideration.

From personal experience we are able to condemn the one session plan

as being productive of much ill health both to teacher and to pupil.

This effect is more to be avoided than the convenience of ten per cent,

of the school that live a distance from the building is to be sought.

We lately read one of Justin M'Carthy's Novels ; and we were sur-

prised to find him using expressions which we are often obliged to correct

our pupils for using. We give a few of these expressions. " I can
guess that much." "There was one illusion gouQ, anyhow.''^ This

misuse of the words in Italics is frequent with him. We noted the

following slang phrases. "Not, if I know it." " If I didn't, call me
a New Jersey man." " She had never seen anything omich in him."
"It would not hold water for a moment." " It's very nice, but it

wonH ivash.^' All the above quotations sound wonderfully like what
we often hear on this side of the Atlantic ; did he learn these expres-

sions of us? Speaking of an evening party, given by people whose
means were scanty, he says " The wine was poured with, not at, discre-

tion." This is a pointed way of saying it, at least.

The annual meeting of the State Teachers' Association will

be held at Bloomington. Arrangements are making for a large

attendance and an excellent programme.
The first session will be held on the evening of Monday, Decem-

ber 29th ; the last on Wednesday, December 31st—this gives two days
and three evenings to the exercises, and keeps no one from home Christ-

mas or New Year's.

The trains from all points reach Bloomington in the afternoon,

thus placing the first evening session within the reach of all. The ad-

dress of welcome and of the president will then be given. Tuesday
forenoon the primary and high-school sections will meet ; a general

session will be held in the afternoon ; a lecture in the evening. Wednes-
day forenoon the grammar-school and college sections will meet ; a

general session in the afternoon ; a lecture in the evening. Among
the subjects already decided upon are the "Normal School Question"
and the "Press and Free School." Bloomington is convenient of ac-

cess, the hotels are ample, and with the chairman of the executive

committee already on the ground, it is hardly possible that other than

a good time will be had.

We shall resume the publication of reports with the next issue. Blanks
tor reporting are ready printed, and will be sent to all school principals who
apply for them. We hope to make this table of as much interest as usual.

Let all the friends, who wish to report, write at once for blanks.
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An important advent in the literary world is looked for next year.

The house of A. S. Barnes & Co. announce the publication of a

magazine to be called the International Review. Prof. John M. Leav-

itt is the editor, and in the list of names of writers, already secured,

are the most eminent in Europe and America. The first num-
ber is to be issued January 1st ; the subscription price $5 per year.

The annual meeting of the county superintendents of Illinois is

to be held in Chicago, October 14, 15 and 16. The full programme
will be found on other pages in this issue. In view of the coming

changes in the office, to be made by November elections, it is much to the

credit of our county superintendents that they are willing to undergo-

the expense of such a trip just before retiring to private life.

All our cotemporaries seeni to coincide with th^ opinion we expressed in

our last number, that the recent meetings at Elmira were the most successful

and profitable that the associations have ever held. We believe this result is

due, very largely, to the foresight, energy and promptness of Pre^dent

Northrop. He had his work well planned ; he presided with great urbanity

and promptness ; he showed decision, good judgment and firmness. Bores

had small chance when he was in the chair. It did us good to see him shut

ofi" one whom we knew of old ; he seemed to read '• bore,' " hobby-rider" on

the speaker's face, for he set him down even before he had fairly mounted
his little hobby-horse. The papers of the associations, when published, will

make a volume that every teacher ought to own and study. We hope they

will be issued promptly. All departments of the educational army were well

represented at Elmira ; the colleges sent some of their strongest men, and

they made their mark. We think, however, that as related to the whole

number in the country, the normal workers were the most fully represented.

The meetings of that section attracted much attention ; President Boyden

did his work well. We wish, however, that in future meetings, less time

might be wasted in discussing the question whether normal schools should do

anything but strictly professional work. The place of holding the next

meetings was not fixed.

In the normal section, at the recent meetings at Elmira, the man was

present who thought that normal schools ought not to teach any arithmetic,

geography, grammar, etc , but should limit their work entirely to theories

and methods of education. In fact, this man was quite numerous at Elmira.

and he thrust himself forward in the discussions with his accustomed mod-

esty. He is always at those meetings, and that little hobby of his requires

much time to show off its paces. He is rarely or never a man really engaged

in the normal-school work ; but, of course, this fact enables him to see what

is wanted much more clearly, and to express his opinions with increased

positiveness. Sometimes he is the teacher of some academy, or higher insti-

tution ; he does not like to have any dangerous rivals in his search for

patronage ; hence these tears. Sometimes he is simply one of the gemu^
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theorizer ;
and, if facts will not harmonize with theory, why, so much the

worse for the facts.

One thing is certain, normal schools must continue to teach the branches
of school study till they are better taught elsewhere than they are now. Be-
sides, it is clear to our mind, that one can better show how to teach a study
while teaching it than in any other way. If we want to show one how to

tench arithmetic we can do it best by teaching arithmetic. Normal teachers

are sometimes too ready to allow these fellows to '' raise a dust" and almost

hide the real good that normal schools have already accomplished. Some at

Eluiira almost pronounced normal schools a failure because they are not purely

and simply professional. Now, the fact is, that the normal school that does

nothing but professional work, scarcely exists in this country, or ever has
existed here ; and yet normal schools have done a work that has given the

very word " normal" a cmli value. If it were not so, we should not find

every one-horse academy and fifth-rate college so anxious to advertise its

•' normal department." It was not so twenty years ago. Let those who are

30 ready to decry normal schools as they are, with all their imperfections

—

and none feel their imperfections more than earnest workers in them—let

such, we say, tell us why they are so anxious to steal the name " normal," if

the normal schools have been such poor concerns.

Another year in the history of our schools is begun. The harness is

on, the work commenced. The evils to be combated already loom up be-

fore us in almost huge proportions. Irregular attendance, poor gradation and
classification, entreaties of parents to promote and push their children, new
assistants,—these are common obstacles to the complete success of all ; and
yet no one of them is insurmountable. Those teachers who are in their

places for the first time—who are new to the town—have, in addition to

the above, still other hindrances to progress. Circumstances must, in all

cases, shape the conduct of the management of the school. A few laws of

conduct, however, are inflexible. The immediate predecessor of the teacher

ahould be spoken well of; his work never belittled, even though it deserves

to be.

The new teachei^will gain little by " pitching into" any text-books he

may find in use. He cannot afi'ord to make extra work for himself, by
changing the books already in the hands of the pupils. The surest way to

the afi"ections and confidence of the patrons is, truly, through the children
;

next to them, through the pocket. The father is not likely to smile at the

school management while he is paying several dollars for a new reader,

arithmetic and geography of the same grade as those his child 'already

owns. It will be remembered, too. that in districts working under the gen-

eral law the directors must do all work in the text-book line.

Again, the teacher new to his town, will gain no permanent good by
making evident efibrts to please and compliment patrons and children Let
his course be manly.

Once more, new teachers from normal schools will do well to talk little

about the school from which they come. The neighboring districts are

taught by students from other schools and colleges, and are placed in antago-
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nism to one who commences his career by loud talk in self-praise. The
school at which one is educated receives the commendation it deserves, not

by what its graduates my^ but by what they do.

It must be reaiembered that no one school sends out the best teachers

in the State. The best teachers come froai many schools. Then let every

new teacher, for the first three months at least, "hold his tongue," but work
and keep his eyes open. The people will ascertain his worth soon enough; and

unasked commendation is worth more, infinitely more, than sought praise.

MATHEMATICAL CORNER.

Problem I. Given the equation

X + 6 v' a^ = 91 - -

to determine the value of x
Sohtti-m : Squaring we have

(x— 91)2 = 36 a?

.»3 — 218 a? = - 8281-

Whence x = 49 or a; = 169.

But this latter value does not satisfy the given equation. Why did we
obtain a wrong answer ? Give the true solution of the given equation.

Problem II. Let

i = y — 1

;

to find the value of

]/ i/ also of y' — i.

In other words : What is the reduced or simplified value of

p/ / _ 1 and of i/ — ;/ — 1 ?

Problem III. In Ray's Algel.ra (pare II. page 105, example 20), we
find the following : Divide the fraction |^ into two parts, so that the numer-
ators of the two parts taken together shall be equal to denominators taken

together.

Show that this question admits of an infinity of solutions, and give a

few of them w. s.

Marine, III.

Correspondents are showing much interest in our mathematical ques-

tions, and we have received several new ones for future use. We would

suggest to all who send us questions for insertion, that they should send their

own solutions also ; that is, in all cases where the questions are not asked for

the infurmation of the one sending.

Solutions of the " hox^ question in Axu/Kut number.—ALGEBRAIC.

—

Construct the box so that the top and bottom shall extend to the sides of the

cube in all directions, and let the sides extend to the ends of the box. Let

X r=: one side of the box in inches, and let a= thickness of the plank. The
area of one side of the box will be x'^ inches, and the total area 6x'^ inches.

The area of the plank is 12168 inches ; add to this the area of 8 edges, that i

i
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are x inches long and a inches wide ; and 4 edges that are (x-2a) inches

long and a inches wide, and we have 12168+ 12ax-8a2 equal to the area of

the box. Hence,

6.7;2= 12168+ 12aa:-8a2, or x^2ox= 12168-8a-^

6

Completing the square and extracting the root,

x-a= , , 1 2168-2a2; hence x= /12168^a2
,

6 6
^

Form this may be derived the following general

Rule—From the area of the plank take twice its thickness; divide tl{,e

remainder hi/ 6 ; extract the scjaare root of the quotient, and add the thick,

ness of the plank to the root. The resuU is the length of the required cube-

B. B. L.. El Paso. III.

Arithmetical.— It may be seen that a cubical box can be made of six

square pieces of plank, except two corners, each of which will be a cube
whose side will equal the thickness of the plank. Tn this case, the area of

these two corner pieces will be twice the square of 3 inches. Hence, take

18 inches from the area of the plank, divide the remainder by 6, and the

square root of the quotient will be the length of one of the six pieces, which
is 45 inches. Add 3 inches, the thickness of the plank, and we have the

length of the side of the required cube. J. C, Bdleinlle, III

It is also correctly solved by E. H. K. Our correspondent from Water-
loo, Iowa, had a misconception of one point in the question.

(It will be observed that J. C.'s reasoning leads him to exactly the pro-

cess derivii] from B. B. L 's formula.)

R. R., of LaPorte, Ind., sends a solution of the problem concerning the

dish and cover, published in our April number. He .solves by representing

the cost of the dish by a line, and then determining the relations of the parts

by doubling the line upon itself

Illinois.

La Salle County.—County Superintendent Williams is a candidate for re-election.

He has been nominated on two tickets—Republican and Farmers.

Ottawa schools opened full, with a first-class corps of teachers. Will Jenkins re

mains as superintendent.

Peoria.—The county normal and city schools are under full headway. Mr. J. E.

Dow is city superintendent, and Mr. S. H. White, principal of the normal.

Miss Mary W. Whiteside, formerly a teacher in one of the Chicago public schools,

has been nominated by the republican convention of Peoria county for the ofifice it

county superintendent of schools.
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Pike County.—The public schools in Chambersburg will re-open next Monday.

They retain their present principal, Mr. C. I. Swan; also B. S. Greenwell, the former

teacher in the grammar school. They are both live, practical teachers. Miss Mary
Ellege takes charge of the primary department.

The public schools of Griggsville are open. Prof. Dobbin who has been teaching

in the Pike county normal school, is the principal for the coming year.

Prof H. M. Cor.sbie, who has been teaching in the normal school at this place dur-

ing the summer, left this morning for his home in Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, where he will

shortly enter into a matrimonial alliance with an accomplished young lady of that city.

Prof. C. is a most excellent gentleman and fine teacher. During his sojourn here, he

has made a host of friends, who will unite with us in wishing him great joy and future

happiness in his new role of life.

—

Pittsjield Old Flag.

Coles County.—The Mattoon East Side schools opened, with an able coi-ps of teach-

ers, and otherwise under favorable auspices, Sept ist. Nearly 500 pupils were enrolled.

Vocal music has been introduced, as a distinct study. A primary text-book in com-

position has been placed in the hands of the grammar and higher intermediate classes,

and a systematic method of moral instruction has been adopted. The course of study

for the high school, df which the superintendent Mr. N. C. Campbell, has charge, has

been fixed, and the first class will graduate at the close of the school year.

The West Side began with an attendance of 376, J. W. Lanning, principal. The
Catholic school, under their instructors, began with 54 pupils.

Shelby County.—The institute of thi.= county convened at Shelbyville, Aug. 25.

Mr. E. A. McGrew, county superintendent called the meeting to order. The organiza

tion was effected by making Jephthah Hobljs, President ; S. P. Myers, Vice-President

J. W. Cokenower, Secretary; W. E. Nelson, Assistant Secretary, and Miss S.J. Roland

Treasurer. Ample and Interesting lectures were given by the President, Messrs. Coke

nower, Glenn, Warner, McDermith, Ragan, Lane and others. Dr. Davies lectured on

one evening, and Dr. Phillips on another, both for the benefit of the institute. Mrs.

Mouser, with her efficient aids, furnished music. Among the resolutions passed was the

following, complimentary to Mr. E. A. McGrew.

Whereas, there is a great benefit resulting to teachers by the holding of properly ui-

ganized institutes, and whereas the organization of the present Institute was " mainly"
due to the exertions of E. A. McGrew, county superintendent of schools, and whereas
he has in all ways and at all times acted in a fair and impartial manner in his official

capacity, as well as in his association with us as a member of our body, and whereas he
has at all times used all reasonable means in his power, to promote the standard of teach-

ing as a profession ; therefore, be it resolved, that our thanks are due and are hereby ten-

dered to E. A. McGrew for set vices rendered in this behalf, and that a committee be
appointed to present him a copy of these resolutions, and that the Secretary spread the

same upon records.

Bureau County.—Princeton high school opened this year with an enrollment in

excess of any heretofore since its organization. This is one of the early organized

township high schools in the State. If any argument were necessary to advance the or.

ganization of others, the history of this is ample. The new law now, makes such a

school possible in eveiy township in Illinois ; while all could not expect to obtain as

efficient a head as is Mr. Boltwood, yet each could be made a power.
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Ogle Couniy.—The schools at Rochelle, in charge of P. R. Walker, opened with

an increase of forty-two over last year. A high-school department has been organized.

The schools at Creston bid fair to revive again in the hands of Mr. Geo. Blount and

Miss Freeman.

St. Clair County.—The county institute in charge of
J. P. Slade, county superin-

tendent met in Belleville, Aug. 29. Hon. Newton Bateman, Prof. T. J. Burrill, Mr.

Henry Raab, Miss M. Challenor, Miss Mary Evans, Mr. E. Feigenbutz, Mr. E. Aners-

wald are among the names we find reported as giving exerci.ses. This county has,

especially since the advent of the present superintendent, been notably in the advance in

institute work. The session for 1873, was evidently no exception to the general rule.

One hundred and eighteen enrolled their names and paid their dues. Mr. C A. Sin-

gleterry, was the secretary. Mr. Bateman lectured one evening to the citizens and insti-

tute, on the subject of collegiate education. The following resolutions passed at the

session are indicative of the excellent spirit of the teachers of St. Clair county.

1. Resolved, That our warmest thanks are due our worthy county superintendent'

J. P. Slade. for the energy he has shown in organizing and conducting the exercises of

the institute.

2. Resolved, That Prof. T. J.
Burrill, of the Illinois Industrial University has our

most sincere thanks for the great service he has rendered us during the session, as lec-

turer, friend and adviser.

3. Resolved, That we tender our hearty thanks to the Hon Newton Bateman, our
State superintendent for his excellent address upon the Importance of Correct Methods
of Teaching, especially as applied to primary instruction.

4. Resolved, That we believe the new studies added to our common school course

ire necessary auxiliaries in the instruction of our pupils ; that they need not interfere

with, but may materially aid in, the teaching of the otiier branches.

Also, that it is our duty as teachers to treasure up and add to the store of useful

information which we have gained at this session of the St. Clair county institute, not so

much for our own personal benefit, as for the benefit of those placed under our instruc-

tion.

Springfield.—A special meeting of the board of education was held at the office

of the superintendent, on Saturday at 2:30 o'clock p. m., and the following resolutions,

with reference to the death of the late Rev. Perry Bennett, adopted :

WhkreAS, It has been reported to this board that Rev. Perry Bennett, principal of

the second Ward school, died on the 5th instant.

Resolved, That this board bears cheerful and grateful testimony to the purity of the

life of Mr. Bennett, and to the learning and fidelity and patience with which he dis-

charged his duties while connected with the schools of the city.

Resolved, that the lioard. while testifying their own sense of the merits of the de-

ceased as a teacher, as a citizen, a neighbor, and a sincere teacher of Christianity, ex-

tend their earnest sympathy to the teachers of the city, who have lost an esteemed asso-

ciate, and to the children who, by the death of Mr. Bennett, are deprived of a zealous

and efficient instructor.

Resolved, That we sincerely condole with the family of our deceased friend and
associate, and will attend his funeral at 3 o'clock at the North Baptist Church.

Meeting of the City School Teachers. —The teachers of the Springfield city schools

met on Saturday morning, the 13th insl., at the High-School building for the purpose of

holding an Institute as provided by the rules and regulations of the school board. After

the opening exercises, which were conducted by Mr. Sampson, Mr. Sampson was elect-

ed chairman , and Miss Sell was made secretary.
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The Superintendent, Mr. A. M. Brooks, then made some remarks. In the forty-five

minutes occupied by him, he made many good points which were appreciated by the as-

sembled teachers. He wished the teachers to see that their pupils were tidy and in proper

condition for school. He wished all the good things introduced by the former Superin-

tendent preserved. After a great number of useful hints as to how to succeed, he de-

clared that the whole secret lay in the little word work.

The Rev. Mr. Shaw followed in some very appropriate remarks.

After a recess, Mr. Piquenard, the State House architect, entertained the teachers

with some remarks on drawing. He thought the old method of copying drawings a

very bad one. The pupil should draw from objects placed before him. Drawing is

seeing. A person who cannot see an object as it is cannot draw. No books were

needed, aside from those necessary to prepare the teacher in the methods of instruction.

He thought Chapman's American Drawing Book contained many good points. TBe
whole talk appeared to us to abound in good sense, and the methods pointed out by

Mr. Piquenard, if followed understandingly, cannot but prove a success.

Mr. Chas. F. Willcutt then gave a lesson in penmanship.

Mr. Sampson discussed the spelling question. It was evident that the gentleman

had thought and experimented upon the matter, as he favored some methods more
modern than those of "the time when we were boys."

Mr. Gardner introduced a motion to the effect that a committee be appointed to

draft suitable resolutions of respect in honor of our late friend and co-laborer, Rev. Perry

Bennett. Adopted. The chair appointed Mr. Gardner, Mr. Brooks and Mr. Willcutt,

as said committee.

The dinner hour having arrived, the Institute adjourned.

The following extract is from a recent editorial of the yoiirnal:

Our School System and its Assailants.—The public-school system seems again to

be the basis of considerable agitation, by reason of the assaults upon it in New York
city. Its assailants seem to be the standing foe of popular education,— Papacy—and the

attack gives evidence of being a preconcerted movement, craftily planned, and one giv-

ing promise of at least partial success, unless the friends of the system rally to its support.

The aim in New York appears to be to establish denominational schools in great num-
bers, and so to depopulate the public schools, the teachers of which are paid according to

the attendance, as to render the profession of teaching in them the reverse of self-sus-

taining, and by that means influence the closing of the schools. Of course this pro-

gramme, if carried out, would only affect the schools of New York, but it would appear,

from the utterances of the press at a distance, that the movement is destined to be a

general one, and that in its opposition to public schools the New York movement al-

ready has its allies engaged in paving the way for a getieral attack.

The latter lose no opportunity to visit opprobrium upon the school system ; as an

instance, we may cite the case of the Register of this city, which on Friday last, in the

course of an article on city affairs, spoke of the "public schools of the State, and especi-

ally of Springfield," as becoming "an intolerable nuisance.'"

.Some of the papers are not as out spoken in their opposition as the one we have

quoted, but the same views are advanced, in effect, that the public schools are becoming

too expensive and should be discontinued or the scholarship reduced to a mere primary

standard. The latter plan is advocated by some who would have more advanced pupils
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attend the religious schools, which it is purposed to establish, but there are not wanting

those who desire the entire abolition of the public-school system. Believing that the

attack is destined to be a general one, some of the New York papers are raising the cry

of alarm, and a distinguished clergyman writes a communication to the New York

7i>«e.f advising a union of all Protestants to meet and repel the attack. This may be

the position of parties there but we believe that not a few besides Protestants are friends

of the public-school system here, and that in the event of it being attacked, or its inter-

ests in any way placed in jeopardy, all would unite in the support of a system of educa-

tion which while it has advanced the interests of the country generally, has especially

done so in this State and throughout the west. No, we can scarcely believe that the

enemies of popular education will hazard a general attack upon one of the main bul-

warks of Republicanism, despite the encouragement of a portion of the press. The

friends of education will nevertheless, look with suspicion upon all attempts to decrease

the usefulness or in any way to retard the influence of our public schools whether the

opposition is based on the score of pretended economy or otherwise.

—

Springfield

yournal.

Effitigham County.—No county in Southern Illinois has made more evident strides

in prosperity, during the last five years, than this. Effingham, the county seat, is a

goodly city, and is paying much attention to schools. One fine building has recently

been erected. The Democratic party, which is largely in the majority, have nominated

for school superintendent Mr. Owen Scott, a number one school man. The school

interests are in luck if Mr. Scott is elected.

Marion County.—Mr. L. S. Kilborn is now teaching his fifth year at Odin. We
do not know how it may be at home, but whenever we learn of the fifth year, in one

town, of the principal of a school, we feel like congratulating that people on the perma-

nence of their school system. It is a fact complimentary to the people, to the school,

and to the teacher. Hail the day when teachers make a profession and are permanent

in their situations, as some twenty school principals in Illinois now seem to be.

St. Clair County —The High School at Belleville is now open, with Mr. James P.

Slade as principal. Mr. Henry Raab, for many years at the head of one of the grammar

departments has been elected superintendent of the schools of the city.

Livingston County.—Lieut. J. W. Smith is the nominee of the Republicans for

county superintendent. He will make a good one.

Carroll County.—The .schools at Mount Carroll, in charge of A. C. Cotton, assisted

by Misses Bigger, Forbes, Ferrin, Kridler, Irvine, Fletcher and Mr. Aaron Smith,

opened Sept. 8th.

The teachers are making presiftent effurts to maintain regular and punctual attend-

ance. As one help they have circulated an address to their patrons, ably setting forth

the value of regular attendance.

One of the arguments presented, is the following, strong and incontrovertible :

But there is yet another evil resulting from this habit, which, although not so im-

mediate in its results, yet it is not the less to be deprecated. Both experience and ob-

servation teach us that success in any calling in life depends upon constant and unremit-
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ted application. We also know that habits once formed in early life are not easily-

shaken off in maturer years. Many a man has failed in business because he lacked the

habit of steady application. When will your children have a better opportunity to ac-

quire habits of close attention and application to the daily occupations of life than dur-

ing their school days and in the school room.

Perry County.—The institute of this county commenced at Du Quoin, on the 1 8th

and closed on the 29th of August. Nearly every teacher in the county was present at

each session. Julia E. Kennedy was the leader in the work. H. A. Coolidge, of

Litchfield, and G. F. Foster of Du Quoin did much good work. W. W. Edwards and

Miss Mary E. Cotton, teachers of the county, each gave a lesson in Botany. Nell

Thomas, a Perry county girl, but a teacher in the St. Louis schools, gave a lesson on

leaves, to a class of children. Many other teachers assisted. Where each and every

one did so well, praise of any one would be invidious. It was a complete success.

" Lord now lettest Thou thy servant depart in peace."

A gentleman who was present at the Perry county institute, compliments in the

highest terms, the work of Mr. C. Laban Kruse, for the clear manner in which he ex-

pressed himself on such subjects as were in his line of duty. We have heard of Mr.

Kruse before, and are not surprised to learn that he is making a bright record in South-

ern Illinois.

Menard County.—Petersburg.—On Monday last the school bell sounded and the

children were once more reminded of the fact that the school year had begun. Yet,

before we heard the pealing of the bell, the crowds of children passing by with their

books under their arms plainly foretold their destination. There are at present two

buildings used for school purposes. The main building with six departments is situated

on south Main street, and the other on north Main street. The following teachers are

'ocated in the main building: Prof. M. C. Connelly, principal and superintendent. Miss

Kate Hutcherson, 2d assistant ; Miss Mary Batterton, 3d assistant ; Miss Grace Brown,

4th assistant; Mrs. George Maltby, 5th assistant; Miss Lizzie Snape, 6th assistant; Mr.

Thomas Levering, ist assistant, and Miss Fisher, 7th assistant, are situated in the north

end of town.

Prof. Connolly informed us that there are upwards of two hundred scholars already

on the rolls, exclusive of his department, which is not in session during the present

week.

We are glad to say that, in our opinion, the public schools have never been in so

flourishing a condition as at the present time. This seems to be the universal expres-

sion heard on every hand, and under the present management they will not be likely to

retrograde. We have known Prof. Connolly for many years, and he has always stood

in the front rank of teachers, with the schools under his supervision. The people of

Petersburg have naught to fear from that quarter, as this is his third year in our

schools, we need say nothing more.

Mr. Levering has been raised and educated among us, and promises to become a

valuable accession to the teachers' profession.

Miss Kate Hutcherson is well known in the community and has taught several

schools with decided success.
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Miss Mary Batterton was employed in the schools last year where she gave the best

satisfaction.

Miss Grace Brown was also in last year's corps of teachers, and by her close atten-

tion to business and to the wants of her scholars, has endeared herself to both scholars

and parents.

Mrs, Emma Maltby is a teacher of known ability, and taught in the schools some

years ago.

Miss Lizzie Snape has served the people of Petersburg so long and so faithfully in

the school room that her name is already a household word.

Miss Ella Fisher has never taught in our public schools, hut comes well recom-

mended. We doubt not but she will fill her position with honor to herself and profit

to the community.

—

County Times.

Missouri.—Hannibal. —The public schools of this city opened Sept. ist, with J.

F. Hamilton, as superintendent, and G. W. Mason, as principal of the high school.

There are twenty-six teachers employed, with an enrollment of one thousand and fifty

pupils.

Personal.—Henry T. Wright takes charge of the schools at Carbondale, Ills.

John B. White is principal of the schools at Adel, Iowa.

J. H. Stickney remains for the second year at Altona, 111.

L. S. Knight goes from Fort Madison, Iowa, to Woodstock, Illinois.

Albert W. Young goes from Woodstock to Harvard, Illinois. His first assistant

is Miss Hayner, one of the best teachers in that part of the state.

H. B. Coe takes the 3d ward school in Sterling.

James E. Harlan, lately of Sterling, has become a Professor, Cornell College,

Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

John T. Long is in charge of schools at Warsaw, 111.

N. B. Reed takes charge of the schools at Albion, Edwards county, 111.

T. L. McGrath goes to Equality, 111.

Charles Robinson, late Superintendent of schools at Marshalltown, Iowa, is

travelling agent in Iowa for the publishing house of A. S. Barnes & Co.

J. W. Prince goes irom Griggsville to Pittsfield as Superintendent of schools.

Obituaries.— Prof. John F. Stoddard, author of Stoddard's Series of Arithmetics,

died early in August of this year.

Prof. William Russell, died at his home in Lancaster, Mass., about the middle

of August; his age was about seventy- five. Prof. Russell was extensively known as an

accomplished literary man, and an elocutionist. He was by birth a Scotchman, but

came to this country in early manhood, and passed nearly his whole life teaching in va-

rious capacities ; for several years past he has taught elocution in colleges and in the

Massachusetts State Teachers' Institutes. He was also a well-known author of works

on elocution. Few men possessed a more genial and kindly spirit than Prof. Russell-

and those who were fortunate enough to know him will long hold him in kindly re-

membrance.

Rev. John Todd, D. D., died in Pittsfield, Mass., near the close of the month of

August. He had been pastor of the First Congregational Church in that town for

nearly thirty years. Dr. Todd was well-known as a writer ; he was the author of
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several books for the young, and a frequent contributor to religious papers. Two of

his works, The Student's Manual and The Index Rerum, are especially adapted to the

wants of students and literary men ; the first ought to be in the hands of every young

student ; and many are loud in praise of the advantages to be gained from the second.

At the time of his death, Dr. Todd was about seventy-three years old.

The Formation of Articulate Sounds. The sounds of the vowels, in ordinary

speech, are produced by a continuous expiration, the mouth being kept open, and the

form of its aperture changing with the utterance of each. Certain consonants may also

be pronounced, without interrupting the current of expired air, by alterations in the

shape of the throat and mouth : h, for example, is the result of a little extra expiratory

force; s, z, sh, and J, in some cases, th,'l, r,/, and v, may likewise all be produced by

continuous currents of air forced through the mouth, the ehape of the cavity of- which is

peculiarly modified by the tongue and lips. All the other consonantal sounds of the

English language involve the blocking of the air-current in its passage through the

mouth. In the case of m and n, it is prevented from issuing through the lips, and is

forced through the nose : while the remaining consonants, termed explosives, such as ^

and p, are produced by shutting the passage in both mouth and nose, and forcing the

vocal current through the obstacle furnished by the mouth, changes in the form of which

give to each consonant its peculiarity.

—

From " Tongueless Speech" in Popular Science

Monthly for September.

Ages of Noted Afiiericans.—Lieutenant General Philip H. Sheridan was 42 on the

6th of March last ; General William Tecumseh Sherman, 53 on the 8th of February

last; President Ulysses Simpson Grant, 31 on the 22d of April last; Vice President

Colfax, 50 on the 23d of March last ; Senator Oliver Perry Morton, 50 on the 4th of

last August; George S. Boutwell, 55 on the 28th of last January ; Reverdy Johnson, 77

on the 2ist of last May ; Charles Sumner, 62 on the 6th of February last; Henry

Wilson, 61 on the I2th of last February; Benjamin Franklin Butler, 55 on the 5th of

this month, November; William D. Kelley, 59 on the the 12th of April last; Cornelius

Vanderbilt, 79 on the 27 of May last
; Jay Cook, 52 on the lOth of August last; William

Lloyd Garrison, 69 on the 12th of December next ; Wendell Phillips, 62 on the 29th of

this November; Henry Ward Beecher, 60 on the 24th of last June; Andrew Gregg Curtin,

56 on the 2d of last April ; Theodore Tilton, 38 on the 2d of last October; Gerritt

Smith, 76 on the 6th of March last ; Daniel Drew, 76 on the 28th of last July.

The cable dispatches from the Vienna Exposition announce that the "gold medal

of merit" has been awarded to Messrs. Wilson, Hinkle & Co., of Cincinnati, as "the

publishers and manufacturers of the best school-books in the world."

Americans generally, and Cincinnatians in particular, will the better appreciate this

high honor when told that all the great book-publishing houses of Leipsic, Berlin,

Vienna, Paris, London, and other cities, competed for the grand prize.

The books of the Post Office Department show that since the first of June the lar-

gest amount of business ever done since the organization of the Department, in the

manufacture of stamps, stamped envelopes, wrappers, etc , took place. The increase

was caused in a great measure by the abolition of the franking privilege.
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ILLINOIS NORMAL

The Normal University began the first term of its seventeenth year, on the 8th of

September. If the numbers desiring admission are any test, it would seem that the rep-

utation of the Normal has not suffered seriously, in consequence of the malicious and

persistent lying of its enemies. Good fruit-trees are more likely to have clubs and stones

thrown at them llian worthless ones. At the beginning of the second week, there were

311 students in the Normal Department, and 167 in the Model. The teachers in all the

several departments are the same as last year; except that Miss Harriet M. Case of the

class of 1866, takes the place made vacant by the resignation of Miss Osband. The en

tering class of the Normal numbers about 150; fewer were rejected on examination than

last year, although the examination was rather more severe. This term, the young

women constitute about four-sevenths of the school, a large majority of the new class

being women ; this is usually the case in the Fall term, and the opposite is true in the

Spring. The Institution is working vigorously and harmoniously in all its Departments,

Societies and Associations.

The heating apparatus has been changed, and put in order during vacation. The

steam-pipes are mostly removed from the school-room, and we shall be free from the noise

of their snapping. New and complete arrangements are made for ventilating the building ;

so we may reasonably hope to have pure air to breathe We hope it will not make us

sick from sheer novelty.

The new Hotel in Normal is open, and is well spoken of by its patrons. The new

Christian Church is rapidly approaching completion ; it is on the corner north of the

house formerly occupied by Mr. Daniel Sill. The Congregationalists have done nothing

towards rebuilding their church. The project of uniting Normal with Blooming-

ion is again exciting considerable talk; its success is quite doubtful. Normal people

fear the advent of dram-shops.

Nearly all the last Normal class are engaged for teaching the coming year. Two

or three decline to teach. This is a breach of faith that they should be ashamed of.

John B. Stoutemyer, of the last class, goes into the High School to fit for college.

Ed. James, it is said, will go to Evanston instead of Cambridge.

FlX)RA Pennell has gone to Vassar.

Charles DeGarmo teaches in Naples next year.

David Gibbs and wife have returned to Rosemond for their third year of service.

James M. Wilson returns to Bloomington, Ind.

Frank Richey will continue another year in Milwaukee; the same is true of

Wade H. Richardson.

MARRIED —James M Wiuson and Sallie Tomlinson. R, M Hitch and

Nettie Spink.

Several more announcements of this kind may be expected soon.
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Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases : by PETER Mark Roget. Revised and
Edited by Barnas Sears, D. D., LL. D. Gould & Lincoln, Boston.

This is a new, enlarged and improved edition of a book first publislied in this

country nearly twenty years ago. At that time it was very highly commended by schol-

ars and by the press ; but we are sure that this edition is vastly more valuable than the

first was ; it is a veritable treasury of English words and phrases, containing also many
from other languages. The present book is a reproduction of the original, "unabrit^ged

and entire," with considerable additions.

These words of the author well set forth the purpose of the work :
" The -purpose

of a Dictionary is simply to explain the meaning of words, and the word \>&\ng given

to find its signification, or the idea it is intended to convey. The object here is exactly

the converse of this ; the idea being _§-2W«, to find the word or words by which that idea

may be most fitly and aptly expressed." Again, " My object, be it remembered, is not

to regulate the use of words, but simply to supply and to suggest such as may be wanted

on occasion, leaving the proper selection entirely to the discretion and taste of the em-

ployer." In carrying out this plan, ideas are divided into six grand classes, and these

again undergo the process of sub- division three times, resulting in one thousand sepa-

rate heads, under which the words and phrases are arranged in the several different

forms or groups. These heads are all classified and enumerated; these tables are fol-

lowed by the body of the work, occupying about three hundred pages. We then have

nearly two hundred pages of index of the words used, refemng to the heads where they

are found; and the whole closes with a complete alphabetical list of the foreign words

and phrases used, together with their meaning.

Most of the words are arranged in parallel columns, in antithetical form. As a

sample of the method of the book, we take the contrasted words News, Secret. They

are found under Class IV. Intellect. Division II. Communication of Ideas.

.Subdivision II. Modes of Communication. Heads, 532 and 533.

532. News, piece of ioformation, tidings,
[

533. Secrrt, arcanum, profound secret,
budget of new.", word, advice, aviso, message,

j

mystery, arriere dispemee, problem, enigma,
errand, embassy, despatch, bulletin.

\

riddle, puzzle, pons asinorMwi, conundrum, cha-
Report, rumor, hearsay, on cfi(, lame, talk,

[

rade, rebus, logogriph, monogram, paradox," "' '" "— ' " ""
' ' cnagossip, oi'»-dire, scandal, buzz, bruit; the town- I maze, labyrinth, perplexity, cnaos, the Her-

cynian wood ; Terra incognita, 52S.

Phr. A sealed book; the secrets of the
prison-house.

t.alk.

Letters, mail, post, .592 letter-bag.
Glad tidings ; fresh news ; stale news ; a

fitale story.
Nariator, Ac, news-monger, tale-bearer,

."[ly, scout, errand-boy.
Phr. " Thereby hangs a tale "

This group of words, which we have chosen as a sample, is one of the shortest

;

but it will sufficiently illustrate the style of the book, and will show how it may be used

to suggest words upon any subject, to one who is desirous of using them.

The Bible and the School Fund: by RuFUS W. Clark, D. D. Boston, Lee & Shep-
ARD. Pamphlet form, 127 pp.; price, 25 cents.

We have read this little book with much interest ; it is an earnest and vigorous ar-

gument for our school system as it is, with the Bible as a recognized part of its machi-

nery. We cannot help thinking that the author's argument on the main question woulc
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be stronger, had he spent less space in direct attacks on the Catholic Church. Whether

that Church is good or bad, we conceive has really little or nothing to do with the ques-

tion in hand. To those friends of the Bible who are ready to concede its expulsion

from the schools. Dr. Clark's arguments ought to appeal with much force. For our-

selves, we hope the time will never come when the Bible shall be excluded from the

schools, nor kept in them, by force of any general law on the subject. We repeat, as

we have several times said in these pages, we believe the true course is to leave the

matter wholly in the hands of the local authorities ; and, if the majority establish schools

such that any individual, sect or class cannot conscientiously use them, their remedy is

to remove their children and educate them elsewhere at their own expense. This book

is full of interest to all who are concerned about this question ; and it is worth the care-

ful perusal of all such persons.

Rolph^s Normal System of Penmanship, complete in six books. By H. Rolph. Ad-
ams, Blackmer & Lyon Publishing Co., Chicago, III.

We have, at the request of the author of this series of books, given this system of

penmanship some attention, and now we do not hesitate to say that we like it. There

are many features that call for high praise. With these books it must be true that the

study of penmanship can be made of some avail in every school : for the instructions

are of such a nature that each teacher can have them all well in hand. We cannot take

space to speak of the excellences in detail. The author will no doubt be glad to send

specimen copies. They explain themselves.

Text-Book in Intellectual Philosophy. By G. T. Champlin, D.D. New York and
Chicago. Woolworth, Ainsworth & Co.

240 pp. of this book contain the text; this is divided into chapters on Mind in

General, Consciousness. Perception, Memory, Imagination, Conception, Judgment and

Reasoning. Ten pages are devoted to explanatory notes, then about sixty pages con-

tain questions on the text. The work is published in the usual excellent style of these

publishers, and the present edition is new and greatly improved.

The Life of Trust : with an Introduction by Francis Wayland. Boston: Goi;ld
& Lincoln.

At the first publication of this book about twenty years ago, it attracted consider-

able attention. It is the autobiography of George Muller, the founder of the "Or-
phan Houses " at Bristol, England. Mr. Muller, who is now about seventy years old,

was a rather wild young man in his youth ; but for the last forty years he has been very

active in several departments of Christian work. His most important enterprises are

Orphan Asylumns, Bible and Tract Distribution, and Missionary Work. The peculiar

feature of his work is that he never applies directly for aid to any one, but trusts for

free-will gifts in answer to prayer. Chimerical as his plans may seem to many, the

results are wonderful. He has received more than ^2,000,000 in money, he has built

five large Orphan Houses, in which more than 2,000 orphans are cared for ; and all, as

he says, " without any one having been personally applied to for anything, and as the

result of prayer to God." This is a new edition of the book, brought down to the pres-

ent time. It contains pictures of the five Orphan Houses. The story is a most curious

one; and the facts are astonishing, account for them as we may.
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Manual of Bible Selections; by Mrs. S. B. Perry. Boston : Lee & Shepard. 294

pp., cloth $1.00; paper, with leather back, 60 cents.

This, as its name indicates, is simply a book of selections from the Bible ; they are

designed for all kinds of schools, including Sunday schools. Many of these selections

treat of topics, and are made up of passages culled from various parts of the Bible.

Some of the topics are " Charity," " Truth," " Patience," " Temperance," " Worship,"

" Trust," "Christmas," "New-Year," etc. Several exercises are arranged in the re-

sponsive form; and others still consist of a psalm or other portion of Scripture taken

by itself. All the exercises are short ; scarcely one will require ten minutes. The

book pleases us ; the arrangement evinces excellent taste, and a genuine love of the

Scriptures ; every lesson is a gem. No one can oppose the use of this book in school,

unless he is opposed to the use of any part of the Bible, and in any form. We believe

Sunday- Schools can make the book very useful ; at least, we propose to experiment with

it, and find out.

A Fair Saxon: A Novel. By Justin McCarthy. New York, SheldoiV & Company.
468 pp., i2mo., cloth; price, $1.50.

MonteitKs Comprehensive Geography. A. S. Barnes & Co., New York and Chicago.

100 pp , quarto.

In the Schoolmaster for November, 1872, we noticed this book on its tirst ap-

pearance. At that time, we commended several features, and pointed out some serious

defects. The book before us is a new edition, retaining all the excellences of the first,

together with some additional ones. Most of the defects that we mentioned have been

corrected. Most of the Maps have been re engraved ; and they are clear and distinct.

We should hardly recommend the book to those schools whose pupils have time enough

for something more complete ; but, for pupils whose time is limited, we believe it will

serve an excellent purpose. Its design is to present in one book the entire subject. We
commend again its plan of showing the relative position, and the comparative size, of

the different countries ; we have never seen any book better in this respect. The sys-

tem of map-drawing by a uniform scale is to be praised. The maps showing the sur-

roundings of the large cities are a good feature. The tables and pronouncing vocabu-

lary are pretty full, and, as far as we have examined, they are correct. The segments

for constructing a globe are novel ; and they will be useful to those who cannot other

wise obtain a globe. We think the book will be useful ; and that it must meet with i

good degree of favor.

The Critical Speller. A. S. Barnes & Co.

This is a blank book, ruled and headed for the spelling of words ; of which it will

contain 4000. Each page is ruled with a column for the number of the word, its prefix,

its root, its suffix, its spelling with a brief definition, a sentence containing the word,

and a column for errors. It is intended that the pupil shall make this a treasure-house

of words ; it is not designed to be used to write words in at the time of a spelling exer-

cise. A faithful use of the book must be a great benefit.

Philosophy of Rhetoric. By JOHN Bascom. Woolworth, Ainsworth & Co., New
York and Chicago.

This well bound book contains 251 pp. including the index. The preface is short j

and well put. The aims of the author are said to be "a Philosophy of Rhetoric, giv-
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ing the principles as well as the rules on which excellence depends. The discussions

present the mental and moral laws of influence. The work is chiefly designed for the

" later years of collegiate instruction." f'rof. Bascom has placed much in this volume ot

interest the general reader as well as the student. The chapter on Wit, Humor and

Ridicule is entertaining as well as instructive.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

The School Stage. Wilson, H inkle & Co.

Annual Report of the Depai-tmevt of Public Instruction of the City of Oshkosh, Wis.,

1872. H. B. Dale. Superintendent.

English Literature and its place in popular education. By FRANCIS C. UNDERWOOD.
Boston. Lee & Shepard.

Report of the Sttperintendent of Public Schools of Morris, III. H. H. Miller, Sup't,

Philosophy of Natural History, by John Ware, M. D. Boston. Thompson, Brown
& Co.

Catalogue of Scientific Naval and Military Books. New York. D. Van Nostrand

The Salary Grab, by "WARRINGTON." William S. Robinson. Boston. Lee &
Shepard.

A Manual of Moral Philosophy, by Andrew P. Peabody, D. D., LL. D New York
and Chicago. A. S. Barnes & Co.

Education Abroad and other papers, by BiRDSEY GRANT Northrup New York and

Chicago. A. S. Barnes & Co.

Catalogue of Pacific University, Portland, Oregon. A. J. ANDERSON, Prof, of Math.

Catalogue of New York Medical College for Wometi.

Bureau of Education, No. 3. Circular. Account of College Commencements for the

summer of 1873.

Appleton's Educational Catalogue, New York, D. APPLETON & Co. Chicago, P. B.

Hulse.

Fifty-fourth Report of the Board of Education, Philadelphia.

Oxford's Senior Speaker, by WiLLiAM Oxford, Philadelphia. J. H. Butler & Co.

The Drawing Guide, by Marcius Willson. New York, Harper & Bros Indian-

apolis, J. M. Olcott.

The Industrial Dravjing Series, Nos I, 2, 3 & 4. by Marcius Willson. New York,

Harper & Bros

ScoviPs ShortHand, by Rev. W. E. Scovil New York, W. E. Scovil, Jr.

Peabodys Moral Philosophy, by ANDREW P. Peabody, D D., LL. D. New Y->rk and

Chicago, A. S Barnes & Co.
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The Massachusetts Teacher for September is one of the best educational journals

that reached us during that month—best in this, that the articles in the body of the book

are pointed ; every one means something to the schoolmaster. Our appreciation of the

editorial is well told by referring to our own pages to which we have transferred on

article entire.

Fifteen thousand copies of Guyot's Physical Geography have been sold in less than

three months from the first issue.

The publishers of the Schoolmaster know that the following are good books

;

the prices annexed are the regular retail prices of the publishers. We will furnish them

post paid on receipt of the price. If those who order five dollars worth or more at a

time, choose to have them sent by express at their cost, they may remit to us at ten per

cent, below the prices named.

Page's Theory and Practice of Teaching, .....$i 50

School and Schoolmaster, i 50

Lippincott's Gazetteer, ic 00

Goold Brown's Grammar of Grammars, 6 50

Guyot's Earth and Man, i 75

Guyot's Geographical Teaching, 75

G. P. Marsh's Man and Nature, 3 00

Porter's Human Intellect, 5 00

Porter's Books and Reading, 2 00

Sheldon's Elementary Instruction,., i 75

Tenney's Natural History, 3 00

Trench's English Past and Present, , i 25

Brocklesby's Meteorology,, i 25

Gentle Measures in Training the Young, i 50

Fowler's English Language, 2 50

Hooker's Child's Book of Nature 2 00

The same in parts, viz : Animals, Plants, Air, &c., each, 90

Hooker's Natural History, i 50

The Student's Hume's England, 2 00

Arnold's Lectures on Modern History, '.
i 50

Tyndall's Forms of Water, i 50

Herbert Spencer's Essays on Education i 25

Worcester's Quarto Dictionary, 10 00

Worcester's Universal and Critical Dictionary, 3 50

Worcester's Comprehensive Dictionary, i 75
Webster's Quarto Dictionary, 12 00

Webster's National Dictionary, 6 00
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NATURAL HISTORY IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

I wish to offer a few suggestions with regard to rational methods

of teaching natural history, and to the naeans and instruments needed

for applying those methods. As the method of a work is governed by

its purpose, I cannot avoid a brief discussion of the advantages pecu-

liar to the natural history studies, of the ends which we should place

before ourselves in pursuing them.

Why do we study nature ? Not because she is beautiful and bene-

ficent, a revelation or an embodiment of the Divine ; not for this only,

or even chiefly, but because we see that we shall thus acquire for our-

selves, and be prepared to make possible for others, a culture at once

valuable and unique. The aesthetic, the poetical side of the study of

natural history, has been perhaps 'too often dwelt upon ; hence, many

intelligent and earnest men have been led to look upon the analysis of

flowers, the measuring of the angles of crystals, the patient study of the

forms and markings of the valves of diatomaceae, with a scarcely con-

cealed contempt. They can see no important relation between these

pursuits and those questions of vital human interest which they believe

to be the only worthy objects of manly thought and purpose. Nor is

this to be wondered at. For i't is true that we are confronted to-day

by almost appalling problems, upon whose mastery depends the future

of all civilized mankind. It is true that the best energies of the minds

and hearts of .^11 good men seem already too weak and slight for the

labors which the age has imposed upon them ; and it may seem almost

criminal to call off any portion of the mental and moral power of the
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intelligence ami culture of this generation, to the study of the mouths

of beetles or minute comparisons of the labial palpi of moths and

butterflies. I can see how it is quite possible that the mere man of affairs

may come to look upon the naturalist, not with indifference only, but

with positive disapproval ; and we can justify ourselves only because

we can show that a training in natural science is needful to the full

and symmetrical development of those powers of man upon which he

must depend for victory over nature and over himself. If we can show

this, we shall hoist our opponents with their own petard. Let us ex-

amine, then, more minutely the ground upon which we stand.

The observation and the judgment are among the most active of

the mental faculties. We put them to use at almost every moment of

every waking hour. The observing powers may well be likened to the

circulatory apparatus of the body. As the impetuous torrent of the

blood excites every portion of every organ to action and supplies the

aliment which makes action possible, so the ceaseless, busy current of

sensations which pours through the brain furnishes at once the material

and the stimulant for all mental operations; and as contaminated or

crudely manufactured blood deranges the whole body which it should

support, so defective observation may vitiate nearly every process of

the mind.

The senses furnish the material of nearly all original knowledge,

which the mind, by its further activities, can only organize and ap-

ply. Such organization and application will of course be worse than

useless if the material itself is unsound. We must guard ourselves

against too low an estimate of the real worth of such original knowl-

edge, as compared with that derived from the experience of others.

One who analyzes, from day to day, the grounds of his actions and

resolves, will often be surprised to find how small a part borrowed ex-

perience, the ready-made knowledge culled from books and the opinions

of his fellows, really plays in the shaping of his life.

Furthermore, it is scarcely less difficult., perhaps often more so,

to judge whether the experience of others is trustworthy and whether it

is applicable in any given case, than it would be to acquire fresh knowl-

edge for ourselves. It is simply a question of conveiiience. Our own

experience must at least furnish the test to which we bring all else for

trial ; and if the test is unreliable, then nothing can be sure and sound.

i
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Whatever relative importance attaches to the observing faculty as

compared with the other mental powers, belongs likewise to those studies

whose special purpose and effect it is to train this faculty. If it be

said that we may trust the education of the senses to nature and neces-

sity, I reply that the general experience is such as to induce habits of

observation as pernicious as any that could well be conceived. Of the

many errors to which the senses are liable, and which we must guard

against by careful education, perhaps none is at once more prevalent

and more fruitful of the gravest evil than that of insufficient observa-

tion. The common observation of things is so cursory and incomplete

that our minds are filled with mere shadowy sketches, to which nothing

in nature really corresponds and yet we habitually think and act as if

nothing was more perfect and reliable. Very few indeed are able to see

all that there is to see about so simple a thing as a blade of grass or

the stamen of a rose. How immense a source of error, then, must be

this lack of exhaustive observation where numerous complex objects

are involved, as they are in nearly all matters of difficulty and impor-

tance. But imperfect observations regarded as complete, are worse

than none at all. "Insist, insist ceaselessly" says Rousseau "that it

is not ignorance but error that is dangerous." It is better to stand

still a very long time than to walk over a precipice.

And this habit of exhauHive observation^ so invaluable, so ab-

solutely necessary to the highest practical success, is so rare as to be

remarkable. To look at a thing on all sides, as a whole and in all its

parts ; to study the relations of the parts to the whole and to each oth-

er and of the whole to other wholes, similar or dissimilar ; this requires

a patient, thorough-going habit of mind which comes only of long and

conscientious discipline. For such discipline nothing is more needful

than some test or standard by which to try one's observations whether

they have comprehended and exhausted all points, have fully covered

all the ground. Such a test as this is found, in natural history, in the

descriptions of genera and species. Sit down with an insect or a flow-

er, observe it thoroughly, note every thing you see, and then, turning

to the full technical description, see how many particulars you have

omitted. If you are not a trained observer, you will probably find

that from twenty-five to ninety- nineper cent, of the points worthy of

notice have been overlooked. The importance of the frequent use of
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some similar test in the regular class-room work, can scarcely be exag-

gerated. But to this point 1 refer again.

The peculiar value of the study of natural history for culture of

the tnemory results from the fact that it has to do with things rather

than words, that it accustoms the mind to grasp and retain exceeding-

ly complex conceptions, cultivates, that is, a comprehensive habit of

thought, and that its matter is held in memory by associations based

upon purely natural relations.

It seems that the remembrance of the things we see is of hardly

less importance, perhaps of greater, than that of the ideas we acquire

at second hands. The nature of the mind is such that things seen or'

heard are usually much more easily recalled than things merely thought.

The truths, the ideas, the emotions belonging to the past, while more

important to us than the perceptions of material objects associated with

them, are much less vividly impressed upon the memory. Hence, the

reproduction of the former depends very often upon the distinctness

with which the latter can be recollected ; and by just so much as our

own experience is, as we have seen, more valuable to us than the ex-

perience of others, is the remembrance of occurrences, of objects by

which occurrences are held in memory, more important to us than the

remembrance of acquired ideas. If we would fi'ame an induction from

all the facts of our experience bearing upon any given subject, we must

be able to reproduce those facts readily and clearly
;
yet, in the ordi-

nary studies of the schools, even in the natural sciences as commonly

taught, no special attention whatever is paid to developing the power

to recall to mind the objects of our past. That it needs such independ-

ent cultivation is certain from the fact to which I think all will testify,

that the power of representing things and thoughts associated with

things, is often in inverse ratio to the power of representing thoughts

held rather by their associations with each other. The student who

makes a daily nine in his Latin grammar and to whom the demonstra-

tions of geometry are as clear as light, may be puzzled to tell you what

happened on the day before yesterday ; while the scenes and events of

a week ago are already dim with the too quickly gathering darkness of

the past. I am convinced that the painful lack of practical wisdom

frequently noticed among men of the so-called scholarly habits of

thought is often due to this inability vividly to reproduce and thorough-

i
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ly reflect upon the details of their own past history. "He has all

kinds of sense," men say, "but common sense."

The student of natural history, then, should be frequently requir-

ed to describe minutely the objects of his past study. Extemporized

examinations should be held, in which each student should be expected

to write out or to give orally a full description of some plant previous;

-

ly analyzed, of some insect or other specimen with whose character-

istics he has made himself acquainted ; and the description thus ob-

tained should be afterwards compared with the full description from

the books or, better, with the specimen itself. This repeated, cautious

verification of each step by the application to the student's work of

some authoritative, perfect standard, is a point upon which we cannot

insist too strongly. It will effectually guard him against haste, slovenli-

ness or shallow conceit, constantly reniinding him how hard a thing it

is to see the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth. It will

develop a fixed hahit of exhaustive inquiry, almost the only practical

safeguard against fatal error in the broad fields of social, religious and

philosophical thought, where the judgments and the reasonings can be

brought to no such exact and ready tests as these. Great care should

be taken so to conduct this exercise; and, indeed, all others of the class,

that mental reference shall be made to the objects themselves and not

to the printed descriptions of them.

We must remember that it is one thing to know a great many plants

or animals, and quite another thing to have a clear, well-ordered con-

ception of the vegetable or the animal kingdom as a closely connected

whole. By our ordinary methods of instruction, almost nothing is done

to assist the mind to these complex conceptions, broad yet accurate ar;d

intricate. But for the teacher of natural history, nothing is easier.

Given a knowledge of a number of allied species, let these species be

studied together as members of the groups to which they belong. Let them

be compared one with another, the resemblances which unite and the

differences which separate them clearly noted, and there will arise in

the mind a well-defined notion of the genus which they represent, as

an aggregate of many varying individuals bound together by those com-

mon characteristics connoted by the generic name. When several

kindred genera have thus been mastered, let them be studied in a simi-

lar manner with reference to their natural orders ; and thus, reaching
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on from the simple to the complex, the mental grasp is constantly en-

larged, the mind is habituated to deal with conceptions at once wide in

range and diversified in detail. I would again point out the fact, that

such a training as this in thorough and exhaustive observation is the

best possible preparation for a training in thorough and exhaustive

thinking, that there is good reason to hope that the mental habits

thus developed by the correct use of the senses will be carried

on into the higher fields of reason, that the practice of holding in

mind many and various related impressions, clearly perceiving their

numerous and diversified relations, will make it comparatively easy to

hold in mind many and various related ideas, and to perceive the gen-

eral truths which they suggest. In short, I think this to be a sound

principle, that all those operations which the mind in its higher modes

of activity, is to perform upon thoughts, it should first to be taught to

perform upon the perceptions and conceptions of material things. It

is by a rational and simple process that the careful observer becomes

the profound and accurate thinker.

There is another point of view from which I wish to examine this

subject, as it has an important bearing upon methods of instruction. The

act of comparison is one of the leading forms of mental activity. Com-

parison of sensations, preceptions, conceptions, emotions, thoughts

and trains of thoughts, each with other and each with each, this con-

stitutes a great part of our mental operations. Training of mind,

therefore, is largely training in comparison, and is to be acquired only

by practice of comparison. Such training, like all other educational

processes, should commence with the simple and easy and proceed to

the complex and difiicult. Two simple and familiar objects, such as

leaves or crystals, may serve at first ; then a larger number or those

more complex, as flowers, entire plants or animals. Later, the class

might be required to point out the resemblances and differences of an

object presented to-day and some otherpresented yesterday or last week,

comparing, in this instance, object with conception ; and soon they

will be able to compare a specimen with the conception derived from the

printed description of its species, to use, in fact, the synoptical tables

for analysis.

I think that it is well worth while to give students practice in

comparing conceptions with each other. I suggest only one method
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out of several that may be used. The teacher may put into the hands

of a student who is familiar with the methods of analysis an unknown

(specimen, to be described in writing and returned with its written de-

scription. After the lapse of a given interval, the species should be

determined by the student by a comparison of his own description with

the synoptical table.

We come now to speak of the necessary aids to instruction. If

there is any one thing which has been constantly implied in all that has

been said of the special intellectual advantages of the study of nature

and of the methods by which those advantages may best be realized,

that thing is the necessityfor specimens.

How can the senses be cultivated, how can we educate our pupils

to habits of exhaustive observation, unless objects be had upon which

the senses may be exercised ? How can we properly commence the

training of the judgment, unless by a comparison of things and of con-

cepts immediately derived from things ? If we would convince our

students that nothing is more needful, yet more difficult, than thorough-

ness and accuracy in all mental processes, where can we find clearer

and more convincing proof of this than by applying to their work those

tests which may be measured by the eye and appreciated by the dullest

intellect ? How otherwise can be obtained that special culture of the

memory, which it is one of the most important offices of the study of

natural history to impart, than by the careful scrutiny of objects and

long practice in framing full and clear conceptions of them ? By what

other so easy and natural a route can we arrive at the power of abstract

thinking, the ability to build up large inductions based upon numerous

instances, as by this, of learning, through the study of related things, to

construct broad and complex conceptions, embracing many simple ones

united by very general resemblances ? In short, what so fit a prepara-

tion for the art of thinking as the art of seeing ? The objects of the

natural world form the steps of the ladder by which the soul may climb

from the abyss of mystery, in which it has its origin, to the sublime

heights of thought.

It must here be observed that the especial value of natural history

as a branch of study lies not so much in the knowledge as in the dis-

cipline acquired, r is not essential to the happiness, usefulness or

success of the average man, that he should know the Latin name of the
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garter-snake or be able to point out the natural relations of the South

American ant-eater, or to describe the movements of the grains of

chlorophyll in the hair- cells of the Tradescantia Virginica ; but it is a

matter of daily and hourly moment, to him and to mankind, that his

ability to observe, to remember, to judge, to reason, should be develop-

ed to the highest degree of activity, power and reliability of which he

has been made capable. This furnishes another and a very efficient

reason why the study of nature should be chiefly directed, not to the

text-books, where many facts can indeed be obtained, but to specimens,

by whose use only the desired mental training can be achieved.

Another reason for the constant use of specimens is the interest,

amounting often to enthusiasm, which it awakens in the class. I never

knew a class of pupils to develop an enthusiasm for manuals of zool-

ogy or botany or for the most highly finished woodcuts of plants and

animals ; but the lively and absorbing pleasure which they will usually

take in a direct study of natural objects often surprises the unacustom-

cd teacher and makes their instruction a recreation rather than a

labor. There seems to be something approaching to an instinct in the

common love of nature, an instinct rendered dormant, perhaps, in

many cases, by a long- continued lack of the means of its gratification,

but which springs into unexpected life under the stimulus of an inti-

mate communion with the primeval sources of human inspiration.

A most pressing and important need, then, is that of school cab-

inets of specimens. Remembering that the field of study to be cover-

ed is simply immense, while the time to be given to it is very limited,

and yet that any course which does not give the student an acquaint-

ance with at least the leading families, will be too general to be of

real value, we see that the collections need to be not large but care-

fully selected. They should consist of representative sets, contain-

ing named specimens of one or two species from each important fami-

ly or other corresponding group or subdivision. These should be

studied one by one until the distinguishing fcultures of each section are

clearly understood, and then fresh specimens, gathered by the class,

may be determined by comparison with the named set. Afterwards,

the analysis of specimens may be continued by means of the technical

descriptions and the synopsis of genera, when these are to be had.

But how shall the schools obtain such representative sets of named
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specimens? A knowledge of insects, of radiates, of mollusks, of

crustaceans, is necessary to anything like a general view of the animal

kingdom, for instance. But of radiates, none are within our reach ; of

mollusks, we have representatives of only a few families in our land

and fresh water shells ; of crustaceans, we have the crawfish and the

wood lice only. Of insects, we have, it is true, a bewildering number

and variety ; but where are the teachers or pupils prepared to collect,

preserve, name, select and aiTunge, correctly and judiciously, such sets

as we have here described ?

It is scarcely less difficult to pir/'chase specimens, even if the first

great difficulty be overcome, and the board of education be induced to

make appropriations for this purpose. Such cabinets as are needed,

are very rarely for sale: and, in any case, the teacher will not usually

know where to look for them. If by chance he happens upon a seller,

the small size of his order and his ignorance of the money-value oi"

specimens will put him at every disadvantage. Moreover, as most

collectors desire to sell their cabinets unbroken, there is not the re-

quired opportunity to select such material as is suited to the ^vants

of any given school.

In short, not to continue further this enumeration of difficulties,

the discouragements are so numerous and so great as to amount, in

the great majority of cases, to an insurmountable obstacle.

I see but one way out of these embarrassments. Unless our

iiublic museums of natural history can be induced to undertake this

work of providing selected cabinets of named specimens of such kinds

as cannot be obtained or determined by individual teachers, I do not

know how the teaching of natural history in the public schools is to

be rescued from a near approach to failure. It is a work which

these institutions are eminently fitted to do easily and thoroughly.

Their advantages are as marked as are the disadvantages of the

schools. In every active museum, collection, purchase, exchange and

organization are constantly carried forward. The necessary books, in-

struments, etc., are already on hand. Duplicates accumulate or may

be obtained, where lacking, at little additional trouble or expense.

The officers of the museum "know the ropes," understand Avhcre to

look for such things as are needed, and how to get them on the most

favorable terms. They are also usually competent to classify speci-
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mens, either directly or through correspondence with specialists, and

they can secure and prepare collections for a score of schools at once

with less difficulty than each separate school would encounter in at-

tempting to supply itself unaided.

Further, such museums might be made exceedingly useful as

centers of exchange. Specimens sent thither from all parts of the

state might be worked up, selected and redistributed in such a man-

ner as to give to every school participating in the Avork a cabinet

illustrating the natural history of the entire state, as well as of its

own immediate locality.

While speaking of the proper relations of museums to the public

schools, I must refer to one other point. It is well understood that

ever}'^ teacher must know more than he is to teach. It will not be

sufficient that he shall master his small school-room cabinet, and

make himself familiar Avith one or two of the popular text-books. He
needs opportunity for more thorough and extended study. Moreover,

he needs, not less than the pupil, but rather more, that special men-

tal discipline of which I have already spoken. For how shall he train

his pupils to habits of acciirate and comprehensive observation unless

he has first thus trained himself ? How can he cultivate in others

the habit of correct and carefvil judgment, unless he himself has first

acquired this habit ? How, also, shall he test the conceptions of his

pupils, unless his own conceptions are habitually definite and com-

plete ? What he should have, then, is not knowledge only, which it

is an easy thing to get, but culture as well, to acquire which is far

more difficult. I have already shown that this culture can only be ob-

tained where the needed knowledi>;e should also be chieflv sought, in

those retreats Avhere the eager student shall encounter nature face

to face. This is one of the very needs Avhich it is an important part

of the purpose of the museum of natural history to supply. There

all necessary books, specimens in abundance especially prepared for

study, instruments, instructions, the needed aids and appliances of

every kind, should be oft'ered free for the use of every citizen of the

state ; while the parties Avhich should be kept constantly in the field

will give opportunity for any amount of practical out-door work the

student may require.

Such are some of the benefits which a Avell ordered public mu-
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seum should confer upon the teachers and pupils of the schools But

such museums do not spring at once into living, like Minerva from the

brain of Jove, in full armor and equipment. They require, for their

building up and maintenance, an amount of energetic and devoted

labor which fcAv persons realize. Neither is such a work as we have

indicated one which does itself, or gets itself done. If the museums

are to help the schools, the schools must also help them. What is

needed is co-operation., a union of these two forces, upon some well-

considered basis. There should be a mutual understanding between

such museums in the state as are competent and ready to assist in

this special work, and such principals and teachers as will give to it

their personal aid and influence. In the work of scientijic education

it is certainly fit that scientilic men ami educators should unite and

harmonize, should orgaiiize, in a word, for their mutual advantage.

The two classes are natural allies, and indeed are largely identical
;

and the benefits of such an organization as I have here advocated would

accrue to both. Not only would purely scientific investigation and dis-

covery receive a much needed onward impulse, but Ave might reason-

ably hope to rescue the schools from that curse of superficial teaching

which now threatens to make the popular study of natural history a

scofiing and byword. And I think that I cannot better close these

disconnected hints and jottings than in the Avords of Thos. H. Huxley :

" I should look upon the day Avhen every schoolmaster throughout this

land was a center of genuine, however rudimentary, scientific knowl-

edge, as an epoch in the history of the country. But let me entreat

you to remember these my last Avords. Addressing myself to you as

teachers, I Avould say, mere book-learning in physical science is a

sham and a delusion. What you teach, unless you wish to be im-

posters, that you must first know, and real knoAvledge in science

means personal accjuaintance with the facts, be they fcAv or many."

S. A. Forbes.

Character is more than scholarship : to he is better than to

now.
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HOW WE WENT TO WOOD ISLAND.

A VACATION PILGRIMAGE.

We were all, big and little, playing in the sand at Old Orchard

Beach, away down in Maine, we big ones enjoying it fully as much as

did Gun and Baby Trot. They were digging in the sand with their

wooden shovels, "nine dig," Trotty called his ; now scooping out

wells into which the salt water oozed slowly, now piling the white

sand up in mimic pyramids and fortifications, or loading it upon their

carts and dumping it into the ocean, which, to their amazement, was

never a Avhit the drier for all their labor. We helped them sometimes,

but oftener lay lazily stretched on the sand. Oh ! that beautiful

sand ; so soft, so white, so yielding. How, as we lay upon its

bosom, did it seem to clasp us close, each touch, a caress. And
right before us lay the sea. I had never imagined anything on

earth so beautiful. The tide was coming in, a strong full-moon tide,

surge after surge, surge after surge, breaking in pearly brightness

at our feet. Beyond this rim of white lay the ocean, giving back in

glory the tints of the sunset sky—^jasper and sapphire and emerald,

beryl and topaz and amethyst, till it seemed that before our very

eyes were rising the foundations of Jerusalem the Golden Now
the moon came up, like " one great pearl." which made the

city's gate. From this gate, a golden pathway gleamed, straight,

narrow but intensely bright. The light had faded from the rest

of the ocean and the sky, but in this moon-made pathway each

object stood out with startling distinctness. Where before we had

seen no speck on the ocean, was now a yacht, with her sails full

spread, but standing motionless, as though carved out of silver ; and

bcA^ond, a low-lying mass, like a bank of thunder-clouds.

" Oh ! Wood Island ! see Wood Island !" exclaimed .Jule,

pointmg to my thunder-clouds, and so my dream was broken. "What

is Wood Island," asked I, plunging into the prosaic with a shudder.

" It is the most beautiful place in the world : all rocks and canes

and sea-shells and mosses and—and—clambakes," tumbling into the

prosaic more rudely than I had done. "You must go there, Mary,

if for nothing else, to learn the difference between a snail-shell

i
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and a nautilus, you poor unsophisticated, prairie-born, you!" For I

was not a bit sea-wise, and my greenness was a source of never end-

ing fun to the rest. I was continually finding opals and amethysts

among the pebbles ; they were so beautiful as the tide left them,

bright with its baptism, at my feet. I could not bear to tell them,

" You are only good-for-nothing bits of rock;" so I tenderly carried

them home, with the snail-shells, whose inner surface glowed with

such a beautiful iridescence.

Shouts of laughter always greeted the unfolding of my treas-

ures, for drying took all the brightness out of my gems, but neither

the laughter nor the drying made the next tide's treasures seem one

whit less beautiful to me. But now I was to see something really

worthy of my ecstacies, for it was speedily arranged we should go to

Wood Island to-morrow. I had a suspicion Jule's geography was at

fault, when she talked of nautilus in Saco bay, but I wouldn't have

hinted it for the world. Hadn't she spent any number of seasons at

the seaside and didn't she know ?

Well, the morning did come at last, in spite of our lying awake

all night wishing for it, and now for Wood Island. Part of the com-

pany could not bear the motion of the sail-boat, so they were going to

Saco to take the steamer for the Island, while we brave ones were

going straight across in the yacht. Trotty might be afraid, so papa

James took him with the steamer party, while ma-ma Myra went

with us.

We were all ready at last, the steamer party starting first, un-

impeded with dinner baskets or pails, for we relieved them of all

impedimenta. Every thing looked favorable when they started, but

fifteen minutes after we were on board the yacht, a blue mist came

creeping up from the sea, and soon enveloped us, shutting out sight

of land.

How delicately tinted it was, just like the one sure sea-view,

which hangs on my study-wall at home. With what tenderness it

enfolded us ! and I went oif into a dream whose foundation Avas the

loving kindness of old ocean in thus sheltering us from the fierceness

of the August sun.

But the rest, knowing old Neptune better than I did, had not

much faith in his loving kindness. "It will spoil all our fun," said
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Willie; "I'm afraid we can't make Wood Island in this fog," said

our skipper, (I am not sure " skipper" is the right term to apply to

our one-man-officer-and-crew of the yacht, but it has a sort of a salt

sea smack, so I'll use it). " But we must make it," exclaimed Myra,

"for what will become of James and that blessed baby and all the

rest of them, for we've got all the dinner."

"There's fogs, and fogs," said Will, oracularly ; and all com-

menced talking about rising fogs and falling fogs, we who knew noth-

ing about it of course talking most learnedly; demonstrating to a

mathematical certainty that this must be a rising fog.

Meanwhile skipper Charlie said nothing, but busied himself with

his sails, occasionally giving us a comical look when we ventured a

peculiarly weather-wise observation.

It would make our story sound more like a sea voyage if our

skipper had talked sea-phrases and Hosea Biglowisms, but unfortu-

nately, he didn't. Those Yankees have an absurd custom of send-

ing everybody to school, and that spoiled our romance ; Charlie talk-

ed as pure English, as the best of us ; and as for looks—no man ever

had more magnificent eyes. (I cannot, in all candor, charge the Yan-

kee school-system with that however). Little good they did him

now, those glorious orbs, for he could not see a boat's length ahead.

But the wind was m our favor, we thought, though it did seem funny

it should strike first one side of the sails, and then the other. How-

ever, we accorded that phenomena entirely to Charley's skill in "tack-

ing," and went on our way rejoicing.

What wealth did we discover in the waters below us, as we peer-

ed into their depths ! Strange uncanny creatures floated past us,

with never a word to say— sea-cucumbers, and sea-urchins, fine-rayed

starfish, periwinkles and the living raft of the violet-snail. There

were beautiful sea-weeds, delicate filaments out spread ; Iceland moss,

white, lavender and brown; and sometimes long stretches of the

devil's apron—plain green ones for every-day wear, brown ones

elaborately embroidered for Sunday. Willie, just home from Har
vard, declares it is not embroidery at all, only the work of borers

and that he don't believe his Satanic Majesty cares enough for Sun

day to don a clean apron ; but then he don't know.

What cared we for the fog above, when the sea held such treaa
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ures beneath ? We leaned far over the boat-side, trailing our arms

in the water and delighting in the spray dashing over us. But soon

we found it was not dashing as much as it ought, and we became con-

scious that our breeze was dying away. But we must be near Wood
Island by this time, so we did not care. As the wind sunk, the fog

rose, and disclosed—the Bay View House. Now the Bay View-

House is a pretty sight, but as it stands on the main land, in a direc-

tion at right angles to Wood Island, it was not a welcome sight to us

then. Having lifted long enough to show us the situation, the fog

settled and there was not a thimbleful of wind stirring ; miles away

lay Wood Island, with its treasures and the rest of our party, impa-

tient for their dinner, for with all its resources it cannot get up even

a clambake, unless its visitors bring the materials. Myra was in an

agony about that blessed baby and his father, indeed we can none of

us even to this day, think of their forlorn, dinnerless condition, with-

out a shudder; and the boys declared they would row us there.

They did row, like heroes ; half an hour passed, an hour—we must

be almost there ; the fog lifted again, and again we saw the "Bay
View." People lost on our prairies usually travel in circles ; I sup-

pose it must be the same with people lost on the ocean in a fog. We
could not help laughing, to save us, and in spite of blistered hands

and strained shoulders, the boys joined in the chorus.

A third time we steered for that Island, and, would you believe

it, a third time brought up at Bay View. "What next!" "Why,
dinner," answered Will, the practical.

While we ate, the fog rolled away in great fleecy masses, the

sun shone out brilliantly and a stiff breeze sprung up ; but it was

dead ahead. " Its impossible to make the Island in the teeth of that

wind," said the skipper. " But we can sail somewhere^^^ said Will,

and we did, trusting to the wind's changing again to bring us back.

We stopped at the beach and left Myra, too heart sick at thought of

dinnerless baby and husband to enjoy anything, and then went on,

sailing over the waters all that golden afternoon, with the beauty of

sea and sky filling our hearts to the exclusion of all else. There

can be nothing more delightful than the motion of a sail-boat, bound-

ing over the waves ; a gallop over our prairies on a spirited horse

comes nearest it, but even that is not so exhilarating.
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I have no idea how big Saco bay is, but I know we sailed over

its waters twelve blessed hours, and never reached its limits. And
we never came any nearer Wood Island ; indeed I have doubts of its

existence. If there be such a place, surely some Prospero dwells

there, none other could evoke such a combination of hindrances; calm

and fog, perverse sunshine and shadow, bewitched arms of rowers

and balking head winds, all combined to keep us from that island

:

to this day it remains a lost Atlantis to me. And this is how we
went to Wood Island. Mary Allen West.

DRAWING LESSONS.

I do not mean to abide in my present ignorance ; but it is unfor-

tunately true that I cannot delineate anything. If I had been the

artist, Polonius would have been perfectly right in refusing to decide

between the figure of a camel and that of a whale. Now, I apprehend

that the Schoolmaster has some readers who will take a personal in-

terest in the question ; what can such a teacher do towards instruct-

ing children in drawing ? In the first place, he may do something

towards seeing that they are nrovided with suitable material, particular-

ly with blackboard surface. The doctrine, that a blackboard is a

blackboard, is quite as popular as that other doctrine, that a school-

house is a school-house, and almost as obnoxious. Many districts,

which would not employ a stutterer to teach, compel every one who

uses a crayon to commit faults equivalent to stuttering, by reason of

the roughness and dinginess of the blackboards.

In the second place, the very blunders of the most ignorant teacher

may often be a fruitful source of instruction to the class. My scholars

have often caught me in the very act of learning, and I "ain't dead

yet." There 9re plenty of things which I have lately learned, or which

I have yet to learn, that are quite fit to be presented to children eight

years old ; and every teacher who interrogates his own consciousness

will make the same confession. I do not pretend that a teacher who is

simply his own oldest pupil is really an accomplished instructor, but he

is a great deal better than none at all.

In the third place, I learned from my Latin Reader, long ago, thai
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elephants, when they cross a stream, put the little ones before. I tried

such an experiment in a drawing exercise, with good success. I did

not exercise any skill in drawing, myself, and was not called upon to

exercise any. I invited the children to see who could draw a line just

six inches in length. At first, nearly all held back ; but there were a

few volunteers, and all became interested in the results of the measure

ment. For half an hour, the attention was general, the training of

hand and eye was all that I could have hoped, and I had nothing to do

but to stand in judgment with a tape measure.

Once more : in many of our ungraded schools, where a teacher

must do his work in a single winter and be gone, map-drawing may bf

made the first artistic work. It will afford the older pupils a relief

from the drudgery of geography, and the younger ones will be ambi-

tious to imitate them. I am jealous of the early use of triangulation,

or of any other mechanism. If the pupil is shown the best method at

first, and ordered to adopt it, he loses the valuable discipline that re-

sults from a comparison of different methods. But I do not admit that

this oversight, or any other oversight, is fatal. We are so situated

with reference to art, that very poor instruction is better than none.

J. T. MoL'LTON, Jr.

NOTES ON SCHOOL MANAGEMENT.

The following notes are suggested by observations in various

school-rooms, where the teachers were not all beginners.

A common cause of low utterance on the part of pupils, is the

nearness of the pupil to the teacher. If a class is so placed that some

of the members are near the teacher and others farther removed, the

complaint that answers are not heard will chiefly be directed at those

nearest the teacher. They naturally talk to be heard by the teacher,

and if the teacher can so arrange that no part of the class shall be

nearer to herself than to any member of the class, it will be a great

gain in the ease of recitation. In case of the difl5dence of the new-

comer it may not be amiss to go nearer to the pupil who is not heard,

with the suggestion to repeat what has been said, but the tendency of

the pupil's voice will be downward as the teacher comes nearer.
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Teachers sometimes fall into forms of giving directions that are

not accurate, but through which their own pupils learn to understand

them. When they pass to other teachers, the pupils sometimes are

deemed dull or careless, when they are really trying faithfully to do as

directed, thus a teacher called on a class to give the sounds of the let-

ters. They knew that she meant the vowel sounds and they satisfied

her by giving them. Another teacher called for the analysis of the

words in the first line on a page. The class stopped at a pause in the

midst of the second line. The teacher apologetically accepted it as

correct, saying I meant you should go to the pause. In the minds of a

visitor the question naturally arose, "then why did not you say so?"

Teachers who give out certain very brief lessons in geography, or

in arithmetic, or in spelling, often pursue a course in recitation that

tends to narrow the mental power of the pupils and to belittle their

habits of study, instead of making the assigned lines so much addition-

al matter for use with that already studied. Some teachers will call

on pupils in succession till the assigned lesson is recited, when the

next pupil is called on for the first item again, and so on, the repetition

being kept up till the time of class expires. If a teacher does not feel

that she can trust herself to develop broader interest in the subject by

enlarging it from sources beyond the text-book in the hands of the

pupil, she can at least make that book so far as already studied avail-

able ; and when the day's lesson has been fairly recited, the rest of

the time can be spent in a review from the first of the book. There is

a wealth of instructive power in the pictures of most of the primary

books. In the Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, the pictures of one

of our primary geographies are regarded as more valuable for purposes

of instruction than the text itself. The use of such pictures we shall

have occasion to refer to again.

James H. Blodgett.

HOW SHALL I MAKE MY PUPILS GET THEIR LESSONS

I'his question is repeated by teachers ad infinitum. Its repe-

tition is of very frequent occurrence during the first year's experience
;

after that, the interrogatory is made less and less often until, when

the professional teacher takes the place of the novice, the question is
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asked no more. What does experience teach with regard to this part

of the work ? Why do young teachers so earnestly ask the question

which so seldom appears to trouble their elders ?

We are beginning to learn that all pupils should not be similarly

treated, even though the old school discipline vigorously so taught.

Each boy and each girl requires mental, moral and physical treatment,

different from that of every other boy and girl. We ought to be able

to apply this in each instance. This cannot be done, because, first,

under such a regime, one teacher could instruct not more than twenty

pupils, and, second, we do not know enough : by this I mean that the

mass of teachers know less than any other class of people, of men and

things about them, hence less of human nature. Then, the condition

of things prevents the application of the true method of making boys

and girls get their lessons, viz : Treat each one according to his indi-

vidual character. In school as in the world, some must be coaxed

and a few be driven ; the first thing for the teacher to do is to distin-

guish these two kinds in her class.

One of the common methods of compulsion, is detaining the pupil

after school hours. The results are, where the school sessions last six

hours a day, vexation of pupil, impatience of teacher, and a general

unhappiness of both. In some cases this is a good thing to do. A
pupil will not be harmed by an hour's detention after school if his

school day is but three hours. A lazy, lymphatic pupil will not be in-

jured by detention in the school-room after school. Recesses should

never be prohibited. But the general rule for both teacher and pupil,

should be " leave the house when school is done."

You can keep a boy after school, but if he is a boy of spirit and

persistence, he will not get his lesson. It is only the good boys that

go to work with a will after school, and they are the very ones you do

not care to detain.

Then if the pupils cannot be detained after school, how sliall they

be made to get their lessons ? The answer has never been given. It

cannot be given. There are duties of a teacher, the accomplishing of

which requires an amount of ability, tact, force—call it what you will

—the quality of which, though comprehended by results, cannot be

described. It is this that will make the pupil get his lessons; it is

this that makes school management relatively easy; it is God-given
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not acquired; he who has it not, can never acquire it ; he can but

imitate.

As for the pupils, while parents remain as they are, it can not be

expected that the child will ever learn tasks assigned him just because

he loves the work ; some other incentive to study must be found.

EvoG.

ARITHMETIC. IV.

In this article I propose to take up the subject of Factors and their

iisea, one of the most ia)portant departments of arithmetic ; but it is usually

treated very inadequately in our text- books. By turning to the first article

of this series, in the January Schoolmaster, it will be found that I there

suggested certain exercises intended to lead the young pupil to a just concep-

tion of some of the first principles of numbers. In the catechism at the end

of that article are the following questions and answers : How is each new

number regularly made? Bt/ jnittmg one of the same kind icifh the la.-t

preceding number. What is putting one number with another and naming

the result called ? Addition. How, then, are all numbers above one regu-

larly made ? By a constant addition 0/ one.

Let us take the same class of pupils with their present advancement, and

let them make the numbers in this regular manner, say as far as six. Now

put together two and two and two of the same kind. Again we have made

six by constant addition. Can five be made by the constant addition of any

number other than one ? Let the pupils try the experiment, using their

counters. Then try the same thing with other numbers, as four, seven, eight,

nine, etc. In this way, lead your pupils to discover that numbers are of fico

classes, namely such as can be made by the constant addition of one only, and

such as can be made by the constant addition of some number other than one.

Names are now wanted for these classes of numbers
;

they may be called

respectively prime and composite ; or other names may be used for a time. To

insure rapidity and certainty in future work, it is important that the pupils

commit thoroughly to memory all prime numbers below one hundred.

When I make six by the constant addition of two, what may I call the

two in respect to the six ? A maker of six. By what process may twos be

used to make six ? By constant addition. Instead of the English word maker^ >

we will use the Latin word factm-, which means exactly the same thing.
'

I
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What then, is a factor of a number ? A maker of that number hy constant

addition. To review, what is a prime number ? A number that can be made

by the constant addition of one only. What is a composite number? A
number that can be made by the constant addition of some number other than

one. What is that number called whioh makes another by constant addition f

A factor of that number. Hareafcer, instead of constant addition, we will

say multiplication, which means the same thing; and we will call all num-

bers which can be made by this process of multiplication, multiples. What,

then, is every composite number? A multiple of each of its factors. If I

can build six of twos only I can destroy six by constantly taking two away
;

I have called the first process, m'dtiplicafion; the second is its opposite, or

division. In the process of building, we called two a factor, in the opposite

process, we may call two a divisor. What, then, is a divisor of any num-

ber ? A factor of that number. This is true; and no other number can be

a divisor ; it is easy to show that loe niver divide a uumber by anything but

its factors.

Lead the pupil to see that every number is prime, or it is made up of

prime factors into which it may be resolved. The resolution of numbers into

their prime factors is a very important process ; and the pupil should prac-

tice it, until he can do the work with the greatest promptness and accuracy.

It will be well, if he studies the numbers below one hundred, so that at once

he can tell the factors of each ; so, for instance, that f=eventy-eight m\j be to

him, tico times three times thirteen, just as readily as it is seven tens and eight

units. But, before proceeding to the process of resolving numbers into their

prime factors, it is important that we become thoroughly acquainted with

certain tests for the presence of some of these factors in any given number.

These tests rest upon two fundamental principles in numbers ; these I will

state and demonstrate, and then I will state and demonstrate the tests them-

selves. It is hardly necessary to say, however, that I do not propose these

demonstration.^ as a part of the work to be given to young children.

Principle I.

—

A factor of any number is a factor of any multiple of

that number. Demonstration. It is given that there is a number having a

factor ; then, of course, that number is some number of times that factor Hence,

when I make a multiple of the given number, or take a certain number of

times that number, I am taking a certain number of times the given factor,

a certain number of times. Therefore, my result must be a certain number

of times a certain number of times the given factor; and, of course, that

factor must be found in the result. Illustration. Six is a number of which

two is factor; six is three times two, or thrtee twos. Hence, when I take five

times six, for instance, I am taking three times two, or three twos, five times
;
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the result is five times three times, or fifteen times, two. So it is clear that

two is a factor of the multiple.

Principle II.

—

A common factor of any two numbers is likewise n

factor of their sum or their difference. Demonstration. It is given that there

are two numbers and that they have a common factor. Hence, each of these

numbers is some number of times the common factor. But, to find the sum

of these numbers, 1 put them together ; in doing this, I am putting a num-

ber of times the common factor with a number of times the same factor ; and

it is clear that the result must be a number of times that factor. Again,

when I find the difierence of these numbers, I most take some number cf

times the common factor from a number of times the same factor ; and it is

clear that a number of times that factor is left. Illustrations. Let -six and

fourteen be the numbers, and two, the common factor ; six is three twos and

fourteen is seven twos. Hence, to find their sum I must put three twos with

seven twos, and the result will be ten twos. Again, when I find the differ-

ence of these numbers, I take three twos from seven twos, and the result must

be four twos.

It may be seen that, in all these cases, the given factor is treated just

like the unit of which some number is made; as, for instance, the apple when

dealing with a number of apples ; and it is really no more diificult to under-

stand the necessary presence of the given factor in all the above results, than

it is to understand that the apple will always be the unit of the result obtained

when we multiply, add or subtract numbers of apples. While I think it

would not be wise to attempt to make young children give the above formal

demonstrations, they may be taught to illustrate these principles in a variety

of ways by the help of their counters, which ought not to be discarded for

some time yet.

The tests and their demonstrations will receive attention in the next

Schoolmaster.
E. C. Hewett.

Oct. 9, 1873.

Col. Eaton, commissioner of education, is studying the character

and results of the kindergarten schools, preparatory to reporting what

can be done towards caring for the little ones of our country while

their hard-working parents are absent from home at daily toil. The
trade, industrial and technical schools of Belgium, are also the object

of his investigations. This report will be of much value. Illinois has

not yet felt the need of such schools as much as the East. So far the

establishment of night schools in our larger towns is all that has been

done in this direction.
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It seems plain enough that the teachers of a State, if they are

wise, will not suffer themselves to be divided into factions warring

with each other. The simplest dictates of common sense ought to

teach them this truth. The whole educational corps of a State, con-

stitute but one family, and their strength before the community de-

pends very largely upon their presenting a united front. Petty

jealousies and envies ought to have no existence among them. Their

interests are all in common, and they have common enemies to con-

tend with,—enemies strong enough to tax all their resources, so that

they have no ammunition to waste on each other. To be sure, honest

differences will arise among them ; and, so long as teachers are

human, it cannot be expected that they will be entirely free from the

faults and the failings common to humanity. But nothing is gained,

and much is lost, by parading their differences and their faults and
failings, before the world. The condition of educational affairs in

our own State is in our mind as we write these Avords. Our feelings

would have prompted us, many times in the past year, to write

for these pages, things concerning some of the fraternit}', in which

vinegar would have been a large ingredient. But what good end
would they have served ? We have held our,—pen ; and we are

-lad of it.

Mr. E. W. Coy, for the past three years principal of the Model
High School, is about to leave Illinois to assume charge of the

Hughes High School of Cincinnati. By this movement our State

loses one of its best teachers. The Board of Cincinnati have secured

the services of a man who has no superior in high-school work in the

country. It is with feelings of joy and sorrow that we bid adieu to

Mr. Coy,—;joy at the merited compliment which he has received,

—

sorrow that our own good State must lose his services. Our neigh-

bors in Ohio Avill find in their new acciusition an able scholar and a

modest man.

The boards of supervisors in the State are, under the new law,

arranging the salaries of county officers. The instances below given

are fair illustrations of what is generally doing in this direction. Ma-
con county gives its clerk $2,000, circuit clerk $1,500, judge $1,500,
treasurer $1,750, and allows its supt. fiftv days for visiting schools or

$200.
Logan county gives its judge $1,800, clerk, $2,000, treasurer,

$2,000, supt. $450. If this means anything, it means that first-rate
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school-men must not occupy that office. The office that has almost di-

rect control of more property of the county than all others together,

that, in addition to this responsibility, controls and gives direction to the

school system of the county, must be filled either by an incompetent,

or by one who has some other business ; that of looking after the

school interests must be secondary. If our schools are worth maintain-

ing, if they are good for anything as they are, it follows that an im-

provement in their management would render them better worth sup-

porting. The grand reason assigned by the wise ones—that the super-

intendents were a useless expenditure to the county—for crippling the

office, if valid, applies equally to the other county officers ; so, when a

judge or clerk shows himself to be incompetent, reduce the salary and so

cripple the efficency of the office that only he who has an income from
other business can aft'ord to give to this any part of his time. The
Schoolmaster would like to see the office abolished or made efficient.

On Its present basis it will seriously harm our schools.

The following list of zoological works is published for the benefit

of such students as are not satisfied with the aid of the school text-

books.

Baird^s Mammals of J^orth America, J. B. Lippincott & Co.,

Philadelphia. $20.
Cone's Key to North American Birds, Naturalists' Agency, Salem,

Mass., $7.

Packard's Guide to the Study of Insects, Naturalists' Agency,
Salem, Mass., $5.

Harris^ Insects Injurious to Vegetatioro, Porter & Coates, Phila-

delphia, $10.

Le Conte's Coleojptera of North America, Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, $1.50.'

Morris' Synopsis of Lepido])tera of North America, Smithsonian
Institution, $2.

Hagen^s Neuro2)tera of North America, Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, $2.

Loew cj6 Oetin, Sackings Diptera of North America, Smithsonian
Institution, $6.

American Entomologist, 2 vols., R. P. Studley & Co., St. Louis, $5.
Baird's Mammals includes all North American species, except the

Bats and Cetaceans. The synopsis of birds in the United States is

complete. The works of Harris and Packard are general in character,

containing descriptions of only the most common and important species.

The Smithsonian publications, of which none are yet complete, consist

chiefly of descriptions of species, except Le Conte's Coleoptera which
does not pass below genera.

i
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Articles have appeared in the Winona Eejmhlu'an and St.

Paul Fioneer, criticising very severely an article in the Sept. num-

ber of the .Minnesota Teacher. The article was written by the

editor, George M. Gage, Esq. Some of the critic's points are well

taken : brother Gage's rhetoric was not perfect, but some of the

critic's own sentences can be vastly improved. As one reads them,

he is reminded of the old proverb about people Avho live in glass

houses. To an outsider, it looks very much as though there is a

sizable colored person in the fence, somewhere.

An old and valued correspondent seems troubled because we
said in our last number, '"if the majority establish schools such that

any individual, sect or class cannot conscientiously use them, their

remedy is to remove their children and educate them elsewhere at

their own expense." Nevertheless, '"all this we verily believe ;"

it is the result of much thought : and it is our deliberate conviction.

We confess that to us it seems the only tenable position, if our pub-

lic-school system is to continue in such a form as to give no one just

cause of complaint. We do not care to argue the case here and now,

but we stand ready to defend our proposition. Meanwhile, we are

"open to conviction," and there is room in the pages of the School-
MAtTER for others to state and to defend their own views on the sub-

ject.

We have heard the following story of Dr. Lyuian Beecher. At one

time, some one attacked him most violently and unjustly through the public

press : but he took no notice whatever of the affair. To a friend who urged

him to reply, he told this story of his early experience. Keturning home
one moonlight evening in autumn, he found a small black-and-white animal

in his path. In a thoughtless )uoment, he threw a large volume which he

was carrying, at the intruder. And, said he, ''The result was such that I

have never since through it worth while to launch a quarto at a skunk."

Mr. Northrop in his new book, noticed in our Book Table, has an excel-

lent article on the somewhat prevalent notion that our children are suffering

severely from too much study, or rather the somewhat general belief that in-

tellectual labor in itself is detrimental to health and long life. The present

fallacy and uneasiness on the subject are due very largely to the lucubrations

of Bohemians, that have appeared from time to time in the public prints.

These reliable gentlemen proceed on the principle that the chief end of man,

—at least if he writes for papers,—is to stir up a fuss, to make a sensation ; and
that it matters very little whether, in accomplishinsr his purpose, he lies or

speaks the truth. We are quite sure our readers will thank us for the ex-

tract from Mr. Northrop's article, which we will give in the next number. We
found it very difficult to bring the extract within reasonable limits
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We hope our readers will notice the mathematical article in this num-
ber, from the pen of Dr. Matteson. There are many curious things about

the formula of Pythagoras, which he discusses. We have received a pamph-
let on the same subject, from a friend in Ohio ; we may give it some at-

tention, hereafter.

With the controversy about the authorship of "Nothing to Wear,"
"Betsey and I are Ou<," "Beautiful Snow," etc., fresh in our minds, we hold

our breath in expectation of what is to come concerning two articles that ap-

peared in the October magazines. The Atlantic 3hnfhlj/, and the Galaxy,
each presents a story which in essential points is the same. To be sure, the

scene of one is in Paris, and the other in New York. But, in both cases, a

gentleman becomes infatuated with a supposed young woman who is a prom-
inent performer in a "show," he writes to her, makes her costly presents, gets'

a reply, and finally discovers that the fair one is only "a great, lubberly boy ;"

and the curtain falls on a thoroughly disgusted individual. The question to

be settled is, who is the original Jacobs ?

The entrance of the colored pupils upon the rights and privileges of the

public schools of Springfield, is creating some argument in the papers of that

city. It is rather late to raise such an issue. The editor of the Weeklj/

Journal, in the extract quoted below, states the whole thing in a nutshell.

A volume could do no more. It is commended to the attention of any other

cities of our state that may have any hesitation in acting in the matter.

I. The Constitution of the United States declares that "all persons born or natural-

ized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are ciiizens ofthe United

States and of the State where they reside ;" and that "no State shall make or enforce any

law ivhich shall abridge the p7-ivileges or ijntiuinities of citizens of the United States''

II. The Constitution of the State of Illinois demands that '-the General Assembly

shall provide A thorough system of free schools, whereby all the children of

THIS state may receive a good common school education."

III. The Free School System of Illinois, conforming to the requirements of the

Constitutions of the State and of the United States, has abolished all distinction between

the white and colored children of the State by expressly repealing the word "white"

wherever it heretofore occurred in the School Law.

IV. The special act giving the control of the free schools of the City of Springfield

to its own Board of Education, expressly makes those schools "subject to the general

provisions of the School Law."

V. The members of the Board of Education of Springfield, before entering upon

their duties, were required by the terms of the act, to "take an oath to support the Coj'.

stitution of the United States and of the State of Illinois."

i
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MATHEMATICAL.

Mr. Epitor:—Here, in a nut-shell, is the proof of my assertion

in the second paragraph of my solution of A^ = J2 _[_ jr^s^ \^^ gep.

:ember number of the SciiooLifASTER.

I showed in that discussion that h=^iii^ -\- n',h=ra'' — n^,

and j9= 2 m n. Then, h -[- p= ni^ -^r n^ + 2 m, n = (m + ?i)2,

also, li— p= mr -\- n^ — 2 m n= (w— n}^ ^ and
(wi2 + ;i2 _^ 2 m 71') (m3 + ^2 — 2 m «-) == (m^ — /i2)2.

This proves my theorem that, "Both the sum and the difference of the

hypotenuse and one of the legs of any right, rectilinear triangle

are squares ; and the product of said sum and difference is equal to

the square of the other leg."

Illustrations : If //i — 2, m = 1 ; then h ^=fj^h=^ 3, and p =
v. Hence, A + ^^9, a square ; h— i>

= l, a square: and 9 X
1 = a square. If m = 3, n = 2, then h = 13, J = 5, and ^ ^ 12

;

now, A -|-i>
= 25, A— p='^-, and (A + p) (A — j->) = 25 ; all the

results being squares. Again, take yyt = 3, ;i = l, then h^^ 10,

h^= 8, and p = Q. Hence, A + p = 16, A — p= 4, and (A + p)
h—p = 64 ; all S({uares as before.

If we divide 10, 8, and 6, each by 2, we see that b and^ inter-

change ; that is, they exchange their value as shown when ')n= 2

and n z= 1. There are two sets of values for m and n which will

produce the same right triangle, as shown in the previous discussion.

De Kalb, III/, Oct. 9, 1872. J. M.

Schoolmaster:—In the "mathematical corner" of your October

No., I find the following :

"Problem I. Given the equation x -\- 6 y x=z 91 to determine the

value of X.

Solutioji. Squaring we have {x— 91)^ == 36 x ; x- — 218 .r ==
— 8281. Whence a?= 49 or «= 169. But this latter value does ?i02!

satisfy the given equation. Why did we obtain a wrong answer.

Give the true solution of the given equation." This latter value does

satisfy the equation, if you take the corresponding value of \/ «, which

is — 13 ; hence, you did not abtain a wrong answer. A better solu-

tion would develop the values of y' x ; thus, completing the square,

we have x + 6 \' x+ 9 = 100.

Whence i x=l, .v= 49, or y .<»=— 13, x= 169.

Permit me to give you a problem

:

,,2 -)- y = 18
?/2 + aj_- 8 to find the values of ' and y.

EwiNG, III., Oct. 7th. John Washburn.
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REPORT OF ATTENDANCE FOR SEPTEMBER, 1S73.

St Louis, Mo.*
Chioa>;o,Ill
Cincinnati. O
SpringSeld, II'

Decatur, ill

Rock Island, 111

Freeport, 111

Alton, 111

East Denver, Colorado.
Lincoln, III

W. Roekford, III

Macomb, 111

Princeton, 111

Shelbyville, 111

Dixon, 111

Polo, 111

Marengo, Iowa
Sandwich, 111

Ea:5t Meudota, Id
Albia, Iowa
Rochelle, 111

w. Mattoon. Ill

Mc. Carroll, III

Delavan 111

Carrollton, 111

Washington, III

E Chamivu.sfn, III

Lexingtou, 111

Esoanaba Michigan...
S. Belvidere, 111

N Belvidere, III

DeKain, ill

Blue Island, III

Martinsville, 111

Lyndon, III

36.867
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the other for those who wished to give their attention to the sciences required by law in

our public schools. The recitations were conducted in form of a school drill. The
classes had the benefit of a large reference library, cabinets and apparatus, all of which

are the property of that school.

There are persons who cause us to think more and better of humanity ; they them-

selves are so strong in all that is good and noble, that their presence even, has an elevat-

ing influence ;—such was the spirit ,of our instructors at Princeton. Their earnestness

and zeal, their noble self-forgetfulness and devotion to their work, were a lessm each

must have carried to his field of labor ; it is among the choice blessings of life that we
are permitted the acquaintance of such teachers as H. L. Boltwood and C. P. Hall.

Annie A. Mefker.

Champaign.— Mr. J- C. Oliver has gone to Santa Barbara, California. Prof. Cary,

of the I. I. U, takes the west-side schools ; Mr. M. Waters, the east side; Mr. P. M.

Moore, takes Mr. Waters' place at -Areola.

McLean County.—Museum at Xormal.—During the past summer about 6,000

specimens have been added to the museum of the State Normal University, exclusive of

a good collection of diatoms, and a large invoice' of marine specimens now arriving-

About 600 of these have been obtained by purchase, donation and exchange; the re-

mainder have been collected by the curator.

The preparation of cabinets for distribution to public high schools will soon be

commenced.

Springfield.—Springfield has a sensation. The school board has stricken the word
" white " out of the regulations, and thrown open the doors of the public schools

to applicants of every variety of color from tnauve to jet black. The Register is report-

ed as greatly troubled thereat, and there are rumors that the kaut monde will withdraw

its children.

Martinsville.—Schools opened in good condition Sept. ist. The attendance is

greater than at the opening month last year. One of the best small school-houses in the

State is here. Four teachers are employed at an aggregate monthly salary of two hun-

dred dollars. Martinsville is a busy growing little town, and by proper means a first-

class graded school can be permanently established.

Decatur High-School Grounds.— Onr public buildings are public property, and

every citizen should feel an interest in their condition, and a just pride in having

them present an inviting appearance, by having the grounds surrounding them tastefully

arranged and well kept. We call attention to our High-School Grounds, as furnishing

a specimen of good taste in their arrangement, and of the best care in the fine condition

in which they have been kept. In these grounds are flowers of almost every variety,

tastefully arranged in beds, which bloom in their season, and contiibute much to the

beauty of the place. One fact specially worthy of note, as indicating the excellent dis-

cipline of the school, and the good behavior of the pupils, is that though the flowers and

shrubbery surrounding the building are in the play grounds, where the scholars have ac-

cess to them every day during recess, there is not the least sign of their having been

disturbed in any way. This fact of itself speaks volumes for the boys and girls, and is

worthy of special mention. The laying out of the grounds and planting of flowers and
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shrubbery has been done under the direction of Mr. Gastman, who has also expended

no small amount of personal labor in bringing matters to their present state of perfection.

Great credit is due him for the good taste he has displayed, and the constant care he has

exercised in the matter. No man could have manifested a deeper interest in beautifying

his own estate, than has Mr. Gastman in giving the High School Grounds an inviting

appearance. The same interest and care seems to prevail with the entire corps of as-

sistants, and as we have already indicated, the pupils partake of the same feeling. We
call attention to this matter that parents may appreciate the excellence of the influence

under which their children are receiving their education, and realize that when they

are at school they are not only prosecuting their studies, but that they are doing so

under influences and in the midst of surroundings which are every way elevating and

refining.—Republican.

Chicago.—Mr.James H. Broomell, principal of one of the Chicago public schools,was

temporarily suspended by the President of the Board of Education, by and with the advice

of Supt. Pickard, and Mr. Stone committee for the school of which Mr. Broomell was

principal. We take pleasure in printing Mr. Broomell's manly and complete defense,

as contained in his explanatory letter to the Board From the published report of the

affair, it is not easy to see the propriety of making so much ado over the matter, unless

the Chicago Board are seeking a reputation for their schools based upon the slender

foundation of the total abolition of corporal punishment, and the expulsion of all bad

boys from school into the highways of their great city.

Chicago, Oct. 13th, 1873.
To the Hon. W. H. King, President, etc.

Dear Sir: I am in receipt of yours of the nth inst., suspending me from the

position of Principal of Cottage Grove School for alleged cruelty in punishing a scholar

in my school with a rawhide.

As I am informed, the subject will probably come before the next meeting of the

Board of Education, and believing that the board will be disposed to hear both sides of

the question at issue, and to weigh all the facts in the case before taking action, I have
concluded to submit a candid statement of the matter as it presents itself to my mind.

On Tuesday afternoon, Oct. 7th, Oscar Woodruff was sent to my office by his teach-

er for serious and continued misdemeanors in the school. She had previously informed
me that she was having much trouble with him, and that she feared it would be neces-

sary to suspend him : also, that she had several times written to his parents in regard to

his conduct without receiving any reply in reference to it, either in person or by letter,

and without effecting any improvement in his deportment I heard that his father was
away from home most of the time, and that his mother had been an invalid for several

months. I believed at the time that the administration of moderate punishment was the

best thing I could do for the boy. Five blows in all were struck, none of them heavy.
By throwing up his arm the boy received part of the force of one blow upon one cheek,
which left a mark for the time. But for this slight accident the punishment would have
been mild, as it was intended to be. The instrument used was a light, slender, rawhide,
about twenty-two inches long. These are the simple facts in the case.

I will briefly rehearse what seem to me to be the palliating circumstances :

1

.

The boy was persistently disobedient and disorderly. The mother had been
informed of this, and no improvement had resulted. The father was away from the city

and could not be reached. I thought it better to punish the boy than to suspend him
and send him into the street.

2. In the absence of any legislation by your board in the matter of corporal pun-
ishment, I was not aware that 1 would violate any rule by using it. I reported the case
to the Superintendent, as was the custom in years past, and did so at once on account
of the accident referred to.
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3. Although I knew ihe Superintendent desired ihe schools to be conducted with-

out the use of corporal punishment, I believed it still left optional with the principals to

use it when they were conscientiously convinced that it was the best thing to do. On
reporting the case to the Superintendent he expressed surprise that I had resorted to this

method of discipline without first consulting him. This I most certainly would have

done had I understood that such was his desire.

4. Since the language used in your letter indicate- that my offense partly consists

in the simple use of the instrument named, I deem it proper to say that I have the im-

pression, growing out of frequent consultations on modes of discipline, with other prin-

cipals, that the use of a similar instrument has not been infrequent, in times past, among
the most successful of your teachers. My idea is, that the cruelty of a punishment de

pends upon the manner of it, and not upon the instrument used That the punishment

in this case was not severe, is attested by the fact that no complaint has been made of

any marks upon the boy's form, except the one resulting from the accident, and this

wholly disappeared within a short time.

5. I most positively disclaim any intention of acting arbitrarily in the matter, or

of compromising any one connected with our schools.

In conclusion, I deem it my duty to all parties concerned to express my regret at

having made what proved to be an unfortunate choice of discipline in this case, and to

say, emphatically, that whatever my private opinion may be as to the advantages of

corporal punishment in some cases, my intention is, and always has been, to observe

strictly the rules of your board and the instructions of the Superintendent.

Respectfully, J. H. Broomell.

Perry County.—The DuQuoin public school opened on the first Monday in October,

with the following corps of teachers, viz : High school, John Ward; ist Grammar de-

partment. Rev. E. C. Willoughby ; 2d Grammar department. Miss E. N. Cotter; 1st In-

termediate department, Miss M. Cowens ; 2d Intermediate department. Miss Eva De
Lano ; ist Primary department, Miss Mary Cole ; 2d Primary department, Miss Carrie

Kelley; Colored school, Mr. McPherson ; To fill vacancies. Miss Alice Bayless

;

Teacher of German, Prof McCord ; Superintendent, Granville T. Foster.

After the 15th of Nov., public lectures on the Natural Sciences will be given once

every week, in the school building, by gentlemen at home and from abroad. The pres-

ent "Board of Education" are endeavoring to make this one of the best schools in

southern Illinois.

Indiana —We have received from President W. A. Jones, the catalogue of the

Indiana Normal School, at Terre Haute, for 1872-73. The summary of attendance is

as follows :

No. of pupils in Primary Model School, 72
No. of pupils in Intermediate Model School, 56
No. of pupils in Normal School, 22S

Total, 356

Number of teachers in the faculty, twelve; of this number, seven are men. The pam-

phlet contains a pretty full outline of the course of study.

Pres. Jones gives some capital reasons why the work of the Normal Schools is not

r.ow, and ought not to be, simply instruction and training in " the theory and practice of

teaching." His words are clear and well considered ; and to our mind, they are not

easily answered.

Missouri.—Hannibal.—Our first month's work closed Sept. 26th. The superin-

tendent's report shows an enrollment of 1261, over 200 more than for the corresponding

month of last year. The per cent, of attendance was ninety.
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A Principals' meeting has been organized at which the subjects of Tardiness and

Order have been discussed. The purpose of these discussions has been to secure uni-

form action on the part of all the teachers, to reduce the number of cases of tardiness in

the schools, and the adoption of plans for securing better order, both in the school-room

and on the play-ground. The result has been a reduction in the amount of tardiness

fifty per cent., and a general improvement in the order of the schools.

Monthly Teachers' meetings are held. Corporal punishment was discussed at the

last meeting, and the discussion will be continued at the next. From the present indi-

cations, the youth of Hannibal, will have less to fear from the stinging rod in the future?

although its use may not be wholly abolished.

Prof. James Johonnot, principal of the South Missouri State Normal School at War-

rensburg, has eleven assistants.

Query.—A correspondent writes that his Philosophy says that "the momentum of a

moving body is equal to the weight multiplied by the velocity ; while the striking force

of a moving body is equal to the weight multiplied by the square of the velocity." He
is puzzled, and asks us to aid him in his difficulty.

First, we remark that momentum is never a multiple of dead weight ; the unit of

momentum is the movingforce of one unit of matter moving over one unit of distance in

a unit of time. Hence, 15 lbs, moving 4 feet per second will move with 60 times the

force of I lb, moving i foot per second ; of course, for the same body, the moving force

will be in proportion to the velocity. In these cases, no obstructions to the motion are

con^dered ; the result is the theoretical result supposing the body to move freely in a

vacumm. Second, when however, a body is kept in constant, uniform motion against

resistances, the momentum takes the name o{ vis viva, or living force ; and this is \:\

proportion to the scjuare of the velocity. The reason is plain, and may be illustrated as

follows : Supposing a body to move against the air, for instance, two miles ; if the same

body be moved four miles, twice as much air must be pushed aside, and twice as much
force must be used ; but, if the four miles is to be passed in the same time as two were

passed, the opposing air must be pushed aside twice as fast as before, hence the force

must be again doubled.

Personals.—Adolph A. Suppiger is the republican candidate for Superintendent

in Madison county.

John H. Black is nominated for Superintendent by the democrats of Adams
county.

A. W. DuRLEY, present County Superintendent, is candidate for County Treasurer,

in Putnam county.

Miss Mary A. West, of Galesburg, has received the nomination of one of the

parties for Superintendent of Knox county.

J. Lawson Wright of the Normal class of '73, has the charge of schools at Ad-
aline, 111.

Miss Emma W. Warne of Normal class of '73, is at DeKalb with Miss Dunbar.

R. B. Welch is at Washington, 111.

M. H. Ambrose is principal of Avalon Academy, at Avalon, Livingston county,

Missouri.
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Charles Spies is at the heal of St. Jacobs, public school.

J. M. Dickson is superintendent at Hillsboro.

G. W. Parkinson is teaching at Summerfield.

J. C. PiCKARDhas been made Prof, of Eng. I,it., in I. I. University, at Champaign.

ILLINOIS NORMAL.

Gov. Beveridge visited the Normal on Friday, the 26th of Sept. All the schools

gathered in the large hall, where speeches of welcome to the Governor were made l)j

I. Eddy Brown and Miss Dell Cook. The Governor replied in fitting terms ; advising

and encouraging the pupils in a short speech. General Moore, ol Decatur, followed it

a short address, containing both fun and sense. A Reception to the Governor was held

at the Orphans' Home in the evening; many prominent citizens of Normal zxA

Bloomington, were present.

Hon. Schuyler Coifax, paid the Normal a short visit about the 1st of October.

Prof. Coy has "a call'" to the Hughes High School of Cincinnati. The preseet

prospect is that he will go, for which we cannot blame him, as the position is an attrac-

tive one, and the proposed salary largely in excess of what he is now receiving.

President Edwards has not availed himself of the vacation offired by the Boar»L

last summer. His health seems much improved, and he will probably continue at his

post.

The state of affairs at the Normal is altoge her prosperous ; the health of the pupils is

more than usually good; and ihe daily work goes on quietly but vigorously. SectioR

A, are "wrestling" with Mechanical Powers. Section C, are ccmsn'ons that Psychology

is not as easy to read as a novel ; and the new Sections are drawing South America,—the

drawings are mostly prizes, but there is an occasional blank. Several pupils who were

here at the beginning of the term have gone out to teach. Mr. James E. Willis of the

senior class, has been obliged to leave on account of death in his father's family. His

absence is much regretted. The President is giving special attention to the over-sight

of students teaching in the Model School; as a consequence, their woik is better thaa

ever before. Prof. Baker is preaching on Sundays at Danvers. Mr. John L. Sheareiu

who is teaching in Madison county, saved one of his little pupils from drowning the

other day. A little girl seven years old, attempting to draw water frcm the well, lost

her balance and fell in, but the prompt action of the teacher rescued her.

MARRIED :— In Fall River, Mass., Sept. 25th, Mr. Jesse B. Sutton of Quincy,

Mich., to Miss Myra A. Osband. The bride's many friends wish they may "live long

and prosper."

JUDD M. FiSK will teach at Ipavp, the next five months.

J. E. Lamb is teaching at Washburn.

E. E. R. KiMBROUOn has charge of the sehools in Golconda, Pope county.

R. II. Beggs continues another year in Virginia, Cass county.

Joseph Dobbin is Principal of the schools in Griggsville.

Emily II Cotton and Olive A. Rider, are teaching in the schools of Giiggsvllle.

J. W. Lowdermilk is teaching in Franklin, Morgan county ; the Waveriy Tiiit^^.

speaks well of his success thus far.
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Smellic's Philosophy of Natural History, revised and edited by Dr. John Ware.
Thompson, Bigelow & Brown, Boston.

This work has been before the public so long that its merits are too well known t©

require any extended notice. The book was first published by Mr. Smellie, near the

close of the last century. This revision of the work by Dr. Ware has been undertaken

in order to adapt it more perfectly to the present needs of the schools. It is not

intended for a text-book in natural history, technically speaking '"but to present such

views of it as would be intelligible to the young student and to the general reader, and

piepare them for, and lead them to engage in, a more extended study of the subject as is

is presented in treatises more strictly sclent. fie and in the works of nature " The intro"-

duction, consisting of one hundred and thirty-six pages, treats of the characteristics of

living bodies, and of animals as distinguished from plants; of the structure of animals

and of the general divisions and subdivisions of the animal kingdom with a description

of the different branches and classes. The remainder of the book, containing over two

hundred and eighty pages, is filled with interesting matter on various subjects connected

with animal life, such as the voice of animals, and their modes of communication, their

covering and migration, their habitations, artifices, education, hostiliti-^s, etc. It is a

book that should be in the hands of every teacher of natural history, and we hive found

it a very profitable, as well as entertaining, text-book for classes in this interesting

branch of study.

A Manual of Moral Philosophyfor Colleges and High Schools, hy Andrew P. Pea-
body, D. D., LL.D. A. S. Barnes & Co., New York and Chicago.

This neat volume of 220 pp , the author informs us, was "prepared particularly, for

Ihe use of the Freshman class in Harvard College." It seems to us, however, not too

difficult for the pupils of ordinary High Schools, or even for the highest classes in some

of our best country schools. Dr. Peabody bases morality on the "fitness of things;" he

says, ^^Fitness is the only standard by which we regard our own actions or the actions of

others as good or evil,—by which we justify or condemn ourselves or others." Fitness

however, as he explains and uses it, has a broader meaning than some have been ac

customed to give it. He does not dwell very largely upon Revelation as a source of

authority, but often refers to it, and always recognizes it as such. He puts prominent

the idea that r/^,^< and 7t';'o«^ are inherent and inconvertible qualities. "We would

have the youth from the very earliest period of his moral agency, grounded in the be-

lief that right and wrong are immutable,—that they have no localities, no meridians,

—

that, with a change of surroundings, their conditions and laws vary as little as do those

of planetary or stellar motion," p, 220. The book has a pretty full index.

P<7tterson's Speller and Analyzer a.ccompa.medhy an Exercise Book. Sheldon & Co >

New York.

This Speller, containing 128 pp., seems to be excellently well adapted to its pur-

]iose. It contains a very large number of words, well arranged on the whole, together

with all the rules for spelling that are of any practical value. There is a pretty full list

of prefixes and suffixes, with words containing them There are also groups of words

derived from different languages, some of the most common scientific terms, many
geographical names, proper names of persons, abbreviations, a pretty full list of foreign

phrases, groups of mi.scellaneous words, and groups of word.s selected from the other
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gvoups There are also a large number of dictation exercises, some of which are de-

signed to teach the differences of words having similar sound or meaning ; this is a very-

useful feature. One of the most serious defects of the book is that there is no guide to

jironounciation except the marking of the accent. Some of the Latin words are written

in Italics; we think it would have been better to mark all foreign words in this, or in

some other way. We have noticed a few mistakes. We know of no authority for

siielling viclincello, nor for the pronounciation Modena. If "Then pressed the Monarch's

signet ring" is intended as a quotation form lialleck's Marco Bozzaris, then it is a mis-

take.

The Exercise Book is intended for the writing of words from dictation ; spaces are

arranged and numbered in columns of twenty-five. There is provision for 192 such

lessons, besides about 14 pp. of appendix, designed for corrected words. The paper

seems to be very good. The book also contains valuable suggestions and directions for

conducting such exercises. It would seem, to judge from the new spellers issuing from

the press, that the present disgraceful spelling of pupils is not to continue for another

generation So may it be.

Physical Geography, by Arnold GuYor. Scribnkr, Armstrong & Co., New York.

Large quarto, 124 pp
We have here a book that must receive much attention ; it is a masterly work by a

master hand. We have nowhere seen a school-book on this subject that has so wide a

range as this ; and, of course, it is no mere compilation, but the production of an au

thority that hasprobably no living rival in this department. The whole work consists

of five parts, as follows , Part I.—The Earth ; Tart II.—The Land; Part III.—The

Water; Part IV.—The Atmosphere; Part V.—Life upon the Earth. In part I, he

treats of the earth as a planet in the solar system, as a globe, and as exhibiting the

action of internal forces in volcanoes and earthquakes. In this last particular, his work

is very full and valuable. In part II, he treats of the forms and structure of the several

continents and islands, and oi \hs general lajvs of land-forms. In part III, he treats of

the drainage of the several continents, and of the oceans and ocean-movements. In

part IV, he treats of climate including temperature, winds, rains, and storms, snows and

glaciers. In part V, he gives the general facts of vegetable and animal life as modified

by elevation, climate, etc., the animals and plants of the several continents, the relations

of man to nature, man in his types, occupations, development and history. He strenuous-

ly advocates a common origin of the human family. From this very brief outline, it

will be seen that here is a rich field for the student.

We particularize the following points of excellence. The i^aper is good, and the

print large and clear. The complete analyses must be very helpful in fixing the matter

in the memory. The rich and varied illustrations we can hardly praise too highly.

There are no less than six double-page maps, and smaller maps and diagrams in great

number. The pictures arc all fresh and instructive; those on page 102 and 106 are

marvels of beauty. There are many tables that are of special value ; as specimens, we
mention the one on page 7, showing the length of a degree of longitude, at the various

latitudes, and the one on the last page of the book, showing the latitude, longitude, alti'

tude, temperature and yearly rain-fall of some 200 places.

We note a few things to criticise adversely. We dissent in toto from the statement

on page 6, that "geographical circles are not planes." A circle is a circle, any where,

We think the explanation of the ph-losophy of the tides can be improved. On page 70.
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we read that ' the winds and rains result from differences in the temperature of the air."

Is this the so/e cause ? On page 76, the language sometimes seems to countenance the

absurdity found in many of our text-books, that "warm air rises, and cold air rushes in

to fill its place." On page 62, we are told that the sun is "nearest the earth," in March

and September, and "more distant," from the earth in June and December. We have

learned that the sun is nearest the earth in January, and most distant in July. Oil page

108, we find the Yak and Chamois figured among the animals of North America.

This book will be found to contain many of the grand generalizations and theories

of the author's Earth and Man. We quote the concluding sentence, as a key to the

spirit of the whole, "Truly no blind force gave our earth the forms so well adapted to

perform these functions. The conclusion is irresistible, —that the entire globe is a grand

organism, eveiy feature of which is the out-growth of a definite plan of the all-wise Crea>

tor for the manifestation of his own glory, and the education of the human family,

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

The Franklin Readers, ist, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th. Boston, Brewer & Tjleston. Chicago,

Henry B, Towne.

A Grammar-School Spelling Book, by B, F. Tweed, A. M. Boston, Lee & Shepard.

Language Lessons, by William Swinton. New York, Harper & Brothers. In-

dianapolis, J. M. Olcott.

Surveying and Navigation, by A. ScHUYLER. Cincinnati, Wilson, Hinkle & Co.

Kindergarten Culture, by W. N. Hailman. Cincinnati, Wilson Hinkle & Co.

Lectures 071 the Study of History, by GoLDWiN SMITH, A. M. New York, Harper i^

Brothers. ChicaL^o, Jansen, McClurg & Co.

Outlines of History : Questions to Outlines of History, and Historical Atlas. Phila-

delphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. Chicago, Jansen, McClurg & Co.

Many of our subscribers are ordering books through the Schoolmaster; and we

have yet to learn that any one who has done so is not thoroughly satisfied. We are

glad to furnish our friends with good books at rates advantageous to them ; and we will

furnish none but good books. Send in your orders.

The Schoolmaster will have some heavy bills to settle at the close of the year
;

to do this, we must have more money than in ordinary times. We, therefore, make the

following propos'tion to our subscribers. Any one of our present subscribers may re-

new for one year or more, remitting to us at the rate of ^r.25 per year. This offer will

hold good only till Dec. 15th, 1873.

Mr L. H. Poole, the well-known Merchant Tailor, still continues business at his

old stand, with Norris & Howard, in Minerva Block, Bloomington. He has a fine

supply of Fall and Winter goods, and is prepared to make garments for gentlemen's

wear, in the best style, for reasonable prices. We have known Mr. Poole for several

years, and have always found him prompt and gentlemanly in his dealings. Fn.ni

personal experience, we believe that his work compares favorably, both in quality and

price, with that of eastern cities. Give him a call.
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TEXT BOOKS.

American literature is rich in school text-books, if number and

variety may be said to constitute "richness."

No other country in the world can at all compare with us in this

respect. If our books are inferior in quality, they are vastly superior

in quantity.

We have all sorts of text-books, good, bad and indifferent, from

Guyot's "Earth andMan," to Smith's Arithmetic—these, perhaps may
be called the poles of the sphere of school-book literature.

We have practical series, analytical series, progressive series, com-

prehensive series, American series, fourteen- weeks' series, independent

series.

The amount of capital invested in the business of producing

school books must be enormous. The cost of maintaining agents

(they are all good fellows) in the several States can fall little short

of half a million of dollars annually.

We have text- books profusely and elegantly illustrated, printed

on superior paper—models of the typographic art.

If the education of the masses is to be judged by the number, variety,

and elegance of our text-books, then indeed are we a learned people.

The children of fifty years ago, compared by this standard with

ours, must have been fools and idiots. What could a boy or girl have

been expected to know, whose entire school outfit consisted of the

English Reader, DaboU's Arithmetic, Webster's Spelling- Book, a few
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sheets of paper, and an ounce or two of home-made ink in a horn,

and a hard- nibbed pen ?

Then, three dollars worth of school books served a whole family of

children their entire school days. The cost of school books has increas-

ed ten-fold since that golden (?) age.

Has education increased in the same ratio ? Does the average

boy or girl of the present, know ten times as much as did the average

boy or girl fifty years ago ?

And so we have come to the question regarding text-books, that

everybody seems disposed to ask—Does it pay ? Are we, the people,

doing the best thing ? Are we quite sure that we can subscribe ^value

received' to this text-book matter ?

I am no croaker,—no chronic grumbler; I believe in "progress"

—

am a nineteenth- century man; yet I believe it to be the part of wisdom

to stop occasionally in our somewhat rapid career, and, as the Arabs

say, "Orient",—take our bearings, and learn how far we are making real

progress, and how far the currents of popular, fashionable notions or

sentiments are carrying us away from the point sought. There is a

difference, and we ought to see it, between moving, and moving directly

toward a given point.

It seems to me that in the abundance, the super-abundance of the

means we have almost lost sight of the end.

Text-books are a help, and in some departments of study a neces-

sity ; but because they are a help, a means, we have come to regard

them as an end.

Pupils are set to study, to master the text-book ; this they may be

able to do, yet know very little of the subject.

That little girl who had memorized the names of all the capitals

of the several States, on being asked what a capital is, was at a loss

to answer ; but on being shown a picture of the city of Augusta, on the

Kennebec river, pointed to a steamhoat in the picture as the thing

called a capital.

In seme departments of study, as we have said, the text-book is a

necessity. Little could be done in the study of the Latin language,

without the grammar, while comparatively little is, or can be, learned of

practical English from the use of the book.
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It is economy to set before the pupil examples, and many of them,

illustrating the few simple principles of arithmetic.

Learning to read is at best a slow process, and the steps are

necessarily short, but with such a wealth of good juvenile literature as

we now have, do we need both "reading-books" and books to read ?

The spelling-book has no place in our schools. Spelling, in school-

work, like religion in life-work, should enter into, and become a part

of, every exercise.

Writing must be learned, but does the boy need to go through all

the numbers of the series before he can write his name or a note, so

that it can be easily read ?

And then as to geography ! First steps, primary, intermediate,

common-school, high-school, comprehensive, universal, and, permit me

to add, everlasting geography!!

There is in the use of these text-books little culture. Little posi-

tive knowledge of facts is retained.

The study of geography, the use of geographical text-books, has

become a disease, a morbid growth in our school system, which needs

active treatment, heroic surgery, to cure and remove.

In fact, there is no primary or intermediate geography. The

latter contains what was learned and forgotten from the former, with a

little added of the same sort.

Could we not teach as much of the common-school branches, and

teach as well, were the number of text-books reduced fifty per cent?

How many dollars would be saved, and how much muscle could be

spared for purposes more useful, than " toting" school-books to and

from the school-house.

My little girl carries to and brings from school, eight pounds and

six ounces of books every day, and yet she is not over school-wise.

As to the natural sciences, the "new studies," as they are called,

I feel inclined to say but little, as Mr. Forbes so thoughtfully and

philosophically presented the subject in the November number of

the Schoolmaster.

It is thought by many, that finely illustrated books are helpful in

this department of study, and they may be, but good pictorial illustra-

tions add greatly to the first cost of the book, and after all may not the

book be less valuable ? Is the inducement to study objects themselves.
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as great when the picture is before us. If we ever know what a petal

or a stipule is, we need to see it.

If it were the purpose of study to be able to tell about things, the

text-book would be sufficient. If we would know about things ( objects )

it is better to study them.

As I have said, the people are asking questions about this text-

book matter—they complain. Are they unreasonable ? I take it that

the people of this State are fairly intelligent. I think we gravely in-

sult them when we say they do not know what they want or need. I

believe they are ever willing to pay a dollar for a dollar's worth ; but

they do demand the dollar's worth. The teacher is expected to know

what is needed, and he ought to know. To him the parent looks for

advice, direction regarding the books to be furnished and used. The

State of Illinois may be justly proud of her many fine school edifices
;

her school children do not lack for books
;
yet our schools are not

doing what they might, and what they ought to do. Would it not be

better to invest less in bricks and books, and more in brains.

J. A. Sewall.

STUDY AND HEALTH.

Alarmists have written eloquently on " the Slaughter of the Inno-

cents '' in school by over study, alleging that severe application is im-

pairing the health of multitudes, and that the study hours should be

reduced to five, four, and, as some strenuously contend, three hours a

day. If "The Slaughter of the Innocents" in school be not a ''Yan-

kee Notion," it is at least one little known in Europe. The German

boys and English girls study more hours than our youth, and yet have

better health. In Europe young and old are out more in the open air.

The bloom and vigor of English women is due largely to their freer and

fuller exercise in the street, the park, the forest and the field. The

physical education of children is everywhere encouraged if not enforced.

Out-door recreation is systematized. Besides the daily walks, frequent

excursions into the country and appropriate plays are provided, for girls

as well as boys. The American girl is not a match for her English

cousins in these pedestrian excursions. We have yet to learn that air
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and exercise are as essential to health as food and sleep. The single

habit of late hours harms our children more than hard study. The ex-

ample of Germany is well worthy of imitation. Early hours are there

the rule, early to school (at seven in summer and eight in winter) and

early to bed. Even the opera, concert and theater begin at six or seven

o'clock and close at nine or ten.

It is a common but mistaken impression that study is unfavorable

to health. That the laws of hygiene are sadly neglected and that ignor-

ance of physiology breeds serious mischief is no doubt true. There

are also exceptional cases of children who are constitutionally too frail

or nervous to bear the stimulus or tasks of school. But wide observa-

tion confirms the conclusion that, as a rule, our schools do not overtask

the brain or injure health. It is fashionable to charge to the school a

long list of ills which really belong to a different "account."

The proper training and exertion of the mind will not harm the

health. The body is the instrument through which the mind works,

and its power depends, in no small degree, on the vigor of the physical

system. Increased effort and energy of mind must be balanced by pro-

per activity of the body. The mischievous error prevalent on this sub-

ject is a common excuse for indolence and inefficiency. Study need

not be injurious to health. The mind itself was made to work. Irs

primal law is growth by work. It can gain strength only by spending

it. The intensest study invigorates the body as well as the mind,

strengthens both the nervous and muscular system, makes the blood

course in stronger health-giving currents through the system, enlarges

the brain, erects the form, softens the features, brightens the eye, ani-

mates the countenance, dignifies the whole person, and in every way

conduces to health, provided only that it is pursued in accordance with

the laws of hygiene as to diet, exercise, rest, sleep and ventilation.

Undoubtedly the minds of very little children are often stimulated

by parents and nurses to premature and therefore injurious activity. I

have no sympathy with any processes for initiating babes in the know-

ledge of books. Such prodigies, however they may gratify the pride

of parents, always suggest painful apprehensions of future debility

and premature decrepitude. Precocity is unnatural and undesirable,

because it is the symptom, if not the cause, of disease. Early ripeness

of mind, as of fruit, is hastened by a secret enemy at the core, and
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however attractive the exterior, it is found in reality lifeless and insipid.

It shows well for a time, like plants in a hot-house with large tops and

little roots. What is gained in time poorly compensates for the loss of

maturity and spirit. Precocity stints the growth of both body and mind)

if it does not become the tomb of talents and health. Lucretia Maria

Davidson wrote verses at four years, and died before completing her

seventeenth year, leaving over two hundred separate pieces of poetic com-

position. Her sister Margaret began to write poetry at six, at ten

acted in a passionate drama in New York City, and died at fourteen.

Where is to be found a man of strength who was a prodigy in

reading and reasoning at four years ? Dr. Johnson used dryly to ask,

" what becomes of all the clever children." Many children begin the

study of books when they should be following the strong native bent of

childhood in observing objects. The perceptive faculties should be first

addressed. Teachers too seldom inquire what is the order in which the

juvenile powers are to be developed, and hence lessons are often assigned

which task the reflective faculties chiefly, when, in the natural order of

growth, they should be comparatively latent. Violence is done to a

child who, at this tender age, is harassed with problems of arithmetic

or intricacies of grammar. Observation precedes reflection. A.t the

earliest school age, the memory as well as the perceptive faculties may be

pleasantly and safely exercised with attractive lessons, or observations

rather, on form, color, size, weight, place, number, time, the obvious

qualities of common things, and the form of spelling of words, and in

reading. Let those exercises be very brief—relieved after each lesson

by gymnastics or marchings and music, and the primary school be-

comes a sort of play or kindergarten, safe and healthful for vigorous

children of five years of age.

But the objection under consideration relates chiefly to much older

children. In regard to them even the wise man is quoted to confirm

that view :
" Much study is a weariness of the flesh." Very true.

So also the most invigorating and healthful kinds of labor and exercise

bring for the time weariness, till relieved by repose. There are un-

doubtedly exceptional cases of older children, whose nervous state, or

otherwise abnormal condition, requires the partial or entire suspension

of study. But even in these cases, the illness is commonly due to other

causes than excessive study. When the plainest laws of health are
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violated, when, for example, children, are crammed with mince-pies,

colored candies, or doughnuts, between meals and before retiring, it is

hardly fair that the inevitable result should be charged to the overtask-

ing of the teacher.

After the earnest studies of school, and in addition to all the

gymnastics there introduced, let children be encouraged to walk and

ride, work and play, run and romp ; let them row boats, jump rope,

trundle hoop, twang the bow, pitch quoits, try for ten strikes, play at

ball-base, cricket, or croquet, or with shuttlecock and battledoor, and

then we shall hear far less of the evil of overtasking the brain. I have

no fear of stimulating healthy children of suitable age, to excessive

study during school hours provided they are relieved by proper intervals

for gymnastics and music.

The history of West Point well illustrates the healihfulness of study,

and recommends to all students the hygienic regulations there found to

be so successful. Though the standard of admission is low, the de-

mand for application is unusually exacting, and the relative progress

remarkable. No other institution has so uniformly and rigidly insisted

on thoroughness of study and instruction. The example of such exact

methods, both of learning and teaching, is fitted to exert a happy influ-

ence upon the cause of education throughout the land. Says a com

petent observer and a graduate :
'' The course of the Military Acad-

emy is probably the most severe of any similar one in the world." The

cadets are instructed, not in classes but in small sections of from ten

to twelve each, and in those small sections not less than one hour and a

half is devoted to each recitation in mathematices, science, natural philo-

sophy or engineering, and the shortest recitations occupy at least one hour.

The great characteristic excellence of the system here adopted is the

amount of personal instruction given to individuals, and in adaptation to

the perceived deficiences, or excellences, of each cadet. This plan soon

tests and discovers the capacity of individuals. It necessitates the

mastery of every lesson. It leaves no way to shirk knotty points, to dodge

hard problems or calculate "the chance of not being called up to-day," as

is so often done in other institutions. The cadet never has occasion to

say that he has mastered the lesson, for nothing is taken for granted,

and nothing is done by proxy. He must always give the proof by

himself solving every problem or demonstrating every theorem, or stat-
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ing and defending every principle or fact in clear and exact terms.

In geometry, for example, in addition to the demonstrations, he must

be ready, at every recitation, to draw from memory all the diagrams

embraced, both in the advance and review lesson, and enunciate ac-

curately all the propositions and principles involved. He must be pre-

pared in this way to state and demonstrate any proposition over which

he has passed in any part of his course. All the diagrams of both

the advance and review lesson must be daily drawn by every cadet in

each section. The same method is substantially adopted in the various

branches of mathematics, until, by frequent reiteration, the most pro-

found principles and difficult processes become familiar as the daily

drills have rendered the manual of arms.

Notwithstanding the severity of the studies and exacting rigor of

the recitations, and the rivalry of the students, the health of the cadets

is uncommonly good. It is a rare thing for a cadet to break down

from over-study. This is due, not primarily to the fact thai all candi-

dates admitted must possess a sound constitution, but more to the excel-

lent hygienic rules of the academy.

In no other literary institution within my knowledge are the laws

of health so rigidly observed ; in no other are the requirements for study

so severe and unrelenting, especially in the higher mathematics. One

of the cadets, among the best scholars of his class, said to me, "Before

I came under this rigid regime^ I could scarcely bear a tithe of the ap-

plication I have safely practiced." There are regular hours for study,

recreation, exercise, sleep and meals. The food is ample but the diet

plain. No restaurant is tolerated on the premises, to suggest or facili-

tate the noxious practice of eating between meals, or at late hours in

the evening. No tempting "saloon" disturbs the stomach with pastry,

cakes, or confectionery. The regular and frequent military drills, the

gymnasium, and the equitation-hall, invite or exact abundant and

most invigorating exercise. B. G. Northrop.
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SCHOOL SESSIONS.

In the October number of the Schoolmaster, an article with the

above title contains some thoughts worthy of careful perusal. Although

the one-session plan is not very generally adopted at the West, a few

towns use it, and it seems to be gaining favor.

To secure the best work in a given time, without injury to the

pupils' health, or to the discipline of the school, is a problem whose con-

ditions are by no means uniform. The business hours of the communi-

ty, the age of the pupils, the average distance traveled in coming to

school, and the conveniences of the school-house, must all come into con-

sideration. The ordinary dinner hour of the families which are repre-

sented in school is certainly an important fact to consider. Hence no

general law can be laid down. We know not whose wisdom first fixed

upon six hours a day, in two sessions of equal length, as the proper

limit for school work, but in most communities, it is as well established

as the time of church services. Perhaps some bold innovators may try

to change it, but they will find a formidable prejudice to overcome.

The temptation to work pupils closely is exceedingly strong. Our

pupils are expected to graduate from the High School fitted for college,

at least in every thing but Greek, and to have a pretty fair acquain-

tance with four or more natural sciences. This Avork is to be done

generally in three years. The better the lower grades, the younger the

pupils when they come to the High School. Hence they are less ma-

ture, less informed in matters outside of school work, less able to work

hard, and not fully developed physically. To induce them to go slow,

to take four or five years for their work, is impossible. If they cannot

keep up with their class, the majority will leave school. The dullest

pupil will sometimes deliberately commit mental suicide rather than

admit his dullness, and his parents often will aid him to kill himself,

and then charge the fault upon the school. Yet teachers need caution

in assigning work. The fair working average of a class is the proper

limit. Courses of study should be somewhat flexible, and quality rath-

er than quantity be aimed at. Most school courses will bear cutting

down.

We cannot agree with Mr. Perkins that the habit of doing the
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principal business of the day between two full meals is even a consider-

able cause of the "paralysis, apoplexy, meningitis, pneumonia, and

other similar diseases," common among business men. There is ex-

cellent physiological authority for taking only two meals a day, say

from 7 to 8 a. m., and from 4 to 5 p. m. And we know instances of

greatly improved health occasioned by a change from three meals a

day to two.

Having given some thought to this subject, and having experi-

mented with the one- session and the two- session plan, we have adopted

the following as the best/br our circumstances. The school is, in a

large village, but draws at least one- third of its pupils from distances

more than a mile from the school house. The ordinary dinner hour is

about twelve. There is no one business prominent enough to control

the hours of meals. Mr. Perkins' experience of the one-session plan

in Lawrence, Mass., was gained in a factory town, where the mill

hours influenced every^movement of the community.

(Please regard this as a first contribution toward the publishing of

the working plan of schools suggested in the Schoolmaster some

months ago, but never acted upon.)

PROGRAMME.

8:50 a. m.—Pupils assemble in their several class rooms, and file

into chapel. Devotional and general exercises and return to rooms,

occupy twenty minutes.

9:10—Spelling lesson for the whole school, ten minutes. Not an

unimportant aid to punctuality to have a lesson due from every pupil

early in the session.

9:20—Recitation, 50 minutes.

10:10— " " "

Allowing for change of classes or teachers, the time of these reci-

tations is about 45 minutes. If possible, the same pupils do not recite in

consecutive hours. In the early part of the day, the classes can be

kept a little closer to their work than later.

11:00—Recess, fifteen minutes.

11:15—Recitation, 55 "

12:10—Close of morning session.

One hour and five minutes between sessions.

At least half of the pupils and teachers remain at noon. A large
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rough room in the basement, dry, warm, and well-lighted, is allotted to

the boys, where they are allowed large liberty. The room contains

some gymnastic apparatus.

1:15—Recitation, 55 minutes.

2:10—Recess, 15 "

2:25—Recitation, 55 "

Close at 3:20. Length of school session, fron 8:50 a. m. to 3:20

p. m., six hours and a half. Time of recess and nooning, one hour

and thirty-five minutes. The pupils generally recite three lessons a

day, besides their spelling lesson, requiring a little more than two hours

and a half, leaving about two hours clear for study. The building is

open early and late. Many pupils do a large portion of their work be-

fore and after school, particularly in the library. It is expected that

an average pupil will require two hours study out of school. The early

closing accommodates those who live at a distance. The literary

society holds its session at the close of school, thus avoiding the loss

of a whole evening, and an extra journey to and fro.

With slight variations, this plan has been tried for five years with

good results. Henry L. Boltwood.

MODERN HISTORY,

The following correspondence may convey some needed informa-

tion to others than the inquirer:

" Can you refer me to a text-book on Modern European History,

especially English, which is suitable for a course of twenty-four

weeks in a High School ? We need such a one here. Also, in your

opinion of standard works, what author or group of authors gives the

most complete and authentic history of England ? M."

I know of no such book, exactly, as M. asks for. We have

Taylor's Manual of Modern History (8vo, pp. 312, S2.00, Ap-

pletons), which is too large for his purpose. It is a Avell-written

compend, quite full and valuable for a fuller course of study, as in

college, or for consultation in one's library : it contains much infor-

mation, well selected, so as to give the principal facts with due re-

gard to their relative importance. Russell's History of Modern

Europe was once much used ; it was brought down to 1763, the end
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of the seven years' war, and has been continued by others to 1856.

This has been epitomized from four volumes octavo, to one vol-

ume. I have not seen this epitome ; its value is doubtful since

the Athenaeum condemns it ; and of Russell's work itself the

Quarterly said that though the best we have, it is a miser-

able compilation. Hallam's Middle Ages is now reduced to a sin-

gle volume of the Student's Ser^ies, (12 mo. pp. 708, $2.00, Har-

pers), with many improvements by the editor ; but to a pupil or to

an uninformed reader, it will be a discussion of the consequences of

the events of history rather than a relation of the events. For in-

stance, the battle of Hastings, a pivotal event, is alluded to, but not

related ; while its consequences are largely discussed. Prof. Keop-

pen's World in the Middle Ages, an Historical Geography, (in 2

vols. 12 mo. pp. 850, $3.50, Avith an atlas, or in 1 vol. folio pp. 232

$4.50, Appletons), covers the period from the end of the fourth

century to the middle of the fifteenth ; it is valuable both for its text

and its maps, made up from Spruner; I find in it much about the

smaller powers of Europe as well as the greater ones, that I can not

easily find any where else ; but it is dry, very dry ; a great compil-

ation of details, but with now and then spirited sketches, of which his

§ 327, the battle of Dorylaeum, may be a sample. Prof. G. W.
Greene's History of the Middle Ages, (llmo. pp. 454, $1,50, Ap-

pletons), of which Prof. Porter says it is a useful and trustworthy

manual, would not answer M's purpose, as it covers the middle ages

oaly. It is indeed an excellent little book, and ought always to ac-

company the Student^s Hallam. It deals with the time from A. D.

395 to A. D. 1453 ; that is. from the division of the Roman empire to

the taking of Constantinople by the Turks. It is full of facts, and is

mostly valuable for them ; but it does not give the statement and dis-

cussion of causes and effects in history. Its appendix contains tables

of genealogies, of sovereigns, of chronology, and the like, the material

for which I have sometimes sought vainly in a score of volumes.

Of all books that I know to be readily obtainable, I recommend
as best, Freeman's Outlines of History, (Henry Holt & Co., 16mo.

pp. 366, $1.25), a small, compact, handy volume, written by an emi-

nent scholar in history, in a style whose peculiarity only makes it

seem fresh and life-like, and with an appreciation and presentation

I
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of both the facts and the philosophy of history that many greater

works fail of. Only about ninety pages are given to the ancient

history of Greece and Rome and other nations whose history is in-

volved with theirs: The introductory chapter on ''the Origin of the

Nations" is as essential to modern as to ancient history, and the

sixth chapter (p. llO) begins middle-age history, according to the

common view, which dates from the fall of the Western Empire. It

is a natural tendency of English-speaking people to exaggerate the

historical importance of England, and of its near neighbor, but fre

quent antagonist, France ; but Mr. Freeman is noted for his Roman

tendency ; that is, a tendency to view ancient history Avith constant

reference to Rome as the central figure, and to view middle and

modern history with reference to the "Holy Roman Empire," revived

in Charlemagne in the year 800, and continued in the German line of

his successors ; and with this look to the modern Empire is his recog-

nition of Roman influence in the church, in literature, and in the re-

vival of learning through Italy, as well as in law and polity. Th!s

book of Outlines is the first book of Freeman's "Historical Course

for Schools."

The best history of England is Knight's Popular History of
England^ costing here in Chicago, ^25 at this time ; a work in

eight octavo volumes, well printed and illustrated. It comes down

to the death of Prince Albert, Dec. 14th, 1861. Of about equal

value is the work (8 vols. 8vo.) known as Knight's Pictorial His-

tory of England, o^ y^hxch-Qe^o. L. Craik and Charles Macfarlane

were principal writers, the work being done by several persons under

Charles Knight's editorship ; its great value is in its abundant illus-

trations, which are not fancy sketches, but veritable representations.

It is not equal in style to the other work, and comes doAvn only to

1820. I do not know whether it is now in market. I bought a copy

six years ago. It is of this work that Dr. Allibone says, "The pos-

session of all the histories of England in existence, from the ancient

Chronicles of Geoffrey of Monmouth to the as yet unfinished version

of Lord Macaulay inclusive, will not compensate for the absence of

the Pictorial History''' Macfarlane issued the chapters of it on the

civil and military history of England under the title Cahinet History

(f England, in 26 vols. 18mo., with which I am not acquainted.
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The best one -volume History of England that I know is

Hume's, abridged and continued, as edited by Dr. Smith for the

Student's Series (12mo. pp. 789, $2.00, Harpers). The geneal-

ogical tables, table of contemporary sovereigns, table of archbishops,

illustrations, and notes on important political affairs and laws of a

constitutional character, make it a superior book. Lossing's History

of Englaiul, onQ oi Putnam''s Popular Histoi'ies (12mo. pp. 647,

$2.50) is a good book, in pleasant style, so that it would, no doubt,

be a pleasanter text-book than the fuller book of the Student's Series.

It has special chapters on fashions, customs, and state of civilization.

Lossing's other histories are notable for maps, plans, and illustrative

wood-cuts, of practical value ; the absence of them in this work is

therefore the more noticeable ; it has but three maps, and no illustra.

tions ; but the volume is admirably printed, on good tinted paper,

and gratifies the taste. A little more work in tables, genealogies,

and revision, to rid it of some few errors, would greatly increase its

value.

If a smaller History of England is wanted, Anderson's is worthy

of special notice (12mo. pp. 300, $1.60), having all the good quali-

ties of his other histories, without that disagreeable condensation

which is distasteful, even when necessary. The History of England

which makes the second volume of Mr. Freeman's series (16mo.

$1.00, Henry Holt & Co.), is hardly out of press yet in this country
;

it is by Miss Edith Thompson, who is introduced by Dr. Freeman as

editor.

With the History of England, that of France must be studied ;

and until lately a good one-volume history of France has been want-

ing. Now the Studenfs History of France, (12mo. pp. 730, $2.00,

Harpers) meets the want. It is to be regretted that good maps are

not put into the Student's Series.

To sum up for a brief statement of general history, intended to

show the relations of nations to each other with suggestions of the

prominent and formative facts in their several histories, use Free-

man's Outlines : let the teacher have for reference and fuller infor-

mation at his desk or in the high-school library, the Student's Hume
Abridged^History of France, Greene's&nd Hallam's Middle Ages,

with Koeppen's Historical Geography, costing in all at retail $12.00,
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and he will have a good outfit for historical information about modern

times. Add Taylor's Maniml, and Kohlrausch's History of Ger-

tnany (8vo. pp. 487, $2.50, Appletons), and a pretty full outfit is

in hand. Samuel Willard.

POPULAR ERRORS.

Messrs. Editors :—In compliance with your polite invitation,

I will point out a few of what, to me, seems to be popular errors. If

they are errors, I think they should be corrected, instead of being

inculcated, by those who are engaged in the noble and arduous duties

devolving upon educators of the rising generation. The day is

rapidly passing away, in which the mere dicta of teachers and text-

books are taken as conclusive authority ; and the time is even now

near at hand when the principles upon which rules are based, and

their significance, and their applications to the subjects, of which

they treat, will be regarded as of more importance than the rules

themselves, which should be treated as only legitimate deductions

from what had been already learned, instead of being looked upon as

the indispensable keys to knowledge.

The errors to which I refer are in the popular use of our own

language ; and, in deciding Avhether or not they are such, I appeal

to the reason of your readers, rather than to any authority in the

text-books, or to the opinions of practical teachers. These are op-

ponents, generally, rather than advocates of the views which I now

propose to introduce. The examples which I shall employ, in giving

illustrations, are mostly taken from writers of acknowledged ability.

Example : "The other six are published in both the French and

the German languages."

It is generally understood that there is but one French langu-

age ; it is, therefore, absurd to say, " in both the French languages."

For the same reason, it is equally absurd to say, "The German lan-

guages." The sentence in full would read : "The other six are

published both in the French language and in the German language."

The abbreviation is justifiable, of course ; but using both terms, French

and German, as applicable to languages, in the plural form, is not
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justifiable, as the French language is exclusively French, and the

German language is exclusively German. Yet these erroneous forms

of expression are so common as to be almost universally employed.

Example : "It can be obtained at the residence of R. M. Pau-

lins, corner of Fifteeth and Pine streets." As there is but one Fif-

teenth street, and but one Pine street, in the city in question, and

as there are no streets that are partly Fifteenth and partly Pine, to

which these terms can unitedly be applied, the absurdity, in the above

example, is patent to common understanding.

Example: "The Cambridge, Washington, and Cincinnati ob-

servatories."

The writer had jvist been giving the poAver of the telescope in

the observatory in each of these cities; it is, therefore, absurd to ap-

ply the separatively locating terms to the observatories collectively.

Example : "Louisiana, from the French and Spanish civiliza-

tions of the eighteenth century."

The Avriter then proceeds immediately to give the distinctive

features of the two civilizations, and as there was but one French

civilization, and but one Spanish civilization, we can not say French

civilizations, nor Spanish civilizations ; and as there were no civiliza-

tions common to the French and to the Spaniards, there were no

civilizations to Avhich the terms French and Spanish could be proper-

ly applied.

Example :
" Turning into a side street leading off from Roval,

or Chartres, or Bourgoyne, or Dauphin, or Rampart streets—."

Here we have illustrated the force of a vicious habit, and the

example is taken from one of our popular writers. The habit of put-

ting the noun in the plural after adjectives, which can not apply col-

lectively to the noun in the plural, frequently betrays even good

writers into putting the noun in the plural after adjectives which are

employed separately, as showed in the above example, by the alter-

native 07' being placed before each. This form of the error is of

frequent occurrence.

Example : "On the eastern and western sides of Jackson

Square."

As the eastern side of Jackson S({uare is wholly eastern, and

the western side is wholly western, and as there are no sides to that
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sijuare which are mixedly in part eastern and in part western, there

can be no eastern and western sides in common.

Example: ''The Masonic, City, and Plxposition Halls."

That there is a Masonic Hall, a City Hall, and an Exposition

Hall, in New Orleans, I am not disposed to doubt ; but I must be

excused for doubting that there are any Halls in that city so promis-

cuously dedicated that the three definitions Masonic, City, and Ex-

position, can be affirmed of them.

Examples : "'At the corner of Royal, and Conti streets"—"At
the corner of Esplanade and Old Levee streets—." Such examples

may be found ad irifn'ttuni ; but this branch of the subject has prob-

ably been sufficiently elaborated. On a recent visit to Chicago, I

noticed that on the old street cars, on a certain route, that route was

indicated by these Avords on the sides of the cars : "State and Madi-

son Sts." But, on the new cars, it was : "State and Madison St."

I do not pretend that this change resulted from the sorry efforts of

the papers to ridicule my strictures, on this subject, on different oc-

casions ; but it is rather a matter of self-complacency to imagine that

such is the case.

A very common form of this error is seen in the phrases: "The
first, second, and fifth verses." "The seventh and eight chapters."

•' The fourth and fifth sections." "The eleventh and thirteenth cen-

turies," and the like.

After what has been said, it is, perhaps, not necessary to com-

ment upon these examples ; any intelligent child can see the absurdi-

ty involved in them.

But, to put this point beyond question, let me introduce a single

illustration, by employing the French language. Take the favorite

phrase employed by our County Superintendents of schools, in several

counties in this State, in giving notice that they will hold examina-

tions "On the first and third Saturdays of each month." All schol-

ars know that, in most languages, the article and the adjective, em-

ploying terms in common use, must agree with their nouns in number

and in gender.

Now if w^e say : Les preniierH et trolslenies saraedis de chaqne

i/iois,^^ there must be more than one first, and more than one third

Saturday in each month, as the article and the adjectives are in the
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plural, and must have a plural noun with which to agree. If we say :

"Zd premier et troisieone sainedis cle chaque rnois,''^ the article and

the adjectives in the singular number can not agree with the noun in

the plural. This illustration I regard as conclusive of the whole

([uestion, and one to which there can be no reply. It is no reply to

say that the expression is permissible in English, because the article

and the adjective aie not obliged to agree with the noun, though it

may be absurd in another language. But the sense is the same in

both languages, and that is omnipotent in such cases. There can

not be more than one first Saturday, nor more than one third Satur.

day, in each month, in English, any more than there can be in

French : and no amount of authority can render an absurdity re-

spectable. Grammatical accidents must not be allowed to stultify

the minds of students.

But, judging from the experiences of the past, as these errors

will be presisted in, and strenuously defended, alloAv me to take an-

other turn at them. In speaking of two horses, each of which is in

part white and in part black, we can evidently say, the black and

white horses, because the two descriptions, black and white, can

both be affirmed of each horse ; but, if the one horse is entirely

black, and the other is entirely white, we can not say the black and

white horses, because the Avords black and white are not descriptive

of c-ach horse, nor of both of them ; and the phrase would, in that

case, convey a false idea.

I am aware that this conflicts with the text-books ; but as they

are mostly, like our hats and our coats, gotten up to order, to sell,

and must be in the popular style, they are not binding upon people

of sense. The truth is, in such cases, the mind of the writer, or

speaker, must decide, independently of all authorities. If one is

speaking of a single horse that is in part black, and in part white, he

can say, with propriety, the black and white horse. If speaking of

several horses, each of which is in part black and in part white, he

can say the black and white horses ; but, it' speaking of two horses,

the one of which is entirely black, and the other entirely white, he

must repeat the article, and say, the black and the Avhite horse ; if

speaking of several horses, apart of which are entirely black, and

the rest entirely Avhite. he must repeat the article, and say, the black
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and the white horses. That is, unless both, or all, of the terms can

be properly applied to both, or to all, of the objects described, the

article must be repeated and the noun must not be put in the plural,

unless speaking of more than two objects. If the article is not used

at all, in speaking of two objects, the noun must be in the singular

number ; as Main and Front street, this being only an abbreviation of

Main street and Front street ; but never Main and Front streets.

Let no one say that this is trifling. If it is important, as all seem to

think it is, that English grammar should be studied at all in our

schools, let it be so studied as to call out independent, individual

thought on the part of the scholars, and not the stultifying process .of

forever repeating the crudities in the text-books, and resting on them

as ultimate knowledge of the subject.

I think that, in many instances, the word stick is improperly

used. In such expressions as : I never saw such a large crowd

—

such a noisy meeting. Here such is employed instead of the inten-

sive adjunct so—an evident error, and a very common one. It should

be written : So large a crowd—so noisy a meeting. In the ex-

pression, such a crowd, such a meeting, the suchness of the crowd, or

of the meeting, may consist in the number of persons present, or their

conduct, or their appearance. Many examples of this error might be

given, but it is probably sufficient to hint at it.

Another error is quite common, in such expressions as ; He is

a friend of mine—that is an error of his—it is a saying of his friend's.

Of course it is correct to say, those are your books, and these are

some of mine—some of my books ; but in the sentence : He is a

friend of mine, the meaning is not that he is a friend of my friends.

He might be a friend of my enemies, or of my dog ; but that he is

one of my friends is evidently what is meant. So, in the sentence :

That is an error of his, the meaning might be an error of his jud la-

ment, or of his sight, or of his figuring. But the meaning evidently

is his error, or one of his errors. Again, in the sentence : It is a

saying of his friend's, one might ask, of his friend's what ? It should

be written—of his friend. There are other popular errors which I

should take pleasure in noticing, gentlemen, but having already taken

large liberty with your space, I must forbear. Punctum.
Bloominuton, Nov. 2, 1873.
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ARITHMETIC. V.

It is evident that, if we are to deal with the factors of a number, we

must know what those ftictors are ; the only general method of finding

whether one number is a factor of another is by trial, that is, by attempting to

divide the number by the proposed factor. But, for two, three, four, fire^

nine, eleven, twenfy-jive and some other numbers as factors, such trial is not

necessary ; because we can ascertain by convenient teMs, whether a given

number contains any one of these as a factor. And I shall now give the tests

for all the numbers named above, and shall demonstrate the truth of each

test, res-ting the demonstration upon the principles demonstrated in the last

Schoolmaster.

Test for two. Two is a factor of any number, if it will divide the

units of that number. Demonstration. Postulate : any number expressed

by more than one figure is equal to its tens plus its units. One ten is found

to be a multiple of two by experiment, and any number of tens must be a

multiple of two, by Principle I ; hence, if the units of the number are a

multiple of two, two is a factor of the entire number, by Principle II. No-

tice that no units may be said to be no times two ; hence, if the unit figure is

a zero, there is no need of changing the language to express either the test

or its demonstration. Illustration. 474 is a multiple of two, because 47 tens

must be a multiple of two, for one ten is a multiple of two ; and four being

a multiple of two, the whole number is the sum of two multiples of two.

Test for five. The test for five may be stated and demonstrated in

the same way as the test for two, by simply substituting five for two in every

place.

Test for four. A7iy number is a multiple of four when its two right-

hand figures as they stand express a .multiple of four. Demonstration.

Postulate : every number expressed by more than two figures may be consid-

ered as a number of hundreds, plus the number of units expressed by its two

right hand figures. One hundred is known to be a multiple of four, therefore

any number of hundreds must be a multiple of four by Principle I. As the

hundreds of every number must be a multiple of four, the whole number

will be so, if the units expressed by the two right-hand figures be a multiple

of four. This follows from Principle II. Illustration. 57616 expresses a

multiple of four; for, as one hundred is a multiple of four, 576 hundreds

must be so ; and as sixteen is a multiple of four, the whole number is the sum

of two multiples of four.

Test for twenty-five. The test for twenty-five, with its demonstra-
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tion may be stated ia the same language as that for four, by substituting

twenty-five for four in every instance.

Test for nine. Any number is a multiple of nine, if the sum of the

shape-values of its figures is a multiple of nine. Demonstration. Postulate :

every number must equal the sum of the place-values of its figures. The

demonstration will consist of the three propositions following. Proposition I.

The figure 1 in any place in the decimal system expresses one more than

a multiple of nine. If it be in the units place, it expresses one more than

no times nine. If it be in any other place, some number of zeros will be

found at the right of it ; and, if we take one from a number so expressed, the

remainder will be expressed by 9's only ; such a number must be a mul-

tiple of nine. Therefore, the 1 expresses a multiple of nine, plus one.

Proposition II. Any figure in any place in the decimal system expresses a

multiple of nine plug its shape-value. We have seen that 1 in any place

expresses a multiple of nine plus one ; and it is plain that any other figure,

in place of the 1, will express as many times the value of 1 in that place as

its shape shall indicate. But, any number of times a multiple is itself a

multiple by Principle I ; hence, the whole value will be a multiple of nine

plus the shape-value of the figure. Proposition III. Ayiy number is a mul-

tiple of nine,p>lus the sum of the shape-values of its figures. We have seen

that every figure expresses a multiple of nine, plus its shape-value, and we

postulated that the whole number is the sum of the values of the several

figures. But the sum of the multiples will be a multiple by Principle II

;

hence, the truth of the proposition. It follows from this third proposition;

by Principle II, that the whole number is a multiple of nine, if the sum of

the shape-values of its figures is a multiple of nine. Illustration. 5895 is

a multiple of nine; because the sum of the shape-values of its figures is 27,

a multiple of nine.

It is worthy of remark, in passing, that the rules for "casting out the

nines' derive all their validity from the truth of this third proposition. Also,

all the curious "properties of nine" and the puzzles based on those properties

are due to the same truth. It will also be seen that, if our system of nota-

tion were based on eight instead often, seven would pos.sess the same curious

properties ; they will always belong to the number which is one less than the

base.

Test for three. The test is stated in the same way as the one for nine,

by substituting three for nine. Demonstration. That part of every number

which is a multiple of nine is, of course, a multiple of three ; hence, if the

sum of the shape-values of the digits is a multiple of three, the whole number

must be so, by Principle II.
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Test for eleven. If the sums of the shape-values of the alternate

fgures differ hy a multiple of eleven^ the ichole number is a multiple of eleven.

Demonstration. We assume the same postulate as in the demonstration

of the test for nine. Proposition I. The figure 1 in an odd place in the

decimal system expresses one more than a multijile of eleven. If it be in the

units place, the truth of the proposition is apparent ; if it be in any other odd

place, there will be found an even number of zeros at its right. If one be

taken from any number thus expressed, it is seen that the remainder will be

expressed by an even number of 9's ; hence, this remainder can be divided by

eleven, for 99 can be divided by eleven ; hence, the truth of the proposition.

Hence, any figure in an odd place in the decimal system will express a mul-

tiple of eleven, plus its shape-value ; this is proved as the second proposition

in the demonstration for nine was proved. Proposition II. The figure 1 in

a7i even place in the decimal system expresses one less than a multiple of eleven.

This is clear, if the 1 stand in the second place ; if it stand in any other even

place, there will be some odd number of zeros greater than one, at its right.

If one be added to a number thus expressed, the result will be expressed, by

two I's with an even number of zeros between them ; a number thus expres-

sed is divisible by eleven, because 1001 is divisible by eleven. It will follow,

as in the last proposition, that any figure in an even place in the decimal

system will express a multiple of eleven, minus its shape-value. Proposition

III. Every number is a midtiple of eleven, plus the sum of the shape-values

of the figures in the odd places, minus the sum of the shape-values of the

figures in the even places This is plain because, applying our postu-

late, it follows from Principle II, that the sum of all the multiples must

be a multiple. And the truth of the test will be apparent, if we remember that,

when the sums of the shape-values diiFer by a multiple of eleven, the whole

number must be a multiple of eleven increased or diminished by another mul-

tiple of eleven ; the result must be a multiple of eleven by Principle 11.

Illustrations. 8646 is a multiple of eleven, because the sums of 6 and

6 and of 8 and 4, are both 12; the difference of these sums is no times

eleven. 362956 is a multiple of eleven; for the sum of the shape-values of

the figures in the odd places is 21, and the sum of the shape-values of the

figures in the even places is 10; the difference of these two sums is once

eleven.

These demonstrations are somewhat long, and difiicult for young learn-

ers; but I know of no way of making them simpler. For such pupils, the

demonstrations should not be attempted ; but all pupils should be made per

fectly familiar with the tests themselves.

Rule for resolving a number into its prime factors. Take out of the
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namher in regular order all the possible prime factors above one ; and stop

when a prime number is reached whose square exceeds the number you arc

striving to factor. Illustration. Let us attempt to factor 16002. Write the

number, placing the sign of equality at its right ; as fast as the factors are

found, place them at the right of the sign, and place the remaining number

below the first number ; thus, write 16002^. We see by the tests that the

number contains one two and one only ; at the next step, the writing will

stand thus q,.^,
' The number 8001, is seen by the tests to contain two

threes ; when they are taken out, the work will stand as in the margin.

16002=2X32. The number 889 contains no five; but, on trial, it is found

8001 to contain seven ; when the seven is taken out, the work will

889 stand

16002^2X32X7. There is no other seven in 127; and, by test we find

8001 that it contains no eleven. The next prime number is

8S9 thirteen, but its square is 169; and, if it were possible to

127 divide 127 by it, the other factor must be less than

thirteen. But no such factor is possible; hence

127 is prime, and the completed work will stand

16002=2x32x7X127. as in the margin. There can be no more rapid

8001 or complete method of resolving numbers into their

889 prime fiictors.

127

In some future papers, we may show more tully some of the practical

uses of factors and factoring. E. C Hewett.

Nov. 8, 1873.

This is the close of Vol. VI. An index has been prepared for use

in binding the volume. A glance at this table of contents will reassure

our friends of the profita])le investment of the $1.50. Although we
cannot complain, when we consider the stringency of times, yet we
feel like urging our friends to send forward the names of subscribers.

During the sixteen years of the publication of the magazine, probably

no year has equalled in cost of publication that just passed. Our
pecuniary reward has been nothing. We ask the teachers of Illinois to

make it something in 1874. The journal shall deserve it.
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A letter, in substance like the following, has been addressed to

many of the high-school men and superintendents of the state. Replies

approving the step have come promptly back. Will all others who read

this and who wish to take hold of the matter address Mr. Forbes or our-

selves by letter. A meeting of all interested in the movement Avill be

held during the State Association session at Bloomington. Every one

is invited. The letter explains itself. Enough have already indicated

approval to guaranty the success of the scheme :

'•Dear Sir .-— Mr. Forbes and myself have been discussing a plan for a union of

our leading high schools for a natural history suivey of the State, and wish to submit to

you the following proposal. He will put into such schools as will unite for this pur-

pose through their principals and by vote of their boards of education, a set of marine
specimens, insects and plants, sufficient to illustrate botany, conchology, entomology,

and the study of the lower forms of life, as far as these branches are usually carried in

the best high school courses. He will take charge of and work up all desirable speci-

mens sent in next year by teachers and their classes, and will redistribute them among
the schools in such a manner as to give to each school participating in the work a full

set selected from all the material contributed. He will add to these sets specimens of

such kinds as the school cannot collect for themselves, as far as these can be obtained by
this museum in sufficient quantities. Of the objects collected by the schools, he will ask

to retain one set for the museum, and all duplicates in excess of those required to supply

the school cabinets. The work of such a survey could be divided among the different

schools of the association in some manner to be determined when a formal organization

is had. Does the foregoing plan seem to you promising and practicable ? Will you
join such an association, and "see us through?" It is proposed to organize at the next

meeting of the State Teachers' Association. Resp., Aaron Gove "

In the part of Mr. Boltwood's paper published in our October

number, which we omitted, was a valuable suggestion relative to a sub-

stitute for industrial education. This recommendation was, that half-

time schools be established, or that pupils should be taught their trades

and get their education simultaneously.

From the English cori-espondence of the Book-Buyer, we find

the following significant statement

:

The late government measure, establishing national education as a system in Eng-
land, has given rise to an immense activity in educational literature to the exclusion pro-

bably of other matter. Nearly half the books now published have reference to the

requisites of the master, or the scholar, and there is a perfect flood of manuals of history,

literature, science, etc , all contending for public favor; for the pecuniary value of a

school book to the publisher is beginning to be understood, though the machinery for

their introdnction and dissemination is very far below the standard of American usage.

In a paper on the sanitary aspects of primary education, read

recently by Dr. R. J. Sullivan before the New York Academy of Medi-
cine, an important suggestion occurs in reference to the earliest age at

which a pupil should be admitted into our schools. He contends that

seven years is a minimum age, not because mental exertion would be

injurious to healthy intellectual growth, but because school life under

its present hygienic surroundings is very unfavorable to physical devel-
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opment. In other words it is to be understood that, although a pupil

is capable of reasonable understanding and a limited amount of intel-

lectual development prior to the seventh year, such education should be

giMen it out of school and without the usual restraint. A fact that

renders Dr. Sullivan's views valuable is that he was for several years

medical inspector of our public schools.

The meeting of the State Teachers' Association is near at hand.

The programme will be found on other pages. The arrival of trains in

Bloomington is such as to make it convenient for teachers to attend

the Monday evening session, and the time of leaving is such that teach-

ers can sta}' through Wednesday evening's lecture, and by taking night

trains arrive at home early next morning. Let there be a full attend-

ance, for the programme demands it. The president's address by J.

L. Pickard, MetJiods of teaching Latin, by E. W. Coy; the Dintinc-

ilvt woi'k' of the High School, by E.G. Smith ; the hniyortance of
teaching elements of Civil Government , by P. N. Haskell ; all will be

worth the journey. Then the papers of Profs. Taft and Gastman, and
Miss Dun bai

,
promise a treat. The other names on the programme

are among the most eminent in the State. The executive committee

have done their part of the work well. Let us do ours. Turn to the

programme, read it, and you will make arrangements to attend this

annual meeting of the teachers of our own good State.

We have several communications for our "Mathematical Corner,"

but want of space obliges us to defer them until next month.

We commend Dr. Willard's article in this number, to all teachers

and students of ancient and European history.

The series of articles on arithmetic that have appeared in the

Schoolmaster this year, will be found to contain much that is worth

the attention of young teachers. We commend to such, the careful

study of the five articles in their connection.

We furnish on other pages, a list of county superintendents recently

elected. These new officers hold their office ibr four years from November,
1873. Their compensation cannot be increased or decreased for the time they

remain in office. These officers hold a mooting during the session of the

State Teachers Association at Bloomington.

Where a coal oil lamp stands for sometime undisturbed, the oil will cover the out-

side and aggregate in sufficient quantity at the bottom of the lamp to make a large grease
spot, or enough to show an accumulation of several drops. I first supposed that the oil

oozed through the glass ; the insterstices between the glass molecules being sufficiently

great to permit the passage of the oil. 1 now bjlieve this view is incorrect, and that the
oil crawls up and over the top of the lamp by surface attraction. Which view is cor-

rect? It would be easy to test the matter by sealing a bottle or lamp full of oil and
allowing it to stand awhile. Murray.
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State of Illinois, Department of Education,
Springfield, November, 1873.

Attention is respectfully invited to the following

NOTES ON THE SCHOOL LAW.
I. Schedules.—An impression has obtained, to some extent, that because school

funds are now apportioned to districts in proportion to the number of persons under
twenty-one years of age, (Sec. 34,) without regard to attendance, it is no longer neces-

sary, or at least not very important, for teachers to keep and furnish schedules. The
impression is entirely erroneous The requirements of the new law on this subject are

as imperative as were those of the old; indeed, the language of the act remains pre-

cisely as it was, viz :
" nor shall any teacher be paid any portion of the school or public

fund, unless he shall have kept and furnished schedules as herein directed." (Sec, 52.)
In a school having a Principal and one or more assistant teachers, the Principal

may keep the schedule of the whole school, and receive from the treasurer the entire

amount due himself and assistants, paying the latter the sums severally due them, and
taking their receipts therefor. To enable the Principal to keep the general schedule,

each assistant must keep a careful daily record of the attendance, etc., in his own room,
in a suitable book or register provided and arranged for the purpose, which should be
handed to the Principal at the close of school each day , and these separate records
shall be transcribed and entered up by the Principal, in his general schedule daily.

The certificate to such a schedule will need to vary a little from the form given in

the school law, (Sec. 53,) to make it accord with the facts. Thus : " That there is now
due said C. D., Principal, and his assistants, as per contract, the sum of dollars

and cents, and that said Principal, and each of his said assistants has a legal cer-

tificate of good moral character, and of qualifications to teach a common school," etc.

The foregoing remarks apply to graded schools, to schools controlled by Boards
of Education, under the provisions of the 80th section of the act, and, in general, to any
public free school in which there is employed a principal teacher, with one or more as-

sistant teachers. Each of such schools is in law one school, regardless of the number
of rooms occupied or teachers employed ; and must be so considered and treated by all

parties concerned.

As already remarked, school moneys are not now distributed on the attendance
certified in the schedules, but the return of scholars to the township treasurer is still, as

heretofore, a condition precedent to the legal claim of any teacher to any part of any
school fund. The language of the statute is: "until such schedule and report shall

have been filed, as aforesaid, it shall not be lawful for said treasurer to pay said teacher,

or any two members thereof (of the Board of Directors) to draw an order in favor of

said teacher." (Sec. 53.)
The directors of every district are peremptorily required to maintain a free school

for at least five months in each school year, that is, between the first day of October and
the last day of September, and to support the same they have power to levy an annual
tax. (Sections 43 and 48.) Compliance with this requirement is essential to the va-

lidity of a district's claim to a distributive share of the school fund. It is therefore im-

portant to inquire, what is the proper legal evidence that a district has sustained a school

for the required length of time? The answer to this question is not left to conjecture.

The schedules on file in the office of the township treasurer afford the legal evidence re-

quired, and that evidence is sufficient and conclusive. (Sections 52, 53, 54.) Hence
the paramount importance of having all schedules duly filed with the township treasurer

by ths time prescribed in the act ; that is, " at least two days before the first Monday in

April and October." I find no authority in the law for accepting any other evidence

that a district has complied with the five-month's requirement, except that furnished by
the schedules.

The law forbidding directors to certify schedules of schools taught more than six

months prior to the first Monday of any April or October, is still in force. (Sec. 54.)
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The meaning is, that all schedules made from April i to October I, must be in the trus-

tees' hands at their October meeting, and all made between October i and April i,

must be in hand at the April meeting. This provision must be strictly construed. If,

for example, two weeks of school are taught in September, the schedule for those two
weeks must be returned to the township treasurer in season for the ensuing October

meeting of the trustees. Failure to return such a schedule may chance to cause a dis-

trict to forfeit its share of the public money, for, in the absence of the schedule, the

trustees will be without the necessary legal evidence that school was maintained during

those two weeks, without which the district may fall short of the prescribed five month>
of school.

The schedule is a legal record, and must always accord strictly with \\\^ facts. To
enter, as days taught, holidays or any other days when the school was not actually in

session, is to falsify the record and commit a fraud.

2. School Month.—The 48th section of the act provides that the directors of each
district " shall establish and keep in operation for at least five months in each year, .1

sufficient number of free schools," etc. The 43d section provides that the directors of

each district shall be authorized to levy a tax annually " for the purpose of establishin;^

and supporting free schools for not less than five, nor more than nine months in each

year," etc.

Since the maintenance of schools for the prescribed period, in each year, is a fun-

damental requirement of the law, and an essential condition of legal participation in

the distribution of the school funds, it is important to have an exact definition of the

word "month" as used in the above named sections of the act. Such a definition is

given in the 54th Section, which provides that " the school month .shall comprise
twenty-two school days actually taught." This affords a plain and fixed rule by which
boards of directors may know what is required of them, and by which boards of trus-

tees may know whether a given district has or has not complied with the law, and be

come entitled to a share of the public funds. The rule is, that between the fist day of

October and the last day of September, annually, the schedules of every district must
show that the schools thereof were actually in session at least one hundred and ten

days. From this number no deductions can be made for intervening holidays or any-

thing else—there must be one hundred and ten days of actual teaching in each and
every school year to entitle the district to its proportion of the public funds. By
"school days" are meant all days except Saturday and Sunday, and legal holidays.

Must directors, then, in all cases require their teichers to teach twenty-two days to

the month ? Are they forbidden to contract with teachers upon any other basis ? Ni5t

at all. They are at liberty, as heretofore, to make any contract with teachers, in respect

to compensation and time, that may be acceptable to both parties. They may pay their

teachers by the year, by the term, by the month (of such number of days as may be

agreed upon), or even by the week or day, if both parties consent thereto; and may
enter into any agreement they choose in respect to vacations, holidays, etc., provided

only, that at least one hundred and ten days are actuallly taught during the school-year.

But if a teacher is simply employed for a certain number of months, at a stipulated

sum per month, nothing having been said in the agreement or contract as to the number
of days to be taught for a month ; in other words, in the absence of any previous under-

standing or contract between the parties on the subject, the teacher can be re<]uired to

teach the full legal month of twenty-two days, as defin-^d in the 54th section of the act

and Circular 19, current series, is hereby modified accordingly. Hence the great im-

portance of a clear understanding and definite contract between the teacher and his di-

rectors, before the school is begun. There should always be a written agreement signed

by both parties in duplicate in which every material point as to the month, compensa-

tion, time of payments, vacations, holidays, etc., etc., shall be clearly and explicitly

stated. Printed forms for such contracts can be purchased, if desired, for half a dime,

and filled up in five minutes ; and there is no estimating the trouble that may be saved

by having everything " in black and white." Teachers who are too indolent, careless

or credulous to take this simple precaution, have only themselves to blame if they get

into trouble about their time and pay.

3. Legal Holidays.—Section 54 provides that " teachers shall not be required to
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teach on legal holidays, thanksgiving or fast days, appointed by State or national au-

thority." The legal holidays in this State are : the First day of yaniiary, commonly
called New Year's day ; the Foui-tJi day of July : the Twenty- fifth day of December,
commonly called Christmas day, and any day appointed by the Governor of this State,

or by the President of the United States, as a day of Fast, or of Thanksgiving. (Gross
S'.atutes, 3d Edition p. 463 \ 15.)

Special attention is called to the fact that only the twenty-fifth day of December,
and the first day of January are legal holidays, now; not the week between those dates,

also, as was the case under the old law. The statute declares that teachers shall not be
required to teach on legal holidays. In virtue therefore of the paramount authority of

the general school law itself, all teachers may close their respective schools on those

days—no order or formal permission of directors or Boards of Education is required.

As to whether a teacher shall or shall not lose the time, that depends upon the terms and
conditions of his contract. If there was no previous agreement on the subject, or if

he merely engaged to teach by the month at so much per month, the legal month of

twenty-two days actual teaching is to be understood, and he can be required to make
up the lost time. But by previous agreement and understanding with the directors,

or by their subsequent consent thereto, the teacher may be allowed the legal holi-

days, without loss of time or pay, as explained under the preceding head. In order to

avoid misunderstanding, ill feeling and strife in regard to the holidays, the impor
tance of an explicit previous agreement relative thereto, is again urged upon the atten-

tion of both directors and teachers.

The question may arise as to the power of directors to grant special holidays, or to

allow their schools to be closed on any other days, besides legal holidays. There can
be no doubt of their authority to do so, at their discretion. But when such special holi-

days are not contemplated or provided for in the teacher's contract, he should not lose

the time except by his voluntary consent.

The authority of directors in the matter of special holidays, subject to the above
condition, is only limited by the paramount requirement of full one hundred and ten

days of actual teaching in each year.

Formal schedules are not required to be kept and returned in school districts cre-

ated by special acts, or in towns, villages and cities having special charter provisions in

relation to schools. [See "Com. Sch. Dec.'' p. 161. Par. 37 et. al.)

Newton Bateman, Supt. Pub. Instruction.

Illinois.— The Southern Normal University.—It is expected that the building

will be ready for use about the first of January ; but as there is no appropriation for cur-

rent expenses, the school is not yet organized. The trustees are Thos. S. Ridgway,

Shawnettown, President
; James Roberts, Carbondale, Secretary

; J. W. Wilkin, Mar-

shall; L. M. Phillips, Nashville; E. S. Russell, Mt. Carmel.

The Soutliern Insane Asylum is expected to be opened about the middle of De-

cember. Due announcement of the time will be made by the Governor. The trustees

are: President, Amos Clark, Centralia; Secretary, C. Kirkpatrick, Anna; Treasurer.

W. M. Mitchell, Marion; Col. W. R. Brown, Metropolis; J. C. Boyle, Sparta.

Effingham County.—Owen Scott is, as predicted, elected county superintendent by

a majority of 403 votes. Mr. Scott very soon after his election took an assistant super-

intendent, and named her Mrs. Owen Scott. This was done at Effingham at the resi-

dence of the bride's mother. With such an addition to the office what county can excel

Effingham in the power of its county superintendent ?
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REPORT OF ATTENDANCE FOR NOVEMBER, 1S73.

Cincinnati, O
Cleveland, O
EvansTille, Ind ,

Peoria, 111

Springfield, II!

Decatur, 111

Rock Island, 111

Freeport, 111

West and South)
Rockford, 111. f

Alton, 111

East Denver, Colorado
Lincoln, 111

Ottumwa, Iowa
Maccnob, 111

Princeton, 111

Shelbyville, 111

Dixon, 111

Polo, 111

Sycamore, HI
Marengo, Iowa
Sandwich, 111

Albia, Iowa..
Rochelle, 111

E. Champaign, III

Delavan, 111

Washington, 111

W. Mattoon, 111

Normal, 111

CarroUton, III

S. Belvidere, 111

Lexington, 111

Mt. Carroll, III

Escanaba, Michigan....
DeKalD, ill

N. Belvidere, III

Martinsville, 111

Heyworth, 111

Lyndon, III

Caseyville, III

Ridott, 111

582
514
492
485
421

411
409
400
385
383!

3691

363
362

[

3601

339
i

318!
318!

22,460
11,931
2,697
2.465

2,037
1,644
1,232
1,153

915

882
771
701
756
640
553
524
478
437
411
3S3

357
337
347
349

294
290
275
263
185
142
136
125
77

11,151
3,420
2,328
1,974

' 1.468
1,175
1,100

874

95-2
93-5
90-3
94-4

97
95-2
95-5
95-4

95-3
94-3
91-8
93-1
96-3
94-1

95
93
93-8
94-2
92
91

96-4
93-6
93-7
93
92-8
95-4
93-2
95-6
87-7
94
90-8
90

91-3
86-5
82
87
93-3

5,106
3,863
1,136
303
152
271
82

272

74

3 T >>

p * s
SCPERl.NIEMDENTS.

John Hancock.
Andrew J. Rickoft.

928|Alex M. Gow
J. K. Dow
Andrew M. Brooks.

772IE. A. Gastman.
577 1 1- F. Everett.

ICharles C. Snyder.
fJ. H. Blodgett.
1 0. F. Barbour.

334 1 E. A. Haight.

4141

C Garbutt.
L, T. Regan.
Wi'son Palmer
Matthew Andrews.
C. P. Snow.
Jephthah Hobbs.
E. C. Smith.
.J. U Freeman.
Harry Moore.
C. P. Rogers.
A E Bourne.
Cyrus Cook.
P. R. Walker.
M. Waters.
J 8. McCIung.
R B. Welch.
Wm. H. Lanning.
Aaron Gove.
E. A. DooUttle.
J. W. Gibson.
Daniel J. Poor.
S. C. Cotton.
N. E. Leach.
Etta S. Dunbar.
H..J. Sherrill.
0. M. Johnson.

20; J E.Jewett
23|0. M Crary.
...IC A. Singletary.
44 C W. Moore.

062

<S~NOTICE.—These reports must reach us before the 16th of the month to insure publication.

Aurora.—This city is divided by the river into two distinct school districts. That

on the west side is under the government of a Board of Education, with Frank H.

Hall, as Superintendent and Principal of high-school, and ten assistant teachers. The
annual report of this district is before us in the columns of the Aurora Beacon. It is

to be commended for its completeness. Every taxpayer in that district has but to

glance at this report to know of the expenditure of every dollar of school money.

The following extracts from the reports of committees of the Board are full of

merit :

" We regard the question of general supereiaion as one of vital importance, in any business or
profession, where a number of persons are employed, and where unity of purpose and har-
mony of action, are necessary in order lo accomplish the desired re.'ults. For this reason we
have deemed it expedient to employ additional assistance (or the Superintendent by which he
is enable J to devote one-half of his time to recitations and the balance to general supervision "

"'I he labors of Prof Hall and his class, have added over two hundred specimens of pressed
plants and flowers to the herbarium of the school, at a cost for material of 87 25, and he has
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also added to the zoologioal specimens, over two hundred insects, preserved in an excellent
condition, charging for the same the simple cost of materials, $4,50; while by order of the board
nineteen stuffed birds and animals have oeen added to the same collection, costing the sum of
.SlQ.?.")

"

" We wish to make e?pecial mention of the efforts of Prof. Hall, the Superintendent, whose
earnestness, skill and experience have contributed largely to the success and reputation of
our school. His duties are extended and intricate, a part of his time being given to the class-
room; a part to general supervision; a part to listening to the complaints and desires of the
patrons of the school, and the balance to laying out, systematizing, perfecting and imparting
his plans for work in the various departineats of the school. The position is a trying one, yet
he has held it for the past five years, and we believe he fills it to the entire satisfaction of the
people of this district."

The opinion of the Board of Education of West Aurora, is the opinion of the pro-

fession in the State; for wherever he is known he has friends.

We notice the salary of superintendent to be $1,659.75.

Princeton—Bureau County.—William Cullen Bryant has presented Princeton

High School with $500, the income of which is to be distributed yearly in prizes, under

the direction of the Board of Education. About 300 pupils are now in the school.

The public schools, under charge of Mr. C. P. Snow, are full and flourishing.

Tazewell County.—J. S. McClung with seven good assistants is at Delavan.

The school is working harmoniously and prosperously, with a fair support. Mr.

McClung will give to Delavan as good a school as the county ever saw. His record as

a schoolmaster is open and all can read.

La Salle County.—This county can congratulate itself on having in its new super-

intendent, one who will hold the public schools well up to a high standard. Although

Mr. Williams has had little experience in county supervision, he is able, zealous and

energetic. The Board of Supervisors have fallen in the general decline of Boards and

restricted the work of the superintendent.

Cook County —Wt are obliged to a correspondent for the following story of a visit

to the Cook County Normal School :

"A part of the pupils board in clubs at an expense as stated by Mr. Wentworth, of

about $2,50 per week. Efforts are making to erect a boarding house of ample di

mensions with fair prospects of success. In the primary room a class was reciting in

arithmetic. A problem was given to each pupil in the class. The first pupil then stated

ber problem, and gave the result; then stepped to the blackboard

with pointer and repeated from the number there written the same. Returning to her

position in the class, the result was repeated in concert. The first pupil then stated the

conclusion, and the next pupil was called.

In the next room we listened to an exercise in reading. The words were first pro-

nounced by the teacher, the class repeating in concert. The teacher reads a paragraph

and the pupil reads it after her ; the same is then repeated in concert. A number of

pupils, selected at random, then read, each making his own selection. The reading

was well done. Reading was also in the next room from selections in which pupils had

been drilled. This, too, was well executed. The point I note is the amount of imita-

tion in reading.

The County Institute was held in this place on the 6th, 7th and 8th of the present

month. One hundred and fifty teachers were present.

The programme was closely followed, and al) the papers were able and well ren-
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dered. Few counties in the State can show teachers of maturer minds or of larger

experience.

Dr. Fowler's lecture on the Teacher's Work, was practical and suggestive, and

given in his own happy way.

Jonathan Piper of Iowa, gave a soul-stirring, mirth-provoking lecture on Course of

Study and School Government He will long be remembered by the teachers of this

county, and by the citizens of Blue Island.

Our efficient Superintendent, A. G. Lane, was the recipient of most heart-felt sym-

pathy from all the teachers, and many were the regrets at his defeat in the recent

election.

Resolutions, highly complimentary to Mr. Lane, and fully endorsing his course for

the last four years, were passed at the last session. At four o'clock on Saturday, the

teachers met at his offiice, 173 Randolph street, and there presented him an elegant and

costly secretaiy and chair, accompanied with a neat little speech from H. Merry of

Dunton.

Mr. Lane's response was an official farewell to his supporters and co workers. Tlie

schools of Cook county are gaining power. Thirty of the fifty eight suburban towns

have a graded course of study.

Mendota.—I visited Mendota not long ago. The schools under the direction of

Messrs Sawyer & McGregor, are in a prosperous condition. Mr. Sawyer claims to

have banished all communication from two or three of his rooms wholly on the volun

/arj' principle. He is fairly entitled to much credit for this difficult achievement."

Knox County.— Galesburg.—Our County has fallen into the current of the times and

elected Miss Mary A. West, who is well known to your readers, for County Superin-

tendent. The County Board of Supervisors have just fixed the time and compensation

of the County Superintendent at eight days a month and $4,00 per day. The
additional compensation from per centage on public money, may amount to $250. So
however good a person we elect to that office the effect of it upon the educational af

-

fairs of the county cannot be immense.

Centralia.—This flourishing garden city of the south prairie of our State appears to

have established a permanent system of schools. Mr. W. D. Hall is now there for his

second year. It is undei stood that Dennis can get more work out of a class than any

other man in the State. From what little we know of him we are inclined to believe it.

With sufficient time he has made, can make, and will make studious and throrough

pupils.

Livingston County. —J. W. Smith is still Superintendent, at Pontiac. The schools

are larger than ever this year, 513 are now enrolled. Mr. Smith was not elected super-

intendent; the loss is not his but the county's. He would have made an efficient

one.

Sangamon County.—Auburn.—Our schools are prospering under the supervision

i,f the following efficient corps . of teachers, viz: J. M. Coltas, principal; and Miss

Nannie Knott and Mrs. Brownell in the intermediate and primary departments, res-

pectively.
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Massachusetts— Our A^nu England Letter.—A merry greeting to New Eng-
land's sons cultivating the minds and hearts of the little folk in the "Garden State" of

the west. There is much of interest stiiring the educational centers of your early home,

and you can but read with pleasure some of the leading facts gleaned from the surface.

Notwithstanding Shakespeare, there is much in a name to charm, particularly when it

is the name of an old familiar friend, and there will be a magnet to chain your attention

if you see recorded the prosperity of one long known and prized. There have been

changes this Fall on a grander scale than cur pedagogues have known for a long time,

and I venture therefore to ask your indulgence while I chronicle a few personals :

Albert C. Perkins, who is known to your readers by most excellent writing,

has been called from the Lawrence high-school, which he had made second to few or

none in the land, to the Presidency of Phillip's Exeter Academy, N. II., at a salary of

^4,000.

R. F. Leighton, a rising linguistic teacher and author, has resigned the principal-

ship of the Melrose high-Fchool, at a salary of ;^2,500, and sailed for Germany, where

he will win fresh laurels.

J. S. Barrell, a veteran in the ranks, has been called from Lewiston, Me, to

Lawrence, at a salary of ^2,500.

A. P. Stone, known through the land for his clear, sharp, bold utterance on all

educational questions, has been called from the Portland high- school to Springfield, as

Superintendent, at a salary of $3,500.

Thomas Emerson, who has been a leader among the educators of Mass., has left

the ranks well crowned with honors. His last service was superintendent of Newton ,

he leaves a salary of $3,000 for $4,000 with Harper Bros.

E. B. Hale, Superintendent of the schools of Cambridge for several years past, has

left a comfortable salary of $3,000, and entered upon the practice of law.

Geo. a. Southworth, goes from Maiden, Mass., to Somerville, Mass., receiving

a salary of $2,000.

Rev. James C. Parsons, of the Waltham high-school, and a choice teacher too,

steps from the ranks.

Chas. a. Chase, of Newton, Mass., takes charge of the Woonsocket, R. I. high-

school.

Chas. a. Daniel, is elected master of the high-school at Maiden, Mass., at a

salary of $2,000.

Levi S. Burbank, of Lowell, has assumed the control of the Wobur'n Academy,

for the purpose of making it a first-class school of Technology.

Horace M. Willard, leaves the superintendency of schools in Gloucester, for a

similar position in Newton, at a salary of $3,000.

Chas. S. Lazell, of New Bedford, takes charge of the high- school in Lawrence,

at a salary of $3,000.

These are a few only, but among the most prominent changes in the fraternity.

They are sufficient to establish the principle that promotion is the order of the day. If

a man can show himself a first class man in a position at $1,500, he is .=ure of being

called to a place that pays $2,000, thence upwards to $2,500 ; then out of the ranks

into the command as superintendent at $3,000; then to be called up higher for $3,500.

This has not been accomplished v/ithout a strong, concentrated professional effort.
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It was long before teachers felt that they stood as well with a clean record as a shrewd

political schemer did without. But, at last, the sky clears and a man stands no chance,

for these good places, whatever his political or friendly bearings, if he has not a clean

record in the actual work of the school-room. Any man to enter the ranks must start

at about $ 1,000 or 1,200, and pull his way up by first-class work in his room. The

result is that every school is thrilling with a new life ; our children are more broadly

and thoroughly trained and educated.

Of course, there have ever been disappointed ones, who raise a great hue and cry

against the tyranny of the profession ; but thus far they have found some fertile

spot, and like the Graphic balloon, collapsed.

A^ew Boston.—The most pleasing topic just now is the large additions made to

Boston; none are more immediately benefited than the fraternity of teachers. Seven

grammar masters are experiencing the pleasant sensation of an increase in salary from

52,100 to $3,200, and the salaries of high-school teachers, sub-masters and lady teachers

to the number of four hundred are increased fifty per cent., while other masters go

from ;pi,8oo, and $2,200 to $2,600. All this is pleasant, as it increases the size of the

pool toward which the entire ambition of the teachers of these States tends.

In General.—The educational interests of New England never were more healthy

than now ; but that is not saying there do not still exist evils with which we must soon

grapple. The great heart of our educated community is beating more and more quickly

with a growing determination to' have some radical changes, but they are changes

which in no way affect the improvements already made, and we are content to await

the time when the people shall demand that everything connected with the education of

youth shall be as high-toned and as truly good as is the present power and influence of

our teachers. Yours heartily, Alten.
SOMERVILLE, MASS., Nov. 1 873.

m&M wm'BEsM.

Education Abroad, and other papers, \>^ BiRDSEY GRANT NoRTHROP, LL. D. A. S.

Barnes & Co. New York and Chicago, 176 pp.

Dr. Northrop has done an excellent service to the cause of American education, by

the publication of this volume. About half the book is occupied with the principal

question, that of sending our American youth to Europe, for their education. The au-

thor took this matter in hand some months since, and has done much to correct a serious

and growing evil ; we have already noticed his labors in this direction. Here he gives

us the expression of some of the most prominent educators of the country, in addition to

his own paper.

The rest of the book contains nine short papers on some ot the most important of

the living questions of the day. Among them, are "The legal prevention of illiteracy,"

"The relations of culture and knowledge," "Study and health," "Labor as an educa-

tor," etc. The relations of capital and labor are treated in four of these papers; and
they are treated with clearness and good sense. We wish what the author says could

be read and pondered by every man in America. Especially, should every school

teacher study this book, that he may do his part—and it is not a small one—to prevent

some of the most serious evils that threaten our country.
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An Elementary Geometry, with Practical Applications. A Shorter Course, upon the

Basis of the Larger Work, by Benjamin Greenleaf, A. M., Boston; Robert S.

Davis & Co.

We agree with the author in this prefatory statement : "The amount of time usu-

ally devoted to the study of Geometry in High Schools and Academies, is not sufficient

for the mastery of a lengthy course." We have often felt this pressure, and have been com-

pelled to mark out a shorter course, allowing the class to omit propositions not lying in

the chain of direct approach to the climax of the work. We deem this plan better than

the closing of the text-book with several of its most interesting and strength-imparting

theorems unexamined. Here, within the limits of 170 pages, are presented all the

more important theorems and problems,—all that are required for admission to the best

colleges in the land. The work is not wholly new, but is a compendium from the

larger and well-known work of the author. We are told, however, that the latter will

continue to be published. We commend the "shorter course" to the attention of the

teachers and text-book committees.

Far too many of our boys and girls leave school without any pra-ctical knowledge of

the elements of this science. It is somewhat rare to meet a youth who knows how to

bisect a given straight line or to draw a tangent to a given circle, or who even knows

the meaning of the word circle ! Why will not our teachers in the intermediate and

grammar schools by oral lessons, impart a few fundamental truths of geometry ? We
mean, impart some of the facts of the science—aid the pupil to form the conceptions.

These facts and conceptions are easier than those of arithmetic. The reasoning, if it

comes at all, must come later.

Choice Trios, a collection of three-part Songs for Soprano and Alto voices, by W. S.

TiLDEN. Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston, ^i.oo.

This book contains well selected music, not difficult but moderately easy, and yet

as the title indicates, choice ; an admirable book for our high schools. There arc

eighty-six trios. The author is musical instructor of the schools of Newton, Mass. He
has had much experience in music teaching in schools, and this efifort is the result of

that experience. It is a good book to buy ; it is a good book for the school to own.

Guyofs Physical Geography.—In our review of Guyot's Physical Geography last

month, we criticised the placing of the Yak and Chamois among the animals of North

America. They are so placed in the copy that we received, but evidently by mistake ;

for, in later copies, the plate in which they are found is entitled Animals of the North-

ern Continents. Of course, our objection is removed. We forgot also to speak of the

excellent questions for review ; these questions are admirable, and their insertion adds

much to the usefulness of the book.

Oxford's Senior Speaker, by William Oxford, Philadelphia; J. H. Butler & Co

This book of 432 pp. is a valuable addition to the list of Speakers. A glance at the

list of authors tells the reader that only standard pieces have been selected by the com-

piler. It is important that our students should memorize for declamation the purest an^

most elegant English, for many sentences learned in this manner cling to one in later

years, and play no small part in forming the expression.

The illustrations (there are ninety), are excellent, and the likenesses the best we

ever saw in a book containing so many. We have found this Speaker valuable in class-

work in English literature.

{Sei'eral notices are crowded out— Printer.)
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BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

Cicero De SenectuU. GiNN Brothers, Boston.

The Voice and How to Use it, by W. H. Daniell, Boston, J. R. Osgood & Co.
History of England, by Edith Thompson, edited by Edward A. Freeman, D. C. L.,

New York, Henry Holt & Co.
Chicago Report of Schools,

J. L. PiCKARD, SuPT.
Hagar's Algebra, Cowperthwait & Co., Philadelphia.

Fireside Saints and other Papers, by DoUGLAS Jerrold, Boston ; Lee & Shepard.
Bureau ofEducation, No. 4 Circular. List of publications by members of certain Col-

lege Faculties, and Learned Societies in the United States.

fhoreaii : The Poet-N'aturalist. Roberts Brothers, Boston.

Sex in Education. James R. Osgood & Co.. Boston.

Pronounciug Hand-Book. Lee & Shepard, Boston.

Catalogue of Oberlin College for 1873-74.

In our notices of the excellent magazines mentioned below, we have tried to look

at them with a teacher's eyes, and to set such things as pertain especially to the teacher's

work, in the most prominent place ; but we do not forget that other matters than such

as we have noticed have no less interest for teachers than for other people. We do not

see how the progressive teacher can do without one or more of these magazines ; and it

will be seen, by reference to our advertising pages, that any one of them can be obtained

by a subscriber to the Schoolmaster, at a very liberal discount.

Scribner's Monthly.—We think that this magazine grows more entertaining and

valuable, which is saying much. The "Geysers of California" in the October number,

and "Old and New Louisiana" in the November and December, both richly illustrated,

can be made of great use to teachers of geography ; the same may be said of the articles

on '-Central Park," in the earlier numbers The "Story of a Telescope," in the Novem-
ber number contains information on the general subject of telescopes and their structure,

which is worth more than a year's subscription. . The articles on "Culture and Pro-

gress," "Home and Society," and "Nature and Scier.ce," always give much that a

teacher can make practical use of.

The Popular Science Monthly.—The November number contains Prof. Atkinson's

Essay, or, "Liberal Culture in the Nineteenth Century," which was read at the late

educational meetings in Elmira. It is radical, as all his writings are, but it contains

thoughts that educators will do well to ponder. Herbert Spencer's "Psychology of the

Sexes"' is clear and thoughtful, ns usual; but, if Spencer is right, the difference between

man and woman is greater than some would have us believe. The October number
contains a sharp article on Prof. Agassiz, from the pen of John Fiske. The Scientific

Miscellany is always full of things that are both interesting and valuable.

The Galaxy.—The articles which this magazine has published on topics connected

with recent history, constitute one of its most striking features. Mr. Gideon Welles's

review of Mr. Adams's estimate of Seward as compared with Lincoln, contains much
information respecting the two men, from the pen of one who probably knows the truth

of what he writes. He clearly shows the utter injustice done to Mr. Lincoln, by Mr.
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Adams. Richard Grant White "Punishes a Pundit" in a way that is funny and instruc-

tive, at the same time. The Scientific Miscellany is very full, and very valuable. Why
virill not all the magazines trim the leaves as neatly as the Galaxy ?

The Atlantic Monthly.—This old favorite does not deteriorate. In mentioning

articles of especial interest to teachers, we must speak of Parton's "Recollections of

Jefferson," Owen's "Gossip about English Celebrities," and Lloyd's "Home Life" of Mr.

Chase. The November number contains an article on "The Railroads and the Farms,"

which fairly bristles with statistical information ; we commend it to our "Granger''

friends. The Book Reviews are full and able ; they are among the best things

in the Atlantic.

The Old and New.—There is nothing of more value here than the Editor's

practical views on living topics ; in the October number, he shows how much we,

as a nation, owe to the "town meetings" of New England ; we wish every man in

the country could read and digest what he says. In the November number, he

gives us some of the most sensible things about the "Panic," that we have read

anywhere. Four of the leading articles also pertain 'to the same subject ; and they

give the views of at least three widely differing parties. The magazine well merits

its title.

Saint Nicholas.—This new Children's Magazine from the well known publishing

house of Scribner & Co , New York, has put in its appearance. The initial number,

November, does not disappoint us, although so much had been said and written of its

coming. It is beautiful in illustrations, in letter-press, in matter and in execution. The

circulation will inevitably run close to that older and larger monthly from the same house.

Saint Nicholas and the Schoolmaster will be sent one year to one address for

$3.50. Price of Saint Nicholas alone, ^3.00

The Little Corporal \os&s nothing of its brightness and vigor, as the years go by.

May it live a thousand years

Our Young Folks is adapted to children a little older than the readers of the

Corporal. There is no end to Trowbridge's stories, and we presume their interest

for the youngsters is unabated. The illustrations are entertaining and beautiful,

in every number.

Oliver Optic's Magazine is suited to boys and girls of about the same age as the

last mentioned. Its pictures are especially fine. One young critic that we know

objects that there are too many continued stories ; and we are inclined to think the

point is well taken.

The Nursery.—How Mr. Shorey manages to keep up this magazine for the

••wee ones" in the way he does is a profound mystery to us; we can account for it only

by saying that he has a genius for that thing, and is undoubtedly the "right man

in the right place." But things are surely changed since we were little.

American Sunday-School Worker.—The November number of this journal for

Sunday-School Teachers and Parents, announces its terms for 1874. They are so modi-

fied that it should increase its circulation, which it richly deserves. It enters upon its

fifth year. Being undenominational, it has adaptation to any Sunday School. The

Lesson Papers are admirably adapted to promote in the children the study of the Bible.

The publisher, J. W. Mclntyre, St. Louis, offers to send on application, without charge,

sample copies.
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MONDAY, DECEMBER 29th.
7:30 P. M.—Address of Welcome, - Ilofi. R. M. Benjamin.

Response, by the President,

Hon. J. L. Fickard., Chicago.

8:00 P. M.

—

The President's Annual Address.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER SOtli.

PRIMARY SECTION.

In Room 21, High School—J. S. McClung, Chairman.

9:00 A. M.—Line upon Line, - Miss Mary G. Burdette, Peoria.

GENERAL DISCUSSION.

10:00 A. M.—Spelling, - Miss L. II. Johnson, Normal.
GENERAL DISCUSSION.

11:00 A. M.

—

What are the Facts,

3Iiss Mary E . Jones., Bloomington,

GENERAL DISCUSSION.

HIGH-SCHOOL SECTION,

9:00 A. M.

—

Methods of Teaching Latin in the High School,
£. W. Coy, Hughes High School, Cincinnati.

Discussion opened by H. L. Boltwood, Princeton High School and N. C.

Dougherty, Mt. Morris Seminary.

10:30 A. M.

—

The High School—Its Necessity and Office,

L\ C. Smith, High School, Dixon.

Discussion opened by Charles C. Snyder, Supt. Schools, Freeport.

9:00 A. ^l.—COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS' ASSOCIA'N.
In Room 13, High School.

GENERAL ASSOCIATION.

2:00 P. M.—A Paper on the Importance of Teaching the Ele-

ments of Civil Government,
F. W. Haskell, Hyde Park.

2:80 P. M.

—

Claims of Natural Science to a Place in Common
School Instruction,

Frof. D. C. Taft, 111. Ind. University, Urbana.



4:00 P. M.—AciASsrz at Penikese,

E . A. Gantinaii, Supt. Schools. Decatur.

4.30 P. M.—A Paper—Character is Power,
//. Freeman^ Rockford.

7:30 P. M.—Lecture, - liev. II. N. Powers, D. I).. Chicago.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 31st.

INTERMEDIATE SECTION.

In Room 21, High School—0. F. McKim, Chairman.

9:00 A.M.

—

Errors in Grammar -School Work and How to

Correct Them, - Jfiss Etta S. Uimbar^BeKsilh.

Discussion will be opened by M. L Seymour, Blue Island.

10.30 A. M.

—

The Relation of the Teacher to the Public,

Siqjt. S. T). GaylorcU Bloomington.

GENERAL DISCUSSION.

COLLEGE SECTION.

9:00 A. M.—A Paper on the Distinctive Work of the Colle(4E,

Br. W. G. Eliot, St. Louis, Mo.—Alternate. Prof.
W. F. Svxihlen, McKendree College.

Discussion opened by Dr. J. M. Sturtevant, Illinois College, Jacksonville.

10:45 A. M.—A Paper on the Economic Value of Scienoe-Edu-
cation, Dr. 0. Marcy, North-Western University.

GENERAL DISCUSSION.

GENERAL ASSOCIATION.

2:00 P. M.

—

The Proper Work of the Normal School,

Edward P. We^^ton, Lake Forest.

Discussion will be opened by M. W. Smith, Sterling, and S. H. White,
County Normal School, Peoria.

4:00 P. M.

—

The Press and the Free School,

Hon. F. W. Palmer, Editor Inter-Ocean. Chicago.

Discussion opened by John W. Gibson, Belvidere, and H. M. Rulison, Durand.

7:30 p. M.

—

Lecture—Some Fundamental Principles,

Dr. D. A. Wallace, President Monmouth College.



ANNOUNCEMENTS,

TJxe County Supej'intendeitts' Association, in October, cli angerl

its Annual Session to the time and place of the State Teachers'
Association.

TJie College Association this year becomes a part of th e State
Teachers' Association.

Th^e Hotels of Bloomington will entertain members at the
following reduced rates: Ashley House, $2.50 ; Phoenix Hotel,

$2.00, and St. Mcholas Hotel, $2.00 a day.
The Railway accommodations noiv granted are as follows :

To members paying full fare to the Association, on presentation of Cer-

tificate of Membership, return tickets will be sold at one-fifth of the regular

fare,

By the Chicago and Alton, at Bloomington,

By the Illinois Central, at Bloomington and Champaign,

By the Chicago and North-Western, at Dixon and Chicago.

The Indianapolis, Bloomington and Western and the Peoria and Rock
Island will return members FREE upon presentation of Certificate of Mem-
bership.

The Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad will sell tickets to

teachers attending the Association at sixty per cent, of the regular fare, to

and from Peoria, LaSalle and Joliet.

Reduced rates are expected from other companies. Teachers
expecting to attend will icrite to the Executive Committee, if
they desire infomnation not given in the foregoing.

The Head Quarters of the Executive Committee will be in
Room JVb. 1, Ashley House, during the session of the Association.

Teachers from almost all parts of the State, can leave home
on Monday and reach Bloomington in tirtie for the Evening
Session, and can leave Bloomington after the Lecture IJednes-
day Evening at such tinie as to reach home early on Tliursday.

JOHJf HULL, Bloomington,-) ^' ^ '
f Executive

E. L. WELLS, Oregon,

ROBT. ALLTJV, Lebanon,
I Committee.
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J. H. BUTLER & Co.,

EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHERS,
And Wholesale Booksellers,

723 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

Fall Bulletin for 1873.

GEOGRAPHIES,
Retail
Price.

Mitchell's New First Lessons in Geograptiy ..SO 50
Mitchell's New Primary Geography, 4to 80
Mitchell's New Intermediate Geography, 4to 1 80
Mitchell's New School Geography and Atlas 2 50
Mitchell's New Physical Geography 1 88
Mitchell's New Ancient Geography, 12mo 1 75
Mitchell's New Outline Maps and Key,* Small Series. In Porttolio or

on Rollers, Net 10 00
Mitchell's New Outline Maps and Key,* Large Series. On Rollers, Net 20 00
Hand-Book of MapUrawing 80

* Colored physically and politically, or politically only.

HISTORIES.
(PETER P.ARLEY'S )

Goodrich's American Child's Hietoriai History of the United States 84
Goodrich's Pictorial History of the United States 1 75
Goodrich's Pictorial History of England 1 75
Goodrich's Pictorial History of Rome I 75
Goodrich's Pictorial History of Greece 1 75
Goodrich's Pictorial History of France 175
Goodrich's Parley's Common-School History ot the World 1 75
Goodrich's Pictorial Natural History 1 75

READERS.
(BY SARGENT AND MAT.)

The New American First Header 20
The New American Second Reader 30
The New American Third Reader 50
The New American Fourth Reader 60
The New American Filth Reader 90

The Latest, Cheapest and Best Spellers.
The New American Primary Speller 20
I'he New American Pronouncing Speller 30

CRAM MARS.
Smith's English Grammar 56
Bingham's English Grammar 84

MISCELLANEOUS.
New American Etymologist
Oxford'.-? Junior Speaker
Oxford's Senior Speaker
The New American Etymological Header.

80
75

1 50
1 .50

Coppee's Elements of Logic. New Edition I 25
Coppee's Elements of Rhetoric 1 60
Coppee's Academic Speaker 2 40

Introduction
Price ,

With Without
Old
Book.
SO 25

40
00

1 25
94

87}^

Old
Book.
$0 33^

54
1 20
1 67
1 25
1 17

10 00 10 00
20 00 20 00

40 54

42

873^
87^

1 00
1 00
1 00

871^

87J4

10
15
25
30
45

28
42

56
1 17
1 17
1 17
1 17
1 17

1 17
1 17

U 13
20
33
40
60

14
20

54
50

1 00
1 00
84

1 10

Donnegan's Greek Lexicon, 8vo., Sheep 6 00
Lyons' American Elocutionist 1 65 I

Reid's Intellectual Powers. By Walker 188 1

Scholar's Companion 1 00
Stewart's Philosophy. By Walker 1 88 1

Tenney's Geology ; 1 75 1

Walker's Pronouncing Dictionary, 8vo 2 50 1

Most of these Books are well known. The Readers and Spellers are neio, and rapidly being
adopted. For Ca'alogue, Circulars and terms for Introdactions, address

£. B. GRAY, 36 Monroe St., Chicago.
Or M. R. KEECAN, 457 W. Twelfth St., Chicae;o.

4 00
1 10
1 25

67
1 25
1 17
1 67
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To the Hon. School Boards and Instructors
of Illinois,

GREETING:
Ventilation is a Prime Necessity.

A full supply of warm, fresh air is an absolute want.

A School room not well supplied with both is a dangerous
place for children.

•^ Ventilation is necessary to secure an active mental condition; without which, chil-

dren make but little progress in their studies.

Pure air is necessary to secure a healthy condition of the body. Pure air is life.

The foul air of the unventilated room is debility, SICKNESS, DEATH.
In connection with the above, we desire to state other important and well attested

facts

:

THE IMPROVED BENNETT

School Room Heater and Ventilator,
Will warm and thoroughly ventilate more space with a given

amount of fuel, than any other Room Heater, now in use; and will estab-

lish an even temperature throughout the room. In scores of rooms the

temperature has net varied two degrees, by actual test of thermometer.
The patterns have been improved, made more durable and simplified so they may be

easily set up for use ; and they are now offered to the School Boards of this and the

adjoining States at greatly reduced rates, for Cash or School Orders bearing
INTEREST.

With these simple facts bearing directly upon the physical, intellectual and economic
condition.? of the communities whose interests you are conserving, you cannot afford to

use the common heating stove, that gives no fresh air to a room seating from thirty \.(,

fifty children ; for in so doing the HIGHEST and best interest of the school is not

ATTAINED.
We are also manufacturing

The Celebrated Phenix Hot-Air Furnaces,
With the important improvements of Descending Smoke Flue inside the casing.s,

and a Gas Burner, which add to their heating capacity and economy in fuel
;

and which also insure all the desirable results when used in Heating and Ventilating
School Houses, Churches or Private Dwellings.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE.
Our manufactory is now established in Bloomington, III.

OUR WORK IS ALL FIRST-CLASS.
We fully guarantee satisfactory results where our directions are foilowed.

Our prices defy competition.
Fur particulars, address

Bloomington Bennett Hot-Air Furnace Company,
BLOOMINGTON, ILL.

WAREHOUSE AND OFFICE,
North Street, next door to Pantagraph Office.
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SPAIUSZ.ZXTC AITS BKZCBT.

THE NURSERY!
Best of all Magazines for Children-''

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED!

Will enter on its Eighth Year Jannarj^, 1874.

$ 1.50 a Year; 15 Cents a Single Number.

In its peculiar line it is without a peer. We shall spare no expense in keeping up its high char-
acter, and making it, if possible, more and more attractive.

New Subscribers for 1874, whose names and money are sent .before the first day of

November, will receive the last three numbers of 1873, FREi;.

Jj^° Send Stamp for Sample Copy containing Club Terms, Premium List, etc."'^^

JOHN L. SHOREY,
i°> II' 12. 36 Bromfield Street. Boston, Mass

ROGET'S INVALUABLE WORK.
NEW, RVISED, ENLARGED AND IMPROVED EDITION.

Thesaurus of English¥ords.
And Phrases ; so classified and arranged as to facilitate the expression of ideas, and

assist in literary composition, by Peter Mark Roget. Pevised and edited, 7vith a

List of Foreign Words, defined in English, and other additions by Barnas Sears,

D. D., late President of Brown University. A New Afnerican Edition, with ex-

tensive Additions and L}7iprovements. Royal i2mo. Cloth. <j;2.oo.

This great and noble work of Dr. Roget, oceupyiog his attention more than fifty years in its

preparation, furnishes, with respect to the English Language, a collection of the words it con-
tains, and of the idiomatic combinations peculiar to it, arrtnged (as expressed by the author
not in alphabetical order, as in a Dictionary, but according to ideas which they express. As one
has aptly said, ' 'It gives a writer a word he wants when that word is on the tip of his tongue,
but altogether beyond his reach."

It needs only to be tested in order that its real value to every one, and especially to every
Literary man, may be fully known and appreciated. A distiuguished clergyman, the author o:'

various popular works, says of it, ' 'There is no work save the Bible, I so highly prize as an aid
in my work, as Roget s Thesaurus. I use it much more frequently than the Dictionary " Also,
an eminent scientific man, remarked concerning it, " No work in all my library is in suen
constant use."

Ill the present much enlarged, and in various respects greatly, improved edition, the sub
ject matter of the original work is presented entire, thougli with variations of arrangement
and with numerous valuable additions; and while the Forcitn words and Phrases—Latin,
French, Italian, Spanish, Greek—are allowed a place in the body of the work as arranged by the
author, they are also arranged alphabetically, defined for the benefit of those only acquainte.i
with the English language, at the end of the volume, thus rendering it in all respects more fuil

and more perfect, even, than the author's edition !

Just published by GOULD & LINCOLN,
lo, II, 12. .59 Washington Street. Boston.
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NE^V BOOKS,
KlDdergarten Cnlture in the Family and Kindergarten.—(JuST PUBLISHED.)

By W. N. Hailman, A. M. A complete sketch of Froebel's system of Early Edu-
cation, adapted to American Institutions. For the use of Mothers and Teachers.
l2mo. I20 pp., cloth. Illustrated. Price 75 cents.

Ray's Suryejing and Navigation :
— (Just Published.)

With a Preliminary Treatise on Trigonometry and Mensuration. By .A. Schuy-
ler, A. M., Professor of Applied Mathematics and Logic in Baldwin University.

Author of •' Higher Arithmetic," " Principles of Logic," and " Complete Alge-

bra." 8vo, sheep, 403 pp. Price, ^2. 25 ; for introduction, $1 50; sample copy
by mail, ^1.75.

The School Stage

:

By W. H. Venable, 27 New Juvenile Acting Plays for Exhibitions at School and
Home. Plain and full directions relating to costume, properties and stage " busi-

ness." Numerous illustrations by Farny. i2mo. cloth. Price 1.25.

ECLECTIC CLASSICAL SERIES ; By G. K. Bartholomew :

I. Latin Graoimar.

A concise and systematic arrangement of the laws of the Latin tongue, prepared
with special reference to class use in schools and colleges. In the treatment of Ety-

mology, the verb is placed first ; in syntax, the examples precede the rule. Printed

in large, clear type . 276 pp., i2mo., half roan. Price $1.50. Sample copies

and supplies for introduction, |i.oo.

II. Latin Gradual,

To accompany the author's Latin Grammar. i2mo., 150 pp., hf. roan. Price

^1.25. Sample copies and supplies for introduction, 84 cents.

Good Morals and Gentle Manners :

By Alex. M. Gow, A. M., SupH Public Schools, Evansville, Ind. A system-

atic text- book on Moral and Social Law. Practical Ethics for the training of

the true Gentleman and Lady." i2mo., cloth. Price $1.25. Sample copies and
supplies for introduction, 84 cents.

Broion's Physiology and Hygiene, Venable's U. S. History.^ Thalhehner' -i

Ancient History, Henldeh Test Speller, Williams' Parser^ s Manual, Schuy-

ler's Complete Algebra, Schuyler's Logic, Norton's Philosophy, Phillips Day
School Singer, Cole's Institute Header, Kidd's Rhetorical Reader, Eclectic

Copy-Books, Eclectic Geographies, White's Arithmetics, etc., etc.

DescriptiTe Circulars and Price List to any address on application.

WILSON, HINKLE & CO.,

Publishers of the Eeleetie Educational Series,

10,11, 12. Cincitmati and New York.
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IMPORTANT TO ILLINOIS TEACHERS!

Valuable Works in Natural Science,
FROM THE PRESS OF

SCRIBNER, ARMSTRONG & CO., N. T.

I.

The Elements of Natural Philosophy,
BT PROF. LEBOr C. COOLEY,

Of Albany State Normal School, X. Y.

One Volume, i2mo., Substantially Bound and Elegantly Illustrated, 192 pages

Retail Price, SI.00; For Introduction, 67c.
We desire to call the attention of Illinois educators to the superior merits of this little

work as a manual for those teachers who are preparing to meet the requirements of the new
school law. We believe it to be the most concise and attractive as well as the most recent
exposition of the elementary principles of the science, now before the public. Upon those
subjects, an acquaintance with which is named by Superintendent Bateman as essential, it ia

especially full, clear and exact.

Other works by the same author:

Cooley's Easy Experiments in Physical Science, Retail Price, $ 75
Cooley's Natural Philosophy, (for more extended work,) " 1.50
Cooley's Chemistry, «« 1.25

II.
TENNEY'S

Natural History of Animals,
BY PROF. SASBORN TENXEY,

Of William.-* College, Mass.

Retail Price, S2.00; For Introduction Sl.34.
Below are some of the reasons piven for recommending this book as specially adapted to

the present needs of the teachers of the State:

1st.— It presents a general idea of the whole Animal Kingdom, in a small volume.
2d. —It contains a clear and concise statement of facts, and the subject ia so simplified that

persons of small attainments can comprehend it.

3d.— It contains more than 500 beautiful illustrations, and great care has been taken to

make these true to nature.
4th.—Snecial attention is directed to American animals.
oth.—An excellent classification is given at the close of the work.

For more extended investigation, teachers will find a delightful guide in the

MANUAL OF ZOOLOGY, by the same author, Price, $3.00; to Teachers, $2.

Both of the above works—the Elements of Natural Philosophy, and the Natural History of
Animals—have been recommended to teachers, by a large majority of the County Superin-
tendents, as the best works for preparation in these branches under tlie new law. The general
opinion of those who have examined these two works is that they are '-just the books for the
present emergency." ADDRESS

O. S. COOK, Agent,
Care Hadley Brothers, 1 IHti State Street.

Booksellers. / CHICAGO, ILL
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OFFICIAL RECOMMENDATION.
According to the 50th section of the new School Law, the State Superintendent

has recommended the following, of D. Appleton & Co.'s Publications :

Huxley & Youmans' Physiology, - - - - - $1 75
QUACKENBOS'S NATURAL PHILOSOPHY, frevised,) - - - - I 75
Nicholson's Zoology, (just published,) - - - - - i 75
Youmans' First Book of Botany, - - - - - i 00

From which a sufficient knowledge of the elementary principles of each of the four

designated sciences can be obtained.

Of the Botany, he gives the following special recommendation

:

"As a sample of the true method of teaching the elements of science in primary

schools, Miss Youmans' book is deserving of the highest praise.

In this respect I have seen nothing equal to it. The same method pursued in all

the natural sciences, would soon give us a generation of accurate and intelligent young
observers of natural objects and phenomena, and change for the better the whole tone

and character of common-school instruction."

Newton Bateman, .

SupH Pub. Instruction.

STANDARD BOOKS.
Science Primer of Chemistry, - - - - - - S 50

" " Physics, . . . . . 50

Youmans' Chemistry, - - - - - - - i 75
Lockyer's Astronomy, - - - - - - - i 75
Nicholson's Geology, (just published,) - - - - - i 50

&c., &c.

Cornell's Primary Geography, - - - - - - S 90
Intermediate do. - - - - - - i 50

" Physical. &c.. do. - - - - - - i 60

Appleton's Primary Arithmetic, - - - - - S 30
" Mental " ...... 45
" Elementary " - - - - - - 50
" Practical " - - - - - - i 00

quackenbos's primary grammar, - - - - - 5 50
" English " ...... 90
" Elementary History, ..... 75
" Illustrated "

- - - - - - i 75

THE POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY, $5 per annum.

APPLETON'S JOURNAL, $\ per annum.

o

Orders for the above solicited. Address,

P. B. HULSE, Agent,
117 and 119 State Street^

CHICAGO, ILI.
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HARPER'S

UNITED STATESJERIES OF READERS

!

This Series, prepared by Marcius Wilson, is lielievecl to be superior to any Series of

Readers now before the public, in the following particular, viz

:

1st. In the mechanical executions, including the quality of the paper, the binding,

the type, and illustrations.

2d. In the literary character and high moral tone of the selections of matter in-

troduced as reading exercises.

3d. In the easy and beautiful grading of the series, and their general adaption to

the demands of the school room.
4th. In the relative cheapness—the entire series of six books, at retail price,

costing only four dollars and fifty five cents.

W. A. Bell, in the Indiana School Journal, .«ays of the Readers: "Cons-idering the grading,
variety of style, the pictures, the character of the seleetions. the easy conversational style the

selection.? and notes for the benefit of teachers, this is, in ourjudement, the bestseries of Read-
ers published."

HARPER'S
Sch.ool History of th.© United States I

By DAVID B. SCOTT. «1 50.

Numerous engravings. Superior to any others now before the public in its accu-

racy, clearness, arrangement, attractiveness and general adaptation to the wants of the

school room.

Harper's Smaller School History of the United States
Bj- DAVID B. SCOTT. Si. 00.

A universal favorite for Grammar Schools. Especially arranged with reference

to the topical method of recitation.

FRENCH'S SERIES OF ARITHMETICS.
Acknowledged to be superior to any other series now before the Public and are

being more generally introduced. We respectfully invite attention to the following

points of axcellence, viz :

The logical arrangement of subjects. The character of definitions. The analysis

and explanations. The jiractical problems and lieantiful illustrations.

SWINTON'S PROGRESSIVE ENGLISH GRAMMAR,
The NEWEST and the BEST.

DALTON^S PHYSIOLOGY and HYGIENE,
Hooker's Series on the Natural Sciences,

COMFORT'S GERMAN SERIES,
Lawson'.s Penmanship, Complete in THREE BOOKS.

For which see full De.seriptive Catalogue, which will be sent free on application.

for Introdtictnty terms address,

J. M. OLCOTT, HARPER & BROTHERS,
Gen'l Ag't, iNm.XNAPOLis, IxD. NEW YORK

A. ETHRIDGE or W. J. BUTTON, Agents,

117 & 11 » State StreH,<'hlrat:o, Illinois.
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NE^A^ READING BOOKS.

We take pleasure in announcing that we have recently issued a Series of Reading

Books, edited by

GSO. S. XnZiZiAKD,
CALLED

THE FRANKLIN SERIES.
The selections are new and carefully made, and the entire series beautifully illustrated.

Waltons' Normal Series ofArithmetics.

WHAT DO LIVE TEACHERS SAY OF THEM?
" Waltons' is the only system published that will give independent pupils in arith-

metic' —H. S. Jones, Supt Schools, Erie, Penn.

" The Illustratiae Practical Arith.metic is unique in plain and origitm/ a^nd

suggestive, beyond most in its definitions, forms and methods."—Prof. Thos. 'WIetcalf,

///. Siah' A^onnal, in the " Schoolmaster."

I do not hesitate to pronounce Waltons' Illustrative Practical Arithmetic superior

to any Arithmetic that I have ever seen. Its definitions are almost perfect and its 7neth-

ods are natural. It only needs to be examined to be admired. The book is peer-

less.—J. P. D. John, Prof, of Mathematics, at Moore's Hill College, Indiana.

Having spent much time for the past few months examining text books in arithme-

tic, page by page, and almost problem by problem, I am well assured that Waltons"

books are the best I have examined.—D. C. Scoville, Supt. Schools, Bay City, Mich.

WE ALSO PUBLISH

^WORCESTER'S QUARTO DICTIONARY,
Worcester's School and Pocket Dictionaries, Seavey's Goodrich's

U. S. History, Campbell's Coicisc U. S. History, Weber's

Universal History, Hill's Geometries, Ac., ifec.

BREWER & TILESTON,
EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHERS,
114 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

For special terms of introduction, books for examination or other information re-

lating to our publications, Adddress HENRY B. TOWNE, Agent,

1 13 and 1 15 State Street, Chicago.
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GTJYOT. FELTER.
Tt^o XTe'w and Valuable Tezt-Boolss

FROM THE PRESS OF

I.
XO^V RKADY.

Guyot's Physical Geography.
The publishers of Guyot's unrivalled Series of Geographies are gratified to announce that

this master-piece of ihe great author is now ready. Sample pages will be sent post-paid to
any teacher, upon application. Educators desiring a new text-took in this branch are cor-
dially invited to examine this work.

II.

Prepared expressly for the Feiter Series.

B%j ritOF. S. H. PEABODY, of Mass. Agricultural College.

It is believed that the style of this book will be found to be simple and lucid, expressed in
the clear Sason words which men use when they mean business; and tnat the methods are those
suggested by common sense, cZinsrifi^c/ose/i/ to principle, and securing accurate results with-
out the least prodigality of figures.

Retail Price, $1; for introduction, 67c ; to teachers, and for introduction in exchange
for other books of same grade, ,50c.

Price List of Scribner's Educational Series.
Retail Introduction Exchange

price. pri'^e. price.
Felter's Xew Practical Arithmetic 100 7 50
FeUer's Primary Arithmetic 30 . ; 15
Felter's Intermediate Arithmetic 75 5'J 38
Sheldon's Primer, 20 13 10
Sheldon's First Reader, 2.5 17 12j<
Guyot's Elementary Geography 75 50 38
Guyot's Intermediate Geography SI 60 81 07 80
Gnyot s Common School Geography, teacher's edition 2 50 167 $125
Cooley's Elementary Philosophy 1 00 67
Cooley's Natural Philosophy 150 100
Coolev's Hand-Book of Easy Experiments 75 50
Cooley's Chemistry 1 2.5 84
Sheldon's Elementary Instruction 175 117
Sheldon's Lessons on Objects 1 75 1 17
Tenney's Natural History of Animals , 2 00 1 34
Tenney's Manual of Zoology 3 Oi> 2 Otj

Tenney's Natural History Tablets 12 00 8 00

Hadley's Lessons in Language furnished to teachers and for introduction
ai 40 cents per copy.

49" Descriptive Catalogues and Special Circulars, may always be had on application.
Correspondence of teachers, and personal visitation, exceedingly welcome always, and moj-t
cordially invited.

O. S. COOK, Agent,
Care of Hadley Bros., Booksellers. 136 State Street, CHICAGO
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'Conceded to be the Finest Bookstore in the United States."— 77;f./.;rv7«(V.

JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.,

IMPORTERS,

Booksellers and Stationers,
117 and 119 State Street, CHICAGO.

MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS.
It is our special care and pride to keep the finest stock of Standard asd valuable

Miscellaneous Books, in all Departments of Literature, that can be found in the West

SCHOOL BOOKS.
Our stock is always full and complete, containing all books in use in Western

Schools and Colleges.

Dictionaries, Outline Maps, Gazetteers, Enejclopealas, Boolts of Ret-
ference, School Kec«irds, Schedules, J^c, constantly on hand.

STATIONERY FOR LADIES, ETC.
Our stock is complete in all the choicest styles of White and Tinted Paper? and

Envelopes, from the best mills in Scotland, England, France and America, and is sufli-

ciently varied to suit the most fastidious taste.

BIBLES, PRAYER BOOKS, ALBUMS,

Pearl Spring Note, Letter and Cap Papers,

SPENCERTAlf STEEL PEXS. Etc.,

Crayons,Inks, Pencils and Pen Holders,
STEREOSCOPIC VIEV\^S !

We have just received a very fine new assortment, embracing many of the finest

gems of the best photographers in Europe and America.

^%Teachers, Professors. School Officers, and Literary Men visiting Chi

cago, are invited to make our new and beautiful store a place of resort.

gi^^Correspondence solicited from Library Committees, Dealers, and all persons

interested in the purchase of books. Price Lists, Terms, &c., furnished on application.

JANSEN, McCLURG & Co.,

117 and 1 19 STATE STREET
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FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

Silicate Book Slate
FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.

Light, Portable, Noiseless, Durable

UNIVERSALLY USED IN SCHOOLS.

Silicate Book Slates, Silicate Pocket Slates,
For Lead-Pencil and Slate Pencil.

Black-Boards. Silicate Wall-Slating.

N. Y. Silicate Book Slate Co.
MANUPACTOBT AND SALESROOM :

Cor. FULTON & CHURCH Sts. »9w York.

Makes the best Wall or Wooden Blackboard.
Put up in cans with full directions, and boxed

for shippingsafely with books and other goods.
Frice ^Reduced,—Pnits. $1.50: quarts.

$a.50: half gallon. $5.00: zallo-i. S9.00.

SANFORD'S

AND

Mucilage,
FOR

Schools, Banks,

Commercial Houses.

Neat, Durable, Convenient & Cheap.

Dear Sir:
Tlje accompanying cut repre-

sents our new design lor suppIyinK
Schools, Banks, Manufacturing and
Commercial Houses, with any kind
of Ink thev mav desire, in a cask,

from which the inkstand or we'ls

can be readily filled without any
trouble in drawing corks or of

slabbering the Ink.
These cask.s are made of oak-

iron hooped—handsomely painted

and varnished, and will be an or-

ment in any school room or count-

ing-house.
Our Writing Fluid and Inks are

ill warranted to be of the best qua-

lity, and to give perfect satlsfac*

tion.

Sanford Manufacturing Co.,

No. 223 Fulton Street, Chicago.

BUC KEYE BELL FOUNDRY,
Established In 1837.

Superior Bells for Churches,
Schools, etc., ofPure Cop-
per and Tin, fully war-
runted, and mounted with
our Latest Improved
Rotary Hangings, tho
bf,--t lu ufce.

Jlliflraltd Catalogue sent free.

VANDUZEN & TIFT,
m & lOi E. Sccoid St., Ciaeianati,

The Schoolmaster

AND

IIPPINCOTT'SMAGAZI

For 81 per year.
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IIW PllMilflONi
A. S. BARNES & CO.,

NEW YORK AND CHICAGO.

During the past business year, '72-70, we have published the following important Text
Books for Schools and Colleges :

AGNEL'S Tabular French System.
|

BAADE'S Permutation Reading Case.
|

BAKER'S Brief History of Texas.
1

BARBER'S Critical Speller.
i

BLAIR'S Latin Pronunciation.
CHAPMAN'S Elementary Drawing Bonk,
CLARK'S Key to Normal Grammar.
CLARK'S Beginner's Grammar.
DAVIES' Examination of the Demonstrations

of the Legendre.
DAVIES' Nature and Utility of Mathematics.

FOLSOM'S Logic of Accounts.
JEPSON':J Music Readers. Three Nos.
MONTEITH'S Comprehensive Geography.
NORTHEND'S Young Declaimer.
PEABODY'S Moral Science.
PECK'S Analytical Mechanics.
STEELE'S Fourteen Weeks in Physiology.
STEELE'S New Chemistry.
WATSON'S Child's Script Speller.
WATSON'S Youth's Script Speller.
WOOD'S Botanical Record

.41so, revised editions of the following standard Text-Books, viz:

Oavies' Analytical Geometry, Calculus, Legendre & Bourdon, and
Joynes' French Pronunciation.

These works have sprung into an immediate demand, and have more than realized the
great expectations held out for them.

We have also increased our several specific libraries. For instance, our TEACHERS'
LIBRARY bv Orion's "LIBERAL EDUCATION OF WOMEN : THE DEMAND and the METH-
OD;" and NoRTHROP's "EDUCATION ABROAD." Our GIFT-BOOK LIBRARY by "CHRYSOS-
TOM ; or, THE MOUTH OF GOLD," by Edwin Johnson ;

" TRUE SUCCESS IN LIFE." by Rat
Palmer; " SUNNY HOURS OF CHILDHOOD," collected stories anecdotes, etc. All are hand-
f^omely bound, and within the reach of any teacher.

We invite the special attention of educators to

MONTEITH'S COMPREHEHSIVE GEOGRAPHY.
The following, among other important features, are peculiar to this book :

It presents RELIEF MAPS, It presents CO.MPARATIVE LATITUDES,
It prei^entg COMPARATIVE AREAS, It presents REFERENCE MAP=,

It presents A MAP OF PALESTINE, It presents MAP DRAWING on a Uniform Scale
It presents TOPICAL GEOGRAPHY, It presents A TOUR IN EUROPE,

It presents GLOBE SEGMENTS, - It presents a Short HISTORICAL SKETCH,
immediately following the Physical and Descriptive Geography of each country.

Besides these, the book contains one-third more maps than any other School Geography-
The "Comprehensive" is easy and pleasing, even to young pupils. It contains 103 pages.
Prices—Retail. S1.60; Examination, sO cents ; Introduction, $1.07 ; Exchange, 80 cents. If you
contemplate any change, don't fail to see this book before any selection is made.

We also invite attention to the following new and popular Text Books :

WATSONS' INDEPENDENT READERS.— Independent First. 25 cents; Independent
Second, .50 cents; Independent Third, 75 cents; Independent Fourth, SLOO; Independent Fifth,

3L25; Independent Sixth, $1 50.

BARNES' BRIEF U. S. HISTORY, 51.50.

STEELE'S U WEEKS IN THE SCIENCES, (Philosophy, Physiology, Chemistry, As-
tronomy and Geology, ) each Si. 50.

CLARK'S BEGINNER'S GRAMMAR, 60 cents.
CLARK'S NORMAL GRAMMAR, $1-

BARBER'S CRITICAL SPELLER, 20 cents.
INDEPENDENT SPELLER, (in script,) 25 cents. Sample copies, for examination, halt

price. Liberal terms made on all introduction orders.
If not already supplied, send for our Descriptive Catalogue ; also, the Educational Bul-

letin, a medium between publishers and educators. Teachers and school officers are cordially
invited to call upon us when in the city.

A. S. BARNES Sc CO.,
113 tfc- lis State Street, Chicago, Illinois
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